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General Introduction

Collecting a series of reprints and publishing them in the form of a book may seem a little
pretentious. Actually, when this was suggested to me by World Scientific, my response was
first negative. The first thought which caused me to change my mind came when I surveyed
my own bookcase in which were contained a few sets of reprints bound together given by
colleagues working in similar fields; I find them quite convenient. When I need to consult
one particular paper, I find it immediately without having to spend hours looking for it in
piles of reprints and preprints, most of the time without success.
Also, when I started to think about how I could organise the chapters of such a book, I
found it worthwhile to look back over my research field and to try to find a few guidelines
for understanding its evolution. During the last forty years, the field of atomic physics has
experienced a number of spectacular developments, but a close inspection shows that the
atom-photon interactions at the heart of these developments can always be analyzed with
a small number of general ideas. Conservation laws are an obvious example. Conservation
of angular momentum plays an essential role in optical pumping, whereas laser cooling is
based on the conservation of linear momentum. A more subtle example is the influence of
the correlation time of the electromagnetic field on the atomic dynamics. If this correlation
time is very short compared to all the other characteristic times, which is the case of the
vacuum field or of the broadband fields emitted by thermal sources, the atomic evolution
can be described by rate equations or, equivalently, by a random sequence of quantum
jumps associated with the absorption or emission processes. On the contrary, if the field
correlation time is very long, the atomic evolution is described by optical Bloch equations
or, equivalently, by a Rabi nutation between the two states of the atomic transition driven
by the applied field. This explains why so many concepts developed for magnetic resonance
turned out to be useful for the analysis of experiments performed with monochromatic
laser sources as well. Another example of a useful guideline is the distinction between the
reactive and the dissipative responses of an atom to electromagnetic excitation. For the
internal degrees of freedom, they give rise to a shift and to a broadening of the atomic
levels, respectively. This is true not only for the interaction with the vacuum field (Lamb
shift and natural width), but also for the interaction with an applied field (light shift and
power broadening). For external degrees of freedom, one also finds a reactive force (dipole
force) and a dissipative force (radiation pressure force). One of the most recent developments
in laser cooling, the so-called Sisyphus cooling, can also be interpreted as resulting from
a correlation between the spatial modulations of the two responses of the atom to a laser
excitation with a spatially modulated polarization. More precisely, the light shifts of two
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Zeeman sublevels (reactive response) and the optical pumping rates from one sublevel to
the other (dissipative response) are spatially modulated and correlated in such a way that
the moving atom is running up the potential hills more often than down. As a final example,
one may mention the importance of linear superpositions of atomic sublevels. They give rise
to well-known effects, such as level crossing resonances (Hanle effect), and they also play
an essential role in the new laser cooling mechanisms, such as velocity selective coherent
population trapping, allowing one to cool atoms below the recoil limit associated with the
kinetic energy of an atom absorbing or emitting a single photon.
The reprints I have selected here consist of review papers and lectures given at international conferences or summer schools, as well as original theoretical or experimental papers.
Some of them are not easily available and I hope it will be useful to find them in this book.
They all deal with the physical effects which can be observed on atoms interacting with
various types of electromagnetic fields (broadband fields, radiofrequency fields, laser fields,
vacuum fields, etc.). The problems which are addressed in these papers concern not only
the effect of the electromagnetic field on atoms, i.e. the dynamics of their internal degrees of
freedom and the motion of their center of mass, but also the new features of the light which
is absorbed or emitted by these atoms, such as the spectral distribution of the fluorescence
light and photon correlations. I have tried to select papers which put emphasis on the physical mechanisms and general approaches, such as the dressed-atom approach, having a wide
range of applications. I thus hope that they could be useful to a wide audience, and not
only to specialists.
A short introduction has been written for each paper. It gives the historical context of
the paper, explains how it fits into the general evolution of the research field, and points
out connections with other ideas or other work done at different periods. A few references
are given in these introductory notes, but they are not intended to be exhaustive.
I am very much indebted to Alfred Kastler and Jean Brossel for their constant interest in
my work. They supervised my thesis and initiated me to this branch of atomic physics which
has so greatly benefited from their inspiration. I would also like to express my gratitude
to all the coauthors of the papers presented in this volume. Their contribution has been
essential and the work described here could not have been done without their enthusiasm.
All the editors who have been contacted have given permission to reprint the papers
for which I would like to thank them. I am also very grateful to Jean Dalibard, Jacques
Dupont-Roc, and John Lawall for their help in the preparation of the introductory remarks
and to Michele Sanchez and Beatrice Cardon for the typing of these notes.
In this second edition, 14 papers written after the publication of the first edition have
been added. In order to keep a reasonable size for the book, paper 1.1 has been removed.
The interested reader can find it in the first edition of the book.
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Section 1
Atoms in Weak Broadband Quasiresonant Light Fields
Light Shifts — Linear Superpositions of Atomic Sublevels

3

Resonance fluorescence, which consists of resonant absorptions and re-emissions of photons
by atoms, is a basic process in atomic physics. For example, optical pumping uses resonance
fluorescence induced by a polarized light beam for transferring to an ensemble of atoms part
of the angular momentum carried by the incident polarized photons.
Before the development of laser sources, most experiments were done using spectral
lamps, excited by dc or microwave discharges. The light emitted by such lamps has a broad
spectral width, on the order of a few GHz (Doppler width), and an intensity sufficiently
weak so that induced emission can be neglected in comparison with spontaneous emission.
The papers contained in this first section try to answer a few questions which were arising
in the late fifties and which concern resonancefluorescenceinduced by weak broadband light
fields:
- Is it correct to describe resonancefluorescencein terms of a random sequence of absorption
and spontaneous emission processes?
- Are magnetic resonance curves between the ground state Zeeman sublevels perturbed by
the incoming light?
- Can one prepare atoms in linear superpositions of ground state Zeeman sublevels? Are
there interesting physical effects connected with the existence of such "Zeeman coherences" ?
Answers to these questions can be found in the first three papers of this section. The last
three papers describe level crossing resonances in atomic ground states (Hanle effect). They
are associated with the resonant variations of the Zeeman coherences and are so narrow
that they allow very small magnetic fields (< 10~9 Gauss) to be measured.

5

Paper l.l a
C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Theorie quantique du cycle de pompage optique. Verification
experimentale des nouveaux effets prevus," Ann. Phys. {Paris), 13e serie, 7, 423-495 (1962).
© MASSON S.A. Paris.
The first part of this thesis work presents a quantum theory of the optical pumping cycle
and can be considered as one of the first examples of a master equation description of an
ensemble of atoms driven by a quasiresonant optical field. Atoms are described by a density
matrix and the denominations "optical coherences" and "Hertzian coherences" for the offdiagonal elements of the density matrix are introduced for the first time, these coherences
being related to well-defined physical quantities such as the mean electric dipole moment
or the mean transverse angular momentum (perpendicular to the axis of quantization,
determined by the applied static magnetic field).
The correlation time of the absorption process is identified as being the inverse of the
spectral bandwidth A of the incoming light (see remark on p. 17 and §D. 2, p. 18), and is
interpreted as being the time it takes for an incident wave packet of light to pass through
the atom. The fact that the correlation time I/A is small compared to the relaxation time
(or pumping time Tp) of the ground state allows a separation of time scales and a rate
equation description of the absorption process. Similarly, the brevity of the correlation time
of vacuum fluctuations, compared to the radiative lifetime r of the excited state, allows
a rate equation description of spontaneous emission. This provides a justification of the
description of resonancefluorescenceinduced by weak broadband optical fields in terms of
a random sequence of sudden absorption and spontaneous emission processes (see Fig. 3 on
p. 16, which can be considered as a precursor of modern descriptions of dissipative processes
in terms of "quantum jumps").
One of the most important predictions of this quantum theory of the optical pumping
cycle is that the magnetic resonance curves in the atomic ground states are broadened and
shifted by quasiresonant light. Two types of such "light shifts" are identified. The first one is
due to virtual absorptions and re-emissions of photons by the atom, and can be considered
as the equivalent, for the absorption process, of the Lamb shift, which is due to the virtual
spontaneous emissions and re-absorptions of photons. Such a light shift is sometimes called
ac-Stark shift. The connection between level broadening and real absorption of light on
the one hand and light shifts due to virtual processes and anomalous dispersion of light
on the other hand is noted. The second type of light shift is due to the conservation of
Zeeman coherence in real absorption-spontaneous emission cycles (fluorescence cycles). If
the Larmor frequencies are not the same in the ground and excited states, the transverse
atomic angular momentum takes a small advance (or delay) during each passage to the
excited state, and the effective Larmor frequency in the ground state is slightly modified.
The second part of this thesis work describes the experiments which have been performed
on the various isotopes of the mercury atom and which allowed a quantitative check of
the various predictions of the first (theoretical) part, in particular those concerning the
light broadening and the two types of light shifts of magnetic resonance curves in atomic
a This paper has been removed in order to maintain a reasonable size for this second edition, and the interested reader
can refer to the first edition.
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ground states. This part also contains a description of experimental results which have not
been published elsewhere, and which use detection signals proportional to the ground state
Zeeman coherences for detecting magnetic resonance in the ground state, and in steadystate as well as in transient regimes. These signals are modulated at the frequency of the
radiofrequency field, or at the Larmor frequency, and they provide a very good signal to
noise ratio (see Chap. VIII, p. 60, and Figs. 40, 42, 43, and 46).

__^__

z

Paper 1.2
C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Observation d'un emplacement de raie de resonance magnetique cause
par l'excitation optique," C.R. Acad. Sci. 252, 394-396 (1961), seance du 16/01/1961.
Reprinted with permission of Comptes Rendus.
This paper describes an experiment performed in December 1960, demonstrating for the
first time that magnetic resonance curves in atomic ground states can be shifted by virtual
absorptions and re-emissions of quasiresonant optical photons. The shift is quite small
(~ 0.5 Hz), but its detection is possible for the following two reasons. First, the lifetime
of atomic ground states, due to the various relaxation processes (radiative, collisional, etc),
can be very long, ensuring very narrow magnetic resonance curves. Second, two different
ground state Zeeman sublevels undergo in general different light shifts, depending on the
light polarization, which produces a light-induced change of the Zeeman splittings. This
second feature of light shifts, the fact that they vary from one Zeeman sublevel to the
other, and that they depend on the light polarization, turned out to play a very important
role in the recent developments which have led to the discovery of new efficient laser cooling
mechanisms, such as "Sisyphus cooling" (see papers 7.1 and 7.2).
Improvements of the experiment described in this paper have been performed and have
led to the light shifts of the magnetic resonance curves being much larger than their widths
(see, for example, paper 2.1 and Fig. 15, p. 18 of this paper).
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SPECTROSGOPIE IIERTZIENNE. — Observation d'un deplacement de raie
de resonance magnetique cause par I'excitation optique. Note (*) de
M. Ci.Aunn COHEX-TANNOUDJI, presentee par M. Gustave Ribaud.
Un deplacement de raie dc resonance magnetique assocte a des transitions
virtuelles induites par une excitation optique a €ti observe expe>imentalement.

Des effets de deplacement des raies de resonance magnetique causes par
le pompage optique ont ete etudies theoriquement (*) dans deux Communications anterieures (I et II). Nous avons recherche et mis en evidence
experimentalement le deplacement associe a la difference des self-energies
de deux sous-niveaux Zeeman de l'etat fondamental en presence du rayonnement excitateur; deplacement dont l'expression etablie dans I et II
est AE'(A^— Aa-u.) ou AE', A**, A^u sont defmis par (I, 3) et (1,4)-

Fig. i.

F i g . •>..

Considerons le cas de l'isotope 19SHg eclaire par une source einettant
une raie dont la polarisation est circulaire droite c-+, et dont le nombre
d'onde k est compris entre Ies nombres d'onde kOi et ko> (fig. i) des deux
composantes hyperfines de la transition 6'So — 6 ' P , de ""Hg. La figure i
represente Ies niveaux d'energie; Ies nombres inscrits, Ies probabilites de
transition optique qui ne sont autres que Ies A^.
Les transitions virtuelles vers le niveau 6:1P1( F = 1/2, sont caracterisees par k — /cOi > o. D'apres (1,3), AE' est positif et le deplacement,
indique sur la partie droite de la figure 1, se fait vers le haut. Par suite
de la polarisation circulaire droite, Al/Si1/S = o et seul, le sous-niveau — 1/2
est deplace.
Pour les transitions virtuelles vers le niveau 6 s Pi, F = 3/a, k — kai,
et par suite AE', sont negatifs : le deplacement, indique sur la partie gauche

9
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)

do la figure i, se fait vors le bas et cst trois fois plus grand pour lo sousniveau + 1/2 quo pour le sous-niveau — 1/2 (rapport des probabilities do
transition).
Ces deux effets conduisent done tous deux a augmenter la separation
energetique entre les deux sous-niveaux i 1/2 de l'etat fondamental. Les
conclusions sont inversees si au lieu d'operer en excitation IJ+, on opere
en n". Les transitions virtuelles vers les autres niveaux excites ne deplaccnt
pas la raie de resonance magnetique car k — k« et AE' ne varient plus
alors d'une composante hyperfine a 1'autre et, d'apres les regies de somme
sur les A^i, les deux sous-niveaux ± 1/2 sont deplaces de la memo quantite.
L'experience a ete realisee sur le montage de Cagnac (~). Des courbes
de resonance magnetique de 1'isotope ""'Hg pompe optiquement par une
lampe a 20l Hg ont ete tracees suivant les techniques habituelles. On operait
a une frequence fixe de 5 kHz obtenue par demultiplication a partir d'un
quartz de 100 kHz. Dans l'axe du champ magnetique et dans le sens oppose
a celui du premier faisceau orientateur, nous avons dispose un deuxieme
faisceau : la lumiere issue d'une lampe remplie de J '"Hg est concentree
sur la cellule de resonance apres avoir traverse successivement un filtre
a '"'Hg (constitue par une cellule cubique de 4 cm de cote remplie de cet
isotope), un nicol et une lame quart-d'onde. Le role du filtre a 1!1"Hg est
d'absorber toute fraction de la lumiere du deuxieme faisceau susceptible
de provoquer des transitions reelles dans la cellule de resonance.
L'isotope ->01Hg a ete choisi pour remplir la lampe du deuxieme faisceau
excitateur car on doit obtenir ainsi un deplacement partieulierement fort.
On peut en effet, d'apres (I, 3), etudier comment varie AE' en fonction
de l'ecart entre le centre k de la raie excitatrice et le centre ka de la raie
d'absorption. En comparant AE' a l'elargissement lv 0 que creerait la
memo intensite excitatrice si elle etait centree en k0 et non plus en k,
on troiivc que AE'/Av0, nul pour k = k0, croit pour atteindre un maximum
de Fordre de 1 pour k — ka ~ A (A est la largeur de la raie excitatrice),
puis decroit comme A//c — /c0 pour k — /c0 ^> A. D'apres la figure 2, la
composante 5/2 de 3l"Hg est a une largeur Doppler de la composante 1/2
de ''"Hg, ce qui donne l'effet optimal; la composante 3/2 agit dans le
meme sens; la composante 1/2 dans le sens contraire, mais beaucoup plus
faiblement parce qu'elle est trop proche de la composante 3/2 de 191)Hg
et quo son intensite dans la lampe est cinq fois plus faible que celle de la
composante 5/2.
La figure 3 montre un exemple dos courbes experimentales obtenues.
La courbe de resonance magnetique du centre est prise avec le deuxieme
faisceau masque, celles de gauche (et de di'oite) en presence du deuxieme
faisceau polarise a+ (et a~). Le deplacement vaut environ o,4 Hz. II a
le bon signe : comme nous operons a frequence fixe, un deplacement vers
les differences d'energie plus grandes correspond a un deplacement vers

]0
( 3 )
lcs champs plus bas. II change do signc quand on passe do n¥ a ?'. Nous
avons egalement verifie qu'il n'y avait plus do deplacement quand on enlevait la lame quart-d'onde, e'est-a-dire quand on eclairait avec un melange
de r:+ et n~. Enfin nous nous sommes assures que le deplacement etait
proportionnel a l'intensite lumineuse.

Fig. 3.

On remarque sur la figure 3 que l'intensite de la resonance est plus
faible lorsque los deux faisceaux ont des polarisations opposees : a+ pour
le premier, n~ pour le deuxieme. En effet, dans ce cas, les atomes sont
accumules par le premier faisceau dans le sous-niveau + 1/2 et la vapeur
est particulierement absorbante pour toute fraction du deuxieme faisceau
susceptible de provoquer des transitions reelles et que le filtre a ' " H g
n'absorberait pas entiei-ement. D'ou un affaiblissement de la detection de
la resonance. Nous avons verifie cette hypothese en operant avec des
filtres a ' ""Hg mo ins absorbants, ce qui augmente la dissymetrie. D'autre
part, nous avons inverse le sens de la dissymetrie en pompant avec le
premier faisceau en n" et non plus en n*.
L'experience decrite dans cette Communication fait appel a la polarisation de la lumiere pour deplacer de fagon differente deux sous-niveaux
Zeeman d'un memo nivean hyperfin de 1'etat fondamental (inegalite
des A^). On peut imaginer d'atitres experiences ou il n'est pas besoin
de faire appel a cette propriete et ou l'ecart des deux niveaux est suffisamment grand pour que AE' varie de 1'un a l'autre (cas des deux niveaux
hyperfins d'un atomc alcalin dans l'etat fondamental).
(*) Seance du 9 Janvier 19C1.
(') J.-P. BARHAT et C. COHEN-TANNOUDJI, Comptes rendux, 252, 1961, p. g3 (I);
252, 1961, p. a55 (II).
(-) B. CAGNAC et J. BDOSSEL, Comples rendus, 249, jip<), p. 77; J. BBOSSEJL, Year Book
of the Phys. Soc. (London), 19G0, p. 1.
(Laboraloirc de Physique de I'fieole Xormale Superieurc, ?..{, rue Lhunnmd, Paris, 5e.)
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Paper 1.3
C. Cohen-Tannoudji and J. Dupont-Roc, "Experimental study of Zeeman light shifts in
weak magnetic fields," Phys. Rev. A5, 968-984 (1972).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
The effect of light shifts on the ground state manifold of an atom can be described by an
effective Hamiltonian whose symmetries are determined by the polarization of the incident
light. Using an appropriate expansion of this effective Hamiltonian, one can show that it
can be interpreted in terms of a global shift of the ground state manifold, supplemented
by differential shifts equivalent to those which would be produced by fictitious magnetic or
electric fields.
This paper describes a series of experiments demonstrating the properties and symmetries of these fictitious fields. By varying the applied real static magnetic field Bo, one can
study the transition between the zero field zone (Bo = 0), where the Zeeman degeneracy is
removed by light shifts, and the high field region where light shifts are a small perturbation
to the Zeeman splittings due to BoBy modulating the intensity or the polarization of the "shifting" light beam, one can
produce modulated fictitious magnetic or electric fields, acting selectively on a given hyperfine level. Here also, similar effects have been found to play an important role in the new
laser cooling mechanisms. See, for example, Sec. 3B of paper 7.2, where an atom, moving
in a <j+-o~ laser configuration, "sees" a rotating fictitious electric field due to light shifts.
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According to the quantum theory of the optical-pumping cycle, one can describe the effect
of a nonresonant light beam on the different Zeeman sublevels of an atomic ground state by an
effective Hamiltonian Xe which depends on the polarization and spectral profile of the incident
light. In order to check the structure of Xe, we have performed a detailed experimental study
of the ground-state energy sublevels of various kinds of atoms perturbed by different types of
nonresonant light beams. Attention is paid to the modification of the Zeeman structure due
to Xe. We have been able to obtain experimentally in the ground state of 199Hg, 201Hg, and
87Rb, Zeeman light shifts that are larger than the width of the levels due to the thermal r e laxation. The removal of the Zeeman degeneracy in zero external field, due to a nonresonant
light irradiation, is observed by different optical-pumping techniques; the full Zeeman diagram of the perturbed atoms is also determined when a static field Ho is added. We have
checked that the effect of Xe can be described in terms of fictitious static electric or magnetic
fields. These fictitious fields can be used to act selectively on a given atomic level.

INTRODUCTION

The ground state of a two-level atom is broadened
and shifted when irradiated by a light beam. The
lifetime T'p is due to the resonant photons of the
light wave (the atom can actually leave the ground
state by absorption of such a photon). The energy
shift A£' can be described in terms of virtual absorptions and reemissions of the nonresonant photons, which mix the excited- and ground-state wave
functions. 1 It may be also interpreted as a dynamic
Stark effect in the electric field of the light wave. 2 ' 3
If the ground state has a nonzero angular momentum
F, the effect of a nonresonant irradiation
( A £ ' » 1/T'p) on the 2F + 1 sublevels is described by
an effective Hamiltonian fCe. The energy levels of
the perturbed atom are the eigenstates of TCe. 7Ce
is a function of the intensity, of the polarization,
and of the spectral profile of the light.
In this paper, we report the results of an experimental study of the ground-state energy sublevels
of various kinds of atoms perturbed by different
types of nonresonant (nr) light beams.
The expression of TCt has been theoretically established in a quantum theory of the optical pumping
cycle. 4 As in various atomic physics problems, 5 ' 6
the use of irreducible tensor operators has greatly
simplified the analysis of Xe.3 We emphasize the
fact that the form of 30e (eigenstates, relative spacing of the energy sublevels) is in many cases determined only by the angular properties of the light
beam, especially by its polarization. As pointed
out by several authors, 7 " 9 one can also associate
with the light beam fictitious static fields which
would produce the same splitting in the ground state
and which are very useful to visualize the symmetry
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properties of 3Ce.
More precisely, the effect of the light beam is
the following. First, it produces a displacement
of the ground state as a whole (center-of-mass
light shift); second, it removes the Zeeman degeneracy of the level. The first effect has been
observed directly on an optical transition byAleksandrov et al.,10 Bradley et al., u and Platz. l z The
difference of the center-of-mass light shifts for two
different hyperfine levels of an alkali-atom results
in a modification of the hyperfine frequency of the
ground state, which has been observed and studied
in great detail. 13~15
Here we focus our attention on the second point,
the effect of the light beam inside each ground-state
multiplicity, which depends more critically on the
symmetries of TCe. With these Zeeman light shifts
is associated a shift of the magnetic resonance line,
which has been observed by several authors. 16~18
However, these experiments have been performed
in a high magnetic field, i. e., when Zeeman splitting is large compared to the light shift. The atomic wave functions are then determined by the Zeeman Hamiltonian and the light beam only modifies
slightly the energies. For our purpose, a more
interesting situation is the opposite case, when the
structure of the ground state is determined mainly
by the light beam. For that reason much attention
must be paid to the low-field region, including the
zero-field case where the eigenstates of TCe are directly observed. The full Zeeman diagram, deeply
modified by the presence of the nr light beam, also
gives valuable information on the structure of 1C,.
To our knowledge, because of the smallness of the
currently obtained light shifts compared to the width
of the levels, the energy diagram of an atom sub968
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mitted to a nr irradiation has never been experimentally investigated. Using atoms with long relaxation times and powerful discharge lamps, we have
observed Zeeman light shifts larger than the width
of the levels and we have been able to carry out an
experimental study of the energy levels of different
kinds of atoms irradiated by nr light beams in zero
or nonzero magnetic field. The form of the effective Hamiltonian for various polarizations has been
checked in this way and found to be in excellent
agreement with the theoretical predictions.
In particular, the concept of the fictitious field
appears to be very convenient for interpreting the
results of the experiments. Furthermore, we
demonstrate that light shifts can practically be used
in some experiments to produce static or modulated
fictitious fields acting specifically on a given atomic level.
The paper is divided as follows. In Sec. I, the
theoretical predictions for TCe are briefly recalled.
In Sec. II, we review the various experimental
methods used to study the energy diagram of the
perturbed atom. We present in Sec. i n the r e sults of experiments performed on 199Hg, 201Hg,
and 87Rb atoms. Finally, in Sec. IV some applications of oscillating fictitious fields are investigated.
I. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS FOR 3Ce

In this section, we first recall the expression for
3C, and the form of its expansion in irreducible tensor operators (more details may be found in Refs. 3
and 5). We then discuss the consequences of the symmetries of the light beam and show how it is possible
to derive in simple cases the coefficients of the expansion of TCe without any complicated algebra. Finally, we determine the "fictitious" static fields
which describe the effect of various types of nr light
beams inside the ground-state multiplicities.
A. Effective Hamiltonian 3Ce

1. Notations and Assumptions
(a) The nr light beam B1 is characterized by its
intensity S, its polarization vector ex, and its spectral profile u{k) which is centered at the frequency
~k and has a width Afe. We assume Aft much larger
than the light shifts and magnetic splittings involved
in this study. We take K= c = 1.
(b) The interaction of the atom with the light wave
is of the electric dipole type. Therefore, the polarization vector ex is the only relevant geometrical
parameter of the light beam which has to be considered.
(c) We suppose that Br is quasiresonant: k is
close to a particular absorption frequency of the
atom so that we will consider only the corresponding excited state. l<£M)and \Fm) are, respectively, the hyperfine sublevels of the excited and
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ground states; fejr0 is the energy difference between
those two levels for the free atom in zero field. We
assume that in our experiments, the inverse of the
excited-state lifetime is always smaller than Aft.
(d) Light shifts and Zeeman splittings in the
ground state will be always small compared to the
hyperfine structure so that F is a "good quantum
number. "
2.

Expression of Effective Hamiltonian

The effect of the light beam inside the F multiplicity19 is described by the Hamiltonian TC^F)
•Ke(F)=B<l,'KAF,<t>),

(1.1)

where
K,(F, tf>)=AE'(F, <p)A(F, <p) .

(1.2)

AE'(F, (p) is a real number, proportional to the light
intensity, and is a function of k. Its complete expression may be found in Refs. 1 and 4. The shape
of its variations with k is given in Fig. 1. AE'(F, <j>)
is maximum when k - feF4, is of the order of Ak.
When k is far from kF0,
A£'(F,»« (SdFt,f/(k-kFll) ,

(1.3)

where S is the electric field of the light wave, dF<>
the reduced matrix element of the electric dipole
operator between the two levels F and <j>. AE'(F, 4>)
changes its sign with k - kFi. A (F, <f>) is an operator
depending on the polarization of B t and acting inside
the F multiplicity:
A(F, <p)=PF(ex*.D)P*(ex-5)PF,

(1.4)

where PF and P 0 are the projection operators onto
the F and <p multiplicities; D is the angular part of
the electric dipole operator. A(F, <p) is obviously
Hermitian.
The concept of effective Hamiltonian must be
used with some care when several nr beams act
simultaneously on the atom. If there is no phase
relation between them, Ke is simply the sum of the
effective Hamiltonians associated with each individ-

_ FIG. 1. Variations of AE'IF, <f>) with the mismatch
ft — kFi between the mean energy of the incident photons
and the energy of the F-~ rp atomic transition. Aft is the
spectral width of the incident light.
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ual beam. But if two beams are coherent, timedependent terms may appear in the effective Hamiltonian.
3. Expansion of Ke on an Operator Basis and
Introduction of Fictitious Fields
The basic idea is to develop 3C,(F) on a basis of
operators acting inside the ground-state multiplicity. Each term of this expansion may be interpreted
as the interaction Hamiltonian of the ground state
with a fictitious static field. To illustrate the method, let us first consider the simple case of a level
F=l

a. A simple case: F = £. There are only two
sublevels in the multiplicity. 3Ce(F) is a 2x2 Hermitian matrix which can always be expanded in
terms of the unit matrix and the three Pauli matrices cr((t = x, y,z):
(1.5)

X.(F)=c0 + 'L(c(o, .

We interpret ZjC.^i as the scalar product of the
magnetic moment iya of the atom (y, jjyromagnetic
ratio) with a fictitious magnetic field Hf defined by
-b'(Hf)i

= ci (i = x , y , z ) .

(1.6)

Then, the effect of the light beam in the F multiplicity can be described in this case by a center-of mass light shift_c0 and the action of a fictitious
magnetic field Hf .
b. General case: F > £ . A third group of terms
appears in the expansion. Ke(F), which is a (2F+ 1)
x (2F •-1) matrix, is developed on a complete set of
irreducible tensor operators FFT'al>) (- k «s q « k,

5.

"T$><*: *i[Ft(Fx±iF,)+ (F,i:iF,)F,] ,
FFT^cc (1/S6 )[3FZZ-F(F+ 1)] .
(1. 9)
This part represents the action of a fictitious electric field gradient on the quadrupole moment of the
F level. But we will show later that in some cases,
it can also be interpreted as describing the secondorder Stark effect of a fictitious static electric field
on the ground state.
Apart from the c m . light shift, which we will
ignore in the following, Ke is entirely determined
by the eight coefficients c"' (F) and c™(F). n They
can be computed explicitly as a function of the atomic and light-beam parameters as shown in Ref. 3.
But our purpose is to look at the angular aspect of
Xe. Thus, only the relative magnitude of the coefficients is needed. We will show that many of
the results on this problem can be obtained from
very simple arguments. For instance, the symmetries of the light beam often imply that most of
the C j " c a n c e l .
B. Explicit Form of Ke in Some Particular Cases

1. Consequences of the Light-Beam Symmetries
Suppose that the light beam (more precisely, its
polarization) is invariant under some geometrical
transformation (ft, such as a rotation or a reflection. 3Ce (F), which represents the effect of the light
beam inside the F multiplicity, must also remain
unchanged by (ft. If R(F) is the corresponding
transformation operator in the F subspace, the invariance of 3Ce {F) is expressed by

k=0,l,...,2F):

R(F)Xe(F)RHF)=Ke(F) ,
which, according to (1.8), is equivalent to

-k^q^k,
k = Q, 1, 2 , . . . , 2 F . (1.7)
From Eq. (1.4), it appears that We(F, <p) is the
product of two vector operators D with scalar
ones (PF and P 4 ). The product of two vector
operators can give only tensor operators of order
k = 0, 1, 2. As a consequence of the electric dipole character of the optical transition, 5fe has the
following form20:

E cj*' (F)R(F) "Ti* 1 RHF) = L c(," (F)

TC.(F)= c^(F)+ t

C«>(F)

" r « > + £ c«»(F) F F T f ,
(1.8)

where c$"(F) is the cm. light shift.
As"T^ozF,,
FFT^ozT(l/^2)(Fx±iFs), the
second part of 3Ce (F) can be rewritten as a linear
combination of Fx , Fv, Ft. As in the F = i case,
its effect is equivalent to the action of a fictitious
magnetic field Hf. The third part involves the five
operators FFTlz>, which are proportional to
rrT«>*i<Fx±iF,f

,

ft,a

*,«

(1. 10)

FFTlk>

.

(1.11)
R(F) T^"' R* (F) is then reexpressed as a linear
combination of the ^T1/*. Identifying the coefficients of the two expansions, one obtains several
relations between the cj s ) , which may be used to
simplify the expression of Xe.
The consequences of the light-beam symmetries
may also be investigated directly on the fictitious
fields. These fields, which depend only on the
polarization of the light ex, may be considered as
rigidly fixed to e x . Therefore, the fictitious fields
are invariant under all the geometrical transformations which leave the polarization of the light beam
unchanged.
2. Determination of Fictitious Fields in Some
Simple Cases
a. One-half spin. Circularly polarized beam.
As shown in Sec. IA 3 a, the effect of the light
beam is entirely described by a fictitious magnetic
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field H,. The light beam is invariant under a rotation around its direction of propagation Oz so that
S r must be parallel to Oz. Furthermore H, is
reversed, if the sense of circular polarization is
reversed. The argument is the following. The
image of a a* polarized light beam in a mirror parallel to its direction of propagation is a a' polarized one. The same transformation changes Hf,
which is an axial vector, in - 3 / . A partially circularly polarized light beam is a superposition of
two incoherent o* and o" polarized beams, with intensities 31 and 0.. Its effect is described by a
fictitious magnetic field parallel to the beam and
proportional toSt -S.. This result holds also for
an elliptically polarized light beam. As a special
case, it appears that a nonpolarized beam has no
effect on a one-half spin (except the c. m. light
shift). The same result holds for a linearly polarized beam.
b. F > i. Linearly polarized beam. The beam
# ! is propagating along the x axis and ex is parallel
to Oz. If £, is rotated by an angle <p around the z
axis, e\ is unchanged. Consequently Xe(F) must be
invariant under this rotation. If R0J,<p) is the corresponding rotation operator, the effective Hamiltonian Kre (F) associated with the rotated beam B\
is
X'e(F)=ROe('p)KAF)R<!Acp)
= £ <?l*' (F) [ Ro, {q>)FFT^ RUV) ] • (1. 12)
*.«
As in this rotation "Y,*' is simply multiplied by
e'"v, we have
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It looks like the Stark Hamiltonian describing the
second-order effect on the ground state produced by
a fictitious static field E/, parallel to the polarization vector.
3CC (F) removes only partially the Zeeman degeneracy. The energy shift is the same for the m
and the -m sublevels:
um = b[3n? - F(F + 1)] .

(1.18)

This is a direct consequence of the invariance of
the light beam in a plane reflection.
c. F > j . Nonpolarized beam. A nonpolarized
beam (intensity *) is a superposition of two incoherent beams of equal intensities i * , linearly polarized at right angle to each other. If the beam
propagates along the z direction, the corresponding
effective Hamiltonian is
3Ce(F) = | 6 [ 3 F / - F ( F + l ) ] + l 6 [ 3 F / - F ( F + l)] ,
(1.19)
which can be expressed as
(1.20)

Ke(F)=-ib[3Ff-F(F+l)].

This result can also be obtained from the invariance
properties of the light beam under rotations around
the z axis and xOz plane reflection.
d. F > | . Circularly polarized beam. B t is
parallel to the z axis. The rotational invariance of
Bl around Oz gives
Xe (F) = c^(F) FFT(OV +c^> (F)
= aF,+b[3F,z-F{F

FFT^>

+ l)].

(1.21)

The circularly polarized light beam is not invariant
any more under a plane reflection and its effect inside a level F>j is described by a fictitious magThe invariance requirement Ke(F) =3Ce (F) implies
netic field Hf and a fictitious electric field Ef,
c'J" {F) = ciQk> (F)e'i<" and consequently
parallel to the direction of propagation. The relative magnitudes of a and 6 can be obtained only by
c,'*)(F) = 0 for<7*0,
(1.14)
explicit calculations. When the polarization is
reversed, it can be shown, as in Sec. 1 B2a, that
so that
Hy, is changed to - Bf, while the fictitious Stark
Ke{,F)=4l)(F)
FFT{0" + c^' FFT^ .
(1.15)
Hamiltonian is not affected.
e. F > 2. Light beam equivalent to a pure
e x , which is the direction of the electric field of the
fictitious magnetic field. In some cases, it is poswave, is also invariant under a reflection in the xOz
sible to design light beams which are equivalent only
plane. In this transformation, FFT^U<^F, changes
to a fictitious pure magnetic field. Even for F>j,
its sign; FFT{02) <*• 3F*-F(F + 1) remains unchanged.
the tensor part is absent. The idea was suggested
As 3Ce(F) must have the same invariance properties
by Kastler in the case of the odd isotopes of
as e x , it follows that
mercury. The magnetic moment in the 61S0
ground state is purely nuclear: F =/ . In the 6 3 Pj
(1.16)
cJ1)(F) = 0 .
excited state, the hyperfine structure is so large
Finally, the effective Hamiltonian which describes
with respect to A& that one can consider one of the
the effect of a linearly polarized light beam consublevels, 4>, only. The lamp producing Bt is filled
sists only of the tensor part (it is zero in the F = i
with an even isotope, the resonance line of which
case according to the Wigner-Eckart theorem).
coincides in zero magnetic field with the <j> compoIts general expression is
nent. The lamp is placed in a magnetic field,
parallel to the direction of By. The resonance line
Xe(F) = b[3Ff-F(F + D] •
(1-17)
ne.'(F) = S|>J* ) (F)s-'«'] "T™.

(1.13)
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i s split into a a* and a o~ component, located on
/ of the vapor.
either side of the absorption line <>
An example is shown on Fig. 2. (A similar situation exists for the <J> =§- component of 201Hg excited
by 204Hg and for the <p = \ component of 201Hg excited
by 198 Hg.) Their two intensities are equal, so that
A£^+ and &E0_ are opposite:
3eeiO*=a/t+&[3i7-7(7+1)],
Ke,r

(1.22)

= -{-a7,+6[37£2-7(7+1)]} .

Ke =KerO.+Ke,*-

(1.24)

=2als ,

and the effect of the light beam is entirely describe 1
by a fictitious magnetic field.
/ . Alkali atoms. Light shifts in the ground
state of alkali atoms have been calculated in great
details by Happer et al. u
We present here a simple derivation of Ke (F) valid only if the hyperfine
structure of the excited state is negligible compared to the Doppler width. In this case, &Er {F, 0)
i s independent of <J>. The expression (1.1) of We{F)
can be transformed in the following way:
K (F) = AB' IF) P , ( ejf • 5 ) ( S 0 P.)( e x • D) PF .
We then use the relation

(1< 2 5 )

i-wti P<t ~ 1/ '• Pj >

where 1/ is the unit matrix in the nuclear-variable
space and Pt is the projector on the electronic wave
function of the excited state. Furthermore, 5 acts
only on the electronic variables, so that Xe (F) becomes
K e (f) = A£'(F)P,(l,)(ejf-BPjeVBjiV

.

(1.26)

esfDP^exD is a purely electronic operator acting in
the ground state (L = 0, S =\). According to the r e sults of Sec. I B 2 a

FIG. 2. (a) In zero field, the 204Hg resonance line
/ = £ component of 199Hg. (b)
(2537 A) coincides with the <>
In an axial magnetic field, the 204Hg lamp emits two components, a* and a" polarized, located on either side of
the 0 = 4 component of 199Hg.
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TABLE I. Effective Hamiltonians and equivalent fictitious fields associated with different types of nonresonant light beams B t .
B. polarization
'

r

T

^

~*

(1.23)

In Eq. (1. 23), the minus sign outside the brace
comes from AE'O - , the one in front of the 7Z term
comes from the change of polarization. Finally,
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.

Hamiltoman

. '

aHf

Er
t

f

3g=b[Fu2-F(F+1^]

nonpolanzation

u

~ ~

fictitious fields

b[Fu2-F(F+1)/3]
D6=b[F2-F(F+iy3]

, .

I Et)tii«l»nt

36 = a Fu +

^
^

-^

j W*«™

|
^ *

'

e x * - 5 p j e x - 5 = i<:Si!

(1.27)

if the light beam propagates along the z axis. S is
the electronic spin and K a constant depending on J
and proportional to the degree of circular polarization of B^. Finally,
Xe(F)=KAE'{F)PFSzPF.

(1.28)

It appears that the tensor part term is absent.
Furthermore Ke(F) has the form of a Zeeman Hamiltonian in the low-field approximation and can be
written as gFFz, where gF is the Lande factor of the
F level (the gF are of opposite sign for the two hyperfine levels). The effect of the light beam in the
two ground-state multiplicities F = I + i and F' =1- \
is described by two fictitious magnetic fields, proportional in magnitude and sign to AE'(F=I +i) and
&E (F = / - i ) . For instance, if kF0 <k <kF,9, the
two fictitious fields 3 / (F) and Bf(Fr) are of opposite
signs.
C. Limitations of Concept of Fictitious Field
We want to make clear the limitations of the concept of fictitious field. First, fictitious fields describe the effect of the light beam inside a given
level. In other atomic levels, the effect of the
same light beam is represented by other fictitious
quantities. Second, the choice of the fictitious
fields is, to some extent, arbitrary. For instance,
the effect of a linearly polarized beam may be described either by a fictitious electric field gradient
acting on the atomic quadrupole moment or by a
second-order Stark effect produced by a fictitious
electric field. One must keep in mind that the effective Hamiltonian is the only quantity with a real
physical significance. Nevertheless the fictitious
fields are useful for "visualizing" the effect of the
light beam, especially its angular aspect. The r e sults of this section are summarized in Table I.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Our purpose was first to observe in zero magnetic
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field the splitting of the ground state under the action of the nr light wave and secondly to check the
form of the effective Hamiltonian and give experimental support to the concepts of fictitious magnetic
and electric fields. The splitting in zero magnetic
field is measured by resonance or transient
methods. The identification of 3Ce is more difficult:
The eigenstates should be determined. We use in
fact another approach. The shape of the Zeeman
diagram for various directions of the applied magnetic field is characteristic of the Hamiltonian in
zero field. So we compare the experimentally determined Zeeman diagram to the theoretical one,
computed from the expected form of JC e . The unknown theoretical parameters introduced in Ke
(a, b, ...) are measured directly from the splitting
in zero field. The agreement between the two diagrams in nonzero field is a good test for the theoretical expression of 3Ce. We have carried out this
kind of investigation on the ground state of 199Hg
(/ = i ) and 81Rb (two hyperfine levels, F = 2 and
F =1) for circularly polarized nr light beams.
The effect of nonpolarized or linearly polarized
light beams has been studied in the ground state of
201Hg (/ = ! ) .
In this section we discuss the general characteristics of the experimental setup and procedures.
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FIG. 4. Setup tor experiments on Hg (not to scale).
Lj: lamp of the nr light beam B\. L2: lamp of the pumping
beam B 2 . C : Resonance cell. F: filter filled with the
same isotope a s C . Ov: Oven. P: polarizer. S: magnetic shield. C: Resonance cell which collects the
transmitted B 2 light. P.M.: photomultiplier.

We use conventional light sources, i . e . , electrodless discharge lamps. To obtain a nr light, the
lamp is either placed in a magnetic field as described in Sec. IB2e, or filled with an isotope
different from the one under study in the resonance
cell. In order to get AE' maximum, the energy
mismatch k - kF0 is not very large (a few Doppler
widths). For instance, we illuminate 201Hg atoms
with a 200Hg lamp (k - &3/2i 3/2 = - 0.13 c m ' ' ) , and
199Hg atoms with a 204Hg lamp in a 2300-G axial
magnetic field (k- &1/2i 1/2 = 0. 16 cm" 1 )- The shifts
on 87Rb are produced by the Z>2 line of a 85Rb lamp.
As shown in Fig. 3, the e5Rb hyperfine lines lie just

between the two hyperfine components of 87Rb.
As a consequence of the small mismatch k -kFt,
the wings of the nr lines usually contain resonant
wavelengths, which produce a broadening of the
ground state. This resonant light is suppressed by
a filter, filled with the same element as the resonance cell, and placed in front of it. The choice of
the filter temperature results from a compromise:
at high temperature, the filter absorbs also a fraction of the nr light and diminishes the magnitude of
the shift; at a too low temperature, the resonant
wavelengths are not absorbed and the ground-state
sublevels are broadened. We operate near the
temperature which optimizes the ratio of the shift
to the width of the sublevels.
To obtain large shifts, a high intensity is required
for the nr beam. The size of the discharge lamps
is rather large (disks of 3 cm in diameter for mercury lamps, 5 cm for Rb lamps). They are filled
with neon or argon buffer gas and excited with a
powerful microwave generator (more than 150 W).
Polarizers are avoided if possible. For 199Hg the
arrangement, described in Sec. I B 2 e , is used.
In the case of 201Hg, fictitious electric fields are
produced by nonpolarized beams instead of linearly
polarized ones. We use circular polarizers only
for the experiments with Rb. The magnitude of the
shift is found to depend critically on the operating
conditions of the lamps. From one day to another,
fluctuations of the order of 10% are observed on
the absolute value of the shift. But during a day,
it was possible to keep its value constant within a
few percent.

FIG. 3. Hyperfine components of the £>2 line of 87Rb
and 85Rb (the hfs in the excited state is negligible compared to the Doppler width).

A diagram of the setup for the experiment on
mercury is given in Fig. 4, and that for the experi-

A. Experimental Setup

1. Nonresonant Light Beam

2. Other Parts of Setup
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can be reconstructed. In this section, we describe
different methods for measuring the Bohr frequencies of atoms irradiated by a nr light beam. These
measurements a r e performed in zero or nonzero
external magnetic field. Various optical pumping
techniques are used: transients, level crossings,
different types of resonances, etc. Before describing these methods, let us briefly recall a few
results concerning the evolution of the density matrix in an optical-pumping experiment.
FIG. 5. Setup for experiments on Rb.

ment on rubidium in Fig. 5.
Besides the nonresonant shifting beam Bu a
second light beam Bz is needed. Bz is resonant and
its intensity is sufficiently weak so as not to broaden
the ground state. Bz optically pumps the atoms and
allows the measurement of their Bohr frequencies
in the presence of B,. The resonances a r e detected
by monitoring the absorption of Bz by the resonance
cell. In the experiment on Hg (Fig. 4), the stray
light due to the reflection of the intense B^ light on
the walls of the cell i s important and produces an
appreciable noise compared to the weak signal detected on Bz. We eliminate it by collecting the
transmitted light on a second cell C' which absorbs
only the resonant light coming from B 2 (the nr light
coming from B1 goes through). A photomultiplier
PM measures the light reemitted by c' at right angles. The Hg or Rb atoms are contained in cells
.„ ,
,
... ...
mu
-J^ c^ ,
,
with long relaxation times. The width of the levels
is then much smaller than the shift produced by By.
For mercury isotopes, the fused quartz cells a r e
heated to about 300 °C in order to increase the r e laxation time. 2 2 Paraffin-wall-coated cells are
used for 87 Rb. 23 The currently obtained results
concerning the shifts 6 '/2TT and the widths T1/2v
are summarized in Table II.
Such long relaxation times imply a high sensitivity
to the magnetic noise present in the laboratory.
...
.
,. , . , ,
„ _ j..
We remove it by using magnetic shields. For the
.
.
.?
i
XT tA
mercury experiments, a three-layer Netic and
.,
,,
, , .
. . . ,_•• t
Conetic shield, with a total dynamic shielding fac. „„ .
' . . . ,.,
,.
t.
.
tor of 60 is sufficient (the gyromagnetic ratio is a
. _
..
•
i
TJV, ,
nuclear one). For the experiments on Rb, a large
five-layer mumetal shield provides a good protection with a dynamic shielding factor of 10 4 -10 5 , depending on the direction. Inside the shield, three
orthogonal sets of Helmholtz coils can produce
fields in all the directions and are used to compensate for the residual field.
B. Experimental Procedures

L

of Dengity

Matyix

Atoms in the ground state are described by the
density matrix a. The diagonal element a,„
=< a la I a > is the population of the a sublevel; a a 6
=< a la IP > is the "coherence" between the a and P
sublevels. The evolution of a is due to three processes: effect of the ground-state Hamiltonian
(including Ke), relaxation, and optical pumping,
a. Effect of ground-state Hamiltonian. The
total Hamiltonian X i s
JC = K + >C
?C« is the effective Hamiltonian describing the effeet of the nr light irradiation, and Km is the Zeeman
Hamiltonian in an applied external magnetic field,
The corresponding rate of variation of a is
^ u>
~aTf~ a=-z[7C, a ] .
(2.1)
T,
If

, ,
..
.
. ,
, „
...
I a ) are the eigenstates of JC, with energy ua,
.
we have
d <3>
~fa <Jas= - i^aea0Le

(2-2)

,

^"^ w « ~ ^s •
(2- 3 )
populations of the I a > states do not change;
coherence aaB evolves at the Bohr frequency
,^

T h e
t n e

^
"

b. Relaxation. The atoms are thermalized by
.
\
various relaxation processes (collision on the walls,
r
;
essentially). The corresponding evolution of the
L.
,
.,.**.
± * ,•
J*
density matrix is described by a set of linear diff
.
J
ferential equations, which may be written formally
^
'
J

TABLE n

E x p e r i m e n t a l r e s u l t s concerning

t l n g 6, i n z e r o f i e l d a n d t h e w i d t h r

the split-

of the levels.

=
Atom
I9S>Hg
201rTp.

The only measurable quantities are the differences
^0.8= B « - ^s between the Zeeman energy levels;
CDaS/2ir is a Bohr frequency of the system. When
all the <jL>aB are known, the energy-level pattern

EvoluHm

s
87Rb

State
6's o (/=i)
fi^S

(T= ~ )

° 2
52Si/2ir = 2
F=1

6'/2ir(Hz)
5
^

15
10

T'/2w(Hz)
0.3
0

?

S/V
16
-i c;

3

5

2 3

4 5

-
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d <2)

(2.4)

w h e r e £> is a l i n e a r o p e r a t o r in the Liouville s p a c e .
We assume that uaB«kB®
(kB Boltzmann constant
_.
>
F1C fi
,
.,.,
•
® temperature), so that the thermal equilibrium is
, r^/«> l
,
,
,
i
o=l [£>(l)=0]. In general, several relaxation time
. 1
...
.
,
constants appear in the evolution of o (eigenvalues
, _. T
j
.
.
, . , .. , „
.
,.
.
of £>). In order to simplify the following discussion,
' ,
,,
, ,
,
f
we will assume that all these time constants are
, ,
,
equal. A more realistic calculation can be per,
,
,
,
formed. The results a r e qualitatively the same,
but the algebra is more complicated.
Thus Eq. (2. 4) becomes
^ <2)
-rjj c r = r ' ( l - a ) ,
(2.5)
.
. ._,
.,
,
,.
,.
where 1/r is the relaxation time.
, ' . ,
.
_.
c. Optical pumping. It can be shown that the
„ ^ ; . . , . .
4..
..
„
effect of optical pumping by the resonant beam B 2
,
.
.. V, .
..
. ..
on a is also described by an equation of the same
.„ ..
J

LIGHT
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T h e s t e a d y - s t a t e solution of this equation i s
C'c"i~~

V'TP

°ai r' + iwxB+5a6

( •* )

•

Population differences appear between energy sub,
, .,
,,
. .
.
levels if we choose the polarization of the pumping
,
_
,. , ,, ,.
. .
. ex
beam B, so that the diagonal elements craa a r e
,
not equal. For transverse optical pumping, the
n. • j • t j
4 *.
j-*coherences obtained in steady-state conditions
,
,
.,
...
.. ,
, _,
,
depend on the relative magnitude of r and u>a$:
_,,
,.
. , ,-,/
They disappear if r «a>_,B.
2. Level-Crossing

Resonances

and Transients

The energies ooa of the I a ) states depend on the
magnetic field Ho. In some cases, level crossings
appear in the Zeeman diagram. For a particular
,
, . . ,,
,. c. ,, . . .
,,
,
value Hc of the magnetic field, the two sublevels
, > ,, ln\ .
n.
n
.
l a ) and I/?> have the same energy: cj aS =O. Ac'.
. ' , „ . ..
, ,
. .
.
cording to (2. 12), the steady-state coherence a a S
j
t
• J.
.. .
.
undergoes a resonant variation when Ho i s scanned
around HO=HC. As the amount of light LA absorbed
d (1)
by the vapor depends linearly on the density matrix
dt
~
'
elements, this resonant change of aai can be moni_. ..
, . .
, , • „, %
t ..
,
tored on LA. The resonances observed in this way
A
The time constants involved in 0>(o) are of the order
. _ ,
. ,
.;'
.
are used to determine the position of the crossing
of T, (pumping time associated1 with Bt). We asF r o m ^
p o s i t i o n of ^
level.crossi
sume a weak pumping (1/r << T>). Accordingly,
reS onances, the splitting in zero field is deduced
4. , c
t «. r,
the broadening of the levels due to the pumping
... ,, , ' . i u t l .
,f
,
. ± j.
j ,.
x
with the help of the theoretical form of the Zeebeam is small, and the orientation and alignment
,.
. ,.,„
.
,.
'
.
man diagram. A different way to detect the same
are weak (a- 1 very small). We will therefore
„ . ... , ,.
.
, .
.
.. . .
., ,
• \
fi,u
effect with a better signal to noise ratio is described
approximate (&. b) by
in gec n B 3
T h e g e l e v e l . c r o s s i n g resonances in
1 ei
,„ ,,•,
the ground state are similar to the well-known
rf(1)
dt
Tb
"Franken resonances" 24 observed on the fluorescent
light emitted from two crossing excited sublevels.
"V describes the state of an initially disoriented
T h e s p l i t t i n g i n z e r o f i e l d c a n a l s o b e determined
atom after an optical pumping cycle. iThe replacem o r e d i r e c t l y b y a transient experiment.
The
ment of (2. 6) by (2. 7) implies that this atom will
a t o m g a r e t r a n s v e r s e l y p Unl p e d in zero field, the
n r b e a m B^ b e i n g o f f
g ^ ^ a ] I t h e w ^ a r e zerQ>
be thermalized before undergoing another pumping
cycle. ] The total population of the ground state is
w e h a v e i n s t e a d y . s t a t e conditions
constant, so that
T r r a , = 0.
(2.8)
^(0)= ( l / r ' T , ) « a + l .
(2.13)
ex

If a has only diagonal matrix elements, optical
pumping is said to be "longitudinal. " If ' ff has
also nondiagonal matrix elements, we have ''transverse" optical pumping which introduces "coherence" between energy sublevels.
d. Master equation. It can be shown that the
total rate of variation of a is simply
d
da,
d (a,
d(3,

dt°=dl

°+di

° + Tt °>

. r,n n _ , .
v „/>..
=-,[3Cfa]+r'(l-a)+(l/r,)»a.
This gives for the evolution of aaB
d
,
1 ex
,
dJ(JM=( r +iwc,ti)a<,B+jr
CT^j+rs^s.

(2-9^
/r, ,^
(2.10)

(2.11)

At time t = 0, B^ is suddenly switched on. The var^ ( a ^p) r e a c n t h e i r n e w s t e a d y .
g t a t e v a l u e g ( - n t h e p r e s e n c e o f B])

ioug coherences

t~>)- ^ eitff
r
"
T'TP
a T' + i<j)ae,
in the following way:

n

Q

^ B (0=K s (0)-ff £ , s (=o)]e- r ' t e- i ™-«'

+

\^\

a. s (=o).

(2.15)
Each coherence undergoes a damped oscillation at
its Bohr frequency.
H r ' « c o a 6 , i. e., if B, has a
sufficient intensity to produce splittings larger than
r
i n zerQ
j . ^ several oscillations at the frequen.
cy 0)^3 can be detected on the absorbed light, with an
appreciable amplitude since a o6 (=°)^0.
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3. Resonance Methods

must be replaced by
(2.16)
"ffaa="° r a8 +°%o%eiat+'*<JiJ)e-i"t
and aa$ undergoes a forced oscillation at the frequency <U/2TT. 25 The amplitude of uai is large only
, ^
f , T , ..
t
near resonance («j»u a B ). Neglecting nr terms,
j. x 4.u
i *•
* /» i i \
one gets for the solution of (2. 11)
r '
1 ei J (-ii £ -iat
r'T;,
""
r" + i(co a B - OJ)

£

uia(H0+H1cos(jOt)= <j>a(0) + ga^0 + gau}1cosii}t

They can be applied to the measurement of the
zero-field splitting or to the determination of the
Zeeman diagram.
a. Ordinary magnetic resonance.
A population
difference bet-ween the sublevels I a) and li?)isproduced by the pumping beam B2. In order to measure
the energy difference waB, an rf field HiCosutf is
applied. The resonance condition w = u>ae is detected
by a change in the populations of the two sublevels.
b. Modulated transverse pumping. The direction and polarization of the pumping beam Bz are
first chosen in such a way that " a a e *0 (transverse
pumping). The polarization is then modulated by
rotating the polarizer (or the quarter-wave plate in
the case of a circular polarization) at the angular
frequency £a>. The pumping rate is modulated at
the frequency u/2n (the initial polarization is
, . . . , , .
, T „
,„ , n ex
restored after half a turn). In Eq. (2.11), "aai

oS~
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(2 17)

When u, is swept around o,Bft I a a6 1 undergoes a

resonant variation centered at «o= « . . .
The pumping efficiency and a aB are both modulated
at the frequency <o/2», so that the absorbed light,
which depends on the product of these two factors,
contains a modulation at the pulsation 2c, the
amplitude of which can be used to monitor the resonance. A phase-sensitive detection of the 2a, modulation gives Lorentz-shaped resonance curves with
a half-width equal to the reciprocal I" of the relaxation time. The experiment is not difficult to perform in the 0.5-50-Hz frequency range. The rotating polarizer (diameter 5 or 10 cm) lies on an air
cushion bearing, and is driven by a frequencystabilized motor (frequency stability lO' 2 Hz), or
,
.
.
by an air stream.
c. Parametric resonances.
Parametric r e s onances can be used only if the eigenstates I a) are
independent of Ho with energies aja varying linearly
with Ho:
ua(HB)= ^a(0)+got u)0 ,
(2. 18)
ga is a real constant, OJ0= - yH0; coa(0) is^the
energy in zero field. This occurs when H, is
parallel to the fictitious fields H, or E,. The vapor is transversely pumped by Bz and the amplitude
of Ho is modulated at a frequency O>/2TT, large compared to I" (o>» r"), by means of an rf field Hi
coso,/ parallel to Ho.

= ua(H0)+ga cojcosoi/ ,

(2.20)

where 0)!= - yH^ Consequently, the rate of variation of aaB is
d
, , .
,
1 el
^ « f l - " l r +*w«s("o)+^«s<<>1cosatf jff aB+ —
<xaB ,
(2. 21)
where gaB=ga-gB.
The coherence is now frequency
modulated. The steady-state solution of (2. 21) is
well known26"28:
a a e = — " a a B Z)
p
"•»
p

y (~ ) ^(goa^i/ a ) ) J r»t.(gae"-'i/ a ) )e' "
(2. 22)
r
'
i(w«B-nu})
.
J . (*) is the <?th order Bessel function for the value
.\.
,.
t •
j , *.
% of the argument. a aB contains modulations at the
,
.
.
.
,.
... ,
<,.••.
angular frequencies pu, the amplitudes of which are
resonant for
u>aB=«a> .
(2.23)
Phase-sensitive detection gives Lorentz-shaped
.
. f^
/
curves, with a width r independent of the rf field
'
r
intensity. The n = 1 resonance, which occurs for
U . J = B , provides a measurement of coaB. The
resonance n = 0 is also interesting. It appears
when w^=

'a >

°' j - f •' *\%e

c ,f° 8 8 t a B

P o i n t °* * e two

' ^ >•
H l e h "^equency modulation
o f t h e s t a t i c f i e l d ^us
Provides modulated levelc r o s s i n g s i e n a l s f hifh> f f r e q t U f e " C 5 ; m e i a n S w > ? T ]'
W e a l w a y s u s e t h e m t o d e t e c t t h e l e v e l crossings
w i t h a Sood s i ^ a l t o n o i s e r a t i o "
„
dDiscussion.
The resonances described in
S e c t i o n s H B 3 b and IIB 3 c ( coherence resonances") have the following advantages: width r
a n d d e t e c t i o n o n modulated Signals (the ordinary
magnetic resonance is rf broadened and usually
detected on static signals). The modulated transv e r s e P u m P i n S resonances are the most versatile
ones"
Measurements are done at a given value of
H°T h i s i s Particularly interesting when the energy levels do not vary linearly with Ha.
&J
J
J
°
III. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCES FOR FICTITIOUS FIELDS
levels

and

A. Fictitious Magnetic Fields
We have studied the effects of circularly polarized nr light beams in the ground state of 199Hg
(/= | ) and 87Rb (F= 2, F'= 1).
1
Gromd
state
of
^Hg
In the case of 199Hg (see Fig. 4), the nr shifting
beam Bx is produced by a 204Hg lamp in an axial
magnetic field and is propagating along Oz. As
seen in Sec. I B 2 , its effect is equivalent to a

21
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FIG. 6. Resonance observed in zero field by the transverse modulated pumping method. The circular polarization of B, is modulated at a frequency w/27r. When w
is swept, a resonance is detected on the 2u modulation
of the transmitted light, centered at W/2TT = 4. 7 Hz. This
gives the splitting due to the nr beam Bt.
fictitious magnetic field H /; parallel to the z axis.
The pumping and detecting beam Bz is produced by
a 2MHe lamp L
a. The removal of the Zeeman degeneracy in
zero field is demonstrated by the following two
experiments. First, the circular polarization of
Bz is modulated at the frequency U>/2TT as described in Sec. IIB3. A resonance is found (Fig. 6)
for OJ/27T =« 4. 7 Hz which gives the splitting in zero
field due to Bx. This resonance frequency can also
be interpreted as the Larmor frequency in the fietitious f' Id H
A second experiment using transients confirms
this result. B, being off, the 199Hg atoms are
oriented in the * direction by Bz, circularly polarized (its polarization is no more modulated). B,
is then suddenly introduced. The Larmor precession of the spins around H, produces a modulation
of the transmitted light at the previously determined frequency (Fig. 7). This clearly shows that

FIG. 7. Larmor precession, in zero magnetic field,
of the 199Hg nuclear spins in the fictitious field H/ a s sociated with By.
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spins do precess in fictitious magnetic fields.
b. We have also checked the shape of the Zeeman diagram of the perturbed atoms. A real magnetic field Ho is added in the x or z direction. The
total field (real plus fictitious) "seen" by the atom
is H/+ Hg.
If H o is parallel to Oz, the eigenstates are always the \m ) , sublevels (eigenstates of F,= It) and
the corresponding energies are m (uio+ icf) with uf
= - yHf. The effect of B t is simply to displace the
Zeeman diagram by a quantity - Hf [Fig. 8, curve
(a)]. For different values of Ho, the energy differe n c e between the two sublevels is measured by the
p a r a m e t r i c resonance method (see Sec. IIB 3 c).
.
, ,, , ,.
,
,
,,
,
T h e energxes of the I + 5> and I _ 3> sublevels,
w h i c h a r e simply plus and minus one-half of the
energy difference, are in good agreement with the
theoretical curve (crosses on Fig. 8).
If Ho is perpendicular to Oz, the intensity of the
t o t a l f i e l d i s <H/+ w o) 1/2 so that the Zeeman diagram
i s a hyperbola [Fig. 8, curve (b)]. The energy leve * s a r e t ° e eigenstates of the component of I along
t h e direction of H / + H,,. They are determined in
l o w f i e l d s h? t h e u e h t b e a m ( the y coincide with the
l m >« states); in high fields, they are determined
b y t h e external magnetic field (they coincide with
t h e l w >* states).
For each value of Ho, the experimental points (circles on Fig. 8) are obtained by
t h e transverse modulated-pumping method (see
Sec- I I B 3 b ) '^' ie v e r v Sood agreement between the experiment a l l y determined Zeeman diagram and the theoretic a l o n e s h o w s t h a t t h e e f f e c t of t h e U g h t b e a m

is

exactly

described by a fictitious magnetic field. In
Particular, the crossing of Fig. 8 [curve (a)] shows
t h a t t h e e f f e c t o£ t h e U S h t b e a m c a n b e e x a c t l y
canceled by a real magnetic field - H,. Note also
t h a t t h e m a gnetic properties of the atom interacting
w i t h t h e U S h t b e a m a r e strongly anisotropic as it
appears from the various shapes of the Zeeman
diagram, depending on the direction of the magnetic
field Ho.

FIG. 8. Zeeman diagram of the ground state of 199Hg
atoms perturbed by B\. (a) Static field Ho parallel to
J3j; (b) Ho perpendicular to Bt (experimental points, theoretical curves). Dashed lines: normal Zeeman diagram.
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FIG. 9. Zeeman hyperfine diagram of «Rb atoms perturbed by B, (Ho parallel to B<). The two fictitious fields
H,(l) and H,<2), describing the effect of B, inside the
F1 = 1 and F=2 hyperfine levels, are of opposite signs.

2. Ground State of
Rb
We have also studied the case of 87Rb because it
gives the opportunity to show that the fictitious magnetic fields which describe the effect of the same
light beam in different levels may be quite different.
We produce light shifts in the ground state of 87Rb
using the Dz line emitted by a 8SRb lamp. The light
beam is circularly polarized (Fig. 5). The two e5Rb
hyperfine lines lie just between those of 87Rb (Fig.
3). According to Sec. IB 2 f, the fictitious fields

FIG. 10. (a) Zero-field level-crossing signal in the
ground state of 8TRb atoms. Bt is off. (b) Bt is on. Two
resonances corresponding to the two levels crossings of
Fig. 9 are now detected. Their relative intensities and
their signs agree with the theoretical predictions.
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5,(1) and 5,(2) which describe the effect of the nr
beam in the F '= 1 and F= 2 hyperfine levels, are
of opposite signs. Let us introduce a real magnetic
field Ho, parallel to 5,(1) and 5,(2). The F' = 1 and
F = 2 levels "see", respectively, the magnetic field
50 + 5,(1) and 5o+ 5,(2). The zero-field level crossings are therefore displaced, in opposite directions
for the two hyperfine levels (Fig. 9). We detect
these level crossings by the method described in
Sec. IIB3c: The resonant beam Bz, circularly
polarized, provides a transverse optical pumping;
the rf field Hj cosotf modulates Ho (co/27r = 120 Hz).
We monitor the 2co modulation which gives an
absorption level crossing signal. In Fig. 10, the
( }
d (b)
th
r e s o n a n c e s obserVed
K '
v '
. ,
Trrl
.
w h e n B i 1S> respectively, off and on. When Bl is
° f f , the level crossing resonances of the two levels
F' = 1 and F = 2 coincide in zero field; when f^ is on,
we observe a splitting of the resonance. The F=1
resonance undergoes a displacement of 15 Hz, the
F'=1>
a displacement of - 10 Hz.
The relative int e n s i t V o f t h e t w 0 resonances is related to the diff e r e n t efficiencies of optical pumning in the two
t ^ r f i n e levels. The theoretical ratio of the intens i t i e s i s 5 - W e d e t e c t <S*>> w h i c h i s Proportional
t o t h e difference
of the average values of Fx inside
the F= 2 and F = 1 multiplicities; this explains the
°PP° s i t e s i ^ o f t h e t w 0 resonances.
We have
v e r i f i e d t h a t t h e s i S n s o f t h e s e displacements are
changed when the sense of circular polarization
of Bt is reversed [H,(l) and H,(2) are reversed].
We have also checked that the displacements are
proportional to the intensity of B1 (Fig. 11). Finally we have also established that the two reso-

FIG. 11. Variation of the displacement of the levelcrossing resonances of Fig. 10(b) with the light intensity
SoiBi. The corresponding fictitious fields are given on
the right-hand side.
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nances of Fig. 10 are, respectively, associated
with the two hyperfine levels. We proceed as follows. The magnetic field Ho, always parallel to Bu
is now larger (yH0* 120 Hz). We observe the magnetic resonance line induced by^a linearly polarized rf field, perpendicular to 5,, [Fig. 12(a)].
When Bj is on, we observe a splitting of the resonance with the same characteristics as before
(separation and relative intensities) [Fig. 12(b)].
As the two hyperfine levels have opposite Lande
factors, we can identify the two resonances by
using a rotating rf field, which induces resonant
transitions in only one of the two hyperfine levels.
This appears clearly on Figs. 12(c) and 12(d). For
a a* rf field, only the F = 2 resonance appears, for
a a' rf field only the F'-l
The fact that only one level-crossing resonance
1
. . .
, .. . ,,
appears for each multiplicity is a proof that there
is no tensor term in the effective Hamiltonian, as
expected since the hfs of the excited state is negligible. A tensor term would produce an additional splitting of each resonance as we shall see in the
experiments on 201Hg.
D tr .-*• ci . • c" u
B. Fictitious Electric Fields
We have studied the effect of a nonpolarized nr

FIG. 12. Magnetic resonance curves in the ground state
of S7Rb. (a) Bi is off. The resonances induced by a linear
rf field in the two hyperfine levels coincide, (b) Bt is on.
The two hyperfine levels experience different fictitious
fields and the magnetic resonances are separated as in
, .,
,r. ,, .
, .. . ,
„ . _ . , , _ .6
Fig. 10. (c) Bt is on and the rf field is rotating (CT*
polarized). The F= 2 resonance alone is observed, (d)
Bt is on and the rf field <f polarized. The F' = 1 resonance
alone is observed.
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magnetic field of the 2l)1Hg

g ™ u " d - sftat e

alignment under *e action of the fictitious
electric field associated with S,.

light beam in the ground state of 201Hg (/= | , four
Zeeman sublevels). In this case, Ll is a 20oHg
lamp (see Fig. 4). The nr light beam Bx propagating
along the z axis, is nonpolarized. The fictitious
Stark Hamiltonian
, . 2
ote = 3 O[oie

— 1 ( i + 1 ))

(3.1)
[o. 1)

describes its effect in the ground state, b being a
constant proportional to the light intensity. The
pumping beam Bz propagates along the x axis; it is
linearly or circularly polarized. It introduces
alignment or orientation in the vapor. In the first
case, Lz is a 199Hg lamp, filtered by a 204Hg filter;
C is filled with 201Hg. In the second case, L2 is a
201Hg lamp; C a 204Hg cell.
1. Effect of Light Beam in Zero Field
The light beam only partially removes the Zeeman degeneracy and splits the ground state into
two submultiplicities, viz., the I + f)^ and I - 1)^
sublevels, on the one hand, with energy b and the
I + i)^ and \ - i)z sublevels, on the other hand, with
energy - 6. The zero-field splitting is demonstrated by a transient-type experiment. Bx being
off, Bz aligns the vapor perpendicularly to O2.
When Bl is suddenly introduced, one observes on
the transmitted light a modulation at the frequency
2i/2?r, which corresponds to the separation between the two multiplicities (Fig. 13). The interpretation of this modulation is completely different
from the one given in the previous section. It is
not a Larmor precession of a spin orientation in a
fictitious magnetic field; it corresponds to an
oscillation of the alignment tensor under the action
„ ,, „. ....
. . . . . , , 30-32
of the fictitious electric field.
T h e zero-field splitting can also be deduced from
the position of the crossings observed in the Zeeman
diagram.
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2. Zeeman Diagram
A real magnetic field Ho is applied in a direction
parallel or perpendicular to the z axis.
a. Ho parallel to fictitious electric field. The
total Hamiltonian is
X = Xe+uBI,,

(3.2)

where u>0= - yH0. The eigenstates of X are the \m)z
sublevels, corresponding to the eigenvalues
u)m=bmz+ wom - 6 / ( 7 + l)/3 .

(3.3)

Figure 14 shows the variation of the energy levels
with o)0.
Four level crossings appear in nonzero fields
We detect them by the method described in Sec.
II B 3 C (parametric resonances n = 0, p=2). B2,
propagating along the x axis, is linearly polarized
at 45° of Qz. It introduces coherence between the
sublevels \ and t k and between - \ and ± i In Fig.
15(a), B1 is off. The Zeeman diagram is an ordinary one and only the zero-field level crossing is
observed. In Fig. 15(b), B, is on and four levelcrossing resonances do appear. (There are no
resonances in the zero field corresponding to the
crossings between I and - I, or 1 and - I because
the pumping introduces no coherence between these
.
,,
, - _,
,.,.. .
c- u
crossing sublevels. ) The splitting in zero field,
_,
,
,
,,
,.
...
r .,
26, can be deduced from the positions of the crossings: The Am = 1 crossings occur for u)0= ± 26, the
Am = 2, for o>0= ±6.
From the position of the crossings in Fig. 15(b),
we get 26 = 3 Hz. The widths of the &m=\ levelcrossing resonances are twice as large as the
widths of the Am - 2 ones. This is due to the relative slope of the crossing levels which is smaller
in the first case (by a factor of 2).
Parametric resonances in = 1, p= 1) are used to
study the Zeeman diagram. For a linear polariza-

FIG. 14. Theoretical Zeeman diagram of 201Hg atoms
in the ground state, perturbed by a fictitious electric
field parallel to the magnetic field.

FIG 15
observed level-crossing resonances in the
ground state of 201Hg atoms, (a) B, is off. The single
resonance corresponds to the zero-field crossing of the
four Zeeman sublevels. (b) Bt is on. Four level crossi n S s appear in nonzero field according to the Zeeman
diagram of Fig. 14.

—
Perpendicular to Ho, one measures the
e n e r ^ differences between sublevels such that
Am = ± 2 " W i t h a c i r c u l a r Polarization, the Am = ± 1
ener&
d i ferences are also observed.
The curves
o f F i g ' 1 6 r e P r e s f t the theoretical variations with
wo of the Zeeman frequencies.
The value of 26 is
°
H
.
taken from the level-crossing experiment described
t i o n o f B*>

&

FIG. 16. Variation of the Zeeman transition frequencies
with wo/27r. Theoretical curves are deduced from the
diagram of Fig. 14. Crosses and open circles correspond
to experimental points, determined, respectively, with
a linear and circular polarization of the pumping beam
B2.
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above. The points correspond to the experimentally determined frequencies. The agreement is very
good. It is impossible, by optical methods, to
detect the Am = 3 coherence so that it does not appear in the diagram.
In high magnetic field, for a circularly polarized
light beam Bz the magnetic resonance spectrum consists of three lines. The same effect was observed
by Cagnac et al.18 in much higher fields.
b. Ho perpendicular to fictitious electric field.
We take %, parallel to Ox. The total Hamiltonian is
(3.4)

•K=JCe+u0Ix .

In weak magnetic field (w0 «&), u>0Ix is a small
perturbation compared to ~Ke. In the (I, - f) submultiplicity, the matrix elements of I, are zero.
The perturbed energy levels a r e independent of H,
v
ii
to first order. In the { 5 , - 5 ) submultiplicity, uolx
removes the degeneracy. The eigenstates are

(i/v5^|

+

i),±|-i>,),

(3.5)

corresponding, respectively, to a first-order energy ±u>0.
In high field (ct>0»6), the eigenstates of 7C are
the eigenvectors \m )x of l%, with an energy
nnc^-\b

[3mz-I(I+

1)] .

(3.6)

In fact, TC can be exactly diagonalized for all values of Ha. The energy diagram [Fig. 17(a)J, s y m metric with respect to a>0= 0, consists of two hyperk°* a e We have measured by the modulated-pumping
method (see Sec. I I B 3 ) the frequencies of the six
different transitions between the Zeeman sublevels
as a function of o>0. Here again the experimental
points [Fig. 17(b)] fit exactly the theoretical curves
(2b is adjusted to give the splitting in zero field).
In high field, we find the same kind of diagram as
6
'
.
in the previous case <H0 parallel to Oz). Notice
.
,, .
.
. ,
also that in this region, there is no experimental
f
, , ,
point for the Q - 8 transition which becomes a dm
ne'

IV.

RESONANCES INDUCED BY TIME-DEPENDENT
FICTITIOUS FIELDS

The interaction time of the light beam with the
atom is the coherence time 1/Ak of the light wave,
which can be also considered a s the transit time of
a wave packet at a given point. If the polarization
ex of the nr beam changes slowly (evolution time
longer than 1/A&), the atom experiences the suecessive Hamiltonians corresponding to the successive polarizations. The effect of the light beam i s
described by a time-dependent Hamiltonian which
is simply obtained by replacing in the expression
of JCe, e x by e x (;). The fictitious fields associated

FIG. 17. 201Hg atoms perturbed by a fictitious electric
perpendicular to the magnetic field, (a) Theoretical
Z e e m a n diagram,
(b) Variation of the Zeeman transition
^quencies with "o/2*. The theoretical curves are deduced from the diagram of Fig. 17(a). Crosses and open
c i r c l e s c o r r e s p o n d t o experimental points, determined,
respectively, with a linear and circular polarization of

field

*»•

with the light beam are now time dependent and can
induce transitions between the various Zeeman sublevels. The selection rules, the intensity and the
rf broadening of the resonances are the same as
those with an ordinary rf field. More generally,
all kinds of resonances produced by time dependent
r e a l magnetic or electric fields can be also observed
using fictitious ones 33 with the additional following
advantage: Because of the quasiresonant character
of the nr beam, the fictitious fields act selectively
o n a g i V e n a t o m i c l e v e i o f a given atomic species
in a mixture.
The others species a r e not p e r turbed at all.
„

Resonances

i n d u c e d by Oscillating Fictitious Magnetic Field

,„ ,
,
, . ..
, .
„ 87nv,
We have observed in the ground state of Rb
.
•. J *
J J U
-,14.
various kinds of resonances induced by an oscillat. ,. ....
,. ,. . , „ ,
i"g fictitious magnetic field. The quarter-wave
,
,
. ,
.
.
...
plate of the circularly polarized nr beam i s rotating
at the frequency \y so that the degree of polarization is proportional to Cos2t!vt.
The effect of the light beam inside the F = 2 and
F'= 1 multiplicities is therefore equivalent to the
one of linearly polarized rf fields ^(2)00827714 and
H / (l)cos27n4, respectively. H,(2) i s , for instance
of the order of 16 /JG ['.*),.= - yHf(2)= 11 Hz],
We have observed the magnetic resonance line
induced by this fictitious rf field. The static magnetic field is swept perpendicularly to B j in the
direction of the pumping beam Bz. The value of v
is 120 Hz. The resonances a r e monitored on the
B2 transmitted light. We observe a superposition
of the F'=\ and F= 2 resonances. But as seen above
(til A 2), their relative intensity i s 5 so that we observe mainly the F = 2 resonance. Figure 18(a)
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FIG. 18. (a) Magnetic resonances lines on 87Rb induced
by an oscillating fictitious field (frequency v = 120 Hz).
The different curves correspond to increasing intensities
of the n r light beam Bt producing the fictitious field,
(b) Variation of the width of the resonance with the intenally S of B,. The curve is theoretical. The upper scale
gives the amplitude (in Hz) of the corresponding fictitious
jr.

shows the resonance line for different values of
the nr light intensity s. The height and the width
of the resonance vary as expected with the amplitude
of the fictitious rf field H^(2) (which is proportional
to 3) [Fig. 18(b)]. Let us mention that a similar
resonance has already been observed by Happer
and Mathur,9 but the fictitious rf field (u>t/2v = l, 10'2
Hz) was much weaker, requiring a more elaborate
detection technique. In our experiment, W//27r=ll
Hz is larger than the relaxation time so that we can
easily saturate this transition as it appears on Fig.
18.
Parametric resonances, described in Sec. II B3,
can also be induced by fictitious rf fields. The
static field H,, is parallel to the rf field (frequency
v) and a transverse pumping is provided by Bz. The
modulations of the B2 transmitted light, at the frequency pv, are monitored. Resonances appear for
ujo/2tr = ni>. Figure 19 shows the parametric resonance spectrum induced by the fictitious rf field

„
. ,
,
FIG. 19. Parametric resonance spectrum induced on
s'Rb by an oscillating fictitious field (v = 24 Hz). The
resonances are detected on the p= 1 modulation of the B2
transmitted light.
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FIG. 20. Resonances induced by a rotating fictitious
electric field: diagram of the experiment. The fictitious
electric field, parallel to ex, is rotating at the frequency
%v.
(,,= 24 Hz), d e t e c t e d on t h e / > = 1 m o d u l a t i o n . T h e
„
,
,
,
„ .
n = 0, ± 1 resonances appear clearly. As yHf is
not large enough, the intensities of the others
(In I >1) are much weaker.
The zero-field resonance (« = 0), detected on the
p= 1 modulation, is particularly interesting. Its dispersion shape, its very narrow width (1 p.G), and
the good signal to noise ratio make this resonance
an ideal tool for detecting very small variations of
the static field around zero. Variations of 10"9 G
have been detected by this technique using a real rf
field. M We have repeated the experiment with a
fictitious one. The signal to noise ratio is not as
good, but changes of 10"8 G can be easily detected,
The advantage of fictitious rf fields is that they do
not perturb the magnetic shield inside which the
experiment is performed, and the sources of the
very weak static field to be measured,
c

Resonances Induced by Rotating Fictitious Electric Field

in this experiment, the nr light beam B-y is linearly polarized. Its effect on the ground state of 201Hg
is equivalent to the one of an electric field Ef parallel to the polarization vector ex. A rotation of the
polarizer at frequency kv gives a rotating fictitious
electric field at the same frequency. In the fictitious
Stark Hamiltonian, terms modulated at frequency v
appear. We proceed as follows (Fig. 20): 201Hg
atoms are irradiated by Br and placed in a static
field HQ perpendicular to Ef (i. e., parallel to Bx).
They are optically pumped by a light beam Bz, linearly polarized in a direction parallel or perpendicular
to So (T or a polarization). This looks like an ordinary magnetic resonance experiment, with the only
difference being that the rf is replaced by a rotating
fictitious electric field. An important consequence
is that the perturbation (modulated Stark Hamiltonian) obeys the selection rule Am = 2 instead of Am = 1.
Equalization of the populations is observed when
ui(i«ui<,«uuu u
<= ^ ^
2 ^o= " («o= " vff0)KB2iso
polarized, the appearance of a transverse alignment is simultaneously detected by a modulation at the frequency v of
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precession (resonance transient) can also be observed. Figure 21 (b) shows the equalization of the
population when the rotating fictitious electric field
is suddenly introduced.
The same resonances could have been obtained
with a rotating real electric field (this has been
done, for example, by Geneux36 in the excited state
of Cd). But the intensity of the real electric field
required to produce the same effects in the ground
state of 201Hg may be evaluated to be of the order
FIG. 21. (a) Shape of the resonance induced by the

o f 1Q5

rotating fictitious electric field. B2 is o polarized. The
resonance is detected on the v modulation of the transmltted light, (b) Transient signal when Bt is suddenly

Sh0WS

introduced at t= 0.

s u c h

B2 is v polarized.

y/cm.

The fictitious fields are so large be-

of B , . This
i *.,
,
±
,
,.,,.,
c l e a r l y t h e ^ v a n t a g e of nr light beams for

c a u s e of t n eq u a s i r e s o n a n t c h a r a c t e r

.

,

a n

experiment.
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Paper 1.4
J.-C. Lehmann and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Pompage optique en champ magnetique faible,"
C.R. Acad. Sci. 258, 4463-4466 (1964), seance du 04/05/1964.
Reprinted with permission of Comptes Rendus.
This paper presents the first experimental observation of a level crossing resonance in atomic
ground states. Such a resonance appears when the static magnetic field Bo is scanned around
the value Bo = 0 where all the ground state Zeeman sublevels cross, the optical pumping
beam being applied along a direction Ox perpendicular to the direction Oz of Bo- The level
crossing resonances of Fig. 2 are interpreted as resulting from a competition between the
effect of optical pumping which is to polarize the ground state magnetic moments along Ox
and the effect of Bo which is to give rise to a Larmor precession of these magnetic moments
around Oz in the xOy plane. The effect described in this paper can thus be considered as
a generalization of the Hanle effect to atomic ground states. Another interpretation, which
remains valid for other level crossings appearing in nonzero magnetic fields, can be given
in terms of a resonant variation of the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix (Zeeman
coherences) appearing around the crossing points.
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SPECTROSCOPFE ATOMIQUE. — Pompage optique en champ magnetique faible.
Note (*) de MM. JEAN-CLAUDE LEHMAAW et CLAUDE COIIE.\-TANIVOUDJI,
presentee par M. Alfred Kastler.
Le but de cette Note est de presenter quelques effets nouveaux qui apparaissent lorsqu'on fait le pompage optique d'une vapeur atomique en
champ magnetique tres faible, la direction du faisceau de pompage ne
coincidant pas avec celle du champ. Nous avons pu observer experimentalement certains de ces effets sur les isotopes impairs du cadmium*
l l l Cd et 113Cd, tous deux de spin nucleaire I = 1/2.
Bien que les experiences n'aicnt pas ete reahsees sur cet element, nous
presenterons les calculs dans le cas particulierement simple de la transition 6'So, F = 1/2 <->• 6 'Pi, F = 1/2 de 199Hg (egalement de spin
nucleaire I = 1/2). Les conclusions essentielles du calcul et leur interpretation physique demeurent inchangees dans le cas du cadmium. Lc fait
que, dans ce cas, la structure hyperfine dans l'etat excite soit du memo
ordre de grandeur que la largeur naturelle complique passablement lc
calcul du cycle de pompage ('), mais n'apporte pas de modifications essentielles en ce qui concerne le probleme particulier qui nous interesse ici.
Nous supposons (fig. 1) le faisceau lumineux polarise circulairement et
dirige suivant l'axe Ox d'un triedre trirectangle, le champ magnetique Ho
etant porte par Oz.
La theorique quantique du cycle de pompage permet de calculer l'evolution dans le temps de la matrice densite cr representant l'ensemble des
atomes dans l'etat fondamental [(3), form. (Ill), D, 1]
d
(I)

rf">
rf=)
rf;"
di<r==-di<r+-di'r+-dia-

Les deux premiers termes de (1) representent 1'evolution de 1 sous l'effet
du pompage optique. A ces termes sont associes des temps d'evolution de l'ordre de Tp et i/AE' (i/T,, et AE' sont l'elargissement et
le deplacement d'origine optique de l'etat fondamental; nous prenons
h = 1). (d'3>/dt) a represente l'effet Zeeman caracterise par des temps
d'evolution i/wy (toy, pulsation Zeeman). Dans (-), l'equation (I) est
ecrite dans la representation | [/. )> (les etats | u ^> sont les sous-niveaux
Zeeman, c'est-a-dire les etats propres de I : ), ce qui est particulierement
bien adapte au cas des champs forts (coy >• i/T p , AE'), ou (d'"jdt)a est le
terme preponderant de (r). Dans la representation | ,u. y, le terme
[(d^/dt) + (d']jdt)](j a une forme compliquee. Mais comme il est petit,
on peut le remplacer par une expression approchee, beaucoup plus simple,
et permettant de mener les calculs jusqu'au bout. C'est Vapproximation
seculaire qui n'est valable que lorsque a>/ ^> i/T^, AE'. Les experiences que
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nous envisageons ici correspondent a la situation inverse : coy-^i/T,,, AE'.
L'approximation seculaire n'est plus valable. Nous devons repartir de (i)
et ecrire cette equation dans la representation la mieux adaptee au
terme [(d'^dt) -f (d'i}jdt)] a, c'est-a-dire la representation | a ) [(-), § III, A, 4).
Les etats | a ^> correspondent a la levee de degenerescence introduite par
le faisceau lumineux en champ nul et sont, dans le cas qui nous interesse
ici, les etats propres de I x . Posons

(les indices ± sont relatifs aux etats propres | i 1/2 > de L ) . M.,, M,, Mr sont,
a un facteur multiplicatif pres, les projections sur Ox, Oy, Oz de l'aimantation globale M de la vapeur (fig. 1). U n'y a aucune difficulte a expliciter
l'equation (1) dans la representation | a )>. II vicnt
dM.r

2

^ T = ^r; ( l N "" M - r ) ~ W / M v '
^=_|k_|A1,^+W/MX)

(2)

at

3 ip

3

J

Ces equations sont ecrites en supposant les ecarts Zeeman dans l'etat
excite we petits devant la largeur naturelle, P, de cet etat. Cette condition
est largement realisee dans le domaine dc champ explore ici. La solution
stationnaire de (2) est
M.

/ 9.

\ / •>

\-'

(3)

V = 1 2 AK'&)/- (pj^ + 8 AH'- -+- 37 (,)'i ) •
L'mtroduction de la relaxation thermiquc dajis (2) no prcsente aucune
difficulte. II suffit d'ajouter au second mcinbrc des equations, des tonnes
d'amortissement analogues aux termes en i/T/;, T;, etant remplace par le
temps de relaxation thermiquc 0. Dans les equations (3), i/T,, sc trouvc
alors remplace par des quantites du type I/T = i/T ; ,+ ^/^> A etant un
coefficient numerique.
Pour interpreter physiquement (3), nous commencerons par supposer
A E ' = o . M- est alors nul et M reste toujours dans le plan xOy. En champ
nul (w/==o), M est dirige suivant Ox. Puis, au fur et a mesure quc nous
->
augmentons Ho, M tourne autour de H(l. M.,. decroit ct tend vers zero.
Mv croit, passe par un maximum, puis decroit et tend vers zero. En champ
fort (wy ^> I/T), M = o. Tout ceci se comprend aisement : le faisceau
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lumincux pompe les atomes dans la direction Ox. En champ nul, les dipoles
magnetiques ainsi crees dans la direction Ox n'effectuent pas de precession
de Larmor et l'effet de pompage est cumulatif. En champ fort (tor >> i/-),
les dipoles, pompes dans la direction Ox, effectuent plusieurs tours autour
de Oz avant de subir un nouvcau cycle de pompage ou d'etre detruits par
la relaxation thermique. A un instant donne, ils se repartissent done de
facon isotrope dans le plan xOy et leur resultante est nulle. En champ
intermediate, la rotation n'est pas suffisante pour assurer une repartition
isotrope. La resultante M est affaiblie et n'est plus dirigec suivant Ox.
Le phenomenc que nous decrivons ici est done l'analogue pour l'etat fondaincntal de ce qu'est l'effet Hanle (') pour l'etat excite (depolarisation magnetique et rotation du plan de polarisation). «/ jouc le role de co,.,
I /T = I / T / J + X / 0 celui de V.
Supposons maintenant AE' ^ o : il apparait alors en plus unc composante dc M suivant Oz. Ceci est du au fait suivant : la non-nullite dc -IE'
entraine qu'en champ nul, les deux etats propres | ^ 1/2 )> de I.,, n'ont pas
la meme energie. Lc faisceau lumineux est done equivalent a un « champ
magnetique fictif » h dinge suivant Ox. Les dipoles pompes suivant Ox
effectuent la precession de Larmor non plus autour de Ho, mais autour
de la resultante de Ho et h qui n'est plus portec par Oz; d'ou l'apparition
d'une composante M.-.
II est possible d'obtenir des signaux dc detection optique proportionnels
a M£, My, M:. Les photomultiplicateurs P4 et P 2 disposes suivant
l'axe Oy (fig. 1) permettent d'observer la lumiere de fluorescence pola-

Fig. 1.

risce parallelcment a Ox, I,,, ou circulaire droite ou gauche par rapport
a Oy, 1+ ou I_. Dans le cas du cadmium (etudie experimentalement),
Mx, My, M- ont des comportements avec 10f analogues aux grandeurs du
systeme (3); Io est proportionncl a M.,: — No, 1+ — I_ a une combinaison
lineaire de Mr et M;. Lorsqu'on balaye lentement le champ Hn autour de
la valeur o, les variations (fig. 2) de 1+ — I_ et Io sont bien celles d'une
courbe de dispersion et d'une courbe d'absorption, conformement aux
previsions theoriques (J). La largeur des courbes de la figure 2 est de l'ordrc
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de 35 mgauss, ce qui correspond bien a la largeur totale I/T de l'etat fondamental (due a la relaxation « optique » et thermique).
Les calculs precedents et les images physiques donnees pour interpreter
les resultats obtenus se generalisent aisement au cas d'un croisement de
niveaux dans Vetat fondamental. Si le faisceau lumineux est toujours perpendiculaire a Ho et si Ton designe par a et & les deux niveaux d'energie qui se
croisent dans l'etat fondamental, pour la valeur Hc de H o , on peut montrer

Fig. a.

a partir de (i) que moyennant certaines conditions (excitation non « broad
line » en polarisation « coherente »), l'element non diagonal aa!, n'est different de o que dans un domaine de largeur I/T autour de la valeur Hc.
Ho etant grand, on se place dans ce cas en representation | u. y et Ton fait
l'approximation seculaire. Cette approximation n'est cependant plus
valable au voisinage du croisement de niveaux et c'est ce qui explique
l'effet prevu. Les signaux de detection optique refletent cette variation
de inb au voisinage de Hc et doivent permettre de detecter le point de
croisement a I/T pres. Ceci est la generalisation a l'etat fondamental de
phenomenes bien connus qui se passent au voisinage d'un point de croisement dans l'etat excite (").
(*) Seance du 27 avril 19C4.
(') J.-C. LEHMANN, J. Phijs. Rad. (sous presse).
(-') C. COHEN-TANNOUDJI, Ann. Physique, 7, 1962, p. 4a3 et 469.

(:;) A. C. G. MITCHELL et M. \V. ZEMANSKY, Resonance Radiation and Excited Atoms,
Cambridge University Press, London, 1934.
(') F. D. COLEGROVE, P. A. FRANKEN, R. R. LEWIS et R. H. SANDS, Phys. Rev. Lett., 3,
i9 5 9, p. 420.
(Laboraloire de Physique de l'£. N. S.,
24, rue Lhomond, Paris, 5e.)
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Paper 1.5
J. Dupont-Roc, S. Haroche, C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Detection of very weak magnetic fields
(10~9 Gauss) by 87Rb zero-field level crossing resonances," Phys. Lett. A28, 638-639 (1969).
Reprinted with permission of Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
The experiment described in paper 1.4 was performed on the odd isotopes of Cadmium, for
which the paramagnetism in the atomic ground state is entirely due to the nucleus. This
paper describes a similar experiment performed on Rubidium atoms having an electronic
paramagnetism in the ground state, due to the spin of the valence electron. The Larmor
precession is thus much faster, and the width of the ground state Hanle resonances, which
corresponds to a value of the magnetic field such that the Larmor precession during the
relaxation time of the ground state becomes appreciable, can be very small. This paper
also reports the observation of Hanle resonances in the ground state of 87Rb atoms having
a width so small (~ 10~6 Gauss) that they can be used to detect variations of the static
magnetic field on the order of 3 • 10 ~10 Gauss (see Fig. 2). Such a sensitivity is comparable
to that of the "SQUID" devices which are now being used to detect the magnetic field
produced by living organs.
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DETECTION OF VERY WEAK MAGNETIC FIELDS ( 1 0 " 9 GAUSS)
BY 8 7 R b Z E R O - F I E L D LEVEL CROSSING RESONANCES
J. DUPONT-ROC, S. HAROCHE and C. COHEN-TANNOUDJI

Faculty des Sciences, Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertzienne de I ENS,
associe au C.N.R.S. , Paris, France
Received 8 January 1969

Zero-field level crossing resonances have been observed on the ground state of ^Rb. The width, a few
microgauss, and the signal to noise ratio, about 2.5x10^, allow the measurement of 10-9 gauss fields.

Zero field level crossing resonances in excited
states of atoms are well known (Hanle [1] effect).
The same effect may be observed on the
ground state of optically pumped atoms [2J:
if a static field Ho, perpendicular to the pumping beam F, is scanned around zero, resonant
variations are observed on the absorbed or reemitted light. The width of the resonances,
A//0 = 2/yr, i s inversely proportional to the relaxation time, T, and the gyromagnetic ratio, y,
of the ground state. These resonances have first
been observed on the ground state of the odd isotopes of Cd and Hg [2], for which T » 1 sec,
y as 2 x 103 rad/s . gauss (nuclear paramagnetism
in the ground state); in this case A#O * ^'^
gauss. For alkali atoms, the paramagnetism is of
electronic origin: y is about 10^ times larger;
one can obtain T ~ 1 sec with deuterated paraffin
coated cells [3], so that very narrow resonances
with AHQ ~ 10"6 gauss are expected [4].
In order to eliminate the magnetic noise present in the laboratory, and the inhomogeneities
which broaden considerably the resonances [5],
we have put the cell inside a magnetic shield
made of 4 concentric cylinders of mu-metal (1 m
long, 2 mm thick). The shielding efficiency is

about 10 4 -10 5 . We use paraffin coated cells,
without buffer gas, so that there is a motional
averaging of the residual magnetic field inhomogeneities. We have effectively observed in this
way Hanle resonances: width: 1.4 fxG; signal to
noise: 20.
In order to detect very weak magnetic fields
we have also increased the signal to noise by using a new type of detection of the resonances. We
apply an r.f. field H\ cos w £ parallel to # 0 '
U)/2IT ~ 400 Hz is large compared to the width of
the resonances. When HQ is scanned around 0,
theory shows that modulations appear on the absorbed pumping light, at the various harmonics
pu> of w [6]. These modulations undergo a resonant
variation around zero values of Ho, with a dispersion shape for p odd and an absorption shape for

Fig. 1. Response of the signal to a square pulse of
magnetic field of 2.1 x 10-9 gauss amplitude (time constant 3 s).

Fig. 2. Response of the signal to repetitive square
pulses of magnetic field of 3 x 10" 1 " gauss amplitude
(time constant 0.1 s; 3000 runs).
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p even and the same width as the Hanle curve
(strictly independent of the r. f. power). We make
a selective amplification of the modulation cu
(p = 1) and a phase sensitive detection with a time constant of 3 sec. By this way, we have got,
for optimal pumping beam intensity, a signal to
noise ratio of 2.5 x 10 3 with a width of 5 JIG.
For detection of very weak magnetic fields, we
fix Ho at the zero value, corresponding to the
maximum slope of the dispersion shaped resonance . We can test the sensitivity of the apparatus by sending on sweeping coils square pulses
.
J
.
b
..
.
.
- A . .
of current corresponding to a given variation,
5H0, OiHo. Fig. 1 shows the Signal obtained
for fiff0 = 2.1 x 10"9 gauss. This sensitivity can
be still improved for repetitive signals by using
noise averaging multichannel techniques. Fig. 2
i
ov 1^ i n
,.. ,
i
shows 3 X 10"*" gauss amplitude pulses.
Such a high sensitivity, the highest to our
knowledge, seems promising for several applications: measurement of the very weak interstellar fields, biomagnetism [7], measurement of
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the static magnetization of very dilute magnetic
samples,...
The authors are grateful to M. A. Bouchiat
and J. Brossel for their constant interest during the course of this work.
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Paper 1.6
C. Cohen-Tannoudji, J. Dupont-Roc, S. Haroche, F. Laloe, "Detection of the static magnetic
field produced by the oriented nuclei of optically pumped 3He gas," Phys. Rev. Lett. 22,
758-760 (1969).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
This paper describes an application of the very sensitive magnetometer described in paper
1.4. Hanle resonances in the ground state of 87Rb atoms are used to detect the static
magnetic field produced at a macroscopic distance (~ 6 cm) by a gaseous sample of 3He
nuclei oriented by optical pumping.
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DETECTION OF THE STATIC MAGNETIC FIEUD
PRODUCED BY THE ORIENTED NUCLEI OF OPTICALLY PUMPED "He GAS
C. Cohen-Tannoudji, J. DuPont-Roc, S. Haroche, and F. Laloe"
Faculte des Sciences, Laboratoire de Spectroscopie hertzienne de I'Ecole Norraale Superieure,
associe au Centre National de la Recherche Scentifique, Paris, France
(Received 10 March 1969)
A new type of very sensitive low-field magnetometer is used to detect the static magnetic field produced by optically pumped 3He nuclei in a vapor. Various signals (pumping and relaxation transients) are obtained in this way. This magnetostatic detection allows a direct study of 3He nuclear polarization without perturbing the spins.
Several methods can be used for the detection
of nuclear magnetism: measurement of the induced voltage in rf detection coils in a NMR experiment,1 detection of various optical signals in
an optical pumping experiment,1 etc. A very direct method would be the detection of the static
magnetic field produced by oriented nuclei. For
solid samples, the density of spins is large but
the polarization at thermal equilibrium is generally very small. For gases, the low density of
spins can, in some cases, be compensated by the
large polarization provided by optical-pumping
methods. Furthermore, in this case, the expertment can be performed at room temperature and
in low external magnetic fields. Let us take for
example the case of *He gas: The magnetic field
outside a spherical cell containing oriented *He
nuclei is the same as if all the nuclei were located at the center of the cell. If the cell contains
N atoms with a polarization P, the field at a distance r from its center, in a direction parallel to
the oriented spins, is radial and has a value (in
mksA units)
AH= 1Q-Heu /r3)NP
«
'

(1)

where gp.n is the nuclear magnetic moment of

•He. With a 6-cm-diam cell, a pressure of 3
Torr, and a polarization of 5% (which is currently available3), the field at a distance r = 6 cm is
Aff = 6 x l O - " T = 6 x l O - G . The order of magnitude of this static field explains why, to our
knowledge, it had never been used to detect nuclear polarizations. A new type of very sensitive
low-field "Rb magnetometer has recently been
set up4; its sensitivity, 10~* G with a 3-sec detection time constant, has made it possible to
measure AH and to perform the following experiments.
The experimental setup is shown schematically
in Fig. 1. A 6-cm-diam cell contains the sHe nuclei; the magnetic field they produce is detected
758

by 87Rb atoms contained in the second cell. Both
cells are placed in a magnetic shield which considerably reduces (by a factor 10') the external
magnetic noise, much larger than AH. The
shield also lessens considerably the magnetic
field inhomogeneities, so that we can observe, as
we will see below, very long relaxation times in
zero field, no longer limited by field inhomogeneities. The residual stray static fields inside
the shield (about 10~ s G) are compensated by
sets of Helmholtz coils. The *He atoms are optically pumped by a circularly polarized light
beamfi, (X.= 10830 A) to achieve the orientation
of the lS0 ground state by the classical technique.'
The nuclear spins are oriented along the direction of B3, and as long as there is no applied
field, they remain in this direction,
The e7Rb magnetometer4 makes use of a new
type of detection of the zero-field level-crossing
resonances appearing in the ground state of optically pumped atoms. 5 The 6-cm-diam "Rb cell
(without buffer gas), with paraffin-coated wall,
is the magnetic probe of the magnetometer; it is
P1*0™* c l o s e t o U» "He cell and optically pumped
by the circularly polarized light beam Bl (Dl

TT^fl

*£ £ e80nSmCe l i n e ) P^P"**' 1 -*

J * • ' A r f *** H * " » " ' » W i l e d in the direc«onof B 2 ( w /2 ff = 400 Hz). The transmitted light
f **' m e a s u r e d b ? a Photomultiplier, is modu^ d at various harmonics/>w of u,. The modulat l O n (p = 1 } i s V">V>rtioxto\ to the component par-

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement.
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allel to H, of the field produced* (and insensitive
to first order to the other components). Furthermore, the field of the "He nuclei detected by the
probe is averaged by the motion of the aTRb atoms in the cell so that the magnetometer measures in fact the mean value of the field in the
spherical volume of the 8rRb cell (i.e., its value
at the center). Figure 2 shows the variation of
the detected field during the buildup of the *He
polarization by optical pumping: Formula (1)
(where r=6.3 cm is the distance between the centers of the two cells) allows a direct measurement of the obtained polarization as a function of
time.
Once the optical orientation has been obtained
it is possible to cut off the discharge and the
pumping beam Bt and to record the evolution of
the orientation of the ground state which is no
longer coupled to the metastable state. One
could get in this way a relaxation curve corresponding to the decay of the orientation of the
*He ground state. The relaxation time Tr is very
long (several hours). During this long time, it is
very difficult to avoid the magnetic drifts due to
the evolution of the magnetization of the shield.
Hence we have improved the experiment in the
following way: We add a very weak magnetic
field h (2 vG) perpendicular to the *He pumping
direction B,. 7 The nuclear spins precess around
h at a very low Larmor frequency v (v = 6x 10~s
Hz) and the radial field produced at the center of
the "Rb cell varies as Aff COS2TT^. The fieldmodulation amplitude is 2A/7 and can be recorded
for several hours [Figs. 3 (a) and 3(b)}. One can
study in this way with good precision the decay
of the nuclear polarization. Figure 3(c) shows
the modulation signal remaining 11 h after the
optical pumping has been stopped and gives an
idea of the sensitivity of this procedure for the
detection of low polarizations.
The magnetostatic method described above

FIG. 2. Plot of the magnetic field AH during the optical pumping of 3He (detection time constant: 3 sec).
3He pressure: 3 Torr.

l4Awiitl969

may be interesting for the study of various problems connected with polarization of *He nuclei in
the zero-field region. Both radioelectric and optical detections generally perturb the measured
polarization of *He (for example, energy absorption by the induction coils and field inhomogeneities in the first case, strong relaxation of the nuclear orientation due to the discharge in the seeond one). On the contrary, the magnetostatic detection creates no detectable perturbation of the
nuclear spins: The magnetic field of the very
low-density mBto paramagnetic vapor is too weak
to perturb the 'He gas; the rf field Hj coscul is
nonresonant for "He atoms and it can be shown
(by changing its intensity for example) that it has
no effect on the nuclear polarization. The magnetostatic detection seems to be the obvious
method for continuous recording of the orientation of free *He nuclei. This method provides
also a direct measurement of the number NP of
oriented spins and, knowing N, of the polarization P. If the pressure is large (several Torr),
N is large and it becomes possible, as one measures the product NP, the detect very weak val-

FIG. 3. Plot of the modulation of the magnetic field
due to the free precession of the 3He nuclear spins
(^e pressure: 3 Torr). (a) Just after optical pumping has been stopped (polarization P — 5 %). (b) 3 h later. The measured nuclear relaxation time is 2 h, 20
min. (Detection time constant for (a) and (b): 3 sec]
(c) The free precession signal 11 h after optical pumping has been stopped. The polarization is now P a S
xlO~4 corresponding to 5.3xlOls oriented nuclei per
cm3; detection time constant: 10 sec. The scales are
different from those of (a) and (b). m addition to the
signal, one can see a small magnetic drift due to the
imperfections of the shield.
759
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ues of P which would be difficult to measure optically. Finally, various applications of this method might be used to set up magnetometers or gyrometers.

'See, for example, A. Abragam, The Principles of
Nuclear Magnetism (Oxford University Press, London,
England, 1961).
*See, for example, references in C. Cohen-Tannoudji and A. Kastler, Progress In Optics (North-Hoiland Publishing Co., Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
1966), Vol. V.
S F. D. Colegrove, L. D. Schearer, and G. K. Walters,
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phys. Rev. 132, 2561 (1963).
4 J. DuPont-Roc, S. Haroche, and c . Cohen-Tannoudji, Phys. letters 28A, 638 (1969).
***• Polonsfcy and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, Compt. Bend.
260, 5231 (1965). For excited states, see C. J. Favre
and E. Geneux, Phys. Letters j», 190 (1964), and E. B.
Alexandrov, O. V. Konstantlnov, V. T. Perel', and
V. A. KhodovoT, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 45, 503
(1963) [translation: Soviet Phys.-JETP 18, 346
(1964)].
( As long as this field is much smaller than the width
(about 5 MG) of the level-crossing dispersion resonance curve.
'Since h is perpendicular to Hjcosurf, it does not affeet the signal detected by the n Bb atoms.

Section 2
Atoms in Strong Radiofrequency Fields
The Dressed Atom Approach in the Radiofrequency Domain
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The possibility to polarize atoms in the ground state by optical pumping and to detect optically any change of their polarization allows one to study several resonant effects associated
with the coupling of these polarized atoms with strong radiofrequency fields. This explains
why multiphoton processes have first been observed in the rf domain [see, for example, the
thesis work of J. M. Winter, Ann. Phys. (Paris) 4, 745 (1959) and references therein]. The
interpretation of these effects and, in particular, of the radiative shift (analogous to the
Bloch-Siegert shift) and radiative broadening of multiphoton resonances, requires the use
of high order time-dependent perturbation theory.
The papers contained in this section use a new approach to these problems, the socalled "dressed atom approach," introduced in 1964 in the thesis works of N. Polonsky and
S. Haroche, which consists of quantizing the rf field and considering the energy diagram of
the whole system "atom + rf photons" in interaction.
In the rf domain, quantization of the rf field is of course not necessary, and all the effects
described in this section could be explained by solving the Bloch equations describing the
evolution of the atoms coupled to a c number rf field. In fact, by quantizing the rf field,
the dressed atom approach introduces a time-independent Hamiltonian with true energy
levels. It is then possible to use time-independent perturbation theory to study how the
energy diagram of the dressed atom changes when the atom-rf field coupling increases,
which leads to much simpler calculations of the radiative shifts. Another more important
advantage of the dressed atom approach is that it provides a more global view of the
various resonant phenomena which can be observed in the rf spectroscopy by associating
them with level anticrossings and level crossings appearing in the dressed atom energy
diagram. In particular, new "coherence resonances" (associated with the resonant variations
of the Zeeman coherences around certain values of the static magnetic field) have been
discovered in this way and interpreted in terms of level crossing resonances of the dressed
atom, analogous to the Hanle resonance in zero field. The width of the Hanle resonance itself
can be modified in a spectacular way if the atoms interact with a strong high frequency
rf field. Indeed, the dressed atom approach has led to the discovery of a new effect, the
modification (and even the cancellation) of the Lande factor of an atomic paramagnetic
ground state due to virtual absorptions and re-emissions (or virtual induced emissions and
reabsorptions) of rf photons by the atom. In the same way as light shifts can be compared
with the Lamb shift, one can try to establish a connection between this modification of
the Lande factor of the dressed atom and the electron spin anomaly g — 2, due to virtual
emissions and reabsorptions of photons by the electron. Note, however, that g — 2 is positive,
whereas the Lande factor of the dressed atom is always smaller than that of the bare atom.
Trying to understand this change of sign was at the origin of the theoretical works presented
in some of the papers of Sec. 5.
It is interesting to note that other theoretical approaches, closely related to the dressed
atom approach, were developed independently at about the same time. A first example is
the use of Floquet's theorem for investigating the properties of a time periodic Hamiltonian
and the introduction of quasienergy states [see, for example, J. H. Shirley, Phys. Rev. 138,
B979 (1965); Ya. B. Zel'dovich, Sov. Phys. JETP 24, 1006 (1967); Shih-I Chu, Adv. At.
Mol. Opt. Phys. 21, 197 (1985) and references therein]. In fact, the dressed atom approach
provides a quantum reinterpretation of Floquet's transformation and of the corresponding
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quasienergy states. A second example is the Jaynes-Cummings model describing a two-level
atom coupled to a single mode cavity [E. T. Jaynes and F. W. Cummings, Proc. IEEE 51,
89 (1963)]. In the dressed atom approach, the field is quantized in a fictitious box, having a
volume V which can be arbitrarily large. The number N of photons is not well defined. Only
the energy density N/V is fixed. By contrast, and as in modern cavity QED experiments,
the Jaynes-Cummings model deals with an atom put in a real cavity, having a finite volume
and where the number of photons can take well-defined values.
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Paper 2.1
C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Optical pumping and interaction of atoms with the electromagnetic
field," in Cargese Lectures in Physics, Vol. 2, ed. M. Levy (Gordon and Breach, 1968),
pp. 347-393.
Copyright © Gordon and Breach Science Publishers Inc.
Manuscript retyped and reprinted with permission of Gordon and Breach.
This paper consists of lecture notes taken by J. Dupont-Roc, D. Ostrowsky, and N. Polonsky
during the 1967 session of the Cargese summer school.
It is presented in this section because it contains the first synthetic review of the dressed
atom approach in the rf domain. Section III A briefly describes the various types of resonances which can be observed on optically pumped atoms interacting with rf fields. Section III B introduces the dressed atom energy diagram and interprets the various resonances
described in Sec. Ill A in terms of level anticrossings or level crossings appearing in this
energy diagram. The modification of the Lande factor of the dressed atom is also discussed.
More detailed descriptions of the various experiments and calculations can be found in the
references listed on p. 44 and in the thesis of S. Haroche [S. Haroche, Ann. Phys. (Paris)
6, 189, 327 (1971); see also C. Cohen-Tannoudji, J. Dupont-Roc and G. Grynberg, Complement Avi of Atom-Photon Interactions. Basic Processes and Applications (John Wiley,
1992)].
This paper has been selected because it introduces, in addition to the dressed atom
approach, other theoretical methods which can be useful in quantum optics. The resolvent
operator, which is very convenient for a nonperturbative treatment of spontaneous emission
(Sec. I A), is applied here to the derivation of the effective Hamiltonian describing the
effect of light shifts in the ground state manifold (Sec. I B) and to the calculation of the
radiative shift of a high order level anticrossing (Sec. II B4). Section II also contains a
general analysis of level crossing and level anticrossing resonances, which can appear in
quite different contexts.
Finally, Sec. I B presents a synthetic description of the experimental study of light shifts,
in particular of the improvements which have led to the observation of light shifts larger
than the magnetic resonance widths in the ground state (see Fig. 15 and Ref. 6).
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Optical Pumping and Interaction of Atoms
with the Electromagnetic Field
C. COHEN-TANNOUDJI*
Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertzienne de VE. N. S.
Paris, France

Optical pumping can be briefly described as the transfer of angular momentum from polarized photons to atoms. It provides very sensitive optical
detection of any change in the angular s'ate of the atom, resulting from
RF transitions between Zeeman sublevels, relaxation processes, etc. ...
The principal applications of optical pumping may be divided into 3 parts:
—spectroscopie measurements
—study of relaxation processes and collisions
—study of the interaction of oriented atoms with the e.m. field.
This course will describe some effects related to the third part.|
We will study how oriented atoms are perturbed when they are irradiated
by light or RF photons. When the frequency of the impinging photon is equal
to the Bohr frequency of an atomic transition, the atom absorbs it. Energy
is conserved during such a transition and the process is called a real absorption. If energy cannot be conserved during the transition, the interaction is
described in terms of virtual absorption and reemission of photons by the
atom. The purpose of these lectures is to describe some effects of these real
or virtual absorption of optical and RF photons.
The first two lectures will be devoted to the interaction with optical photons. It will be shown, first theoretically then experimentally, how atomic
sublevels in the ground state are broadened and shifted by irradiation with
resonant or near resonant optical photons. The last two lectures will describe
the interactions with RF photons and will essentially be devoted to the study
* Lecture Notes taken by J. Dupont-Roc, D. Ostrowsky and N. Polonsky.
t For a detailed description of the basic principles, experimental techniques and the
other applications of optical pumping, see references1.
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of higher order processes involving several quanta. The possibility of cancelling the Lande factor of an atom by interaction with a RF field will also
be described. The understanding of all these effects requires the knowledge of
crossing and anticrossing of energy levels. So this concept will be first
described in the third lecture.
I, Interaction of Atoms with Optical Photons
Introduction
When atoms, in the ground state, are irradiated with resonant or quasi
resonant optical photons, the problems to be solved are the following:
How are the atoms excited?
What do they do in the excited state?
How do they fall back to the ground state?
These problems have been studied in great detail in references.2 In this
course we will focus our attention only on the first step (excitation process)
and use a different approach based on the resolvant formalism. 3 ' 4 As this
formalism will prove to be useful also for the other chapters of this course it
will be first briefly reviewed (§ A). We will then apply it to the problem of
the light shifts (§ B). We will finally describe the experimental results some
of which have been obtained very recently (§ C).
A. Resolvant formalism
(1) Definition. The resolvant G(z) of the Hamiltonian ffi is by definition:
(I.1)

' z - #e
G{z) is simply related to the evolution operator XJ{t) =
V(t) = —

e~lXt:

I e-izt G(z) dz

(1.2)

2ni Jc
where C is the following contour of the complex plane
:

—

«t

:

r>o
:

Ko
Fig. 1

real axis
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It may be easily shown that G(z) is an analytic function on the complex
z plane except eventually on the real axis where poles and cuts corresponding
to the discrete and continuous eigenvalues of 3? may be found.
For t > 0 (t < 0), only the part of the contour C above (below) the real
axis gives a non zero contribution.
—The matrix elements of G(z) are often more easily evaluated than those
of U(t). This explains the importance of G(z). If 3tf = 3f0 + V, and if
\d) is an eigenstate of =^0 evaluation of (a\ G(z) \a) gives, by (1.2), the
probability amplitude that, the system being in state |a> at t = 0, it remains
in the same state at time t. This is important for decay problems. Evaluation
of (b\ G(z) \a) leads also to the transition amplitude from |a> to another
state |Z>> of Jtf0 under the effect of V.
—It is usually not necessary to calculate all the matrix elements of G.
Depending on the problem to be solved, only a few of them must be evaluated.
So we will now derive an explicit expression for the projection, G{z), of G(z)
into a subspace, sf, of the Hilbert space. If P (and Q) are the projections
onto(outof) £
p 2 = p
p + Q = l
pQ = Q
[P,JT 0 ] = 0

Q2 =Q

[Q,Je0] =0
(1.3)

G(z)^PG(z)P
and in general way for any operator A:
A = PAP
G and A operate only inside e.
(2) Explicit expression for G(z). Using the identity:
A

B

A

B

we obtain:
(1.4)

G = G0 + G0VG
where Go is the resolvant of the Hamiltonian Jf 0 :
z-^Q
From (1.4) it is easy to compute G — PGP
p

P

G = —*-— + —^-j
Z —^

t spanned by eigenstates of 34?0.

o

Z — ^

VGP
a
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Using the equality P + Q = 1, we have also:
G =—-— +

VG + — - — VQGP

(1.5)

On the other hand, from the definition of G:
(z -je0 - V)G = 1
we get
Q (z - 3f0 - V) (P + Q) GP = 0
or
[z-JP0-

(1.6)

QVQ] QGP - QVPG

Replacing in (1.5) QGP by this new expression, we get:
P I
G =
z-^o

P
O
+
VG +
V
VPG
z-Jf0
z-Jf0
z-^0-QVQ

or
\z -Jf0 - V - PV
^
Vp]G = P
L
z-Jfo-QVQ
_
We finally obtain:

G(z) =

(1.7)

_± —
z -Jf0 - R(z)

where
R(z) = PVP + PV

VP

(1.8)

z-^0-QVQ
R(z) can be expanded for small V:
R(z) = PVP + PV—-—
Z — 3rc Q

VP + PV—-—
Z— =^o

V—-—

VP + •••

Z — ^Q

(1.9)
The structure of the matrix elements of R(z) is simply the product of
matrix elements of Fand energy denominators. But, due to the presence of Q,
all the intermediate states must be outside e. In other words, the diagrams
representing R(z) must be irreductible, in the sense that internal and external
lines do not correspond to the same subspace.
—Equation (1.7) is rigorous. If R(z) is small compared to ^f0 one can
develop (1.7) in a power series of R(z):
G = Go + G0RG0 + GQRG0RG0 + •••

(1.10)
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and represent the development so obtained by diagrams:

(1.11)

the full line (true propagator) being associated to G(z), the dotted line (free
propagator) to Go, and the circles to R(z).
Up to now, no approximation has been made. If Fis small, we can replace
in (1.7) R(z) by an approximate value, R'(z), obtained for example by keeping only the first two terms of equation (1.9):
G(z) =

_
z-^0-R\z)
l

= Go + GOR'GQ

+ GoR'GoRGo

(1.10 bis)
+ •••

This amounts to replacing in (1.11) all the circles by the diagrams associated with the approximate expression R'(z) and represented by squares
in (1.12).

(1.12)

But it must be emphasized that this is much better than an ordinary
perturbation treatment where we would have kept only a finite number of
the diagrams of (1.11). By making an approximation only on R(z) in the
expression (1.7), and so by keeping all the terms of the expression (1.10 bis),
we do in fact sum an entire class of diagrams which are the most important
and we keep terms with arbitrarily high powers of F a s it appears in (1.12).
This is of great interest in many problems such as the decay of excited atomic
states which we discuss in the next paragraph as an application of the resolvant formalism.
(3) Decay of an atomic excited state. Consider a two-level atom (Fig. 2),
coupled by the hamiltonian V to the electromagnetic field. We study the
decay of the excited state. The hamiltonian for the problem is «?f = 3f0 + V
where 3f0 represents the energy of the atom and of the free radiation field.
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To the first order, V couples only the two states \e, o> (excited state with no
photon) and \gkex} (ground state with a photon of momentum Tc and polarization ex)-

Fig; 2

The two stationary states for the problem are \g, ~k, gA> and \e, o> = \a).
We have <a| V\d) = 0 and <a[ V\gk~ex} # 0.
Taking the zero of energy as the ground state, we have:
Jto\a}

(1.13)

= ko\a}

To study the decay of \a), we shall consider a one dimensional subspace e,
subtended by \a) and calculate the matrix element Ga(z) — <a| G |a> using
(1.7) and (1.13); we get:
G~a(z) =
L _ _
(1.14)
z - k0 - RJz)
We shall approximate i?a(z) by the first two terms of its expansion in
powers of V:
R'a{z) - <a \V\ a} + (a PV—"—
VP a}
z - Ho
or

^)=IEK«IH?KJ>P
fc A

(U5)

z — k

If R'a{z) is small and smooth, the only values of z for which Ga{z) is important are near z — k0. We approximate! Ga{z) in the upper half plane
near the real axis by

=

GJLz)*
z -k0

- K (k0 + is)

So R'a may be written in the following way:
^
K°

y y <\a\ V\gkexy\2

= LL —

:

—

£ x k0 - k + is
t A more correct and rigorous treatment based on analytic continuation of Ga(z) is
presented in references4.
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or, replacing the summation over k by integrations over the length and the
solid angle Q of H:

jg,sft»(jolftj<£m^!>!i_j£_i£
xJ

kQ - k + is

2

where

f AE = j W _ L _ W dk^idQKaWlgB^
r = 27t {d(k0 -k)k2dk^

[dDKa\V\gk"ez)\2

The final expression of Ga(z) is thus:
G&) =

(1.16)
z - k0 - AE + i —
2

From (1.16), one gets easily
<a|J7(0|fl> =e-ikote-iAEte-(rl2)t

(1.17)

We have then found the shift AE and the natural width F of the excited
state.
In this treatment we have made a partial summation of an infinite set of
diagrams:
neglecting diagrams of the type:

This means we have approximated e~ (r)tru -1 by

2

2!

3!

We have done an infinite summation to find the exponential behavior, the
only approximation being associated with the value of F which differs
slightly from (F)tTue.
23 Levy
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B. Light shifts
We shall now use the resolvant formalism to study the evolution of an
atom irradiated by a light beam.
In a first step, we shall consider a simple atomic model with no Zeeman
structure, and give a physical interpretation of the results obtained.
In the second part we shall generalize the theoretical formulas to the more
complicated case of an atom with a Zeeman structure. We shall then give
some experimental evidence for the predicted effects.
(1) Simple model. No Zeeman structure. We consider an atom which has a
ground state and an excited state separated by the energy k0. It is irradiated
by N optical photons kx,... Tct,... JcN whose_energy distribution is given
by the line shape u(k) (Fig. 3). We shall call k the center and A the width
of u(k).

Fig. 3

All the iV photons have the same polarization eAo.
We consider the two following states of the total system atom + radiation
field:
[,§•>: atom in the ground state in the presence of the N photons.
\e, — £j->: atom in the excited state; the photon kt having been absorbed.
\g) and \e, —kty are eigenstates of the unperturbed hamiltonian J^o with
eigenvalues Eo and Eo + k0 — kt and are coupled by the interaction hamiltonian V. Vcouples also |g> to other states with JV+ 1 photons: \e, +k}
(photon k emitted) but we shall neglect them because of the large energy
difference between |g> and \e, +1cy.
The system at time t = 0 is in the state \g}; we look for the probability
that it remains in the same state at time t. We thus have to compute

Gg{z) = (g\G{z)\gy
As in equation (1.14), we write:
1—=—

Gj®
z - E

0

- Rg(z)

d-18)
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We approximate now Rg{z) by the first non-zero term in its expansion in
7
2
powers of V:

jgW-E IOm«,-^l

(I19)

i z — Eo — k0 + kt

The basic diagram associated to R'g is the following

In order to improve slightly the expression (1.19), we take into account
spontaneous emission during the intermediate excited state e, by replacing
the free propagator

of the excited state by the true pro-

z - Eo - k0 + kt
pagator of this state. If the induced emission due to k1, k2,..., kN is negligible in comparison to the spontaneous emission, which is the case for
ordinary light sources, we can calculate this propagator as if the atom was
isolated, i.e., without incident light beam: according to § I-A-3 we have to

r

replace k0 by k0 + AE — i — where AE and F are the shift and the natural
2
width of the excited state. So we get for the improved approximation of R'g

jfr)_£

1ft IH «.-*•>!'

z — Eo — k0 + i

(I.20)

\- kt

2
with k0 — k0 + AE.
Diagrammatically one gets (1.20) by adding to the basic diagram associated
with R'g, an infinite number of other diagrams which were omitted in the
approximation (1.19)
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/ w e n e g l e c t a l s o t h e p o s s i b i l i t y of c o i n c i d e n c e s b e t w e e n Tc, k' a n d lcx ••• TcN

~

r\

when we simply replace k0 by k0 — i — ) •

2/

Now, as in section § I-A-3, we notice that in the expression (1.18) of Gg(z)
one can neglect Rg(z) except when z is nearly equal to Eo. We shall therefore
approximate R"(z) by R"(E0 + is):
Kg (Lo + ie) = 2.1
kt — k0

—
+ ie + i —

V1-20 )

2
We separate now the angular part of the matrix element of V
\<£\V\e, -kt}\2

= \Aki\2 \(g \s,0D\ e}\2

D is the angular part of the electric dipole operator.
Ak. contains the radial part.
We replace the summation over all the photons kt by an integration over k,
weighted by the line shape u(k) and we get

Fe(E0 + is) = p (AE' - i — )

(1.21)

p = Kg fe,0D\ e}\2

(1.22)

where

AE' - J \Ak\2 u(k)

_ dk

k_Z±l

\K

KQ)

-f-

( L 2 3)

4

r
~

= f u{k) \Ak\2

— dk
(h- _ t \2

*

(1.24)

i

Finally we have

Gfr)
z -Eo

)
-plAE'

—
-i—j

from which we deduce
Ug{t)

= e~nE0 + PAE')t

e-P(r'!2,t

d.25)
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The interpretation of AE' and F' follows immediately. Under the effect of
the light irradiation, the ground state has now a finite life time l[pF', and
an energy which is shifted from Eo to Eo + p AE' (light shift).

Fig. 4

We see from (1.23) and (1.24) that to get AE' or F', we must multiply u(k)
by the atomic dispersion or absorption curve, and integrate over k from 0
to oo (Fig. 4)
Let us now study how F' and AE' vary with k — k0. From (1.23) and (1.24)
one can plot the theoretical curves (Fig. 5). The value of k — hQ corresponding to the maximum of AE' is of the order of A.
Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows that F' depends only on resonant photons
whose energy lies between k0 — Fa.nd k0 + F; on the contrary, AE' depends
only on non resonant photons which have an energy either larger than k0 + F
or less than k0 —F. This leads us to consider two types of transitions.

Fig. 5

If k — k0 is small enough, effective absorptions of photons are possible,
and those real transitions give a finite life time \\pF' to the ground state.
On the other hand, if & — k0 is large, the photons can only be absorbed
during a very short time of the order of —
K

— : through those virtual
k0
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absorptions, the wave functions of the ground and excited states are mixed,
and consequently the energy of those states are shifted.
What are the effects of these transitions on the photons?
In real transitions, photons disappear. This is absorption.
In virtual transitions, during a very short time, photons are absorbed and
do not propagate. This is the basis of anomalous dispersion.
This can be summarized in a short table
Effects on the photons
,
..
absorption
anomalous dispersion

Effects on the atoms
<<-

I

~
~
real transition
'
T.
virtual transition

I

finite

life time of the atomic

-»

ground state.
shift of the ground state
—•
, ,
I
energy level

We are now ready to study the more general and usual case where both
the excited and the ground states have a Zeeman structure.

Fig. 6

(2) More exact model. Zeeman structure. Let us call \fi} and |m> the
atomic Zeeman sublevels of the ground and excited states in a steady magnetic field HQ (Fig. 6)
If ye and yg are the gyromagnetic ratios of the excited and ground states,
we call
o>e =

yeH0

ojg =

ygH0

We assume, as is generally the case in an optical pumping experiment,
that coe, cog <4 A, the width of the line shape, u(k), of the incident beam.
The calculations are very similar to those of § I-B-l. For this particular
problem, we consider a subspace e subtended by all the substates \/u}. The
projector P on e is: P — £ |//> </i| and we have to compute G = PGP.
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As in § I-B-l, we obtain
G =

=

z -Ho

(1.26)

l-

-R"(E0+ie)

where R" instead of being a number as in (1.20') is now an operator which
acts on the ground state multiplicity and which represents the effective
hamiltonian 3^ h describing the effect of the light beam on the atomic ground
state.
The generalization of (1.21) is

R"(E0 + is) = JfL = (AE' - i — j A
where AE' and F' have been defined in (1.23) and (1.24) and where A is a
matrix which generalizes (1.22)

0* \A\ //> = Am. = Z<[* feW m} (m \e,0D\ ^>
m

As A is hermitian, it has real eigenvalues. Let us call |a> the eigenstate
corresponding to the eigenvalue p^:

According to (1.26) the state |a> has a width pxF' and an energy shift
PaAE'.
In general, the/?«s are not all equal. So the various ground state sublevels
are shifted differently. This is important for the experimental observation of
the light shifts as we shall see later on.
Let us take, as an example, the simple case of 199 Hg which has only two
Zeeman sublevels in the ground state. The two dimension matrix A may be
expanded as:
A = aol + £ fl,orf
i = K,y,z

where / is the unit matrix and the o/s are the Pauli matrices.
This means that, if the incident beam contains mostly non resonant photon s, M'L is approximately equal to AE'A and is similar to a Zeeman hamiltonian: the effect of the beam on the atoms is equivalent to that of a fictitious
magnetic field H/\.
In a real experiment, the atomis also acted on by a real magnetic field Ho parallel to Oz. Let us call^fz the real Zeeman hamiltonian. The total hamiltonian
t By symmetry considerations, one can easily show that ffj- is parallel to the incident
beam.
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of the ground state is then:
&L = Jt ^ -f- JC

z

and we have the two relations:

{ *?*\li>

=pa>g\ft>

To study the energy diagram of the system, let us consider the two extreme
cases:
a) J f L > ^f 2 : the eigenstates of the system are the |«> states which have
different energies: the Zeeman degeneracy is removed. The splitting at Ho = 0
is due, of course, to #?L.
b) J^L <g 3d?z: the effect of the light may be treated as a small perturbation. According to perturbation theory, the eigenstates \(i} of the system
have an energy which differs slightly from jj,cog by the amount

The two energy levels of the system are plotted as functions of the magnetic
field HQ in Fig. 7 (in the particular case where the light beam is perpendicular
to#0)

Fig. 7

C. Experimental observations on 199 Hg. (1) General principles: With a first
light beam Bt we do an ordinary optical pumping experimentf to measure
with great precision the Zeeman splitting oig between the two sublevels of the
ground state of 199 Hg (Fig. 8 a)
We then add a second light beam B2 (Fig. 8 b) and remeasure, with the
help of Bx, the energy difference between the two sublevels of the ground
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state. We determine in this way the perturbation of the ground state due to the
B2 irradiation. The characteristics of the two beams are completely different.
Bi is a "good" pumping beam, containing many resonant photons. B2 is a
"good" shifting beam, with mostly non resonant photons.

(a)

Fig. 8

(b)

We shall consider two extreme cases: the high field case where #PL <^ Jf z ,
and the low field case where ^L ^> 3FZ.
(2) High field case JfL < 3fz
a) First experiment. The pumping beam Bx, circularly polarized, comes
from a lamp filled with the isotope 204 Hg whose line coincides with the
k0 component F = \ of 199 Hg. The steady magnetic field HQ is parallel
to BL: the radiofrequency field H^ cos ojt is perpendicular to Ho (Fig. 9). We
measure cog by the usual magnetic resonance technique.

Fig. 9

The second beam B2 is produced by a lamp filled with the isotope 2 0 1 Hg
whose line center wave number k is longer than k0 by approximately a
Doppler width which, according to experimentalf f and theoretical (Fig. 5)
results, corresponds approximately to the maximum value for AE'. A filter F
filled with 199 Hg is placed before the cell and suppresses all the resonant
photons from the B2 light:
As k — k0 > 0, AE' > 0: the levels are shifted towards the higher
energies.
From the polarization scheme (Fig. 10a) and the expression of the matrix
elements of A given in § I-B-2, it appears that: if the polarization of Bz is o+,
t For a detailed description of the optical pumping of the odd isotopes of mercury
see B. Cagnac thesis (ref.1)
t t See later, fig. 12.
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the only non zero matrix element of A is < — \A\ — >; thus only the state | — >
is shifted (Fig. 10b).
If now the polarization of B2 is a~, we have < + |^4| + > # 0 and only the
state | + > is shifted (Fig. 10 c).
So the sign of the shiftmust change with the sense of the circular polarization.

a

b

c
Fig. 10

Fig. 11
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The experimental results are shown in Fig. 11 and agree with these predictions (as we operate at a fixed frequency and a variable field, an increase
of the Zeeman separation corresponds to a shift towards lower field value).

Fig. 12

By magnetic scanning, we have also changed the value of k and measured
AE' for different k — kQ. The experimental results are in agreement with the
theoretical predictions (Fig. 12)
b) Second experiment. We have improved the first experiment in the following
ways:6
—The light beam B1 (Fig. 13) is perpendicular to the magnetic fields Ho
and Hx cos cot which are now parallel. Using the technique of the transverse

Fig. 13
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optical pumpingf, we have obtained resonance curves with no RF broadening and whose width is typically of the order of 0.3 hz.
—The second beam B2, parallel to Ho, is produced by a 204 Hg lamp placed
in an axial magnetic field HA. The line emitted is then split into a a+ component which has a k > k0 and shifts the state j — > towards the higher
energies and a a~ component which has a k < k0 and shifts the state | + )
towards the lower energies (Fig. 14a and 14b)

a

b
Fig. 14

As the effects of the two components add, there is no need to place, in the
B2 beam's way, a polarizer which absorbs a large part of the incident
intensity. We thus get a larger shift AE' and double the effect as is shown in
Fig. 14b.
Figure 15 is an example of the experimental results we have obtained.
To avoid any broadening due to real transitions, we still have to use a

Fig. 15

filter Fin the B2 beam. However, as this filter is not perfect, the shifted curve
is slightly broader than the original curve.
The shift obtained is approximately equal to 20 times the line width of the
resonance curves.
t in an amplitude modulated field ( ' )
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(3) Low field case: 3fL > J f z. As the shift obtained in the previous experiment is much larger than the energy level width, we have been able to study
the removal of the Zeeman degeneracy in a zero magnetic field.(8)
The direction of the two beams is the same as that of Fig. 13.
To eliminate any stray magnetic fields we have placed the resonance cell in
a triple magnetic shield.
The experiment is performed in the following way: in a zero magnetic
field, the magnetic dipoles are first oriented by the beam Bx in the Ox direction (Fig. 16 a)
We then suddenly introduce B2: the dipoles start to precess around the
fictitious magnetic field Hf which is associated with B2 and which is parallel

a

b
Fig. 16

to Oy; as the shift is much larger than the width of the levels, many oscillations occur during the life time of the ground state. This effect may be
observed on the transmitted light along the Ox direction (Fig. 16b).
We have also studied experimentally the Zeeman energy diagram in the
presence of the B2 light for two different cases: Ho and ~Hf parallel or perpendicular.
The energy difference OJ'0 between the two Zeeman sublevels has been
measured
a) by the resonances described in § I-B-2 (transverse optical pumping in
an amplitude modulated field)
b) by modulating the polarization of the pumping beam B± at the frequency a>(9); resonances occur when co — io'Q.
For Ho IJHS, co'o — co0 + oif (cof is the Larmor frequency associated
with the fictitious field Hj), we get a displaced Zeeman diagram.
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For ~HQ A. Hf,co'Q — ^Jco2 + coj, the two levels do not cross any more.
This phenomenon might be compared to the Back-Goudsmit effect, with the
light beam B2 playing the role of the hyperfine structure.

Fig. 17

|

x

H0//Hf

[ O

HolSff

II. Crossings and Anticrossings of Atomic Energy Levels
Introduction
We will show in this lecture that important variations of the resonance
radiation scattered by an atom occur in the neighborhood of what is called a
"crossing" or an "anticrossing" point.
We shall first give a definition of a crossing or anticrossing point. We shall
then determine the scattering cross section for resonance radiation at these
points.
Those effects are very important in atomic spectroscopy. They allow a
simple and precise determination of atomic structures and radiative lifetimes. We will also need the concepts introduced here for the interpretation
of the effects described in the two last lectures.
A. Crowing
(1) Definition: Let us consider an atom which has three levels: a ground
state |g-> and two excited states |ex> and \e2}, both having the same lifetime.
Let Jf0 be the atomic hamiltonian. We have:
^ o \g) = Eo\ g }
We shall call A:, = Eet -

Ea.

Jf

0

\ e , ) = E e i \ et)

i =

l,2
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Let us assume that, as we plot the energy of these states as functions of
the magnetic field Ho (Fig. 1), the two excited levels cross for Ho = Hc; at
this crossing point, these two excited states have the same energy kc.
We define the principal polarizations ex and s2 in the following way: absorbing a photon of polarization £i(£2)> the atom can only jump from the
ground state to the excited state |e 1 >(|e 2 ». We have, therefore, the following
relations:
<e2 fSl D\ g> - 0
<«i l«i 5 | g) # 0
<ex \s2 D\ g} = 0

(e2 \s2 D\ g} * 0

Fig. 1

Any linear superposition e of ex and s2 is called a "coherent polarization":
£ = A^Gi ~\- A2£2

Absorbing a photon of polarization s, the atom, starting from the ground
state, can go to 1^) and to \e2y. Both matrix elements (ex\ s • D \g} and
<e2i £ • D \g} are different from zero.

Fig. 2

(2) Resonant scattering amplitude. We deal now with the following problem: sending a photon 0c, g) on the atom, we look for the scattering amplitude for re-emission of a photon 0c', e) (Fig. 2)
The two physical processes which may occur are drawn on Fig. 3:
We suppose that we are near resonance, so that k and k' are close to kj_
and kz. In this case, the second process is negligible (antiresonant) and the
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scattering amplitude Sj corresponding to the first process may be written
as: 4

fr-c-W-JfcO^'T'X*1^

(Hi)

k — kj + i —
2
The d function is nothing but the energy conservation requirement.
The resonant character of the scattering appears in the denominator; the
angular dependence of the scattering is contained in the numerator, whose
explicit form is )Ak\2 <g| I'D |e,> <e,| e • D |g>.

a

b
j =1,2
Fig. 3

There are two possible intermediate states for the scattering: |ex> and
\e2y (Fig. 4); each path corresponds to a different scattering amplitude S±
or S2
The total scattering amplitude S is the sum of S± and S;, which are both
different from zero if and only if s and e are coherent polarizations. We have
then
S - Cte S (k - k') [Rx + R2]
(II.2)

Fig. 4

with
Rt =

^--—
k - kt + i —
2

(II.3)
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(g \e' D\ ed <et \e D\ g}

(3) Resonant scattering cross section a. a is proportional to \S\2. Thus from
§ II-A-2 we have:
(II.4)
a = Cte [\Rt\2 + \R2\2 + 2Re (R^)]
It will appear later that the interference term Re (RtR%) is responsible for
the resonant variation of a at the crossing point.
From (II.3), one sees immediately that R1(R2) is important only for
\k — kt\ < F(\k — k2\ £ F). Therefore the interference term which depends
on RxR* is important only for \k — kx\ <> F and \k — k2\ <$ F, i.e. for
\kt —k2\ <i F. The effects associated with this term will appear only at the
crossing point.
So far, we have considered monochromatic excitation. In a real experiment,
we have a broad line excitation u(k) plotted on Fig. 5:

Fig. 5

We assume that
(II.5)

A >F
and kt, k2, kc are very close to k, so that

u(kj) m u(k2) =i u(kc) ex u{k)
(II.6)
So far, we have computed the cross section a(k) for a single incident
photon k (II.4). As there is no phase relation between photons of different k,
we must average the cross section (and not the scattering amplitude) over
the wave number of the incident photons.
The cross section a that we measure in a real experiment is thus:
0 = \u(k)o(k)dk
Taking into account the conditions (II. 5) and (II. 6), we get

I |i?/fc)|2 u(k) dk ~ In ^
24 Levy

u(k)
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and
2 f Re (Rx(k) R}(k}) u(k) dk = 2Re

^ 2

J

kt -k2

x

- iF

r f

«(fc) dk

U

fc —fcx•+• / —
2

^47rRe

Ml

[J

U(l)

u(k) dk

-|

k — k2 — i —
2J

r + i{k, - k2)

We finally have

- _ c , \Wt

+

W.

+

2Re

J-J?

1

(II.7)

The interference term gives rise to a Lorentzian resonance (absorption or
dispersion shaped according to BtB*, i.e. to s and e') in the scattering cross
section.
If we plot the scattered light in function of Ho, we get, in the case of an
absorption shape, the curve shown on Fig. 6.
The width of the resonance AH is determined by the condition \k± —k2\
— F; it depends only on the natural width .Tand on the slopes of the crossing
levels.
It must also be emphasized that, apart from some very small relativistic
corrections, the effects we have described do not depend on the velocity of
the atom. So the resonance of Fig. 6 is not Doppler broadened.

Fig. 6

Let us finally give some well known examples of crossing points.
—Zero field Zeeman crossing: the corresponding resonance is the Hanle
effect or the magnetic depolarization phenomenon, discovered in 1924.10
It allows measurement of either F or the Lande factor g of the levels.
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—Hyperfine or fine structure crossings: they have been discovered by
Franken. 11 From the positions of the crossing points, one can deduce the
zero field atomic structure.
B. Anticrossing
(1) Definition: We use the same notations as for the crossing case. We
assume now that, in addition to the atomic hamiltonian *5f0, we have a
perturbation h which couples the two excited states l e ^ and \e2}. The only
non zero matrix element of h is
d = <e x \h\ e2)

The new energy levels \e} and \e'} of Jf 0 + h do not cross each other anymore. The minimum distance between those two levels occurs for Ho — Hc
and is equal to 2<5 (Fig. 7). Such a situation is called an anticrossing.

Fig. 7

Let us take now an example where anticrossings can occur.
We consider an atom which has a nuclear spin / and an electronic angular
momentum / in the excited state. In a magnetic field HQ parallel to Oz, the
total hamiltonian is:
~
T
T
- Jf

= COeJz + Q)nIz + AI- J

where coe and con are the Larmor frequencies of / and 7 around Ho, and A the
hyperfine coupling constant.
We may write tf? as the sum of two hamiltonians
3%* = J ^ Q + h

with
I yf0

= a>eJz + (onlz +

AIZJZ
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as usual
/± = 4 ± ily
J± = JX + iJy

|ex> and |e2> are two eigenstates of Jf 0 , labelled |w/Wj> with the same
value of mF = mx + mj: h has then a matrix element between these two
states. If for some value of J^o the two states \ety and \e2} have the same
energy, we have an anticrossing situation.
(2) Problem: The problem we want to solve is the follwing. Suppose that
at time t = 0 the atom is excited in the state |ex> (this may be achieved by a
pulse of light of polarization gx. As the coupling between the atom and the
radiation field is purely electronic, one prepares in this way eigenstates of
tf?0). We ask now for the probability P(t) that the atom is in the state |e 2 )
at time t (by looking for example at the light polarization e2 emitted at that
time). This physical process is diagrammativally represented as:

If we take into account the life time I// 1 of the excited state, we get the
probability P of having a photon e2 reemitted after excitation by a photon e1:
P = r J P{t) e~rt dt

(II.8)

P is actually the quantity which is measured in an anticrossing experiment.
(3) Calculation of P{i) and P in a simple case. Let us consider first an
atom which has no other excited states then |ex> and \e2}; h is a non diagonal
hamiltonian:
.
( (et \h\ erf = 0 for i = 1, 2

I <et \h\ e2} = h12 - d
P(t) may be easily determined by an elementary quantum mechanical
calculation. Nevertheless, we shall use the more sophisticated resolvant
formalism so as to be able to generalize the results to more complicated cases.
Let us call G and Go the resolvant of 2tf = Jf?0 + h and #f0:
and

G =
z — &' Q — h

Go =
z — &\
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As we have shown in a previous chapter (eq. 1.4):
G = Go + GohG
By iteration, we derive:
G = Go + GohGo + GohGohG
We have to compute the matrix element <e2| G ^ ) = G21 •
Assuming that 3f0 | O = Et \e{) (i = 1, 2), we get:
G21

or

=

1

,

z — E2

1

«21

1

z — E1

1
z — E2

«21

[(z - E2) (z - EJ -\d\2]G21

which comes to:

1

,

_

— «12 "21

z — Ei
=h21

„*
(II.9)

G2i
(z - E2) (z - Ex) - I5I2
G21 has two poles, z+ and z_, given by:

We may now compute C/21 = (e2\U(t) \e{y (see relation 1.2):
U21=—\
G21(z)e-iztdz
2ni J c

_,. p ^ l + _£±L]
Lz + - z_

z_ - z + J

One gets for P(/) the Breit-Rabi formula:

Pit) = \U21(t)\2 =

'f
L

F
2

- 2 sm2 /|6| 2 + ( ^ - ^ )

2

r

-I

(11.10)

If the excited levels have infinite life times, the probability that the atom
passes from the state \e1} to the state |e 2 ) is periodical in time. It has a
maximum amplitude at the anticrossing point where E2 = E1.
When we take into account the finite life times of the excited states, we get
from (II.8):

p=

1^1
.r 2 + 4 |d|2 + (E2 - Exy

(11.11)
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—P is resonant at the anticrossing point.
—When |<5[ <^ F, the intensity of the resonance is proportional to \h\2.
For \d\ $> F, the intensity is constant: we have a saturation of the resonance.
—The width of the resonance is Jr2 + 4 \d\2. Contrary to the resonance
which occurs at a crossing point, this resonance has a width which depends
not only on F but also on |<5j. For |<5| ^> F, the width is proportional to |<5|.
(4) Calculation of Pit) and P in the general case. We now consider excited
states other than \et} and \e2y: Let us call them |ea>. We assume that h
couples \e1} and \e2} to the \ea}, but not necessarily \exy to \e2}: we may
have <ex| h \e2y = Oj nevertheless \e±y and \e2y are still coupled by higher
order terms; for instance: <e2| h \ea} <ej h \exy # 0.
We shall use the results of § I. A and consider a subspace e subtended by
the two vectors |ex> and |e2>. We have to compute G(z) =PG(z)P with
P = ki> <*il + \e2> <e2\ and Q = 1 - P.
We get (see 1.7):

G(z) =

=J

z - ^o

~ R(z)

with
R(z) =h + Ph — ^ — hP + • • •
z — ^0
G(z) is the inverse of the two by two matrix z — ^
(z-Ex

-Rtl

-R12

~R21

\

0

(11.12)

— R(z) '•
\

z -E2- R2J

It is easy to invert such a matrix, and one gets for G21(z):
=

G21(z) =
[z-E1-

(11.13)

Rll(z)

R^iz)]

[z-E2-

R22(z)]

-

\R12(z)\2

So far, the formula is rigorous.
We shall now make the same approximation as in § A.I and II and replace
in R(z) z by Ec where Ec is the common value of Et and E2 at the crossing
point. This approximation is justified if the energies Ea of the other excited
states \eay are far enough from Et and E2:
\EU2 -Ea\>

KeU2\h\eay\

We then get:
G21(z) =

=
\z~Ex-

R,X{EC)\

_

R2l(Ec)

[z - E

2

- R22(EC)\

=

- \ R 2 1 (Ec)\2

(11.14)
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Let us compare this formula to the result of the previous section: we see
that if we replace, in equ. (119), Et by Et + RU(EC) (i = 1 or 2) and h21
by R2i(Ec)> we get the same equation as (11.14).
Using now equation (II. 11), we get directly the probability F we are 1 ooking
for:

P=

I!*"!!
r 2 + 4 | R 2 1 | 2 + [E2 + R22 - E

t

-

_—
Rlt)2

(ii.i5)

The interpretation of this formula is the following:
—Because of the coupling with the states \ea}, \e{) and \e2} are shifted
by the quantity R1± and R22. This shift is at least of the second order:
K,, = I - ^ « Ec-Ea

i = l,2 * # 1 , 2

which is the well-known second order perturbation formula. The crossing
point Hc is shifted to H'c (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8

—The coupling between \ety and \e2} is more complicated. From
eq. (11.12), we see that even if h2i = 0, the two levels are coupled, for
instance to second order by R12 = ]£

la

g2

; the crossing becomes an anti-

a. Ec — Ea

crossing which is centered at H'c. Such a situation where hi2 — 0 but R12 ¥= 0
is called a higher order anticrossing.
Hi. Interaction with RF Photons
We shall report in the first part (§ A) some experimental results concerning
the interaction between atoms and an RF field; we shall explain these results
in the second part (§B) by using the concepts of crossing and anticrossing.
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A. Description of experimental facts
We shall speak about experiments performed in the ground state of
199 Hg (/ = £) which has only two Zeeman sublevels | +> and j — >.
1) Multiple quantum transitions.^ Experimental set-up: The cell containing the x99 Hg atoms is placed in a magnetic field HQ, parallel to Oz (Fig. 1 a).

a

Fig. 1

b

The energy difference between the two sublevels is coo — yH0 (it = 1); y is
the gyromagnetic ratio of the ground state (y < 0). The atoms are optically
pumped by a a+ polarized light beam F parallel to Ho: most of the atoms
are then in the state | + > (Fig. lb).
Any change in the population of the two states may be detected by measuring the intensity / of the transmitted pumping light.
We apply a RF field Hx cos cot perpendicular to Ho. a> being fixed, we
observe, as we vary coo, several resonant variations of/. Transitions between
14- > and | — ) are induced by the RF field.
Description of the resonances. We observe an odd spectrum of resonances:
they occur for co0 = (2n + 1) to (where n is an integer). They are broadened
and shifted as we increase the amplitude of Hi (Fig. 2).
Qualitative interpretation. The linear RF field can be decomposed into
two rotating fields. Therefore the quantized field contains photons whose
polarization is either a+ or a~ with respect to Oz. In a real RF transition,
the total angular momentum and the energy have to be conserved. <r+ and
a~ RF photons have an angular momentum + 1 or —1, and an energy
t The first observation of multiple quantum transitions on optically pumped atoms
has been performed on alkali atoms12. Winter's thesis contains the first theoretical
explanation of this penomenon. We will use her° a different theoretical approach which
also applies to the more recently discovered effects described in § III-A-2 and § III A-3.
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oo (ft = 1). Transitions between the atomic states [ + > and |— > may thus
occur in the following cases:
a>0 — a> and the atom absorbs one photon c~ (Fig. 3 a).
co0 = 3co and the atom absorbs 3 photons, one a+ and two a~ (Fig. 3 b) more
generally, one needs an odd number of RF photons to satisfy both angular
momentum and energy conservations:
co0 = (2n + 1)fo>and the atom absorbs n photons o+ and (n + 1) photons or".

Fig. 2 (each curve corresponds to a different value of Hy measured by the parameter Vx
(voltage at the RF coils))

As one increases the intensity of the RF field, more transitions between
| — > and | + > may occur; the lifetimes of those states are therefore reduced
and the resonances broadened.

'<> +

?7T-l->

—£-!+>
a

.
Fig. 3

'*1

b

1+>
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Bloch-Siegert(13) type shifts also occur: as we increase Ht, the. resonances
are shifted towards the low field region.
(2) Transverse optical pumping. Haroche's resonances 14 . The experimental
set-up is very similar to that of the previous section (§ III.A.I) except for
the direction of F which is now perpendicular to Ho (Fig. 4). This is a case
of transverse optical pumping. Let us recall briefly some of its features (1) :

Fig. 4

Transverse optical pumping (H1 = 0). No population difference is produced between the two states | + > and j — >; in other words, no longitudinal
magnetization is introduced by the pumping.
If i?o = 0, i*1 orients the vapor's magnetic dipoles M in its own direction
(Fig. 5a). In mathetmatical terms, the density matrix which describes the
atoms in the ground state, has non-zero off diagonal elements (in the Oz representation).
If Ho # 0, as soon as the dipoles are oriented, they start to precess around
Ho- They are damped at a rate 1/rbecause of the relaxation (Fig. 5b. Ho is
perpendicular to the figure). The resulting orientation at time t = 0 is the

Fig. 5

vectorial sum of all the dipoles created at time — t (t goes from 0 to + oo).
They have an amplitude proportional to e~t/T and make an angle co0t with
their initial direction.
Let us make this summation for two extreme cases (Fig. 6a and 6b):
Hence the transverse pumping creates a magnetization in the vapor only for
small fields. This is the Hanle effect(10), or the zero field level crossing.
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The experimental facts we shall describe now occur for co0 > \\T, so that
there is no orientation (longitudinal or transverse) introduced by the beam
F. We apply a RF field Hx cos cot parallel to ^(Fig. 4). Keeping co fixed, we
vary &>0 and look at the absorbed light of the pumping beam.
Description of Haroche's resonances. No resonance appears for co0
= {In + l)co. Multiple quantum transitions actually occur, but they are
no longer detectable, because the two levels | — > and | + > are equally populated.
— New resonances appear for coo — 2na>. They form an even spectrum,
and may be detected on the various even harmonics 2pco of the signal. As

(a)

(b)

The net resultant is zero

The net resultant is not
equal to zero
Fig. 6

the intensity H1 increases, the resonances are shifted but not broadened as is
shown on the next 2 figures. Each resonance corresponds to a different value
of Ht, measured by the parameter Vt:
One can show that the shift and the intensity (at the harmonic 2co) of the
resonance co0 = 2co are proportional to H*; all the peaks of the curves of
Figure 7 are thus on a straight line.
For o)Q = 4co, the shift of the resonances can be shown to be proportional to
Hi, the intensity (at the harmonic 4co) to Ht '• the peaks of the curves of
Figure 8 must therefore be on a parabola (plotted with dotted line).
It is impossible to attribute these resonances to the absorption of an even
number of RF photons: although energy may be conserved in such a process, the angular momentum carried by an even number of photons a+ or
a~ cannot be equal to + 1 or —1 which is the condition to make the atom
jump from | — > to | + > or vice versa.
Before giving a theoretical explanation of these resonances, let us mention
another type of resonance which leads to similar difficulties.
(3) Transverse optical pumping. Resonance of Geneux, Alexandrov, Polonsky 1-15.
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intensity of the resonance co0 = 2co, harmonic 2co

Fig. 7

intensity of the resonance co0 = 4<x>, harmonic 4co

Fig. 8
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— Experimental set-up: The beam F is still perpendicular to Ho, but
Hx cos cot is now parallel to Ho (Fig. 9):

Fig. 9

As the RF field contains only n photons, it is impossible to have any transition from one Zeeman subleved to the other.
Furthermore, the experiment is performed for OJO > F: so that there is no
transverse pumping.
Nevertheless, as we vary Ho, ao being fixed, and observe the absorption of
the pumping light, we get a full spectrum of resonances.
— Description of the resonances: They occur for co0 = nco. As the intensity
of the RF field is increased, we observe no shift and no broadening of the
resonance curves.
On Figure 10, we have plotted the width of the resonances as a function
ofcoxjljz which would be the real value of the resonance's width in an ordinary
magnetic resonance:

Fig. 10

These resonances may be detected at the various harmonics pco of the
signal. Their intensity as a function of cojco has been theoretically predicted
and experimentally measured (Fig. >1):
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Fig. 11

B. Theoretical interpretation
(1) Introduction. We shall give a single theoretical treatment which applies
to the three preceding types of resonances.
Let us first define some simplifications we have made in this treatment:
a) although the experimental observations have ben done on a ground
state, we shall deal in the theoretical part with an excited state. The physical
effects are similar in both cases but the theory is simpler for an excited state
because:
1. the sublevels | + > and |—>• of an excited state have the same lifetime
(which is not true in general for a ground state).
2. there are no complications due to the falling back of atoms after an optical
excitation.
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b) We also assume that the atoms and the RF field interact only in the
excited state. This amounts to assuming that the resonance conditions do
not occur simultaneously in both states.
Let us now explain the general idea of this treatment. We shall deal with
the total system (S) which includes the atom plus the RF photons. We shall
assume that light is not scattered by the "bare" atom, but by (S) which is
something like a "dressed atom". Studying the energy levels of (S), we shall
find a lot of crossing and anticrossing points. We shall thus interpret the
resonances described in the previous section (§ III. A) by using the result of
chapter II. It will also be shown that these resonances may be understood in
terms of real and virtual multiple quantum transitions.
This study will suggest to us a new effect; the modification of the Lande
g-factor of an atom by an RF field:
Sdressed atom T* Ebare atom

We shall present a simple calculation of this effect, and some experimental
results.
(2) General form of the hamiltonian of(S): atom + RF field. It may be
written as the sum of two hamiltonians:
Jz — ffi0 + h

3f0 represents the sum of the energies of the atom and of the RF photons, of
frequency co:
.
Jf0 = c o o / z + coa*a
(III.l)
We assume that the static field Ho is in the Oz direction, co0 = yH0, y and /
being the gyromagnetic ratio and the angular momentum of the excited
state, a\ and a being the creation and annihilation operator of a photon co.
h is the hamiltonian which couples the atom to the RF field. In the quantized theory of fields, the RF field Hx cos cot is represented by:
Hl=^=

u

[a+eiax + a+e~i9X]

$ is a constant, q the wave number of the RF field.
In the dipole approximation, eiax is approximately equal to 1 and Hj_ is
proportional to (a + af). Thus the full quantized version of the classical
interaction hamiltonian heh = —yHxJi cos cat is:
7;qu. - ?Jt (a + af)

(III.2)
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where A is a coupling constant, Jt is the component of angular momentum in
the direction of Hi.
Let us evaluate the constant X:
The quantum state which easily describes the RF field is a coherent state
[a) 1 6 . The properties of such a state are well-known: |«> is an eigenstate
ofar:
a\») = oc\(x}
The parameter a is simply related to the average number N of RF photons:
N = <« \a*a\ a} = /x2
(we take a real.)
The condition which determines X is the following:
<« |/vi.l«> = K\.
From (III.2) it follows:
X (jx\a + a!\ a> = yHx — oi±

or

2X/x = o)^

We finally have:

(III.3)

X =^ j =

Actually, X may be computed from the first principles. If we consider a
coherent state corresponding to a known value of N, we may deduce from
(III.3) the value a^ of the classical field described by the coherent state.
We shall study in the following sections two different cases corresponding
to H1 and Ho perpendicular or parallel.
(3) Hx perpendicular to Ho:
a) Hamiltonian: The geometrical arrangement of Ho and Hx is plotted in
Figure 12:

Fig. 12

Using (III.l) and (III.2) we have
^

= ojojz + coda + XJX {a + af)
3t0

h

(III.4)
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As the RF field interacts only with the excited atoms, the eigenstates of ^f
in the ground state are very simple:
& | g,n > - {Eg + nay) \ g,n >
The problem is more complicated in the excited state. We shall begin to
study the eigenstates of JfQ.
b) Energy levels of 3^0

Let us call \n, ±) the eigenstates of^fQ:
jro\n, ± > = (nco ± ^ \ \n, ±>
We have plotted in Figure 13 the energy levels of ^f0 as a function of coo
(we suppose here that a>0 is > 0 ) :
This energy diagram shows an infinite number of crossing points: The
level \n, - > crosses the level \ri, +> for coo = (n - «') co. We shall call this
point an odd (even) crossing if (n — ri) is odd (even); it is important to study
the effect of h in the neighborhood of those points.

Fig. 13

We consider in this paragraph (B.3) that h is a small perturbation, and
more precisely that OJX <| co0, co.
c) Effect ofh at an odd crossing
Let us first study the crossing which occurs for a>0 = co between the two
levels \n + 1, - > = k, > and \n, -f > = |e 2 >.
25 Levy
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Since Jx has a matrix element between | + > and | — > and a and af have
matrix elements between the states |«> and \n + 1 >, the perturbation h couples
the two levels |ex> and \e2}: we are in an anticrossing situation. We notice
that \e{) and [e2> a r e also coupled to other states, for instance \n — 1, — >,
\n + 2, +} etc. Using the results of § II.B.4, we see that under the effect of h,
the crossing becomes a shifted anticrossing.
If initially the system is in the state \n + 1, g} and if one sends in the atom
light with a principal polarization si corresponding to the transition \g~)
«-»| — >, one prepares the system in the state \n + 1, — > of ^f0 (the electric
dipole operator and the RF operators commute so that An = 0 in an optical
transition). Similarly by looking at the light reemitted with a principal polarization s2 (corresponding to the transition |g> <-» | + » one measures the
probability of the transition \n + 1, — > -> \n, +> under the effect of h, i.e.
the probability that the atom has absorbed one RF quantum, jumping from
[ — > to | + ). To summarize, by sending ei light and by looking at e2 light,
one pleasures the quantity P defined in § II.B.4. (see equ. 11.15):
p

21£ 21 ] 2

=

r2 + 4 |£ 2 1 | 2 + [E2 + R22 -Et

-

R^]2

Let us calculate the matrix element of R. In the lowest non-zero order, they
are:
R21 ~ h21 = X < n, + \JX (a + a f )| n + 1, - >
_ X i

- ~Jn + 1

Using (III.3), we get ^ 2 1 = - ^ - .
Similarly one finds
KX1

=

Kn + 2, + \h\n + 1, - > | 2
E(n+1,-)

— -£*(n + 2, + )

=

co2

=

— iv22

32ft)

and finally we get for P

?

R=
r2

+ —l- +

4

L

co0 -co + - i

16_

With the s2 light the one RF quantum absorption appears as a Lorentzian
resonance centered at a>0 = OJ — (co2/16co) with an intensity proportional to
col (for °h ^ -^")5 a width proportional to coi, for a>! > 71.
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We shall now study a slightly more complicated case: The crossing between
\e^y = \n + 3, — > and |e 2 ) = \n, + ) which occurs for co0 — 3co.
There is only a third order coupling between \e±y and ]e 2 ). We get a
higher order anticrossing situation. The two levels are connected by the real
absorption of three RF photons.
Let us calculate the matrix elements of R:
<n, + \h\n + l, - > < n + l, -\h\n

+ 2, + ><« + 2, + \h\n +

3,-)

{En,+ — En+lt _)(£„,+ — En+2, + )
p

J

8

2CJ

= — Jn + 3 Jn + 2jn + I
Finally

J
— 2co

°A

R -

256OJ2

In the same way

|<» + 2, + \h\ n + 3, - ) | 2 , 1<» + 4, + 1M n + 3, - > | 2
Ktl = —

1
En+3.-

= -—— =
64co

So that:
p

=

— En

+ 2,+

En + 3,-

~ En + 4-,+

~K22

/ I V <o\
V2567 co4
V256y co4

L

We get a resonance centered at coo = 3<x>

32 to _
— whose intensity is pro32 co

portional to cof and whose width varies as col (for <»i > -T1).
More generally, it can be shown that any odd crossing becomes an anticrossing. The corresponding resonance is related to the real absorption of an
odd number of RF quanta. This resonance is shifted and broadened as the
intensity of the RF field increases. Principal polarizations have to be used
for the incoming and outgoing light.
All the experimental features described in §111.A.I are quantitatively
understood.
d) Effect ofh at an even crossing:
For coo = 2co, the two levels \exy = |«, +> and \e2} — \n + 2, —> cross
each other. When h is applied, \n, +> is coupled to \n + 1, —> which is
coupled to \n -!- 2, + > etc.
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There is therefore no coupling at any order between [ex> and \e2}. This is a
consequence of the conservation of angular momentum. But, as {e^ and
\e2} are coupled to other states, the crossing point is shifted (see Figure 14)
It is now possible to give an explanation of Haroche's resonances 17 . They
correspond to the level crossing resonances of the "dressed" atom. One sees
in Figure 14 that the resonances are shifted when Hx increases; but as we have

: unperturbed level

: perturbed level
Fig. 14

shown in § II. A, the width of a level crossing resonance depends only on the
width and the slopes of the two levels which cross and that explains why one
does not observe any RF broadening. One understands also why these resonances appear in transverse optical pumping: a necessary condition for
the observation of level crossing resonances is that the polarization of the
light must be coherent as we have seen in § II.A; and it can be shown that
in transverse optical pumping, this condition is fulfilled.
According to (II.4), the crossing signal is proportional to :
<e2 |eZ>|gw>

{gnfsDle^

where s is the polarization of the incoming light and l ^ ) , \e2} are the two
(perturbed) states which cross.
If instead of |ex> and |<?2>, we had j ^ ) and \e2}, i.e. the two unperturbed
states, the matrix elements would bs 0 because the matrix element of s D
must fulfil the condition An — 0, so that <n + 2, — \eD \gri) = 0.
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In fact, we must use the perturbation expansion of |e x ) a n d \e2}. For
example we have
\e2} = \n+ 2 - > + rj \n + 1, +> + (t]')2\ n, - > + ...
where rj and rj' are proportional to the perturbation, that is to say, to co1.
In the state \e2} appears now, to the second order, the state \n, — >. We
say that the state \n + 2, — > is "contaminated" to the second order by
\n, — ) through "virtual absorption and reemission of two quanta". As a consequence of these virtual processes, the matrix elements of formula (III.5) are
n o l o n g e r z e r o . W e h a v e : ( e 2 \ s • D \ g n } = (rj')2

( n , — \ e D \gri).

A similar treatment can be applied to other crossing points, where
co0 = 2nco. We find shifted but not broadened resonances, which can be interpreted as being due to virtual absorption and reemission of 2n quanta.
(4) H1 parallel to Ho. The hamiltonian of the problem is:
jf = co0Jz + coafa + Uz {a + a1)

^r 0

h

The energy levels of 3^0 are plotted in Figure 13. Since Jz has no matrix element between | + ) and | — >, there is no coupling at any order between two
crossing levels \n, +> and \n', — >. There is no anticrossing at all in the
energy diagram of «5f.
There is no need, in this particular case, to consider h as a small perturbation. It is possible to find the exact eigenvalues and eigenstates of Jf 18 .
We write 3^ in the following way:

with

3tf = — coo + V,
2

s = + or -

V8 = coafa + — (a + a1")
or
V£ = co af +

a + —

(III.6)

Using the property of the displacement operator 12 D(Q)

( DaDf = a - o
[Da^ i)+ = af - o
We find:
Ve = D[

V 2co/L

DM

coa^a

4a>J

V 2ty/
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We then easily get the eigenstates |«e> of Ve:

(III.7)

\nE}=Df-~\\ny
The eigenstates and eigenvalues of 3€ are:
# ie>l»e> =(~a>0+na>-

~ ) |e> |n£>

(III.8)

p.
Each energy level of 3^0 is shifted by the same quantity

so that all the

Am
crossing points of the energy diagram of =3f remain at coo = nco.
We understand now the main features of the resonances described in
§ III.A.(3). We observe in transverse optical pumping a full spectrum of resonances which are not shifted and not broadened by the RF field.
A useful identity may be derived for very large na8):

<n+ | 0 7 ^ ) _ > = Jg (~^\

(111.9)

(Ja is the Bessel function of order q.)
By using this identity it is possible to compute exactly the intensity of the
resonances as a function of cojco. Some experimental verifications of these
calculations have been shown in Figure 11.
(5) Modification of an atomic Lande g-factor by the coupling with a RF
field 19 . We return to the situation where Hx and Ho are perpendicular and
we now focus our attention on the limit H^ $> Ho.
We want to study the energy diagram of 2P (Fig. 14) around the zero
magnetic field value and determine the slopes of the crossing energy levels as a
function of n (or co{).
We now consider <x>0Jz as a small perturbation of the main hamiltonian
^ o = «flf« + hjx (a + a 1 ).
Using the results of § III.B.4, the eigenstates and eigenvalues of 3^f0 can be
easily determined.
One
finds
,
.2 •.
J?o l£>.vl «£> = [noj
) \e)>x\nEy
where \eyx are the eigenstates of Jx and |n£> is given by (III.7). For each value
of n, the states | + )_x |n + > and | — X |«_> have the same energy. We have a
two-fold degeneracy, which is removed by the perturbation OJOJZ. The new
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e n e r g i e s a r e t h e e i g e n v a l u e s o f t h e m a t r i x co0Jz i n t h i s 2 x 2 m u l t i p l i c i t y

/

^ <„_ I B + > \

0

I__2.<n+|B_>

o

/

Using the relation (III.9), we easily find the two eigenvalues

The slopes of the two energy levels (i.e. the g-factor of the "dressed" atom)
are thus different from those of the free atom by the factor Jo (co1/(o):
g(atom + RF field)
g(freeatom)

=

gi
go

f (O1\

= Jol

\

I

w

/

We have observed this effect experimentally. As we make a zero field crossing experiment (Hanle effect), we get a resonance whose width is inversely
proportional to the slope of the crossing levels. As we increase Hx (measured
by the parameter Vx), the width of the resonance curve increases, becomes
infinite for a certain value of Hx, decreases again and so on (Fig. 15).
By measuring the variation of the inverse of the resonance width as a
function of cojco, one can obtain gtjg0 as a function of the same variable.

Fig. 15
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The results obtained are in good agreement with the theoretical prediction
represented by the full curve of Figure 16.

Fig. 16

Finally, all the experiments described in the chapter III have been explained within the same theoretical framework. Considering the atom dressed
by the RF photons as a whole quantum system (S) has been very useful.
Conclusion
We will conclude with the following remark.
Several other courses of this session have been devoted to the study of the
Lamb-shift and of g — 2. These two basic effects of Q.E.D. may be visualized
as due to virtual emissions and reabsorptions of photons. We hope that we
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have shown in this course that similar effects exist when the atom absorbs
&rst and reemits impinging quanta: atomic levels can be shifted (light-shifts);
atomic g-factors can be considerably modified.
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Paper 2.2
S. Haroche, C. Cohen-Tannoudji, C. Audoin, and J. P. Schermann, "Modified Zeeman hyperfine spectra observed in H 1 and Rb87 ground states interacting with a nonresonant rf field,"
Phys. Rev. Lett. 24, 861-864 (1970).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
This paper describes experiments performed on 87Rb and 1H atoms, where the modification
of the Lande factor of the various ground state hyperfine levels due to the coupling with
a nonresonant rf field is detected, not by a broadening of the Hanle resonances, but by a
modification of the Zeeman hyperfine spectra. For certain values of the amplitude of the rf
field, the Lande factors vanish and all the Zeeman lines coalesce.
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MODIFIED ZEEMAN HYPERFINE SPECTRA OBSERVED IN H1 AND Rb87
GROUND STATES INTERACTING WITH A NONRESONANT rf FIELD
S. Haroche and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
Faculte des Sciences, Laboratoire de Spectroecopie Hertzienne de l'Ecole Normale Superieure,
associe au Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 24 rue Lhomond, Paris, France
and
C. Audoin and J. P. Schermann
Section d'Orsay du Laboratoire de l'Horloge Atomique, Institut d'Electronique Fondamentale,
Faculte des Sciences, 91 Orsay, France
(Received 2 February 197©
We have observed new effects in the Zeeman hyperflne spectra of H1 and Rb" when a
nonresonant linear radiofrequency field is applied perpendicular to the static field: The
Zeeman lines coalesce in some cases; new sideband resonances also appear. A theoretical explanation is given for these effects. Some possible applications for atomic clocks
and masers are considered.
The Zeeman hyperflne spectrum of an atomic
ground state is drastically modified when a linear radiofrequency field, Hj coswi, is applied
perpendicular to the static field Ho: A decrease
in the splitting between the Zeeman lines, which
in some cases coalesce, has been observed; new
sideband resonances have also been detected.
The rf field which produces these effects is nonresonant either for the Zeeman or for the hyperfine transitions: a> is small compared with the
hyperfine separation, but much larger than tide
Larmor precession frequency wo=yHo (y is the
gyromagnetic ratio of the ground-state levels).
We have studied these phenomena in optically
pumped Rb87 atoms and state-selected H1 atoms
in a hydrogen maser.
The Rb87 experimental setup is a classical one
[Fig. l(a)]. The sample is a 3-cm-diam paraffincoated cell without buffer gas; it is protected
from magnetic noise by a large five-layer cylindrical Mumetal shield.1 The Rb87 atoms are op-

tically pumped by the Dz component of a nonpolarized light beam B emitted by a RbS7 lamp and
passing through a Rb85 filter in order to achieve
hyperfine pumping.2 The microwave field,
hj cos&t, is delivered by a horn and comes,
through several stages of frequency multiplication, from a 5-MHz quartz crystal oscillator;
h\ is perpendicular to the static field H,,. The
frequency Q/2v can be swept over a range of a
few kHz around the frequency &0/2ir of the (-F
= 2, AfF=O)—(F=l, MF=0) field-independent
transition (fto/2ir = 6834.683 MHz). The variation
of the hyperfine-level populations is monitored
by the intensity of the transmitted light measured
by a photomultiplier. Due to the polarization of
hu only the transitions &mF=i:l [arrows on Fig.
l(b)] are induced. The two Lande" factors of the F
= 1 and F = 2 levels are of opposite sign but have
the same absolute value, so that only four equidistant resonances can be observed on Fig. l(c)
(/3j and fi2 have the same frequency, as do y, and
861
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FIG. 2. (a) Hyperfine Zeeman digram of the H
ground state, (b) Energy levels \F, mftn) of the
"ground state + rf field " system, neglecting the coupling with the rf Held, (c) Energy levels | F, mF;n)d of
the "dressed" hydrogen ground state. Note the change
in the slope of the energy levels.

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the Rb8' experimental setup. <b) Hyperfine Zeeman diagram of the Rb87
ground state showing the &mF= ±1 transitions. Note
thePj-02 and 7i~yj coincidences. <p) Recording of the
Amp=±l Rb87 hyperfine spectrum in a fieldfl0= 0.71
mG (so/Zi. =2u,/27r=1000 Hz). The frequency 12 is
swept by tuning the 5-MHz quartz crystal oscillator.
The microwave field is square modulated at 2 Hz and
phase-sensitive detections used. «>-« Recordings
of the Rb8' hyperfine spectrum in the samefl0field for
increasing values of the amplitude of the rf field #,
xeosotf measured by the dimensionless quantity yflj/w
k>/2ir=2700 Hz).
y2), the separation between two consecutive lines
being s0- 2a>0. When an rf field H,cosa>f perpendicular to H,, and parallel to h, is applied, the
hyperfine spectrum is strongly modified, as may
be seen on Figs. l(d)-l(h), corresponding to in862

creasing values of //,. There are always four
equidistant resonances, but their splitting s decreases continuously, cancels for a certain value of H1 [Fig. l(g)], and then increases (in fact,
the sign of s changes as we will see later on).
The same experiment has been done with a hydrogen maser. 3 The hyperfine spectrum of H is
shown on Fig. 2(a). A magnetic state selector
provides a difference of populations between the
hyperfine states F=l, mF=0,1 and -F = 0, mF
= 0. The oriented atoms are stored in a Tefloncoated 16-cm-diam bulb placed in a five-layer
magnetic shield. The arrangement of the fields
Ho, hlf and Hj is the same as for the RbS7 experi m e n t ( t h e d l r e c t i o n ° f \ i s determined by the
c a v i t y m o t e o f t h e maser). Because of the polarization of hu only the two field-dependent transitions (X, M) can be induced. The self-oscillation
of the maser which produces the h2 field (fio/2»
- 1420.405 MHz) is observed only in the jx transition (there is no population iversion for the X
,.
. t . \ ,„ .
. .. .
t n t ^ * < m ) - . W e h a V e "fT*
Ju " f f ^ o f
oscillation m a given static field Ho = 14 MG as a
function of the rf field amplitude Hl (u>/2ir = 110
Hz). We have seen, as in the previous experiment, that the separation j * between this oscillation frequency and the one corresponding to the
field-independent transition is no longer w0 = | s 0 ,
but becomes smaller and smaller as the rf field
amplitude Bx increases. This separation exhibits
the same behavior when/*! is varied as described
in the Rb87 case. On Fig. 3, we have plotted for
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account occurs only in the F = 1 states and leads
to a kind of "renormalization" of the "unperturbed" system described above. It has two effects5: First, it changes the slope of the energy
levels [full lines on Fig. 2(c)]; this corresponds
to a modification of the Lande" factor gF of the
hyperfine level F, which becomes now
gF = gF'fo(yFHl/ui), YF = gFHB,

FIG. 3. Plot of the ratio s/s 0 as a function of yHi/u.
The experimental points for Kb and Hfitinto the same
theoretical curve.
both experiments the ratio s/s0 as a function of
the dimensionless quantity yH t/ui, proportional
to the rf field amplitude. It can be seen that the
experimental results for H1 and Rb87 fit into the
same curve.
These results can be understood if one considers that the microwave field h,cosSM is a probe
which explores the energy diagram of the compound system "atom +rf field" which we call the
atom "dressed" by the rf photons. We have already studied in great detail the effect of such a
"dressing" on the magnetic properties of an atomic level.4"5 Let us recall briefly the results of the
theory in the simple case of hydrogen. The energy diagram of the free-hydrogen ground state
in the field HQ is given on Fig. 2(a). In the presence of an rf field Hjcoscni perpendicular to Ho,
these energy levels are modified. First, suppose
that H1 is very small so that the coupling between
the atomic system and the rf photons can be neglected. Then the energy levels of the compound
system will merely be the states \F, mF;n) representing the atom in the state \F,mF) {F=\,0)
with n rf photons present; the energy of these
states is (with H=l) mo if F =0, and too+tnFu>o
+nu) if F-= 1. In the F= 1 states, the energy diagram of the compound system will consist of
manifolds separated from each other by the energy u>; each manifold corresponds to a given
value of n and is split into three magnetic levels
corresponding to the three possible mF values
[dashed lines on Fig. 2(b) ]. A microwave field
can induce only AF= 1, An = 0 transitions [for example when h, is perpendicular to H,,, only the
transitions X and i± of Fig. 2(b) are possible].
The selection rule An = 0 results from the commutation of microwave and rf variables. The
coupling with the rf field which we now take into

(1)

where Jo is the zero-order Bessel function and
MB the Bohr magneton. Second, the coupling
modifies the energy eigenstates: The "renormalized" States IF, mF; n)d are now admixtures of
t h e unperturbed states | F, mF'; n') due to virtual
absorptions and emissions of rf quanta and no
longer correspond to a definite n value.
The modification of the Lande factor explains
our experimental observations. In the H-maser
experiment, we detect the maser oscillation on
the transition ji (|F = 0; n) - \F = 1, mF = +1; n)d)
[Fig. 2(c)] of the "dressed" atom which corresponds, for H1 = 0, to the field-dependent transition p. of the free atom [Fig. 2(a)]. The case of
Rb87 is more complicated because both hyperfine
levels F = 2, F' = 1 are coupled to the rf field,
But relation (1) holds for both hyperfine levels
and since yF = -yF>, and Jo is an even function,
gF and gF> are modified in the same way and in
particular cancel for the same values of # , . For
this reason, the splitting s between the field-dependent resonances must vary exactly as in the
hydrogen case. On Fig. 3 we have plotted in solid
lines the theoretical curve JJ^FH^/V) which fits
very well with the experimental points. We have
observed several oscillations of s. Let us mention that the variations of gF are responsible for
other physical effects such as the modification of
the width of the zero-field level-crossing resonances (Hanle effect).6
As can be seen on Fig. 1 in the case of Rb87,
the coupling with the rf field affects not only the
splitting s but also the intensity of the lines,
This is due to the modification of the magnetic
dipole matrix elements between the corresponding perturbed eigenstates. Moreover, new transitions can now be induced between two eigenstates \F,mF; n)d and | F', mF<'; n')d with different n values (as n is no longer a good quantum
number, the selection rule An = 0 is no longer
valid). Thus, new sideband resonances at the
frequencies
„ , - . / , • » / ,\
,n\
°
"*'
°
must appear. They can be understood in terms
863
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of simultaneous absorption of one microwave
and n-n' rf photons. The position of the observable lines on each sideband may thus be deduced
from angular momentum conservation requirements during these absorption processes and
obey the following rule, valid for hydrogen as
well as for Rb87 (It, being always perpendicular
to H,,): If h t is perpendicular to 3 0 , the only observable lines correspond to n-n' and AmF = mF
-mF,' having opposite parities in relation (2) (if
«—»'is even, A»j/risodd, and reciprocally). If
h\ is parallel to H,,, n-n' and &M f must have the
same parity. 7 We have verified these selection
rules for Rb87 when hx is perpendicular to H,,:
For \n~n'\ =0 and 2, the Zeeman pattern eonsists of four A»i/r-odd lines as on Fig. 1; for
I n - n ' | =1, we have observed only three &w F even lines (with the same separation s as in the
previous case). In the case of hydrogen, when
r
, =•
„ , .. ,
. xu Til. *
h, and H, are parallel, it turns out that the intensity of all the side bands (n-n>*0) vanishes5
so that only the central resonances (n-n' = 0) can
be observed. We have verified this point_ The
side bands could however be observed if h, and
H, had two different directions in the plane perpendicular to Ho. For example, on the first side
bands | » - » ' | = 1; only the two field-independent
Am F =0 transitions V and p should appear [see
Fig. 2(c)].
A few applications of the previous effects might
be considered. For instance, by canceling the
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Lande* factor in both hyperfine levels in alkali
metals, one can make all the lines contribute to
the field-independent transition and thus increase
its intensity. This would be useful for atomic
clocks, especially if no efficient pumping between the two wijr=0 states is available. The effeet of the magnetic field inhomogeneities on the
atomic system might also be reduced by canceling the Lande factor of the "dressed atom." One
could also make a maser oscillate on a sideband,
field-independent transition; this would provide
(by varying <u) a simple way for sweeping a fieldinsensitive oscillation frequency'For a description of the magnetic shield, see J. Dupont-Roc, S. Haroche, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, Phys.
Letters 28A, 638 (1969).
2p - L - Bender, E. C. Beaty, and A. R. Chi, Phys.
*£ ^ t o w ±- ^ J 1 9 * 8 ™ .
D- Kleppner, H. M. Goldenberg, and N. F. Ramsey,
Rev

6 0 3 (1962)

4C CohenIiani,oudji and S. Harocte, Compt. Rend,
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Paper 2.3
S. Haroche and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Resonant transfer of coherence in nonzero magnetic
field between atomic levels of different g factors," Phys. Rev. Lett. 24, 974-978 (1970).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
This letter describes another application of the possibility of changing the Lande factor of an
atomic state by interaction with a nonresonant rf field. For certain values of the amplitude
of the rf field, the Larmor frequencies of two different alkali atoms, 87 Rb and 133Cs, can
become equal. Zeeman coherences, introduced in one alkali atom, can then be resonantly
transferred to the other alkali atom through spin exchange collisions.
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RESONANT TRANSFER OF COHERENCE IN NONZERO MAGNETIC FIELD
BETWEEN ATOMIC LEVELS OF DIFFERENT g FACTORS
S. Haroche and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
Faculte des Sciences, Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertzienne de l'Ecole Normale Superieure,
associe au Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 24 rue Lhomond, Paris, France
(Received 26 March 1970)
Coherence transfer between atomic levels requires the matching of the Larroor frequencies. For levels with differentg factors this occurs only in zero magnetic field.
By changing the g factors through coupling with a nonresonant rf field, one can match
the Larcnor frequencies and make the transfer possible in nonzero magnetic fields. Resonances in the transfer appear, depending on the rf field amplitude. Rb"-Cs133 spin-exchange experiments are reported which provide an Illustration of the theory.
Many atomic collision experiments involve an
exchange of angular momentum between two
atomic states A and B: spin-* or metastability-2
exchange collisions, various kinds of excitation
transfer processes in resonant3 or nonresonant4
colllsions, and so on. When a static magnetic
field Ho is applied to the interacting atoms, the
exchange efficiency becomes quite different for
the angular momentum components parallel and
perpendicular to Ha. One can ignore the magnetic field in the exchange process itself which lasts
a very short "collision" time, TC) during which
the Larmor precessions around Ho axe negligitble; however, between two consecutive collisions, which are separated from each other by a
relatively long mean "exchange" time T^ (TAB
» T,.),5 the transverse (perpendicular to ff0) angular momenta of both systems, also called
"Zeeman coherences," precess around ff0 at
their own Larmor frequencies uA=yAH0 and o>B
= yeff0 (yA and >-# are the respective gyromagnetic ratios of A and B). If B has initially a transverse orientation and if the resonance condition
W/T^B\ TAB * 1
U)
is not fulfilled, the transverse angular momenta
transferred from B to A in successive collisions
are not in phase so that the net amount of coherence exchanged between the two systems is r e duced by a factor, increasing with the mismatch
frequency wA-wB, which rapidly becomes very
important.8 In nonzero magnetic field,7 the exchange of transverse angular momentum between
two systems of different g factors (rA*rB) is
considerably less efficient than the transfer of
longitudinal (parallel to Ho) orientation which r e mains at rest between two collisions and may
thus be easily transferred from one system to
the other.
In this paper we show, however, that Zeeman
coherence can flow in a resonant way between
974

two atomic levels in nonzero magnetic field,
even if their g factors are different, provided
they are submitted to a nonresonant rf field of
convenient direction and amplitude,
Let us consider spin-exchange collisions between two alkali metals of different nuclear
spins /: Rb87 (/=f) and Cs133 (/= £). Due to the
coupling between electronic and nuclear spins,
each alkali metal ground state has two hyperfine
levels (let us call the upper and lower ones F
and F', respectively) of opposite Lande1 factors
(gr = ~gF.). The spin-exchange collision itself
involves only the electronic spins § of both alkalis and the nuclear spins are not affected. After
the collision, however, the hyperfine interaction
af-S again couples f and § in each atomic species
and, as a result, spin exchange couples together
the projections ^§(Rb), F"§(Rb), f §(Cs), ^ ( C s )
of the electronic spin in each hyperfine level of
both alkalis. 8 For the sake of simplicity, we
shall disregard at first the existence of the lower
F' hyperfine levels and only take into account the
coupling between the F upper levels on each
atom. As the two Land£ factors are different for
t h e ^ 0 s p e c i e s [gF(Wa) = ZgF(Cs)}, the transv e r s ? circular components of the spins FS+(Rb)
a n d S + ( C s ) < S + = Sr+i%)
precess at different
frequencies so that it seems impossible to transf e r Z e e m a n coherence between Rb87 and Cs" 3 .
** i s s h o w n h o w e v e r »* Haroche etaL,» the coupUng of an atomic state (of total angular moment u m F) w i t h a nonresonant rf field S.coswf perPendicular to the static field Ho, with a> large
compared with the Larmor frequency, leads to a
*•>* °* "dressing" of the atomic system by the
r f P h o t o n s a n d changes the Lande" factor of the
f r e e a t o m > SF, which becomes
gF-gF<r^yFHx/m);
rF=gF»B
(2)
(Jo is the zero-order Bessel function and nB the
Bohr magnetonj #=1). We have plotted as solid
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FIG. 1. Plot of Rb8' and Cs133 Larmor frequencies
in a given static field Ho as a function of the rf field
amplitude measured by the dimensionless quantity
y^H^ui (yia, is the Rb gyromagnetic ratio)._ The solidline curves give the frequencies tffH) and wFCs of upper hyperftae levels In both alkalis. Thedashed-line
curve represents tie frequency » f a ^ T O of the
lower F' level of Cs.
lines in Fig. 1 the corresponding Larmor frequencies in a given static field Ho, uJprb =ii>(Kb)
x y. BH0 and uFCs =gF(Cs)n tH0 for the Rb87 and
Cs133 upper hyperfine F levels, as a function of
the rf-field amplitude fft. It can be seen that for
several values of H^ (points a, /?, >•••), components at the same frequency appear in the preces-
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sion of the two "dressed" alkali metal orientations FS+(Bb) and FS +{Cs), and therefore exchange of transverse angular momentum becomes
possible between the two "dressed" atomic levels.
The experimental setup is shown in Pig. 2(a):
A 6 cm diam paraffin-coated cell contains the
Rb87 and Cs133 atoms. The Cs density is about
ten times the Fib density. The sample temperature is regulated to about 45°C; at this temperature, the spin-exchange collision processes are
predominant over other relaxation mechanisms
since the exchange time (~0.02 sec) is short compared with the wall relaxation times of both species (~0.2 sec). A circularly polarized light beam
Bi> Produced *V * Cs lamp, achieves the orientation of the Cs atoms along the Oz direction of the
static field Ho. By exchange collisions the Rb
atoms get oriented in the same direction,
i n order to get orientation on Cs only, a satu^ ^ rf fteld t u n e d t o t h e ^ L a r m o r frequency
perpendicular to HA this field d e ,. ,
... „. , ™_ . . . . . . .
stroys the longitudinal Rb orientation and is
strong enough to introduce no appreciable Rb
transverse orientation. At time t = 0, the Rb resonant rf field i s removed, the light beam B1 is
switched off by a shutter, and, just after, an rf
ir/2 pulse is applied to the Cs atoms in order to
tilt their orientation in the Ox direction [see the
sequence of events on Fig. 2(b)]. Thus^ just af-

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the Rb w -Cs 133 spin-exchange experiment, (b) Schematic diagram of the sequence of operations performed in order to introduce transverse angular momentum in Cs.
(c) Output of the photonraltiplier (P.M.) during and after the sequence of events of (b): There is no coherence
transfer at all and no signal is expected to appear, (d) Sequence of operations performed in order to get coherence
transfer: One applies Just after the jr/2 Cs pulse an rf "dressing" field which matches the atomic g factors, (e) Theoretical shape of the transfer ac signal obtained during the sequence of (d). Note that the signal starts just when
the rf "dressing" field is applied.
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ter this pulse, we have prepared a transverse
orientation in the Cs atoms only [/rS.f(C8)#0,
^S(Rb) = 0 j . In order to study how this orientation can leak from Cs to Rb, we use a nonresonant linearly polarized light beam B2, produced
by a Rb85 lamp filtered by a Rb87 cell, which allows the detection by Faraday rotation10 of the
Rb87 transverse angular momentum FSj.Bb) along
the Ox direction. The cell is placed between a
polarizer P and an analyzer A at 45°; the photomultiplier P.M. monitors the variations of the
transmitted light which are proportional to those
of *S,(Rb). Note that this nonresonant detection
beam does not disturb the Rb spins.
The transverse orientation introduced at time
t = 0 in Cs will precess around Ho at the Cs Larmor frequency and decay as a consequence of
spin exchange and wall-collision relaxation processes (as the light beam Bx is switched off,
there is no longer optical pumping or optical relaxation). The Larmor precessions being different for both alkali metals, this orientation will
not be appreciably transferred to Rb and no signal is expected to appear at the output of the photomultiplier {Fig. 2(c)j. (We have verified this
result which checks that there is no Rb coherence introduced during the sequence of operation
before time /=0.) Let us now resume the same
experiment, but just after the r/2 Cs pulse [see
the sequence of operations in Fig. 2(d)], we apply along the Ox direction an rf field 3j cosut
whose amplitude Hla corresponds exactly to the
first crossing point a of the two solid-line Bessel curves of Fig. 1. The Larmor precession
frequencies of both systems are now matched at
the same value; we observe then at the output of
the photomultiplier an ac signal whose frequency,
SJ7Hb=wFCs, is precisely the Larmor frequency
common to both alkali metals at the point a; as
there was no Rb orientation at all before the rf
„.
«,.«•,.
i- j it- • i •
"dressing" field was applied, this signal is neeessarily due to a coherence transfer from Cs.
Figure 2(e) represents the theoretical shape of
the signal thus obtained at the output of the photomultiplier: The Rb signal starts from zero just
when the rf field 5j coswt is switched on, increases to a maximum value, and then decreases.
It can be understood as resulting from a competi.
„
, .. . ..
.
tion between the resonant dissipative spin-exchange coupling which makes coherence flow
from Cs to Rb and the relaxation which causes
the decay of both atomic orientations. Figures
3(a)-3(g) show the oscilloscope recordings of the
experimental signal for different values of the
976
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F I G - 3 - « ~ ** Oscilloscope recordings of the transfer signal for values of the field amplitude fli around
fte
flXro8sl
^ a of K , . ' , » , H v a l u e s
corresponding to each picture are indicated in (h). The
t i m e 8 c a i e of ^ recor dings is 10 msec/division. In
this experiment Ho = 3.35 mG <ojfRb/2jr = 2350 Hz);u)/
2ir = 6400 Hz. (d) corresponds to the resonant case,
(W Magnified drawing of the first crossing point a in
whi<>h the values of H, corresponding to the pictures of
(aHg> a r e Seated by ™ » . <« ««* of the beat
note Q versus the mismatch frequency. u>/rRb—uFCs is
c a i c u l a t e d from t h e theoretical formula (2) giving the
g f a c t o r s o f ^ "dressed" atoms.

field amplitude H1 around Hlcr [the Hx values corresponding to the different pictures are indicated
by arrows on Fig. 3(h) which represents the first
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crossing point a of Fig. 1 magnified; Fig. 3(d)
corresponds to the resonant case considered
above]: One sees that the transverse angular
momentum flows from Cs to Hb even if the
"dressed" Larmor frequencies are slightly different, but the ac signal is now modulated at a
frequency O, which is to good approximation
equal to the mismatch frequency as may be seen
in Fig. 3(i) where we have plotted 12 vs u ^
-uFCi,
The modulation (I of the transient signal
results from a beating between the coupled transverse angular momenta F5+(Hb) and F 5 + (Cs). $2
is equal to 5>JFH>—5>/-c» because there are many
more Cs atoms than Hb atoms in the sample so
that the "feedback" of the Hb orientation on Cs
is negligible. Otherwise, the correspondence between S2 and (3Fnb~&rcs is more complicated and
would also involve the various coupling constants
and relaxation times. One can also notice in
Figs. 3(a)-3(g) that the amplitude of the signal
decreases as the mismatch frequency increases,
the maximum transfer occurring at resonance
[Fig. 3(d)].

can show11 that the Larmor precession of the different spins becomes anisotropic: Because of the
preferential direction introduced by Hu the motion of the spins is now elliptical in the plane
perpendicular to Ho. FS+{Tlb) [F5J.Cs)] can be
decomposed into two counter-rotating circular
components evolving at frequencies Qfyt, and
~<^FK, (@FCS and - B r e , ) . Moreover, the spin-exchange process becomes also anisotropic, the
coupling being different for the spin components
parallel and perpendicular to H19 so that all the
clockwise and counterclockwise components of
the spins are now coupled with each other in the
different hyperfine levels. Therefore, when
^FO>= -&FC» resonances in the transfer must
also occur between the cDFRb circular component
of the F level of Kb87 and the -a>FC, one of the
F level of Cs; as b>jr>Cs--aJjFCs, this process
must also contribute to the a', /?', y' resonances
quoted above. All the resonances a, p, y, a',
J3', y' have been experimentally observed. Their
position as a function of ff1 and the frequency of
the corresponding transient signals are in good

All the experimental results described above
may be qualitatively explained by a simple theoretical model, assuming only that the transverse
angular momenta FS+CRb) and F S + (Cs) on both
alkali metals behave as two kinds of damped "oscillators" coupled together, whose eigenfrequencies &rw> a n d 5>FCS c a n be continuously varied by
sweeping the rf field amplitude (see Fig. 1). The
actual experimental situation is however somewhat more complicated for two different reasons:
First, as we have already seen before, each alkali ground state has two hyperfine levels F, F'
of opposite Lande1 factors which are also coupled
together via spin-exchange and wall-collision
processes: Bx orients in fact both Cs hyperfine
levels and B2 detects a linear superposition of
the orientations in both Rb87 levels, all these levels being coupled two by two with each other.
One must thus take into account not only the coupling between upper F hyperfine levels, which is
. . . .
.
, .
a
.
resonant for the crossing points a, p, y, "• of
the solid-line curves of Fig. 1, but also the coupling between the upper F level of Rb87 and the
lower F' level of Cs 13S , for example, which must
be resonant for the crossing points a', /S% y', • • •
of the dashed line <3F, Cs curve with the solid-line
O m curve. Thus the number of resonant values
_/„ . , , , , _
. ., . .
..
...
of Hx is doubled. Second, the interaction with
the rf field does not only change the Lande" factors Of the levels but, as seen in Ref. 9, also
modifies their eigenfunctions. Consequently, one

agreement with the theoretical values,
We will conclude with the following remark:
For free atomic levels of different g factors, the
transfer of coherence by collisions, which requires the equality of the atomic frequencies, exhibits a resonant variation when the static field
Ha i s swept around zero. 7 In the experiments
described above, the coupling with a nonresonant
rf field H\ cos <ct introduces for certain values
of Hlt and whatever Ho is, equal Larmor frequencies in both atomic systems: The coherence
transfer becomes independent of Ho, but exhibits
sharp resonances when the amplitude of the rf
field is varied, which is a quite unusual effect.

'H. G. Dehmelt, Phys. Rev. K®, 381 0958).
D. Colegrove, L. D. Schearer, and G. K. Walters,
P^ 8 - Bev- !2i» 2 5 6 1 ft963'tA- ^ ^ ** 3- M<Mmier - ****• ^
I S ; "* <l9"|*J. P. Farouxand J. Brossel, Compt. Rend. 262, 41
n.966)
s ^ 'aw^ in t M s discussion that the exchange time
TAB is of the order of, or shorter than, other relaxation times of the atomic systems, which is a necessary
condition for an important transfer to be possible,
6 F o r <*e study of nonresonant span exchange of oo.h e r e n c e be!tweerl
a t o m i c "^rogen and sodium in a
steady-state experiment, see G. A. Ruff and T. R.
CarJr
^ ^ ^ L e t t e r s 15> 2 8 2 ( 1 9 6 5 )
7 T h e t r a n s f e r o f c o h e r e n c e T s a function of tie magnetic field has been studied in the following references:
R. B. Partridge and G. W. Series, Proc. Phys. Soc.
2F.
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8 F. GrossetSte, J. Phys. (Paris) 25, 383 (1964).
9 S. Haroche, C. Cohen-Tannoudji, C. Audoin, and
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and references therein. For a simple study of the physical properties of an atom Interacting with an rf field,
one can also see C. Cohen-Tannoudji, in Cargese
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Paper 2.4
C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Transverse optical pumping and level crossings in free and 'dressed'
atoms," in Fundamental and Applied Laser Physics: Proc. Esfahan Symposium, 1971,
eds. M. S. Feld, A. Javan, and N. Kurnit (John Wiley, 1973), pp. 791-815.
Copyright © 1973 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
This paper presents a synthetic review of the various types of resonances associated with
level crossings of free and dressed atoms: Hanle resonances in atomic ground states are
explained with a simple model using Bloch equations. This paper also contains the experimental results, not described in paper 2.1, which have been observed on atoms dressed by
a circularly polarized rf field (see Sec. II A).
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TRANSVERSE OPTICAL PUMPING AND LEVEL CROSSINGS IN FREE
AND "DRESSED" ATOMS
C. Cohen- Tannoudji
Laboratoire de Physique de l'Ecole Normale Supe'rieure,
University de Paris, Paris, France

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the important characteristics of optical pumping is to provide the
possibility of preparing an atomic system in a coherent superposition of
Zeeman sublevels [1]. For a J = 1/2 angular momentum state, it is equivalent to say that the magnetization MQ introduced by the pumping light is not
necessarily parallel to the static magnetic field BQ (as is usually the case
when Mo is determined only by the Boltzmann factor in B o ).
Using such a "transverse" pumping, one can observe level crossing
signals in atomic ground states. The width of the observed level crossing
resonances may be extremely small as I will show in the first part of this
paper. Some possible applications to the detection of very weak magnetic
fields will be described.
I will then study the modifications which appear on optical pumping
signals when the atoms are no longer free but interacting with nonresonant
radio-frequency (rf) photons. These interactions may be visualized in terms
of virtual absorptions and reemissions of rf quanta, leading to some sort of
"dressing" of the atom by the surrounding quanta. The Zeeman diagram of
the "dressed atom" is more complex than the one of the corresponding free
atom. The level crossings which were present on the free atom are considerably modified. New level crossings appear. All these effects can be
791
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studied by optical pumping techniques as I will show in the second part of
this paper.
It may appear surprising to quantize a rf field which is essentially
classical and, effectively, all the effects I will describe could be understood
in a classical way. I think however that the quantization of the rf field
introduces a great simplification in the theory as it leads to a time-independent Hamiltonian for the whole isolated system atom + rf field, much
easier to deal with than the time-dependent Hamiltonian of the classical
theory. In particular, all the higher-order effects such as multiple quanta
transitions, Bloch-Siegert type shifts, Autler-Townes splitting, etc., appear
clearly on the Zeeman diagram of the dressed atom. Consequently, this
approach could perhaps be generalized to the study of some of the nonlinear
phenomena observable with intense laser light.
n. LEVEL CROSSING RESONANCES IN ATOMIC GROUND STATES
AND DETECTION OF VERY WEAK MAGNETIC FIELDS
It is well known that the resonance radiation scattered by an atomic vapor
exhibits resonant variations when the static field is scanned around values
corresponding to a crossing between two Zeeman sublevels of the excited
state (Hanle effect - Franken effect) [2]. The width of these resonances is
the natural width of the excited state, not the Doppler width. They give useful
informations about this state, such as lifetimes, g factors, hyperfine structure [3], etc.
Similar resonances, with a considerably smaller width, can be observed
in atomic ground states [4]. To simplify, we will consider a J = 1/2 angular
momentum state (the calculations could be easily generalized to higher J's).
The pumping beam is circularly polarized and propagates along the Ox direction, perpendicularly to the static field B o , which is parallel to Oz (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement for the observation of level crossing resonances in atomic ground states. S o : static field;
P.M.: photomultiplier measuring the absorbed light L^; C: resonance cell.
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As a result of the optical pumping cycle, angular momentum is transferred from the incident quanta to the atoms contained in the resonance cell
C. Let M be the total magnetization of the vapor. It is easy to derive the
following equation of evolution for ivf:
, _

M -M

si
(1)

The first term represents the effect of optical pumping: if this process was
the only one, after a certain amount of time Tp (pumping time), all the spins
would be pointing in the Ox direction, producing a saturation magnetization
M parallel to Ox; the second term describes the thermal relaxation process
(T R : relaxation time) due to the collisions against the walls of the cell; the
third term, the Larmor precession around B o (Y is the gyromagnetic ratio of
the ground state).
Equation (1) looks like the well-known Bloch's equation. But here, MQ
is not along B o and its direction is imposed by the characteristics of the
pumping beam.
Defining
M = M ± iM
(2)
±
x
y
w

-L=J_

-i_
(3)

one gets from (1)

" £ Mz = 0
M'

(4a)
M

•dVM±=-^-^-TiYBoM±

<4b>

Note that the source term, M O /T, proportional to M o , appears only in Eq. (4b)
relative to the transverse components of the magnetization (transverse
pumping).
The steady-state solution of (4) is readily obtained and can be written as
Mz = 0
Mo
M±=I5Y7B;

(5a)

<5b>

]08
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which gives
Mz = 0

(6a)

Mx
1
_*_ =
~
Mo
1 + (Y TB 0 ) 2
My

-YTB 0

-#" =
o

(6b)

a"

(6C)

1 + (YTB0)"

It follows that MJJ and My undergo resonant variations when BQ is scanned
around 0 (Fig. 2).
These variations result from the competition between optical pumping
which tends to orient the spins along the Ox axis and the Larmor precession
around S o . The critical value of the field, AB0, for which the two processes
have the same importance is given by
ABO = 1/Y

T

(7)

ABQ is the half-width of the resonances of Fig. 2, which can be detected by
monitoring the absorbed or reemitted light, the characteristics of which
(intensity, degree of polarization) depend on M x , My, M z . For example,
the photomultiplier P.M. of Fig. 1 detects the absorbed light L^ which is
proportional to Mx.
It is possible to get modulated signals by adding a high-frequency rf
field Bi cosuut parallel to B o (high frequency means nonadiabatic modulation:
O J » 1/T). The rate equations in the presence of Bj cosuut can be exactly
solved [5]. One finds that the zero-field level crossing resonances appear

Figure 2. Variations of the steady-state values of M x and My with B o .
ABQ: half-width of the resonances.
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also on m o d u l a t i o n s a t the v a r i o u s h a r m o n i c s pui of u) (p = 1 , 2 , 3 . . . )• F o r
e x a m p l e , t h e U) component of M x i s given a r o u n d B o = 0 by
YB
M X M=K J0

YB

YTB

(—) JI ( — ) — 2 s i n u r t

(8)

1+(YTBO)

where J^ and J^ are the Bessel functions of order 0 and 1. It varies with B
as a dispersion curve. The possibility of using selective amplification and
lock-in detection techniques with such a signal, increases considerably the
signal-to-noise ratio.
Let us calculate the order of magnitude of AB0 for 87 Rb which has been
experimentally studied [5], Bi paraffin-coated cells [6] without buffer gas,
T-^ (and consequently T) is of the order of 1 sec; Y is equal to 4.4 x 106 rad
sec" 1 G-l, so that ABO — 10~6G. Clearly, with such a small width, one has
to operate inside a magnetic shield in order to eliminate the erratic fields
present in the laboratory (of the order of 10~3G). Five concentric layers of
mu-metal (1 m long, 50 cm in diameter, 2 mm thick) have been used for that
purpose, providing sufficient protection.
Figure 3 shows an example of the level crossing resonance observed on
the modulation at ui of the absorbed light, i. e., on the signal corresponding
to theoretical expression (8) (UJ/2TT = 400 Hz). The time constant of the detection is 3 sec. We get a 2-p,G width and a signal-to-noise ratio of the order
of 3000. It is therefore possible to detect very weak magnetic fields (less
than 10~9G) as it appears in Fig. 4 which shows the response of the signal to
square pulses of 2 X 10~9 G amplitude around B o = 0.
Such a high sensitivity is sufficient to measure the static magnetization
of very dilute substances. Suppose one places near the 87 Rb ee\\ another
cell (6 cm in diameter) containing 3He gas at a pressure of 3 Torr (Fig. 5).
The 3He nuclei are optically pumped [7] by a 3He beam B2, to a 5%
polarization. One calculates easily that the oriented 3He nuclei produce at
the center of the 87 Rb cell (6 cm away) a macroscopic field of the order of
6 X 10~8 G. This field is sufficiently large to be detected on the 87 Rb level
crossing signal obtained on the Bj beam.
The experiment has been done [8] and Fig. 6 shows the modulation of the
87 Rb signal due to the free precession of the 3 He nuclear spins around a
small magnetic field applied only on the 3He cell, perpendicular to the
directions of Bj and B 2 (the Larmor period is of the order of 2 min). One
sees that one can follow the free decay of the 3He magnetization during hours
and hours until it corresponds to only 5 x 10*3 oriented nuclei per cm 3 .
This magnetostatic detection presents many advantages compared to the
other optical or radioelectric methods. It could be generalized to other
cases (for example to optically pumped centers in solids or to weakly
magnetized geological samples). Other spatial or biological applications
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Figure 3. Zero-field level crossing resonance in the ground state of 87 Rb
observed on the modulation at U)/2TT of the absorbed light L^ (U)/2TT = 400 Hz).
The time constant of the detection is 3 sec. For measuring the noise, the
sensitivity is multiplied by a factor 100.
could be considered as it is now possible, by recent improvements [9], to
record simultaneously the three components of the small magnetic field to
be measured.

Figure 4. Test of the sensitivity of the magnetometer: variations of the
signal when square pulses of 2 x 10~9 G are applied to the resonance cell.
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Figure 5. Detection by the 87 Rb level crossing resonance of the magnetic
field produced at a macroscopic distance (6 cm) by optically pumped 3He
nuclei. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement.

in. OPTICAL PUMPING OF "DRESSED" ATOMS
To interpret the various resonances which appear in optical pumping experiments performed on atoms interacting with strong resonant or nonresonant
rf fields, we will try to develop the following general idea [10,11]: the light
of the pumping beam is scattered, not by the free atom, but by the whole
system—atom + rf field in interaction—which we will call the atom "dressed"
by rf quanta. Plotted as a function of the static field B o , the Zeeman diagram
of this dressed atom exhibits a lot of crossing and anticrossing points; as
for a free atom, the light scattered by such a system undergoes resonant
variations when B o is scanned around these points. It is therefore possible
to understand the various resonances appearing in optical pumping experiments in a very synthetic way. Furthermore, the higher-order effects of
the coupling between the atom and the rf field may be handled in a simple
way, by time-independent perturbation theory. In some cases (as for
example for the modification of the g factor of the dressed atom), the effect
of the coupling may be calculated to all orders.
In the absence of coupling, the energy levels of the whole system are
labelled by two quantum numbers, one for the atom (we will take a two-level
system, J = 1/2), and the other for the field. We will call |± ) the Zeeman
sublevels of the J = 1/2 atomic state; their energy in the presence of a
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Figure 6. Magnetostatic detection of the Larmor precession of 3He nuclei:
(a) just after optical pumping has been stopped; (b) 3 h later; (c) 11 h later
(the polarization is now P z 5 x 10~4 and corresponds to 5.3 X 10 13 oriented
nuclei per cm 3 ).
static field B o parallel to Oz is ± wo/2 (UJ0 = -YB O ; we take h= 1). Let
|n) be the states of the rf field corresponding to the presence of n quanta
and consequently to an energy nuu (u) is the pulsation of the rf field). The
states of the combined system atom + field (without coupling) are the |±, n)
states with an energy ±uuo/2 + niu. They are plotted on Fig. 7 versus WQ.
One sees that a lot of crossing points appear for <MQ = 0, u>, 2UD, 3UJ, . . . . The
effect of the coupling V between the atom and the rf field is important at
these points. We will first study this coupling in a simple and exactly soluble case, the one of a rotating rf field, perpendicular to B o (this situation
leads also to exact solutions in the classical theory).
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Figure 7. Energy levels of the combined system "atom + rf field" in the
absence of coupling.
A. Rotating rf Field Perpendicular to B o
The unperturbed states are coupled two by two by V. For example, the
|- f n+1 > state is coupled only to |+, n) and the other way
|-,n+l> <

> |+,n>

The physical meaning of such a selection rule is very clear. Each
circularly polarized rf quantum carries an angular momentum +1 with
respect to Oz (cf photons; we suppose a right circular polarization) and the
two states coupled by V must have the same total angular momentum:
-1/2+ (n+1) =+ 1/2+n.
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Figure 8. "Anticrossing" resulting from the coupling between the two
states |+,n ) and l-,n+l ) . The dotted arrows represent transitions
between the two anticrossing levels and a third level (Autler-Townes
splitting).
Because of this coupling, the two unperturbed states which cross for
U30 = cw (dotted lines of Fig. 8) repel each other and form what is called an
"anticrossing" (full lines of Fig. 8). The minimum distance between the two
branches of the hyperbola is obtained for U)o = uu and is proportional to the
matrix element of V between the two unperturbed states. It is possible to
show that this matrix element v is proportional to yS+1 and may be related to
the amplitude Bi of the classical rf field (more precisely, v is proportional
to (DJL = - YB^). As n is very large, this matrix element does not change
appreciably when n is varied inside the width An of the distribution p(n)
corresponding to the rf field (for a coherent state [12], An « n). Therefore,
the anticrossings corresponding to the couples of unperturbed states,
(|-,n+2 ) , l+,n+l)), (| - , n ) , f+,n-l ) ) , . . . , have the same characteristics
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Figure 9. Energy levels of the combined system "atom + rf field" in the
presence of coupling. The rf field is circularly polarized and perpendicular
to the static field B o .
as the one of Fig. 8 (they are deduced from it by a simple vertical translation) and we obtain finally the Zeeman diagram of Fig. 9.
What kind of information can be extracted from this diagram ? First,
the anticrossings of Fig. 9 reveal the existence of the magnetic resonance
occuring for UJQ = ID. If one starts from the state |-,n+l ) , the system is
transferred by the coupling V to the other state |+,n ) (transition
I- ) -* 1+ ) by absorption of one rf quantum). More precisely, the system
oscillates between these two states with an efficiency maximum at the
center of the anticrossing (where the mixing between the two unperturbed
states is maximum) and at a frequency corresponding to the distance between
the two branches of the hyperbola (this is nothing but the well-known Rabi
precession). If one looks at the frequencies of the transitions joining the
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two anticrossing levels of Fig. 8 to a different atomic level !c,n ) (not
resonantly coupled to the rf field), one finds a doublet (Autler-Townes effect)
[13]; the distance between the two components of the doublet and their relative intensities are very simply related to the energies and wave functions of
the two anticrossing levels.
A lot of crossing points appear also on the energy diagram of Fig. 9.
Let us focus on the two crossings indicated by circles on this figure. The
zero-field level crossing of the free atom is shifted by the coupling V; a new
level crossing appears near U)o = 2uu and can be optically detected in transverse optical pumping experiments. The argument is the following: let
l^l) and 1^2 ) be the two perturbed crossing levels; we have
1 ^ ) = - s i n (9/2)1+,n-l> +cos(6/2)|-,n>
(10)

| ? 2 ) = sin(6/2)!-,n+l ) + cos(9/2)|+,n >
where

_YB
tan 9 =

L

(11)

o
|9l) and W2 ) contain admixtures of the |+,n) a n d | - , n > states which
correspond to the same value of n so that they can be connected by J x
<<P | j |«P > =cos 2 (6/2) ( n | n ) < + | j |->
^

X

-L

X

2

= (1/2) cos (9/2) ± 0

<12)

It is therefore possible to introduce by optical pumping a transverse static
magnetization at this crossing point and to get a level crossing signal of the
same type as the one described in the first part of this paper (for the other
crossings of Fig. 9: wo = 3u),4uu, 5u), . . . , J x has no matrix elements between
the two crossing perturbed levels, and the level crossings are not
detectable).
When the intensity of the rf field (i. e., n) is increased, the distance
between the two branches of the hyperbola of Fig. 8 increases and the
two crossings of Fig. 9 (indicated by circles) shift towards uio = tu. These
effects appear clearly on Fig. 10 which represents the two corresponding
level crossing resonances observed on 199 Hg (J = 1/2) [14]. Each curve of
figure 10 corresponds to a different value of the amplitude of the rf field
(measured by the dimensionless parameter UUJ/UJ = -YBj/tu).
Finally, it can be seen in Fig. 9 that, for (% = 0, the Zeeman degener-
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Figure 10. Level crossing resonances observed on 1 9 9 Hg and corresponding to the two-level crossings indicated by circles on Fig. 9. Each curve
corresponds to a different value of the dimensionless parameter UD^/UJ.
acy of the free atom is removed by the coupling with the nonresonant
circularly polarized rf field. One can show [15] that, for uu-j/iu « 1, the
effect of this coupling is equivalent to that of a fictitious static field Bf
perpendicular to the plane of the rf field and proportional to UD-^/YID
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Bf = (« 2/Yu>

(13)

In the case of an alkali atom such as 87 Rb which has two hyperfine levels in
the ground state, F = 2 and F = 1, with two opposite g factors O^ = - Y^, it
follows from (13) that the two fictitious fields Bf2 and Bfj corresponding to
F = 2 and F = 1 are opposite. Therefore, the position of the Zeeman
sublevels in the presence of rf irradiation (and in zero static field) is the one
shown on Fig. ll(b); it may be compared to the position of the Zeeman
sublevels in a true static field producing the same Zeeman separation [Fig.
11 (a)]. It follows immediately that the hyperfine spectrum is completely
different in a true static field and in the fictitious fields Bf.. and Bf_
associated with the rf field: we obtain experimentally [15] three Amp = 0 and
four AmF = ±1 different lines in the first case [Figs. 12(a) and 13(a)]; one
AmF = 0 and two Am,-, = ±1 different lines in the second case, as for hydrogen [Figs. 12(b) and 13(b)].

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Zeeman sublevels in the ground state of 87 Rb atoms, (a) in the
presence of a true static field B o , (b) in the presence of a circularly
polarized rf field with B o = 0; the two fictitious static fields Bf.. and Bf
describing the effect of this rf field inside the F = 1 and F = 2 hyperfine
levels are opposite. The arrows represent the three Am-p = 0 hyperfine
lines which have different frequencies in case (a) and which coincide in
case (b).
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Figure 12. Arn-p = 0 hyperfine transitions observed on 87Rb atoms, (a) in a
true static field B o [see Fig. 11 (a)], (b) in the presence of a circularly
polarized rf field with B o = 0 [see Fig. 11 (b)].
B. Linear rf Field Perpendicular to BQ
We suppose now that the rf field has a linear polarization, perpendicular to
B*o (Fig. 14). Such a linear field can be decomposed into two a+ and cr
rotating components. It is equivalent to say that each of the rf quanta has
no definite angular momentum with respect to Oz : this angular momentum
may be either +1 (CT+ component) or -1 (tf~ component).
Consequently, the unperturbed j-,n+l ) state is now coupled, not only
to |+,n) (absorption of a o+ photon), but also to |-,n+2 ) (stimulated emission of a o~ photon); similarly, the |+,n ) state is coupled not only to
|-,n+l) , but also to | - , n - l )
+
|+,n)
<—
>
J-,n+l>
cr

i

i-,ii)

i a~

!+i+2)

(14)
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Figure 13. Amp = ±1 hyperfine transitions observed on 8 7 Rb atoms, (a) in
a true static field B o , (b) in the presence of a circularly polarized rf field
withB 0 = 0.
These additional couplings which were not present in the previous case
(pureCT+rf field) are nonresonant for 1% = u) (the two | - , n - l > and |+,n+2)
states do not have the same energy as the two crossing unperturbed levels).
They displace however these two crossing levels (from the position indicated
by dotted lines in Fig. 15 to the one indicated by interrupted lines) so that
the center of the anticrossing (% = uu (full lines of Fig. 15) is now shifted by
a quantity 6 towards m0 = 0. This shift 6 is nothing but the well-known BlochSiegert shift which is immediately evaluated in this formalism by elementary
second-order perturbation theory (the derivation of this shift is much more

if

B cos tut
•a

1

K-

»-X

Figure 14. Orientation of the static and rf fields.
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O"~ non resonant coupling to I +,n + 2^>

O"~ non resonant coupling t o | - , n - l ] >

Figure 15. Origin of the Bloch-Siegert shift observed when the rf field has
a linear polarization : nonresonant couplings (dotted arrows) are induced by
the cT component of the rf field and displace the two anticrossing levels.
elaborate in classical theory) [16]. We must also notice that the two unperturbed levels which cross for uuQ = -iu (for example |-,n+l> and |+,n+2) )
are now coupled by the <f~ component of the rf field. This gives rise to a
new anticrossing near iu0 = -tu (symmetrical to the first one with respect to
Wo = 0).
Moreover, one can easily show that each "odd" crossing tu0 =(2p+l)ui
(with p = +1.+2,...) appearing in Fig. 7 becomes now anticrossing. Let us
consider for example the case of the two levels j-,n+2> and |+, n - l > which
cross for ui- = 3tu
°
+
_
+
| + ,n-l> <-^—>
a~ \
|-,n-2)

|-,n>

<---->

| + ,n+l> <-2-=>

|-,n+2>
I a"
| + ,n+3>

(15)
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As shown in (15), they are coupled by V, not directly, but through two intermediate states. It follows that the crossing (% = 3u) becomes a "third-order
anticrossing" (which is also shifted towards <D0 = 0, as the tuo = uo anticrossing, as a consequence of nonresonant couplings).
The even crossings u^, = 2piu (p = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) of Fig. 7 remain however
true crossings (which are also shifted for the same reason as before towards
UJO = 0). The argument is the following: for UJQ = 2pcu, the two crossing levels
(for example, |+,n) and |-,n+2p) ) differ by 2p quanta. The absorption of
an even number of quanta (a+ or ti~) cannot provide the angular moment +1
necessary for the atomic transition I - ) -• | + ) . This excludes any direct or
indirect coupling between the two crossing levels.
Finally, through these simple arguments, we get the shape of the
Zeeman diagram represented in full lines in Fig. 16 and which is symmetrical with respect to UJ0 = 0 (the crossing uuo = 0 is not shifted as in the
previous case). All the various resonances observable in optical pumping
experiments appear in a synthetic way in this diagram.
To the various anticrossings of Fig. 16 are associated the magnetic
resonances involving one or several rf quanta [17]. For example, near
mo = 3d), we have a resonant oscillation of the system between the two states
-,n+2 ) and | + , n - l ) which correspond to resonant transitions between
- ) and | + ) with absorption of three rf quanta. The shift and the rf
broadening of the resonances are simply related to the position of the center

Figure 16. Energy levels of the combined system "atom + rf field" in the
presence of coupling. The rf field is linearly polarized and perpendicular
to the static field B o .
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of the anticrossing and to the minimum distance between the two branches of
the hyperbola. It is also clear that an Autler-Townes splitting must appear
near these higher-order anticrossings.
All the even crossings of Fig. 16 can be detected in transverse optical
pumping experiments : in the perturbation expansion of the two crossing
perturbed levels, one can find unperturbed states with the same value of n
so that J x can connect the two crossing levels. Figure 17 shows for example the wQ = 4uo level crossing resonance observed on 9Hg atoms [18].
(This resonance does not appear with a pure a+ rf field). Each curve corresponds to an increasing value of the rf amplitude. The Bloch-Siegert type
shift appears very clearly. Such resonances are sometimes called "parametric" resonances or "coherence" resonances as they do not correspond
to real absorptions of one or several rf quanta by the atomic system.
So far, we have explicitly treated the effect of the coupling V as a
perturbation. It is possible to follow qualitatively what happens in the
neighborhood of iu0 = 0 when the amplitude of the rf field is increased. The
first crossings mo = +2ou and OUQ = -2ou shift more and more towards ou0 = 0.
The separation between the two branches of the anticrossing UOQ = UJ increases
more and more. It follows that the slope of the two levels which cross for
(Do = 0, i. e., the g factor of the dressed atom, gets smaller and smaller.
More precisely, it is possible to find exactly the eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian 5C r f + V which represents the energy of the system in zero
static field [19] (K^f is the energy of the free rf field) and to treat the
Zeeman termK a ^ = (J^Jz as a perturbation. This treatment, which takes
into account the effect of the coupling to all orders, gives the slope of the
levels as a function of the dimensionless parameter uii/tu. One finds [20]

Figure 17. Level crossing resonances observed on 199jjg atoms and
corresponding to the level crossing occuring near ui0 = 4m in Fig. 16 (Vj is
the rf voltage, proportional to uj^).
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that the g factor of the dressed atom, g,j, is related to the g factor of the
free atom, g, by the expression
gd = g J ^ / u i )

(16)

where J o is the zeroth-order Bessel function. This effect can be important.
For example, for all the values of oij/u) corresponding to the zero's of JQ,
the dressed atom has no magnetic moment. This modification of g due to
the nonresonant coupling with a filled mode of the electromagnetic field may
be compared to the well-known g-2 effect (anomalous spin moment of the
electron) due to the coupling with the vacuum electromagnetic fluctuations.
If the slope of the levels near iu0 = 0 is reduced, the width of the zerofield level crossing resonance discussed in the first part of this paper must
increase. We have observed such a broadening on 199jjg a t o m s (Fig. 18).

Figure 18. Zero-field level crossing of 199Hg "dressed" atoms. The rf
field is linearly polarized. The width of the curves is inversely proportional to g^; it becomes infinite for the value of UUJ/UJ corresponding to the
first zero of JQ [see Eq. (16)].
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Figure 19. hm-p = ±1 hyperfine transitions of hydrogen atoms, (a) Free
H atoms in a static field B o ; (b) "dressed" H atoms in the same static field
B o . The splitting between the 2 lines is reduced by a factor JQ.
Each curve of Fig. 18 corresponds to a given value of uuj/uu. One sees that
for U)]/UJ =2.4 (first zero of JQ), the width of the level crossing resonance
becomes infinite. This modification of the g factor has also important
consequences on the hyperfine spectrum of hydrogen and alkali atoms.
Figure 19 shows the splitting So between the two hyperfine AmF = ±1 transitions of H; So is proportional to uu0 [in weak magnetic fields; See Fig. 19(a)].
IE we "dress" the atom by a nonresonant linear rf field, the slope of the
F = 1 sublevels decreases and the splitting S between the two Am-p = ±1
transitions is reduced by a factor J0(U)I/UJ) [see Fig. 19(b)]. The same effect
exists also for alkali atoms. We have already mentioned that the two g
factors of the F = 2 and F = 1 hyperfine levels are opposite. As J o is an
even function, the reduction of the slope of the sublevels is the same in both
hyperfine levels. It follows that the splitting between the four Amp = ±1
hyperfine transitions is reduced as in the hydrogen case. The four lines
coalesce for all the zero's of JQ. This appears clearly in Fig. 20 which
represents the evolution of the observed hyperfine spectrum of ^ R b atoms
interacting with a nonresonant linear rf field of increasing amplitude [21].
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Figure 20. Evolution of the four AmF = ±1 hyperfine transitions of 87 Rb
atoms "dressed" by a nonresonant linear rf field of increasing amplitude.
Experimental results. For IDJ/UI = 2.4 (first zero of J o ), the four lines
coalesce.
Figure 21 shows the comparison between the experimentally determined
ratios S/S o measured on H and 87 Rb atoms, and the theoretical variations
of the Bessel function J Q .
This possibility of changing continuously the g factor of an atom may
provide interesting applications. It has been used, for example, to reduce
the effect of static field inhomogeneities on the width of the hyperfine lines.
Figure 22(a) shows the hyperfine line F = 2, m F = 0 «—• F = 1, m F = 0 of
S^Rb broadened by an applied static field gradient. One observes [10] a
narrowing of the line [Fig. 22(b)] when the magnetic moment of the 8 ^Rb
atoms is reduced when interacting with a nonresonant linear rf field.
Another application [22] is to allow a coherence transfer between two
atomic levels with different g factors: by changing the two g factors through
the coupling with a nonresonant linear rf field, one can match the Larmor
frequencies in the two atoms and make the coherence transfer possible in
nonzero magnetic fields.
I hope that these few example will have proven the versatility of optical
pumping techniques and the usefulness of concepts such as the one of
dressed atoms. It would be interesting to see if they could be generalized
to other fields of research.
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Figure 21. Plot of the ratio S/So versus uij/ui. The experimental points for
and H fit into the same theoretical curve.

87 Rb

Figure 22. (a) Recording of the F = 2, m F = 0 «—• F = 1, m F = 0 hyperfine
line of 8?Rb atoms broadened by an applied static field gradient, (b) Narrowing of the line when the atoms are "dressed" by a nonresonant linear rf
field which cancels the g factor in both hyperfine levels.
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Section 3
Atoms in Intense Resonant Laser Beams
The Dressed Atom Approach in the Optical Domain

133
The spectacular development of tunable laser sources in the early seventies stimulated
several experimental and theoretical studies dealing with the behavior of atoms submitted
to intense resonant monochromatic fields. The papers contained in this section address a
few of these questions and try to develop new methods for understanding the properties of
the light emitted or absorbed by such atoms.
Contrary to the weak broadband sources considered in Sec. 1, laser sources can have
a coherence time much longer than all the characteristic times appearing in the atomic
evolution. Furthermore, their intensity can be high enough to saturate the atomic transition,
and stimulated emission processes can then become more frequent than spontaneous ones.
In such conditions, it is no longer possible to describe the transitions between the ground
state g and the excited state e of the atom by rate equations. Optical coherences, i.e. offdiagonal elements of the atomic density matrix between e and g, play an important role and
the coherent oscillation of the atom between e and g looks like the Rabi nutation of a spin
1/2 submitted to a resonant rf field. There is, however, an important difference between the
two situations. Spontaneous emission, which is negligible in the rf case, plays an essential
role in the optical domain. First, it is a damping process for the atom, the only one for
a free atom, and is sufficiently simple to provide some insight into the quantum theory of
dissipative processes. Second, it gives rise to the fluorescence light which is frequently used
to study the atomic dynamics.
This double role of spontaneous emission also appears in the dressed atom approach to
resonance fluorescence. As in the rf domain, one can introduce a ladder of dressed states
describing the energy levels of the coupled "atom + laser photons" system. Due to the coupling of such a system to the "reservoir" formed by the empty modes of the radiation field,
spontaneous radiative transitions occur between these dressed states and the first central
problem of the dressed atom approach to resonance fluorescence is to establish the master
equation describing the damping of the dressed atom density matrix due to spontaneous
emission. The second problem is to interpret the properties of the spontaneously emitted
photons in terms of these spontaneous radiative transitions between the dressed states. The
papers contained in this section focus on the spectral distribution of the fluorescence light.
The absorption spectrum of a weak probe beam is also considered. The time correlations
between the sequence of photons spontaneously emitted by the atom are analyzed in the
papers of Sec. 4 and interpreted in terms of a radiative cascade of the dressed atoms down
its energy diagram.
More details concerning this field can be found in the Ph.D. thesis of S. Reynaud
[Ann. Phys. (Paris) 8, 315, 371 (1983)]. See also Chap. VI of C. Cohen-Tannoudji,
J. Dupont-Roc, and G. Grynberg, Atom-Photon Interactions. Basic Processes and Applications (John Wiley, 1992).
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Paper 3.1
C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Atoms in strong resonant fields," in Frontiers in Laser Spectroscopy,
eds. R. Balian, S. Haroche, and S. Liberman (North-Holland, 1977), pp. 1-104.
Reprinted with permission of Elsevier Science Publishers B. V.
This paper consists of lecture notes written for a course given at the Les Houches summer
school in July 1975. The emphasis is put on the derivation of the master equation describing
the evolution of an ensemble of atoms coupled to different types of optical fields.
The damping due to spontaneous emission is considered as a simple example of relaxation
of a small system, the atom, coupled to a large reservoir, the vacuum field (Sec. 4). The
physical meaning of the various approximations used in the calculations is discussed in detail
and the explicit form of the master equation describing spontaneous emission is given for a
few systems (two-level atom, harmonic oscillator, dressed atom, multilevel atoms, etc.). The
importance of the secular couplings which appear between the off-diagonal elements of the
density matrix evolving at the same frequency is pointed out. Such a situation occurs for
systems having a periodic energy diagram (such as the harmonic oscillator or the dressed
atom). It must be analyzed carefully because the secular couplings between the atomic
coherences can change the spectral width of the fluorescence light in a significant way
(Sees. 4.3.2 and 4.3.3).
Two types of driving optical fields are considered. First, the evolution of an ensemble of
atoms coupled to coherent monochromatic fields is described by the optical Bloch equations
where optical coherences play an important role. Next, the analysis of the coupling with
broadband fields follows a semiclassical approach, different from the quantum approach
presented in paper 1.1. The incident optical field is treated as a c number fluctuating field,
characterized by its correlation function. The evolution of the atom appears as a random
sequence of quantum jumps associated with the absorption, spontaneous and stimulated
emission processes (see Fig. 31, p. 72).
In order to interpret the properties of thefluorescencelight, the signals recorded by the
photodetectors are first related to the one-time and two-time averages of the emitting dipole
moment Heisenberg operator (Sees. 2 and 7.4). One-time averages are easily calculated from
the master equation. Examples of applications are given in Sec. 6, concerning level crossing
resonances observable with intense broadband sources or monochromatic laser sources.
Two-time averages can also be calculated from the master equation, using the so-called
quantum regression theorem. Two examples are analyzed in detail: the spectrum of the
fluorescence light (Mollow triplet) and the photon correlation signal in single atom resonance
fluorescence. Section 7.4 presents one of the first calculations of such a photon correlation
signal. It is shown that the probability of detecting one photon at time t + r, after a first
detection at time t, vanishes when r —> 0. This is what is now known as the "antibunching
effect." At the time, I did not recognize the nonclassical nature of this effect. Instead, I put
the emphasis on the reduction of the wave packet associated with the first detection. After
such a detection, the atom is projected onto the ground state g and it cannot, immediately
after this projection, emit a second photon. The atom must be re-excited and this takes
some time.
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1. General introduction
1.1. What questions do we try to answer in this course?
How do atoms behave in strong resonant (or quasi-resonant) light beams?
What kind of light do they emit? (intensity, polarization, spectral distribution... ).
1.2. Why do we study these problems?
Spectroscopic interest. A lot of spectroscopic information {g factors, fine
or hyperfine structures, radiative lifetimes ...) is obtained by looking at the
fluorescence light reemitted by free atoms irradiated by a resonant light beam.
It is important to have a quantitative theory connecting the detection signals
to the atomic parameters, and giving in particular the perturbation associated
with the light beam (radiative broadenings, light-shifts... ).
Theoretical interest. How are the lowest order QED predictions modified at
high intensities? Comparison between various theoretical approaches providing
a better understanding of the interaction processes between atoms and photons.
1.3. Concrete examples of experiments we are dealing with
Fig. la: Atoms in a resonance cell are irradiated by a polarized laser beam.
One measures with a photomultiplier the total intensity Z,F of the fluorescence
light reemitted with a given polarization in a given direction. One slowly sweeps
a static magnetic field Bo applied to the atoms and one records the variations
of Z,p with BQ (level crossing resonances).

Fig. 1.
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What kind of variations do we get? How does the shape of the curve change
when we increase the laser intensity? What kind of information can we extract from these curves?
Possible variants: Double resonance, quantum beats,....
Fig. 1b: An atomic beam is irradiated at right angle by a laser beam (no
Doppler effect). In the third perpendicular direction, a spectrometer records
the spectral distribution 9(co) of the fluorescence light.
Is the scattering elastic or inelastic? What are the changes observed on
9(CJ) when the laser intensity increases?
1.4. What effects do we neglect? Why?
We neglect interferences between light waves scattered by different atoms.
These atoms are randomly distributed, separated by distances large compared to X, and we look at the fluorescence light reemitted not in the forward
but in a lateral direction. Consequently the relative phases of the light waves
scattered by different atoms are random and the coherence area of the scattered light is negligible.
We neglect any coupling between atoms due to collisions or to a common
coupling to the radiation field (superradiance, multiple scattering ... ). We only consider very dilute vapors or atomic beams.
We neglect the reaction of atoms on the incident beam (for the same reason).
To summarize, we calculate the light scattered by each atom from a given
incident light beam, and we add the intensities corresponding to the various
atoms.
1.5. Brief survey of the course
We start with a simple problem: spectral distribution 9(co) of the fluorescence light emitted by a two-level atom, and we try two approaches for dealing with this problem.
(i) We recall lowest order QED predictions and we try to calculate some
higher order corrections.
(ii) We treat to all orders the coupling between the atoms and the incident
light, and we consider only one single spontaneous emission process calculated
by Fermi's golden rule. We discuss the difficulties encountered in these two
approaches.
Because of these difficulties, we change our philosophy. Instead of calculating the detailed temporal development of the whole system atom + radia-
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tion field, we try to relate the detection signals (Lp(t), 9(CJ)) to some simple
quantities characterizing the radiating atoms. We find that LF(t) is related to
the average of some atomic observables evaluated at time t (one-time averages),
whereas 9(<o) is related to some correlation functions of the atomic dipole
moment (two-time averages).
One-time averages of atomic observables are easily calculated if one knows
the master equation describing the evolution of the reduced atomic density
matrix. We first derive the terms of such a master equation which describe the
effect of spontaneous emission and we discuss their physical meaning.
Then, we establish the terms of the master equation which describe the effect of the coupling with the incident light beam in two cases:
(i) Pure monochromatic field with well-defined phase and amplitude.
(ii) Broad-line excitation (spectral lamps or free-running multimode lasers
which have a spectral width Av much larger than the frequency OJ^ characterizing the coupling of atoms to the light beam).
We solve the master equation for simple atomic transitions ( / = 0 **• J = 1,
J =\ ^J=\)
and we discuss some important physical effects: optical pumping, level crossing resonances radiative broadenings, saturation resonances,
Zeeman detuning....
We show from a Langevin equation approach how two-time averages may
be calculated from the master equation giving one-time averages (quantum
regression theorem). This gives the possibility of calculating the spectral distribution of the fluorescence light for the two types of incident light beams considered above. We discuss the importance of the fluctuations of the atomic dipole moment.
Finally, we discuss briefly what happens with other types of light beams and
intensity and photon correlations.
A lot of papers, both theoretical and experimental, have been devoted to
the interaction of atoms with resonant fields. It is obviously impossible, in
these lectures, to present a detailed review of all this work. We have preferred
to focus on some particular topics and to discuss in detail some difficult
points. We apologize for the inadequacies of this presentation and for the nonexhaustive character of our bibliography.
2. Discussion of a simple problem. Presentation of several theoretical approaches

We discuss the experiment of fig. lb, assuming that atoms have only two
levels g (ground) and e (excited). We will come back to this problem in sect. 7
where several references are given.
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2.1. Very low intensity limit - lowest order QED predictions [1,2]
2.1.1. Basic lowest order diagram for resonance fluorescence
Absorption of one impinging photon coL. Propagation of the intermediate
excited state e. Spontaneous emission of the fluorescence photon co.

Fig. 2.

What is neglected? Processes where several interactions with the incident
light beam occur. Induced emission processes. This is valid for very low intensities of the light beam.
Scattering amplitude. Contains two important factors.
6 (co — a>L)

: conservation of energy ,

r~z: '• resonant behaviour of the scattering amplitude ,
with
CJ0 = Ee ~ E

: atomic frequency ,

T

: natural width of the excited state .

2.1.2. Predicted shape of the fluorescence spectrum
(a) Monochromatic excitation. Because of 6 (co — coL)» the fluorescence is
also monochromatic with the same frequency as the excitation (fig. 3)
9(CJ) = 5 ( C J - O O L ) .

(2.1)

(b) Broad-line excitation. The incident light beam contains photons with
all frequencies forming a white continuous spectrum. Each individual photon
co is scattered elastically with an efficiency given by
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W - « 0 + |lT
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!

(c;_Wo)2+ar)2'

Consequently, thefluorescencespectrum D(cS) is a Lorentzian curve, centred on co = co0 (atomic frequency), with a half-width 5 F (fig. 4)

Fig. 3.

9(co)

^

.

(2.2)

(«-« 0 ) 2 +(Jr) 2

Fig. 4.

2.1.3. Scattering of a wave packet
As we know the scattering amplitude for each energy co, we can study the
scattering of an incident wave packet,
<t>iac(s)=fg(<»)e-i"sdu

with

s = t-r/c,

(2.3)

which becomes after the scattering

*«£>*./*(»> c - c ^ + ifr**

(2 - 4)

(we do not write any angular or polarization dependence). We find that ^ ( s )
is given by the convolution of 0jnc(s) by e~/CJ°se~rs/20(s) (6: heaviside func-
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tion), which is the Fourier transform of l/(o> - a>0 + I ' D - This gives the possibility of studying a lot of time-dependent problems.
(i) Time dependence of the counting rate of a photomultiplier detecting
the fluorescence light emitted by an atom excited by a short pulse of resonant
or quasi-resonant light. From (2.4) one deduces that, if g(to) has a large width
and contains COQ (short resonant pulse), 0sc(s) has a long tail varying as
e -/cj 0 *e~ r s / 2 (fig. 5). This clearly shows the exponential decay of an excited
atomic state prepared by a short pulse of resonant light.

Fig. 5.

(ii) Quantum beats [3] appearing where there is a structure in e, for example two sublevels ej and e 2 , separated fromg by co01 and co02The incident wave packet gives rise to two scattered wave packets corresponding to intermediate excitation of the atom to e^ or e2- The quantum
beat signal, at frequency COQJ — OJQ2> is associated with the interference between the tails of these two wave packets (fig. 6).

(2.5)

= I ^ 1 l 2 e " r s + U 2 l 2 e - r x + 2 Re.4 1 ,4*e- i ' ( "oi- a j o2)se- r s .

Fig. 6.

(2.5)
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2.1.4. Higher order corrections - perturbative approach
We come back to a monochromatic excitation (at frequency C^L) and we
study higher order diagrams involving two interactions with the light beam (instead of only one). Diagrams 7a and 7b represent the scattering of two impinging photons coL, coL into two scattered photons OJA, coB. They differ by the
order of emission of w A and w B .

Fig. 7.

What does conservation of energy imply?
w L + coL = OJA + coB ,
(2.6)
and not necessarily O>L = coA = cog. Only the lowest order diagram (fig. 2) predicts elastic scattering. At high intensities, non-linear scattering processes involving several photons of the incident light beam give rise to inelastic scattering.
How are coA and coB distributed? Let us write down the energy denominators associated with the three intermediate states of diagrams 5a and 5b. (The
numerators are the same for 5a and 5b, and proportional to the incident light
intensity as they involve two coL interactions.) Adding to the energy o>g of e
an imaginary term — | i T which describes the radiative damping of e, we get
diagram 7a:
^

~
T^
T2co L -co A -co 0 +|?r u>L-ioA+ie

diagram 7b:

T—"

77—

2coL—cjg—LOQ+JIF

T~^ >
coL-Go0+|f]H

^—— •

!

.

wL—coB+ze CJ L —CJQ+JZF

,

(2.7a)
(2.7b)
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where e is an infinitesimal positive quantity. Adding (2.7a) and (2.7b), and using 2coL = u)A + w B , one gets for the total amplitude of the non-linear process

( w L - co0 +1 i T ) ( « A - coQ + \ iT)(w A - 2coL + co0 - 1 »T)'

(2"8)

One of the two photons is distributed over an interval \ Y around w = co0- As
cjg = 2coL ~ w A , the second photon is symmetrically distributed over an interval \Y around 2wL - co0.
Shape of the fluorescence spectrum (for a>L ¥= co0).

Fig. 8.
The 5 function at a; = coL is the elastic component given by the lowest order QED diagram. It is proportional to the light intensity /. The two Lorentz
curves centred at w 0 and 2coL — CJ0 are the inelastic components. The total
area below these curves is proportional to fi (non-linear scattering processes).
The two photons are distributed over finite intervals but are strongly correlated (coA + o)g = 2CJ L ).
It would not be a good idea to consider higher and higher order diagrams
for understanding the behaviour of atoms in strong resonant fields. The perturbation series would not converge and the situation would be the more difficult, the nearer OJL is to COQ. SO we are tempted to try another approach
where the coupling of the atom to the laser beam is treated to all orders.
2.2. Very high intensity limit - the "dressedatom"approach
We now try to treat to all orders the coupling between the atom and the
laser beam, using either a classical or a quantum treatment of this laser beam.
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2.2.1. Classical treatment of the laser field
Atomic Hamiltonian (h = c = l)// a ,

o)-

Mo

&9)

Coupling with the laser:
(2.10)

V=-D6 cos coLt,

where D is the atomic electric dipole operator (odd) and £ is the amplitude of
the light wave,
/0

d\

„)•

Hd

(211)

We assume d = (e\D\g) real. Let us put
Wj =-dC

(2.12)

,

where coj is a frequency characterizing the strength of the coupling
/0 1\
/0
F= CJ, cos coT ? I
1 = 5^;,
-

e-'wlA

/0
l+jw,!
.

e' w L f \
I.

(2.13)

Interaction representation:
e'(wo~wlX

/0

/0

e ' ( a ; o + "L) f \

(2.14)
Spin-| representation: A fictitious spin-£ cJ can be associated with any
two-level system,
k>-H+>,

l£>-H->,

-^a-jw0-^co0dz ,

V-^•2co1 cos

0JLt6x.
(2.15)
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Ha -*• Larmor precession of c$ around a magnetic field "TSQ parallel to Oz and
such that OJ0 = —7cSo (7 : gyromagnetic ratio). V-*- Larmor precession of c5
around a magnetic field ^Bj cos cj L r parallel to Ox and such that 2ojj = — 7 ^ 1 .
Rotating wave approximation (r.w.a.). ISi cos o>L r may be decomposed into two right and left circular components of amplitude B1 = |<T8j (decomposition of Finto Vt, and F 2 in (2.13)). r.w.a. amounts to keep only the component rotating around ^SQ in the same sense as c5. Mathematically, we keep only Vi since V2 is rapidly oscillating in interaction representation (see (2.14)).
When doing r.w.a., we neglect Bloch-Siegert type shifts (which are very small
in optical range) and which are due to F 2 . Note that we do not exclude "light
shifts" produced by V\ when the irradiation is quasi-resonant:
F < IcoL -OIQ\<U}Q (see next paragraph).
Reference frame QXYZ rotating at coL around Oz = OZ (fig. 9). In OXYZ,
i?l becomes static and parallel to OX. The Larmor precession around OZ is reduced from COQ to CJQ — OJ L . Finally, the spin S in this new reference frame
only sees two static fields: BQ parallel to OZ and proportional to co0 — coL,
and Bi parallel to OX and proportional to co^. Physical interpretation of coj:
Rabi nutation frequency of the spin at resonance (BQ = 0).

Fig. 9.
Summary. We have now a geometrical representation of the internal energy
of the atom (precession around Bo), of the coupling with the laser (precession
around B\). The problems which remain are: How to describe spontaneous
emission (i.e. the coupling with the empty modes of the quantized electromagnetic field)? How to compute LF(t), 9(CJ) ... (i.e. the detection signals)?
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2.2.2. Quantum treatment of the laserfield"dressedatom"approach[5-8]
(i) Definition of the "dressed atom". Total isolated system atom + impinging photons interacting together. (Physical picture of an atom surrounded by
photons and interacting with them.)
(ii) Hamiltonian of the dressed atom. (We replace the two-level atom by the
equivalent fictitious spin 5.)
H-HSB^

+ V,

Ha = u>0Sz,

HUsei = co L a + a,

V=XSx(a+a+),

(2.16)

where a+, a are the creation and annihilation operators of a coL photon; X is
the coupling constant; a +a + is the electric field operator (in the dipole approximation).

Fig. 10.

____
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(iii) Energy levels of the uncoupled Hamiltonian 9tQ = *z#a + 9t\aset,
(2.17)

9C0\±,n) = (±liuQ + nco1)\±,n),

where |±, n) is the atom in the + or - state in the presence of ncoL photons.
The unperturbed energy levels are represented by the dotted lines of fig. 10
which give their variation with co0, OJL being fixed. At resonance (co0 = coL)
degeneracy between pair of levels. For example at point /, the two levels
I +, n> and | —, n + 1 > are degenerate,
(iv) Coupling V,
V=\X(S+a+S_a+)

+ §X(S+«+ + S_a) ,

Vl

(2.18)

V2

where Vy couples | +, n) and | —, n + 1 > which are degenerate at resonance. The
r.w.a. amounts to neglect V2 which does not couple together these two degenerate levels. V2 couples them to very far levels,

|+,/i)l«-^Hl-,«+l)|.

|-,n-l>

(2.19)

l+,« + 2>

Multiplicities £ n + 1 , 6n, £n_\ .... The unperturbed levels group into
two-dimensional multiplicities <fn+1 = {|+, n + 1>, |—, n + 2>} , £n = {!+,«>,
I—, n + 1>}, £ „ _ ! = {l+, n — 1), |—, «>}..., each of them being degenerate at
resonance (a>0 = coL). The only non-zero matrix elements of Vy are between
the two states of such a multiplicity. So we are led to a series of two-level
problems.
(v) Energy levels of the dressed atom. The two unperturbed levels \+,n)
and I —, n + 1 > which cross in / repel each other when V is taken into account
and form an hyperbola (full lines of fig. 10). Such a hyperbola is sometimes
called "anticrossing". The minimum distance between the two branches of
the hyperbola is obtained for co0 = CJ L ,
j a = 2 < + , « | r 1 l - , « + l> = JX<+|5 + |-Xii|fl|fi + l>
= \\yfnT\~\\yfn

as

n>\.

(2.20)

^____
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Physical interpretation of \ \\[n: If at resonance (cog = <^L) o n e starts at
t = 0 from I —, n + 1 >, the probability of finding, at a later time, the system in
I +, n) is modulated at the Bohr frequency \\\Jn of the dressed atom. This
frequency is nothing but the Rabi nutation frequency of the classical approach, Finally, we get the relation
ux=\\\/n

(2.21)

between the parameters coj, X, n of the classical and quantum approaches.
(vi) Periodical structure of the energy diagram. As n > 1, the shape of the
various hyperbolas corresponding to <f n+ j, Cn, 6n_\ ... is the same. There is
a periodicity in the energy diagram when n is varied within a range An <^ n.
For a coherent state,

{An) = y/W)>\,
(An)

_J_.,

,.„.

The dispersion of n is large in absolute value, but very small in relative value.
Therefore, when the field is in a coherent state we can consider the energy
diagram of the dressed atom as periodical.
(vii) Light shifts [9—12]. They appear clearly in fig. 10. (a) Non-resonant irradiation CO'Q < coL: Unperturbed atomic frequency CO'Q = A'B'. Perturbed
atomic frequency OJ'Q = C'D' < COQ. (b) Non-resonant irradiation COQ > coL:
Unperturbed atomic frequency U>'Q =A"B". Perturbed atomic frequency

^

=

C"D">^.

Conclusion: Atomic frequencies are perturbed when atoms are irradiated
by a non-resonant light beam. The light shift is proportional to the light intensity /(near the asymptotes, A'C',B'D', A"C",B"D" are proportional to
the square of the matrix element of V, i.e. to n, i.e. to / ) , provided that a>j
is not too large (coj < |w 0 - w L |) so that the hyperbola is near its asymptotes. The sign of the light shifts is the same as the sign of co0 — coL. Note
that this light shift can be observed only if one irradiates the spin-j system
with a second probing RF field.
(viii) Bloch-Siegert shifts [13,14]. We take V2 into account by perturbation theory. Due to the non-resonant V^ coupling of | +, n) to | —, n — 1 >
which is far below | +, n), the | +, n) level (dotted line in fig. 11) is shifted
upward to a new position (interrupted line). Due to the non-resonant V2
coupling of I —, n + 1 > to I +, M + 2} which is far above I —, n + 1 >, the
I —,« + 1 > state (dotted line) is shifted downward to a new position (inter-
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Fig. 11.

rupted line). It follows that the crossing point /between I +, n) and I - , n + 1 >
is shifted from I to J.J is the centre of the anticrossing which appears when
the coupling induced by V^ between the two displaced levels is introduced.
/ / is the Bloch-Siegert shift, of the order of w^/o; 0 , which is very simply
calculated in the dressed atom approach by elementary second order time-independent perturbation theory. Strictly speaking, we have also to take into
account the contribution of atomic levels others than e and g since the twolevel approximations break down when one considers such non-resonant processes.
2.2.3. How to treat spontaneous emission in the dressed atom approach?
2.2.3.1. Fermi's golden rule treatment. The dressed atom jumps from a stationary state | \l>a) with energy Ea to a lower state 14>p> with energy E^, emitting a
photon oj=Ea-Ep
with a probability per unit time given by |<\pa\D\ \p^)\2
where D is the atomic electric dipole operator.
Conclusion: The frequencies of the various components of the fluorescence
spectrum are the Bohr frequencies Ea - E& of the dressed atom corresponding
to allowed transitions (<\pa\D\ \pp) ¥= 0).
2.2.3.2. Application: Predicted fluorescence spectrum at resonance. In fig. 13,
we have represented in the left part the multiplicities £n+i, Cn of unperturbed

Fig. 12.
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levels, in the right part the perturbed levels | &„+{>, i *Pn) which appear when
Vy is taken into account. We suppose coL = <o0 and CJJ > Y. The allowed transitions starting from | $n+i> are represented by the wavy vertical lines in
fig. 13. The numbers indicated near each of these lines are the Bohr frequency
of the transition and the matrix element of D between the two levels of the
transition (we have put <+ \D I — > = d). All other transitions to lower levels
belonging to £ w - 1 , Cn_2 are forbidden when r.w.a. is done. For the free
atom the transition probability Y is proportional to |<+|£M->|2 = d2. For the
dressed atom, we see in fig. 13 that all allowed transitions have the same transition probability, \Y (all the matrix elements of D have the same absolute
value, \d). It follows that the total probability of emission of a photon (of
any frequency) from any level of the dressed atom is the same and equal to
\Y + \Y = \Y. All levels of the dressed atom have the same natural width \Y.

Fig. 13.

Conclusion: One predicts three lines in the fluorescence spectrum. For coL,
the total probability i s ^ r + j r ^ r . The transitions connect two levels of
natural width \Y. It follows that the half-width of the component coL is
5 (j T + 5 T) = j T. For coL ± coj, the total probability is \ Y. Same half-width
as the coL component since all levels have the same natural width \Y.
We have represented in fig. 14 the three lines at coL, CJ L + coj, OJL — coj
with the same half-width \Y, the height of the central component being two
times greater than the one of the two sidebands. Although qualitatively correct, this prediction is not quantitatively exact as we will show later.
Remark: What happens for w L ¥= co0? From fig. 10 one predicts one component at o L (transitions E'D' and C'F'), one component at OJ'Q (transition
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Fig. 14.

C'D'), one component at 2coL — OJQ (transition E'F'). We get qualitatively the
results predicted from perturbation theory (see fig. 8), except that the atomic
frequency COQ is corrected by the light shift. We do not calculate here the
height and the width of these three components as Fermi's golden rule approach to this problem is not sufficient as shown in the next paragraph.
2.2.3.3. The difficulty of cascades. We cannot consider only a single spontaneous emission process. Let us give some orders of magnitude.
Atomic velocity ~10 3 m/sec.
Laser beam diameter ~10~ 3 m.
Transit time through the laser beam T~10~ 6 sec.
Lifetime of excited state r ~10~ 8 sec.
It follows that the average number of spontaneous emission processes for
an atom flying through the laser beam and saturated by this laser beam (spending half of its time in e) is
N~y^~5Q>\.
The situation is more exactly described by fig. 15 than by fig. 12. To simplify, we have considered only N= 3 spontaneous emission processes. In
fig. 15a, the dressed atom is cascading downwards the energy diagram, from
i//^+1 to \p*, then from i//* to </^_i, finally from ^ _ j to i//~_2 successively
emitting photons coA ~ coL — cjj, a>B ~ o>L + (J\, <oc ~ coL. Other possibilities exist, differing by the order of emission of the three photons w A , CJ B , co c
(figs. 15b, 15c) and we can make the following remarks:
(i) The three cascades represented in fig. 15 start from the same initial level
i//^+1 and end at the same final level ^_2(ii) We cannot decide which is the quantum path followed by the system.
Being interested in a precise measurement of the frequencies coA, coB, co c , we
cannot simultaneously determine their time of emission and, consequently,
their order of emission (time and frequency are complementary quantities).
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Fig. 15.

(iii) The three amplitudes are simultaneously large. This is due to the periodical structure of the energy diagram. We can find intermediate states which
approximately satisfy the conservation of energy.
Conclusion: The quantum amplitudes associated to different cascades interfere and this modifies the height and the width of the various components
of the fluorescence spectrum. (Similar difficulties are encountered when one
studies spontaneous emission from a harmonic oscillator which has also a periodical energy diagram. See ref. [2] p. 47.)
Correct way of pursuing the calculations. For all values of N, calculate the
N\ cascading amplitudes. Deduce from them the A^-fold probability distribution ! ? W (coAcjg ... cojy) for having TV* emitted photons with frequencies
coA, cog ... aijy. After several integrations, deduce from the r?W)) a reduced
one-photon probability distribution 9(co) giving the probability for any individual photon to have the frequency w, which is the measured spectral distribution.
Criticisms: This method is correct but too ambitious and too indirect. We do
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not measure the 9 ^ but 9{oS). Would it not be possible to calculate directly
9(CJ) without passing through the 3> W ? This leads us to the problem of detection signals.
3. Detection signals
3.1. Method of calculation [14,15]
We put a detecting atom in the field radiated by the resonance cell or by
the atomic beam of fig. 1. This detecting atom has a ground state a and an excited state b, separated by an energy co which can be tuned (by a magnetic
field for example). The natural width F ' of b is supposed very small so that we
can neglect spontaneous emission from b during the time 6 of observation
(T = 1/F' > 8). The precision in frequency measurement is 1/0 and is supposed
much smaller than the frequencies characterizing the radiating atoms: OJ0, F,
o>! > 1/0.
What we measure is the probability 9(0), 0) that the detecting atom is excited from a to b after a time 6. (For example, we measure a photocurrent
produced by the ionisation of the atom from its upper state b.) We repeat the
experiment for different values of co by tuning the energy difference between
a and b. 9>(CJ, 8) is proportional to the spectral distribution 9(w) of the fluorescence light. We will use perturbation theory for calculating 9(co, 6). We can
always put a neutral filter before the detecting atom in order to reduce the incident light intensity to a sufficiently low value (we avoid any saturation of
the detector). We also neglect the reaction of the detecting atoms or the radiating atoms (they are far from each other).
3.2. Hamiltonian
H=HR+HD

+ W,

(3.1)

where HR is the Hamiltonian of radiating atoms + radiation field coupled together; #£, is the Hamiltonian of the detecting atom; Wis, the - ^^interaction between the detecting atom and the radiation field (fD is the electric
dipole of the detecting atom).
Let us use interaction representation with respect toHR +HD. In this
representation, the electric field operator E(r, t) is just the Heisenberg electric
field operator of the radiating atoms + radiation field system (without detecting atoms). In this representation, W becomes
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W(i) = -[<Z> (+ V w '£- (+) (r, t) + ( j H e ^ - ^ r , t)] ,

(3.2)

where <2)(+) = 5 \b)(a\ and <T)(--) = 5 |a><6| are the raising and lowering parts of
<T> (5 = <fl|T) |Z>>is assumed to be real) and/f(+) and£"(-) are the positive and
negative frequency parts of the electric field operator E(r, t).
3.3. Calculation of 9(u, 6)
At t = 0, the density matrix p(0) of the total system in interaction representation is
p(0) =|«><«lap* ,

(3.3)

where pR is the density matrix of the radiating atoms + radiation field system.
As
(3.4)

% = -i[W(t),p],
we obtain from perturbation theory
e

e

t

f dt[w(t),P]- f at fto'[w(t), [w(t'),p(o))]-

P(0) = P ( O ) - I

0

0

0

(3.5)

We are interested in
9(oo,e) = TTRJ)\bXb\f>(d),

(3-6)

where Tr# is trace over radiating atoms + radiation field variables and Tr^j is
trace over detecting atom variables.
From (3.2), (3.3) and (3.5) the first non-zero term of (3;6) is
9(GJ, e) = TvRD

e

0

0

dt'\b)<b i [w(t)p(p) W) + W)P(O) w(t)]

d/'{e""fr-'f>£'(+>(r, t)pRE<--\r, t')

= 82TrRfdtf
0

t

Jtoj

0

+ e+ '"< f '- f )^( + )(r, t')pR E<-~\r, /)} .

(3.7)
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Fig. 16.

Changing, in the last term of (3.7), t into t' and t' into t and using (see fig. 16)
e

t

e

t'

8d

J At J dt' + J it' J dt= J dt J dt' ,
0

0

0

0

0

(3.8)

0

we get after a circular permutation of the three operators to be traced
e

9(w, 8)~f

e

dt J dr'<£(->(/\ t)E(+)(r, f')>e-'" (r - f>) .
0

(3.9)

0

We recognize the Fourier transform of the correlation function of the positive
frequency part of the electric field operator at the position r where the detector is. In (^.9), E^(r, i) and E^~\r, t') are Heisenberg operators of the radiating atoms + radiation field system. The average value is taken within the
whole quantum state of this system.
Remark: If we take into account the vectorial character of the electric
field and if we detect the light reemitted with a polarization e^, we must replace in (3.9) <£"(->(r, t)E^\r, t')) by

<(€d • E(~\r, t)Kid • Ei+\r, t'))).

(3.10)

3.4. Calculation of the total intensity of the fluorescence light
Suppose we have atoms with all frequencies GO in the detector. Integrating
(3.9) with respect to to gives a 8(t - t') function, so that the total photocurrent recorded by the detector from 0 to 6 is
e

fdco9(o>, 6) = f dt{E^Hr,t)E^(r, t)).
0

(3.11)
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The counting rate at time t, LF{i), is
LF(t) ~ <£•<->(/•, t)E^\r,

(3.12)

t)).

When polarization is taken into account, we use (3.10) with t' = t,
LF(» ~ <(id • E(-Hr, t)){td • £ ( + ) (r, f))>.

(3.13)

Conclusion: LF(t) is given by one-time averages; 9(tS) is given by twotime averages (more difficult).
Remark: For calculating LF(t), we can also take an atom with a continuum
of excited states (photoelectric effect) rather than an ensemble of atoms with
a discrete excited state b having all possible atomic frequencies co (see ref. [14]).
3.5. Expression of the signals in terms of atomic observables [16]
In Heisenberg representation, the quantum operator E(r, t) satisfies Maxwell's equation: As E(r, f) is radiated by the atomic dipole moment (we suppose the detector outside the incident laser beam), we have the following relation between operators (which may be derived from Maxwell's equation in the
same way as in classical theory):

tfMCr.O-^V^-f),

(3.14)

where r is the distance between the radiating atoms and the detector, and
/)(+) =d\e)(g\ and£>(-> =d\g)(e\ (withd = (e\D\g)) axe the raising and lowering parts of D. Neglecting the propagation time r/c, we get
9(u>) ~/df Jdt'<D^\t)Dl-\t'))e-^(t-n
0 0
LF(t)~<D<+\t)D<-\t)>,

«ed-D&(t)Xid

,

(3.15)

(3.16)

•/>(">(/))>

when we take into account polarization effects.
In terms of the fictitious spin-5 S in the rotating reference frame we can
make the substitution
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<D( + >(0Z» ( - ) (r')>-*<5 + (05-(?')>e /uj L( f -''),

(3.17)

S± = Sx±iSy.

(3.18)

where

4. Master equation treatment of spontaneous emission

4.1. General problem of the evolution of a small system coupled to a large
reservoir [4,15,17-21]
4.1.1. Formulation of the problem
A small system A, of Hamiltonian HA, is coupled by V to a large "reservoir" R, of Hamiltonian HR. Our problem is to describe the evolution of A.
Hamiltonian:
(4.1)

H = HA+HR+V.
All system variables commute with reservoir variables.
Density operator p of the total system:

£ = £[*"].

(4-2)

<G> = TrA „Gp = £ <m,a\Gp\m,a>.

(4.3)

where Tr^CTr^) is the trace over.4(^?) variables; {\m)} is an orthonormal
basis in the space of A states 6A (Latin indices foiA); {|a>} is an orthonormal basis in the space of/? states £R (Greek indices for/?).
Suppose we are interested only in system A variables: GA,
{GA) = TxA RGAp=
T)
A
A'K
A
m,a
mW

<m,a\GA\m'a')<m',a'\p\m,a)
A

(m\GA\m')8aa,

= £ (m\GA\m) Z) <m',tt|p|»i,«>.
m,m'
A
a
Fromp, operator of £A % £R, we can deduce an operator of £A,oA,
by

(4.4)
given
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(4.5)

(m'\aA\m)= TJ (m a\p\ma).
a

A

Here, aA is called the "reduced density operator" of A, obtained by "tracing
poverR"
(4.6)

P^OA=TTRP.

From (4.5) and (4.4), one deduces

<GA) = 1^i(m\GA\m'Hm'\aA\m)

= TrAGAaA .

(4.7)

tn, tn

All system averages can be done with the reduced operator aA in the CA
space. If we are interested only in A variables, it is better to try to derive an
equation of evolution of aA from (4.2), rather than solving (4.2) which is
much more complicated (as it gives also information on R),
(4.8)
The equation giving daA /dt is called "master equation of A " and describes
the evolution of A due to its coupling withi?.
It is important to realize that, although the evolution of p can be described by a Hamiltonian H, this is not in general true for aA. In other words,
it is impossible to find an hermitian operator 9CA of CA such that {Ajdt)aA
= (1/ift) [ 9 ^ , aA ]. This is due to the fact that V depends on both A and R
variables: when tracing overi? the right member of (4.2), one gets a difficult
term Tr# [ V, p] which cannot be expressed simply in terms of aA. This nonHamiltonian character of the evolution of aA introduces some irreversibility
in the behaviour of A.
In this paragraph, we try to derive a master equation for aA in conditions
where a perturbation treatment of V is possible. More precisely, we will show
that, when the correlation time TQ of the force exerted by R upon A is sufficiently short, it is possible to consider only one interaction process between
A andR during this time TQ.
These genera] considerations will then be applied in subsects. 4.2 and 4.3 to
spontaneous emission.
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4.1.2. Derivation of the master equation
Here we give the main steps of the derivation of the master equation giving
daA IAt. A certain number of approximations will be done which will be then
discussed in § 4.1.3. The results will be interpreted in § 4.1.4.
Interaction representation (all quantities in IR are labelled by a tilde).
p(f) ^p(t) = ei(HA+HR^f)p(t)e-iWA+HR^lf>,
aAW->°AW

V

= eiHAt'n°AWe~iHAtln

'

-> V(t) = eHHA +HR)tth ve-i(.HA +HR)t/n

(4.9a)

( 4 - 9b )
(4 9 ^

One can easily show from (4.9) that
aA

W = TxR P(') =* SA W

= Tr

^ P® •

(*•l°>

Equation of evolution of p{t):

^p(t) = j^[V(t),p(t)]-

(4.H)

Two hypotheses concerning the initial density operator p(0) at t = 0.
(i) p(0) factorizes
p(0) = p(0) = aA(0) 9 aR(0) .

(4.12)

(ii) a/j(0) commutes with///j,
[aJ?(0),^] = 0.

(4.13)

It follows thatCTft(O)and HR can be simultaneously diagonalized. An important example is a reservoir in thermodynamical equilibrium, in which case

oR(0)~exp{-HR/kT).

We will see in § 4.1.3 that the factorization of p(0) is not a very restrictive
hypothesis.
Iterative solution of the equation of evolution of p. Integrating (4.11), we
get
p(t) = p(0) + ^ J dt'[V(t'), pit1)].
0

(4.14)
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Introducing (4.14) in the right member of (4.11) gives the exact equation
,

1

1

ft P = 4 Wit), P(O)] + -~f

t

tt'[V(t), [V(f), Pit')]}.

(4.15)

A first hypothesis concerning V. We assume that Fhas no diagonal elements
in the basis where HR is diagonal. As aRi0) has only diagonal elements in this
basis [see (4.13)], it follows that
Tr^[a^(0)F(0] = 0 .

(4.16)

Consequently, if we trace over R the right member of (4.15), the first term
gives (with (4.12))
Tr^ [HO, P(O)] = [TxR (aR(0) K(0), aA (0)] = 0 .

(4.17)

Physical interpretation: TiR(oR(0)V(t)) is an operator of 6A which represents
the energy of A in the average potential exerted by R upon A when R is in the
state oR(0) (some sort of "Hartree potential"). So, we assume this average potential is 0. If this were not the case, it would be easy to add, in the master
equation, a commutator describing the effect of this "Hartree potential".
Finally, by tracing (4.15) over R, we get
£ oA(t) = - \ f dr' TxR [V{t), [V(t'), p(t')]].
Approximation 1: Factorization ofp(t). Introducing SA(t') =TrR
we can always write
pit') = aA(t')aRi0) + Apit').

(4.18)
pit'),
(4.19)

We insert (4.19) in (4.18) and neglect the contribution of A pit'), so that
the exact equation (4.18) is replaced by the approximate equation

H7 5A W = - \ I
*

0

dt> TlR

1^0. [Vit\ SAit')oRi0)]].

The error we have made is given by

(4.20)
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-±

fix

[ V(t), [ F(0, Ap(t')]],

(4-21)

and will be estimated in § 4.1.3.
Explicit form of V. We will assume that Fis a product (or a sum of products) of reservoir and system operators,
V = AR,

(or V= T/ APRP),

(4.22)

P

where A is an hermitian operator of CA, R an hermitian operator of £R,
(4.23)

V(t) = AW(t),
A{t) = QiHA^AQ-mAtlh

^

R(t) = e i H R t l n R e~iHRt/n

.

(4.24)

Let us insert (4.23) in (4.20), change from the variable t' to the variable
T = t — t', expand the double commutator, use the invariance of a trace in a
circular permutation. We get
d

I

~

r

~

J SA& = " " I " / dT^Tr/J ^ ( 0 ) / ? ( 0 ^ - T)]
^ 0

X {!(/)!(?-r)a,(f-r)

-^(/-T)04(t-r)A(t)}

+ hermit, conjug.

(4.25)

The reservoir only appears in the number
G(T) = Tr^ aR(0)R(t)R(t

- T) ,

(4.26)

which is a correlation function of the reservoir. G(j) only depends on T because Ojf(Q) commutes with HR . All other quantities appearing in the second
bracket of (4.25) are system operators. Eq. (4.25) is an integro-differential
equation. The rate of variation of aA at time / depends on the whole previous
story of A i.e. on aA(t — 7) with 0 < r < t.
Approximation 2: Short memory of the reservoir. We will see that G(T)-+ 0
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if r > TC, where T C is the correlation time of the reservoir. We will assume that
TC is much shorter than the characteristic time T of the system, i.e. of 5A. In
the interval of time 0 < T-£ T C where G(T) is not zero, aA(t — r) does not vary
appreciably, so that we can replace oA(t - T) by oA(t) in (4.25). If t> r c , we
can also replace the upper limit of the integral by +°°.
If we come back from the interaction representation to the Schrodinger
representation, we finally get
daA

1

\

r

X [Ae~iHAT!hAeiHATlnaA(t)

+ hermit, conjug. of the second line.

-t~iHA^A^A*l"oA(t)A]

(4.27)

For the matrix elements of aA, we get a set of coupled linear first-order differential equations with time-independent coefficients.
If we skip the index A for aA, and if we take the basis of eigenstates of HA,
(4.27) may be written as

£°0=-HV£JWI»'

(4-28)

where co,y = (£",- - Ej)jfi is a Bohr frequency of A, and the Rjjim are time-independent coefficients which can be calculated from (4.27) and which will be
explicited and discussed in § 4.1.4.
Approximation 3: Secular approximation. In absence of damping a,y and
O[m evolve at frequencies co^- and co /m . Let F be the order of magnitude of
the coupling coefficientsRjjim. If F <k\coi}- - co ?m |, we can neglect the coupling between a^ and a / m , the error being of the order of | r/(ojtj — ojlm ) K 1 .
The argument for proving this point is the same as in perturbation theory: the
coupling Vob induced by V between two states |a> and \b) of energies Ea and
Eb has a small effect if | Vab \ < \Ea - Eb \. Finally, with the secular approximation, (4.28) may be written as
(4.29)
with | cjlm — coy | < F.
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4.1.3. Discussion of the approximations
Correlation time of the reservoir. Let us explicit the correlation function
G(T) given in (4.26). Introducing an orthonormal basis {|a>} of eigenstates of
Hf( [in which aR is diagonal according to (4.13)], and putting
(4.30)

Pa=<*\oR(0)\a)
(probability for the reservoir R to be in state a),

(4.31)
(Bohr frequency of the reservoir), we get
G(r)= E

p(a)|<a|J?|/3>|V u V

= /dco^(co)e'"r,

(4.32)

where
* ( « ) = TJ p(a) \(a\R |/?>|2 5(w - «
a/3

).

(4.33)

p

We see therefore that G(T) -> 0 if T > r c where r c is the inverse of the
width of g-(co); r c is the correlation time of the reservoir. The force exerted
by R upon A is a random force with a memory characterized by T C .
The larger the width of g(co), the shorter the correlation time T C .
Parameter v characterizing the strength of the coupling between A andR.
To characterize this coupling, we can first take the average of Fin the initial
state p(0),
Tr^ p(0) V= T r ^ o ^ O ) ^ aR(0) V) ,

(4.34)

which is equal to 0 according to (4.16). So we take the average of V2 and we
put, using (4.22),
" 2 = TrAR P(°) V2 = (TrA °A(0)A2)(7rR

aR(0)R2)

.

(4.35)

Order of magnitude of the damping time T. Suppose the condition of validity of (4.27) is fulfilled. What is the order of magnitude of the coefficient F of
o^W? ( r = 1/7.) We can take
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G(T) « G(O)e~T/rC « (Tr aR(O)R2)e-rlTC

.

(4.36)

On the other hand,
A e~mA TlhA siHA rl* a (Tr aA (0)A 2)e'"<>T ;

(4.37)

where COQ is a typical Bohr frequency of A, so that we finally have
00

r ~-L J
ft20

dT(Tr aR(0)R2)(Ji

aA(0)A2)e~TlTC

e /w o*

u2
1

V2TC

*-2 — h
•
n21 +«o»c

(4 - 38)

Neglecting COQ T^ in the denominator gives an upper value of F,
u2rr
T<—-.

n2

(4.39)

Condition of validity of approximation 2. This condition is, as we have
mentioned above, that the characteristic time of evolution of aA, i.e. T= 1/F,
must be much longer than TC,
T=l/r>Tc.

(4.40)

Using (4.39), we see that we must have
v2r2
< 1.

(4.41)

h2
The condition VTC/h < 1 means that the effect of the coupling between A and
R during the correlation time TQ of/? is very small.
Condition of validity of approximation 1. Taking the time derivative of
(4.19) and using(4.15) and (4.18) we get the following equation of evolution

for Ap(t):
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f Ap =±: [V(t\ p(0)] - \ f dt'[V(t), [V(t'), Pit')]]
% o

~ \ °RWT*R J * ' [ ? « . t^')> PtO]] •

(4-42)

*
0
We can integrate (4.42) and introduce the value so obtained for Ap"into
eq. (4.21) which gives the error introduced by approximation 1. As we expect
this correction to be small, we only need an approximate expression Ap, so
that we will replace in the right member of (4.42) p(t') by aA(t')aR(0). We
assume that the average value of an odd number of operators R is zero [generalization of (4.16)], so that the first term of the right member of (4.42) does
not contribute. We will not explicit the contribution of the last two terms of
(4.42). But it is easy to see that they will lead to corrections of the damping
coefficients F given by triple integrals of four V operators. The order of
magnitude of these triple integrals is
U 4 Tp

V2Tr U2Tp

U 2 7p

—T=—r -T~r—;L<r
n4
n2 h2
n2

(4.43)

according to (4.41). These corrections represent the effect of more than one
interaction occuring during the correlation time r c . So, if approximation 2 is
justified, approximation 1 is also justified.
We see also that we can forget Ap(t') in (4.19) since keeping this term in
(4.18) does not appreciably change the master equation. So, it is a good approximation to consider that the density matrix factorizes at each time in
oA(t)OR(0), SO that hypothesis 1 assuming such a factorization at t = 0 is not
very restrictive. We must not forget however that, even when replacing p(t')
by 5A(t')oR(Q) in (4.18), we take into account the correlations which appear
between A and R in the interval {t\ t). Because of the correlation function
G(T) of/?, this interval is in fact limited to {t - TC, t), so that the master
equation derived above includes the effect of the correlations appearing between A and R during a time r c . A and R cannot remain correlated during a
time longer than TQ.
To summarize, the condition of validity of the master equation (4.27) is
(4.41) which means that the correlation time r c of the reservoir is so small
that the effect of the coupling between A and R during r c is very small and
can be treated by perturbation theory. Eq. (4.27) describes the effect on A of
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a single interaction process with/? occurring during the correlation time T C .
From (4.42) we can, by iteration, calculate the effect of multiple interaction
processes occurring during TC, an effect which is smaller by a factor v2T^/h2.
We finally note that the order of magnitude of P is not v/fi, but v2Tc/n2
= (v/fi)vTc/h, which is smaller than v/ti by a factor vrc/fi. This means that the
fluctuations ofR are so fast, that their effect on .4 is reduced by a "motional
narrowing" factor which is precisely VTC/ti.
4.1.4. Explicit form of the master equation. Physical interpretation
4.1.4.1. Simplification. To simplify, we will assume that .4 has discrete nondegenerate energy levels and that the distance between any two pairs of levels
is large compared to the damping coefficients P,
|cojy|>r

when/*/.

(4.44)

In this case, because of the secular approximation, the diagonal elements au,
i.e. the populations of energy levels of A, are only coupled to themselves, and
not to the off-diagonal elements of a,

(4.45)

&°*=VRmoff.

An off-diagonal element atj which corresponds to a non-degenerate Bohr frequency cj,y of A (i.e. no other Bohr frequency OJW exists with | coy — cow | ^ P)
is only coupled to itself. Only off-diagonal elements corresponding to the same
Bohr frequency (within P) are coupled together.
4.1.4.2. Rate equations for the populations. Pauli equations. Let usfirstcalculate the coefficient Ritii (coupling of ai{ to itself). Starting from the second
line of (4.27), taking the matrix element of the two operators between \i)
and </|, keeping only the contribution of a,-,, and using expression (4.32) of
G(T), we get
oo

Rim = -

T /

d T G ( T ) ( ? A u A i i e ' " ' / T - A u A i i \ + h e r m i t - con J' u s-

oo

= - \ E £ Epte)!^! 2 !^/ / e/("^+CJ^dr
+ hermit, conjug.

(4.46)
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(Note that the term / = i disappears.) Now we use
f e / t J T dT= lim f e / ( w + / e ) T dT= lim —L^-= i9 -+7r5(co) .
(4.47)
As all other quantities are real, the contribution of the principal part
i!?[l/(aj a p + W/;)] vanishes when we add the hermitian conjugate and we get

«„,-,- Sr,,,,
with
T/W = | S

P(a)

£

| (at I F||3/> I2 5 (£-Q/

- E0l),

(4.48)

where Eaj {E^ is the unperturbed energy of the combined state \ai){ ||3/>) of
the total system A+R and where we have used (4.22).
r,-^; has a very simple interpretation. It represents the transition rate (given
by Fermi's golden rule) of the total system^ +R from the initial state |a, />,
weighted by the probability p(a) of finding the reservoir R in the state \a), to
any final state Ij3, /> where A is in the state /, the S function expressing the energy conservation for the total system^ +R. In other words, r,_^ is the probability per unit time that A makes a transition from 10 to | /> under the effect
of the coupling with R.
Let us now calculate Rti^- (coupling of au to Ojj) A calculation similar to
the previous one gives
Riif/ = rM-

<4-49>

Finally we get for d# (Pauli's equations)

*« = -(/5 r "H + /§ r " 0 //-

(4-50)

Physical interpretation: the population of level |/> decreases because of transitions from |/> to other levels |/>, and increases because of transitions from other levels t/> to |/>.
In steady state, the populations of two levels Nj and Nj usually satisfy
^rM=NfrM.

(4.5i)
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The number of transitions from |/> to \j) must compensate the number of transitions from |/> to |i>.
Particular case of a reservoir R in thermodynamic equilibrium at T. In this
case, we have

£W a e -e* a -*,*r.

(452)

Let us write (4.48) in the following way

riW = f ? ^ pm P ©

l<aiM(u>\2s(Eai-

V-

<4-53>

But, because of the 6 function which expresses that Ea + E{ = E^ + Et, i.e. that
Ea- Ep = E[- Ej, we have
EM

= e -(E a -E^/kT = e-u;rEj)lkr

.

(4 54)

We can therefore take p(a)/p(/3) out of ^a^e and obtain, after some rearrangements,

= e-% f f .* r r^..

(4.55)

In other words,
e -/r,/w r

^^

= e-Et/kT r

^

(4 56)

Comparing (4.56) and (4.51), we see that when the system^ reaches a steady
state, the population of any level i is proportional to ex.p(-Ej/kT). By interacting with a reservoir R in thermodynamic equilibrium at temperature T, the
small system A itself reaches the thermodynamic equilibrium.
4.1.4.3. Evolution of an off-diagonal element of a corresponding to a non-degenerate Bohr frequency. We have only to calculate R^y. The calculations are
similar to the previous ones and give

V-Hffv-(ri/

+f-#)v

(4-57)
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where F,y is the damping rate of a^\ A,y is a shift of the energy separation between | i) and |/>. Let us first give the expressions of F,y. One finds that r,y is
the sum of a "non-adiabatic" and of an "adiabatic" contribution,
1-1 _ pnon-adiab J. i-*adiab

ij~

H

if

(A CQ\

'

14.38J

where

pnon-adiab - I [ S r w + j D l ^ ] .

(4.59)

pjion-a la j s j^jf o £ ^ s u m Qf ^ t o t a j transition rates from i to levels / other than i, and from / to levels m other than /. F,y a is given by

X {||<aiI F|/3/>|2 +1|<a/|F|/3/>| 2 - <ai| Fl/J/X/S/I K|ey» .

(4.60)

The first term of the bracket of (4.60) represents the destruction of "coherence" between / and; due to an "elastic collision" with/? during which
A+R transits from \ai) to |0/>(this "collision" is "elastic" becauseEa = E0)
(see fig. 17a). Similarly, the second term of the bracket of (4.60) represents
the effect of elastic collisions |a/>-> l/3/>(fig. 17b). The last term represents a
"restitution of coherence" due to elastic collisions which transfer a linear superposition of \<xi) and |a/> to a linear superposition of |j3/> and |j3/> (fig. 17c).
The transitions which appear in rR on " adiab are such that E0^Ea
contrary
to the transitions which appear in r ? d i a b for which Ea = E0. This is the origin
||3i>

|ai>

laj>

|ai>

laj>

(a)

~* l3j>

(b)
Fig. 17.

|ai>

|(3i>

laj>

lpj>

(c)
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of the denominations adiabatic and non-adiabatic. When the diagonal elements
of the A operator appearing in V = AR are zero, rf?izb = 0.
Let us now come to Ay. We find
Aij = Ai-Ar

(4.61)

V,SSS^Jf^.
lap
tcci~E01

(4.62)

with

Here A,- is a second order shift due to virtual transitions of the total system
A+R from state \a, /> (weighted by p(a)) to all other states |0, />. The singularity of the energy denominator for Eai = E^i is eliminated by the principal
part.
4.1.4.4. Evolution of a set of off-diagonal elements of a corresponding to a
degenerate Bohr frequency. We find

air-iuifoif~{r.,

+ i-fjo.. +

7:rkHifakl,

(4.63)

with I co w — aijj | ^ F. We have already given P^- and A,y. We have for r w _ j y

rkHij = | S S p(a)W V\ak)(al\ VW>8 (Eak - Effj) .

(4.64)

Here r ^ ^ y corresponds to "collisions" with R (not elastic as Ea- Ep^ 0)
which transfer a coherent superposition of \ak) and |a/> to a coherent superposition of ||3/> and |0/>(fig. 18).

Fig. 18.
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4.2. Application to spontaneous emission. General considerations [20/
4.2.1. What is A? What is R?
A is an atom. R is the quantized electromagnetic field which has an infinite
number of degrees of freedom (infinite number of "modes").
4.2.2. What is V?
E= £
DE.,
a=x,y,z

V=-D

(4.65)

where D is the atomic dipole moment operator; if is the electric field operator
evaluated at the position r of the atom (taken at the origin r = 0);
Ea(t) =

E^\t)+E^\t),

where E^ is the positive frequency part of Ea in interaction representation

^ +)(f)a ?«.S* e - c * fl *« e " lw ' >

(4-66)

where z is one of two unit vectors E, Z perpendicular to k (z • z' = 0), k being
the wave vector.
£t =/ 1 /
'
akz

(Z-3 = quantization volume) ,

(4.67)

ZeQL

(flJt£) ' s ^ e annihilation (creation) operator of one photon kz,
(4.68)

4.2.3.

WhatisaR(0)?
oR(0) = 10X01

where 10> = vacuum state .

(4.69)

In the vacuum, there is no photon present. All modes are empty. In this state,
the reservoir R, i.e. the quantized electromagnetic field, can be considered as
in thermodynamic equilibrium at temperature T = 0.
As 10> is an eigenstate of HR, condition (4.13) is fulfilled.
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As Tr akt oR(0) = <0|^ £ |0> = 0 = <O|4 £ 10), we have TrR(VoR(0))
and condition (4.16) is fulfilled.

=0

4.2.4. Correlation time of the reservoir
Let us calculate
Gab(r) = Tr oR(0)Ea(t)Eb(t

-r) = <O\E~a(t)Eb(t - T)|0> .

(4.70)

Using (4.65), (4.66) and (4.68), we immediately get

Summation over the two unit vectors E, E': Using the completeness relation
for the three orthonormal vectors E, Z, K = k/k, we get
€aeb+e'ae'b+KaKb=5ab>

so that

t

P

l k

eaeb=eaeb+e'ae'b=8ab-KaKb=8ab

~^

•

( 4 - 71 >

Transformation from a discrete sum to an integral:

S = -^— fd3k = -£— [dV. k2 dk .
*

(2ii)3j

(4.72)

(2TT) 3 J

Summation over angles:

J^{bab-Kj^)=Kb-

(4-73)

Finally, we get
(4.74)
We see that the correlation time of the "vacuum fluctuations" is extremely
short, certainly shorter than the optical period l/co0 of the atomyl,
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rc < l/to0 .

(4.75)

4.2.5. Order of magnitude of the damping coefficient F. Validity of the master
equation
Calculating F by Fermi's golden rule, we find that
r/coQ~a3,

(4.76)

where u>0 is the optical frequency and a = e2/47re0ftc = 1/137 is the fine
structure constant. Comparing (4.75) and (4.76), we see that the damping
time T= I IT satisfies
T=l/r>l/uo>TC.

(4.77)

As the damping time is much longer than the correlation time, this shows that
the master equation can be used for describing spontaneous emission.
4.2.6. Some important relations satisfied by the i y ^
As R is in the ground state |a> = 10>, all other states | j3> which are connected to |a> by Fhave a higher energy. These states correspond to one photon in
a given mode |3> = \kz),
(4.78)

E0-Ea>O.

Consequently, the atom^l can only go from a state \i) to another state |/>
such that

El-Ej=Ea-Ep<0.

(4.79)

Therefore
1^ =0

if

Ej-E.X).

(4.80)

By spontaneous emission, an atom can only decay to lower states. The steady
state corresponds to the atom in the ground state (thermodynamic equilibrium at T = 0). For the same reason [see expression (4.64)]
r«^

=°

if

Et-E^Ej-E^Q.

(4.81)

As D is an odd operator, it has no diagonal elements in the atomic basis and
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r|. d i a b = 0 .
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(4.82)

4.2.7. Signification of the A,A,- is the "Lamb shift" of level i due to the coupling of the atom to the
electromagnetic field. We will not consider here the problem of the renormalization of the Aj-'s, and will suppose that the A,-'s are incorporated in the atomic
Hamiltonian. Let us just remark that we have not used r.w.a. and that the master equation approach gives simultaneously the Lamb shifts of the two states e
and,? of an atomic transition. This is not the case in the Wigner-Weisskopf approach where the Lamb shift of the final state is more difficult to derive.
4.3. Explicit form of the master equation describing spontaneous emission in
some particular cases
4.3.1. Two-level atom. Ee-Eg = hu0
Let us put: Ye_g = Y. We have seen that Yg^e = 0 and that Y^hb
that the master equation can be written
bee =

-Vaee '

*« = r°ee '

deg =

= 0, so

~ ' w 0 °eg ~ ^Vaeg '

V = < V = '"0 V - * r V •

<4-83)

Spontaneous emission is sometimes described by a "non-hermitian Hamiltonian" obtained by just adding an imaginary term, —\ iT, to the unperturbed
energy of e. Let us remark that it is impossible, with such an approach, to
derive the second equation (4.83) which describes the transfer of atoms from
etog.
If we consider the fictitious spin \S associated with this two-level problem,
we have
<5z> =

i(aee-ffgf)>

<-V = ( V

<S-)

= aeg>

<4-84>

so that the master equation can also be written as
<Sz> = -r«5' 2 > + i ) ,

<5 ± >=-|r<,S 1± >±/a; 0 <5 ± >.

(4.85)

We have used aee + a™ = 1 for the first equation. This equation means that
<S2> reaches its steady state value, —\, corresponding to the spin in the I —>
state, with a rate Y. The second equation means that <5±> are damped to zero
with a rate \ Y.

J78
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4.3.2. Harmonic oscillator
As the matrix elements of D = eX are non-zero only between two adjacent
states |«> and \n — 1 > and are proportional to \Jn, we have
(4.86)
where

2

:

1

:
fcj0

0

::
Fig. 19.

As the levels are equidistant, we have a coupling between ap(. and amn
when p - q = m - n. Using (4.64), we immediately find that rpq^mn is proportional to the product of the matrix elements of X between p and m, and
between q and n. Furthermore, as m must be lower than p, we have

Fig. 20.
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(4-87)

^ " . ^ " - . P - I ' M - I -

Finally, we get the following master equation:
dn,n

=-"ra»,«+("+1)ran+1>/l+1)

-\{m

+n)TomiH +y/(m + 1)(« + l ) r a m + 1 > | | + 1 .

(4.88)

We now show from (4.88) that the mean energy (H) — \hu,{a), <a+> are
damped with rates equal to T,\Y,\F, respectively.
Evolution of (H) — \hoi =ftwS"_Qnan n. Using (4.88), we get
(4.89)
But
oo

S

oo

«(»+ Do n+1>n+1 = S [(it +1) 2 - (!• + 0 K + 1 ) / I + 1
oo

oo

= S(«2_ w ) % =S(« 2 -«)a n n ,
so that

which may be written as
^•«fl>-ift«) = -r((fl>-J*«)Evolution of <a+> = S~=1 y/naff_l

. Using (4.88), we get

(4-90)
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+r [ ~

£ ^ - D V ^ V ^ + X/ ns/iTTl a nn+1 ] . (4.91)

But,
oo

oo

oo

S " v ^ r i ^ ^ ^ S «v^n"ann+1= E («-Dv^a w _ ln .
The second line of (4.91) can therefore be written as
oo

- r £ yfto^

oo

[i(2« -1) -(« -1)] = -\v S V ^ V J .
i

Finally, we have
^•(a + > = ( i « 0 - J r ) < « + > ,

(4.92a)

and consequently

£-te> = (-iw o -ir)<«>.

(4.92b)

As <X> and </*> are linear combinations of {a> and <a+>, we also conclude
that {X) and CP> are damped by spontaneous emission to zero with a rate \T.
These results clearly show the importance of the coupling coefficients
F m + 1 n+\-+m>n- If we forget these terms in (4.88), we are tempted to consider
that amn is damped with a rate \ (m + n)F. Such a mistake would lead us to
the prediction that, the higher the initial excitation of the oscillator, the faster
is the damping of (X). In fact the coherence which leaves the couple of states
m + 1, n + 1 is not lost; it is transferred partially to m, n and this explains why
the damping of (X) is independent of the initial excitation, and consequently
why the spectral distribution of the light emitted by the oscillator has a width
F independent of the initial state.
4.3.3. Dressed atom of § 2.2.3
We come back to the dressed atom studied in § 2.2.3, and we study what
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happens for a strong resonant irradiation (w L = a>0, coj > F). What we have
neglected in § 2.2.3.2 is the transfer of coherence from one pair of levels to
another one corresponding to the same Bohr frequency, o>0 + u>x, w 0 ,
<o0 — co\. As we suppose coj > F we can, because of the secular approximation, neglect any coupling between COQ and OJQ ± w j , 6J0 + c^j and COQ - OJJ .
The important transfers are represented below (fig. 21). The numbers near the
arrows are the matrix elements of D between the two connected levels which
may be calculated from the wave functions given in fig. 13. Remember that

T=[(g\D\e)]2~(P.

Let us recall that we have established that the total transition rate from any
level is the same and equal to \ F. So the rate of disparition of any coherence
is \{\ F + 5 F) = \ F. Let us now calculate the transfer of coherence corresponding to figs. 21a,b,c,d, and which were neglected above in § 2.2.3. We have just
to multiply the two numbers shown near the arrows for a given transfer and
use d2 ~ F.
If we put

<*>!*# = <£.,

(4-93)

we get

Fig. 21.
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% * -3F <C-! = -'(«o - « i > C - i - * r C - i - *r°«+i.».'

fig. d - £ a--_x = -^ o a--_! - *ro—_! + Jr<: i>B + \To-ln .
Subtracting the two last equations, we get

5 " ( C - i - <Wl> = ( - / w 0 "ir)(<C_! - a~_!> •

(4.94)

(4.95)

Let us now use eqs. (4.94) and (4.95) for determining the damping rates of
the components of <D> oscillating at co0 + coj, co0 — coj, co. We get for the
negative frequency parts
<Z)(to0 + c o 1 ) > = - ^ E a ; - n _ 1 ,

<O(w0-«1)>=-JdEa-+_1,

<Z?(a;0)> = | d E « • ; _ ! - a " ; _ x ) .

(4.96)

Using (4.94), we immediately find for the damping

»-i r S <;-i

t4")

and in the same way

^C^-IrZ)^.

(4.98)

From (4.97), (4.98), (4.95) and (4.96) we conclude that the damping rate of
<D(co0 + a>1)>is |T; that of (D(u0 - c^)) is | r , and that of <D(co0)> is £l\
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We see now that the spectrum given in fig. 14 is not quantitatively correct:
the two sidebands have a width which is not equal to 2 X §F = F but to
2 X \T = f F. As the height is inversely proportional to the width, we see that
the height must be reduced by a factor ( ^ r ) / ( | r ) = | . So the two sidebands
have a half-width f F and a height three times smaller than the height of the
central component.
We will derive again this result in a next section by calculating the correlation function of the dipole. But we see how the transfer of coherences in the
master equation approach can describe the effect of interferences between
cascades discussed in § 2.2.3.
4.3.4. Atomic transition between two states e and g of angular momentum Je
and Jg [9,10,22]
The atomic density matrix has the following form:

Fig. 22.

The Zeeman sublevels of a are called \Je, me) ( - / e < me <Je), those of g are
called \Jg, mj (-Jg <mg< Jg); ag is a (2Jg + 1) X (2Jg + 1) matrix, ae a
( 2 / e + 1) X (2Je + 1) matrix; a^ has 2Je + 1 rows and 2Jg + 1 columns;
age ~ aeg- The diagonal elements ameme and omgmg of ae and ag are the populations of the Zeeman sublevels of e andg. The off-diagonal elements omem'e
and amgm< ofoe and ag are called "Zeeman coherences".
oeg consists only of off-diagonal elements aM ™ which are called "optical
coherences". Because of the secular approximation (COQ > F), a e is only coupled to ae and not to a^ (ae is not coupled to og because Fg_+e = 0; see
(4.80)); ag is coupled to ae, a^ is coupled to aeg.
Because V is a sum of products of atomic and field operators (see (4.65))
we must replace in (4.27) G(f) by Gab(r) and the two A operators by Da and
Db and sum over a and b. But as Gflj contains 5ab (see (4.74)), we have just to
add a subscript a to the two D operators and to sum over a.
(i) Damping of ae. From the previous remark and eq. (4.27), we get for the
damping term of ae
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"^

=

"^? /

GaaWe»aPge-iHATlhDa*iHATlhpe°e^

+ hermit, conj.,

(4.99)

where Pe and Pg are the projectors into e and g. Using
P eTiHATlhD
eiHATlnP
= e ' O J o T /> D P
g
a
e
g a e '
Pee-iHATlftDa

e+'HAT^Pe

- e~'"o^PeDaP

,

(4.100)

(we suppose that e and g are degenerate, i.e. that there is no magnetic field),
we get

lt°e = - ^ f

GaaWeDaPgDaPe

otft*** dr

+ hermit, conjug.

(4.101)

Gm(r) does not depend on a (see (4.74)). The operator 2aPeDaPgDaPe is
obviously scalar in the e space (the scalar product 'EaDgDa is scalar andi^ is
also scalar). One easily finds
^PeDaPgDaPe

= 2/^7 l<e"^>l2^ •

(4^02)

where <e\\D \\g) is the reduced matrix element of D between e and g.
Using expression (4.74) of G^T), integrating over T, we get
(4-103)

-i=-Ve-+g°e>
where V is a number given by (q is the charge of the electron: D = qr),

eg

Ti eQ\2Je+l/

(2?rc)3

(4.104)

We note that all matrix elements of ae are damped at the same rate. This is
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due to the isotropy of spontaneous emission. The atom interacts with all modes
of the electromagnetic field, having all wave vectors and all polarizations.
(ii) Damping of Ogg. We always start from (4.27) and get

• ^ = -'"0°, " i ? / W W e ^^We^dr
"

0

oo

-^•S /

(4.105)

o^PgDaPeDaPgG^(r)e~^ordT,

from which we derive, using (4.74), (4.102) and (4.104),

5?a«-H«o-liV^

(4.106)

(remember we have included the Lamb shift in HA ).
(Hi) Evolution ofog. The same calculations give
oo

£ °g = £ cf ^ ? Gfla(T)i>^fl/>e ^ W

clW°T

+ hermit, conjug.,

(4.107)

which can be transformed into
oo

| - (^ = \ (92 e /

G(r)e'"or dT) ^ Pg£)flPe °eWeDaPg

• ( 4 - 108 )

If we introduce the standard components of Z>,
/?+1=-V/[(^x+^>,),

DQ=DZ,

D_l=y/k(Dx-iDy),

(4.109)

we can write

(4.110)
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Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem,
(Je, me\Dq\Jg, mj =-j=j==-{e\\D\\gXJe, me\Jg, 1, mg, q),

(4.111)

where
<Je, me\Jg, \,m,q)
is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, we get after simple calculations
dr amgmg

X

e^g

q=tit0>+l

ame=mg+q,m'e=mg+q

<Je' mg+q Vg> l' mg> «)<Je> m'g + 1 Vg> l> m'g> ^ •

^A

Fig. 23.
The different arrows represent Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, the product of
which appears in the transfer coefficients.
Examples. (i)Je= l-+Jg = 0 transition (we put F = ^e-*g)

Fig. 24.

12>
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do

(4.113)
(ii) Je = \ -*• Jg = 5 transition

e

9
Fig. 25.
do

J

^ ^ _ = r(|ai_ + l< + ),
^of_=-r|a^_.

(4.114)

Here again, note the isotropy of spontaneous emission. Populations of ag
are only coupled to populations of ae, Zeeman coherence of ag is only coupled to Zeeman coherence of ae.
Remarks, (i) If g is not the ground state, the transfer from e to g described
by eq. (4.112) remains unchanged. In (4.103), re_g must be replaced by
Fe = -ZjT^j, and in (4.106) by \ (Ye + Tg) where 1^ = S , ^ , .
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(ii) The master equation describing spontaneous emission can be expanded
on a set of irreducible tensor operators [22].
4.3.5. Angular momentum. Connection with superradiance [20]
Let us consider an ensemble of 27V identical atoms. If Sj is the fictitious
spin-j associated with atom /, the atomic Hamiltonian Ha may be written as
#a=£"05z=w05z>

(4- 1 1 5 )

with
2iV

(4.116)

S = T/S..

It looks like the Hamiltonian of angular momentum S in a static magnetic
field parallel to Oz. Suppose now that the 27V atoms are in a volume small
compared to the cube of the wavelength. As we can neglect the variations of
exp(/fc • Rj) from one atom to another the interaction Hamiltonian of these
27V atoms with a mode of the electromagnetic field may be rewritten as
V~lD(Si+a + Sia+) = S+a+S_a+.

(4.117)

i

It looks like the interaction Hamiltonian of angular momentum S with the
same electromagnetic field. Suppose that we start with all atoms in the upper
state. The initial state is the completely symmetric vector
I++, ...+>= \J=2N,M = J).

(4.118)

27V
As # a and V are symmetric, the state vector remains completely symmetric
at any later time, i.e. remains in the / = 27V subspace. We have therefore the
following simple result: Spontaneous emission from a system of 27V identical
atoms, initially excited and contained in a volume small compared to X3 is a
problem mathematically equivalent to the spontaneous emission of an angular
momentum J = IN starting from its upper level \J,M- J). Applying the general expressions (4.48) and (4.64) we get for an angular momentum / = 27V
TM->N = TdN,M-l

WJ

+

0 - M(M - 0 ] '

(4-119>
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Fig. 26.
rPQ-*MN =

r8M,P-l5N,Q-l

X y/[J(J + 1) -P(P - 1)] [J(J + 1) - Q(Q - 1)] ,

(4.120)

where P is a constant. We will not write down the master equation in such a
case (let us just mention that </_.) and </+> are not eigenvectors of this equation), but we will restrict ourselves to a qualitative discussion. According to
(4.119), we see that, whenM~J=2N,
TM^M-\~TJ~2NT-

(4-121)

At the beginning of the decay of the 2N atoms, the decay rate is proportional
to 2N. When M ~ 0, i.e. when half of the initial excitation has been radiated,
we see from (4.119) that
TM^M-1~TJ2~AN2V-

(4-122)

The radiation rate is considerably higher. Finally, when M = —/, all atoms are
in the lower state and the system does not radiate any longer.
We expect therefore that, as a function of time, the radiation is not emitted
at a constant rate, but as a short burst.
The total area under the curve of fig. 27 is of course proportional to N (initial total energy). As the height of the maximum is proportional to W2, we expect that the width of the superradiant pulse is proportional to 1/N.
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Fig. 27.
5. Master equation describing the interaction with a light beam in two
particular cases

5.1. Coherent monochromatic light beam
5.1.1. How to describe spontaneous emission in presence of a light beam
Let us come back to figs. 13 and 21. If coj <UQ, we can, when we calculate the trpnsition rate between two levels of the dressed atom, consider that
the density of final states of the spontaneously emitted photons is the same
for the three frequencies co0, o>0 + cjj, COQ - ^ i • From (4.74), we see that
this density is proportional to co3, so that this approximation is equivalent to
CJ 3 ~(CO 0 + UJ 1 ) 3 ~ ( c o Q - c o 1 ) 3 ,

when coj < co0 .

(5.1)

This means that, when studying spontaneous emission, we can neglect the
splittings which appear as a consequence of the coupling with the light beam,
if these splittings are sufficiently small compared to the optical frequency. In
other words, we can add independently in the master equation the terms describing spontaneous emission (which have been calculated in sect. 4) and
those which describe the coupling with the light beam.
Physically, condition oo^ < CJ 0 means that 1/coj > l/c^o ^ TC> *-e- * a t ***
correlation time of the vacuum fluctuations is much shorter than the characteristic time 1/coj of the coupling between the atoms and the laser beam.
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During the correlation time TQ of an elementary spontaneous emission process,
we can therefore neglect this coupling. Between two spontaneous emission
processes, separated by times of the order of 1/F, this coupling plays an important role and we must, of course, take it into account by adding the corresponding terms in the master equation.
The same argument shows that, if there is a magnetic field giving rise to a
Zeeman splitting co z , and if o>z < co0, we have just to add the terms

(l/iti)[Hz, ae], (lfih)[Hz, ag], (l/ih)[Hz, aeg] to the three equations (4.103),
(4.112), (4.106) (Hz being the Zeeman Hamiltonian).
5.1.2. Classical treatment of the light beam
To simplify, we will adopt a classical treatment of the incident light beam.
It can be shown that this leads to the same results as a quantum treatment. We
will call £ €Q COS CJ L ^ the incident electric field of frequency w L , polarization
e 0 , amplitude C. In the rotating wave approximation, the coupling with the
atom is described by the following interaction Hamiltonian:
2V= -C to-Degt~^Lt

- £*t*Q-DgeJ"V .

(5.2)

We suppose that the light beam is in resonance (or quasi-resonance) with
an atomic transition e -*g connecting two levels of angular momentum Je and
Jg • Dgg represents PeDPg where D is the atomic dipole operator andP e andi^
are the projectors into e and g.
5.1.3. Generalized Bloch equations [23,24]
(d/dt)a is given by a sum of three terms describing
(i) Free evolution due to the atomic (Ha) and Zeeman (Hz) Hamiltonians

-£0r..a]-£[* z ,a].
(ii) Spontaneous emission. Terms calculated in § 4.3.4. To simplify, we will
call 7(ffe) the terms appearing in og and describing the transfer from e to g
(seeeqs.(4.112)).
(iii) Coupling with the light beam, (-ilh)[V, a]. We will put
^-P«e-'«L',

(5.3)

(equivalent to the transformation to the rotating reference frame). This eliminates all time dependences in the coefficients of the equations. Finally, we
get
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Tt°g=\~{

WZ'V

|+ 7 ( V

H^*^Dge"eg^geK-^'

1

I

I free evolution

I sponI coupling with the light beam
taneous
I emission |

I

'

(5.4)

5.1.4. Explicit form of Block equations in some particular cases
(i) Two-level atom. We have just to add to eqs. (4.85) the terms describing
the coupling with the laser, i.e. the terms describing the Larmor precession
around the field Z?j of fig. 9 (we also use the transformation to the rotating
reference frame, which amounts to change in eq. (4.85) U>Q by COQ — O>L)- Finally, we get
<5Z>= j
I

j - r « S z > + ^-)
I

j + jiu 1 ((S_>-<S' + »,
I

<5±>= |±i(w o -w L )<5 ± >

!-JrCS ± >

l+ioj^).

I
| spontaneous
I emission

I
I coupling with the laser
I

I
I free evolution
I

(5.5)

(ii) Jg = 0**Je = l transition with a a-polarized excitation. We suppose
€Q = ex, 0Z being the axis of quantization along which the static magnetic

Fig. 28.
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field BQ is applied. With this polarization, only sublevels m = ±1 of the Je = 1
upper state are excited and we can forget the m = 0 excited sublevel so that a
takes the following form:

J l J [ = 1+ Q—lip

gge|gg I

(5-6)

[v" go-|ffoo

When explicited, eqs. (5.4) become

°++

=

j -ror++

j ~iu(Po+-P+o)>

a

=

J -To

j

a_+ =2inea_+

\ -~ro_+

\ +iv(pQ++p_0),

aQQ =

l+r(a + + +a__) I +iu(p_ o -p + o +p o + -p o _),

^o+

= J X" O - W L + J 2 e )' j o+

{—|rpo+

J -»>(<7++-<7_+-<W >

^0-

= !

J —I^P O -

! +^(CT

j spontaneous
I emission

coupling with the
I light beam

H-

w

L-

n

>0-

free evolution

+iv(pQ_-p_0),

-a+_-aoo).
(5.7)

Here S2e is the Zeeman frequency in e (the energies of sublevels +1 and - 1 are
COQ + Q,e and co0 — Sle); v is a coupling parameter proportional to the product
of the atomic dipole moment by the amplitude d of the light wave. More precisely,
v2 = 3£2e2fge/16rnfia>0,

(5.8)

where fge is the oscillator strength of the transition g-e, while e, m are the
charge and mass of the electron.
5.2. Broad line excitation [9,10,23,25,26]
As in subsect. 5.1, we add independently in the master equation the terms
describing spontaneous emission and the other ones. We also treat classically
the incident light beam.
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5.2.1. Description of the light beam
The light beam is supposed to result from the superposition of parallel
plane waves having all the same polarization e 0 but different (complex) amplitudes £M and frequencies co^. The positive frequency part 6^+\t) of the
electric field is given by

e o d«(0 = e o Sd M e-'"V.
Fig. 29 shows the intensities I £^l2 of the various waves forming the light
beam. In the case of a spectral lamp, the frequencies co^ of these waves form
a continuum. If we have a laser beam, we suppose that the laser oscillates on
a great number of modes. In both cases, we will assume that the width A of
the spectral interval covered by the frequencies coM (see fig. 29) is very large
compared to the Doppler width AfD and the natural width F of the atomic
line, and that the spacing 5co between modes is small compared to F,
A>AfD,r,

5w<F.

(5.10)

In this case, the different "Bennett holes" burnt by the various modes in the
Doppler profile overlap, and it is easy to understand that the response of an
atom does not depend on its velocity, so that a refers to internal variables
only.
The relative phases of the various modes are assumed to be random: we
have a "free-running" multimode laser and not a "phase locked" one. The instantaneous electric field C(t) of the light wave (see eq. (5.9)) may be con-

Fig. 29.

_ ^ _ _ _ _
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sidered as a stationary random function. The correlation function
£(-)(?) <f (+)(? - T) of £{f) only depends on r and tends to zero when r is
larger than the correlation time T'Q of the light wave which is of the order of
I/A [27].
Relation between the correlation function of 6 and the spectral distribution /(co) of the incident light. Putting 6^ = I £Mle'*/z and assuming that the
<fy/s are random, we easily calculate the correlation function of d( + ),
~£ (-)(/) £W(/ - 7), and show that it is proportional to the Fourier transform
of/(co) (Wiener-Khintchine relations; see ref. [19])
£<-\i)C«\t-T)=

£ \£\[£ , | e / ( V - V

Xe'Ve-'V"^.

(5.11)

But

e« V V = 5 ,
MM

so that (5.11) may be written as

£<->(i)^ (+) ('-r) = S Id I2 e/wMT ^ f dulioy"7

,

(5.12)

and consequently
+00

/(w) ^ /

dT e-/wT d ^ ) £(+)(r - T) .

(5.13)

—00

The strength of the coupling between the atom and the light wave may be
characterized by a parameter v which is the product of the atomic electric dipole moment d by an electric field amplitude and which gives an order of magnitude of the evolution frequency of a,
P

~11/2

v = d-l\£(t)l2]1'2=d- lUlC/l

.

(5.14)

5.2.2. "Coarse grained" rate of variation of a
Let Tp be the time characterizing the evolution of a under the effect of
the coupling with the light beam. We will assume in the following that the in-
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tensity is sufficiently low so that T p is much longer than the correlation time
T'Q = I/A of the light wave,
(5.15)

Tp>T'c=llA.
Let us consider a time interval At such that

(5.16)

Tp>At>r'c.

As At < Tp, a(t + At) — a(t) is very small and can be calculated by perturbation theory. We show in this paragraph that the average variation of a,
a(t + At) — a(t) (the average is taken over all possible values of the random
function £ (?)) is proportional to A t and only depends on a{t),
o(t

+

At)-o(t) = AM=7mh

( 5 1 7 )

where Aa(t)/At is a "coarse grained" rate of variation of a since we consider
the variation of a over an interval At longer than the correlation time of the
light wave which drives the atoms.
In interaction representation and with the rotating wave approximation,
the interaction Hamiltonian V{i) may be written as
V(t) = - £ M ( r ) e ' " o ' g Q . Dgg _ d(-)(r) e -'"of i* . Dgg .

(5.i8)

Applying perturbation theory, we get
a(t + At) - a(t) = spont. emission terms
f+Af
+

ihl
t

(5.19)

t+At
d r '[^ r ')' ?

WJ~\5
%t

t'

dt'f dt"\.nt%
t

[V(.t"\a(t)]} •

Let us now take the average over the random function C{t). As a(t) is driven
by V(t), V(t') and a(t) axe correlated and we cannot in general consider that
V(t')d(t) = W)S(f),
V(t')V(t")o(t) = V(t')V(t")d(t),

(5.20)

except if
t'-t>Tc,

t"-t>Tc.

(5.21)
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Fig. 30.

But the intervals of variation oft' and t" in expression (5.19) are [/, t + At],
much longer than T C since At > TC, SO that the error made in writing (5.20) is
negligible, of the order of r'cfAt < 1 according to (5.16) (see fig.^30}. It follows that the first term of the second line of (5.19) is zero since V(t') ~ 6(t')
= 0.
For evaluating the double integral, we note that V(t') V(t") only depends
on T = t' - t". If we change from the variables {?', t") to the variables
{r = t' - t", t'), the integral over t' is trivial since the integrand does not depend on t' and gives a multiplicative factor A? which shows that 5(t+At)—o(t)
is proportional to At. After doing the integral over r (the upper limit of the
integral, At, can be extended to +°° since At>r'c), we get a rate equation
coupling A5(r)/Ar to o(t) [to simplify, we do not write o{t) but simply a(r)]
which we now calculate in detail.
Calculation of AajAt. Writing/) = er, separating the angular and the radial
part of r, and putting f=r\r, rge = (g\\r\\e), we get
Aae
-7— = spont. em. terms

e2\r

\2

+00

X/

£(%')£(-\t'

- r)e^or d 7 [ ( g o . f y(i* . p

)dg{f)

0

- ( g o • r V ° g W g o • fg2\+

hermit- con J u g-

( 5 - 22 )
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Using (5.12) and (4.47), we transform the integral over r into

fdr

•J

o

J

F duI(c,)e-*»-"o>-w/(a,0)-/5»/"^^-.

•J CO — CO/i

(5.23)

°

Introducing the two parameters

27; = ^ / H ) ^ l 2 .
1

f/(<o)e2k|2

(5.24)

ft2
w - wo
and the operator Be acting inside the e multiplicity,

*e = (VV>(£o-y>
we finally get for

(5.25)

Aoe/At,

A°e
1
AE'
— - = spont. em. terms - ^ - {Bg, ae(t)}+ + i-j- [B£, o£(t)]

p

+r(vv5r/^o-/y>

(5-26>

p

where {[/, V}+ = t / F + KC/is the anticommutator of U and V.
Calculation ofAaglAt. Similar calculations give
ACT

-jf

I

= spont. em. terms - —

-A

{Bg, ag(t)}+ -l—^-

rpf

[Bg, og(t)]

+ F ( | o-y a f ^ ) ( 8 b- / w>'

(5-27)

p

where Bg is an operator acting inside g and is given by

v^o-vxv^)-

(Note the change of sign of the AE' term from (5.26) to (5.27).)

(5-28)
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Calculation of Aa^jAt. Because of the secular approximation, we neglect
the coupling between a^ and age and we get
A?
/ j
•_y-= spont. em. terms - I ^ r -

\
iAE'\Bea^(t)

(5-29)

-{lT-iAE')5egWgP

'

Collecting all the above results, coming back to the Schrodinger picture and
writing da I At instead of AajAt, we finally get
I free evolution
, 1
da

|

-df= j - i r ^ i

I spontaneous emission I
I I
l
I

|

rr°e

P

P

(5.30a)

- ~r {Bg, og}+-i^f

[Bg, og]

^(^•rge)ae(i0-reg)

,
(5.30b)

(5.30c)
I absorption

I stimulated emission

We have added the Zeeman terms (—i/fi)[H£, a], assuming that the Zeeman
splittings Sle and Slg in e and g are small compared to the spectral width A of
the incident light so that l/2Tp and AE' do not depend on S2e and Q.g.
5.2.3. Explicit form of the master equation in some particular cases
(i) Two-level atom. We take Be = Bg = | ( E 0 • f^) | 2 = 1,
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jK = - r a e -^ a e - a P'

(5.31)

In terms of <5>, (5.31) may be written as

±(sz> = -r«sz> + i)-2-<sz>,
p

£(S±> — ( j r + ^ « S ± > ± / ( W o - ^ C S ± > .

(5.32)

(ii) J =0**Je= 1 transition with a a polarization (ZQ= ex). We will suppose that AE' = 0 and we will put 1/T = y. We-get for the elements of ae and
og (see eqs. (5.6)),
free evolution

spontaneous
I emission

I

I

|-ror++

|l+7a00

J

-h(o+++o++-a_+-a+_),

j-ra

l^^o

\-\y(p

+°

°-+ =2/w e a_ + J-ra_ +

J-TCTOO

j+hK + + <'__- 2 f f _ + )»

<*00

|-2Ta00

<*++ =

6

=

=

j + r(ff + + +a__)

absorption

stimulated emission

-° r _ + -o+_).

\+y(.o+++a__-a_+-a+_).
(5.33)

We do not write the evolution of optical coherences. coe is the Zeeman splitting in e.
(Hi) Jg = \ **Je = \ transition. We would now like to give an idea of what
happens when Zeeman coherences exist in both levels e and g, and, for that
purpose, we take the simplest possible example of such a situation, the case of
a transition /„ = | •«• Je = \.
We restrict ourselves to a broad-line excitation. The light beam is supposed
to be a + polarized and to propagate along Oz, the magnetic field being applied
along Ox. The relaxation of the ground state (which was absent in the previous
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case as Jg = 0) is supposed to be produced by the leakage of atoms from the
cell through a small hole (the probability per unit time of escaping from the
cell is 1/7"). A balance is provided by an entering flux of «Q atoms per unit
time, all in the ground state and completely unpolarized. If" the collisions with
the inner walls of the cell are not disorienting, the relaxation time is simply T.
As in the previous example, we suppose AE' = 0 and we put 1/71- = y. We
do not write the evolution of optical coherences. oj e and cog are the Zeeman
splittings in e andg.
For the spontaneous emission terms, we use eqs. (4.114).
relaxation

Larmor precession

oU =

-oZJT

+|'-« e (^_-al + )

ot_ =

-oe__lT -Ji« e (a«_-o« + )
-Toe__ ,

oe_+ =

-O*_JT

-\i"eK+-oi_)
-hai+,

-r°i+

+|ra^+lra e ,

+|rai_+lr< +

-\v>*—

-\roi+

-ha£+.

spontaneous
emission

absorption

+h°U,

(5.34)
stimulated
emission

5.2.4. Physical discussion
(i) Rate equations. Let us discuss the third and fourth term of each equa-
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tion (5.30) (written on the second line of each equation). The third term of
eqs. (5.30a) and (5.30b) couples ae to ag and ag to ag. It describes the effect
of absorption processes which take atoms from g and transfer them to e. The
fourth term of these equations couples ae to ae and ag to ae. It describes the
effect of stimulated emission processes which take atoms from e and transfer
them to g. These processes also affect aeg (third term and fourth term of
(5.30c)).
Eqs. (5.30) are rate equations. They do not couple ae and og to optical coherences Ogg. This important difference with the generalized Bloch equations
derived in subsect. 5.1 for a monochromatic excitation will be discussed later
on.
(ii) Physical interpretation of1/Tp and AE1. 1/Tp is the probability per
unit time of an absorption or stimulated emission process, and is proportional
to the incident light intensity at frequency COQ (see (5.24)). AE' describes the
light shifts produced by the light irradiation. For example, for a two-level
atom, the last equation (5.31) shows that the atomic frequency is changed
from COQ to COQ — 2AE'/fi in presence of the light irradiation. AE' is ¥= 0 even
for a non-resonant irradiation (see (5.24)). This shows that AE' is due to virtual absorptions and reemissions (or stimulated emissions and reabsorptions)
of photons by the atom. (For a detailed discussion of light shifts and optical
pumping, see refs. [9,10,28,29].)
(Hi) Angular aspect. As the atom interacts with a light beam having a definite polarization and a definite direction of propagation, absorption and stimulated emission processes do not have the spherical symmetry of spontaneous
emission (which is due to the interaction of atoms with a spherically symmetric set of empty modes).
Let us compare for example the second and the fourth columns of eqs.
(5.33). One sees on the last equation that spontaneous emission does not couple (7QQ to the Zeeman coherence a+_. This is due to the fact thatCTQQand
a+_ do not have the same transformation properties in a rotation around 0Z
so that they cannot be coupled by a spherically symmetric process. But such a
coupling exists for stimulated emission and is at the origin of "saturated resonances" which will be discussed in the next section.
More generally, the effect of absorption inside the g multiplicity and the effect of stimulated emission inside the e multiplicity are described by the two
hermitian operators/^ and Be given by (5.28) and (5.25). In general, Be and
Bg are not scalar. The eigenvectors \gj) of Bg, corresponding to eigenvalues r,-,
are the sublevels of g which have a well defined light broadening rjlTp and a
well defined light shift r{AE'. &E'B can be considered as an effective Hamiltonian describing the light shifts induced by the light beam inside the g multi-
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plicity. Similar considerations can be developed for Be and stimulated emission processes.
(iv) Condition of validity ofeqs. (5.30). Let us recall (see eq. (5.15)) that
the "pumping time" Tp must be much longer than the correlation time
T'Q - I/A of the light beam. Using the equation of definition of 1/71 (5.24),
and eq. (5.14) which defines the parameter v characterizing the coupling between the atoms and the light beam, one easily finds that
(5-34)

jr~-2K,
so that eq. (5.15) may be written as

-ih=—r«i.
H2A2

(5-35)

n2

which means that the effect of the coupling with the light beam during the
correlation time T'C of this beam is extremely small. This condition is very
similar to the one used in sect. 4 for deriving the master equation of a small
system coupled to a large reservoir.
In the present case, we can consider that the light beam is a large reservoir,
so large that one can consider only a single absorption or stimulated emission
process during T'C. Eqs. (5.30) describe the effect on ae and ag of an indefinite
number of uncorrelated one-photon processes.
Let us finally note that, according to (5.34),
(5.36)
l/Tp is smaller than v/h by the motional narrowing factor VT'c/fi.
Remark: Eqs. (5.30) may still be used if 1/71, and AE' are functions of
time (excitation by a light pulse) provided that the time characterizing the
evolution of l/Tp and AE' is much longer than T'Q [30].
(v) Existence of two regimes.

—<r

or according to (5.34): v < hy/TA .

P

One can drop the stimulated emission terms ofeqs. (5.30a) and (5.30b)
which are negligible compared to the spontaneous emission ones (note that
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Fig. 31.

we must keep the absorption terms since they involve ag which may be much
greater than ae). We get in this way the usual optical pumping equations which
have been first derived for thermal sources

r £ £- < 4- or according to (5.34): VTA

izvftKL.

Suppose now that l/Tp is of the order of F, or larger than F, the condition
of validity (5.15) being maintained. In this case, we must keep the terms contained in the last column of (5.30) which are at the origin of some new effects
which are observed in optical pumping experiments performed with intense
laser sources [25]. We will discuss some of these effects in the next section.
Figs. 31aand31b visualize the evolution of the atom in these two regimes.
The ascending and descending straight lines represent absorption and stimulated emission processes, the descending wavy lines spontaneous emission processes. The mean time spent by the atom in the ground state is Tp = 1/7. The
mean time spent in e is T = 1/F when F > 7 (in this case, the deexcitation of
the atom is mainly due to spontaneous emission) or Tp = I/7 when F < 7 (in
this case, the deexcitation is mainly due to stimulated emission).
(vi) Comparison with the monochromatic excitation. The correlation time
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of the perturbation is, for a monochromatic excitation, very long and it becomes impossible to neglect the correlations between successive interactions
of the atom with the light wave. We cannot consider that the atom undergoes,
from time to time and without any phase memory, transitions from g to e or
from e tog as this is visualized in fig. 31. For a monochromatic excitation, we
have a coherent oscillation between e and g, analogous to the Rabi nutation in
magnetic resonance. Furthermore, the optical coherence oeg becomes significant and oscillates at the same Rabi frequency, in quadrature with the populations of e andg. In the broad line case, aeg is negligible as the coherence time
T'C = I/A is too short for permitting a~ to build up appreciably.
At the end of these lectures, we will say a few words on the case v/h > A
> T which cannot be described either by Bloch equations like (5.4) or by rate
equations like (5.30).
6. Application to the interpretation of some level crossing experiments

6.1.Jg~0**Je = l transition
In order to discuss some of the new effects which appear in optical pumping experiments performed with laser sources, we will consider the simplest
possible transition Jg = 0*+Je = 1, and a resonance which does not require the
use of any RF field, the Hanle zero-field level crossing resonance. We will suppose that the light beam, propagating along Oz, is linearly polarized along Ox,
and that a magnetic field Bo is applied along Oz (situation considered for eqs.
(5.7) and (5.33)).

Fig. 32.
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6.1.1. Detection signals
One measures the variations with Bo of several types of fluorescence light:
L^(exy. Total fluorescence light reemitted along Oy with a polarization ex;
LF(ey): Total fluorescence light reemitted along Ox with a polarization ey;
LF(ey) -Lp(ex): Difference between these two signals.
According to (3.13) and (3.14), LF(ex) and Lp(iy) are given by the onetime averages
Z F 0? x ) «<D x + \t)D x ~\t)) = Tr oe(t)PeDxPgDxPe

,

(6.1)

L F 0 y «<Z)«(r)£»«(r)> = Tr oe(t)PeDyPgDyPe

.

(6.2)

The matrix elements of Z)^ and D are given below (up to a multiplicative
factor). (To calculate these matrix elements, we use the standard components
ofD

D+ = ^/l(Dx+iDy),

DQ = DZ,

D_ =

Jk(Dx-iDy),

so that

Dx = -Vl(D+ -DJ,

Dy = iy/l(D+ + DJ ,

and we apply Wigner-Eckart's theorem.) We get in this way
+ o__ - 2 9 2 e a _ + )

(6.3)

LF(ey) ~o++ + o__ + 2<Keo_+,

(6.4)

L¥(ey)-L¥(ex)~2<Keo_+.

(6.5)

LF(Sx)~o++

Fig. 33.
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We see that the detection signals are sensitive, not only to the populations o++
and a_ _ of the two Zeeman sublevels of e, but also to the Zeeman coherence
o_+ between these two sublevels. This is very important for level crossing resonance experiments. In some experiments, where g is not the ground state,
but the lower level of a pair of excited levels, the observation of the fluorescence light emitted from g, with for example a n polarization, gives a signal Iv
proportional to the population OQQ ofg
4 ~ ff00 •

(6-6)

(In this case, eqs. (5.7) and (5.33) have to be slightly modified to introduce
the rate of preparation of atoms in levels e andg, the spontaneous decay of g,
the spontaneous decay of e to levels other than g. But this does not modify
the physical results.)
The principle of the calculation is now straightforward. We have to solve
eqs. (5.7) or (5.33) according to the type of irradiation which is used (narrow
line + atomic beam, or broad line + resonance cell). The steady state solution
of these equations gives us a quantitative interpretation for the four signals
(6.3)-(6.6).
6.1.2. Broad line excitation (spectral lamp or free running multimode laser)
We will use eqs. (5.33). Let us first briefly recall what the situation is when
an ordinary thermal source is used (broad line excitation with y -4 P). Neglecting the terms in the last column of (5.33), we readily get the steady state solution of these equations. To lowest order in y, this solution is
o++ = a_ _ = |(N o - a00) = yNQlT,

*-+ = - F 3 2 7 v

(6.7)

&*>

where No = a + + + a_ _.,+ a 00 is the total number of atoms (NQ is a constant
of motion, as can be seen by adding the first two equations (5.33) to the last
one).
We see that the Zeeman coherence a_ + exhibits a resonant behaviour when
the Larmor frequency ue is varied around 0, by sweeping the magnetic field
BQ. This is the origin of the Hank zero-field level crossing resonance appearing on the fluorescence light (for example LF(ex)),
2yNQ i
h

x

r

\

r2

\

r 2 + 4w2/

(6.9)
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and which has a Lorentzian shape and a width F independent of 7, i.e. of the
light intensity. On the other hand, no resonances appear on the populations
a ++ , a
, a 0 0 which are independent of coe.
What are the modifications which appear when we use a much more intense
broad-line source (for example, a free running multimode laser)? We now have
to keep the last column of eqs. (5.33). The calculations are a little more difficult, but it remains possible to get analytical expressions for the steady state
solution of these equations.
We find foi the populations

,

iNo

r

o++ = a__ = HN0 - a00) = f ^

r'2

1

[l - * p ^ - r j '

(6.10)

e

(6.11)
The populations now exhibit a resonant behaviour near coe = 0. The corresponding resonances are called "saturation resonances". They have a Lorentzian shape, a contrast S, and a width F'.
The saturation resonance appearing on a 0 0 may be interpreted in the following way. A first interaction with the laser (absorption process) removes the
atom from the ground state and puts it in a coherent superposition of the —1
and +1 sublevels of e (fig. 34a). The combined effect of Larmor precession and
spontaneous emission gives rise to the well known resonant behaviour of the
Zeeman coherence a_+. A second interaction with the laser (induced emission
process) brings back the atom to the ground state (fig. 34b) and partially confers to the population a0Q of this state the resonant behaviour of a_+. Such a
process cannot occur for spontaneous emission which is an isotropic process
and which, on the average, does not couple a_+ to a 0 0 .

Fig. 34.
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Fig. 35.

Eq. (6.11) gives the variations of F ' with y, i.e. with the light intensity (see
fig. 35). T' is equal to F for y = 0 and increases linearly with y for y < F. This
may be interpreted as a radiative broadening proportional to the laser intensity. For y > F, r ' increases only as y/fyT, i.e. as the amplitude of the light wave.
This shows that some care must be taken when extracting atomic data from
experimental results. Plotting the width F ' of a saturation (or Hanle) resonance
as a function of the laser intensity, and extrapolating linearly to zero light intensity, may lead to wrong results if the majority of experimental points do
not fall in the linear range of fig. 35.
When y> F, i.e. at very high intensities, a++ and a__ tend to ^NQ, a 0 0 to
JA'Q. The contrast 5 of the saturation resonance reaches the limiting value \.
The steady state solution for a_+ may also be calculated from eqs. (5.33)
and included with (6.10) in the expression (6.3) of Lv(ex). We get for L¥(ex),
_ 2yNQ

V,)-

r

2yN0(T + 2y)

r >2

+ 37 + cr + 37)(r + 4 7 ) ^ ^ '

(6"12)

e

i.e. the sum of a constant and of a Lorentzian curve having the same width F '
as the saturation resonance. It follows that the Hanle resonances undergo the
same radiative broadening as the saturation resonances. For large values of
7/F, the shape of the resonance does not change when y increases, provided
that the scale of the horizontal axis is contracted proportionally to yjy.
Let us summarize these new results which appear when the light source is a
free running multimode laser: saturation resonances observable on the populations of the Zeeman sublevels, radiative broadening of these resonances (and
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also of the Hanle resonances), which is not a simple linear function of the laser
intensity.
A detailed experimental verification of all the above results has been done
on the 2s2 •** 2pj transition of Ne (X = 1.52 /zm). See refs. [31,32].
6.1.3. Monochromatic excitation (single mode laser + atomic beam)
We now consider the case of an atomic beam irradiated perpendicularly by
a single mode laser. We have therefore to use eqs. (5.7). We suppose that the
illuminated portion of the beam is sufficiently long so that each atom reaches
a steady state regime when passing through this zone. As before, a++ + a
+ QQQ = NQ is a constant of motion and represents the total number of atoms
in the illuminated zone. To simplify the discussion, we will suppose that
co = co0, i.e. that the laser frequency co is tuned at the center of the atomic
line (the general case co ¥= COQ is studied in ref. [24]).
The steady state solution of eqs. (5.7) may be found in an analytical form
after some simple algebra, and we get for the Hanle signal,
LF(ex) = l6v2NQ(T2 + 4v2)/D ,

(6.13)

where
D = 16co^ + (8r 2 + 16u2)co2 + ( r 2 + 4u 2 )(r 2 + 16u 2 ),

(6.14)

The theoretical curves computed from (6.13) (and represented in ref. [24])
exhibit a radiative broadening when the laser intensity, i.e. v2, increases. The
shape is no more Lorentzian and, when coe is very large, the signal does not
tend to a non-zero value (as is the case for the Hanle resonances obtained with
a broad-line excitation — see expression (6.12)). This is due to the fact that,
when coe increases, the frequencies co0 ± coe of the two optical lines 0 «* +1
and 0 •** — 1 are out of resonance with the laser frequency co.
When v -+ 0, expression (6.14) takes the simple form
9
Lv = \6v2N

r

T2

TZ •

°(4co2 + r 2 ) 2

(6.15)

We find the square o'f a Lorentz curve which is easy to understand: a first Lorentz denominator describes, as in the previous case, the decrease of the Zeeman coherence due to the Larmor precession, the second one comes from the
Zeeman detuning of the two components of the optical line with respect to
the laser frequency.
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Fig. 36.

Expression (6.15) may also be obtained from the Born amplitude for the
resonant scattering (fig. 36) [33]. The initial state corresponds to the atom in
the ground state in the presence of an impinging co photon. The atom can absorb this photon and jump to one of the two excited sublevels ±1 of energies
CJQ + cj e , and then fall back to the ground state by emitting the fluorescence
photon. As there are two intermediate states for the scattering process, the
scattering amplitude A is the sum of two terms which are respectively proportional to 1/(CJ — o>0 — w e + j / T ) and to l/(co — co0 + oje + j / T ) . As we assume w = CJ 0 , we get
A

.

1

,

1

4zT

(6l6)

The cross section is proportional to \A ft and has the same coe and Y dependence as expression (6.15). For v2 > F, the shape of the curve giving Z F does
not change any more when u increases, provided that the scale of the horizontal axis is contracted proportionally to v. The variations of the other detection
signals: Lv(ey), Lv{ex) -Lv{ey) are studied in ref. [24].
To summarize, we see that the essentially new results obtained in the absence of the Doppler effect (single mode laser and atomic beam) come from
the Zeeman detuning of the atomic lines. The zero-field level crossing resonances have more complicated shapes (non-Lorentzian), but they still have a
width which is of the order of F at low laser intensity and which increases
with the laser intensity.
Hanle resonances with a monochromatic excitation have been observed by
several experimental groups (see refs. [34—36]). The agreement with the above
theoretical predictions seems quite good.
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6.2. More complicated situations
In the examples studied above, no structure was existing in level g. There
was only one Zeeman coherence in level e, and the Hanle effect was only observable in this level. We now give a few examples of what happens when both
levels e and g have a Zeeman structure. We restrict ourselves to a broad line
excitation.
6.2.1. Jg = \ **Je=k transition
We will use eqs. (5.34) which are the rate equations for the various matrix
elements a£ + , a£._, a i + and of+, a £ _ , a £ + of ae and ag. cog is the Larmor
precession in g. As before, y is the reciprocal of the pumping time. We note
that the absorption and stimulated emission terms are simpler than in (5.33),
whereas the Larmor precession terms are a little more complicated. This is
due to the choice of the axis of quantization Oz which is parallel not to the
magnetic field, but to the direction of propagation of the a + polarized laser
beam.
In a Hanle experiment performed on a / = | level, one detects components
of the atomic orientation /perpendicular to the magnetic field J?o. ASBQ is
along Ox, we are interested here in / | (z component of the orientation of
level e), i.e. in a++ — a i _ (one can for example measure the difference between the a+ and a~ fluorescence light reemitted along Oz). To study these
Hanle signals, we have to find the steady state solution of (5.34). Putting

r=r+—
e

r =—

T'

g

7"

(6.17)
we get for o%+ — ff£ _ ,

(6.18)
where

+ \fT

'

g

, ' '

g

•

(6.19)
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Fig. 37.

Fig. 37 gives an idea of the variations with the magnetic field of the Hanle
signal computed from (6.18) and (6.19). (Precise theoretical curves corresponding to different values of the light intensity, i.e. of y, are given in ref.
[23].)
One clearly sees in fig. 37 that the Hanle signal observed on the fluorescence light emitted from e exhibits a structure. The dip observed in the centre
of the curve is associated with the Hanle effect of g: at very low intensities,
this dip has a width determined by the relaxation time T of the ground state,
whereas the broad resonance has a width F.
When the light intensity increases, one finds that the widths of both resonances increase. At very high intensities, the two Hanle effects of e and g are
completely mixed in a time short compared to 1/F and T, but this mixing
does not smooth out the structure apparent in fig. 37: we always get the superposition of two resonances with different widths and opposite signs giving
rise to a curve with two maxima.
6.2.2.Jg=2**Je = l transition
More complicated structures may be observed if the values of the angular
momenta Je and Jg are higher than \. For example, in the case of a
Je = 1 *> Jg = 2 transition, and for a a linearly polarized excitation, one can
observe Hanle signals with three maxima. As in the previous example, the coupling between the two transverse alignments of e and g (perpendicular to the
magnetic field) gives rise to a structure similar to that of fig. 37. But as/» > 1,
there is also in the ground state g a "hexadecapole" moment (Hertzian coherence O-2,+2) which C a n be induced in this case after two interactions with the
laser, one absorption and one induced emission processes (see fig. 38a). A
third interaction with the laser (absorption) can couple this hexadecapole mo-
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.».

_b_
Fig. 38.

ment to the transverse alignment of e ( a £ 1 + 1 ) (see fig. 38b). As the Hanle resonance associated with o£2,+2 n a s a smaller width (the resonant denominator is Yg + 16coe), the total result of these various couplings is to give for some
values of y a structure with three maxima. This effect has been observed on
the 3s2 ** 2p4 transition of Ne (X = 6328 A) and interpreted quantitatively
[25,32,37]. For another manifestation of hexadecapole moment, see also
ref. [38].
Optical pumping of molecules also provides several examples of Hanle resonances observed in levels having very high angular momentum [39]. Some
efforts have been made to write the optical pumping equations in a basis of
quasiclassical states well adapted to the high values of/ [40].
To summarize the results of this paragraph, we see that one can observe, on
the fluorescence light emitted from e, level crossing resonances having a width
much smaller than the natural width of e. This is not related to the broad-line
or narrow-line character of the pumping light (as it appears already on the results of the previous paragraph). These narrow resonances must be attributed
to the other state g of the optical line which has a longer lifetime or a higher
J value.

7. Spectral distribution of the fluorescence light emitted by a two-level atom
After having calculated some one-time averages in order to interpret the
various characteristics of level crossing resonances, we now come back to the
problem of the spectral distribution of the fluorescence light emitted by a twolevel atom which is more difficult as it requires the evaluation of two-time averages.
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7.1. Monochromatic excitation
Let us first recall the master equation written in terms of the equivalent
fictitious spin \: Bloch's equations (5.5) for the average value of the spin <S):

<sz)=

j

!-r«s2> + D

I

I

<5±)= |±i(w o -w L )<5 + > |-|r<5 + >

!

j free evolution
I

i

"

| spontaneous
I emission

I

j+Jiw^tfj-<$+»,
l+ico^SJ.

!

(7A)

| coupling with the
I laser

According to (3.15) and (3.17), the spectral distribution 9(CJ) of the fluorescence light is given by
e

9(u) ~fdtf
0

e

dAS+(0S_(r')>e-i(oj-'°L)('-n .

(7.2)

0

In (7.2), 6 is the measurement time of the detector. In fact, we are limited
by the time T during which the atoms radiate: 9 > T. T is approximately the
time spent by an atom inside the laser beam. Therefore, in (7.2) we can replace
BbyT.
7.1.1. "Naive " approach of the problem based on Bloch 's equations
Before evaluating the two-time average contained in (7.2), let us first give
a naive approach of the problem, strongly suggested by the analogy with a
magnetic resonance experiment, but which, in the present case, is incorrect.
Then, in trying to understand where the mistake is, we will get some physical
insight into the problem [41].
What is the solution of eqs. (7.1) for an atom flying through the laser
beam? After a transient regime which starts when the atom enters the laser
beam at t = 0, and which lasts for a time of the order of r = F " 1 (damping
time of the transient solutions of eqs. (7.1)), (S(t)) reaches a stationary value
(S)^, independent of t, and corresponding to the steady state solution of
(7.1). This situation lasts during all the transit time T through the laser beam
(remember that T^> r). After that, the atom leaves the laser beam at time
t = T, and <5) damps to zero in a short time, of the order of T. This behaviour
is schematically represented in fig. 39.
At this stage, one is very tempted to consider that the light radiated by the
atom corresponds to this evolution of (S(t)) (we have to return from the ro-
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Fig. 39.

tating to the laboratory reference frame) and, consequently, that its spectrum
is given by the squared modulus of the FT of <5+(0>e'UJL/. If such a conclusion were correct, one would get first an elastic component, at frequency O>L,
representing the contribution of the forced steady state motion <5+>steKJLf of
the dipole moment driven by the laser field and which, as we have seen above,
is the main part of the motion of the dipole. Strictly speaking, this elastic component would have a non-zero width I IT (corresponding to the finite transit
time T), much smaller however than T (as T> T). In addition, one would get
a small inelastic component, associated with the two small transient regimes
appearing at the two small regions where the atom enters or leaves the laser
beam. This suggests that one could suppress these inelastic components just by
eliminating the light coming from these two regions, which is wrong as we
shall see later on.
7.1.2. What is missing in this approach ? Importance of the fluctuations
The method we have just outlined is not correct. A mathematical argument
for showing it is that, when we calculate the squared modulus of the FT of
(S+(t)), we find an expression analogous to (7.2), but where (S+(t)S_(t')) is
replaced by (S+(t))(S_(t')), and these two quantities are not equal.
It is perhaps more interesting to try to understand physically where the
mistake is. The important point is that the light emitted by the atom is not
radiated by its average dipole moment represented by (S±(t)), but by its in-
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stantaneous dipole moment S±(t), and, even though the effect of spontaneous
emission on (S(r)>may be shown to be correctly described by the damping
terms of eqs. (7.1), such a description is incorrect for5(r).
Let us try to visualize the evolution of S(f). We can consider the atom as
being constantly "shaken" by the "vacuum fluctuations" of the quantized
electromagnetic field [42]. These random fluctuations, which have an extremely short correlation time, have a cumulative effect on the atom in the
sense that they damp iS(t)), but we must not forget that they make the instantaneous dipole moment S±(t) fluctuate permanently around its mean value. The light which comes out is radiated not only by the mean motion of the
dipole, but also by its fluctuations around the mean motion.
When we consider the effect of atoms on the incident electromagnetic wave
which drives them, i.e. when we study how they absorb or amplify this wave,
the average motion (S(t)) is very important since it has definite phase relations
with the driving field. The fluctuations of S(t) act only as a source of noise
and can be ignored in a first step. In the problem we are studying here, we
cannot ignore the fluctuations since they play an essential role: we are interested in spontaneous emission, not in absorption or induced emission, and the
fluctuations of S±(f) cannot be neglected.
7.1.3. Elastic and inelastic parts of the fluorescence spectrum
Let us write
S±(t) = (S±(t)) + 8S±(t),

(7.3)

where 8S±(t) is the deviation from the average value and obviously satisfies
(SS±(t)) = O.

(7.4)

Inserting (7.3) into (7.2), and using (7.4), one immediately gets
<S+(t)S_(t')) = <S+(t)XS_(t')) + (8S+(t)8S_(t')>.

(7.5)

One clearly sees from (7.5) that, in the spectrum of the fluorescence light,
there is an elastic component corresponding to the first term of (7.5) and
which is the light radiated by the average motion of the dipole. In addition,
we get an inelastic component corresponding to the last term of (7.5) and
which is the light radiated by the fluctuations. The spectrum of this inelastic
part is determined by the temporal dependence of these fluctuations, i.e. by
their dynamics.
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Before studying this problem, let us show how it is possible to derive simple
expressions for the total intensity radiated elastically and inelastically, / e j and
/ i n e l . Integrating (7.2) over to, one gets a 5 (t - t') function which gives, when
using (7.5),
T

/el ~ f dtUS+(t))\2 ,
0

T

T

'inel ~ / dt<dS+(t)8S_(t)) = J dt[(S+(t)S_(t)) - \(S+(t))\2]
0

0

r
= /d?[i+(5 z (/))-K5 + (0>l 2 ].

(7.6)

o

(We have used the relation S+S_ = S2-S2 + Sz and the identities S2 = f,
S2 = I valid for a spin 5.)
As the two small transient regimes near t = 0 and t = T have a very small
relative contribution (of the order of r/T), we can replace in (7.6), <.S+(f))
and <5Z(?)> by the steady state solution <S+>st and {SZ)A of Bloch's equations.
We get in this way
'el

~71<«Vstl2>

'inel ~ n l H S A - ! < * + > / ] •

(7-7>

This clearly shows that / e i and / i n e i are proportional to T and that the inelastic
part of the fluorescence is radiated uniformly throughout the whole period of
time spent by the atom in the laser beam, and not only at the beginning or at
the end of this period, as suggested by the naive approach described above.
The calculation of (5)^ is straightforward and one gets
2COJAW

Fcoj

< 5 A =

r 2 + 2co? + 4(Ac) 2 '

(5 " >St =

(•Vst

- ? ~~-> :;—~
;'
2 r 2 + 2w 2 +4(Aco) 2

where

ZSt

=

r 2 + 2co 2 + 4(A W ) 2 '

A " = w L - co0 .

(7.8)
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From (7.7) and (7.8), one deduces

^[rU4(co 0 -o, L ) 2 ]

k
T

!**„
T

[r 2 + 4(w 0 -co L ) 2 + 2o;2]2'

2A

(79)

[ r 2 + 4 ( c o 0 - c o L ) 2 + 2co2]2

Similar results are derived in ref. [16] where / e j and 7jnei are called coherent
and incoherent scattering.
For very low intensities of the light beam (cjj < T, |coL - co0l), we see
that / e j varies as OJ 2 , i.e. as the light intensity /, whereas / i n e l varies as cof, i.e.
as ft (see fig. 40). Most of the light is scattered elastically and we can define a
cross section for such a process which is well described by fig. 2. / j n e l is much
smaller and can be considered as due to non-linear scattering processes of the
type shown in fig. 7.
For very high intensities (coj > P, | coL — co01), we see on the contrary that
7el tends to 0 (fig. 40). This is due to the fact that the atomic transition is
completely saturated: the two populations are equalized (<5'z)st = 0) and the
dipole moment is reduced to 0 ( ( S ^ = 0). On the other hand, / i n e l is very
large and independent of the light intensity /(this appears clearly in the
bracket of the last equation (7.7) which reduces to \ as <5z)st = <S+>st = 0).
This means that the atom spends half of its time in e and cannot therefore

Fig. 40.
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emit more than \ T/T photons. Increasing the incident light intensity cannot
change this number.
One therefore concludes that inelastic scattering, which is due to the fluctuations of S+, is predominant in strong resonant fields. If we ignore these
fluctuations, we miss all the physics. One can finally try to understand why
these fluctuations are so effective at high intensities (/ inel > / e i) whereas they
have little influence at low intensities (/ inel < 7 el ). I think this is due to the
fact that the greater the probability to find an atom in the excited state e is,
the more sensitive is this atom to the vacuum fluctuations. Some components
of the vacuum fluctuations are resonant for the atom in e as they can induce
it to emit spontaneously a photon whereas they can only produce a level shift
of g. At low intensities, most of the atoms are in g and are not very sensitive
to the vacuum fluctuations whereas at high intensities half of the atoms are in
e and fluctuate appreciably.
7.1.4. How to study the dynamics of the fluctuations? Quantum regression
theorem
Let us now discuss the temporal dependence of {8S+(t)5S_(t')). Considering the physical discussion given above, it seems that a good idea would be to
try to write down an equation of motion for S(t) (and not for <S(/)>) including the random character of the force exerted by vacuum fluctuations. These
fluctuations have a cumulative effect on 5 ( 0 which can be described by damping terms analogous to those appearing in (7.1). In addition, S(t) fluctuates
around its mean value in a way which can be considered as resulting from the
action of a random "Langevin force" F(i), having an extremely short correlation time and a zero average value [43]. It is clear that some relations must
exist between the damping coefficients F and the statistical properties of F(t)
(relations between dissipation and fluctuations) but we will not consider this
problem here since, hereafter, we will only use the ultra short memory character of F(t).
So, we will write the following equations of motion (which can be derived
from the Heisenberg equations of motion after some manipulations):
^sz{t)

= -»tu x s+(t) - rsz(t) + \ / « ! sjt)

I-S±(t) = [±i(co0-uj)-kr)S±(t)
with

-

\v+Fz(t),

+ iWlSz(t) +F±(t),

(7.10)
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<FZ) = (F±) = O,
iFfiOFjit1)) = 0 ,

if \t - t' I £ r c .

(7.11)

When averaged, (7.10) reduces to Bloch's equations (7.1) since <F> = 0.
Subtracting (7.1) from (7.10), one gets the equations of motion for
8S = S — (S) which look like eq. (7.10) except for the inhomogeneous term
—\ F which disappears in the subtraction. We will write these equations in the
form

£«$,(*) = S VySSjCt) +Fl(t) ,

(7.12)

where i, j = +,z, — and where the 13^ are the coefficients of the homogeneous
Bloch equation, forming the following 3 X 3 matrix:
+

+
110311 = z
-

-(lr + iAoj)
-J/wj
0

z

-IOJ1

0

-r

|/coj

ioil

.

(7.13)

-(\r-iAcj)

We have put Aco = w L — cog.
From now, we will suppose that t > r'. To calculate the correlation function
<8S+(t)8S_(t')) when t < t\ we will use the following relation:
<8S+(t)oS_(t')) = «8S+(t')8S_(t))y

,

(7.14)

which is a consequence of the adjoint character of S+ and S_: S+= (S_)+.
Consider now the product 8S+(f)8S_(t') with t> t', and let us try to understand how it varies with t. When calculating d{8S+(t)8S_(t'))/dt and using
(7.12) for d55 + (r)/dr, the only difficulty which appears comes from the
Langevin term F+(t)8 S_(t'), since we have not explicited F+(t). But we only
need to calculate d(8S+(t)8S_(t'))/dt, so that we only need to calculate the
average (F+(t)5S_(t')). And it is easy to understand that such an average gives
0 since the motion of the dipole at t', S_(t') cannot be correlated with the
Langevin force F+(t) at a later time t, as a consequence of the ultra short correlation time of F+(t). It follows that the rate of the ^-variation of the three
correlation functions <.8Sj(t)8S_(t')) (with t > t', and i = +, z, - ) is described
by a set of three first order differential equations with the same coefficients
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as the ones appearing in the homogeneous Bloch equations giving the rate of
variation of <.St(t)). More precisely, we have, for t > t',
^<6S/.(08S_(f')> = TJ cBj|/<6S/(f)8S_(f')> •

(7-15)

This important result is a particular case of the "quantum regression theorem" [44]. In the present case, it means that, when the dipole undergoes a
fluctuation and is removed from its steady state, the subsequent evolution
and the damping of this fluctuation are the same as the transient behaviour
of the mean dipole moment starting from a non-steady state initial condition.
7.1.5. Quantitative calculation of the correlation function
Mathematically, the quantum regression theorem gives the possibility of
calculating two time averages once the SBj/s are known (see eqs. (7.15)), i.e.
once the master equation giving the evolution of one-time averages is known.
We give in this section two different methods for calculating
(8S+(t)8S_(t')), and, consequently, the spectral distribution of the inelastic
part of the fluorescence spectrum which, according to (7.2), (7.5) and (7.14)
is given by
T

t

9 inel (w)~ 2°de J dt f d/'<8S+(r)6S_(rl)>e-'"(w-wLW-f') . (7.16)
0

0

The elastic part of the fluorescence light is not strictly speaking a
5 (co — CJ L ) function. It has a finite width which is the larger of the two following quantities: width Av of the laser, inverse 1/7 of the transit time of
atoms through the laser beam. We have already calculated in § 7.1.3 the ratio
between the integrals over CJ of the elastic and inelastic parts of the fluorescence spectrum.
(i) First method. Let Va (a = 1,2,3) be the three eigenvectors of the matrix
(7.13) corresponding to eigenvalues Ea. As (7.13) is not hermitian, these eigenvalues Ea are not real and may be written as
*« = ««-?«>

(7-17>

where 5 a and ya are real.
Therefore, we have for t > t'

rjf)=Va(t')eE*<-t-t">\

(7.18)
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Let us expand 5 S+(t) on the Va(t),
(7.19)

8S+(t)=T)CaVa(t).
a

Inserting (7.19) into the correlation function <5S+(Y) 5 5_(/')>, using the
quantum regression theorem and (7.18) and (7.17), we get
<5S+(O6S_(r')> = S C <K a (OS£_(f l )>e"« ( '~'' ) e-' ) r « ( '- f ' ) , (7.20)
0!

so that (7.16) may be rewritten as
T
T
9 inel (o;) ~ 292e / d(r - t') J dt' £
0
0
a

Ca<Va(t')8S_(t'))

x e -/(w-u, L -8 a )(r-O e -7 a (f-f').

(7.21)

As ya is of the order of P = 1 /r (r is radiative lifetime of e) and as T > T,
we can replace the upper limit T of the integral over t - t' by +°°. Neglecting
the two small transient regimes near t = 0 and t = T, we can also in the integral over /' replace (Va(t')8S_(t')) by the steady state value (Va8S_)st, so
that we finally have
oo

Y 9md^^2qqe^Ca<Va8S-)Stf

e-l'(w-wL-««>+Ta]rdr.

0
(7.22)
We get a very simple result: the inelastic spectrum consists of three components having a Lorentzian shape (more precisely, when we take the real part,
we find a mixture of absorption and dispersion shapes). Each of these components a has:
a mean position coL + 8a>
a half-width ya;
aweightC a <F a 55'_> st .
(ii) Application. Shape of the inelastic spectrum at resonance
(ACJ = coL — co0 = 0) and in strong resonant fields (CJJ > P). Let us come
back to eq. (7.12) and change from the three quantities 5 S( {5 Sx + i8Sy, 8SZ,
8SX - iSSy) to the three quantities {8Sa =8Sy +i8Sz,
8S0=8SX,
8Sy =8Sy- i8Sz}. We find that the matrix ^ given in (7.13) transforms into
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a
P
T

a

0

/wj-fr
0
Jr

0
Jr
-Jr 0
.
o
-ic^-fr

y
(7.23)

As o^i > P, the two off-diagonal elements of (7.23) are much smaller than
the differences between any pair of diagonal elements, and we can, to a very
good approximation, consider that (7.23) is diagonal. We know therefore the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of (7.13):
Va=8Sy+iSSz,

Ea = iUl-3sr,

Vy=8Sy-i8S2,

Ey

= -i(o1-lr.

(7.24)

Let us now calculate Ca, Cp, Cy. From
6 5 , + / 6 ^ = Ve + \i(Va + Vy)

(7.25)

we deduce
Ca = k i ,

C0 = \ ,

C7 = ii.

(7.26)

We still have to calculate the (Va8S_)st. As coj > F, we will take for the
steady state value of the atomic density matrix the completely depolarized
matrix

I/ 1 °\

(7.27)

corresponding to a complete saturation of the atomic transition (two equal
populations and no dipole moment). Using elementary properties of Pauli
matrices, we get
(VJSJ^iVSy

+i8SzX8Sx-i8Sy)>t

= ((Sy + iSz)(Sx - iSy))A -

(Sy+iS^^-iS^
= 0 since (5>st = 0 ,
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kTr(Sy+iSz)(.Sx-iSy)

= -\i7xS2y = -ii,

93

(7.28)

and similarly
<vpss->A

=

^Sx(Sx

<VySS->« = *

T r

- Xy) = 2lTr£2 = l ,

^ - iSzKSx

~ iSy) = - 5 ' T r Sy = -J'" •

(7.29)

( 7 " 3 °)

Finally, inserting all these quantities in (7.22), we get

1 o
, ,_lf
T 9inel(CJ) - 41
+2

|r
L^2

+ f3n2

^
-+
2^].
(w-co L ) 2 + GT)2 ( w - ^ + coj^ + d r ) 2 ]

(7.31)

We find that £?ine^ consists of three Lorentz curves (with an absorption
shape), centred on a>L + CJJ , CJ L , w L — ^ i with half widths | r , ^F, | F , respectively (see fig. 41). The total area under the central component is two
times larger than the total area under each sideband. As the central component is narrower by a factor | , its height is three times larger than the one of
each sideband.

Fig. 41.
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We have also represented the elastic component which still exists when
CJJ /F is not infinite. This elastic component must not be confused with the
central component of the inelastic component. It has a much smaller width
(which is the width Av of the laser or 1/T). / e l is spread over Av (or l/T)
whereas the central component of 9j nel (cj), corresponding to an intensity
| / j n e i , is spread over F. It follows that the ratio between the heights of the
elastic component and the central inelastic component is of the order of

2 ^£

" 2tTT-

<732)

i.e. much larger than / e i//j ne i which is given by (7.9). We must therefore have
Wj ^» P in order to be allowed to neglect the elastic component.
Such a structure is simple to understand. The two sidebands correspond to
the modulation of 8Sy due to the transient precession of the fluctuating part
of S around B\ at frequency coj (see fig. 9; as we are at resonance, BQ = 0).
As the projection of S in the plane YOZ perpendicular to/?i is alternatively
parallel to 0 Y and 0Z, and as the two damping coefficients associated to Sz
and Sy are respectively F and \T (see eqs. (7.1)), one understands why, when
coj > F, the damping of the precession around B^ is given by \ [F + ^F] = f F
and this explains the width | F of the two sidebands. The central component
is associated with the transient behaviour of 8SX, which is not modulated by
the precession around By and which has a damping coefficient \ F. This explains the position and the width of the central component.
We see also that the classical treatment of the laser field, combined with
the quantum regression theorem, leads to the same results as a correct quantum treatment taking into account the transfer of coherence between pairs of
levels of the "dressed atom" having the same Bohr frequency (§ 4.3.3).
(Hi) Second method. We now present a second method which gives directly
an analytical expression for 9inei(oj) and which does not require the diagonalization of the matrix (7.13). Let us introduce the quantity 6t]{t, t') given by
6tj(t, t') = <8S/(r)5S/(f')>0(r - t'),

(7.33)

where (t - t') is the Heaviside function.
As T> T, we can write
9 i n e l (w)/r= 292e f

dr e - * w - " I > cS + _(r) .
do

(7.34)
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Note that because of the 0(t - f') = d(r) function, the integral over T can be
extended to —°°. It follows that 9inei(c<;) is proportional to the real part of the
FT of d+_(r). If we put
dre-/wM+_(;-),

*+_(«)=/
—

6+_(r) = ^

(7.35a)

00

dco e /WT * + _(«) ,

J
—

(7.35b)

00

we get
( 7 - 36 )

9ilJS>>)IT~2<neg+JUi-(*,).

Let us now take the derivative of (7.33) with respect to t. Using (7.15) and
(7.37)

| - 0 ( / - / ' ) = ^ 0 ( T ) = S(7)

we get
|:cS ; ._(r) = I ) ^

y

<*,_«+ ^._(0)S(r).

(7.38)

By this method, we introduce the initial conditions in the differential equation. We have
d,-_(0) = % _ = <85;85_>st = <5J.5_)st -<5/><5_>st.

(7.39)

The 92j-_ can immediately be calculated from the steady state solution
(7.8) of Bloch's equation. We find
-<o?(2A - i T )

2J\
Cfc
+~

Cjfl

=

( r 2 + 2(J\ + 4A2)2 '
-CJ?(2A -

^__

°~

l

( r 2 + 2w 2 + 4A 2 ) 2 '

zT)2

= ~z
;
r^r .
( r 2 + 2co\ + 4A 2 ) 2

(7.40)

Let us finally take the Fourier transform of (7.38). Using (7.35a), we get
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*«_-,_(") = 5 ^ijSjS")

+ <*,_ •

(7.41)

Eqs. (7.41) are a set of three linear equations between the three unknown
quantities g + _(oj), gQ_(<jS),g__(<J) with inhomogeneous terms given by
(7.40). From these equations, we can immediately determine g+_(oo), which
is given by a ratio of two determinants. This analytical expression foig+_(cj),
combined with (7.36), gives 9 inel (_j) for any values of co, iS± IT, Aw = coL—co0.
7.1.6. Comparison with other calculations and with experimental results
A lot of theoretical papers have been published on the spectral distribution
of resonance fluorescence [1,16,45—56].
The first paper predicting the spectrum represented in fig. 41, with the correct values for the heights and widths of the various components is Mollow's
paper [11], which uses a classical description of the laser field and where analytical expressions are also given for the non-resonant case (coL ^ ^o)- Subsequent papers, using a quantum description of the laser field, obtain the same
results (see for example refs. [51,55], and also ref. [57] where the problem of
the equivalence between classical and quantum descriptions of the laser field
is discussed). Other calculations predict different values for the heights and
widths of the sidebands of the spectrum represented in fig. 41.1 think they
are based upon too crude approximations, as the one which neglects the interference between different cascading amplitudes in the dressed atom approach
described in § 2.2.3.
Concerning the experimental situation, the first experimental observation
of the fluorescence spectrum of an atomic beam irradiated at right angle by a
laser beam was published last year by Schuda, Stroud and Hercher [59]. The
precision is perhaps not yet sufficient to allow a quantitative comparison between theory and experiment. Similar experiments are being done in other
laboratories [35,60]. A three-peak structure has been observed at resonance.
Such an experiment is difficult to perform. A first difficulty is the spatial
inhomogeneity of the laser intensity. As the interval travelled by the atom
during its radiative lifetime is short compared to the diameter of the laser
beam, each part of the illuminated portion of the atomic beam radiates a
three-peak spectrum with a splitting CJ1 corresponding to the local amplitude
of the laser field. A too large spreading of this amplitude would wash out the
structure. We must also not forget the elastic component which is not completely negligible when coj is not very large compared to Y.
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7.2. Broad line excitation with Tp > I/A
The spectral distribution of the fluorescence light reemitted by an atomic
beam irradiated by an intense broad line spectrum does not seem to have been
investigated.
If the pumping time Tp is longer than the correlation time T'Q = I/A of the
light wave, we can use the master equation (5.32) and extend the quantum
regression theorem to the Langevin equation associated with (5.32). We find
immediately

^(ss+iossjt1))

= [ i ( « 0 - ^ ) - ( j r + J-)]<S1S+W55_(/<)>.

(7.42)

At vanishing light intensities, we can neglect AE'jh compared to co0 and
l/Tp compared to | r . We find the result obtained in § 2.1.2 from lowest order QED: a Lorentz curve centred on co0 with a half-width \ Y (see fig. 4).
At higher light intensities, we find that this Lorentz curve is shifted by an
amount —2AE'/h, and broadened by an amount 1/Tp, these two quantities
AE'/h and l/Tp being proportional to the light intensity.
7.3. What happens with a real non-ideal laser beam?
Let us consider a realistic laser light, having a non-zero spectra] width Av
and a very large intensity. More precisely, we suppose \oo\ > F, Av where
yu\ is the mean Rabi nutation frequency associated with the probability
distribution of the amplitude of the laser. As v ^ i T'Q = \/(j^\l^-v is n ° t small,
the motional narrowing condition is not satisfied and we cannot introduce
rate equations like (5.32). When Av ^ T, the light wave does not appear monochromatic for the atom and we cannot introduce Bloch's equations like (5.5).
A first important remark is that the knowledge of Av is not sufficient for
characterizing the light beam. One can imagine different light beams having all
the same spectral width Av, i.e. the same first order correlation function, but
completely different microscopic behaviour, corresponding to different higher
order correlation functions [14]. One can for example consider a light beam
emitted by a laser well above threshold, which has a very well defined amplitude undergoing very small fluctuations, and a phase 0(r) which, in addition
to short time fluctuations, slowly diffuses in the complex plane with a charac-
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teristic time 1/AP. At the opposite, we can consider a quasi-monochromatic
Gaussian field, or a laser just above threshold, for which both phase and amplitude fluctuate appreciably with the same characteristic time 1/Av.
We have done, in collaboration with Paul Avan, calculations of the fluorescence spectrum corresponding to different models of light beams [58]. The
general idea of these calculations is the following. We consider a light wave
which has two types of fluctuations: short-time fluctuations (for example, erratic motion of the phase) and long-time fluctuations (for example, slow phase
diffusion or slow amplitude variations). We assume that the correlation time
of the short-time fluctuations is sufficiently short to allow a perturbative
treatment of these fluctuations. Their effect is therefore analogous to the one
of a relaxation process. We treat to all orders the coupling with the slowly
varying light wave assuming that the long-time fluctuations are sufficiently
slow to be adiabatically followed by the atom. Finally, we make statistical averages over the long-time fluctuations. These calculations show that the shape
of the spectrum is very sensitive to the microstructure of the light beam. The
three-peak structure described above is only maintained when the fluctuations
of the amplitude are sufficiently small. The three components are broadened
differently in a way which depends not only on the phase diffusion, but also
on the short-time fluctuations of this phase <p(f) (more precisely of d0/df).
When the fluctuations of the amplitudes are too large, only the central component survives, superposed on a broad background having a width of the order o f v o j p This is easy to understand: there is a destructive interference of
the various Rabi nutations around Bt, as a consequence of the too large
spreading cf the possible values of B±.
We are also investigating the sensitivity of level crossing signals to the fluctuations of the laser beam. The only calculations which have been performed
up to now (see sect. 5) suppose either a pure coherent field or a very broad
line excitation (Au > F, Vcof) so that, within the correlation time of the light
wave, at most one interaction between the atom and the light can occur: in
such a case, only the first order correlation function plays a role. It would be
interesting to try to fill the gap between these two extreme situations.
7.4. Intensity and photon correlations
Instead of looking at the spectrum 9(oj) of-the fluorescence light, one
could try to measure the intensity correlations of this light, which are characterized by the correlation function
<I(t')I(t = t' + T)),
I(t) being the current of the photomultiplier.

(7.43)

____^_
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As the fluorescence light is in general very weak, it is better to use photon
correlation techniques, and to measure the probability
P(t', t = t'+ r)

(7.44)

for detecting one photon at time t' and another one at a later time t = t' + r.
In this last paragraph, we try to calculate P(t', t).
P(t', t) is related to higher order correlation functions of the electric field.
It is shown in ref. [14], p. 84, that
P(t\ t) ~ <£ ( ->(O^ ( ~ ) (0^ ( + ) (0£' ( + ) (O> •

(7-45)

We will restrict ourselves to the case where there is at most one atom inside
the laser beam at any time, so that the two detected photons are emitted by
the same atom (very low densities for the atomic beam). In this case, the positive and negative frequency parts of the scattered electric field are proportional
to S_(t - r/c) and S+(t - r/c), respectively, so that we have to calculate the
correlation function
<S+(t')S+(t)S_(t)S_(t'))

(7.46)

which can also be written as
<S+(t')[l+Sz(t)]S_(t')>
= \(S+(t')S_(t')> + <S+(t')Sz(t)SJt')).

(7.47)

(For a spin-! ,S+S_=i +SZ.)
As above, we consider only steady state conditions, so that (S+(t')S_(t'))
does not depend on t' and (S+(t')Sz(t)S_(t')) only depends on t - t'. We
will put
p = (S+(t')S_(t')>,

(7.48)

where p is the steady state probability for finding the atom in its upper state
(S+S_ = \ + Sz is the projector into this upper state). Finally we have
Pit', i)~\p

+ <S+(t')Sz(t)S_(t')).

(7.49)

For calculating the correlation function appearing in (7.49), we will use a
method very similar to the one of § 7.1.4. We start from the Heisenberg equa-
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tions of motion (7.10), multiply them at right by S_(t'), at left by S+(t'), and
take the average. As the motion of the dipole at time t' cannot be correlated
with the Langevin force at a later time t, we get
£<S+(t')Si(t)S_{t'))

= E Wif(S+(t')Sf(t)S_(t')) + Ct<S+(t')S_(t')>,

(7.50)

with
t>t',

i = 2,+,-.

Here 93,y and C,- are the homogeneous and inhomogeneous coefficients appearing in Bloch's equations (only Cz is different from zero and equal to — \ Y;
see first eq. (7.10)).
Using (7.48), and introducing the reduced correlation functions r,(r, t')
given by
<S+(OS,.(?)S_(O> = Prt(t, f),

(7.51)

we easily transform (7.50) into

£ r.(r, t') = TJ

CJBV rf(t,

t') + Ct.

(7.52)

We get a very simple result: the t dependence of the three correlation functions Tt{t, t') is given by Bloch's equations. According to (7.49) and (7.51),
the photon correlation signal p(t, t') is given by
(7.53)

nt',t)~P[\+Tg(t,t'].

We have already mentioned that \ + Sz is the projector into the upper state.
As F + , F_, F z satisfy Bloch's equations, \ + Yz(t, t') may be interpreted as
the probability, computed from Bloch's equations, for finding the atom in its
upper state at time t. It remains to find the initial conditions, i.e. the values of
the r,- for t = t'.
For a spin-j, we have

(S+)2 = ( S J 2 = 0 ,

S+SZS_ = -\S+S_ .

(7.54)
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It follows that
<S+(t')S+(t')S_(t')> = (S+(t')S_(t')S_(t'))
<S+(t') Sz(t')S_(t'))

= 0,

= -k<S+(t')S_(t')) =-ip.

(7.55)

Consequently, we get from (7.51) and (7.55)
r+(t = t') = r_(t = t') = o,

r r (/ = o = - j .

(7.56)

This result shows that the initial conditions for the F,- correspond to an atom
in its lower state.
Finally, we have obtained in (7.53) a very simple result: the probability of
detecting one photon at time t' and another one at time t is given by a product
of two factors: p, which is the probability for detecting one photon, and
2 + rz(1' *') w h i c n is the probability, computed from Bloch's equation, that
the atom, starting from its lower state at time t' is found in its upper state at
the later time t. The physical interpretation of this result is clear: the probability of detecting the first photon is p. The detection of this first photon "reduces the wave packet". Immediately after this detection, the atom is certainly in its lower state. Then, it evolves and, in order to be able to emit a second
photon, it must be raised in its upper state during the time interval t - t'.
Fig. 42 shows for example the variations of P{t', t) with t - t', at resonance
(a>L = OJ 0 ), and for very high intensities of the laser beam {<x>l > T). One finds
in this case from Bloch's equations that p = \ and that

Fig. 42.
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Pit', 0 ~ S [1 - e ~ 3 r / / 4 cos ux{t - t')}.

(7.57)

When t = t',P(t', t) = 0: at time t', the atom is in its lower state and cannot
emit a second photon. P(t', t) is maximum when t — t' = TT/OJI . This time interval corresponds to a "IT pulse" which transfers the atom fxomg to e. When
t - t'> 1/P, the two emission processes are independent andP(f', t) reduces
top2 = | .
The very simple interpretation given above raises the following questions:
Is it possible to consider such an experiment as a possible test of the postulate of the reduction of the wave packet? What would be the predictions of
other quantum theories of measurement (such as "hidden variables")? We just
ask these questions here without entering further into these problems.
Let us finally give some orders of magnitude concerning the feasibility of
such an experiment. We have mentioned above that each atom remains about
10~6 sec in the laser beam. If we want to have at most one atom in the laser
beam at any time, one could not send more than 10^ atoms per second. As
each atom emits about 50 photons, this would correspond to a number of
emitted photons less than 5 X 107 per second (in 4TT solid angle). It does not
seem hopeless to make photon correlation experiments with such intensities.
Note added after the course
The suggestion of photon correlation experiments for studying the fluorescence light emitted by atoms irradiated with strong resonant fields has been
made independently by Carmichael and Walls (D.F. Walls, private communication; H.J. Carmichael and D.F. Walls, refs. [63,66]).
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This paper has been written for the proceedings of the International Conference on Multiphoton Processes held in Rochester, US, in 1977. It presents a general review of the dressed
atom approach in the optical domain in the simple case of a two-level atom. This is why
it has been selected here, rather than more detailed papers dealing with multilevel atoms
[see, for example, C. Cohen-Tannoudji and S. Reynaud, J. Phys. BIO, 345 (1977)].
For a two-level atom, the dressed atom energy diagram consists of a ladder of doublets
separated by the laser frequency (see Figs. 2 and 3). Determining the pairs of dressed states
between which the electric dipole moment has a nonzero matrix element [Fig. 2(b)] gives the
frequencies of the allowed spontaneous radiative transitions. This provides a straightforward
interpretation of the Mollowfluorescencetriplet.
The master equation describing the spontaneous emission of the dressed atom has a
simple structure in the secular limit where the splitting between dressed states is large
compared to their widths. The steady state values of the populations of the dressed states
can be easily determined. The damping rates of the off-diagonal elements of the dressed atom
density matrix can also be calculated, taking into account the secular couplings between
coherences evolving at the same frequency. These damping rates give the widths of the
various components of the Mollow triplet. As for the weights of these components, a very
simple physical expression can be derived for them. They are proportional to the steady
state population of the upper dressed state and to the spontaneous transition rate towards
the lower dressed state of the corresponding transition [Eq. (20)].
Another advantage of the dressed atom approach, pointed out in this paper, is that
it provides a straightforward interpretation of the absorption spectrum of a weak probe
beam. Such a beam probes the transitions between pairs of states dressed by the intense
field. The weights of the components of the absorption spectrum are thus determined by the
differences of populations between the dressed states. Even though there is no population
inversion between the two bare states, population inversions can appear between the dressed
states and this simply explains how the probe beam can be amplified at certain frequencies
(Fig. 5).
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I. INTRODUCTION
Resonance fluorescence, which is the subject of this session,
has been studied for a long time. The first quantum treatment of
the scattering of resonance radiation by free atoms was given by
Weisskopf and Wigner, in the early days of quantum mechanics [1].
The importance of this process in various fields such as
spectroscopy, optical pumping, lasers,... is obvious and does not
require further discussion. In the last few years, the interest
in the problem of resonance fluorescence has been renewed by the
development of tunable laser sources which made it possible to
irradiate atomic beams with intense monochromatic laser waves and
to study the characteristics of the fluorescence light. For example, the fluorescence spectrum, which is monochromatic at very
low laser intensities, as predicted by lowest order QED for elastic Rayleigh scattering, exhibits more complex structures at
higher intensities when absorption and induced emission predominate over spontaneous emission. Some of these experiments, which
have been initiated by the work of Schuda, Stroud and Hercher [2],
here in Rochester, will be discussed in subsequent papers [3],
From the theoretical point of view, a lot of papers have been
devoted to this problem, and it would be impossible here to review
all of them [4]. Let's just mention the publication of Mollow
[5], who, in 1969, presented a complete and correct treatment of
the problem, starting from the Bloch equations for the atomic density matrix driven by a c-number applied field, and using the
quantum regression theorem for evaluating the correlation function
of the atomic dipole moment. Perhaps the theoretical activity in
this field can be interpreted as an attempt to build some simple
physical pictures of resonance fluoresecence at high intensities
in terms of photons. Actually this problem is not so simple and,
before entering into any calculations, it seems interesting to
point out some of these difficulties.
Let us first introduce some important physical parameters.
It's well known that an atom, irradiated by a resonant
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monochromatic wave, oscillates between the ground state g and the
excited state e with a frequency u^, which is the Rabi nutation
frequency, and which is equal to the product of the atomic dipole
moment d and the electric field amplitude E. oij characterizes
the strength of absorption and stimulated emission processes.
T, the natural width of the excited state, is the spontaneous emission rate. In intense fields, when OJJ >> r, each atom
can oscillate back and forth between e and g several times before
spontaneously emitting a fluorescence photon.
T is the transit time of atoms through the laser beam and is
usually much longer than the radiative lifetime r"1 of the excited state e.
From the preceding considerations, it appears first that one
cannot analyze the situation in terms of a single fluorescence
process. In intense fields, when each atom spends half of its
time in e, there is on the average, for each atom, a sequence of
several (y TT/2 >> 1) fluorescence processes, which cannot be considered as independent, as a consequence of the coherent character of the laser driving field.
Secondly, we have clearly a non equilibrium situation. Any
"steady-state" which can be eventually reached by the system is
actually a dynamical equilibrium: photons are constantly transferred, through fluorescence processes, from the laser mode to
the empty modes of the electromagnetic field.
Finally, and this is perhaps the most difficult point, one
must not forget that, in quantum theory, the corpuscular and wave
aspects of light are complementary. There is not a unique physical description of the sequence of fluoresecence processes which
can be applied to all possible experiments.
Suppose for example we are interested in the time aspect of
the problem, more precisely in the probability p(8) for having 2
successive fluorescence photons emitted by the same atom separated by a time interval 6. This can be achieved by measuring,
with a broad-band photomultiplier, the intesity correlations of
the fluorescence light emitted by a very dilute atomic beam (for
a theoretical analysis of this problem, see references 6 and 7).
Note also that, throughout this paper, we restrict ourselves to
very dilute atomic systems so that we can ignore any cooperative
effects such as those discussed in reference 8. Once we have detected one fluorescence photon, the atom is certainly in the
ground state because of the "reduction of the wave packet". In
order to be able to emit a second photon, it must be reexcited in
the upper state by the laser light. It is therefore not surprising that p(6) is given by the Rabi transient describing the excitation of the atom from the ground state. Note in particular
that p(8) -»• 0 when 8->0, showing an "antibunching" of the fluorescence photons emitted by a single atom.
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One can also be interested in the frequency distribution of
the fluorescence light, and from now we will only consider this
type of problem. In such experiments, the fluorescence photons
are sent into an interferometric device, such as a high finesse
Fabry-Perot etalon, inside which they are kept for such a long
time that we lose all information concerning their order of emission. This clearly shows the complementarity between time and
frequency which cannot be simultaneously determined. This means
also that, for each ensemble of fluorescence photons with frequencies o)^, aig,. .. ,O)JJ, we have several indistinguishable sequences of fluorescence processes, differing by the order of
emission of photons, and that we must take into account possible
interferences between the corresponding quantum amplitudes. There
is another example of such a difficulty which is well known in
atomic physics: the paradox of spontaneous emission from an harmonic oscillator [9], It is well known that the linewidth of the
spontaneously emitted radiation is independent of the initial excitation of the oscillator. Such a result can be derived quantum
mechanically only if one takes into account the interferences between the N! possible cascades through which the oscillator decays from its initial excited state N to the ground state 0.

II. THE DRESSED ATOM APPROACH
In this paper, we would like to present a dressed-atom approach to resonance fluorescence, discussed in detail in reference 10, and which, in our opinion, solves the previous difficulties and leads to simple interpretations for the fluorescence
and absorption spectra of atoms irradiated by intense resonant
laser beams.
Let's emphasize that such an approach does not lead to new
results which could not be derived from a c-number description of
the laser field. Actually, the c-number description may be shown
to be strictly equivalent to the quantum description provided that
the initial state of the field is a coherent one ill]. What we
would like to show here is that introducing from the beginning
the energy levels of the combined system [atom+laser mode] leads,
in the limit of high intensities, to simpler mathematical calculations and more transparent physical discussions.
We give now the general idea of this method. In a first
step, one neglects spontaneous emission and one considers only
the total isolated system "atom+ laser mode interacting together".
We call such a system the dressed-atom or the atom dressed by
laser photons. One easily determines the energy diagram of such
a system, which exhibits a quasiperiodicity associated with the
quantization of the radiation field.
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Then, we introduce the coupling with the empty modes, responsible for the transfer of photons from the laser mode to the
empty modes (Fig. 1 ) . Resonance fluorescence can therefore be
considered as spontaneous emission from the dressed atom. Similarly, a sequence of fluorescence processes corresponds to a
radiative cascade of the dressed atom downwards its energy diagram.
Due to the very broad frequency spectrum of the empty modes,
it is always possible to describe the spontaneous decay of the
dressed atom by a master equation. In the limit of high intensities, more precisely in the limit of well resolved spectral
lines, we will see that this equation takes a much simpler form.
Finally, it would be in principle necessary to introduce the
coupling of the laser mode with the lasing atoms and with the
cavity losses, in order to describe the injection of photons into
the laser mode and the fluctuations of the laser light.
We will suppose here that the laser fluctuations are negligible and we will forget this coupling. We will describe the
laser beam as a free propagating wave corresponding to a single
mode of the radiation field, initially excited in a coherent
state, with a Poisson distribution p o (n) for the photon number.
The width, An, of this distribution is very large in absolute_
value, but very small compared to the mean number of photons n
(quasi classical state):

T~=~' —

1 << An - / n << n

FIGURE 1. Various couplings appearing in the dressed atom
approach.

(1)
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Furthermore, n has no real physical meaning: we can always
let n and the quantization volume V tend to <*>, the ratio n/V remaining constant and related to the electromagnetic energy density experienced by the atom. This is why it will be justified
to consider the dressed atom energy diagram as periodic over a
very large range An, and to neglect the variation with n of any
matrix element when n varies within An.

III. APPLICATION TO A TWO-LEVEL ATOM
We now show how this method works in the simple case of a
two-level atom.

A. Energy Diagram
The unperturbed states of the dressed atom are labelled by
two quantum numbers: e, g for the atom; n for the number of photons in the laser mode. They are bunched in two-dimensional
multiplicities E n , E n _, separated by co^ (laser frequency)(Fig.2a).
The splitting between the two states |g,n+l> and |e,n> of E n is
the detuning 6 between the atomic and laser frequencies u o and u^:
5 = «oo - a)L

(2)

An atom in g can absorb one laser photon and jump to e. This
means that the two states |g,n+l> and e,n> are coupled by the
laser mode-atom interaction Hamiltonian V, the corresponding
matrix element being
<e,n|v|g, n + 1> = -y

(3)

Since 6 and ajj are small compared to w^, one can neglect all
other couplings between different multiplicities, which is equivalent to making the rotating wave approximation. Thus, one is led
to a series of independent two-level problems. One immediately
finds that the two perturbed states associated with E n (Fig. 2b)
are separated by a splitting
/ 2
W 12 =
Wl +
and are given by

2
6

^

| l , n > = cos<j>|e,n> +. sin<j)|g, n + 1>
|2,n> =-sin<j> | e,n> + coscj)|g, n + 1>

(5)
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where the angle <f> is defined by
tg 2<f> = Uj/S

(6)

For the following discussion, it will be useful to know the
matrix elements of the atomic dipole operator D. This operator
does not act on the number n of laser photons and therefore the
only non-zero matrix elements of D in the unperturbed basis are
<g,n|D|e,n> = <g|D|e> = d

(7)

From the expansion (5) of the dressed atom states, one deduces
that D only couples states belonging to two adjacent multiplicities. We will call djj_ these matrix elements
d.. = <j, n - l|D[i,n>

(8)

One finds immediately the matrix elements corresponding to the
various allowed Bohr frequencies (arrows of Fig. 2b):
2
d o1 = d cos <f>
(frequency co + a 0)
2
d
= -d s i n <J>
(frequency u L - OJ ^)
(9)
d 1 . = -d-p = d sincf) cost})
(frequency ay)

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 2. (a) Unperturbed states of the total system "atom +
laser mode";(b) perturbed states of the same system.
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B. Secular Approximation
Let us introduce now spontaneous emission, characterized by
F. We will not discuss the general case, but restrict ourselves
to the limit of well resolved lines:
O312 »

r

(10)

From Eq. (4), this condition means either intense fields (u)i>>F)
or large detunings (|<S| » F ) or both.
In such a case, the master equation describing spontaneous
emission can be considerably simplified. Any coupling, which is
of the order of F, between two density matrix elements evolving
at different frequencies, differing at least by to^* c a n t>e n e ~
glected. This is the so called secular approximation which is
the starting point of an expansion in powers of F/OJ^ a n d which
leads to independent sets of equations only coupling the elements
of the dressed atom density matrix a evolving at the same Bohr
frequency.

C. Evolution of the Populations
As a first illustration of this discussion, let us consider
the set of equations coupling the elements of a evolving at frequency 0, i.e. the diagonal elements of a which represent the
populations II. of the dressed atom energy levels:
n. n = <i,n|a|i,n>

(11)

j-,n

In these equations, important parameters appear which are
the transition rates Fj^ (Fj^ is the transition rate from |i,n>
to |j,n-l>) and which are simply related to the dipole matrix
elements introduced above:
r

±

= )<j,n-l|D|i,n>|2 = d2i±

(12)

The evolution equations of the populations II ^ n can then be
written

1
l,n

= -(r.,+r )IL +r..n1 ., + r.ono
11

21

l»n

11 l,n+l

12 2,n+l

(13)

2,n
L2. 2.1 2,n
Zl l,n+l
2.2. /,n+l
These equations have an obvious physical meaning in terms of
transition rates: for example, the population IT^ n decreases because of transitions from |l,n> to the lower levels with a total
rate
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r i = r il + r 21

(14 >

and increases because of transitions from upper levels |l,n+l>
(transition rate ?n) and |2,n+l> (transition rate T12)(Fig. 3 ) :

FIGURE 3. Evolution of the population n xn.
Because of the quasi-classical character of the laser mode
state (condition 1), all matrix elements can be considered as
periodic within the width An of the photon distribution p o (n).
Thus II£ n + 1 and II^n are practically equal and they can be
written as
n i,n + l

~~ni,n ~~ P o ( n )

ni

(15 >

where 11- is a reduced population.
One deduces from Eqs. (13) and (15) that the reduced populations n^ obey the simple equations
"l = " r 21 "l +
h

=

" r i2 n 2 +

F 12 n 2
r 21 n i

(16)
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One easily derives the following results for the evolution
of the populations n^. Starting from the initial values II^(o)
obtained by expanding on the dressed atom states the initial state
of the laser mode-atom system, the populations exhibit a transient
behavior, on a time scale of the order of T~l, and then reach a
steady state Il£(°°), or more precisely a dynamical equilibrium,
where they do not vary any more.
The populations n^(<») are determined by the two equations
I^C-o) + n 2 (») - 1

(17)

F 21 n i ( o o ) = F 12 n 2 ( o o )

(18)

The first one is the normalization condition. The second is the
detailed balance condition, obtained from Eq. (16), and expressing that the number of transitions from |2,n + l> to |l,n> compensates the number of transitions from jl,n> to |2,n-l>.
Solving these two equations leads to
n (oo) =

iv '

^__

r

=

+ r

12

4

'21

4

21
12

4

s i n > + cos <j>

r
v. ((s.

___»

_
21

n

.

u

'

cos <j>
s i n > + cos *

D. Positions and Weights of the Various Components
of the Fluorescence Spectrum
The positions of these components are given by the allowed
Bohr frequencies of the atomic dipole moment which, according to
the previous discussion, are W ^ - W ^ J ^L'^L* W 1 2 * S O , w e n a v e a
triplet of three well resolved lines since co^2 > > F»
It is clear that the total number of photons emitted on the
component CO^ + OJ^J is equal to the total number of transitions
|i,n> -> |j,n-l>, corresponding to this frequency, and occurring
during the transit time T of atoms through the laser beam. Since
T is larger than T" 1 , one can consider only the dynamical equilibrium regime. It follows that the weight Gp(a)L + OJ^J) of the
oiT +03.. component is given by:

GF(u)L + a) ) = T r

n i (»)

From the detailed balance condition (18), one deduces

(20)
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G

F(WL

+ W12)= G

F ( \ " a)12)

(21)

We have therefore a close connection between the detailed balance
and the symmetry of the spectrum.
Since we know the r.^ and the 11^, we can easily write analytical expressions for the weights of the two sidebands and for
the weight GpCoj^) of the central component:
n

,

(

\

n r

\

GF(WL + W 12 ) = 6F(u)L-a)12) = FT

VT

• 4.

V

Sin <p cos <p

—477
sm

47

<j> + cos <j)

(22)

GF(wL) = T ( r n n 1 ( « ) + r 2 2 n 2 (»)) = n sin2<j> cos 2 *
They coincide with the now well known results concerning two
level atoms at the limit of well resolved spectral lines.

E. Widths of the Components
In order to obtain the width of the lateral components at
consider now the evolution of the off diagonal element of the density matrix connecting |l,n> and |2,n-l> and
which we note o-[2n
COL±O)I2» w e

a j 2 n = <l,n|a|2,n-l>
The evolution equation of a

(23)
can be written:

^2n = - i K + W12)°t2n-|(ri+r2)42n+dlld22 ^ 2 n+l

(24)

Three terms appear in this equation: the first one describes the
free evolution of a1"2n at the Bohr frequency COL + W , ^ ; the second
one describes the damping of eft" by spontaneous emission with a
rate equal to the half sum of the total decay rates Tj and T~
from the two levels |l,n> and |2,n-l>. Finally, one must not forget the coupling of o"t"2n with another off diagonal element of
a, a"J"2 n + , , which connects |l,n+l> and |2,n> and evolves at the
same Bohr frequency, the coupling coefficient being the product
of the two dipole matrix elements dn and d 2 2 (Fig- 4 ) .
As above, we can use the periodicity property for replacing
a
by o\2n ^-n ^1- (24), which gives the damping rate L12

oi n CTt2n
L12

=I

(ri +

V

- dlld22

(25)
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FIGURE 4. Coupling of off-diagonal density matrix elements
evolving at the same Bohr frequency.
This rate is also the damping rate of the component of the mean
dipole moment oscillating at frequency w^ + w ^ ' s o that L 1 2 ^ s
also the width of the lateral components. One therefore concludes
that the width of the line emitted on the transition |l,n>+ |2,n-l>
is not simply given by the half sum of the natural widths T-± and
T 2 of the two involved levels. Because of the periodicity of the
energy diagram, there is a phase transfer in the radiative cascade which is responsible for a correction equal to -dnd22» The
explicit expression of !,,„ in terms of r and <j> is:
L 1 2 = T(-l+ C ° s 2 < 1 > sin2<J):)

(26)

The problem of the central component is a little more complicated. There are now two off diagonal elements
a+.

= <i,n|a|i,n-l>

with i = 1,2

(27)

nn
which connect the same multiplicities E n and E n _i and which
evolve at the same frequency O)T . One can show that, except for
the free evolution terms, the at. and the populations IU n
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obey the same equations. But the time evolution of the populations is given by the superposition of a transient regime and of
a steady state one. It follows that the central component is
actually the superposition of two lines: a 6-function corresponding to the coherent scattering due to the undamped oscillation of
the mean dipole moment driven at u^ by the laser wave and an inelastic central component. Simple calculations (10) give the
weights G&i and G±nei(l>yiJ) °f t n e elastic and inelastic central
components and the width L c of the inelastic one:
Gel = T ( d l l

ni(0o) +

d 22

V°°))2
r 4

•nm
2,
. 2
= TT c o s <>
j s m (>
|

Ginel<*L> =

W

4~

c o s <>
j - s i n <>
j
T^
~
c o s <>
j + s i n (j>

,_„,.
(28)

~ Gel

. FT ^ cosS BlnS

(29)

(cos <J> + sin <|>)
L c = r i 2 + F 2 1 = r<sln4(f) +

cos 4 *)

(30)

F. Absorption Spectrum
We now show how this dressed atom approach provides a
straightforward interpretation of very recent experimental results [12].
Atoms are always irradiated by an intense laser beam at in^.
Instead of looking at the fluorescence light emitted by these
atoms, one measures the absorption of a second weak probe beam to.
o)L is fixed and co is varied. One can say that, in this experiment, one measures the absorption spectrum of the dressed atom.
Since the perturbation introduced by the weak probe beam can
be neglected, the energy levels [i,n> |j,n-l>... of the dressed
atom and their populations n^ 11.*... are the same as before. To
the transition |i,n>-> [j,n-l>
of the dressed atom corresponds,
in the absorption spectrum, a component centered at % + co_r •, with
a width L ^ , and a weight (II. -11^) T^T determined by the difference between absorption and stimulated emission processes.
This is the main difference between fluorescence and absorption spectra. An absorption signal is proportional to the difference of populations between the two involved levels; a spontaneous emission signal only depends on the population of the
upper state.
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We therefore arrive at the following conclusions:
(i) Because of the periodicity property, the two levels |i,n>
and |i,n-l> (with i = l,2) have the same populations. So, the
central component at co^ disappears since it corresponds to transitions between two equally populated levels.
(ii) If II2 is larger than 1^, the lateral component at U>JJ + GJ12
(transition | i,n> -*• 12,n-l>) is absorbing since the lower level
|2,n-l> is the most populated (Fig. 5 ) . But, then, the second
lateral component at co^-a)^ (transition |2,n> -> |l,n-l> is amplifying since it is now the upper level |2,n> which is the most
populated.
(iii)Finally, at resonance, one easily finds that n 1 = n 2 so that
all levels are equally populated and all components disappear in
the absorption spectrum.
Let's recall that all these results are only valid to Oth
order in r/u>12. Higher order corrections to the secular approximation, which is used here, would introduce smaller signals,
which do not vanish at resonance or near OJ .

FIGURE 5. If n 2 > n l 5 the u>|_ + w 1 2 component is absorbing,
whereas the oj|_ - OJ 12 component is amplifying.
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It appears clearly from the previous discussion that good
amplification requires a detuning between the laser and atomic
frequencies uw and coQ. One can easily compute the optimum conditions for such an amplification.
The maximum of the amplifying line is obtained by dividing
the weight of this line by its width. Let us call G the ratio of
this maximum amplification to the maximum absorption of free
atoms. One obtains

d2 - y r12

T

s i n <j> ( c o s j> - s i n tj>)
—

/ A

9

•.,, .
7

\3-*-s

(cos <(> + sin <|>)(1 + 2 sin <j> cos <f>)
The value of the detuning which maximizes this amplification is given by
103 - (1) [
—
— = 0.334
ul
and it corresponds to a maximum amplification
G
= 4.64% .
max

(32)

(33)

IV. CONCLUSION
To conclude, let us mention some further applications of the
dressed atom approach.
First, this method can be directly applied to multilevel
systems. Similar mathematical expressions having the same physical meaning can be derived for the characteristics of the various
components of fluorescence and absorption spectra. We have already used it to study several problems such as the modification
of the Raman effect at very high intensities [13]; the simultaneous saturation of two atomic transitions sharing a common level
[14}, a situation which occurs frequently in stepwise excitation
experiments (in that case, we have to consider atoms dressed by
two types of photons); polarization effects related to Zeeman
degeneracy and which could be observed by exciting atoms with a
given polarization and by observing the fluorescence spectrum
with a different one [15].

^__^
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Second, this method is very well suited to the study of the
effect of collisions in the presence of resonant fields [163173
18].
One has to add in the master equation new terms describing
the transition rates induced by collisions. The detailed balance
condition, giving the dynamical equilibrium, depends now on both
radiative and collisional rates. But. on the other hand, the
weights of the lines only depend on radiative rates. This provides very simple interpretations for the asymmetries which appear in the fluorescence spectrum and which are due to collisions.
Finally, one can easily introduce the Doppler effect in the
theory by plotting energy diagrams giving the dressed atom energy
levels versus the atomic velocity. We have shown that these diagrams can provide very simple interpretations for the various
saturation signals observed in laser spectroscopy. We are presently investigating some new effects suggested by such an approach [18].
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Paper 3.3
C. Cohen-Tannoudji and P. Avail, "Discrete state coupled to a continuum. Continuous transition between the Weisskopf-Wigner exponential decay and the Rabi oscillation," in Etats
Atomiques et Moleculaires Couples a un Continuum — A tomes et Molecules Hautement
Excites, Colloques Internationaux du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, N° 273
(1977), pp. 93-106.
Reprinted with permission of CNRS Editions.
In the two extreme situations considered in Sec. 5 of paper 3.1, where the incident light field
has either a very narrow or a very broad spectral width, the behavior of a two-level atom
interacting with such a light field is very simple. It can be described by a damped Rabi
oscillation in the first case, and by a departure from the ground state with a constant rate in
the second case. It was thus interesting to try to work out simple models for understanding
the transition between these two regimes. It was soon realized that the knowledge of the
spectral width Av of the light beam is not sufficient for characterizing the light field. Higher
order correlation functions can play an important role. See, for example, P. Avan and
C. Cohen-Tannoudji, J. Phys. BIO, 155 (1977). In this paper, the fluorescence spectrum
of a two-level atom is calculated for two types of fluctuating incident light fields having
the same spectral width Av. For the first one, the field amplitude is well defined and
Au is due to phase diffusion. The second one corresponds to a Gaussian field where both
the amplitude and the phase fluctuate. The results obtained in these two cases for the
fluorescence spectrum are quite different.
During the development of this work, we were led to consider simplified models, which are
too crude to be applied to laser-atom interactions, but which can have a pedagogical interest
in the context of the general problem of discrete states coupled to continua. This paper
presents an example of such a model which is sufficiently simple to allow an exact solution
to be obtained. A single discrete state is coupled to a single continuum by a coupling whose
strength can be varied continuously. Using graphic constructions, one can then understand
how the behavior of the system changes continuously from a Weisskopf-Wigner decay to
a Rabi oscillation. This model is also presented in C. Cohen-Tannoudji, J. Dupont-Roc,
and G. Grynberg, Complement Cm of Atom-Photon Interactions. Basic Processes and
Applications (John Wiley, 1992).
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DISCRETE STATE COUPLED TO A CONTINUUM. CONTINUOUS TRANSITION BETWEEN
THE WEISSKOPF-WIGNER EXPONENTIAL DECAY AND THE RABI OSCILLATION,
Claude COHEN-TANNOUDJI and Paul AVAN

Eoote Novmale Supirieure and College de France
24 rue Lhomond, 7BZ31 PARIS CEDBX OS - France

1. Introduction
WEISSKOPF and WIGNER have shown a long time ago that when a discrete state |<t)± > is
weakly coupled to a broad continuum, the probability that the system remains in |4> > decreases
exponentially, in an irreversible way. One can then ask the following question : How does this
behaviour change when the width W

of the continuum is decreased, or when, W

remaining constant,

the coupling V between the discrete state and the continuum is increased ? One knows of course
another extreme case, the one where the width of the continuum is so small that it can be considered as a discrete state |ij>.. >. Then, the coupling V between | ^ > and |$, > induces
reversible oscillations between |$. > and |$. > , with a frequency proportional to
< i)> |V(cf« > and which is the well known Rabi nutation frequency.

In this paper, we show how it is possible, with a very simple model and with elementary graphic constructions,to understand the continuous transition between the Weisskopf-Wigner
exponential decay and the Rabi oscillation.

So many publications have been devoted to the problem of the coupling between discrete
states and continuums that it seems extremely difficult to try to present an exhaustive review
on this subject. We therefore apologize for not giving any bibliography at the end of this
paper.

2. Presentation of a simple model
2.1. Notations
We consider an unperturbed hamiltonian H

having only one non-degenerate discrete

state 1 ^ > , with an energy E 1 < and one continuum of states |B, E >, labelled by their energy
E, which varies from 0 to t •, and some other quantum numbers 8. The density of states in the
continuum will be noted p(g, E ) ,

(•

[

Ho

HQ

l*i > * E i 1*1

>

|g, E > = E |B, E >

0 HE<»

(1)

One adds to H Q a coupling XV proportional to a dimensionless parameter X. When
X »

1, the coupling is strong, when X «

1 it is weak. The operator V is assumed to have

non zero matrix elements only between the discrete state and the continuum, and they are noted

v(B. E ) .
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< 4>i| V| B, E > = vCB. E)

(2)

AH other matrix elements of V are equal to zero
< f J V l ^ > = < B. E|V|B'. E1 > = 0

(3)

2.2. Decay amplitude U^(t) and Fourier transform b^(E) of the decay amplitude
What we have to calculate is the matrix element of the evolution operator between

1 ^ > and < <t>±| ,
Ultt) - < •1|e-lfH°+AV)t|<(li > ,
which represents the decay amplitude,

t4]

i.e. the probability amplitude that the system, starting

at t = 0 in |(j> > , remains in this state after a time t. One can easily show from Schrfidinger
equation that U.tt) satisfies an integro-differential equation which is not easy to solve.
It is much simpler to take a different approach and to calculate the Fourier transform
b ± (E) of U 1 (t), rather than U ± tt) itself

f

+eo

dE e ~ i E t b (E)

(5)

-»

The first step in this direction is to compute the matrix element of the resolvent operator

GtZ) = [ Z - H ]~* between \$i > and < (jij
G (Z) = < *, | — — | <f>± >
Z -H
where Z is the complex variable and H = H

(B)

+ XV the total hamiltonian. One can easily show

that G.CZ) satisfies an algebraic equation (much simpler than an integro-differential equation)
which can be exactly solved for the simple model considered here. The corresponding calculations
are sketched in the appendix. In the same appendix, we give the connection

between G ^ Z ) and

b.(E), displayed by the equation

b.(E) = — - —
2ii

Lim

[JG (E-ieJ - G^E+iejl

(7)

e •» 0

and from which it is possible to derive an explicit expression for b.(E). Before giving this
expression, it will be useful to introduce and to discuss 2 functions of E which play an
important role in the problem.
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Figure 1 :

r(E) function

Figure 2 :

A(E) function

2.3. Energy dependence of the coupling between the discrete state and the continuum
(i) r(E) function
The first function, TIE), is defined by :

H E ) = 2ir [ dB p(g, E)|v(B, E ) | 2

(B)

Physically, P(E) represents the strength of the coupling between the discrete state
|$. > and the shell of states in the continuum having the energy E. The variations with E of
FCE) are represented on Fig. 1.
From the definition (8), it follows that :
HE) 5 0

(9)

Since, the continuum is supposed to start from E = 0, pCB, E) = 0 for E < 0, and,
consequently :
HE} = 0

for

E < 0

[10)
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F i n a l l y , p(B« E) i s g e n e r a l l y

an i n c r e a s i n g f u n c t i o n of E whereas | v ( 8 , E ) | 2

to zero when E -*•«>. We w i l l suppose here t h a t |v(B» E ) | 2 tends t o zero s u f f i c i e n t l y

tends

r a p i d l y so

that :
T(E) •+ 0

when E •+ °°

C11)

This explains the shape of f(E) represented on Fig. 1. The width W

of H E ) can be

considered as the "width of the continuum".
Let's also note that A2r(E ) is the decay rate of

Jt(> > , given by Fermi's golden

rule.

(ii) Parameter nt
From H E ) , it is possible to define the parameter fij by

«!2 = -~

:

f dE rtEJ = JJ dB dE ptS. E) |vC8. E) |2

(12)

f!l characterizes the coupling between the discrete state |<(>j > and the whole continuum trather
than the shell of energy EJ. We will see later on that Aflj coincides with the Rabi frequency for
very high couplings.

(iii) A(E) function
A (E) is defined by :

AtEJ.-k- f f d E ' - X ^
where i

t13J

means principal part.
It is easy to see that the variations with E of A(E),

represented on Fig. 2, are

those of a dispersion liKe curve. For the following discussion , it will be useful to determine
the asymptotic behaviour of AtE) for |E[ very large. For | E | »
E-E'

by E so that, using (12), one gets :

for

|E| »

WQ :

ACE) =

2

^ • I dE' H E M

W Q , one can replace in (13)

=— g —

(14)

Finally, it can be noted that A 2 A(E 1 ) is the Weisskopf-Wigner's result for the
shift of the discrete state |<(i. > due to its coupling with the continuum.

2.4. Explicit expression for b^(E)
We can now give the explicit expression of b (E) (see the appendix for the details of
the calculations) which only depends on T(E) and AtE) :

b.(E)

1

= —

Lim

1 r e-^0 +

. * * ^F

PTTTT—

[E - Et - X2A(E)]2 * Ce + X 2 ^ - ] 2

(15)
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It must be emphasized that this expression is exact and does not involve any approximation (within the simple model considered here).
One must not forget however that H E ) and A(E) both depend on E, so that b±(E) is not
a lorentzian, and consequently U.(t) does not correspond to a pure exponential decay.
Actually, one expects that the deviations of b.(E) from a lorentzian are very small
for X «

1, since Weisskopf-Wigner's results are valid for a weak coupling. On the other hand,

for X »

1, one expects to find 2 sharp maxima for b (E) since the Fourier transform of the

Rabi sinusoid, which must appear at very strong coupling, is formed by 2 delta functions.

It is precisely for understanding the deformations of b ^ E ) when X increases that we
introduce now some simple graphic constructions.

3. Some simple graphic constructions
3.1. Construction of b ^ E )
In Fig. 3, we have represented 3 functions of E : X 2 r(E), X 2 A(E), E-E i (straight line
of slope 1 intersecting the E axis at E . ) . Let's consider now, for each value of E, a vertical
line of abscissa E, and let's call A, B, C, D the intersections of this vertical line with
respectively the E axis, X 2 r(E), X 2 A(E), E-E±. We have :
AB = X2r(E)

CD = E - E± - X2A(E)

(16)

so that the expression (15) of bj(E) can be rewritten as :

b.(E) = — —
1
*

Lim
e-*0+

^-j3
(CD) 2 • ( e * - ~ )

(17)
z

which gives the possibility of determining b.(E) graphically for each value of E.
Since everything is positive in the denominator of (17), one expects to find a maximum of b 1 (E) when E is such that CD = E - E± - X 2 A(E) = 0. Thus, the abscissas, E^, of the
maximuneof b. (E) are given by :
Zm

-E i " *24tEB' " ° •

(1fll

3.2. Positions of the maximums of b ^ E )
According to (18), the positions of the maximums of b.(E) can be obtained by studying
the intersections of

(E-E.) / X 2 with A(E). The corresponding graphic construction is represented

on Fig. 4.
For a weak coupling (X «

1), (E-E.) / X 2 is practically a vertical line, so that

there is only one solution to equation (18), E

= E . A better approximation of E

by replacing in the small term X 2 A(E m ) of (1B) E m by E ^ which gives :

is obtained
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Fig. 3 : Graphic construction of b^(E)

Fig. 4 : Graphic determination of the positions
maximum of b . (E)

of the

m_
99

E s E. + X2A(E.) .
mi
i

(19)

When the coupling X increases, one sees on Fig. 4 that the abscissa E of the intersection of A(E) with (E-E.) / X 2 decreases until X reaches a critical value X above which E
takes a negative value. (New intersections of the 2 curves can also appear.) . The value of
X c is obtained by putting E m • 0 in (18) :

x2

°

" " TtTnT
At0)

=

^S

'

(20)

fdE.imH

'o

We will come back in 5 4 on the physical meaning of this critical coupling.
At very strong couplings (X » . 1 ) , the slope of CE-Ej) / X 2 becomes very small and
one sees on Fig. 4 that A(E) and (E-E.) / X 2 intersect in general in 3 points with abscissas
Em1 , E m2 , E m3 . E 1m is approximately
to ths abscissa of the zero of A(E). E2 and mm
E3
r
-r equal
~>
correspond to the points far in the wings of A(E)., where the asymptotic expression (14) can be
used. It is therefore possible, for evaluating E* and E ^ to transform (1B) into :
X 2 fij2
E

m-Ei-—E

° •

(21)

m
Neglecting E in comparison to E m , one gets :

(E m ) 2 - X 2 Si^ = °

(22'

which finally gives :
Em2

" " Afil '

Em

"+

A

°1

t23J

4. Discussion of the various regimes
4.1. Weak coupling limit. Corrections to the Weisskopf-Wigner's result
When X « 1, the [ E-Ei"X2A(E) ] 2 term in the denominator of (15) is much larger
than all other ones, except around E = E. whsre it vanishes. It is therefore a good approximation
to replace,in the small terms X 2 r(E) and X 2 A(E) > E by E±, since it is only around E • E^^ that
these small terms are not negligible compared to £ E-E.-X2A(E) ] 2 . One gets in this way :

bl (E)

X2^i
1

--1

[E-E^A,]2
where :

T± = TIE^

(24)

• (X2^)

A± = A(E1) .

The Fourier transform of (24) is :

2

(25)
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Fig. 5 : Shape of b^(E) for a weak coupling. In dotted lines,
lorentzian
corresponding to the Weisskopf-Wigner'e result. In full
lines,
better approximation for b.(E)

M±W

-I"

1

C^2Ail t

^ t / 2

(2B)

This is the well Known WeissKopf-Wigner'sresult : the energy of the discrete state
is shifted by an amount X2A

and the population of this state decays with a rate X 2 r..

A better approximation would be to replace TCE) and ACE) by Ti and A^ in the denominator of (T5) where the

E

dependence is essentially determined by the £ E-E.-A2A(E) ^ 2

term, but to keep H E ) in the numerator :

b,(E) = —

,2

1

A

HE)
7

(27)

[E-VA^-f—L]

r X 2 T. -,2

One gets in this way corrections to the Weisskopf-Wigner's result due to the E dependence of
the coupling with the continuum.
We have represented on Fig. 5, in dotted lines, the lorentzian associated with
equation (24), in full lines, the better approximation (27). Since T(E) vanishes for E < 0 and
tsnds to zero for E »

W Q , one sees first that the wings of the curve in full lines tend to

zero more rapidly than for a lorentzian and that the domain of existence of this curve is an
interval of width W . It follows that, at very short times (t «

r
U (t) may be shown to vary not linearly in t, as 1-A2( •==• + iA
1

- ^ — ) , the decay amplitude
wo

) t, but quadratically as

A2fii2 t 2
j
. Another correction comes from the fact that FCE) = Q for E < 0 and consequently

b 1 (E) = 0 far E < 0. The long time behaviour of the decay amplitude is determined by the E dependence of b ^ E ) around E = 0. If one assumes for T(E) a power law dependence, T(E) = E n for
E small, one finds that, at very long times (t »
exponentially but as 1/t n+1 .

1/r.), the decay amplitude does not decrease
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When X increases, more Important deviations from the exponential decay law occur,
due to the appearance of broad structures in the wings of b.(E). New zeros of E-E^-X2A(E)
can appear, giving rise to new maximums for b.(E). It is therefore useful to understand the
shape of b (E) near these maximums.

4.2. Expansion of b.-(E) near a maximum
Around a zero Em of equation (18), one can write :

| rtE) - rtEj - rm
I

AtEl

= AtEm>

+ tE-Em]

A'tEmJ

" A m + ^EJ

A'm

t26)

E-E^AtE) - E m - Ei -^(E m ) • E-E^X2 [AtEJ-AtEj]
^

y

» 0

= CE-EJ t1-X 2 A' m )

(29)

so that we get :
t^CE) =

with :

1!

In

—1 Llm

2

e + X2r
—
1 - A2A'm

Y

(30)

.

(31)

We therefore conclude that, around E = E , b.(E) has the shape of a lorentzian>
mi
centered at E = E m > having a width Y m and a weight 1 / (1-X 2 A' m ).
Of course, these results are only valid if TIE) and A(E) do not vary rapidly with E
in an interval y around E = E .

4.3. Physical meaning of the critical coupling
When X > X , one zero E of equation (1B) becomes negative. Since T(E) = 0 for E < 0,
it follows that T(E m ) = Tm = 0, and consequently, according to (31) :
Y

=
m

= e' + 0

(32)

" X 2 i 'm

1

The expansion (30) of b.(E) around E = E becomes (this expansion is certainly valid since Y_ = n '
b, (E) = — !
1-X 2 A'

—
m

=—
1-X2A'm

Lim

"• £'->•

£ ^
0

stE-e )
m

( E-E )

m

2

+

(33)
(e'/2)2
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We therefore conclude that, above the critical coupling, a 6 function appears in
bj(E) in the negative region of the E axis, i.e. below the continuum, giving rise to an
undamped oscillation

e"iEmt

(34)

1 - A 2 A' m
in the decay amplitude. This means that, above the critical coupling, a new discrete state
appears below the continuum.
It will be useful for the following to determine the position E m and the weight
1/(1-A2A' ) of this discrete state when A still increases and becomes verylarge. We have already
seen in i 3.2 that E m tends to E ^

= -Af^

(see equation 23). Replacing A(E) by its asymptotic

expression (14), one easily finds A'(E) = -S2X2/E2 and A'm = A^-AS^) = -1/A2 so that :

1 - A2A"ffl

•*

- 1 -

if

A ->• oo

(35)

It follows that, for very strong couplings, the new discrete state has an energy
-Mil snd a weight 1/2.

4.4. Strong coupling limit. Corrections to the Rabi oscillation
We have already mentioned in S 3.2 that, when A »
located at E 1 ,

m m

E 2 = -Afi, , E 3

m

1, bj(E) exhibits 3 maximums

= Afii

x

From the results of the previous section, a delta function with a weight 1/2,
•j 6(E+A£21), is associated with E m2 .
The expansion (30) of b.(E) shows that, around E 3

= Aflj, b.(E) has the shape of a

lorentzian, with a weight 1/(1-A2A' ) which can be shown, as in $ 4.3, to tend to 1/2 when
m
A •+ °°, and with a width which, according to (31), is equal to :

Y
m

=

A2 run

)

1 - A2 A'tABi)

= - 5 - A2 r (AHi) .

(36)

2

If T(E) decreases asymptotically more rapidly than 1/E2, it follows from (36) that
y

tends to zero when A -»• °°

(y

tends to a constant value if T(E) behaves asymptotically as

1/E2 and diverges if T(E) decreases more slowly than 1/E 2 ).
It remains to understand the contribution of E 1
m

which is close to the zero of A(E)

(see Fig. 4 ) . Coming bacK to the expression (15) of b.(E), one sees that, in the interval
0 S E £ W , E-E

can be neglected in comparison to A2F(E) and A 2 A(E) since A »

1, so that :
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Fig. 6 : Shape of b .(E) for a strong coupling

,
*
b.CE) = - L - - L 1
* A2

rtE)/2
(37)
[ ACE)-)2 + ( rtE)/2 ) 2

In the interval 0 < E < W , b.(E) behaves as a curve having a width of the order of
W

and a weight tending to zero as 1/A2 when A •* «° Cwe don't use the expansion (30) since T(E)

and ACE) vary rapidly in the interval 0 $ E $ Vl^.
All these results are summarized in Fig. B. One deduces the following conclusions
for the Fourier transform L M t ) of b ^ E ) .
Since the weight of the central curve of Fig. 6 tends to zero when X -+ <=, whereas
the weights of the two other narrow curves tend
lation of the form j £ e 1 W J l t + e " l X B l t J

to 1/2, we have essentially for u^tt) an oscil-

= cosAflit

due to the beat between the Fourier

transforms of the two narrow curves. This is precisely the Rabi oscillation. There are however
corrections to this oscillation :
(i) At very short times (t «

1/W ) , small corrections in 1/A2 appear, associated with the

central curve of Fig. 6 and damped with a time constant of the order of 1/WQ.
(ii) The contribution to U.(t) of the narrow curve located at E ^

= Afi is damped with a time

constant of the order of 1/Ym. s° that, at very long times (t »
contribution e 1

** / 2

1/Ym>» only survives the

of the delta function.

This last point clearly shows that we can never get an undamped Rabi oscillation.
The coupling with the continuum introduces a fundamental irreversibility in the problem, which
cannot completely disappear, even at very strong couplings.

Remark
So far, we have considered a true continuum, with a density of states starting at
E = 0, and equal to zero below this value. In some simple models, one can also consider a
continuum extending over the whole E axis, and giving rise to a H E ) function having a
lorentzian shape with a width W Q , and centered at E = E Q :
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rtEJ - 2fii2

[

W /2
2
,
CE-E ) 2 + CW /.2)2
o
o

f3S)

The coefficient 2£Jj2 is put in (38) in order to maintain the relation ( 1 2 ) ] . In such a

case, the delta function of Fig. 6 has to be replaced by a lorentzian as the one centered
at E = E 3 , both curves having a width tending to a constant when X •* °° tsince T(E) behaves
asymptotically as 1/EZ ) :
W
Y m = -y- X2rt±XBi) ->• ~

(39)

One therefore finds that, in the limit of strong coupling, the Rabi oscillation is completely
damped to zero with a time constant 4/W .
This simple result can be obtained more easily by considering the continuum as an
unstable state with a complex energy E

- i W / 2 and by describing the coupling between the

discrete state and the continuum by a "non hermitian hamiltonian",

E.

M,

Mix

w
EQ - 1 / J

(40)

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a model of a discrete state coupled to a continuum,
sufficiently simple for allowing an exact solution. Using graphic constructions we have shown
how the Weisskopf-Wigner's exponential decay is progressively changed into a Rabi type damped
oscillation when the coupling constant increases from very small to very high values.
It would be interesting to investigate possible applications of this model. Suppose
that one excites with a monochromatic light a transition connecting a discrete bound state
to a narrow autoionizing level near the ionization limit. The atom in the bound state in
prssence of M photons can be associated with the discrete state |<j). > of this model whereas
the autoionizing continuum with IM-1 photons can be associated with the states |p,E > .
Varying N, i.e. the light intensity, amounts to vary the coupling which is proportional to /N.
At very low intensities, one can of course define a probability of ionization per unit time.
At very high intensities, one expects to find some ringings in the photocurrent associated, with
a Rabi type oscillation. Of course, other atomic states exist and a simple T(E) function of
the type of Fig. 1 is not realistic so that it would be necessary to complicate the model.
Another possible application would be to extend this formalism to Liouville space in order
to study the transition between Markovian and non-Markovian regimes in quantum statistical
problems.
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APPENDIX

Calculation of G-(Z)
Let GtZ) = (Z - H Q - XV)" 1 and G Q ( Z ) = (Z - H Q ) " 1 be the perturbed and unperturbed
resolvent operators. Using the identity :

i-l

+

I(B-A]l

CA-1)

one gets the equation :
GtZ) = G tZ) + G (Z) AV GtZ)
•
o

(A-2)

which can be iterated to give :
GtZ) = GQ(Z) + X G Q ( Z ) V G Q ( Z ) + X 2 GotZ) V G Q ( Z ) V GtZ)

CA-3)

Taking the matrix element of (A-3) between |$. > and < <J>. | and using the properties
(2) and (3) of V, one gets :

G I ( Z ) = _ J _+ o+ ^ | |

d6-

dE- pts-- E ^Ne-,E-)| 2

Gi(z)

(A.4)

from which one deduces, using tSJ :
G CZ) =

-

CA-5)

If one is only interested in the values G.tE ± 1 E ) of G.(Z) near the real axis, one
gets from (A-5) :
G.(E+i£) =

(A-B)

E-E I± i E -^|dE.^i,
Since
Lim

I

£ ->• 0 +

* 9 - ! — * iTr 6(E-E')

t t -iE

(A-7)

E t

we finally have, according to (13) :
Lim

E"°+

G.(E±ie) = Lim

E

(A-8)

" ° + [E-E^AtE)] t i Qe + X 2 ^ ]

This shows that GjtZ) has a cut along the real axis (The limits of G.[Z) are not
the same according as Z tends to the real axis from below and from above).
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Connection between b-(E) and G.(E±ie)
_ J LJ4-

From the evolution operator U(t) = e

, one can introduce the 2 operators :

K + (t) = ± 6 (±t) UttJ
where etx) is the Heaviside function

(A-9)

f_6(x) = 1 for x > 0, 6(x) = 0 for x < o ] .

Let us now define the Fourier transforms of K + (t) by :
K±Ct) = - -%fi-

I

dE e ~ i E t G+CE)

CA-10)

Inverting CA-10), one gets :

G+(E) = 7 [ dE e lEt _K + (t) = j [ dE e l E t U(t)
J-oo
•I
1

Jo

Lin,

f

dE e i t E - H + i £ ) t =

e - 0 + Jo

Lim
e •* a+

- 1 - ^

(A-11)

E+1£"H

and similarly :
G (E) =

Lim

•E-j—n

(A-12)

e * 0+ E"lE"H
Now,

since 6(x) + 6(-x) = 1, we have from (A-9) :
U(t) = K + (t) - K_(t)

(A-13)

Inserting (A-11) and (A-12) into (A-10) and then into (A-13), we f i n a l l y get :
I*+00

U 1 (t)

=

dE e " 1 E t b (E)

(A-14)

where :

bl(E)

- ^ ^Lim^
= •—•
27ri

{<

t ±

\ ^^

\ h > - <

h\

^ 1 ^ |* ± > }

Lim
f"G ( E - i e ) - G . ( E + i e ) 1
e •• o +
x
a

which proves equation ( 7 ) . I n s e r t i n g (A-8) i n t o

(A-15) gives e q u a t i o n ( 1 5 ) .

(A-15)
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Paper 3.4
C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Effect of a non-resonant irradiation on atomic energy levels —
Application to light-shifts in two-photon spectroscopy and to perturbation of Rydberg
states," Metrologia 13, 161-166 (1977).
Reprinted with permission of Springer-Verlag.
The content of this paper was presented at the Symposium on Frequency Standards and
Metrology held in Copper Mountain, Colorado, in July 1976.
In addition to a review of light shifts produced by different types of light beams, this
paper presents diagrams of dressed state energy plotted versus the laser frequency WL
(Fig. 5). These diagrams turn out to be very convenient for determining, by simple graphic
constructions, the Doppler shifted frequencies emitted or absorbed by a moving atom interacting with an intense laser beam (Fig. 6). This paper has been selected here because, using
such diagrams, it suggests a new scheme for compensating the Doppler effect by velocitydependent light shifts. Light shifts indeed depend on the detuning 8 = WL — wo between
the laser and atomic frequencies, which itself depends on the atomic velocity through the
Doppler effect. For certain values of the parameters, this velocity-dependent correction to
the atomic energy can compensate the Doppler shift of the light absorbed or emitted on
another transition sharing a common level with the transition driven by the intense laser
beam. A more detailed study of this scheme is given in C. Cohen-Tannoudji, F. Hoffbeck,
and S. Reynaud, Opt. Commun. 27, 71 (1978).
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Effect of a Non-Resonant Irradiation on Atomic Energy Levels —
Application to Light-Shifts in Two-Photon Spectroscopy and to
Perturbation of Rydberg States
Claude Cohen-Tannoudji
Ecole Normale Superieure and College de France, 24 rue Lhomond, F-75231 Paris-Cedex 05, France
Received: August 3, 1976

Abstract
Atomic or molecular energy levels are shifted by a nonresonant electromagnetic irradiation. These so-called
"light-shifts" must be carefully taken into account in
high resolution spectroscopy experiments since they
perturb the atomic Bohr frequencies which one wants
to measure or to use as frequency standards.
In this paper, we present a brief survey of various
types of light-shifts corresponding to different physical
situations. We use a dressed atom approach allowing
simple physical discussions and simple calculations.
Some new suggestions are made.
1. Light Shifts Corresponding to a Very Weak Light
Intensity or to a Very Broad Spectral Width
Consider first an atom irradiated by a monochromatic
laser light of frequency coL. Let g and e be the ground
and excited state of the atom, w 0 = Ee - E% the unperturbed atomic frequency, F the natural width of e
(see Fig. 1).
The parameter characterizing the coupling atomlaser is the Rabi nutation frequency Wi = dE proportional to the product of the atomic dipole moment d

by the amplitude E of the laser electric field (we take
n- c~ 1).
W l = dE
(1.1)
The weak
0)l

intensity limit corresponds to

<^f

(1.2)

I n s u c h a case > u is justified to treat first the effect
spontaneous emission, which is equivalent to replacing
t h e e n e r gy w » o f e b v t h e complex energy
p
Wo ~* w 0 - i—
(1-3)

of

(We suppose the Lamb-shifts of e and g reincluded in
^ ±en c o n s i d e r ±e e f f e c t o f t h e c o u p ] j n g w i t h
t h e l a s e r m o d e O n e i s t h e r e f o r e i e d to a two-level
problem: state |g, 1 > corresponding to the atom in g
with one laser photon (total energy w L ) coupled to
state I e, 0>, i.e. atom in e with no laser photon (total
complex energy coo - /(F/2)), the coupling between the
two states being COJ2 (see Fig. 2). This means that one
has to diagonalize the following 2 x 2 non-hermitian
matrix:
,„
/wL
w,/2 \
Wo)>

r

\coi/2

(14)

uo-i-J
le,O>

19.1>

Fig. 1. Two-level atom e-g

*'-'''*l

Fig. 2. Two-level problem corresponding to a weak
intensity irradiation. One of the two levels, | e, 0>, has a
finite width P/2. The coupling is proportional to the
Rabi frequency OJI
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Let coL + AE" - i(T'/2) be the eigenvalue of (1-4) tending to w L when coi -»• 0. AE' and F' represent the shift
and the broadening of the ground state due to the light
irradiation.
For a resonant irradiation (coL = w 0 ), one easily
finds from (1-4)
^g' _ Q

Similar results are found when, instead of a monochromatic excitation, one uses a broad line excitation
with a spectral width Av > F, provided that the mean
Rabi nutation frequency
rJTii/a - W r Au^t,,^'*
l w » - [d 5 AvE (?)\
proportional to the square root of the total light intensity

/j j \
(^l\2 <* p
I pI
^ '
There is no light-shift at resonance. A small part of the
instability of the excited state is transferred to the
ground state. On the other hand, for a non-resonant
irradiation (| coL - co01 > F), one gets
(co /2) 2
AE' =
_
I ^> r => J
a>L ~ W°
0 6)
•
1 L
" o ' ^ 1 | , _ / co,/2 \ 2
^ ~ ^ ( co ^~co~ I
°'
»
Both AE' and F' are different from 0, but
,
(j_7)
- ' C°L ~ 0 J °' p i
F'
F
,, , . f t .
, ,
., . . .
,
_„
Off resonance, the shift 1S much larger than the broadening and has the same sign as the detuning coL - co0.
These results are summarized in Figure 3 where the
unperturbed energies of |g, 1> and |e, 0> are represented
in dotted lines as a function of coL (|e, 0> has a width
F/2). The perturbed level associated with | g, 1 > is
represented in full lines. The shift from the unperturbed
position varies as a dispersion curve with coL - co0. The
broadening of the level, suggested by the thickness of the
line, is maximum for coL = coo and varies as an absorption
curve with coL - co0. The width of these absorption and
dispersion curves is of the order of F. The level | e, 0> is
also perturbed, but by an amount much smaller than F
(the perturbed |e, 0> state is not represented).

is small compared to Av. The shift and the broadening
of the ground state vary with coL — coo as dispersion
and absorption curves with a width Av instead of F (see
Refs. [1] and [2]). Expressions (L5) and (1.6) remain
v a l i d prov jded col is replaced by co2 and F by Av.
S u c h a situ ation occurs with ordinary thermal light
sources which have a broad spectral width and a weak
intensity. The shift of the ground state is generally
much smaller than F, of the order of a few Hz to a
few kHz. Such light-shifts have, however, been observed
before the advent of lasers and have been studied in
great detail (see Refs. [2] to [7]). They were measured
n o t o n °P t * ca ' transitions but on RF or microwave
transitions connecting two ground-state sub-levels having
a very small width. If the two sub-levels undergo different
light-shifts, which can be achieved by a convenient
choice of the light polarization, the corresponding RF
or microwave transition is shifted by an amount which
can be larger than the linewidth. Let us also mention a
r e c e n t stuB o f ^
of
0_Q m i c r o w a v e
^
^ ^ ^
^ ^
Qf 133 C s j n d u c e d b a
^
tunable GaAs laser f8]

{

,

Fig. 3. Variations with u>L of the energies of the unperturbed states | e, 0> and |g, 1> (dotted lines) and of
the perturbed state corresponding to |g, 1> (full lines;
the thickness of the line corresponds to the width of
the perturbed state)
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2

Light-Shifts Corresponding to a High Intensity

From now on we will consider a monochromatic laser
excitation at frequency coL.
This laser light interacts with a 3-level atom a, b, c
with energies Ea, Eb, Ec and two allowed electric dipole
transitions co0, coo (see Fig. 4).
The laser frequency coL is supposed close to co0,
so that mainly levels a and b are perturbed. To study
this perturbation, one looks at the modification of the
absorption of a second weak probe laser beam with a
frequency close to coo (the perturbation associated
with the probe will be neglected).
The intensity at COL is supposed sufficiently large
so that the Rabi nutation frequencies
co! =dE coi =d'E
(2.1)

Fig. 4. Three-level atom a-b-c
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where d and d' are the dipole moments of transitions
other and form an "anticrossing" (full lines of Fig. 5).
The minimum distance KJ between the two branches of
ab and be and E the coL laser electric field, are large
compared to the natural widths of a, b, c
the hyperbola is nothing but Wi (we have not represented
' ^r r r
(iy\ the width of the levels which is smaller than Wt, accordwi, w, > a , b , c
^i.i) ^ { o ^ 2 ^ S i m i i a r i y ; t h e perturbed levels originating
We will first consider motionless atoms and then
from |b, n + 1> and |c, «>, which cross in I' for w L = w 0 ,
take into account the Doppler effect.
form an anticrossing with a minimum distance K'J'
It will be useful to introduce energy diagrams
equal to w',.
analogous to that of Figure 3. The dotted lines of Figure 5
The absorption frequencies of the probe laser beam
represent some unperturbed levels of the total system
now clearly appear on Figure 5.
Because of the perturbation associated with the
atom + w L photons as a function of w L . Only energy
differences are important so that one can take as a zero
irradiation at w L , one first sees that the absorption
of energy the energy of any of these states, | a, n) for
frequency B'C' = w<> is changed into BC. B'B and C'C
are the light-shifts of b and c produced by the laser w L .
example (atom in a in presence of n photons w L ). Levels
|b, n) and |c, n>are parallel to la, n) and separated from
Suppose u L near from u 0 but |coL — w ol • Wi. The
| a, n) by distances w 0 and w 0 + w 0 . Level | a, n + 1>,
shift B'B can be easily calculated by perturbation theory
and is found to be equal to
which contains one w L photon more than |a, n), has a
, ,-, 2
slope + 1 and intersects |a, n) for WL = 0.
When the coupling is neglected, the absorption
B'B =
'
(2.3)
frequencies of the probe are the Bohr frequencies of the
wo — " L
Xhe light-shift of b is proportional to the light intensity
diagram of Figure 5 which correspond to pairs of unperturbed levels between which the atomic dipole
^W2 } a n d h a s ±e s a m e s j g n a s W() _ W L . Similarly,
o n e fj n( j s
moment operator D has a non-zero matrix element.
Since D cannot change n, one gets only the frequency
r'r= ( ^ I / ^ )
o A\
w 0 corresponding to the transition |b, n)-+ |c, n)
( '
(segment B'C of Fig. 5).
w0 - w L
Levels I a, n+ 1> and | b,«> cross at point I for
,
w L = w 0 . Since the atom in a can absorb a photon and
w h l c h 1S m u c h s m a l l e r t h a n B B s i n c e W L is nearer from
jump to b, these two states are coupled. The coupling
" o t h a n ^m w 0 . Strictly speaking, one should also
between them is characterized by the Rabi frequency
t a k e l n t 0 account the coupling between | b, n > and
|c, n - 1) (|c, n - 1> is not represented on Fig. 5),
w, (see (2.1)). Since we suppose « , > r . , T b , the
two perturbed states originating from | a, n + 1) and
w h l c h sli S htl y modifies (2.3) into
Ib, n) will not cross as in Figure 3, but will repel each
<-,,, nV
(, >' /212
B ' B = -V£1L-L. _ wi ' .
(2.5)
W o — COL

CO0 —

UL

Finally, the irradiation at CJL changes the absorption
frequency of the probe from co0 to o>p where:

^-coi-i^.2^
Wo — U ] ,

Wo — WL

(2.6)

Several experiments, using high power lasers, have
demonstrated the existence of light-shifts of optical
transitions (Refs. 9 to 11).
One also sees on Figure S that a second absorption
frequency appears, equal to AC. The perturbed level
I a, n + 1> contains a small admixture of |b, n), which
allows a non-zero value of the dipole moment matrix
element between |a, n + 1> and |c, n). This new absorption frequency u>p, given by
,
(w./2) 2
cop = o>0 + 6o0 - w L +
CO0 —

Fig. 5. Variations with WL of the energies of some unperturbed states of the total system atom + laser mode
(dotted lines) and of some perturbed states of this
system (full lines)

CJL

(co',/2)*
+ —;
(2.7)
WO

— WL

is close to Wo + w'o — w L and corresponds to a physical
process where two photons, one from the laser w L , the
other from the probe, are absorbed by the atom which
jumps from a to c. The last two terms of (2.7) represent
light-shift corrections to these two photon processes,
When O>L approaches CJ0 , one sees on Figure 5 that
w p and w p transform continuously into JL and KL
which are dose to w 0 - wi/2 and w 0 + w i / 2 . This is
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the well-known Autler-Townes splitting [12] of the b-c
transition due to the saturation of the a-b transition.
There is therefore a close relation between light-shifts
and Autler-Townes splittings [13-14]. If, w 0 — w L
being fixed, one increases Wi, the light-shift, which varies
as <JJ\ (proportional to the light intensity/) when
Wi < | w 0 — w L |, varies as ut (proportional to vT)
when Wi > | w 0 — w L |. Such an effect has recently
been observed experimentally [15].
Let us now introduce the Doppler effect. We will
suppose in this section that |w 0 - w L | > wi, so that
the slopes of the perturbed levels near C, B, A are respectively 0, 0, + 1. Consider an atom moving with
velocity t; towards the laser w L . In the rest frame of
this atom, the laser appears to have the frequency
w L + uL(v/c) so that we have to make a translation
« L (»/c) towards the right on Figure 5 (see also Fig. 6).
The absorption frequencies of the atom in its rest
frame are therefore given by the lengths of the segments
B, C, and A, C, of Figure 6. Now, in order to calculate
the absorption frequencies of the probe wave in the
laboratory frame, we must correct B,C, and A,C, by
the Doppler shifts which are, respectively, equal to
±v/c BC and ±v/c AC (the + sign must be taken if the
probe and the w L laser are propagating in opposite
directions, the - sign if they are propagating in the
same direction).
From the previous discussion, one deduces the
following geometrical construction. From Bi and A,
one draws two straight lines with slopes respectively
equal to ± BC/wL and ± AC/wL (+ : counterpropagating
waves, - : copropagating waves). The absorption
tyPe
frequencies of the probe in the laboratory frame are
B2C and A2C (counterpropagating waves) or B3C and
A3 C (copropagating waves). This construction must be
j
V
,
r
/
t ur-v
1
done for every value of v (we suppose the Doppler
....
* ,
„ \,
rr
X , iU
width Ae D much smaller than o>L - w 0 , so that the

Fig. 6. Geometrical construction of the absorption
frequencies of the probe wave for a given atomic
velocity v
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slope of the perturbed levels of Figures 5 and 6 remain
constant over an interval Avu around w L ).
One sees on Figure 6 that the absorption frequency
BC is always Doppler broadened. On the other hand, the
absorption frequency A?C (counterpropagating waves)
can be Doppler free if the slope of A2 A] is equal to 1,
in which case A2 always coincides with A whatever v is.
Since the slope of A2 Ai is AC/w L , this is realized when
the probe has the same frequency w L as the saturating
laser, where WL is given, according to (2.7), by
2
, 2
2w
= w + w' + ^ " ^
+ C^" 2 )
/ 2 8)
wo — w L w 0 — w L
we o b t a i n t h e well-known principle of the
Doppler-free two-photon spectroscopy [16,17] which
%* r , e c e n t l y r e c e i v e d a &™1 d e a l o f attention [18].
The l a s t t w 0 t e r m s o f <2-8) represent the light-shift
corrections to the resonance frequency. These lights h l f t s h a v e b e e n s t u d l e d experimentally by letting the
saturating and probe frequencies be slightly different in
o r d e r r t o m a k e W L c l o s e r t 0 <*> [ 1 9 ] ' A s m e n t i o n e d i n
Ref. [ 17], the power broadening of the two-photon
resonance is w 1 w 1 /4|w 0 - w L |, i.e. of the order of
t h e light-shifts appearing in (2.8), unless one of the two
R a b l frequencies w, or w,, is much smaller than the
other one. Therefore, when the two-photon resonance
is not power broadened, one generally expects the
light-shifts to be smaller than the width of the resonance,
We will not study the case where a, b, c are equidistant
o r n e a r l y equidistant although the use of diagrams of the
° f Figure 5 could be quite helpful for such a
problem.
I n t h i s w^

, M _ ...... , _
_
, _,,
3. New Possibility of Suppressing Doppler Effect
IT .
in,
u. . :
.*_r. .
..%..»*
Using Ultra High Intensity Light-Shifts
6
s
3
6
For the geometrical construction of Figure 6 we have
supposed that I w L - w01 > u t , so that the slope in B
is practically zero.
If |w L — w o | is decreased, or if, |w L - w o l being
fixed, u , is increased, the slope at the point B of
Figure 5 is no longer zero and gets any value between 0
and l.(Note, however, that since w L remains very far
from w 0 , the slope in C is always zero.) Suppose now
that the slope in B is adjusted to the value BC/WL —
w o /w o . This means that, on Figure 6, the slope of BBi
is just equal to the slope of B2 Bi. The Doppler effect
disappears on the transition be probed by a weak laser
beam counterpropagating with the laser w L . In physical
terms, the variation of the light-shift of level b, due to
the variation by Doppler effect of the detuning u L — wo,
exactly cancels the Doppler effect on the probe beam.
Such a scheme supposes that one can neglect the
curvature of the energy level near B over an interval of
variation of u j , of the order of the Doppler width A^D .
It may be easily shown that such a condition implies for
Wi to be of the order of, or larger than, AvD. Consequently, such a method would require ultra high
light intensities which seem quite difficult to obtain at
present.
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Let us finally describe a slight modification of the
previous idea which gives the possibility of suppressing
the net light-shift BB' at point B while multiplying by
2 the slope in B. Suppose that one uses two intense laser
beams, with the same intensity, the same direction of
propagation and with frequencies cjt = Wo + 8 and
v -v 6
s
. . ,, ,. . ., \ , ...
..
coi = w 0 — 6 symmetrically distributed with respect to
L ~,
} ,.
. .,
. ,,
u J rn u
o>o-The energy diagram in the neighbourhood of B has
the shape represented on Figure 7 The two dotted lines
with slope +1 represent states where the atom in a is in
the presence of (n + 1) photons w£ and n photons «[,
or n photons u>t and (n + 1) photons co£. The horizontal
dotted line corresponds to the atom in b in the presence
of n photons ut and n photons coT. The perturbed
energy levels are represented in full lines. Symmetry
considerations show that B' is on the intermediate
energy level. This means that for an atom with zero
velocity, the two light-shifts produced by w£ and co£
cancel. But, as soon as v* 0, one of the two frequencies
gets closer to coo, whereas the second one moves away,
so that the two light-shifts do not cancel any longer,
producing a modification of the atomic energy proportional to v, which can exactly compensate the
Doppler effect on the probe transition b-c. Since the
curvature of the energy level is 0 in B' (the second-order
derivative is zero by symmetry), the energy level remains
closer to its tangent in B1 over a larger interval and one
. . .
..
,
^.i.
expects to get a symmetric narrow absorption line
, 1
,
. ,
-r
•
11
around w 0 on the probe beam even if w, is small comj . A /ir
^ A 4.
»u
ipared to A , D (If w, < Ai>D two other narrow lines,
symmetric with respect to w 0 and corresponding to the
two other points P and Q of the energy diagram of
Figure 7 where the slope is equal to Joluo, would appear
in the absorption spectrum.)
Note that the atoms do not need to be excited in b
by the lasers CJL °r w£-Any other excitation process,
for example a discharge, would be convenient.
The slope s at point B' is a function of tOi and of
the detuning 8 = w^ - w 0 . By equating s to co'0 lu>0,
one gets the condition between co, and 5 which must

Fig. 7. Variations with coL of the energies of some unperturbed states of the total system atom + 2 laser
modes to£, w[ (dotted lines), and of the corresponding
perturbed states (full lines)

be fulfilled in order to suppress the Doppler effect on
be. When CJI < 8, one finds
2

~ ^£i.
(3 j \
2S2
,,„
^ x •* •
* *i • »
» »u
When wt > 5 , it is necessary to take into account other
.,
CtU
.
u u /- J i\ + ,•
i\ states of the system, such as b,(« + l)coi, («—l)cji . . .
, . .. . ..„
... . , .
, . , L>V
.' \
bu /. \1S %f] p o S s l b l e l° d e " v e " " ^ ^
expressions for *
w h l c h w l U b e g l v e n l n f o r t h c o m i n S publications.
s

4. Light Shifts of Rydberg States Produced by a High
Frequency Irradiation
, ,
I n t h e P r e v l 0 " s s e c t l o n s w e h a v e supposed w L to be close
, t0 a n atomic frequency « o , so that it was justified to
^eeP ^ a f l m t e , n u m b e r o f a t o m l c l e v e l s m t h e c a l c u l a " o n s - T h l s ls n o l o n « e r P°/ s i b l e w h e n r " L is quite
dlfferent ufr°m ^
a t 0 J m l c f r e q u e n c y ' f o r e x a ™P l e when
a t o m s l n *»&& fxatfd
s t a t e s (Ry^erg states) interact
™ * a n ftenuse l a s e r beam having a frequency much
^
t h a n ^ sPacl!ngvand ^ V 0 " 1 2 3 , 1 ' 0 " e n e r g y .of.
t h e s e states" T h ^ l l g h t : s h i f t o f t h e R y d b e r 8 s t a t e s l s ' l n
t b i s case .' » ve n b y ™*f™* s e "es of terms representing
t h e contribution of virtual transitions to all other atomic
state . S 1 " c l " d l " g j h e c o n t l n u u m . IntRfe , f : [ 2 ° ) ' m »Pp'°»n'ate method is used to
evaluate this series and leads to simple compact
.
c
., ,. , . ,. r , ...
,,
,., .
expressions for the light-shift. We would now like to
,.
tU
u • 1
•
e
f*u
j
discuss the physical meaning of some of the correspondcorrections which could be easily observed with the
a avaUaWe ,asef intensities
_ „ _ , ,
„
u
O n e flrst f ' n d s t h a t d l R y d b e r 8 s t a t e s (including
t h e continuum) are moved by an amount S v given by
_ e2E2
^ v = 2/wco2
^'^
L

where e and m are the electron charge and mass, E and CJL
the amplitude and frequency of the laser electric field,
The physical meaning of S v is very simple. £ v
represents the kinetic energy of the electron vibrating

Fig. 8. Shift of the Rydberg states of an atom induced
by a high frequency irradiation. The ground state is
shifted by a different amount
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at frequency u^ in the laser wave. Note that such a
picture of a vibrating electron is only valid for the
Rydberg states for which the electron orbits around the
nucleus with a frequency much lower than coL, so that
it can be considered as quasi-free. For the ground state,
this is no longer true since w L can be smaller than the
resonance frequency, in which case the laser field
polarizes the electron orbit and produces a negative
f.,
, . , , p- s-i
l i g h t e n (.see fig. *)•
The order of magnitude of £ v for focused N2 laser
delivering a flux of 1 Gw/cm2 or for a focused CO2 laser
... .
n
n » n i , ; 2 • r. i
-l
->/-^II
delivering a flux of 1 MW/cm .s 0.1 cm or 3 GHz.
Two-photon spectroscopy between the ground state and
" ^ b ^ states could be used to measure the shift
of the Rydberg states produced by such a laser irradiation,
since &v is expected to be much larger than the twophoton resonance hnewidth
The next correction given by the calculation may be
written as.
&v [ d 2 u _ 1 dul
&v d2i> 2 dn 1
3mul dr2 rir\
3mco2L dr 2 r dr \
r
n
J
x
30r-7)Q?*-?)
[
r2
J
y
where u is the electrostatic potential which binds the
electron, e the polarization of the laser. This term has
also a simple interpretation.The electron vibrates in the
laser field with an amplitude eE/mJi so that is averages
the electrostatic potential in a region with linear
dimensions eE/mu2L. This explains the appearance of
interaction terms proportional to the various derivatives
of v(r). The correction (4.2), which is split into its
isotropic and anisotropic parts, can affect the relative
position of the Rydberg states (different shifts for the n,
/ states) and remove the Zeeman degeneracy inside a
given fine structure level. The order of magnitude of
this correction for the laser intensities mentioned above
is 40 MHz for the lOd state of Na.
Many other corrections (some of them being spin
dependent) are derived in Ref. [20]. These we will not
discuss but rather give the conditions of validity of the
calculation.
(i) The binding energy of the Rydberg state must
be much smaller than w L
^m\< " L
(4.3)
(ii) Since w L is large compared to | S n/ 1, some
photoionization processes can occur and broaden the
Rydberg states. Such processes can be neglected if
*
i > fRy
/ 4 4N
V coL
;
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Paper 3.5
S. Reynaud, M. Himbert, J. Dupont-Roc, H. H. Stroke, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Experimental evidence for compensation of Doppler broadening by light shifts," Phys. Rev. Lett.
42, 756-759 (1979).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
This paper presents experimental results obtained on 20Ne atoms, which demonstrate the
existence of the effect suggested in paper 3.4. Some possible applications of such an effect,
using its high anisotropy, are also discussed.
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Experimental Evidence for Compensation of Doppler Broadening by Light Shifts
S. Reynaud, M. Himbert, J. Dupont-Roc, H. H. Stroke/ 4 and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
Ecole Normale Superieure and College de France, 75231 Paris Cedex 05, France
(Received 7 December 1978)
Velocity-dependent light shifts may be used to suppress the Doppler broadening of an
atomic spectral line observed along a given direction. We present emission spectra of
20Ne demonstrating the existence of such an effect for an appreciable portion of the atoms.
Various possible applications taking advantage of the high anisotropy of this effect are
suggested.
The possibility of compensating Doppler broadening of spectral lines by velocity-dependent light
shifts1"3 is illustrated with the following example
of a three-level system a-b-c [tig. 1 (a)]. Suppose that one analyzes the spectral profile of the
light emitted by atoms excited in level c (for example, by a discharge) around the frequency w0'
of the transition c-a. Simultaneously, the atomic
vapor is irradiated by an intense single-mode laser beam, with frequency uL close to the frequency w0 of the transition b-a. For an atom
moving with velocity v in the laboratory frame
[Fig. l(b)], the laser frequency in its rest frame
[Fig. l(c)] is Doppler shifted from w£ to wL
= uL(l +v/c). The laser radiation perturbs the
energy levels of such an atom, inducing "light
shifts"4 which depend not only on the laser intensity, but also on the detuning of the apparent laser frequency w L , seen by the atom in its rest
frame, from the atomic frequency. Since wL is
756

v dependent, it follows that the light shifts, and
consequently the frequency O emitted by the atom
in its rest frame [Fig. l(c)], are also v dependent. Coming back to the laboratory frame [Fig.
l(b)] s we get for the frequency fi fw of the light
emitted in the forward direction nfw(w) =h(v)(l
- v/c). One can then try to choose the experimental parameters in such a way that the v dependence of ?l(v) compensates the emission Doppler
factor.
The most interesting feature of this effect is
its high anisotropy. An observation of the light
emitted in the backward direction would lead to
« b » » =n(w)(l + v/c). If the v dependence of $l(v)
compensates the emission Doppler shift in the
forward direction, it doubles it in the backward
one.5 It should also be emphasized that the emitting level c is not coupled to the laser («L is not
in resonance with w0') and that the perturbed levels a and b could even be empty. The narrowing

© 1979 The American Physical Society
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ing to a velocity-dependent net shift of a. From
symmetry considerations, this dependence only
contains odd powers of. v. The compensation of
the Doppler shift by the linear term of Si (v) r e quires laser intensities so high that the previous
perturbative analysis is not sufficient. A nonperturbative treatment213 (in ojj/C) using a dressedatom approach and frequency diagrams9 provides
the compensation condition
a.1V(a,12 + 262)=a>o'/a.o.
(1)
The range of velocities over which the emission
Doppler shift is compensated (within the homogeneous width y) is limited by the cubic term of Si (w)
to lv\<vmx,

FIG. 1. (a) Energy level schemeforDoppler-broadenlng compensation by light shifts. The splittings in
levels b and c are produced by a magnetic fields. A
a-polarized laser excites the a-ft+ and a-b. transitions.
One detects the jr-polarized emission from c0 to a.
(b) Laser frequency u>£ and forward emission frequency
Bfwln the laboratory frame, v is the velocity of the
atom, (c) The same frequencies seen in the atom rest
frame

H

mechanism is not due to a population effect but
to a velocity-dependent shift of the final state a.
An important consequence is the absence of power broadening of the narrow line.6 Other mechanisms for producing velocity-dependent internal
frequencies, which could lead to a compensation
of the Doppler broadening, have been suggested
recently. They use quadratic Stark shifts in
crossed static electric and magnetic fields7 or
motional interaction of spins with static electric
fields in polar crystals. 8
In the experiment described here, the atomic
levels a, b, and c are, respectively, the levels
Is a (J=0), 2/>2, and 2p10 (J= 1) of 20Ne (Paschen
notation). A static magnetic field produces Zeeman splittings 6 and 6' in b and c, and the 7r-polarized emission from c0 to a is detected. The
laser light is a polarized, coupling a to 6+ and
b. with a strength characterized by the Rabi nutation frequency a^ =£>SL (SD dipole moment of a-b+
and a-b.; SL laser electric field). The laser frequency is tuned to wx = w0 so that, for an atom at
rest (u =0), the detuning of the apparent laser frequency <SL from the frequencies wo±6 of the two
Zeeman components is equal and opposite; the
two light shifts of a associated with the transitions o-6+ and a-b. therefore balance. For a
moving atom, the two detunings now differ, lead-

where vnex = vD(ywi2/^3)U3

[vD is the

width of the Maxwell velocity distribution and A
*** Doppler width]. If vma>vD, all atoms will
e m i t a t tiie same frequency (complete compensation of Doppler broadening). If vma<vD, the compensation will occur only for a fraction of them
(partial compensation): A part of the emission
Doppler profile is concentrated in a narrow peak.
T h e experimental setup is simple. The beam
.
. T
. , .
10
,.
, .... «
of a single mode dye laser 10 operating at 6163 A
is focused onto a 20Ne cell (length 10 cm, internal diameter 3 mm, pressure 1.5 Torr, dc discharge current 16 mA). The power at the entrance of the cell is 140 mW, the waist of the
beam 0.4 mm (which leads to w^ 250 MHz). Two
coils produce an homogeneous static field perpendicular to the light beam. The spectral profile of the light emitted at 7439 A in the forward
direction by a volume of the discharge (length 10
cm, diameter 0.4 mm) within the irradiation volume is analyzed by a piezoelectrically scanned
confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer (length 10
cm, finesse 50). The detection device comprises
a low-noise photomultiplier11 and standard photon-counting electronics. Filters eliminate the
laser light. The photocounting rate is 104 per
second which corresponds to about 10s atoms per
cubic centimeter excited in the level c by the discharge.
The experimental curves, represented on the
left-hand side of Fig. 2, give the recorded emission spectral profile for increasing values of the
static magnetic field B. They.are in good agreement with the corresponding computed curves,"
represented on the right-hand side of Fig. 2. For
zero magnetic field, one gets the well-known
Autler-Townes doublet which has been recently
extensively studied in the optical range either
with atomic beams 13 or in vapors." When the
magnetic field is increased, a narrow structure
757
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narrow line can be much higher than that of the
original Doppler line so that the absorption or
the amplification of a weak probe beam can be
considerably enhanced. Finally, the forwardbackward asymmetry for such a probe beam b e comes spectacular (of the order of A/y). This
opens the way to various interesting applications:
reduction of the threshold for laser media, ring
laser, directed Doppler-free super radiance,
Doppler-free coherent transients, and enhancement of Faraday rotation in one direction.
We thank C. Delsart, J. C. Keller, and F. LaIce for helpful discussions and Professor J. Brossel for his help and encouragement. This work
was supported by the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, University Pierre et Marie
Curie, and in part under National Science Foundation Grant No. PHY 76-21099A01.

FIG. 2. Experimental and theoretical emission spectral profiles for the c-a transition ('°Ne, X = 7439 A),
for a fixed laser Intensity and various magnetic fields
B. The compensation of the Doppler effect occurs for
B = 42 G. The Doppler width Is 1100 MHz.
appears in the center of the spectrum, reaches
a maximum (around B = 42 G), and then broadens. 15 For the optimum value (B = 42 G), w. and
* u t. ix.
is
j-i.- /i\
J

6 satisfy the compensation condition (1), and one
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Paper 3.6
M. M. Salour and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Observation of Ramsey's interference fringes in
the profile of Doppler-free two-photon resonances," Phys. Rev. Lett. 38, 757-760 (1977).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
The small size of optical wavelengths makes it difficult to observe Ramsey fringes in the
optical domain. Such fringes could be observed on an atom with a perfectly well-defined
velocity, but they generally wash out if there is a velocity spread. In the mid seventies, V. P.
Chebotayev and his colleagues suggested circumventing this difficulty by using various types
of nonlinear effects.
This paper reports a study, done in collaboration with M. M. Salour during a sabbatical
stay at Harvard, demonstrating that optical Ramsey fringes can be observed in Dopplerfree two-photon spectroscopy by exciting the atoms with two coherent time-delayed short
pulses.
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Observation of Ramsey's Interference Fringes in the Profile of
Doppler-Free Two-Photon Resonances*
M. M. Salour and C. Cohen-Tannoudjit
Department of Physics and Gordon McKay Laboratory, Harvard Universtiy, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
(Received 13 January 1977)
Using two coherent time-delayed short pulses, we have demonstrated that one can obtain, in the profile of Doppler-free two-photon resonances, interference fringes with a
splitting 1/2T (T, delay time between the two pulses) much smaller than the spectral
width 1/T of each pulse (T, duration of each pulse). This method should lead to a number
of important improvements in the presently available techniques of ultrahigh-resolution
laser spectroscopy of atoms and molecules.
In this Letter we report an experiment which
demonstrates that, in the same way that the diffraction pattern through two spatially separated
slits exhibits interference fringes within the diffraction profile corresponding to a single slit, by
exciting atoms with two time-delayed coherent
laser pulses one can obtain, in the profile of the
Doppler-free two-photon resonances, interference fringes with a splitting 1/27' {T, delay between the two pulses) much smaller than the spectral width 1/T (T, duration of each pulse).
For two very sharp levels such as ground states
or metastable states (an important example being
the lS 1/2 -2S 1/2 transition of H), the use of a single
laser beam leads to linewidths which are generally limited by the inverse of the transit time of
atoms through the laser beam. Rather than increasing this time by expanding the laser beam
diameter (with a subsequent loss of intensity),
Baklanov, Dubetskii, and Chebotayev1 have proposed the use of two spatially separated beams
leading to structures in the profile of the resonance having a width determined by the time of
flight between the two beams. The experiment
described below, however, deals with short-lived
atomic states (lifetime ~ 5*10~8 sec), and very
short pulses (duration ~ 5 x 1 0 " sec), so that the
transit time through the laser beam (~ 10 "7 sec)
plays no role in the problem. This explains why,
instead of two spatially separated beams, we use
two time-delayed short pulses. These experiments can be considered as optical analogs of the
Ramsey method of using two separated rf or microwave fields in atomic -beam experiments. 2
In order to obtain interference fringes in the
profile of a two-photon resonance, two important
requirements must be fulfilled. First, each pulse
must be reflected against a mirror placed near
the atomic cell in order to submit the atoms to a
pulsed standing wave and to suppress in this way

any dephasing factor due to the motion of the atoms: The probability amplitude for absorbing
two counterpropagating photons is proportional to
cu^t-nz) enwtn,z) -ez>wt a n d d o e s n o t depend on the
spatial position z of the atoms. Second, the phase
difference between the two pulses must remain
constant during the whole experiment: Important
phase fluctuations between the two puls°s will
wash out the interference fringes, since any
phase variation produces a shift of the whole interference structure within the diffraction background. This means that the experiment must be
done not with two independent pulses, but with
two time-delayed pulses having a constant phase
difference during the entire experiment. Furthermore, these two pulses have to be Fourier-limited; that is, their coherence time should be longer than their duration.
A first possible method for obtaining such a s e quence of two phase-locked and Fourier-limited
pulses is to start with a cw-dye-laser wave (with
a very long coherence time) and to amplify it with
two time-delayed pulsed amplifiers. Even if the
cw laser delivers a very weak intensity in the
spectral range under study, one can, with a sufficient number of synchronized pulsed amplifiers,
get enough power eventually to observe the twophoton resonance. The time dependence of the
amplified wave has the shape represented by the
solid lines of Fig. l(a). The two pulses are two
different portions of the same sinusoid (represented in dotted lines), and they obviously have
the same phase, which is that of the cw carrier
wave. In such a case, a very simple calculation3
shows that the Doppler-free probability I62!2 for
having the atom excited in the upper state after
the second pulse is related to the probability 16,i2
of excitation after the first pulse by
| 62]2= 4|ft,|2[cos(w0 - 2a>)7'/2j2,
757
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portant since it does not change the position of
the central fringe.
A second method, which is experimentally simpler and which we have used,4 is to start with a
Fourier-limited pulse (obtained by amplifying a
cw wave) and then to generate from it two pulses
in an optical delay line. The time dependence of
the resulting wave has the shape represented by
the solid lines of Fig. l(b). The second pulse is
just the time translation of the first one by an
amount T ( T > T ) . However, the sinusoid extrapolated from the first pulse (dotted lines) does
not generally overlap the second pulse, which
FIG. 1. (a) Two Fourier-limited time-delayed pulses generated by amplifying the same cw wave by two
time-delayed independent pulsed amplifiers. They
clearly have the same phase which is that of the cw
carrier, (b) Two pulses originated from the same
Fourier-limited pulse by using a delay line. The second one is just the time translation of the first one by
an amount T. The phase difference between the two
pulses clearly depends on u,T.
where o>0 is the Bohr frequency of the atomic
transition, w the laser frequency, and T the time
delay between the two pulses. If one varies u,
with a)0 and T fixed, one gets within the diffraction profile (associated with 16,12) interference
fringes described by the last oscillatory term,
with a splitting in w determined by 1/Xeff, where
Teff=2T. The important point Is that the central
fringe is exactly centered at half the Bohr frequency (u>= 2W0). As long as the two pulses are
phase-locked, any small variation of T is not im-

P u l s e s d o n o t generally have
P h a se, unless T is an integral number
of optical periods 2v/w (i.e., eluT=l).
The important point is that the phase difference between
the two pulses is ^'-dependent in such a way that
the interference fringes would disappear if w is
yaried
^
T
feei
fixed 5 Q n e
ible s c h e m e
, ,, ' ....
,
. .
,.
.
( w h l c h w l U b e d e s c » b e d later) for locking the
phases of the two pulses, and consequently for
having the interference fringes reappear (centered exactly at u>= iw0), is to vary T simultaneously (as w is varied) in such a way that e'*T r e mains equal to 1.
Figure 2 shows the experimental setup. We utilize a single-mode cw dye laser (Spectra Physics
580A, frequency-stabilized to a pressure-tuned
reference etalon, and pumped by a Spectra Physics 164 Ar+ laser), which is tuned to the 32S-42Z>
two-photon transition in sodium (5787.3 A). (Lifetime of 42Z> is ~ 5xlO' 8 sec.) The output of this
cw dye laser (40 mW, 2 MHz) is then amplified
means that t h et w o

the same

FIG. 2. The experimental setup.
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in three synchronized stages of dye amplifiers
pumped by a 1-MW nitrogen laser. Three stages
of amplification are necessary to boost the peak
output power to an acceptable level for this experiment. The pump light for the amplifiers is
geometrically divided between the amplifiers and
optically delayed in order to arrive slightly later
than the input from the evolving pulse building up
from the cw dye laser, maximizing the length of
the output pulse. To avoid the undesirable amplified spontaneous emission from the amplifiers,
suitable spectral and spatial filters are inserted
between stages. (A more detailed description of
this oscillator-amplifier dye-laser system will
appear elsewhere.3) The 75-kW output of the
third-stage amplifier is split into two parts. The
first part goes into a reference sodium cell; and
the second part is further split into another two
2FIG - 3" <a) ^ ^ ^ of the four Doppler-free 3*,. .. . .
,
,.
42O two-photon resonances of Na observed in the refer. .
„
., , ...
. ,
,
... ... „
parts—part A goes directly into a sample sodium
F
^
6
J
H
ence cell excited with a single pulse, (b)—(d) Same rescell, and part B is optically delayed in a delay
o n a n c e s o b s e r v e d l n &e s a m p i e c e U exoi ted with two
time-delayed coherent pulses. Width of each pulse, T
line by a time T (27'= 17, 25, and 33 nsec) and is
subsequently recombined with part A and focused
= 8 nsec; effective delay between two pulses, Teff = 2T
into the sample sodium cell. We have stabilized
=17, 25, and 33 nsec, respectively. The spacing bethe delay line by locking the center fringe of the
tween the fringes, Av~ 60, 40, and 30 MHz, respectwo cw carrier beams (which is at maximum
« ve ly. i s fa S ood agreement with the theoretical prewhen the direct and the delayed cw carrier beams
diction 1/2Tare in phase, i.e., when C"MT= 1) to the motion of
the mirror M which is mounted on a piezoelecobserved in the reference cell with a single pulse,
Figure 3(b) shows the same four resonances obtrie ceramic. In this way, the two time-delayed
and Fourier-limited pulses are phase-locked dur- served in the sample cell which is excited by the
ing the entire experiment. Furthermore, the detwo time-delayed coherent pulses with 2T== 17
layed beam, with its longer optical path, has
nsec. An interference structure clearly appears
on each resonance. We have verified that the
wave fronts with a larger radius of curvature
than those of the direct beam, so a high-quality
splitting between the fringes is inversely proporlens (L) is used to match the curvature of the two
tional to the effective delay time Teff (7eff= 2T)
wave fronts. Both sodium cells were kept at
between the two coherent pulses. Clearly it is
130cC (2xlO"6 Torr of vapor pressure); they
possible to choose T longer than the radiative
were made of Corning 1720 calcium alumino-sililifetime of the excited state, in which case the
cate glass with optically flat windows and were
resolution would be better than the natural linebaked at high temperature and later filled with
width. One must not forget, however, that in
sodium under very high vacuum to avoid any forsuch a case only atoms living a time at least
eign gas contamination. Note also that to generequal to T would contribute to the interference
ate the laser standing waves with short pulses,
effect, which means that the fringes would have
one needs to adjust the back-reflecting mirror so
a very poor contrast. This is verified in Figs,
that the time delay between the original pulse and
3(c) and 3(d), which show the same experimental
the back-reflected pulse is significantly shorter
traces as those of Fig. 3(b). Note, however, that
than the pulse duration T. The outputs of the two
in these cases [ Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)J the contrast
of the fringes is progressively less than that of
photomultipliers (EMI 9635QB) monitoring the
fluorescence from 4P to 3S at 3303 A are simulFig. 3(b), where a shorter delay is used. We
taneously processed by a dual-channel boxcar inhave also verified that, with the delay line untegrator, and the result is recorded simultanelocked, the interference fringes disappear (as a;
ously by a dual-pen chart recorder.
is varied).
Figure 3(a) shows the four well-known twoIn order to eliminate the diffraction background
photon resonances of the 32S-42£> transition of Na,
appearing in each of the four resonances of Figs.
759
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3(b), 3(c), and 3(d), one could induce a 90° (i.e.,
180° for two-photon) phase shift between every
. ,
.
. , .
,
,,
,,
other pair of coherent pulses into the sample cell,
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By subtracting the resulting fluorescence from
pairs of coherent pulses with and without the
phase shift, one could eliminate the diffraction
background and thus automatically double the interference signal. A detailed study of this scheme
will appear elsewhere. 3
To conclude, we mention a possible variant of
' , ,
, .
,
the previous method. Instead of two pulses, one
could use a sequence of N equally spaced pulses
obtained, for example, by sending the initial
pulse into a confocal resonator. 6 The optical analog of such a system would be a grating with N
lines. One should expect in that case that the fre-
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Instead of measuring, with a high resolution spectrometer, the spectral distribution of the
fluorescence light emitted by an atom driven by an intense resonant laser beam, one can
use a broadband photodetector and try to analyze the statistical properties of the random
sequence of pulses appearing in the photocurrent.
The papers presented in this section show that the dressed atom approach provides
a convenient framework for analyzing such statistical properties. Simple physical pictures
can also be obtained by associating with the sequence of fluorescence photons a radiative
cascade of the dressed atom falling down its ladder of dressed states.
New types of photon correlations signals have been suggested in this way and they have
been observed experimentally. The dressed atom approach also allows a simple calculation of
the "delay function" which gives the distribution of the time intervals between two successive
spontaneous emissions. Using such a delay function, one can interpret in a simple way the
intermittent fluorescence which can be observed on a single trapped ion with a long-lived
metastable level (Dehmelt's "shelving method").

_!.

Paper 4.1
C. Cohen-Tannoudji and S. Reynaud, "Atoms in strong light-fields: Photon antibunching
in single atom fluorescence," Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A293, 223-237 (1979).
Reprinted with permission of the Royal Society.
This paper has been written for the proceedings of a colloquium, organized by the Royal
Society, on Light Scattering in Physics, Chemistry, and Biology held in London in February
1978.
It has been selected here because it introduces the dressed atom approach to photon
correlation signals. With a photodetector having a bandwidth larger than the splittings
between the three components of the Mollow fluorescence triplet, the detection of the first
photon projects the system onto the lowest (bare) atomic state, which is a linear superposition of two dressed states. The modulation of the probability to detect a second photon then
appears as "quantum beats" associated with these coherences between the dressed states. If
on the other hand the bandwidth of the photodetector is smaller than the splittings between
the dressed states, but larger than the natural width of these dressed states, then the detection of the first photon projects the system onto a well-defined dressed state. This suggests
the study of new types of time correlation signals between frequency filtered photons, more
precisely between photons emitted in the various components of the fluorescence spectrum.
For example, one can show in this way that, for large detunings, the photons emitted in the
two sidebands of the Mollow triplet are emitted with a well-defined time order.
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Atoms in strong light-fields: photon antibunching in single atom fluorescence
BY C. COHEN-TANNOUDJI AND S. REYNAUD
$cole Normale Superieure and College de France, 24, rue Lhomond, 75231 Paris Cedex 05

Some general remarks and suggestions concerning photon antibunching in single
atomfluorescenceare presented. The close connection between this antibunching effect
and the ' reduction of the wave packet' due to the detection process is made explicit.
It is pointed out that polarization effects could considerably change the shape of the
signals. A dressed atom approach to these problems reveals analogies with quantum
beats and suggests the use of frequency filters at the detection, selecting one component of the fluorescence spectrum and leading to new types of photon correlation
signals.
1. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, the interest in resonance light scattering has been renewed by the development of high intensity tunable laser sources which allowed irradiation of atoms with strong
light-fields in conditions such that absorption and stimulated emission predominate over spontaneous emission.
Several experimental groups have studied thefluorescencelight emitted by a sodium atomic
beam irradiated by a c.w. dye laser beam (the two beams and the direction of observation are
mutually perpendicular so that the Doppler effect is removed). Different types of measurements
have been made, including spectral distribution of thefluorescencelight (Schuda et al. 1974;
Walther 1975; Wu et al. 1975; Hartig et al. 1976; Grove et al. 1977) and photon correlations,
more precisely the probability for detecting two photon arrivals separated by an interval r
(Kimble et al. 1977; Walther 1977, personal communication).
In this short theoretical paper, we will focus on the problem of 'antibunching' in single
atom fluorescence, a subject which has recently attracted a lot of attention. Antibunching
means a tendency of the photons to stay away from each other, in contrast with the well
known bunching effect discovered by Hanbury Brown & Twiss (1956, 1957). Several theoretical
papers have considered the problem of antibunching (Glauber 1963, 1964; Stoler 1974;
Carmichael & Walls 1976; Kimble & Mandel 1976; Cohen-Tannoudji 1977). Here, we will
not enter into any detailed calculations, but will just make a few remarks and some new
suggestions based on a straightforward interpretation of the antibunching effect in terms of
'reduction of the wave packet'.
2. INTERPRETATION OF THE ANTIBUNCHING EFFECT

In a photon correlation experiment, the fluorescence light is monitored by two photomultipliers, and the probability P(sb, t-k-r; ea, t) for detecting one photon with polarization
e» at time t and another one with polarization eb a time r later is measured. Such a probability
is proportional (Glauber 1964) to the higher order correlation function (E^{t)E^(t + r)
Et{t+r)E+{t)}, where E+, E~, E£, E^ are respectively the positive and negative frequency
parts of the ea and eb polarization components of the Heisenberg electric field operator.
[ 13]
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In experimental conditions such that the detected light is emitted by a single atom (single
atom fluorescence), the electric field is proportional to the atomic dipole operator D, so that
the signal reduces to
P(eb, t+r; • . , /) « tr[D+(t) D J ( / + T) 2>JT(* + T) D~{t) &],

(1)

where cr is the density matrix of the total system, and D+ and D~ the raising and lowering
parts of D.

time,T
FIGURE 1. Variations with T of the probability P{r) of detecting two photons separated by an interval
T (two-level atom; resonant irradiation &>L = «„; Wj = 10 T1).

When the Heisenberg operators are expressed in terms of the evolution operators U, by
using the invariance of a trace in a circular permutation, the above expression is transformed
int°

where

tr[Di U(t + r, t) D-cr(t) D+U+(t+r, t) Df\ = q(eb, t+r\e&, t)pis,, t),

(2)

p{e&, t) = tr[D~ a(t) D£\,

(3)

?(«*„, t + T\sa, t) = tr[D* U(t + r, t)£&(t) U+{t + r, t) D$\,

(4)

27a(O = (D~ cr(t) D+)/tr[D- <r[t) Df].

(5)

The interpretation of this result is straightforward. The term/>(ea, t) is simply the probability
of detecting one ea photon at time t. Immediately after this detection process, there is a 'reduction of the wave packet' and the state of the system is described by the (normalized) reduced
density matrix E^t). Starting from this new state Es.{t) at time t, the system then evolves and
the probability for detecting one «b photon at time t + T is simply given by q («b, t + r \ e», t).
Since cr(t) appears in (5) between the lowering component £)~ at left and the raising component D+ at right, the reduced density matrix E&{t) is restricted to the atomic ground level g.
Such a result expresses the well known picture of an atom undergoing a 'quantum jump' from
the excited level e to the ground level g when emitting the detected photon. In order to be
able to emit a second photon, the atom must be re-excited by the laser light which requires
a certain amount of time. This is why q (sb, t + T j s a , t) starts from 0 for T = 0 (antibunching
effect).
Let us illustrate these general considerations with the simple case of a two-level atom saturated
by an intense resonant single mode laser beam. One finds in this case (omitting the polarizations
ea and eb which play no role) that

Pit) = tr,

|

q(t + T\t) = fT[l-exp (-fTr) cos wx T]J
[ 14]
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where P is the natural width of e and wx is the product of the atomic dipole moment by the
laser electric field. In deriving (6), we have assumed <yx > P (intense field limit). The oscillatory behaviour ofP(r) = pq(r) (figure 1) reflects the well-known damped Rabi oscillation
of a two-level system starting from the lower level and reaching a steady state where both levels
are equally populated. The characteristic time of the antibunching effect (width of the
'antibunching hole') is of the order of the Rabi period, l/w^ which is much smaller than the
radiative lifetime P-1 of e.

FIGURE 2. Js = J +-> J, = $ transition.

3. HOW TO CHANGE ANTIBUNCHING SIGNALS WITH POLARIZATION EFFECTS

In this section, we suppose that the upper and lower atomic states have a Zeeman degeneracy,
which leads to the possibility of detecting fluorescence photons with different polarizations.
Such a degree of freedom could be used for obtaining quite different antibunching signals.
Consider for example a Jt = \ «-» Je = \ transition (figure 2) saturated by Jt-polarized laser
light, and suppose that circular analysers are put in front of the two photodetectors. One can,
for example, be interested in the probability P(a+, T |<r+) of detecting two o+ photons separated
by an interval T or in the probability P(a_, T |or+) for detecting a a+ photon followed, a time r
later, by a a~ one (we have suppressed the f-dependence of P which does not appear in steady
state as for the two-level case: see equation (6)).
These two probabilities are calculated as explained in § 2 and one obtains
P{?±,

r; CT+) = p(o+)

? (c±,

T|<T+),

Pi<*+) = ir>
'
q{p±, r\o+) = j r [ ( l +exp (-f/Y)) - (exp (-f/Y) +exp (-&/>)) cos ^ r].J

(7)

The striking difference between these two results, represented infigure3, can be simply interpreted as follows. The 'reduction of the wave packet' following the detection of thefirsto+
photon puts the atom in the - % ground sublevel. Then, there-polarizedlaser excitation induces
a Rabi oscillation between the two - \ sublevels of e and g. After half a Rabi period, the atom
has a great probability (of the order of 1 if wx > T) of being in the upper - \ sublevel, and,
consequently, the probability of spontaneously emitting a a~ (or a JC) photon is large (about
4 times larger than in the steady state where all the populations have the same value \). This
explains the rapid growth of P(a~, T|CT+) and the ratio between its maximum and asymptotic

r m]
'7
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values. On the other hand, for emitting a second o+ photon, the atom must necessarily be
re-excited during the time r from the —\ sublevel of g to the + J sublevel of e. However, such
a re-excitation requires spontaneous transitions since the 7t-polarized laser excitation only
couples sublevels with the same magnetic quantum number m. This explains the slower growth
of/>(o+, T|O+) which is determined mainly by the characteristic time F-1 of spontaneous
emission, even if the Rabi oscillation (which is also visible on such a signal) has a much shorter
period.

time.T
FIGURE 3. Variations with T of the probabilities P(,a±, T\ a+) for detecting one o+ photon followed, a time T later,
by a a* photon (Jf = J •-» 7, = i transition; resonant irradiation ioh = <i)0; <ox = 10 F).

Similar calculations could be made for higher J values. The existence of different Rabi
frequencies associated with different Zeeman components, which leads to more complex
fluorescence spectra than for the two level case (Cohen-Tannoudji & Reynaud 1977a), would
give rise to beats in the photon correlation signals.
4. PHOTON CORRELATION SIGNALS IN THE DRESSED ATOM PICTURE

The dressed atom approach provides a simple interpretation offluorescenceand absorption
spectra in intense laser fields (Cohen-Tannoudji & Reynaud 1977*, c, d). We show in this
section how it can also be applied to photon correlation signals, leading to an interpretation
of their modulation as quantum beat effects appearing in radiative cascades.
In the dressed atom picture, onefirstconsiders the system formed by the atom and the laser
photons. Figure 4 (a) shows some unperturbed states of such a system in the simple case of
a two-level atom: the two states |e, «) and |g, n+1) (atom in e or g in the presence of n or
n +1 laser photons) are separated by the detuning 8 = <u0 — a)L between the atomic and laser
frequencies. The atom-laser interaction introduces between these two states a coupling \(ox
which leads to the dressed atom energy levels offigure4(b). The two states 11, n) and 12, n),
which are some linear combinations of | e, n> and | g, n+ 1), are separated by a splitting:
«-(«}+*»)*.
[ 16]

(8)
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Similar considerations apply to |e, n—1>, |g, n), 11, n—1> and 12, n—1> which are at distance
&>L below, and to all other multiplicities (not represented onfigure4).
The coupling of the atom with the empty modes of the electromagnetic field is described by
a master equation, which can be written in the dressed atom basis {|i, n>}. Such a basis is
particularly convenient when the dressed atom levels are well separated (w > F), which implies
either intense fields (<yx > F) or large detunings (\S\ > F). Resonance fluorescence can then
be described as being due to spontaneous transitions between the dressed atom levels. The
allowed transitions, which correspond to the non-zero matrix elements of the atomic dipole
moment D, connect adjacent multiplicities and are represented by the wavy arrows of figure
4 (b). This provides a straightforward interpretation of the triplet structure of the fluorescence
spectrum, first predicted by Mollow from a different approach (Mollow 1969): the frequencies
WL+^>
WL~^J
W L a r e associated respectively with the transitions | 1 , n>—>|2, n— 1);
|2,«>->|l,n-l>,|t»->|i,n-l>(i = 1,2).

(a)
(b)
FIGURE 4. (a) Some unperturbed states of the system atom-laser photons. (4) Corresponding dressed atom states.
The wavy arrows represent the allowed spontaneous transitions between these states.

To return to the photon correlation signal given in (1), this can now be expressed in the
dressed atom basis rather than in the bare atom one. The corresponding calculations are given
in the appendix. Here we will just outline some simple physical pictures emerging from these
calculations.
The photon correlation signal appears (in the steady state regime and for 75 p F) as
a product of three terms which are associated with the processes represented on figure 5. The
first process (figure 5 (a)) corresponds to the detection of the first photon which puts the atom
in g: the dressed atom, starting from one of its energy levels, is projected into a linear superposition of the two sublevels of the adjacent lower multiplicity (|g, n> is a linear superposition
of |1, n— 1) and |2, n—1» described by a projected density matrix having diagonal as well as
off-diagonal elements (respectively left and right parts offigure5 (a)). Then, the dressed atom
evolves during the time T, which corresponds to a spontaneous radiative cascade (figure 5(b)).
During such a cascade, a redistribution of the populations jtx and 7t2 occurs as well as a damped
oscillation of the off-diagonal elements. Finally, we have the second detection process, represented in figure 5(c). Since the density matrix before this detection process has diagonal as
well as off-diagonal elements, the signal now contains static and modulated components
(respectively left and right parts of figure 5(c)). Note the difference from the first detection
process, where we start from the purely diagonal steady state density matrix.
[ 17 ]
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The previous analysis clearly shows that the modulation of the photon correlation signal is
due to the 'coherence' between the two sublevels, |1, n—1> and |2, n—1>, introduced by the
first detection process. Such a process plays the same role as the percussional excitation which,
in a quantum beat experiment, prepares the atom in a coherent superposition of two excited
sublevels. Note however that the situation represented in figure 5 corresponds to a radiative
cascade so that it would be more judicious to compare it with perturbed correlations in atomic
or nuclear radiative cascades (Steffen & Frauenfelder 1964).

FIGURE

5. (a) Detection of thefirstphoton in the dressed atom picture, (b) Evolution of the system during
the time r. (C) Detection of the second photon.
5. P H O T O N C O R R E L A T I O N SIGNALS W I T H F R E Q U E N C Y S E L E C T I O N

Up to now, we have implicitly supposed that the photodetectors are broad band detectors
with extremely short response time. The discussion of the previous section shows that the two
detection processes can be considered as instantaneous as soon as the bandwidth Av of the
photomultipliers is large in comparison with the beat frequency w. Note the analogy with
quantum beat experiments where the spectral width of the exciting pulse must be larger than
the atomic structure giving rise to the beats (broad band condition).
This leads us to investigate the modification of the photon correlation signals which would
result from the insertion of frequency filters in front of the photodetectors. More precisely, we
will suppose that these filters, centred on one of the three components of the fluorescence
spectrum (w L +w, w L - S o r wL), have a bandwidth Ay that is small compared to w (only one
component is selected) but large compared to F (the filtered component is not distorted):
F <£ Av <^ <3.
[ 18]

(9)
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The analogy with quantum beats discussed above suggests that the modulation at w in the
photon correlation signal should disappear in such a case. This is what actually occurs: each
frequency filter selects one particular-frequency component of the dipole moment D so that
the modulated terms sketched on the right part of figure 5 vanish, since two different frequency
components of D simultaneously appear in every detection process.

time, T
FIGURE 6. Variations with T of the probabilities P(wL T &»i, 1 | &>L+ «i) for detecting one (0h+ 0), photon
followed, a time T later, by a <oL+ tox photon (two-level atom; resonant irradiation wL = 0)0; 6^ > P).

The signal can now be entirely described in terms of populations (as shown in the left part
of figure 5). Suppose, for example, that the first filter is centred at wL + w. The first detector
is then only sensitive to transitions of the type |1, n+ 1) H» |2, B). After this first detection, the
dressed atom state is projected into |2, «). Consequently, it cannot emit a second w L +w
photon immediately afterwards since no wL + w transition starts from this level 12, n) (figure
4(A)). The probability P(o)L + (o, T\ W L +W) for detecting two w L + <D photons separated by
a time T exhibits therefore an antibunching behaviour. On the other hand, one wL — w photon
can be emitted from the |2, n) state (figure 4(£)). Immediately after the detection of the
first o)L+ (3 photon, the population jt2 of level |2, n> has a value 1, larger than the steady state
value (reached for large values of T), SO that P (wL - w, T | CJL + w) exhibits a bunching behaviour
(the apparent contradiction with the general discussion of § 2 which excludes bunching effects
in single atom fluorescence is removed by noting that the filtering devices store the emitted
photons during a time (Af)"1 much larger than (w) -1 ). We have illustrated these considerations
in figure 6, which gives the two probabilities P(wll±(i>1, r\ w L + co-,) calculated in the simple
case of a resonant irradiation (S = 0; (D = Wj).
In the off-resonant case (\S\ > (ox; w x \ w0— wL|), the fluorescence spectrum can be interpreted perturbatively: the central component &»L corresponds to the Rayleigh process of figure
7 (a) while the two sidebands at frequencies wA = 2 w L - w 0 and « B = a)0 are associated with
the second order nonlinear scattering process of figure 7 (b). We have represented on figure 8
the two frequency filtered correlation signals that appear at lowest order (i.e. (wj/tf)4, all
others being of higher order). The variation of these two signals can be analysed from the same
perturbative approach. The probability P(o>h, T|W L ) for detecting two Rayleigh photons
separated by an interval T does not vary with T. This is due to the fact that the two corresponding Rayleigh scattering events are uncorrelated. Although the diagram of figure 7 (b) is of
higher order than the one of figure 7 (a), it can give rise to a photon correlation signal of the
[ 19]
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same order. After the absorption of two laser photons and the emission of the wA one, the
atom reaches level e (figure 1{b)) from which it has a great probability for emitting one wB
photon. This explains also the exponential decrease ofP(o)B, T|W A ) with the radiative lifetime
•T"1. If one calculates the probability P(o)A, T|W B ) of emission of the two photons wA and wB
in the reverse order, one finds a much smaller quantity (in (wi/#) 8 ) independent of T. This
shows that, for each nonlinear scattering process, the two photons wA and wB appear in a
certain order with a delay of the order of f-1 and that, for detecting them in the reverse order,
one requires two independent scattering processes.

(a)
(6)
FIGURE 7. Perturbative interpretation of the three components of the fluorescence spectrum for large
detunings: (o) Rayleigh component. (A) Sidebands wA = 2&>L- &)0 and wB = a>0.

time, T
FIGURE 8. Variations with T of the probability P(coB, T \ o>A) for detecting one photon wA followed, a time T later,
by a 0)B photon. The probability P(o>h, T | O)L), denoted by the broken line, for detecting two Rayleigh
photons <oL does not depend on the interval T.

APPENDIX

In this appendix, we find explicitly the photon correlation signal in the dressed atom basis
Ji, n). The notation is the same as in Cohen-Tannoudji & Reynaud (igyjb).
Because of the quasi-classical character of the laser field, the various elements of the density
matrix <r(t) may be written as
<i, «|er(O|j, n-py = p$,(t) po(n),
(A 1)
where po(n) is the normalized distribution of the number of photons in the laser and the
Pij{t) are some reduced density matrix elements. We will omit the symbol p for the elements
corresponding top = 0: i.e., for the populations nt = p% of the dressed atom states and for the
coherences' pit = p\j between states of the same multip licity.
The only non-zero matrix elements of the dipole moment D between the dressed atom states
dr^<i,n-l\D\j,n),

dti=(i,n+l\D\j,ny=
[ 20]
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(we therefore ignore the vectorial character of D). In order to get a simple expression for the
correlation signal, we decompose the lowering and raising parts of D in their frequency
components:

Z>-- Z Z>«; D+ = S Dti,
a
a
Dii = dijl,
\i,n-l}(j,n\

(A3)

^ = *5s|i,»+i>a*i'

(A4)

n

By introducing this decomposition (A 3) of D into the expression (1) of the photon correlation
signal, one obtains:
p(/ + r|/) =
^ ^ Piiklpar,(t + r\t),
(A 5)
ii kl pq rs

where

PnuPtn{t + r\t) = <£>£•(*) D&t + r) Dpt(t+r) Drl(0>-

(A 6)

By using the quantum regression theorem (Lax 1968), this expression is transformed into
Piiupqr.{t+ r\t) = [Slp d£, dpqp{qk, r\rj)] [d% <fc pjt)\,
(A 7)
where p{qk, T\TJ) is a Green function of the master equation; p{qk, r\rj) is the value of pgk(r)
corresponding to an initial state where only prj(0) is non-zero (prj{0) = 1). Because of the
secular approximation, the elements ptj(t) evolving at different frequencies are not coupled;
the off-diagonal elements (i / j) are only coupled to themselves and they tend to zero after
a transient damped oscillation. The populations are coupled together and they reach a steady
state regime after a time of the order of P*1. This allows some important simplifications of
expression (A 7): first, if we neglect the transient contribution of atoms entering the laser
beam, only the steady state populations contribute to the second factor of (A 7) (which implies
s = i); then the only non-zero Green functions correspond either to the damped oscillation
of a 'coherence' (q = r,k = j,r j= j), or to the redistribution of the populations (r = j,q — k).
The corresponding contributions to P(t + r\t) can be written (respectively for the two types of
terms):

with

Slp SHSv8kj[4rf,7] P(rj, r\rj) [d$d^nt(oo)]
r ^j
Slp8BiSqk8ririkn{k, r\j) [ J V ^ o o ) ] ,

(A 8)
(A 9)

where rH is the transition rate from level |t, n) to level \j, n— 1) (rit = d^djl = \d]i\2) and
17(k, r\j) is the population nk(r) corresponding to an initial state where only 77^(0) is different
from 0 and equal to 1. Note that p(rj, r\rj) is simply equal to exp (—Lrjr) exp (-i(orjT) where
o)rj is the energy difference between levels \r, n) and \j, n) and Lri the width of the <oh + o)ri
component of thefluorescencespectrum. The right and left parts offigures5 (a), 5 (b) and 5 (c)
correspond respectively in the algebraic expressions (A 8) and (A 9) to the terms dtjd^IT^oo)
and r^lT^ao), p(rj, r\rj) and II(k, r\j), dftd^ and rtk.
If one uses frequency filters satisfying condition (9), only certain terms of the type (A 9)
contribute to the signal. These are the ones for which Fiit and Flk correspond to the mean
frequencies of the two filters. For example, the various signals represented on figures 6 and 8
are easily found to be
Z > L ± «„ T; a>L+oJ = ( i i y i(l + exp (-JV/2)),

(A 10)

P(o, L , T ; <oh) = (ra>*/48*)*,

(All)

P{O>-B, r; »A) = (r<4*«)« exp (-Tr).
[21 ]
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Discussion
R. K. BULLOUGH (Department of Mathematics, U.M.I.S.T., P.O. Box 88, Manchester M§0 1QD,

U.K.). I should like to raise the question of how far the antibunching of photons in resonance
fluorescence is concerned with photons at all. It is fair to say that the argument for considering
the intensity-intensity correlation function G^(T) in the form G™{T) = (D+ (t) D+ (t + T)
D~(t + T)D~(t)} considered byDr Cohen-Tannoudji goes most easily in terms of quantized
field operators. But, given this form of the correlation function, the antibunching becomes
solely a property of the atom rather than the field. For a 2-level atom at T = 0 and t = 0,
as Cohen-Tannoudji has mentioned, D~ cannot lower the atom twice - in photon language,
it cannot emit a photon and then another (correlated) photon without the atom first
returning to its excited state before emitting the second photon. However, it is the transitions
of the atom we are concerned with in this description and not the photons. In the steady
state t = 00, and all finite t, one also has the operator property for 2-level atoms
(D+(t))2(D-(t))s = 0 for T = 0. Again this is strictly a property of the atom.
My colleague Dr S. S. Hassan and I have calculated the value of GW(T) for a 2-level atom
driven by a single mode coherent state field and bathed in a multimode broad band chaotic
field. I shall quote the results in a number of limiting cases in one moment, and they certainly
indicate the significance of the atom to this sort of antibunching. First of all I would like to
make a comment on the corresponding resonancefluorescencespectrum.
We have calculated this exactly (Hassan & Bullough 1977)!- Its general features are a lightt Our 'exact solution' assumes rotating wave approximation for the coherent field but not for the chaotic,
but involves a decorrelation of the chaotic field from the atomic inversion. The result is then obtained in
closed form as a closed expression for the Laplace transform on r.
[ 22]
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shifted asymmetric (even on resonance) spectrum consisting of three peaks in the case when the
Rabi frequency 2\A\ > nk>,ro{nk', *s t n e mean occupation number of the chaotic mode on
resonance with the vacuum shifted atomic frequency; Fo is the .4-coefficient). In the weak
coherent field case, 2\A\ <^ Fo, %.T0, the: inelastic spectrum is essentially a light-shifted
Lorentzian characteristic of the broad band chaotic field and the Einstein rate equation
regime. Superimposed on this are two Lorentzians, neither being light-shifted at resonance,
but having relative order |i4|s/J"a- Then there is the elastic scattering ^-function of strength
<Z)+(oo))(D~( oo)>. This classical result obtained from the exact quantum theory is the
reason for believing that atoms scatter through the electric dipole moment induced in them by
the incident electric field. It is the source of Professor Buckingham's analysis (paper 4 following) and indeed of all the work presented at this meeting for discussion! Far enough off
resonance it will always dominate the single atom scattering process in S(k, u) but for resonance
scattering with incidentfieldsof about 1 mW cm~2 or above it is necessary to consider dynamical Stark effects of this kind as well as the classical dipole scattering. No many-body theory as
comprehensive as this has yet been constructed.
We have also calculated G (2) (T) exactly. Our method of calculation differs from the dressed
atom method of Dr Cohen-Tannoudji and involves the use of operator reaction field theory.
I have been particularly delighted by his demonstration both here and on previous occasions,
that a driven atom problem can, by changing to the dressed atom basis, be treated as a spontaneous emission problem in which the dressed atom cascades down its own sequence of Bohr
energy levels emittingfluorescencephotons as it does so. The method is particularly effective
in yielding positions, weights and widths of peaks in the strong single mode coherent field
limit for quite complicated multilevel atoms. We have indeed been so delighted by the dressed
atom picture that my colleague Mr E. Abraham has derived the master equation Dr CohenTannoudji quotes from reaction field theory by transforming to the dressed atom basis. It can
be derived exactly.
Outside the strong field single mode regime, however, we find the dressed atom picture
somewhat less effective. In our opinion this very elegant transformation is not well adapted to
the exact solution of the atom-mixed coherent-chaotic field problem. (Dr Cohen-Tannoudji
may not agree however ?)
I quote our results for Gm(r). Notice that each result takes the form p(t)n(j) quoted by
Dr Cohen-Tannoudji. Furthermore p(t) = %(1+R3(t)), and Rs(t) is the atomic inversion so
that p(t) is indeed the probability of the atom being in its upper state. The general form is an
aspect of an extended form of the quantum regression theorem, although we nowhere appeal
to this theorem. If the field is quantized it amounts to commuting free field and matter
operators but there are arguments why this can be done even in this quantized case and so there
may be no evidence of photons here either.
The results for Gm(r) are:
(i) Exact resonance, strong coherent field {2\A\ > nk;F0):
GW(T) = l(l + ^ ( 0 ) [ l - e x p { - ( | + «fc;)ror}{cos (2\A\r) +3(i + «fcJ) (ro/2\A\) sin (2\A\r}].
The result is that quoted by Dr Cohen-Tannoudji except that the ^-coefficient is power
broadened by the chaotic field (but not in the (1 + 2nk{)rQ Einstein rate equation form) and we
include Rabi oscillations of order /10|^4|~1 in phase quadrature as the leading correction from
our exact solution.
[23]
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This solution both bunches and antibunches but G(2)(0) = 0.
(ii) Exact resonance, weak coherent field, (nk-tro, Fo > 2\A\ or ^ro + 2Fonki > ±\A\):
G<»(T) = l ( l + ^ , ( 0 ) b i - « i e x p ( - i r 0 T ) - f t e x p { - r 0 ( H - 2 A , ) T } ] ,

gl

_ 2(rinki + 4\A\*)
n(l+2nki)
'
g3

_

S[A\*
r j ( i + 2n«)'

g*

r%(l + 2nkj(2nki + l) '

This result only antibunches and G(2>(0) = 0. This weak coherent field case contains three
further cases of interest within it.
(iii) Weak coherent field, no chaotic field («*.; = 0):
G<2>(r) = 2\A\*r^(l+R3(t))[l-exp

(-*/»]<>.

This result agrees with that of Carmichael & Walls (1976). f It only antibunches, and G(2)(0) = °(iv) Pure chaotic field (|.4| = 0):
G«>(r) = l(l + R3(t))nk.(2nk',+

l)-i[l-cxp{-r0(l+2nk.)T}]

= fe (2% + 1)- 1 ] 2[1 - exp {- Fo( 1 + 2nki)T}],

for t = 00. This G™(r) only antibunches, and G<21(0) = 0.
(v) Pure spontaneous emission (nfc; = |.4| = 0 - our initial condition is that the atom starts
in its upper state at t = 0) :
G' 2 1 (T) = 0 for all T > 0.

It is obvious that the spontaneously emitting atom is the best of all antibunchers; once it has
emitted its photon (fallen to its ground state) it cannot emit a second one and so it remains in
that ground state).
The case (iv) illustrates the key role of the atom, since the G{2)(T) for the pure chaotic
field without the atom is bunched with G(2)(0) = 2 x intensity squared (so that G(2)(0) = 2:
the Hanbury Brown-Twiss situation). Indeed, all five results illustrate the point that the
antibunching feature is particularly associated with the atom. Thus the photons must at
best be associated with the measuring process for it is this which suggests we calculate G^ij)
in the form Dr Cohen-Tannoudji assumed.
In final comment it might be helpful actually to show the form of the spectrum for a 2-level
atom in the mixed coherent-chaotic field. The chaotic field can be characterized for present
purposes by two numbers, nk>t and n3. In the absence of the coherent field the light shift
Ax = « 3 /' o j!r 1 . In an additional strong resonant coherent field the central peak of the threepeaked spectrum shifts \A-l\ the side bands each shift \AV The number n3 can be about 5 for
a broad band chaotic field of 5 mW cm" 2 per MHz and for sodium D 2 transitions (7^0 «
50 MHz) Ai x 80 MHz. Figure 1 shows the resonant spectrum for \A\ = 5F0, nki = 1 and
n3 = 0, 1, 2, 5 and 10. The different curves may be identified by the movement of their central
peaks as n3 increases. The abscissa is («— wfc) JJ" 1 : o)k is the laser frequency on exact resonance
t Result (i) for n4; = 0 was also first reported by Carmichael & Walls. We reported results (i) (for n t ; = 0)
and (iii) at the one-day International Conference on resonant light scattering, at M.I.T. (30 April 1976), and
I believe Dr Cohen-Tannoudji had similar results then.
[ 24 ]
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with the vacuum shifted atomic frequency ck's. As the laser is detuned from resonance a single
Lorentzian centred near the vacuum shifted frequency, but still Stark shifted, emerges, so that
off resonance the light shifted asymmetry is crushed by the asymmetry due to the chaotic field

FIGURE 1. Asymmetrically light shifted three peaked resonancefluorescencespectrum. Exact resonance.

FIGURE 2. Strong opposite asymmetry developed by increasing detuning of the laser.

spectrum. Figure 2 shows the spectrum for \A\ = 5Oro, nk't = n3 = 5 and detuning 0, — 20,...,
- 200 in units of Fo. The emergence of the chaotic field peak associated with the Einstein
rate equation regime is quite spectacular and shows how this regime dominates the nonresonant scattering process. The classical elastic scattering ^-function is not plotted on the
Figures but is of course present in each case though is relatively weak on resonance.

[ 25]
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C. COHEN-TANNOUDJI. For a fermion field, the second order correlation function <0~(r, t)
0-(r, t + r) <j>+{r, t + r) 0+(r, t)} always vanishes for r = 0. This antibunching effect is
certainly a property of the fermion field. On the other hand, for a photon field, Glauber has
shown that, depending on the state of the field, the second order correlation function
(E~(r, t) E~(r, t + r) E+(r, t + r) E+(r, t)), may exhibit either bunching or antibunching
behaviour. For a field emitted by a source, such behaviour obviously depends on the atomic
properties of the source. One predicts a continuous transition between antibunching (single atom
source) and bunching (ensemble of many independent atoms). Coming back to the single
atom case, it is clear that the emitted field is related to the atomic dipole. Since this atomic
operator has a quantum nature [D{t) and D{t') do not commute when t ± t'] one cannot
ignore the quantum nature of the field, and this explains why one cannot construct a classical
random field leading to the same result as the full quantum theory. On the other hand, for
a many-atom source, crossed terms between the fields emitted by different atoms become
predominant. Since different dipole moment operators generally commute (uncorrelated
atoms), it becomes possible in this case to simulate the results with a classical chaotic field.
Mathematically, the dressed atom approach consists in choosing a particular basis of states
(the eigenstates of the atom-laser mode subsystem) for writing equations of motion including
the effect of the coupling with the empty modes. Such a basis is particularly convenient in the
strong field regime since, in such a case, the non-secular terms associated with spontaneous
emission (coupling with the empty modes) have a negligible contribution in comparison with
the secular ones. Neglecting these non-secular terms leads to simple equations having a simple
physical interpretation. However, if one keeps the non-secular terms, one gets exact equations
which are also valid in the weak field regime and which can be shown to be strictly equivalent
with the semiclassical equations.
We think that the dressed atom approach can be easily extended to the situation of an atom +
mixed coherent chaotic field. One has to introduce first the energy levels of the single mode
laser-atom system (dressed atom). The effect of the broad band chaotic field can then be
described in this basis by a master equation quite analogous to the one describing spontaneous
emission. One obtains new terms describing absorption and stimulated emission processes
induced by the chaotic field between the dressed atom energy levels. Such an approach may
be shown to lead to simple physical interpretation for the asymmetry of the fluorescence
spectrum (analogy with collision induced fluorescence).
J. M. VAUGHAN (Royal Signals and Radar Establishment (S), Great Malvern, Worcs., U.K.). After the
interesting paper of Dr Cohen-Tannoudji I think it is worth commenting on the difficulty that
is likely to be experienced in observing true photon antibunching. We have been interested in
this problem at R.S.R.E. and in a recent letter due to Jakeman etal. (1977) we point to the problem when a randomly fluctuating number of atoms is observed. We comment that in the recent
experiment of Kimble et al. (1977) antibunching, with a non-classical intercept of the intensity
correlation function less than unity, is attained only after making a heterodyne correction.
[ 26]
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This correction factor may not be physically realistic, and if it is neglected the experimental
intercept is in fact unity within experimental error. Our calculation derives the expected
intercept when the source contains a fluctuating number of atoms each emitting antibunched
radiation. In the case of a Poisson distribution of atoms, the extra degree of randomness leads
to a predicted value of the intercept of exactly unity. According to this view, in present experiments the antibunched character of radiation from a single atom may be inferred but has not
been observed.
Similar considerations are likely to apply to the ingenious possibilities outlined by Dr
Cohen-Tannoudji, and it would seem that antibunching will only be observed when a fixed,
small number of atoms or molecules, preferably only one, is examined.
References
Jakeman, E., Pike, E. R., Pusey, P. N. & Vaughan, J. M. 1977 J. Phys. A 10, L257.
Kimble, H. J., Dagenais, M. & Mandel, L. 1977 Phys. Rev. Lett. 39, 691.

C. COHEN-TANNOUDJI. In the present paper we are interested in the fact that, in single atom
fluorescence, the distribution of relative arrival times of photons, P(T), is an increasing function
of T around T = 0, contrary to what is observed in Hanbury Brown & Twiss's experiment
(where it is a decreasing function). Such a behaviour is not destroyed by fluctuations in the
number of atoms, provided that the mean number of atoms in the observation volume is
sufficiently small: P{r) remains an increasing function of T around T = 0, even if P(0) is no
longer equal to zero. Similarly, the different schemes proposed here for increasing the width
of the 'hole' of P(r) around T = 0 remain valid in presence of fluctuations of the number
of atoms.

[27 ]
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Paper 4.2
A. Aspect, G. Roger, S. Reynaud, J. Dalibard, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Time correlations between the two sidebands of the resonancefluorescencetriplet," Phys. Rev. Lett. 45,
617-620 (1980).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
This letter presents experiments performed on strontium atoms, which demonstrate the
existence of time correlations between photons emitted in the two sidebands of the fluorescence triplet, an effect predicted in paper 4.1.
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Time Correlations between the Two Sidebands of the Resonance Fluorescence Triplet
A. Aspect and G. Roger
Institut d'Optique, Universite Paris Sud, F-9140K Orsay, France
and
S. Reynaud, J. Dalibard, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
Ecole Normale Superieure and College de France, F-75231 Paris, France
(Received 30 May 1980)
A new type of time correlation analysis of resonance fluorescence is presented. A
strontium atomic beam is excited by a 28-A—off-resonance laser. The photons of the two
sidebands of the fluorescence triplet are shown to be emitted in a well-defined time order. A simple interpretation of this effect Is given which implies a quantum jump of the
atom from the lower to the upper state through a multiphoton process.
PACS numbers: 32.80.Kf, 32.50.+d, 42.50.+ q
Resonance fluorescence (i.e., scattering of
radiation by free atoms irradiated by a resonant
or quasiresonant laser beam) has been extensively studied during the last few years. First, it
has been predicted1 and observed2 that, for twolevel atoms and at high laser intensities, the
fluorescence spectrum consists of three components (fluorescence triplet). More recently, the
distribution of time intervals between photoelectrie counts recorded on the scattered light has
been measured, giving evidence for an antibunching of the fluorescence photons originating from
a single atom,3

statistics of the emission times with a resolution
Af better than the atomic relaxation time y"1.
In this Letter, we report the first experimental
investigation of time correlations between frequency-filtered fluorescence photons. In this experiment, the detuning 6= u>L - w0 between the
laser and atomic frequencies u>x and a>0 i s much
larger than the Rabi nutation frequency tt>l (offresonance excitation) so that the splitting Ii = (a)12
+ 62)1/2 is simply equal to the detuning 6. The
three components of the triplet are therefore
located at <DL for the central component (Rayleigh
scattering) and ooA= ti>i + flCf2u)i - w0 and wB=wL

These two types of experiments emphasize, respectively, the frequency or time features of
resonance fluorescence. One can also consider
the possibility of a mixed analysis dealing with
the time correlations between fluorescence photons previously selected through frequency filters 4 (the frequency resolution &.u introduces, of
course, an uncertainty At = (Av)~1 in the determination of the emission time). If, for example,
the three components of the fluorescence triplet
are well separated (their splitting n being much
larger than their widths y), one can use filters
centered on any one of these components and having a width Ac such that y« Ae«&. With such
filters, it is possible to determine which componenta of the triplet the detected photons are
coming from and, simultaneously, to study the

- fl =* a> 0 for the two sidebands. The experiment
hereafter described shows that the photons of
these two sidebands, selected by two filters centered at u>A and u>B, are correlated and emitted
in a well-defined order (uA before co^).
We use a strontium atomic beam Os^-'Pi resonance line; Xo = 460.7 nm) irradiated by the 28-Aoff-resonance blue line of an argon-ion laser (XL
=457.9 nm). The multimode-laser light (1 W
power) is focused onto the atomic beam (laserbeam waist less than 10 ^m) and focused back by
a spherical mirror in order to double the laser
intensity in the interaction region. In these conditions, the Rabi nutation frequency u , is much
smaller than the detuning 6 (a>,/2ff = 80 GHz and
6/2ir = 4000 GHz) and the central line of the fluorescence triplet is about 10* (i.e., 46 2 /<D 12 ) times
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more intense than the two sidebands (the wavelengths of which are AA=455.1 nm and X i = X0).
The experimental setup (described in more detail elsewhere4) is sketched in Fig. 1. The denaity of the atomic beam can reach 1012 atoms per
cubic centimeter. The fluorescence light is collected by wide-aperture aspherical lenses (//0.8).
Bicone-shaped baffles have been found appropriate to reduce the detected stray light to a level
smaller than the Rayleigh fluorescence light.
The two sidebands are selected in the two detection channels, respectively, by a grating monochromator tuned on XA and an interference filter
designed for XB. The stray light and the Rayleigh
f luorescence light (both at the laser wavelength)
are well rejected by the two filters (the transmission at the laser wavelength compared to the
maximum transmission is 3 xlO~4 for the monochromator and 10~3 for the interference filter).
The photomultiplier dark rate is small enough to
be ignored. The overall detection efficiency (ineluding collection solid angle, filter transmission, and photomultiplier quantum efficiency) is
of one count per 500 emitted photons. The pulses
from the two detection channels are amplified
and shaped. They then drive a time-to-amplitude
converter (TAC) connected to a pulse-height
analyzer (PHA) which accumulates the number
of detected pairs as a function of the detection
separation time. The cable delays are adjusted
so that a null separation time yields a point in
the middle range of the spectrum which therefore
exhibits negative as well as positive values for
the delay T between the emission of the two wA
and wB photons.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. The strontium atomic
beam is along the axis of the vacuum chamber (PM,
photomultlpliers; TAC, time-to-amplitude converter;
PHA, pulse-height analyzer).
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A typical result is shown in Fig. 2(a). The
large signal which stands out above an accidental
coincidence background indicates that the emissions in the two sidebands are strongly correlated. In addition, the abrupt rising of the signal
across the null delay r = 0 means that the two
correlated photons are emitted in a given time
order: the photon in the sideband u>A before the
photon in the sideband o^. Then, the correlation
signal decreases exponentially with the delay r.
The measured time constant (4.7 ±0.2 ns) coincides with the radiative lifetime of the upper
level 1P1 of strontium.6 The background is mainly due to accidental coincidences between photons at the laser frequency not rejected by the
frequency filters.
In order to check the importance of the frequency selection at the sideband wavelength, we
have varied the wavelength of the monochromator
[Fig. 2(b)]. Shifting it towards the laser wavelength increases the background because of a
poorer rejection of the Rayleigh and stray light,
The signal exhibits a maximum at the expected
wavelength Approving that the signal is due to
the sidebands of the'triplet. We thus get experimental evidence for the sidebands of the fluorescence triplet in conditions where they are 104
times weaker than the central component. The
excellent signal to background ratio emphasizes
the interest of correlation methods since the sidebands could not be easily detected in the frequen-

FIG. 2. (a) Typical experimental curve giving the
number of detected pairs of photons (uA, uj,) as a function of the emission delay. The maximum channel height
is 1000 counts for an accumulation time of 6 h. The
channel width is 0.4 ns. (b) Variation of the signal and
background heights when the monochromator wavelength
is varied around ^ = 4 5 5 1 A.
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cy spectrum even with our high-rejection monochromator.
We interpret now these results with a perturbative approach which is valid since the laser is far
enough from resonance (the expansion parameter
£ = 0^/26 Is equal to 10"2 in our experiment).7 At
the lowest order, we have the elastic-Rayleighscattering process [Fig. 3(a)] giving rise to the
central component of the triplet at u>L (energy
conservation). The rate of this process is Te2
per atom where r is the natural width of the
upper level e. It is proportional to the laser intensity IL. The two sidebands are explained by
a nonlinear scattering process [Fig. 3(b) ] involving the absorption of two laser photons and
the emission of two fluorescence photons having
frequencies u>a and w g linked by the energy conservation relation 2o)i = a>a +OJ g. An intermediate
resonance occurs when the atom reaches the
upper state e after the absorption of the second
laser photon. This explains why o>a and wB are
distributed in two sharp lines (width I), respectively, centered on wA= 2wL - w0 and u>B = w0.
The rate of the whole process is re 4 per atom
which means that the weight of each sideband is
proportional to IL2. The diagram of Fig. 3(b)
suggests to divide the scattering process in two
steps. First, the atom jumps from gto e by a
three-photon process (absorption of UJL, emission
of <joa, absorption of <i)L) which takes place during
a very short time, smaller than 10~12 s in our
experiment (inverse of the energy defect 6 in the
nonresonant intermediate states). Then, the
atom spontaneously emits w s with a mean lifetime r"1.8
This picture provides a simple interpretation of

FIG. 3. (a) First-order elastic-Rayleigh-scatterlng
process, (b) Second-order nonlinear scattering process
fluorescence
giving rise to the two sidebands of the
triplet.
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all experimental features such as the strong correlation between the photons of the two sidebands
(they are emitted by pairs), the time ordering between them, and the exponential decay with a time
constant r" 1 . The "percussional" character of
the excitation of e suggests that, if a structure
exists in the upper level, the exponential decay
of the correlation signal may be modulated at a
frequency equal to the spacing between the sublevels, as in perturbed correlations in atomic or
nuclear cascades. 9 Finally, two important features of the experiment can be made clear. First,
it is not necessary to use a single-mode laser,
The intensity fluctuations do not destroy the correlation signal since their correlation time (inverse of the laser bandwith) is long compared to
the characteristic time of the excitation process
6"1.10 Second, as in the antibunching experiment,
the observed correlation signal is due to pairs of
photons emitted by the same atom (single-atom
effect). Nevertheless, it has been observed with
a great number N of atoms in the field of view (N
= 2 xlO4). As a matter of fact, multiatom effects
(mainly Rayleigh-Rayleigh coincidences giving
rise to the background and proportional to iV*e4)
could overcome the signal (proportional to Ne*)
but they are reduced to a sufficiently low level by
the filters which reject the Rayleigh frequency n>L.
As a conclusion for this perturbative discussion
we can emphasize the unusual fact that the detection of the first filtered photon is a signature of
a quantum jump of the atom from the lower to the
upper state through a multiphoton process. Note
the difference with the situation where no filters
are used (antibunching experiment3) and where
the detection of one photon is associated with a
quantum jump from the upper to the lower state.
Finally, it seems interesting to point out some
similarities between the correlation signal described above and those observed in atomic or
nuclear cascades a — b —c. In such a cascade, a
pair of photons at different frequencies is also
emitted with a given order (the photon associated
with transition a — b before the one associated
with b — c) and the correlation signal decreases
exponentially (with the radiative lifetime of b).
Actually, the analogy between these two situations is not fortuitous. Resonance fluorescence
photons may indeed be considered as photons
spontaneously emitted by the combined system of
a t o m P l u s l a s e r P h o t o n s interacting together, the
s 0 c a l l e d "dressed atom" which, as a consequence
of the quantization of the laser field, has an infinite number of energy levels forming a quasi619
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periodic array. 11 A sequence of fluorescence
photons therefore appears as a cascade of the
dressed atom downwards its energy diagram.
Such a picture allows us to interpret the signal
.
.. . j
j . x.
,
.
, I.
here investigated as a rad.ative cascade signal,12
where the cascading system i s not the bare atom
but the dressed one.
———^———
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absorption of two laser photons) and the emission of a
2uL-ut fluorescence photon. But the rate of such a
process, evaluated from the corresponding energy de*fc t a a n d oscillator strengths is shown to be 6000
times smaller than the rate of the process studied In
^ p a p e r M o r e o v e r > w e h a v e experimentally verified
that the ^
photons a r e Unearly polarized along the
laser polarization, as expected from the diagram in
Fig. 3(b). This would not be the case for the hyper
Raman process which can bring the atom from g to any
sublevel of e.
9A. M. Dumont, C. Camhy-Val, M. Dreux, and
R. Vitry, C. R. Acad. Sci. 271B, 1021 (1970); M. Popp,
G. Schafer, and E. Bodenstedt, Z. Phys. 240, 71 (1970);
R. M. Steffen and H. Frauenfelder, in Perturbed Angular
Correlations, edited by E. Karlssoo, E. Matthias, and
K. Siegbahn (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1964).
"Furthermore, for the nonlinear process studied here,
a multimode laser is more efficient than a single-mode
laser with the same intensity by a factor (T2)/(f)2, which
is equal to 2 for Gaussian fluctuations.
" c . Cohen-Tannoudji and S. Reynaud, in MulHpkoton
Processes, edited by J. H. Eberly and P. Lambropoulos
(Wiley, New York, 1978), p. 103.
12The picture of the dressed-atom cascade remains
valid at resonance where a perturbative treatment would
no longer be possible at high laser intensities. As
shown in Ref. 4, the emissions in the sidebands remain
strongly correlated. It must be noted, however, that
the correlation signal becomes symmetric.
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Paper 4.3
C. Cohen-Tannoudji and J. Dalibard, "Single-atom laser spectroscopy. Looking for dark
periods in fluorescence light," Europhys. Lett. 1, 441-448 (1986).
Reprinted with permission of Les Editions de Physique.
In 1975, Dehmelt suggested the "shelving method" for performing high resolution spectroscopy on a single trapped ion [Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 20, 60 (1975)]. If the ion has two
transitions starting from the ground state, one very weak and the other very intense, and
if these transitions are driven by two lasers, the absorption of a single photon on the weak
transition puts the atom in the upper (metastable) state of the weak transition where it
remains "shelved" for a long time. During that time, thefluorescenceon the intense transition stops, so that it is possible to detect the absorption of a single photon on a very weak
transition by the absence of a very great number of photons on an intense transition.
In the original suggestion of Dehmelt, the two laser excitations were alternated in time
in order to avoid light shifts of the ground state (due to the excitation of the intense
transition) during the probing of the weak transition. In 1985, R. J. Cook and H. J. Kimble
suggested that, by applying the two lasers simultaneously, one could observe "quantum
jumps" between the ground and metastable states by sudden changes, on and off, of the
fluorescence light emitted on the strong transition [Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 1023 (1985)]. The
paper of Cook and Kimble stimulated a lot of interesting discussions. Considering that the
solution of the optical Bloch equations is a continuous function of time, a few physicists
questioned the occurrence of dark periods in the fluorescence light.
The calculations presented in this paper were performed during a symposium held in
Copenhagen in November 1985, after a seminar of J. Javanainen. His seminar, proving the
existence of dark periods for a configuration different from Dehmelt's, was followed by a
general discussion on the existence of such dark periods for more general situations. The
idea of this paper is to consider the first step of the radiative cascade of the dressed atom
and to calculate the distribution of the time intervals between two successively emitted
photons. One then finds that such a delay function has a long tail. This means that after
one photon detection, it may happen that one has to wait a very long time before detecting
the next photon. This proves the existence of dark periods in the fluorescence and allows a
simple calculation of their properties.
Shortly after, such an intermittent fluorescence was experimentally observed by various
groups, in Seattle, Heidelberg, and Boulder. One year later, a theoretical method, similar to
the one presented here, was developed independently by P. Zoller, M. Marte, and D. F. Walls
[Phys. Rev. A35, 198 (1987)]. These authors used the delay function to make Monte Carlo
simulations of the sequence offluorescencephotons.
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Abstract. - The random sequence of pulses given by a photodetector recording the fluorescence
light emitted by a single atom can exhibit periods of darkness if two transitions, one weak and
one strong, are simultaneously driven (Dehmelt's electron shelving scheme). We introduce new
statistical functions for characterizing these periods of darkness (average length, repetition
rate) and we show how to extract spectroscopie information from this type of signals.

Recent developments in methods of laser spectroscopy make it possible now to observe
the fluorescence light emitted by a single atom or a single ion. Several experiments of this
type have been performed on very dilute atomic beams [1] or laser cooled trapped ions [2].
The signal given by a broadband photodetector recording the fluorescence light looks like
a random sequence of pulses. One interesting property of this sequence of pulses, in the case
of a single atomic emitter, is the so-called photon anti-bunching. The probability per unit
time gz(t, t + r) = gz(r) (x), if one has detected one photon at time t, to detect another one at
time t + T, tends to zero when r tends to zero [1]. The interpretation of this effect is that the
detection of one photon projects the atom into the ground state, so that we have to wait that
the laser re-excites the atom, before we can detect a second photon [3-51.
Another interesting example of single-atom effect is the phenomenon of -electron
shelving* proposed by DEHMELT as a very sensitive double-resonance scheme for detecting
very weak transitions on a single trapped ion [6]. Consider for example the 3-level atom of
fig. la), with two transitions starting from the ground state g, one very weak g*-> eR, one
(•) Laboratoire Associe au CNRS (LA 18) et a l'Universite Paris VI.
(') We only consider in this letter stationary random processes, so that all correlation functions such
as g2 only depend on r.
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Fig. 1. - a) 3-level atom with two transitions startingfromthe gound state g. b) Random sequence of
pulses given by a photodetector recording thefluorescenceof a single atom. The periods of darkness
correspond to the shelving of the electron on the metastable level eR.
very intense g+-*eB (which we will call for convenience the «red» and the «blue» transitions),
and the suppose that two lasers drive these two transitions. When the atom absorbs a red
photon, it is «shelved» on eR, and this switches off the intense blue fluorescence for a time of
the order of T^ 1 . We expect, therefore, in this case that the sequence of pulses given by the
broadband photodetector recording the fluorescence light should exhibit «periods of
brightness*, with closely spaced pulses, corresponding to the intense blue resonance
fluorescence, alternated with «periods of darkness» corresponding to the periods of shelving
in rR (fig. lb)). The absorption of one red photon could thus be detected by the absence of a
large number of blue fluorescence photons [7]. It has been recently pointed out [8] that such
a fluorescence signal could provide a direct observation of -quantum jumps» between g and
eR, and several theoretical models have been presented for this effect, using rate equations
and random telegraph signal theory [8], or optical Bloch equations and second (and higher)
order correlation functions such as g2 [9-12].
The purpose of this letter is to introduce another statistical function which we will call the
delay function w2 and which, in our opinion, is more suitable than g2 for the analysis of
signals such as the one of fig. 16). We define iv2(r) as the probability, if one has detected one
photon at time t, to detect the next one at time t + - (and not any other one, as it is the case
for gz) [13]. We suppose for the moment that the detection efficiency is equal to 1, so that w2
and g2 refer also to emission processes. The delay function w>2(~) is directly related to the
repartition of delays T between two successive pulses and thus provides simple evidence for
the possible existence of periods of darkness. We would like also to show in this letter that
w2{-) is very simple to calculate and is a very convenient tool for extracting all the
spectroscopic information contained in the sequence of pulses of fig. lb).
We first introduce, in parallel with w2(.~), a related function P(z) defined by
P(r) = l - ( d?'w2(r').

(1)

o

From the definition of % it is clear that P(r) is the probability for not having any emission
of photons between t and t + -, after the emission of a photon at time t. P{-) starts from 1 at
r = 0 and decreases to zero as r tends to infinity. We now make the hypothesis that P and w2
evolve in time with at least two very different time constants. More precisely, we suppose
that P(r) can be written as
(2)
P(r) = Pshort(r) + P lmu! (7).
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where
•Plong(T) = V exp [~ T/Tiong] ,

(3)

and where PShOrt(f) tends to zero very rapidly, i.e. with one (or several) time constant(s)
TShoi+ much shorter than Tiong. We shall see later on that this splitting effectively occurs for
the three-level system described above.
Our main point is that this form for P(r) proves the existence of bright and dark periods in
the photodetection signal, and furthermore allows the calculations of all their characteristics
(average duration, repetition rate, ...). Our analysis directly follows the experimental
procedure that one would use in order to exhibit such dark and light periods in the signal.
We introduce a time delay 0 such as
"short «0«?long

(4)

and we «store» the intervals A£ between successive pulses in two «channels»: the interval
At is considered as short, if A£ < d, as long, if M > d. We now evaluate quantities such as the
probability 77 for having a long interval after a given pulse and the average durations Tiong
and rshOrt of long and short intervals. If none of these three quantities depends (in first
approximation) on d, this clearly demonstrates the existence of bright periods (i.e.
succession of short intervals) and of dark ones (i.e. occurence of a long interval).
The probability 77 for having an interval Ai larger than 0 is directly obtained from
the function P:II = P(d). Using the double inequality (4), we get PShort(9) = 0 and
/JlonK(0) = /Jlong(O)=p, SO that

(5)

n = p.
The average durations r long and T3hon of long and short intervals are given by
Tim« = — j dr TW2(T),
^

Tah0«=

(6)

o

j-jjjd?TWo(r).
o

After an integration by parts, and using again the double inequality (4), this becomes
•* lonij

• long »

i

-

^short =

(7)
drPshort(r).

i)

We see that the average length of long intervals is just the long-time constant of P{~), while
the average length of short intervals is related to the rapidly decreasing part of P(r). None
of the three quantities obtained in (5) and (7) depends on t), which indicates the intrinsic
existence of dark periods and of bright ones. The average duration of a dark period ./Q" is
just 7ion,,, while the average duration of a bright period .7^ is the product of the duration of
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a short interval r9hort by the average number N of consecutive short intervals (2):
•^D = Tlong ,

(80)

J% = TahonN.

.

(86)

This average number N can be written 2 NPN, where PN = (1- p)Np is the probability for
N

having N short intervals followed by a long one. Actually, the notion of «brightness» for a
period has a sense only if it contains many pulses. We are then led to suppose p «1, so that

iV = i - P = i » i .
P

V

Using (7) and (86), the length of a bright period can finally be written as
»
.i5 = - f d r P a h o r t ( T ) .
pj

(9)

(10)

o

Note that if the efficiency of the detection e is not 100%, results (8a) and (10) are still
valid, provided certain conditions hold. Remark first that in a bright period, the mean
number of pulses is multiplied by s, and that the interval between two successive pulses is
divided by s. In order to still observe dark and bright periods, one has to detect many pulses
in a given bright period, and the average delay between two detected pulses must be much
shorter than the length of a dark period:

IJ- short'S «

l

long •

Provided these two inequalities are satisfied, it is still possible to detect dark and bright
periods, whose lengths are again given by (8a) and (10).
We now tackle the problem of the calculation of w2 and P for the 3-level atom described
above, for which we shall use a dressed-atom approach. Immediately after the detection of a
first fluorescence photon at time t, the system is in the state |p0) = Iff* NB, NR), i.e. atom in
the ground state in the presence of NB blue photons and NR red photons. Neglecting
antiresonant terms, we see that this state is only coupled by the laser-atom interactions to
the two other states |ci) = \eB, NB - 1, NR) and |?2) = |«R, NB, N R - 1 ) (the atom absorbs
a blue or a red photon and jumps from g to eB o r evt)- These three states form a nearly
degenerate 3-dimensional manifold '€ (NB, NR) from which the atom can escape only by
emitting a second fluorescence photon. The detection of this photon then projects the atom
in a lower manifold. Consequently, the probability P(r) for not having any emission of
photon between t and t + r after the detection of a photon at time t is simply equal to the
population of the manifold ^ (2VB, NR) at time t + - knowing that the system starts from
the state js0) at time t.

(*) We treat here durations of intervals between pulses as independent variables. This is correct,
since two successive intervals are uncorrelated. At the end of a given interval, the detection of a
photon projects the atom in the i^round state, so that any information concerning the length of this
interval is lost. This is to be contrasted with the fact that two successive pulses are correlated
(antibunching effect for example).
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In order to calculate this population, we look for a solution for the total wave function of
the form
|<//(tf + T)> = 2 Ot(T)|9i> x |0 fluorescence photon) +
i=0,l,2

+ 2 bj(r) \j: states involving fluorescence photons)
j

(12)

with Oo(0) = 1, all other coefficients being equal to zero at time t. From (12), we then extract P:
(13)

P(~) = 2\ai(z)\2.
I

The equations of motion for the a/s read
..

flB

„ .

OR

&B
/
irB\
ial= — a0-\AB+——\al,

ia,, = — ao~ I-1R H

(14)

— I a2 ,

where QB and ii R represent the blue and red Rabi frequencies, J B (J R ) the detuning
between the blue (red) laser and the blue (red) atomic transition, and where FB and 1"R are
the natural widths of levels eB and eR. This differential system is easily solved by Laplace
transform, and each a^r) appears as a superposition of 3 (eventually complex) exponentials.
The main result is then that, provided FR and L>R are small enough compared to FB and QB,
P(z) can be written as in (2)-(3): this proves the existence of periods of darkness in the
photodetection signal.
We shall not give here the details of the general calculations, and we shall only
investigate the two limiting cases of weak and strong blue excitations.
We begin by the low intensity limit CQB « ^ B . blue transition not saturated). We suppose
the blue laser tuned at resonance (J B = 0) and we consider first J R = 0. The system (14) has
3 time constants, 2 short ones Ti and -•>, and a long one r3:

TT = T - '

(15a)

(15.)

L§-,

± = !± + [I*L.
-,

2

2

The weight of r> is predominant in P^,,n(~> an<l

(15c)

Q%
we

T'.hart = "2/2 .

find
(16)

Physically, 2/r^ represents the absorption rate of a blue photon from g to eR. It can be
interpreted as the transition rate given by the Fermi golden rule, with a matrix element
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and a density of final state 2/TETB, and corresponds to the width of the ground state
induced by the blue laser. On the other hand, the long time constant in P(r) is proportional
to - 3 :

QB/2

(17)

Tbmg = ra/2.

Physically, 2/T3 represents the departure rate from eR, due to both spontaneous (first term
of (15c)) and stimulated (second term of (15c)) transitions. The second term of (15c) can be
written (OR/2)2r2 and then appears as a Fermi golden rule expression. It gives the
stimulated emission rate of a red photon from eR (matrix element QR/2) to the ground state g
broadened by the blue laser (density of states r 2 /-). Note that the condition Tiong» Tfhort
implies
rn,OR«—-•

0%

(18)

From now on, we choose £2R such that the two spontaneous and stimulated rates of (15c) are
equal, and we calculate from (8a) and (10) the variation with the red detuning J R of the ratio
.7^1.7^. We find that this ratio exhibits a resonant variation with _1R (fig. 2a))
- * - •

*

,.

(19)

.y-B 2 + (r,,J R ) 2
This shows that it is possible to detect the g - eR resonance by studying the ratio between
the lengths of dark and bright periods. Note that this ratio can be as large as A (for _1R = 0)
and that the width of the resonance is determined by the width of the ground state induced
by the laser. We have supposed here that J B = 0; if this were not the case, one would get a
shift of the resonance given in (19) due to the light shift of g.

Fig. 2. - Variation with the red laser detuning J R of the ratio .7^1.7^ between the average lengths
of dark and bright periods, a) Weak-intensity limit, b) high-intensity limit.
Consider now the high-intensity limit (QB»FB, blue transition saturated). We still
suppose J B = 0. The two short time constants rL and r 2 of (14) are now equal to 4//7n, so that
7"short = 2/A*- The corresponding two roots r, and r2 of the characteristic equation of (14)
ri=s-J±.-t-i^-,

4

r..= -l!L+i£!L,
4

(20a)

2
2

(20b)
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have now an imaginary part ± IQB/2, which describes a removal of degeneracy induced in
the manifold % (NB, NR) by the atom blue laser coupling: the two unperturbed states |<p0)
and \<pi) of 8f (NB, NR), which are degenerate for AB = 0, are transformed by this
coupling into two perturbed dressed states
l£±>=-^-(lpo>±l?i»,

(21)

having a width FB/4 and separated by the well-known dynamical Stark splitting DB [14].
The interaction with the red laser couples the third level \rp2) to |<//±) with matrix elements
±QR/2y/2. This coupling is resonant when \<p2) is degenerate with \<p+) or \<p-), i.e. when
J R = ±QBI2. Such a resonant behaviour appears on the general expression of the slow-time
constant r 3 of (14)

i-£j» + jgl
r3

2

32

Q»r»

(Q%/4:-A2Rf + A2Rr%/4 '

(22)

which reaches its maximum value

±-iiL + °L

(23)

r,
2
2TB
for J R = ±.QB/2. AS in (15c), the first term of (22) or (23) represents the effect of
spontaneous transitions from eR. The second term of (23) can be written as (QR/2\/2)2• (4/rB) and appears as a stimulated emission rate of a red photon from eR to the broad [1+)
or |d_) states. If, as above, we choose tiR such that the 2 rates of (23) are equal, we get for
./D/./S the double-peaked structure of fig. 26). The two peaks have a maximum value of i
and a width / V \ / 2 (for J R = .7^1.7^ = rB/2Q4B«1, so that the weight of the dark
periods becomes very small). This shows that measuring in this case the ratio between the
lengths of dark and bright periods gives the possibility to detect, on a single atom, the
Autler-Townes effect induced on the weak red transition by the intense blue laser
excitation.
In conclusion, we have introduced in this paper new statistical functions which allow a
simple analysis of the electron shelving scheme proposed by DEHMELT for detecting very
weak transitions on a single trapped ion. We have shown that there exist, in the sequence of
pulses given by the photodetector recording the fluorescence light, periods of darkness. The
average length ./£, of such dark periods, which is determined by the spontaneous and
stimulated lifetimes of the shelving state, can reach values of the order of the average length
./s of the bright periods. They should then be clearly visible on the recording of the
fluorescence signal. We have also shown that it is possible to get spectroscopic information
by plotting the ratio .TQ/.T^ vs. the detuning of the laser driving the weak transition. The
smallest width obtained in this way is the width of the ground state due to the intense laser.
Note that this width is still large compared to the natural width of the shelving state. It is
clear that, in order to get resonances as narrow as possible, the two lasers should be
alternated in time.
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atoms by considering coherent as well as incoherent laser excitations.
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Photon Statistics and Quantum Jumps: The Picture of
the Dressed Atom Radiative Cascade
SERGE R E Y N A U D , JEAN DALIBARD, AND C L A U D E

Abstract—The statistics of spontaneous photons emission times in
single atom resonancefluorescenceare investigated through the radiative cascade of the dressed atom. We calculate the delay function which
gives the distribution of the delays between ,wo successive emissions
for a coherent as well as an incoherent laser excitation. For a two-level
atom, we review in this way various signals concerning the fluorescence
intensity (average value, photon counting,fluctuationsspectrum, etc.).
For a three-level atom, this approach is applied to the analysis of the
recently observed phenomenon of intermittent fluorescence and quan-

COHEN-TANNOUDJI

The purpose of this paper is to analyze in detail such a
a quantitative un~,
^ s t a n d i n g of the statistical propert.es of the spontaneous
emission times of a Single atom interacting With a resOnant laser beam. Starting from the master equation describing the evolution of the dressed atom density matrix,
w ew i n s h o w that s e v e r a , p h o t o n statistics signaJs c a n b e
picture, a n d t 0s h o w that it c a n provide
,
,.
r ,
' •• ,
•

i

i » j • .

r-

•

i

r

.•

» U * I J I

r

tumiutn s

calculated in terms of a single function, the delay function," which is the probability distribution of the delay
between two successive spontaneous emission times. Such
I. INTRODUCTION
a function already has been used for analyzing various
ESONANCE fluorescence, i.e., resonant absorption
effects such as resonance fluorescence [16] or quantum
and emission of photons by an atom, has been studied
jumps [17]-[19]. It has close connections with the sofora long time [l]-[3]. Novel phenomena occur when the
called "exclusive" two-time probability density of the
atomic transition is saturated with an intense, quasi-resgeneral photodetection theory [39], [40]. In this paper,
onant laser beam: triplet structure of the fluorescence we review various types of signals which can be exspectrum [4]-[6], temporal antibunching of the fluores- pressed in terms of this function and we extend previous
cence photons [6]-[7], sub-Poissonian statistics [8], etc.
calculations in order to include the case of an incoherent
The possibility of trapping a single ion has recently
excitation.
opened the way to new developments. For example, the
We consider first the simplest case of a two-level atom
effect of "intermittent fluorescence" has been observed
and we calculate the delay function for a coherent (Sec[9]-[l 1], giving for the first time a direct evidence at the
tion II) and an incoherent excitation (Section III). We then
macroscopic level for the "quantum jumps" of an atom
show (Section IV) how various photon statistics signals
reaching or leaving one of its eigenstates.
are related to this function. Finally, we extend the preThe statistical properties of the fluorescence light have
vious analysis to three-level atoms (Section V) and disbeen the subject of several theoretical works. In most of cuss intermittent fluorescence and quantum jumps,
these works, the atomic dynamics are described by "op-

R

tical Bloch equations" [12]—[13]. In spite of its remark-

able efficiency for the computation of most signals, this
... . .
,
..
,
j
. Jmethod does not always provide a simple understanding
-,..
. . .. ,
• c u a
i- u. cof the statistical properties of the fluorescence light. Since
.. .
, ,, . ; , ,
. . ,c , . ,
,.
,
the laser field is treated as a classical field, absorption and
. . . .
....
.
,
emission do not appear explicitly as elementary processes
...
..
.
, • . I..
. , . ...
in the equations. A solution to this problem is to treat the
,
c , .
CUTUJ
i
••
c
laser field as a quantum field. The dynamical equation of
,
,
<.j
j>. u u i
u
the compound system—atom dressed by the laser pho, , . . ,
.,
,
,
,
.
tons—thus directly describes the elementary absorption
,
. .
„„ .. t . .
..
f . , a
and emission processes. Statistical properties of the fluo...
,
. .
J . J U
J rescence light are thus simply understood by considering
the "dressed atom radiative cascade," i.e., the dressed
atom cascading downwards its energy diagram while
emitting fluorescence photons [14]-[16].
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II. COHERENT EXCITATION OF A TWO-LEVEL ATOM

_,
. ,
,
, ,
,
The states of the compound system—atom + laser pho, . , , .
.,,
.
,I_IJI_
tons (the dressed atom)—are labeled by two quantum
,
.
,'
,
/
. c
numbers: an atomic one ( g for the ground state and e for
,
. ,
s
.
.
.
c ,
.
^
the excited state) and the number n of laser photons. For
.
'
. .
,
,v .
,,
a quasi-resonant excitation, the two states \g, n > and \e,
, . ,,
, .
.. ,' ,
'
n ~ 1 ) form a nearly degenerate manifold (that we de. o \ •
*u •
i • » • • • » ,u J . • r
n ° t e Sn) since their splitting is just the detuning o = wL
"'
t.
,
^
. ..
•
— wA between the laser frequency oi, and the atomic one
*
,
,
, .,
.
•
. •
<J!A • These two levels are coupled by absorption and stim., ,
. .
I.
*
ulated emission processes: the atom can go from e to e
.
i ^
S I _ I > _ L /
- I
( r e s P e c t l ^ l y , from e to g) while absorbing (respectively,
emitting) a laser photon. On the other hand, spontaneous
e"11SslOn I s a

f P, c l a t e d w l t h t ! \ e c o u p l l n S ° / t h e a t O m w l t h
the vacuum field reservoir and corresponds to transitions
between two adjacent manifolds: the atom goes from e to
g w h j l e e r n i t t i n g a fluorescence photon and the number «
°
D.
r
o f ] aser photons IS conserved.
Fluorescence thus appears as a succession of elemen-
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where Q is the so-called Rabi nutation frequency. The first
term of (2.2) describes the atom-laser coupling and includes absorption and stimulated emission (terms proportional to $2 in Hn). The second term describes the damping
of an due to spontaneous emission. The evolution associated with these two terms is restricted inside the manifold &„, while the third term describes the transfer to £„
due to the damping of &n + l. This transfer term can be
written as
TS-on

Fig. 1. Energy levels of the system atom + laser photons. The horizontal
arrows describe reversible absorption and stimulated emission processes.
The wavy arrows describe irreversible spontaneous emission processes.

tary processes (see Fig. 1): starting, for example, from
| g, n >, the dressed atom can go to | e, n - 1 > (absorption process), then jump down to | g, n — 1 > (spontaneous emission), etc. This phenomenon is called the
"dressed atom radiative cascade" because of the analogy
with atomic or nuclear radiative cascades.
This radiative cascade can be described quantitatively
by a "master equation" derived from general relaxation
theory. Such an equation can be written as follows [12],
[20]:
^
,"T o — ~ T [H, o]
£ . .
~ 2
_

+

°

.

°

+

(2A>
where a is the density operator of the dressed atom, / / i s
the Hamiltonian describing atom and laser photons interacting together (thus including absorption and stimulated
emission), F is the Einstein coefficient associated with
spontaneous emission, and S+ and S~ are the raising and
lowering atomic operators (S+ = | e > < g | ; S~ =
| g) < e | ) . Let us consider now the restriction on of the
density matrix a inside the manifold S n . Its evolution
equation can be written from (2.1) as f 16], [18]
+ F 5

a5

+ l S+

n)\g, n > < g , n\

=Tir{e,

(2.4)

where 7r(e, n) is the population of the state \e, n> belonging to the manifold &„ + ].
T h g s o l u t j o n „ o f (2.2) obeys the integral equation
J

/•»

aH(t) = j

dr^(r)

°
where nn(r) is defined by
d_
dr

^(

T

Tir{e, n, t - r)

/J\=_Ltj]ll-\
h
„
(S+S'/j.n + nnS+S~)
2
= 0) = | g n ) ( g n |

(2.5)

(2.6)
(27)

(evolution inside the manifold S n —without transfer term—
starting from the initial state | g, n >). It appears in (2.5)
that the knowledge of the populations ir (e, n) is sufficient
for the determination of the matrices an(t). Now, the
populations of these states | e, n >, | e, n — 1 > • • • are
given by integral equations derived by taking the average
value of (2.5) in the state \e, n - 1 ) :
<•<»
7r(e\ n — 1, t) = \ drW^r) it(e, n, t — T) (2.8)
°
wjtn
Wn{r) = T {e, n - \\ ^{r)\e,
F i n a l 'y> j t a P P e a r s t h a t t h e

n ~ 1) .
(2.9)

Problem of the evolution of
ir(e,n) and therefore of an, reduces to the evaluation from
— a = - - \H a\
(2.6) and (2.7) of the function W n (r).
dt "
i
The previous equations are the formal expression of the
qualitative picture of the radiative cascade: for the set of
(S+S~an + anS+S~)
experiments analyzed in this paper (intensity measure2
ments with broad-band photodetectors), absorption and
+ rS~<rn + ]S+.
( 2 . 2 ) stimulated emission processes correspond to reversible
evolutions inside the various manifolds, while spontaHn is the restriction of the Hamiltonian inside the mani- n e o u s p r o c e s s e s can be considered as irreversible "quanturn j u m p s " from one manifold to another one. The ref°'d enHn = n h m L \ g , n ) { g , n \
versible evolution, for example, inside £>„, can be
, - t
tcXi
1V/
,1
switched off by an irreversible process which "projects"
+ (nhwL - hb)\e,n
- 1 ) {e, n - 1|
the system into the state | g, n - 1 >: after such a "jump,"
hQ .,
i i
i>
a new reversible evolution begins inside the manifold
+ -J ( U - " X e' n - * I + I e> " ~ ! >< 8< n I)
£ „ _ , , and so on. It follows that time intervals between
(2.3)
successive fluorescence photon emissions are statistically
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independent random variables. Any photon statistics signal can therefore be deduced from the knowledge of the
delay functions Wn(r) which are just the probability distributions of these time intervals. Strictly speaking, the
function Wn(r) depends on n since the Rabi nutation frequency 0 varies as sfn. But this dependence can be ignored when the distribution of the values of n is a quasiclassical distribution (i.e., when 1 « An « n where
n and An are the mean value and width of the distribution), which is the case for a laser excitation. Therefore,
all the delays have the same probability distribution W ( T ) .
We now switch to the explicit calculation of W( r) from
(2.6), (2.7), and (2.9). We first note that the structure of
(2.6), involving only a commutator and an anticommutator with the operator /*„, allows an important simplification: one can reduce (2.6)-(2.7) to equations bearing
only on probability amplitudes, instead of working with
density matrix equations as usual in relaxation theory.
More precisely, we can rewrite (2.9) as
(2.10)

Wn{r) = T\{e,n-\\Ur))\2
1

f

.

of a0 and a, is obtained from (2.11):
JJ
— a,
(2.13)
0
./r
\

= — a0

-

— -

i

(5

«i.

V_
2
\2
/
Solving these equations, one finds in the simple case of
an exactly resonant excitation (5 = 0)
•f,
X> = n

- ^
(2.15)
^
(these expressions correspond to the case X2 > 0; otherwise, one has to change X2 into - X2 and the sine function
into the hyperbolic sine). It is worth giving also the Laplace transform W( p) of W( r):

^

=

- ir(e, n - 1) = T'(ir(g, n) - ir(e, n - 1))
*

- rir(e, n - 1).

2

(2p + r ) b ( " 2 + r )

+

Q2r

(3.1b)

Absorption and stimulated emission processes are de-

— I d, lT\ ) = ( — - Hn - - S + S ~ ) \\p ( T ) )
dt ' "
\
h " 2
/
"
I it (0) ) = I j? n >
(211)
'
It thus appears from (2.10) that Wn(r) is equal to the decay rate from the level |' e, n - 1 > at time r, knowing
that the dressed atom is in level | g, n > at time 0. Now,
we note that | \pn(r) > evolves only in the manifold £„, so
that it can be written
ij, ( T ) \ = a J T ) I a n ) + a , ( r ) \ e , n - 1 > ( 2 . 1 2 )

( ia,

INCOHERENT EXCITATION OF A TWO-LEVEL ATOM
In this section, we suppose that the atom is irradiated
by a resonant broad-band laser. If the spectral distribution
of the laser light is large enough, relaxation theory can be
used to describe not only the atom-vacuum field interaction, but also the atom-laser interaction. We obtain in this
manner the following rate equations for the populations
of the "dressed" states | g, n > and | e, n — 1 > where n
is the total number of laser photons (summed over all frequencies):
,
— ir(g, n) = r'(ir(e, n — 1) — ir(g, n))
"'
+ Fir(e, n)
(3.la)
IIL

1

where | ^ ( T ) > is the ket solution of

where the evolution
y( ia0 =
/
/ ..

be deduced from these expressions, we now turn to the
case of an incoherent excitation,

(216)

Before discussing how the photon statistics signals can

scribed by transitions inside a given manifold Sn (term
proportional to I"), while spontaneous emission processes are described by transitions between adjacent manifolds (terms proportional to F). The absorption and stimu i a t e c ] emission rate V is the product of the Einstein B
coefficient by the power spectrum of the laser at the atomic
frequency, while the spontaneous emission rate V is the
Einstein A coefficient. As we study the case of a broadband laser, we will consider that the distribution of n is a
quasi-classical distribution (1 « An « n) and we will
therefore ignore the variation of T' with n.
Equations (3.1) describe the radiative cascade in the
case of an incoherent excitation. Since the spontaneous
emission terms have the same formal structure as for coherent excitation, one can solve this equations in the same
manner. In particular, their solutions obey the integral
.

equation

F

'

6

J

P°°
n, t) = ^ drfiig, n, j) IV(e, n, t - r)
7r(e, n — 1, t) = 1 drp(e, n — 1, T) F7r(e, n, t — T)
T(s,

<3-2b)
where the populations p are defined by
^
— p(g, n, r) = F'(p(e, n — 1) - p(g, «))
(3. 3a)

±P(e.n-l,T) =

r>(P(g.n)-l,ie,n-l))
— Yp(e, n — 1)

(3.3b)
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p(g, n, 0) = 1; p(e, n - 1, 0) = 0. (3.4)
„,.
. , ., ,
. . . ., ,
.. . .
This equation describes the evolution ms.de the manifold
£ „ without a transfer tern from the upper one starting
from the initial state Le, n > [compare to eqs. (2.6), (2.7)].
„ ,
. .'s ' ; K ,
, ,
,
Finally, the populations of the states \e, n), \e, n — 1 ) ,
• • • obey the integral equations deduced from (3.2b):

Coming back to the original problem, one can obtain the
distribution q,(m) of the number m of photons emitted
d u
^ ' f -n
. ( i s " Gaussjan
d i s t ^ u t i o n at ^ ^
, > ; > 8 - a n d „ i d e n t i f ;t h e
~. u
. .„
_
arguments of the exponential functions. From
2

(f -TOT)_ (m — t/r)

j.»

2mAr 2

7r(e, n - 1, /) = J o ^ T H ^ T ) ir(e, n, t - T)

(3.5)

. .

~ 2TOAT 2 /T 2

Qned e d u c e s the m e a n v a l u e a n d t h e

(

}

dispersion of the dis-

tribution q,(m):
m - r/r
2 _
Am = m A r / r .

with

W(r) = I>(e, n-

1, T ) .

(3.6)

An important difference with the case of a coherent excitation is that these equations can no longer be reduced
to amplitude equations. This is associated with the fact
that absorption and stimulated emission are now irreversible processes. Solving these equations, one finds the following expressions for the delay function W(T) and its
Laplace transform W(pY
H^r^sh^expf-^-^r)

K = \T

+ 4F'

(4.4)
(4.5)

Equation (4.4) means that the mean value / of the inJ u s t t h e inverse of the mean delay:
/= y^ j t — j /j
(4-6)
_
One can calculate T from the expression of W{T) or, in a
simpler manner, from the expression of W{p) which can
be considered as the characteristic function of the distri(3.7) bution ^ r ) :
tensity is

~T-l-*"H<,.o,-

(3.8)

(4-7)

One thus recovers the usual result in the coherent case:

and

7 = r f i 2 / ( r 2 + 2O2)
^T"

yyi \
( p ) = P

(

P

+

T) + r ( 2

P+

( T O ) an^

v y

IV. PHOTON STATISTICS SIGNALS

[

-

We have shown in the previous sections that the succession of spontaneous emission times is a stochastic point
process characterized by the delays between successive
emissions. These delays are statistically independent random variables and all have the same probability distnbution W(T). It follows that any photon statistics signal,
i.e., a signal in which only the intensity of the fluorescence field is measured, can be calculated from this "delay function" W{T).
As a first example, we want to deduce the mean value
and the fluctuations of the number m of photons emitted
during a given time t. We first study a slightly different
problem: what is the distribution for the variable t which
is the sum of m successive delays (time between the emis.
,
, f_
. .
, ..
, .
sion of some photon m0 and the emission of the photon
.„ . v
• ji
• j
j
•
m0 + m)l As successive delays are independent vanables, one obtains

m tne

incoherent case:

7 = rr'/(r

}

(4.8a)

+

2r).

(4.8b)

Equation (4.5) shows that the variance Am 2 is proportional to the mean value m. The Poisson statistics correspond t0 the particular case w h e r e the del
d i s p e r s i o n is
equa, t0 t h e m e a n ^
T h i s w o u ) d o c c u r > for e
,e
if t h e M

function

had an exponential

form

B u t it

d e a r | y a p p e a r s ( h a t t h e s t a t i s t i c s c a n b e sub -Poissonian

or
depending on the ratio A T / ? The statistics a r e usua,iy c h a r a c t e r i z e d b y t h e Q factor [ 2 1 ] d e .
^ n e d t n r o u gh
SU p er .pois S onian

Am2/m = 1 + Q = A T 2 / ? 2 .
from

(4.9)

Computing the delay variance
AT 2

_ \d^_,
w(p)\
(4 10)
[dp2
J (/ , =0 )
,
...
.
one recovers the well-known result for the Q factor in the
,
ro.. _
, . ~
coherent case [21]. For example, for 5 = 0, we get
r '
6
Q = - 6 r 2 f i 2 / ( r 2 + 2fi 2 ) 2 .
(4.11a)

t = mr, At1 =TOAT 2
(4.1) This corresponds to a photon noise reduction which can
,
_ ,.
,
.
. . . • r
reach the value 1 + Q = 1/4 for T2 = 21)2. A less known
. . ,
,
.'
.
.
where T and AT are the mean value and dispersion of one
,.
r u u i. i i AC
, .. .i ,.
result is that photon noise reduction also occurs in the
delay j [which can be calculated from the distribution
. v,
.... .. ,,,,
. .
,
. .
. . . case of an incoherent excitation where one finds
W(T)]. When m is a large number, one also knows that
Q= -2TV/(T
+ 2T')2
(4.11b)
the distributionpm(t) of t is a Gaussian distribution (cen,.
, , „ ~ ,. „ „ . „ , ,
, ,
tral limit theorem):
;
2
reaching 1 + Q = 3/4 for V = 2 T . As usual, these
pm{t) ~ exp [ — (t - ml) / ( 2 W J A T 2 ) ] . (4.2) factors correspond to the statistics of photon emissions.
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The Q factors associated with the statistics of photon detections are often much smaller since they have to be multiplied by the probability for an emitted photon to be effectively detected.
There exist other signals characterizing the fluctuations
of the fluorescence intensity. The photon correlation signal has been studied in great detail, experimentally [6],
[7] as well as theoretically [12], [22], [23] since it reveals
the effect of photon antibunching. It is interesting to see
how this signal is related to the picture of the dressed atom
radiative cascade
The correlation signal C(t, t + T) is associated with
the detection of a first photon at time / and of a second
one at time I + T. AS discussed previously, the emission
of the first fluorescence photon "projects" the atom-laser
photons system into some state | g, n - 1 >. One thus
expects that the correlation signal is given by
C(t, t + T) = IJ{T)
(4.12)
where 7 is the mean intensity (associated with the first
emission) and 7 ( r ) is the transient intensity emitted by

the system starting at T = 0 from this state \g,n - 1 >.
The function J( T) is thus different from W(T):W(T)
corresponds to the emission of the next photon at time r,
while J(T) corresponds to the emission of any photon (not
necessarily the next one) at time r. So, W(T) is proportional to the population of the state | e, n > at time r,
knowing that the system is projected into | g, n + 1 ) at
time 0 [see (2.9)], while J ( T ) is proportional to the sum
of all the populations of the states \e,n') (with n' < n)
with the same conditions. One can therefore deduce from
(2.8) the following relation between J and W [16], [19]:
J-W+W®W+W®WSiW+--(4.13)

1399

photons during a long time is equivalent to analyzing at
zero frequency the fluorescence intensity. But it is also
possible to reduce photon noise at frequencies different
from zero. A particularly interesting case corresponds to
a coherent excitation at the high-intensity limit:
W(T) = F sin2 I — I exp | - — )
K)
\2)
V \
2j

(4 17)

( s e e ( 2 - 1 3 ) a n d ( 2 - 14 > w i t h 0 » H . The delay function
W(T) exhibits a damped oscillation at frequencyfi,the
so-called "optical Rabi nutation." As a consequence, the
f a c t o r G(w) presents a peak structure around 0. From
(4.14)-(4.17), one finds that this peak corresponds to a
P h o t o n n o i s e reduction which can reach the value 1 +
£?(<•>) = 1/3 (for co = Q; fi » T). Note that, as for
z e r 0 frequency, Q has to be multiplied by the photon detection efficiency in order to get the factor corresponding
t 0 t h e experimental effect.
v

- INTERMITTENT FLUORESCENCE OF A THREE-LEVEL

A T O M : T H E QUANTUM JUMPS
The picture of the radiative cascade of the dressed atom
j s , o f course, not limited to two-level systems. For example, this picture is very convenient for studying the
phenomenon of intermittent fluorescence recently obs e r ved on a three-level system. Such an effect occurs when
a system with three levels g, eB, eR in a V configuration
[ s e e Fig. 2(a)] is simultaneously excited by two laser
w a ves respectively resonant with the " b l u e " transition g
_ eg a n d the " r e d " transition g - eR, the red transition
being much weaker than the blue one. The fluorescence
s ig nal > represented in Fig. 2(b), then exhibits bright periods, with many fluorescence photons, alternating with
(the symbol <8> represents the convolution product) which i o n g dark periods during which no photon is emitted.
has a very simple meaning since W corresponds to the first T h e existence of this effect has been initially suggested
emission, W ® W to the second one, and so on. This by Dehmelt [24] who used the following picture: the atom
equation leads to an algebraic relation between the La- excited by the "blue" laser emits manyfluorescencephoplace transforms / a n d W[\6\, [I9|:
t o n s o n m e g - eB transition, with a rate ~TB/2
if the
2
:
t
W
transition is saturated (YB{ is the radiative lifetime of eB).
J = W + {W) + (W) + • • • = ——— (4.14) However, when the " r e d " laser is resonant with the g —
eK transition, the atom can also absorb a red photon and
One can check that these results are identical to those al- jump into level eR. This "shelving" interrupts the blue
fluorescence
(dark period) until the atom jumps back from
ready known for the correlation signal.
We will conclude this section by studying the noise eR to g either by spontaneous emission (time constant
spectrum of the fluorescence intensity S,(OJ) which could, TR ' ) or by stimulated emission. Consequently, the resoin principle, be measured by entering into a spectrum ana- nance of the red laser and the absorption of a single red
lyzer the fluctuations of the fluorescence intensity.
photon results in the absence of a very large number of
One can show that this signal is directly related to the blue photons. This scheme therefore allows a very sensitive detection of the weak resonance, with an amplificaFourier transform of J(T):
c t \ — c 11 , su w
/ , , c i tion factor TB/TR which reaches 108 in the recent experS,(«)-S^l +G(«))
(4.15) i m e n t a , r e s ( ] l t s
with
This scheme also leads to a unique feature as pointed
, w i. it • \ , it • \
i A ><L\ out by Cook and Kimble [25]: one can observe "by eye"
Qiw) - .1(103) + J( — id))
(4.16)
,
.
„
.
. . .
} }
the quantum jumps of a microscopic device. In absence
where Sn is the standard photon noise and is proportional of the red laser, it is indeed possible to observe by eye the
to the mean intensity /. The limit w ~> 0 gives the results blue fluorescence of a single trapped ion [9]-[l 1]. When
already discussed for the usual Q factor since counting the red laser is applied, one can then look "in real time"
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The Hamiltonian HnsHR is the restriction, inside the manifold £>{nB, nR) of the atom-laser fields Hamiltonian,
generalizing (2.3), and SglR) and Sg~w are the raising and
lowering operators:
(Sim
c+

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. (a) Three-level atom with two transitions starting from the ground
state, one strong (g ~ eg) and one weak ( g — eK). (b) Random sequence of pulses given by a photodetector recording the fluorescence of
a single atom. The dark periods correspond to the shelving of the atom
on the metastabte level eR.

=

LV*) =

\g)(eB(R)\
\ /

eBiR)){

i

(5-4>

g\-

When 11/< ( T) > is written in the form
2
I // \ \
V
/ \ I
[ T V ? " ) / = ,^-> ai\T)\'Pi/
'~

\

(5-5)

the equations of motion for the a, coefficients read

f , . _ QB
QR
at the atom jumping from g to eR (beginning of a dark
period) or from eR to g (beginning of a bright period).
la° ~ 2 a
~2~ ° 2
After the proposal of Cook and Kimble, several theo_
._
retical treatments have been proposed for this effect [17](a, = — a0
a,
(5-6)
[18], [26]-[31]. Among them, the dressed atom approach
^
*
appears as a simple and efficient way to predict the var. _ QR
iFR
ious characteristics of the signal [17], [18]. In this apV^"*2 = T °° ~ ~Y °2
proach, fluorescence is interpreted as a radiative cascade
,
„
,„
. , ,
, , „ . . ,
of the dressed atom, and dark periods are due to random w h e r e fis and 0 , represent the blue and red Rab! frequeninterruptions of this cascade. All the information concern- c i e s ' B o «" blue and red lasers are here supposed to be
ing these dark periods can therefore be deduced from the ™.°nant- A stra.ghtforward c a l c u l a t e then leads to the
delay function W(T) characterizing the probability distri- d e l a y t u n c t l o n
bution of the time interval between two successive
fluoW(T) = r f l | a , ( r ) | + r R | a 2 ( r ) |
(5-7a)
rescence photons [17]-[18], In the two next subsections,
.
,
_
we will outline the calculation of W(r) for both coherent w h l ^ h c a " b ^ w r l " e " ' a s s o o n a s F « a n d °« a r e m u c h
and incoherent laser excitation, and we will discuss the s m a l l e r t h a n r « a n d °«- a s
main physical results.
W{T) = Wshort(r) + Wiom(r).
(5.7b)
Wshon(T) is equal to the delay function found if only the
Coherent Laser Excitation
For a coherent excitation, the calculation of the delay b l u e l a s e r i s present (2.13), while H^|Ong(r) is an addifunction is done in a way very similar to the procedure t i o n a l t e r m ' evolving with a time constant T,ong much
presented in Section II. Here, the states of the dressed l o n 8 e r t h a n t h e t i m e constants of Wshon. This evolution
atom are bunched in three-dimensional manifolds e(nB, w i t h t w o t i m e constants is a clear signature for the exisnR) and can be written in the absence of atom-laser fields t e n c e o f d a r k a n d b r i g h t periods: in a bright period, succoupline
cessive photons are separated by an average time Tsflon deduced from H^short (4.8a). In the limit of a weak blue laser
| (p0) = \g, nB, nR)
excitation (QB « T B ) , we get from (4.8a)

[

!#»,> = ! « « . « « - l , n « >
(5.1)
| ,p2) = \eR, nB, nR — 1 )
, ,,
. , ,
where nB and nR are the numbers of blue and red laser
photons. The delay function W(r) is then given [cf.
'
'' '
'•'
2
W(r) = r B |(tf B , nB — 1, nR\ ^(T))
12
I .
+ r,? < eR, nB, nR - | \p(T) > |
(5.2)
where | I/-(T) > is the ket solution of
/ (p
•^
— | ^ { T ) ) = ( — - HnBllR — - ^ SgSB
\

r

\

SR SR ) \\P(T))
'
| ^ ( 0 ) ) = | g, nB, nR) .

(5.3)

TiJ,, = O S / I V
(5.8)
On the other hand, the long time constant Tiong, characterizing the length of dark periods, is given by
r j g = TR + TBQ\/Q2B.
(5.9)
As expected, rion'g represents the departure rate from eR to
g induced by spontaneous emission [first term of (5.9)]
and by stimulated emission [second term of (5.9)]. These
r e s u ] t s a r e faen ; n p e r f e c t agreement with the picture given
by Dehmelt: the atom cycles on the g — eB transition during bright periods, and randomly jumps on the shelf eR
(dark period) before falling back on g either by spontaneous emission or by stimulated emission.
Incoherent Laser Excitation
For an incoherent excitation, the procedure of Section
HI can be duplicated in a straightforward way. The delay
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function writes
, . _
/•\_t_r
I \
W(T) - 1 BPB(T) + I RpR(r)
where we have put [cf. (3.6)]

f

pfl( r )

For all these more complex situations, the picture of the
radiative cascade of the dressed atom appears to still be
qu.te useful
p o r examp,e; t h e study o f t h e radiative cas.
cade on the basis of dressed states allows a quantitative
understanding of the temporal correlations between the
photons emitted in the two sidebands of the fluorescence

Csirh
p . W)

p{eB, nB - \, nR, T)

=

/ , _
,
_ ,
^
PR(T) - P(eR, nB, nR
i, T)
Pg(r) = p(g, nB, nR, r).

The populations PB, pR, Pg obey
/^pB = T'B(p - pB)
\
\ PR - r «(/°« "" PR)
( P » = *"B(PB ~ Pg)
. tc\\ — 1
Pg(U) ~ l

, , . . ,
p.n;

triplet [15], [16], [32], [33]. We can also mention the
. . W a c k r e s o n a n c e s - o f G o z z i n i [34]-[36] which appear
in three-level systems with a A configuration (one excited
level and two ground state levels). In the dressed atom
a p p r o a c h i t h e s e resonances are interpreted as being due
to a stopping of the radiative cascade occurring when the
dressed atom decays in a stable trapping level [37]-[38].

the differential system
— TBpB
~ TRPR
+ niPR

- P g)
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Section 5
Atoms in High Frequency Fields or in the Vacuum Field
Simple Physical Pictures for Radiative Corrections

333

An atomic electron in the vacuum field can emit and reabsorb photons of any frequency.
Such virtual processes give rise to well-known radiative corrections (Lamb shift, g — 2 spin
anomaly). We have also seen in Sees. 1 and 2 that similar effects can be induced by the
interaction of the electron with an applied electromagnetic field (light shifts, modification
of the Lande factor by interaction with a high frequency rf field). The papers presented in
this section try to get new physical insight into radiative processes by comparing these two
types of "spontaneous" and "stimulated" effects.
These are a few examples of questions which are addressed here:
- Is it possible to understand radiative corrections as being only "induced" by vacuum
fluctuations, i.e. by a fluctuating field having a spectral power density equal to hu>/2 permode w?
- On the contrary, can one attribute them only to the interaction of the electron with its
self-field?
- If these two effects (vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction) are simultaneously acting,
is it possible to separate their respective contributions?
- Why is the electron spin moment enhanced by radiative corrections (g — 2 is positive),
whereas the magnetic moment of a neutral moment is always reduced by interaction with
a high frequency rf field?

335

Paper 5.1
P. Avan, C. Cohen-Tannoudji, J. Dupont-Roc, and C. Fabre, "Effect of high frequency
irradiation on the dynamical properties of weakly bound electrons," J. Phys. (Paris) 37,
993-1009 (1976).
Reprinted with permission of Les Editions de Physique.
The "stimulated" corrections studied in Sees. 1 and 2 correspond to two extreme situations
for the incident field, leading to simple calculations. The first one corresponds to a resonant
or quasiresonant excitation, so that only a single atomic transition needs to be considered.
Nonperturbative treatments (such as the dressed atom approach) can then be given, which
include the effect of the atom-field coupling to all orders. The second situation corresponds
to a radiofrequency field interacting with the magnetic moment of a given atomic level.
Even if the frequency u> of the rf field is large compared to the Larmor frequency of the
spin, hw remains very small compared with the optical splittings between the level studied
and the other atomic levels. It is then possible to include only a finite number of atomic
sublevels in the calculations.
This paper deals with another situation leading to simple calculations. The frequency
uj of the incident field is large compared with the binding frequencies a>b of the atomic
electron. It is then possible to make expansions in powers of UJ^/OJ and to derive an effective
Hamiltonian, which acts only on electronic variables, and which describes how the high
frequency vibration of the electron in the incident field modifies its slow motion in the
binding potential.
The mode u> corresponding to the incident field is treated quantum mechanically and the
coupling "electron mode a>" is taken into account up to order two in the coupling constant.
Relativistic corrections up to order two in (f/c) 2 are also included. This paper focuses on
stimulated corrections, i.e. on the terms of the effective Hamiltonian which are proportional
to the number TV of incident photons. As expected, these terms can all be interpreted
semiclassically. For example, the vibrating electron gets an extra kinetic energy; it averages
the binding potential over afinitevolume; the angular oscillation of the electron spin reduces
the effective magnetic moment. The reason for a quantum treatment of the "electron mode
w" coupling is that the same calculation also gives TV-independent terms which exist even
if TV = 0 and which represent the contribution of the mode u> to spontaneous radiative
corrections (up to order one in the fine structure constant a). By comparing, for each mode
u>, the structure of the TV-dependent and TV-independent terms, one can then hope to get
some physical insight into radiative corrections. This is the subject of the next paper 5.2.
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Resume. — On etudie comment le comportement d'un electron dans des champs statiques electrique ou magnetique est modifie lorsque cet electron interagit egalement avec une onde electromagnetique haute frequence. Les nouvelles proprietes dynamiques de l'electron sont decrites par
un hamiltonien effectif dont l'expression est etablie en utilisant une description quantique du champ
electromagnetique et en tenant compte des corrections relativistes jusqu'a l'ordre 1/c2. Outre une
correction de masse bien connue, on trouve que les nouvelles proprietes dynamiques de l'electron
peuvent etre comprises en termes de facteurs de forme electrique et magnetique qui ont une interpretation physique simple. Ces resultats generaux sont enfin appliques a 2 cas simples : perturbation
des niveaux de Rydberg d'un atome et modification des frequences cyclotron et de precession de spin
d'un electron dans un champ magnetique uniforme.
Abstract. — We study how the behaviour of an electron in d.c. electric or magnetic fields changes
when this electron is simultaneously interacting with a high frequency electromagnetic wave. The new
dynamical properties of the electron are described by an effective hamiltonian that we derive using a
quantum description of the electromagnetic field and including relati vistic corrections up to order 1/c2.
Besides a well-known mass-shift correction, one finds that the new dynamical properties of the electron can be described in terms of electric and magnetic form factors which have a simple physical
interpretation. Finally, these general results are applied to 2 simple cases : perturbation of atomic
Rydberg states and modification of the cyclotron and spin precession frequencies of an electron in a
static homogeneous magnetic field.

1. Introduction. — 1.1 MOTIVATIONS

THIS

spacing and the ionization energy of these states, it is

WORK. — The initial motivation of this work was to
extend some previous calculations dealing with the
effect of a non-resonant irradiation on a neutral
atomic system.
It is well known for example that atomic energy
levels are shifted when atoms are interacting with a
non-resonant light beam. These so called light-shifts
have been mainly studied in cases where the main part
of the effect is due to virtual transitions to a quasiresonant state [1,2,3,4,5] or to a few excited
states [6, 7, 8]. But such an approximation is not
always possible. For example, when atoms in highly
excited states (Rydberg states) interact with an intense
light beam having a frequency much higher than the

necessary to consider the effect of virtual transitions
to all atomic states including the continuum. One can
ask if it would not be possible in this case to make a
convenient approximate evaluation of the infinite sum
appearing in the second order term of the perturbation
series, which would not require the knowledge of all
atomic oscillator strengths.
Another example of a problem which motivated
this work is the modification of the g factor of an
atomic state under the influence of non-resonant RF
irradiation (having a frequency co much higher than
the spin precession frequency <oo) [9, 10, 11]. The
important point is that one always finds a reduction of
the g factor, never an enhancement. But it is well
known that the g factor of a free electron is increased
above the value 2 predicted by the Dirac equation
when one takes into account the coupling with the

(•) Associe au C.N.R.s.

FOR
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quantized electromagnetic field vacuum : the g ~ 2
anomaly [12] is positive. What is the origin of this
difference of sign ? Is it due to the fact that one considers in the first case a neutral atomic system, in the
second one a charged particle ? Or to the fact that the
system is coupled in the first case to a filled mode of
the electromagnetic field, in the second one, to the
vacuum ? A first step to answer these questions is to
determine precisely how the cyclotron and the spin
precession frequencies are modified by high frequency
irradiation.
We present in this paper a simple approach to these
various problems. We consider an electron weakly
bound in a d.c. electric field (for example, an electron
in a Rydberg state), or orbiting in a d.c. magnetic
field, and we try to understand the perturbation of the
energy levels of such an electron, when irradiated by
a high frequency electromagnetic wave, in terms of
corrections to its dynamical properties (corrections
to its mass, appearance of electric and magnetic form
factors,...). In other words, we try to understand how
the high frequency vibration of the electron (in the
incident wave) changes the slow motion of this
electron (in the applied d.c.
fields).
1.2 CONNECTIONS WITH PREVIOUS WORKS. — The
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shift, and which may be interpreted in terms of electric
and magnetic form factors induced by the incident
wave and modifying the coupling of the electron to
the static fields. We will discuss in detail these corrections, their physical interpretation and their possible
observation.
Most of the previous theoretical treatments mentioned above make use of the exact solutions of the
Dirac equation for an electron in a classical plane
electromagnetic wave (Volkov's states, see ref. [14]),
or of the Green function associated with such a wave
equation [15]. Some progress has recently been made
in finding exact solutions of the Dirac equation for an
electron in a quantized plane wave [16, 17], or in a
quantized plane wave and in a constant magnetic
field [18]; the motivation of these calculations being
essentially to calculate the radiation absorbed or
emitted by such an electron.
In the present paper, we do not start from Volkov's
solutions, although it would be possible to study the
perturbation of such solutions by the external static
fields in order to get the modified response of the
electron to these static • fields (such an approach is
suggested in reference [19] but we have not found in
the litterature any further progress in this direction).
W e

have

preferred to work in the non-relativistic

possibility of irradiating electrons with intense laser
beams has already stimulated a lot of theoretical works.
Most of these treatments consider essentially free
electrons. Their purpose is to investigate some nonlinear effects appearing in the scattering by the electron
of the high intensity incident radiation : harmonic
production, intensity dependent frequency shift in
Compton scattering,... or to study some associated
effects on the electron itself : mass-shift of an electron
in a plane wave, deviation by a high intensity standing
wave (Kapitza-Dirac effect), reflection and refraction
of free electrons in spatially inhomogeneous laser
beams, ... (An important list of references may be
found in reference [13] which is a review paper on the
subject.)
We will not consider here such scattering problems.
Our interest lies in the modifications induced by the
light irradiation on the dynamical properties of an
electron which is supposed to be weakly bound in
a d.c. external field (the electron wave function is
confined to a sufficiently small region of space so that
one can neglect any spatial variation of the laser
intensity within this region and all the corresponding
intensity gradient forces). We wiU show that the
electron moves in the static fields as if it had an effective mass greater than m by an amount which is
nothing other than the mass shift derived previously
for a free electron interacting with a strong electromagnetic wave ( l ). But we will also derive a lot of
other corrections, which are not related to such a mass

completely negligible, (iii) It may seem questionable
solutions of
D i r a c e q u a t i o n a n d n o t f r o m t h e Q E D . formalism,
^ u s finally e x p l a i n w h y w e h a v e c h o s e n a q u a n t u m
description of the incident wave, rather than a classical
o n e A q u a n t u m t r e a t ment of the electromagnetic
fidd
g i v e s s i m u l t a n e O usly the effect of the coupling
w ; t h the photons of the mode (stimulated effects) and
t h e e f f e c t o f t h e c o u p iing with the empty mode (spon^ ^ ^ effec ts). In this paper, we will focus on the
stimulated effects. But we will come back later on to
t h e s p o n taneous effects in connection with the g - 2
a n o m a i y . S u ch an approach will give us the possibility
o f comparing the 2 types of effects and to get some
p h y s i c a i insight into the g - 2 problem which has
rece ived a lot of attention [20].

O Let us emphasis however that such a mass shift correction
is only valid for a weakly bound electron (see discussion of sec-

l • 3 OUTLINE OF THE PAPER. In section 2 We
present the effective hamiltonian method and we

tion 3.1 i).

, i m i t a n d u s e t h e Foldy-Wouthuysen hamiltonian
for describing (up to order v2/c2) the coupling of the
e i ect ron with the static fields and the incident wave,
W e t h e n d e r i v e a n effec tive hamiltonian giving the
n e w per turbed Bohr frequencies associated with the
s l o w m 0 t i O n of the electron in the static fields. We
h a v e c h o s e n s u c h ^ a p p r o a c h for three reasons :
( i ) I t g i v e s t h e modifications of the dynamical prop e r t i e s o f t h e e i e c t r o n ^ correction terms to a nonrelativistic hamiltonian and the physical interpretation
k stra ightforward. Furthermore, the corrections can
^ r e a d i l y evaluated using non-relativistic (2-compon e n t s ) w a v e f u n c t i o n s . ( i i ) F r o m a n experimental
p o i m o f vieWj t h e h i g h e r o r d e r t e r m s a p p e a r t o b e
t0 c o m p u t e higher order ternls from exact

discuss the classification and the order of magnitude
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of the various terms of this hamiltonian. These terms is the electron linear momentum. The radiation field
are explicitly given in section 3, and one shows how vector potential A, has the following expression :
they can be classically interpreted. Finally, in section 4,
A _
/ n
( a c c*' + flt s* e~* r ) (2 4)
we apply our results concerning the effect of high
frequency irradiation to 2 cases : the perturbation of
'
yl2eoa>L3
Rydberg states and the modification of the cyclotron
and spin precession frequencies in a static homo- (L3 : quantization volume). We will also use the r.m.s.
geneous magnetic
field.
value E of the radiation electric field E r , which is
related to the number N of photons by the equation :
2. General method.—2.1 HAMILTONIAN

OF THE

p - _ i

p2

,, ~

T3

SYSTEM. — Consider an electron of charge e, rest
I\neo-je0£.
.
(1.5)
mass m, which is irradiated by an intense and mono- T h j s e q u a t i o n expresses the equality between the two
chromatic pane wave of pulsation w, wave vector k e x p r e s s i o n s (quantum-mechanical and classical) of
(with K = k/| k |), polarization e (linear or circular), t h e ; e w e
withjn thev o l u m e £ 3
and submitted to dc. electric and magnetic fields, I n t h e e
s s i o n ( 2 . 1 ) ( t h e first l i n e
ives t h e free
described by the fields E o , B o or the potentials Ao, <p0. r a d i a t i o n h a m i l t o n i a n a n d t h e electronic Pauli hamilfollowi
terms
As mentioned above, we will treat quantum- t o m a n m ^ s e c o n d l i n e ^
mechanically the interaction with the electromagnetic s u c c e s s i v e l . t h e D a r w i n t
the spin.orbit
^
fields. For the sake of simplicity, we will describe the t h e r e l a t i v i s t i c m a s s c o r r e c t ion.
incident electromagnetic wave (i.e.w.) by a state vector
L e t m QQy/
te
^ c o n t r i b u t i o n s o f t h e diffe_
with N photons m the mode (k, E) and 0 in all other r e n t fidds x
is ^
a s u m rf ^
terms .
modes, represented by the ket | A^ >. We call a and at
the annihilation and creation operators operating
• The free field hamiltonian J£f :
in this mode.
_ fi
In order to describe the interaction between the
^ - ncoa a .
(z.o)
electron and the different fields, we can of course use
• The electronic hamiltonian 3CC, describing the
the Pauli hamiltonian. But we thus neglect several electron in presence of the static fields only :
interesting relativistic effects, which may be not
2
2
negligible in some cases. To take into account such jg _ _^». + e(p _ j!Lamj±
+
^m +
effects, we will use the non-relativistic limit of the Dirac
e
2m
° 2 w ' ° 8m2c2
°
equation, computed up to 2nd order in powers
e^
of v/c : all relativistic effects up to 1/c2 will then be
+ 4/n 2 c*a'^<P° x n°^ ~
described.
1/2
fi
\2
It is possible, by the method of Foldy and Wouthuy_ l I _^o_ _ _£|_ a g ]
(2 1)
sen, to derive from the Dirac equation the relativistic
2 me1 \2 m 2 m
°)
corrections to the Pauli hamiltonian. In our special
case, we must slightly modify this technique, because
• T h e interaction hamiltonian 3&b describing the
the fields we deal with are quantized, and the corres- interaction between the electron and the i.e.w. splits
ponding operators do not commute. The final result is i n t ° t w o t e r m s : * i , . l i n e a r m « and a\ Xl2 containing
the same if we ignore a constant term. In the Coulomb a U hi 8her order terms in a and at, which are respectigauge this non-relativistic hamiltonian can be written vety given when one takes into account only terms
up to \

as :

(with I B r I = - I Ar I), by the following

c \
n2

c

]

expressions :

efi

4m c2
1

/ 7c2

eS

\2

" 2~m~? \2m ~ Tm'"-3')

r

'

(2"1}

x|

/ n2
A

= no-eK

(2.2)

(2.3)

1

\

r - « o ^ " fJH a-B°) + h e r m -

1
In this expression, E, and B, are the total fields &k = ^ — e
(static + plane wave),
7t = p - e A 0 - e A r

2m c
eft

Ar

e 2 ft
+ 7—r~2 a '(^r

e2Af

(nl

2m 2 c 2 \2m

eft

x

conj-

j

(28)

K) ~

\

2m ' °)

" tmh (2 *""• " ^

"

(2'9)
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2.2 EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN METHOD. — We

first

consider the energies of the system electron + photons
without any mutual interaction. Let 6a, Sj, ..., be the
eigenvalues of the electronic hamiltonian 3CC, corresponding to eigenstates | a >, | /?>... The hypothesis
of a high frequency, non-resonant field can be specified
in the following way :
For every pair a, /? :

N° 9

• In quantum language, the virtual absorption and

reemission of incident photons (and the
process) influence the electronic behaviour
applied static field.
. m c l a s s i c a l language, the slow motion
electron due to the applied fields is affected
high frequency vibration induced by the i.e.w.

reverse
in an
of the
by the

As we are mainly interested in this modification of
(2.10) the electron's dynamical properties, we only need
the low Bohr frequencies of the system. We will now
The energy diagram is represented on figure 1. As we s h o w t h a t t h e s e f r e q u e n c i e s c a n be obtained by a
wiU see later, the relevant states bunch into well p u r e l y o p e r a t o r method, called the effective hamilseparated multiplicities 6W corresponding to tensorial t o n i a n m e t h o d T h e j d e a i s t o a p p l y a u n i t a r y t r a n s _
formation U to the total hamiltonian in such a way
product states | N > <g> | a >.
that it eliminates the off-diagonal part of the coupling
to a given order of perturbation. The transformed
hamiltonian J€eff, called effective hamiltonian, has
thus the same eigenvalues as the total hamiltonian, but
it only acts within a given multiplicity, i.e. operates
only on electronic variables.
Before giving the explicit form of the effective
hamiltonian, let us make two important remarks :
I £» — 6/i I < h<o •

(i) The energy spectrum of any electron has not,
in fact, an upperbound : rigorously speaking, it is not
correct to consider that the multiplicities 8N are well
FIG. l. — Energy diagram of the system electron + photons separated since some states of £N are degenerate with
without interaction (N : number of photons, aft : electron states). some States of SN. (N' ^ N) ; this simply expresses the
The high frequency condition ensures that the multiplicities...
£„_!,£„, EK+1, ...are well separated.

The hamiltonian 3£,b describing the interaction
between the electron and the photon field, can be
divided into two parts :
• an off-diagonal part, coupling multiplicities 8N
and £„. corresponding to different photon numbers ;
• a diagonal part, only operating inside the multiplicity £N.

faa

.

^

r e a l t r a n s i t i o n s a r e p o s s i b l e betWeen

,

,

.

r

.

electTO-

.

me states under the influence of the i.e.w. We can
ignore the coupling between these degenerate states
provided that the corresponding matrix elements are
sufficiently small. More precisely, we will suppose
that the time constants associated with the resonant
( o r quasi-resonant) couplings are much longer than
t n e characteristic evolution times in the applied static
fields (of the order of- 2n
). This condition must
\
g« ~ £/»/
be checked in each particular case.

We now suppose that the off-diagonal part of the
coupling is small compared to the splitting between
two multiplicities, i.e. :
i , »r i -,„ i xr> o s p f
r „
,r, ,„ ,,-.
\<rf,a\3£l\N\py\<nm
if N * N>. (2.11)
It is therefore possible to apply perturbation theory
to obtain the eigenfrequencies and the eigenstates of
the total hamiltonian. Due to the coupling 3th these
eigenstates do not correspond to a well-defined value
of N; in the evolution of the electronic variables, some
frequencies close to <o and its multiples appear,
corresponding to the classical picture of an electron
vibrating in the electric field of the i.e.w. Moreover,
the energy splittings inside a given multiplicity, and
consequently the slow motion of the electron, are
modified. This modification of the dynamical electronic properties in the static fields is precisely what
we call dressing of the electron, and can be interpreted
in two different ways :

( u ) The effective hamiltonian method yields the
eigenvalues of the total hamiltonian, but not its
eigenstates. If they are needed, we must perform the
i n v e r s e u.jitary transformation t/t on the eigenstates
°* *«ffW e s h o w m appendix A (see also [21]) that the
m a t r i x elements of X eff) up to 2nd order of perturbatlon > c a n b e expressed as :
:
< AT, a | je eff \ N, j? > = < a | J6e !/?>-('
'
. „ , „ „ /
+ m<0 + < N' a I x " I W ' P > +
1
/
1
1
\
+ 2 fi. \£Nt - 8WjV + £N,f - £ N ., y /
W±N)
x < AT, a | je, | N\ y > < N', y | X, | N, fi >
(2.12)
This expression reduces to the usual perturbation development for the diagonal elements
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< N, a | 3&c!t \N,»y.
It is different for the off-diagonal elements inside &N : instead of taking the usual
energy fraction - — — - — ,

we take the mean value

of the 2 possible

fractions."

We now show that we can obtain a pure operator
form of je e f f , only acting on electronic variables.
2 . 3 OPERATOR FORM OF THE ELECTRONIC EFFECTIVE

HAMILTONIAN. -

The energy denominators are more precisely written
aS

8«-Sr + (N-N')hw.
e

and expand the energy fractions in powers of -*-=—',
na>
so that the electronic energies do not appear any more
in the denominator.
So far, jeeff is only defined by its matrix elements,

-£T?*"'«
B

V

fe2

Let us disentangle in Ku and in Kh

t h e e l e c t r o n l c a n d field

°Perators "

Xu = K + a t + v~ a

I

J6b = K + + (at) 2 + F + - f l t f l +

[(2.13)

We can thus take into account the inequality (2.10)
c

997

+ V~+ aa* + V~-(a)2 + V3 J
.
.
.
V3 contains the terms of (2.9) which are proportional
to e3 and e 4 , whereas the four first terms of J^ are
proportional to e2. The electronic operators have the
following expressions :

* ••> + 4"i? {^^"0 + * e'V'k X E) ( 2 4 - L°*) + hemCOn'•}]

= 2-^^L2^ +

fe2fco

,

4X

F + = (F~)t
e2 (n%

(2.14)

eh

\

4^^M6XE)-W^(2^-2^ff-B°j-

g

^ 3 g 2 (2 E.7t0 + ife.(k x e))(2 6*.a 0 - iHo.(k x £*))

(2.15)

V + ~ is obtained from F~ + be changing E to E* and i to — i.
The V ~ ~ a2 and V + + (a+)2 terms, which couple the 8N and £w ± 2 multiplicities, give rise to 4-photon processes
(2 absorptions, 2 emissions). These terms have the same order of magnitude as 4th order perturbation terms,
and we can therefore neglect them. For the same reason, taking into account the V3 term in J6 h is inconsistent
with a second order perturbation treatment, and we will therefore neglect V3.
c _ g\
-^r—- I, we obtain the following
expression of the effective hamiltonian, where all field operators have disappeared :

(

Je.ff = K + NV+- +(N + i)v~+ -^-[v~,

v+] -T~V~

v+

~

- ^ 7 « F " ' lv+'XJ1 + t F+ ' tF"'KJ» - 2/j^G*» v~] v+ ~ v~[3t"

V+V

- j§-^([V-, W\ Kl xjl - W\ [[v-, xj, x j )
- j ^ ( « . [ * . . v~l

v+

~ v~&e, v+] jee + v- jee[jee, v+] - [xt, v~\ jee v+).

(2.16)

The effective hamiltonian (2.16) exhibits two kinds stimulated by the i.e.w. As mentioned in the introducof terms :
tion, in the present paper we will only consider these
(i) iV-independent terms, which describe the contri- t e r m s < we W™ " " spontaneous effects) ( 2 ).
bution of the considered (k, E) mode to spontaneous
effects, due to the coupling of the electron with the ftStricUyspeatongaU modes contribute to spontaneous effects
„,

... <•

i_

i_

•

i •

•

vacuum. We Will focus on the physical interpretation

Of these terms in a Subsequent paper.
,..v ™
..
. . ..
,. .
(n) Terms proportional to N, which are propertional to the light intensity and describe effects

and should be considered. The corresponding effects can be account-

edforby introducing the usual radiative corrections in the electronic

hamiltonian (see for exampleref.[22]). Such a procedure renormalizes the unperturbed hamiltonian and also slightly modifies the
s t i m u l a t e d t e r m s o f te e f f e c t i v e h a m U t o n l a n . T o s i m p l i f y , w e
^
discard these radiative corrections to the stimulated terms.
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The expression (2.16) of Xeff contains terms like : in NV'+ (eq. (2.15)) has the following order of
V+ X e VHficof : such terms take into account not magnitude :
only the effect of a virtual transition via 6 N ± i, but also
the effect of an intermediate evolution inside 8jy±1
ie2 H2 N g
^
^
e2 f? N _
due to X,c, i.e. due to the applied static fields : these Se0L3m2 c2
e0m2 c2 L3
terms describe the dressed electron polarization
2
under the effect of the applied static
fields.
= c
» £—
(2 18)
The expressions (2.14) and (2.15) of V+ and V~
m2 c2 co
v me2 '
contain a lot of propagation factors e ±ikr . These
factors are important and we cannot make the dipole
i n order to be sure of the convergence of the different
approximation e * r = 1, because the development of developments which appear in the calculation of the
these factors gives powers of ikr = icor/c, proportio- effective hamiltonian, we will suppose that the
nal to 1/c, 1/c2,... : we must keep such terms since we following conditions are fulfilled :
want to make a consistent calculation up to 2nd order
(i) High frequency condition :
in powers of 1/c. As a matter of fact, this factor can be
exactly accounted for, because it is nothing else than
_ w e ii separated multiplicities i.e.:
a translation operator in momentum space.
To summarize, we can say that the final expression
f^, <Ha>,
(2.19)
of JfC.ff is obtained by making several developments :
,. .,,
— negligible real transitions.
(i) Development in powers of 1/c up to 1/cr in the
Foldy-Wouthuysen hamiltonian and in the calcula(«) Weak coupling condition :
tion of the effective hamiltonian.
g ^ t
,~ 2Q\
(ii) Perturbation development up to 2nd order in £
y
(r.m.s. electric field of the i.e.w.) in the expres(Hi) Non-relativistic condition for the photon
sion (2.12) of je eff .
energy :
(iii) Development of the energy fraction -—
fuo « me2
(2.21)
in powers of XJfko.
A great number of terms therefore appear in jfeeff :
we then need a precise determination of their order of
magnitude (in terms of the characteristic parameters
of the problem) in order to keep in the hamiltonian
all the terms up to a well defined order of magnitude,
and only these ones.

w h i c h i m p l i e s > a c c o r d i n g t 0 (2 .19) a n d

(2.20), that all
energies involved in the problem are also small
compared to we 2 .
with the help of these inequalities, we are now able
to
classify the different terms in je,.ff. We need now
SOme criteria to stop the different developments in the
final expression of Jeeff. In this paper :
the

2.4 CLASSIFICATION OF THE DIFFERENT TERMS.—

The problem we deal with depends on a small number
of independent characteristic energies :
— The coupling between the electron and the plane

— we compute all terms in 1/c up to 1/c2,

— we keep linear terms with respect to 8,,
— w e k e e P l i n e a r t e r m s w i t n respect to £,, (linear
r e s P o n s e t o t h e W®*
fifs)V^
alf
*e2™T

wave can be specified by the vibrational kinetic ^

T ^

energy 6, of the dectron in the classical electric field W e ™U «&*
of the i.e.w. (see eq. (B. 7) of appendix B) :
** 6b/«w/nc .
v

_ e2 E2
~" 2 ma2 '

f,

„

— The coupling between the electron and the
applied static fields is characterized by the energy £b ;
the expression of £„ depends on the particular problem
we are interested in : it can be for example Hwc
(coc : cyclotron frequency) m the case of a static
magnetic field, or a 2 wc2/2 n2 in the case of a Coulomb field, etc...
— The free photon field and the free electron are
characterized by the energies to and me2.
It is easy to see that the order of magnitude of each
term in V~ or V+, and hence in the effective hamiltonian can be expressed as a function of these four
characteristic energies. For example, the second term

£

°,w

^"V ^ v ®?°^f

the smallest ones' of the order

of

3. Explicit form of the effective hamiltonian-physical
interpretation of the results. — In this section, we give
the explicit form of the effective hamiltonian, more
precisely o f the stimulated terms of this hamiltonian.
A s t h e g e n e r a l m e t hod for calculating and classifying
t h e s e t e r m s h a s b e e n e x p i a i n e d ^ d e t a i l m t h e p r e v ious
section> w e d o n ' t give h e r e t h e details o f t h e c a l c u l a .
tion. We prefer to focus on physical discussions and to
s h o w h o w e a c h t e r m o f t h i s e f f e c t i v e hamiltonian can
be classically interpreted as a result of the vibration
o f t h e e i ec tron and of its spin in the i.e.w. Some results
concerning the classical motion of an electron in a
plane wave, and which are referred to in the following
discussion, are recalled in appendix B.
We will consider separately the spin independent
and the spin dependent terms of je efr .
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3.1 SPIN INDEPENDENT PART OF Jeeff : X[tt. — We
More precisely, consider for example the electrofind for JCjtf the following expression :
static energy of the electron which can be written as
2
2 4
e(Po(To + P) where p is the deviation from the average
xi
= mc2 + J^L + e(p + eti A<Po n°
+
position r 0 . A Taylor expansion of eq>0(r0 + p) gives :
e
2m
°
%m2 c2 8 / n V
c _2
e<po(ro + p) = e<po(jo) + e(p.V) <po(ro) +
+

v

me2 2 m

+ i <*>•*) (P-V) *>o(ro) + - (3.5)

— (Ao.7to + n0.A'o) +
Using the expression of p calculated in appendix B
^ "•
(see eq. (B. 6)), and averaging over one period 2 n/co
+ Wp+ Wd + W'v.
(3.1) of the i.e.w., one finds that the first order correction
vanishes (p = 0) and that the second order one reduces
Where <p'a, \'o, Wp, WA, W'p are defined and discussed to eq>'0 where <p'o is given by (3.3).
A similar calculation shows that the electron sees
below (see eq. (3.3), (3.4), (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), (3.11)).
The first line of (3.1) does not depend on the i.e.w. an average magnetic field which is
It represents the well known spin independent hamilH , e E ._ . t ^
tonian of an electron interacting with the static
potentials Ao, <p0 (we have discarded a small term
° 2 m1 co*
°
proportional to Bj). The three last lines of (3.1)
represent corrections due to the vibration of the elec- Such a correction in B o is obtained by replacing
tron in the i.e.w. and can be associated with three Ao by A,, + A'o, where V x A'o satisfies (3.4), so that
different physical processes.
the kinetic energy term becomes
+ e<p'o

(i) The vibrating electron has an effective mass
greater than m. — The two terms of the second line
of (3.1) represent corrections (to me2 and n2/2 m)
which are easily interpreted as resulting from a change
of the electron mass :

, _ . _ eA^2l2m
_ , _ -, A 'W2m
^
A °
°> ' m ~~ (n° eX°> >l m '
The lowest order correction in A^ is
~ e(no ^'o + AJ> n^/2 m ,

=m+—
(3 2) '•e# ^ ' a s t t e r m °^ t n e f ° u r t n u n e °f (3 • 0 ( t n e ^o
'"
c2
'
term does not appear in J£'ff since it is fourth order
where 8, is the vibrational kinetic energy given
''
in (2.17).
("0 The vibration of the electronic charge gives rise
The mass shift 8,/c2 = e2 E2/2 mco2 c2 can be t0 a srml1 orbital magnetic moment which is coupled to
considered as due to the high frequency vibration of the static fields. — The 2 terms Wf and WA of the last
the electron which is induced by the i.e.w. and which l i n e of (3.1) are given by :
is superimposed on its slow motion in the static
fields.
(^ = _ B
(3 6)
This physical picture clearly shows that such a mass w j j e r e .
P
shift does not exist for low frequency irradiation
3 j?i
(Ha) -4 £h) since, in that case, the i.e.w. appears to the
^ = «e x E* -—-—(3.7)
electron as a quasi-static electric field which polarizes
,
m co
the electronic orbit and produces a Stark-shift a n
4 p2
m -* m

independent of to.

^

d

= _ ! _ _ [Bj - (E.B 0 ) ( E * . B 0 ) ]

(3.8)

(ii) The vibrating electron averages the applied static
fields in a small region around its mean position. — The Wf is proportional to Bo (paramagnetic term),
quantities <p'o and A'o appearing in the third line WA to Bl (diamagnetic term). They can be interpreted
of (3.1) satisfy :
in the following way :
e2 E2
The vibrating charge has an orbital magnetic
*0 = 2 ^ 7 ( 8 - V ) ( 8 - V ) * °
( 3 3 ) moment:
^t v = ^ - ( p x m v ) = | ( p x v ) (3.9)
V x A i = 7L±- (E. V) (E* . V) B o . (3.4)
which can be calculated from the expressions of p
The interpretation of the corresponding terms and v given in appendix B (eq. (B.8) and (B. 9)). When
of (3.1) is quite simple. In the electricfieldof the i.e.w., averaging JL, over one period 2 n/co of the i.e.w. one
the electron vibrates around its mean position r 0 gets (neglecting terms in B2) :
with a frequency co and an amplitude of the order of
g3 gi
e* gz
eE/mco2. Consequently, it averages the applied static *K>V = IS x e * ^—2—3 + ^—3—4 x
fields in a small region around r 0 having linear
m co
m co
dimensions of the order oieEjmco2.
x [(s.B 0 ) E* + (s*.B0) E - 2 B o ] . (3.10)
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The first term of (3.10) coincides with (3.7) and
represents the 50-independent part of Jt v . Its coupling
with B o gives just the Wp term of (3.1) : u is parallel
to K (E x e* is proportional to K) and vanishes for
linear polarization (E X E* = 0 when e = E*). This
is obvious since in that case the electron vibrates along
a straight line and p and v are parallel (see appendix B).
For elliptical polarization of the i.e.w., the electron
moves along an ellipse in a plane perpendicular to K
and |i gets a non-zero value, proportional to the area
of the ellipse. One can easily show that (i is maximum
for a circular polarization of the i.e.w. in which case
the electron moves along a circle.
The second term of (3.10) represents the corrections
to (i associated with the modifications of the electronic
motion induced by B o . This term is different from zero
even for linear polarization. This is due to the fact
that the magnetic force ev x B o transforms the
rectilinear motion of the electron into an elliptical one
(see appendix B), giving rise to a magnetic moment

N° 9

of (3.10) to the static magnetic field (integrated from 0
to Bo, which gives rise to a factor 1/2) reproduces
the WA term of (3.1).
The last term ffpOf(3.1)may be written as :
jp' _ „

K

p

fj$ . ?0± _ (K B ) (K • — ^ [_ ° mc
y me)
/
\
1
_ (K . ^2. j (K .Bo)
V mc)
\

(3.11)

w'v, which is smaller than Wv by a factor of the order
of ^/sjmc2 ~ v/c, represents kinematic relativistic
corrections to Wp. These corrections can be computed
classically when one takes into account the Doppler
effect, the aberration, and the variation of the electric
field intensity experienced by the electron moving
w jth the (slow) velocity no/m.
3.2 SPIN DEPENDENT PART OF X,tf(

: 3&"((. — We

proportional to Bo. The coupling of the last term find for Je"ff the following expression :

* - -^a-Bo -^h°-iE°x
+ ^ ~ ^

"o) + 4 w ( 2 4 f f - B o

+

ff-B°24)+

{ 2(K.B 0 ) (K.<r) + (£*.B0) (e.«) + (£.B0) (£*.*) +
+ 2«r.B0- 2 « . B 0 + ( E * . B 0 ) (E.O) + (E.BO) (E*.O) +
+ 2[(K x E*).B 0 ] [(K x s).a] + 2[(K x E ) . B 0 ] [(K X e*).«] } .

The terms of the first line of (3.12) do not depend
on 6V. They represent the coupling of the spin magnetic

ma«netlc moment

moment ^

t i c field B ' o f t h e UJR

« to B o , the spin orbit interaction and

velocity dependent mass corrections. The last four
lines represent corrections due to the coupling with
the i.e.w. Before discussing them, let us note that they
can be rewritten simply as :
— -—Yjtyii a >Boj
(3-13)
"* 'i
,
.
.
. r _,, „
where og,j appears as an amsotropic Lande factor
. "v _,f.
.
. . , . , r ,.
correction. This tensor is particularly simple for linear
or circular polarization. In both cases, it is given by :

.

(3.12)

efi
. . . . . .
, ,
2 ^ ° w h l c h 1S d m e n b y t h e m a g n e ^

cor

^ t i o n » obtained when

rePlacin8 V b v

~ hi « *' * t h e t h i r d U n e ° f ( 2 " 1 6 ) ) "
This explains why the terms contained in the second
ii n e of (3.12) have the same structure as the ones which
describe the modification of the magnetic moment of a
neutral atom interacting with a non-resonant RF field
(having a frequency a higher than the atomic Larmor
frequency co0). Their physical meaning is the same.
The spin magnetic moment oscillates at frequency to
,
,. .. ,
,,- - x TU 1 *iT c
around a mean direction (see Fig. 2). The length of

mc
The physical interpretation of the last 4 lines
of (3.12) can be given in terms of 4 different physical
processes :
FIG. 2. — The oscillation of the spin magnetic moment in the

(i) The spin magnetic moment is reduced as a incident wave leads to a smaller effective moment (dashed arrow).
consequence of its coupling with the magnetic field Br
of the i.e.w. — The correction associated with the the magnetic moment does not change during tfiis
second line of (3.12) is due to the vibration of the spin oscillation but, as its direction is smeared out over a
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finite angle, its average value over a period 2 njco is
reduced and this reduces the coupling of the spin with
an applied static field B o . The effect is of course
anisotropic since it depends on the relative directions
ofB 0 andB r .
,
,„
,,
, . ..
. . ,
Remark : When the polarization is circular or
-

1001

rise to an interaction :
_ }_J?La 3 —
2 2 m ' mot '

n jg)

We have added a factor \ because of the Thomas
„—,..:„
prct'CaSlOll.

elliptical, the magnetic coupling — =— <r.Br, gives
Thefirstterm of (3.17) gives a Bo-independent inter„
,
„
action which only exists for circular or elliptical
nse to another term m X& which can be written for p o l a r i z a t i o n a n d w h i c h c a n ^ w r i t t e n a s
right circular polarization as :

r^¥—•«

e2^

(3-19)

This term is well known for neutral atoms and corresponds to the coupling of the spin with the fictitious d.c.
magnetic field associated with the rotating magnetic
field B r [23]. A simple classical derivation of this effect
is given in appendix C
Wehavenotwritten(3.15)in(3.12),sincethisterm
is exactly cancelled by another one which will be
discussed later on (and which does not exist for neutral
atoms)
The three last lines of (3.12) represent spin-dependent interactions which do not exist for a neutral
particle since they are direct consequences of the
vibration of the charged particle in the i.e.w.

"» t h e c a s e o f r i g h t c i r c u l a r Polarization (for which
* x « = K)" A s mentioned above, we see that this
t e r m e x a c t l y cancels (3.15). It can be seen however
t h a t s u f a cancellation only occurs because we have
t a k e n t h e e l e c t r o n g factor exactly equal to 2 and also
f a consequence of the relation | E r | = c | B r |
b e t w c C D I E< I a n d I B ' I ( t h e t e r m <3-15> c o m e s f r o m
* e coupling with B, whereas (3.19) involves Er)^
other configurations of the electromagnetic field
< s u d LM those existing in cavities), one expects that a
net effect should remam when one adds the expressions
corresponding to (3.15) and (3.19).
T h e se cond_term of (3.17) represents the consequences on Bmot of the modifications of the electronic
(ii) The vibrating electron has a greater mass and, vibration induced by the static field B o . For example,
consequently, a smaller g factor.—The
third line for linear polarization, the first term of (3.17) vanishes
of (3.12) may be interpreted as a correction resulting (E, and v are parallel for B o = 0), but the effect of B o
from the substitution of
is to transform the rectilinear motion of the electron
into an elliptical one (see appendix B), and v x E, gets
m „ = m + —•
a non-zero value. When inserted into (3.18), the last
c2
termof(3.17)givesexactlythefourthlineof(3.12).
to m in the electron g factor ejm appearing in the
term of 3e"ff.
field

(iv) The vibrating electron can rectify the magnetic
Br of the i.e.w. — The modulation of Br(r, t) due
to the sinusoidal variation of the position r of the
(iii) The electron, vibrating in E r , sees a moving e l e c t r o n c a n c o m b i n e with the temporal dependence
magnetic field which interacts with its spin magnetic o f Br(r, t) ( e ± i M factors) to give a d.c. term.
moment. — The moving magnetic field seen by the
I n t h e e x p a n s i O n of Br(r, t) in powers of (K.F), the
electron vibrating in E, may be written as :
l o w e s t o r d e r t e r m depending on r is (see equation (B. 2)
of appendix B) :
(3.16)
Bm«=-^xEr.
~ (K.r) [e-'°" K x E + ei0" K x e*]. (3.20)
»
As v oscillates at the same frequency as E r , B mot has
a d.c. component which can be calculated by replacing
in (3.16) v and Er by the expressions (B. 8) and (B. 3) Let us replace r in (3.20) by its oscillating component p
of appendix B and by averaging over a period 2 K/CO computed in appendix B (expression (B.9)). After
averaging over a period 2 n/w, one gets for the rectified
of the i.e.w. One gets in this way :
magnetic field (Br)rect :
5—_
""•' ~

•
lBXt

first

* eRl
e2£2
Yn~^> 4to*c* eo* X

x [(«• .Bo)« + ( S . B 0 ) E * - 2 B 0 ] .

e2E2
(3.17)

The spin magnetic moment couples to B mot giving

X { (K X £*) [(K X £).B(J + (K X £ ) [(K X £*).B 0 ] } .
(3.21)
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It is clear from (3.20) that such a field only exists If we exclude the case of far UV light {Hco > Ry),
when K.r # 0, i.e. when the vibration of the electron only weakly bound states satisfy the condition (4.1).
has a component along K. This explains why (Br)rect For these states, one can then make the Rydberg state
vanishes when Bo = 0 since in that case the electron approximation, i.e. consider the unperturbed energy
vibrates in a plane perpendicular to K.
levels as those of a single electron moving in a core
(Br)rea couples to the spin magnetic moment, giving potential IJfr), which is central and coulombic at long
. .
. .
,.
eH
_.
range. The unperturbed Hamiltonian is then
v
rise to an interaction - -z— a.(Br)r<,_, which exactly
coincides with the last line of (3.12).
J£ = — I- W r ) + 3&
(4 2)
To summarize the results of this section, we see that
e
2m
fsall the terms of the effective hamiltonian have a very
simple physical meaning and can be quantitatively where Kfs is the fine structure hamiltonian. The
interpreted in classical terms. Let's emphasize that the perturbed energy levels then appear as those of a
spin dependent terms have a completely different rfrewerf electron moving in the same potential 'U(r).
structure according to whether the particle which
In fact the condition (4.1) is not sufficient to ensure
carries the magnetic moment is charged or not. A lot that the coupling of the initial state with energy levels
of new magnetic couplings appear as a consequence far from it (at a distance hco or more) has negligible
of the spatial vibration of the charge and cannot be effects and thus that the complete high frequency
simply interpreted through a change of the electron condition (i) of section (2.4) is fulfilled. Photoionizamass. Let us explain why, at this order of the calcula- tion or virtual transitions to deep bound states may
tion (Sv 8b//nc2), no spin dependent terms appear which occur. But, in such processes the velocity of the electron
involve the static electric field E o . This is due to the undergoes a large change, which implies that the
fact that the electric force eE0 is static and does not electron be close to the nucleus in order to give it the
affect the characteristics of the electron vibration, recoil necessary to the momentum conservation. We
This is to be contrasted with the magnetic force thus expect the high frequency condition to be fulfilled
ev x B o which, through the sinusoidal variation of v, when the electron remains far from the nucleus, that
can combine with eE, to change appreciably the is for states with large angular momentum (/ > 1).
vibration of the charge, and, consequently, the In the following, we essentially consider such states,
magnetic coupling of the spin.
We will precise later the exact validity conditions of
the high frequency approximation.
4. Application to two simple problems. — In this
. , , „«- . . .
.,. .
« „ . , . ,
..

.

rr

, ,

.

r

r

.

,

section we apply the prev.ous general results to two
particular questions :
— how atomic Rydberg states are perturbed by a
high frequency non-resonant light beam ?
— how the electron cyclotron motion and its spin
precession are modified by an intense electromagnetic
wave?

We have seen that 8, is the important parameter of

4.1.1 Effective hamiltonian.—The effective hamilt o n i a n fa

^

Q(x

f r o m ( 2 1 } Q n e finds

^etf=-K-e + &v~
|

£v

3 mc°2

8V p2
Ym

m£,2

/d 2 17

\dr2

of

^

j

waye

^

deduced

.
+

8V /d 2c tf 2 d1T\
3 mm2 \ dr2 + ~r ~dr)

1 d1)\ / («.r)(.'.r)

r dr / \

r2

+

\

)

the problem; let us give an order of magnitude for two
(4.3)
experimental conditions; a focused nitrogen laser
delivering a flux of 1 GW/cm2 or a focused CO2 laser
T h e e f f e c t o f t h e light beam is thus accounted for by
of 1 MW/cm2 gives the same value 0.1 cm" 1 (or 3 GHz) adding four terms to the atomic hamiltonian :
^
^ and
nts
^
for 8 We wiU take these orders of magnitude as
^ fifst ^
typjcal m the following.
oscillatory kinetic energy of the electron in the light
4.1 PERTURBATION OF ATOMIC RYDBERG STATES. — w a v e . i t a p p e a r s a s a m a s s s h i f t o f t h e dressed electron.
It is well known that atomic energy levels are shifted
{i) jfo s e c o n d t e r m w n i c n i s m u c h srna ller gives the
by irradiation with non-resonant light (references are c o r r e s p o n d i n g correction to the electron kinetic
given in section 1). The calculation of those shifts energy
iH) T h e t h i r d a n d ^
fourth terms arise f r o m the
requires the computation of the dipole matrix elements
between the considered level and all the others, and a e l e c t r O static potential averaging by the vibrating
numerical summation of all their contributions. The e l e c t r o n (apparition of an electric form factor). We
effective hamiltonian, the eigenvalues of which are the h a v e s p l i t t h e c o r r e sponding corrective potential into
perturbed energies, gives directly the result of this i t s i s o t r o p i c a n d an isotropic parts,
infinite summation. In counterpart of this great
• * , , . ,
*u i *
simplification, we are limited to states („, /) which n N o n e o f t h e Jf t e r m s c o " c e r n s h e e l e ^ ™ n s p m "
fulfill the high frequency condition :
Corrections to the spin orbit coupling indeed exist,
•
but are smaller than the terms considered here at least
- Hco <t Sn, < 0 .
(4.1) by a factor ZJHm.
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4.1.2 Perturbed energy diagram.—Consider now
the perturbation of the atomic energy levels brought
by these four new terms in the electron hamiltonian.
The first term E, shifts upwards all the Rydberg
levels by the same quantity and cannot be detected
on a transition between these states. Nevertheless in
the cases considered here, the high frequency approximation cannot be applied also to the ground state and
its energy shift is different from the one of the Rydberg
states. For instance, if the perturbing light has a frequency lower than the atomic resonance line, the
ground state is shifted downwards (see Fig. 3).
Two-photon spectroscopy between the ground stale
and the Rydberg states [24,25} could be used to
measure the energy shift difference. In the typical
examples described above, the 0.1 cm" 1 expected
shift is huge compared to the two-photon line width
and could be easily detected.

1003

nucleus charge is zero, and the shift appears to be
negative, proportional to the probability of finding
the outer electron in the core.
The fourth term is an anisotropic zero mean value
potential. For Rydberg states of many electron atoms,
t h e Sne
structure is generally larger than this term
a n d k c a n ** treated as a perturbation in each fine
structure sublevel. In each of these states, it is proportional to T (eJ) (s* J) + •&* J) (eJ) - J(J + 1),
a n d removes the Zeeman degeneracy of the atomic
lev el in a way similar to the Stark effect. The splitting
is about 40 MHz for «== 10 D state of sodium irradiated by the N 2 laser.
Hydrogen is a special case, because of the properties
of Coulomb potential. The third term reduces to a
<5-function (see formula (4.4)) and only shifts the («, s)
states. The other states (/ > 1) are unaffected. The
fourth term of (4.3) has to be diagonalized within
the whole set of (n, I) states (nfixed,and 0 < / < n - 1),
since they are degenerate. Fortunately, selection rules
on both the angular and the radial parts of the matrix
elements [261 make the fourth term of the effective
hamiltonian diagonal in /. For a (n, I) level, it is equal
to :

16
, fRyY
«3(2 / - 1) (2 / + 1) (2 / + 3) v \HcoJ

x

3 ( £ . L ) ( E * X ) - / ( / + 1)H2 + c.c.

WTW

'(>

The ratio of this term to the (n, I) level fine structure
is approximately f>,mc2/l(hai)2 and can be either
smaller than 1 (it splits each fine structure state in a
Stark-line pattern), or larger than 1 (the fine structure
FIG. 3. — Effect of thefirstterm of the effective hamiltonian : all is then decoupled by the perturbation into separate
the Rydberg states are shifted by the same amount with respect to
the ground state which generally undergoes a different shift.

The second term changes the level energies by about
10" 1 0 in the considered experimental examples,
without perturbing the Zeeman degeneracy or the
fine structure. We therefore neglect it in the following,
Only the third and fourth terms affect the relative
positions of the Rydberg states. The third term
commutes with the orbital angular momentum and
only produces a shift of all the sublevels of a (n, I)
configuration by the same quantity. This shift strongly
depends on the atomic pseudo-potential V(f) seen by
the outer electron. If *U(r) is simply the mean potential
due to the other atomic electrons, the shift can be
written as
&,

16 nal
3 <>

(^L\2
PV) + z.o\r) ,>„, yHmj

IA A\
(4.4;

where p(r) is the core electron density. For / > 1, the
mean value of the 5-function corresponding to the

spin doublets).

4.1.3 Discussion.—We have considered so far
that the excited electron moves in the unperturbed
core potential 'U(r). In fact, the atomic core is also
subjected to the light wave and becomes polarized :
this oscillating dipole interacts with the oscillating
electron and creates another effective interaction
potential between the core and the dressed electron,
Quantum mechanically, this phenomenon is accounted
for by the coupling of the one electron spectrum with
the many excited electron spectra. If no particular
resonance occurs, the corresponding effects are smaller
than the fourth term of (4.3) by a factor (/ia>)2/Ry Hcoe
(ficoc being the core excitation energy),
We have already seen that the validity of the high
frequency approximation seems questionable for low
values of /. We have to discuss the magnitude of the
m a t r i x elements of je h (formula (2.8)) between the
R y d b e r g s t a t e (/J> Q a n d o t h e r e n e r g y l e v e ] s & e i t h e r
in the discrete spectrum or in the continuum, which
do not satisfy the condition | £„, — £' | < Km, and
we have to verify under what conditions their effects
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are smaller than those studied so far which are of the
*
r ™ - e i
j
r<./X'\2T-t_i-iorder of 6 , ^ - j . The leading term of 3^ is - Ar p
and its matrix elements are more easily evaluated in
momentum space. We separate the angular part of the
matrix element which obeys the selection rule A/ = + 1
and the radial part. Apart from the propagation
factors in Ar, which account for the photon momentum
and which are negligible (the photon momentum is
much smaller than that of the atomic electron), the
radial matrix element is diagonal in p. Thus, if the
wave functions of two atomic states do not overlap
in the momentum space, they are not coupled by the
interaction with the light wave. The radial momentum
wave function of the Rydberg state («, /) is centered
at p as ^/2 m | 8rt | (see ref. [27]). Its extension around
this mean value is weak for / « n (classically, the
electron is orbiting at a nearly constant speed) and is
much broader for low / (large speeds are reached by
the electron near the nucleus).
Consider first the coupling of the Rydberg state
with deep bound states (£„.,. <, — n<o). The extension
of such dee^bound states in the momentum space is
roughly J2 mh<o and the two wave functions clearly
overlap. Hence, the radml matnx elements are generally not small For instance, one can easily find that
m hydrogen the couphng wrth the ground state
produces a shrft of the (n, 1= 1) state of the order of
^ ( 6 ^ / M 3 ' M a r g e r than the efifects considered here^
But tf we restr^L ourselves to Rydberg states such
that / p y/Ry/Hw, they are coupled only to states
(n', /') such that /' = / ± 1, and hence n' > y/Ry/Hm;
the energy of such states verifies- hm < - RyIn'2 < 0,
so that all the bound states, to which the Rydberg

state is coupled, fill the high frequency condition
I £„, — 8..J. I 4 hm.
The Rydberg state («, /) is also coupled to continuum
states whose energy is equal to or larger than
£„, + /to - Hco. In momentum space, the wave function of a continuum state with energy 8 has a very
small value for 0 < p < JTrt, (the probability to
find the electron with a velocity smaller than its
velocity at infinity is very small). The momentum
distribution is mainly centered around y/2 mZ, and
decreases at infinity as a power of \jp which increases
with /. Thus for 8 > Tua, the continuum wave function
overlaps only the large p tail of the Rydberg state,
for which analytical forms for hydrogenic wavefunctions are easily found [27]. Starting from those
considerations, the level shift and the broadening
due to the coupling with the continuum can be
roughly evaluated. They appear to be smaller than
the terms considered here, provided that / > y/Ry/hw.
This condition has a simple semi-classical interpretation : the maximum electron momentum in the
Rydberg state is reached when the electron is at its
closest distance from the nucleus and is equal to
R/la0; if it is smaller than the minimum momentum
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^/imfUo for the continuum state, the two wave
functions do not overlap and matrix elements are very
s m a U F i n a U y f w R y d b e r g states> ^ W g h f r e q u e n c y
condition is fulfilled if
- to « 6B, < 0

(4.6)

/Ry ^
yfico

(4 7)

and

One must also mention that, for very high n Rydberg
states, energy shifts become smaller than the width
of the levels due to Raman and Compton scattering
(these processes are roughly independent of n and
are characterized by a cross-section of the order of r%,
where r0 is the electron classical radius). A simple
calculation shows thatn is thus restricted by :

w h i c h js a b o u t

^

^Q jaser
^ ^

n <(a.~1 Ry/to) 3 ' 4
„^ m
for
^
H
^

dramaticall

^

dfee

JQ

^

b

^

(4.8)
n % | ( 1

^

jn

d

tical irrad5iation.

rful

^ observable ch
o f t h e leve,
ies a r e n e v e r .
^ ^
ted which ^
^ described ^ a simple
e f f e c t i y e h a m i l t o n i a n . I t w o u l d te i n t e r e s t i n g \ o
investi ate in m o r e detail the ^
of Iow
lat
momentum
a

stat

imation

for

made

appropriate

m

which

the high

^

nt t^eo

frequency
4is

Jt

4.2 MODIFICATION OF THE CYCLOTRON AND SPIN
PRECESSION FREQUENCIES IN A STATIC MAGNETIC HELD.

— We investigate now how the cyclotron and spin
precession frequencies of an electron are modified by
h i ^ f ^ n c y
irradiation. We consider an electron
orbiting in a constant uniform magnetic field B o with
a non-relaUvisticenergy. Asexplamed in section (2.3),
™e "*&« m , t m s Paper the radiative corrections to
t h e electron 9-factor so that the cyclotron and the spin
P a s s i o n frequencies are equal :
eg
«o = ^s =
•
(4-9)
T h e uniform magnetic field is described by the usual
vector potential :

A= fBoxr.

(4.10)

The non-relativistic limit of the unperturbed hamiltonian X.c is sufficient for our purpose (the electron is
orbiting with a non-relativistic energy) :
^

°

__ no . ~ e ^
2m
2m

n0 = p — eA0.

g
' °

(4 11)
(4.12)
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For a given value of the velocity along B o , the n = 0 and the term of the second line vanishes,
eigenvalues of the kinetic energy it0 /2 m are the The orbital hamiltonian reduces to n\l2 m eff , taking
Landau level energies <7fieoo (q = 0, 1,2, ...); the spin into account the increased effective mass of the dressed
magnetic energy is ± | Hcos, so that one gets the energy electron defined by (3.2). The cyclotron frequency is
diagram represented on figure 4a. As cog = cos, there proportional to m'1 so that the'new cyclotron pulsais a degeneracy between the two levels (q, +) and tion w'o is smaller than a>0 :
(g + 1, —). Using the matrix elements of r, n0 and a
between these energy levels, it is easy to show that the
, _
(l — ^v ^
f4 141
interaction of the electron with the i.e. w. only couples
°
°\
me2)
adjacent energy levels in the non-relativistic limit,
For an arbitrary polarization, the third term is nonzero, but does not change the previous result. It is
linear in n0 and can be written as - P . Jt0, where P is a
vector proportional to £v. Neglecting terms in fi2.,
we can express the whole first line of (4.13) as
(it0 — P) 2 /2 m eff . The components of P are c-numbers;
the commutation rules of the components of n 0 — P
are identical to those of it 0 so that the hamiltonian
(n0 — P) 2 /2 mcfl has the same Bohr frequencies than
TTQ/2 ;weff. It can be shown that the only physical
consequence of this third term is a very slow drift
, .
...
velocity Vim added to the cyclotron motion,
(b)
(a)
Remark : One must remember that the evolution
F'G- 4 r f i a ^ n p 7 W r b e d ener8y d i a g T ,° f a n e ' f r ° n t '
o f t h e expectation values of the electronic observables
magnetic field (radiative corrections to the electron g factor have
been neglected). b) Energy diagram in an intense electromagnetic

wave.

and obeys the selection rule Aq ^ 3 if the 1/c2 corrections are included. Thus if w0, cos < m, the high
frequency condition is very well fulfilled. The motion
in presence of the i.e.w. is described by the effective
hamiltonian deduced from expressions (3.1) and
C3 j2) .
^

jt 2
*•"

=

K) /Bo-*o

+ (

"'

(

n%

2 ^ ~ 7n~? Tn~t

,_x

ZJ1\

c

ff.Bo

Ehrenfest (or Heisenberg) equations. The observables
must be transformed first by C/+ as mentioned in
paragraph 2.2 (remark ii).
"> The SP™ Prece™»n is slowed down more than
cyd°tr°n
motion. - T h e second line of (4.13)
m a y te interpreted as a Zeeman spin hamiltonian in
a magnetic ^ d B o slightly different from B o . For
circular or linear polarization, this apparent magnetic
field Bo seen by the spin has a simple expression which
c a n be easily calculated from (3.14) :
the

+

Bi = B 0 - - ^ ( 2 B 0 - K ( K . B o ) ) . (4.15)

2(K.BQ)(K.H0)\

\ me

,r
.
Cannot be computed Simply by putting 3eeff in the

z

me

- A (z£\

J

*-\ rv D w

•»

r (K ' Bo) (K'ff) +

The component of B o along the wave vector

is reduced by (1 - z/me\

the other ones by

2m J
mc2\2mJl
2
(\ - 2ZJmc2). The perturbed spin precession is
+ (g.ff) ( E * . B 0 ) + ((K x £).a) ((K x E*).B 0 ) + c.c. 1 . "^ = ( ~ etil2 w ) K According to (4.15), it depends
J
on the direction of B o , but lies clearly between two
(4 i3) limits :
In this expression of X eff , constant terms independent w s ( 1 - 2 - ^ \ «S w'% < <us( 1 - - ^ \ .
(4.16)
of the electron variables have been discarded; \i is
defined by formula (3.7).
I t c&n te e a s i l y s h o w n t h a t t h i s r e s u l t h o l d s a l s 0 f o r
The effective hamiltonian is the sum of an orbital a l l t h e p o s s i b i e polarizations of the i.e.w. Therefore
hamiltonian (first two lines) and a spin hamiltonian t h e s p i n p r e c e s s j o n frequency is always reduced by
(last two lines). The cyclotron motion and the spin t h e interaction with the i.e.w. A more careful investiprecession remain decoupled and can be studied g a t i o n o f t h e c o n t r j b u t i o n of the 4 different physical
separately. The new terms displayed by Je eff represent p r o c e s s e s described in section (3.2) shows that :
the dressing of the electron by the i.e.w. and have the ( i ) T h e first t w o p r o c e s s e s (smearing of the spin
magnetic moment over a finite angle and increase of
following consequences :
i) The cyclotron motion is slowed down. — Let us the electron mass) always reduce co s ; (ii) The correcsuppose first that the i.e.w. is linearly polarized; tions associated with the last two processes (motional
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fields and rectification effects) may have both signs,
but cannot change the sign of the overall correction
which is always negative. Comparing (4.16) to (4.14),
it appears that the spin precession frequency is reduced
more than the cyclotron frequency. It follows that the
energy diagram offigure4a is perturbed as shown in
figure 4b. To realize experimentally such an energy
diagram, stimulated corrections are required to be at
least 10 (at least larger than the spontaneous
radiative corrections which are known to be 1(T 3
and that we have neglected so far). To achieve this,
one finds that a light flux of about 1015 W/cm2 would
be necessary. Such a light intensity is for the moment
beyond the experimental possibilities. With the available fluxes given in the introduction of section 4, the
corrections to the cyclotron and spin precession
frequencies are expected to be of the order of 10 .
The results discussed in this section are nevertheless
interesting from a theoretical point of view, in connection with the questions raised in the introduction.
Many attempts have been made to derive simply
the 9 - 2 correction of the electron magnetic
moment [28, 20]. Following Welton [28] some of these
derivations try to interpret g - 2 as resulting from the
vibration of the electron spin induced by the electro, ...
a \. *•
J J
magnetic field vacuum fluctuations, considered as an
t- J c 1 J r;
tu
u u* • A • *u
.
applied field. From the results obtained in the present
paper, we think that we can put forward the following
points :
(i) A consistent calculation must start from an
electronic hamiltonian which includes relativistic
corrections to the interaction between the electron
and the electromagnetic field (mass correction, spinorbit coupling, retardation effects). Taking into
account only the coupling of the spin magnetic
moment with the magnetic field of the i.e.w. leads to
incomplete results.
(ii) Even a consistent calculation, which includes
relativistic corrections, fails to produce an enhancement of the electron magnetic moment. If one
averages over the polarization and the direction of the
wave, the electron ^-factor is m fact more reduced than
a neutral particle 9-factor. This fact can be clearly
attributed to the existence of the electron charge,
which causes supplementary couplings between the
spin and the fields. Thus, one cannot invoke the
electron charge nor the relativistic nature of the spin
to explain the failure of a Welton type calculation.
(iii) Finally, even if one considers that only the
relative magnitude of the spin precession frequency
to the cyclotron frequency has a physical significance,
one always finds a negative correction. This seems to
indicate that spontaneous renormalization of the
electron properties is qualitatively different from the
stimulated one. A term to term comparison between
spontaneous and stimulated effects associated to a
given mode of the e.m. field would be interesting to
understand this difference. The effective hamiltonian
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formalism developed here appears to be very well
suited for such a comparison, since stimulated and
spontaneous terms are given in the same way by a
unique calculation (see formula (2.16)). We will
consider such a problem elsewhere,
Appendix A: Calculation of the effective Hamiltonian
_ Let us rename | a >, | a' > ... the
eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian X e + 3^
belonging to the multiplicity £„, | b >, | b' > - those
belonging to all other multiplicities £N. (AT # JV),
and ^
t h e perturbation which couples the states
ia \ a n d i £ \
W e w a n t t 0 g n d a un itary transformation U = e*
(5 : hermitian operator) which eliminates up to A2,
t h e off.diagonai
p a r t o f the coupling i.e. : For each
|a \ a n d i £ \ •
matrix eiements.

( a I e ' (&c + &f + Aje,) e ' | * > = O(A ) . (A.I)
.
..
,.
.... ,
.
.*» a m a t t ! r o f f a c t f > t h l s e d i t i o n does not completely specify the transformation e^ :tfa g1Ven opera tor
f s a t ! s f i f , (A " !>'. * e ™ ho e .!* o f °P e
?
f o r m A e,also
s f isfies <2". l\*A
ls a dmfn(f.
umta?
^ f * ( i a <»* .«*"« made each multiplicity gw)
We therefore require Stobe completely off-diagonal,
. , Mr
, , v 1 ,K <vK , L , \
raore, precisely : For each a >, a >, \b >, \b > :
v
J
1 / . 1 / . 1 ^. 1 x
<a\S\a's>
= (h\S\b's>
=§
( A 2)
Let us now expand S in powers of A :
c
e • 10 1 12 o _i_
jf w e

use

t\ i\

{ne identity •

es A e'is = A + i\S, A] - i[S, [S, A]] + ••• (A.4)
we are now able to expand the left side of eq. (A. 1) in
P o w e r s o f L T h e W° coefficient is 0 if we take S? = 0.
Equating the (A)1 coefficient to 0, we obtain the
f o l l ° w l n g equation for S, :
(

(

=

' 'l ^
\ 11 i> e
u\ /
\ >
w hich gives for the o#-rfwgona/matrix elements of S, :

N

( a I ^1 I b )

=

'

< a \ jfe, | b >
g _ g

(^ • 6)

(all other matrix elements of S1 are 0).
We can now use expression (A.6) to calculate the
matrix elements of Xeff inside the multiplicity &N :
i
.s
_.s
< a I ^ f f I«' > = < «I e1 (Xe + X, + AX,) e ' | a > =
= < a | je e + jef | a' > + 1A2 < a j [Su Jej | a ' > _ i x 1 < a \ [Su [Su X,o + 3&J\ \ a' > + ••• ( A . 7 )
We have used eq. (A.4) and condition (A.2).
S2 only contributes to higher order terms in A. So, we
only need the expression (A.6) of Si in order to
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compute je etf up to second order in 1 After a few
calculations, we obtain the final expression of the
matrix elements of jeefr inside the multiplicity £N :
< a | 3£eff | a ' > = < a | 3 E e + J £ f | a > +
j
/
j
i
\

+

2 * ? {&-^Th + 8 7 ^ ) x
x<a|3EI|6><A|JEI|a'>.
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The electron vibrates in phase with E, (e < 0).
For a linear polarization (E = E*), the electron
vibrates along E with an amplitude eE ^/2/wto 2
(Fig. 5a).
p o r a circular polarization, it moves at frequency a>
on a small circle of radius eE/mca2, in a plane perpen-

diculartoK < F i * 5*>-

(A.8)

If we come back to the notations of paragraph 2.2,
we are led to the expression of eq. (2.12).
Appendix B : Classical vibration of an electron in a
plane electromagnetic wave. — • ELECTRIC AND
MAGNETIC FIELDS OF THE PLANE WAVE. — T h e expreS-

sions of Er(r, t) and Br(r, t) are obtained by replacing
the corresponding quantum operators a and a+ by

JN e-'°" and Jk d"*

Er(r,<) = •yr(e*- r e- to 'e - e-*-re"°'8*)
v 2

(B.I)

Br(r, t) = -^=(e ik - r e-'°"K x E - e ^ e * 0 ' E*) .
Cy/2

(B.2)
• VIBRATION OF THE ELECTRON. — Since we are

interested in small corrections due to the vibration of ^

™

the electron, one can show that It IS Sufficient to

calculate this vibration to zeroth order in v/c. So, we
will neglect the effect of the magnetic force ev x Br,
which is vie times smaller than the electric force eEr,
and we will replace e*1 by 1, which gives for E, :

= i^(e--e - e- «•) .

m

^

^

^

^

f

t

^
a

a]]
iod 2

.

^

mean

rf t h e

je

^ ^ ^
.

e

(averaged over

w } fa

(B.3) ^ = W = J ^ ( t - E * + £*-E) = I T S "

v2

(B.7)

The equation of motion of the electron is :
m

dv _ ieE_ ^e-ia,
d/
y/2

e

_ eto« £ *j

+ g£o

+ gv x B o
(B 4)

where E,, and B o are the static electric and magnetic
fields which are eventually applied.
(i) Vibration in absence of external static fields
(Eo = B o = 0). — Let us call p the deviation of the
electron from its average position. When E o = B o = 0,
eq. (B.4) is readily integrated to give :

v=-

eE

(e-fa"E + efa"e*)

(B.5)

(ii) Vibration in presence of external static fields. —
The electric force eE0 is static and cannot affect the
high frequency vibration of the electron. This is not
the case for the magnetic force ev x B o which oscillates
a t f r e 1 u e n c y Q> as a consequence of the modulation
of v. So, we will completely ignore E o in the following.
W e a r e i n t e r e s t e d in corrections to the electronic
vibration to first order in Bo. So, we can replace in the
magnetic force ev x B o of eq. (B. 4) v by the zeroth
order solution (B.5), independent of B o . The equation
of motion so obtained is readily integrated to give :
2

v= —

(e"'"' E + e'°" E*) — /

mw-f1

e

x

m2 co2 ^fe
x (e-"°'e x B o - eio" E* X B O ) (B.8)

mmjl
mco2j2

S

and magneticfieldsof the plane wave).

mw
(B.6)
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ma? Jl
m2 co3 ^2
x (e-""rE x B o + eiMs* x Bo) . (B.9)
67
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The last terms of eq. (B. 8) and (B. 9) give the modification introduced by Bo.
For a linear polarization (e = e*), the electronic
vibration which was rectilinear in the absence of B o
becomes elliptical. The large axis of the ellipse is
along E and has a length eE y/2/ma>2. The small axis
is along e x Bo with a length —^4

mor mm

. As e x B o

is not in general perpendicular to K, the vibration of
the electron gets a small component along K.
For circular polarization, one can show from (B. 9)
that the motion of the electron consists of a circular
motion at frequency co in the plane perpendicular to K
with a radius
(I-JLB,..)-*,

\

moo ) mar
FIG. 6. — Various fields acting on the spin in the reference frame L,

and of a vibration along K which depends on the
rotating with B, around K.
projection of B o in the plane perpendicular to K.
So, the effect of B o is to change slightly the radius of W*"511 c o m i n 8 b a c k to t h e laboratory frame, we see
the circle of figure 5a and to introduce a component *—the m a m m o t l o n o f t n e W^ » a precession around
of the vibration along K.
K w i t h a frequency
Appendix C : Fictitious d.c. magneticfieldassociated
with a circularly polarized plane wave. — We have
represented on figure 6, the electric and magnetic
fields E, and B, of the circularly polarized plane wave.
Let us consider the reference frame £ r rotating with Br
around K (we suppose a right circular polarization).
In Xr, Br is static, but the spin sees another static

Q*

/

e2 B2 \

e2 B?

y

2 m2 w)

2 m2 co'

Ift)4"

— I =

~

precession can be considered as due to a fictitious
magnetic field
e B2
Bf = j ^ — K

This

field - - K (where y = - is the gyromagnetic ratio),

g>vin8

rise t 0 a

much larger than Br (Larmor's theorem). The Larmor

ex actly

coincides with (3.15) when we use the relation

frequency around the totalfieldBe = B r
/

(n2\ll2

I

K is :

e2 B2\112

y\B2-\
1 = col 1 H
—)
y2)
\
m2 (o2)
\r

p2 B2

mca +
2m2co'

magnetic energy - — a.B, which
| Er |

E

between the magnetic and electric fields of a circularly
polarized plane wave.
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Paper 5.2
J. Dupont-Roc, C. Fabre, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Physical interpretations for radiative
corrections in the non-relativistic limit," J. Phys. B l l , 563-579 (1978).
Reprinted with permission of the Institute of Physics Publishing.
As shown in paper 5.1, the modifications of the dynamical properties of a weakly bound
electron due to its coupling with a high frequency mode u> of the radiation field can be described by an effective Hamiltonian. This Hamiltonian contains JV-dependent terms, where
N is the number of photons in the mode w, as well as iV-independent terms. iV-dependent
terms are calculated in paper 5.1. This paper focuses on iV-independent terms and tries to
interpret them by comparison with the iV-dependent ones.
The general idea followed here is to write the iV-independent terms as a sum of two
expressions, the first one having the same structure as the iV-dependent terms, except that
N is replaced by 1/2. This first expression describes the radiative corrections due to the
vibration of the electron in vacuum fluctuations which have a spectral power density equal
to hu/2 per mode. The remaining terms are interpreted as being due to the interaction of
the electron with the field that it creates itself in the mode u. They can thus be considered
as the contribution of the mode ui to the radiative corrections due to radiation reaction.
Such an interpretation was confirmed a few years later by a Heisenberg equations approach
(see paper 5.3).
These general considerations can be applied to two basic radiative corrections, the Lamb
shift and the spin anomaly. One finds that, in the nonrelativistic domain considered here,
the Lamb shift is due to vacuum fluctuations, which confirms the physical picture given by
T. A. Welton in 1948 (Phys. Rev. 74, 1157) of an electron vibrating in the vacuum field and
averaging the Coulomb potential of the nucleus over a finite volume. As for the g-factor, it
can be written as 2U>L/UJC, where CUL is the Larmor frequency of the electron spin in a weak
static field and u>c the cyclotron frequency of the electron charge in the same field. In the
absence of radiative corrections, U>L = we a n d g = 2. The main conclusion of this paper
is that both CJL and we are reduced by radiative corrections, o>c being more reduced than
uil, because of radiation reaction (in the nonrelativistic domain, a charge is more coupled
to its self-field than a magnetic moment). This explains why g = 2LJI,/U)C increases. This
calculation was extended a few years later into the relativistic domain, to all orders in 1/c but
to first order in the fine structure constant a [see J. Dupont-Roc and C. Cohen-Tannoudji,
in New Trends in Atomic Physics, Les Houches XXXVIII, 1982, eds. G. Grynberg and
R. Stora (Elsevier, 1984), Vol. I, p. 157]. The previous physical interpretation remains valid
since the contribution of nonrelativistic modes (hu> < me2) is predominant in the integral
giving g — 2 [see also Eq. (72) and Fig. 2 of the review paper 5.4].
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Physical interpretations for radiative corrections
in the non-relativistic limit
J Dupont-Roc, C Fabre and C Cohen-Tannoudji
Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertziennef de TENS et College de France, 24 rue Lhomond,
75231 Paris Cedex 05, France
Received 26 July 1977
Abstract. We present a detailed physical discussion of the contribution of non-relativistic
modes of the radiation field to electron radiative corrections (Lamb shift, g — 2). We
show that these corrections can be described by a simple effective Hamiltonian, derived
from a single-particle theory, and that two main physical effects are involved: the vibration
of the electron charge and spin moment due to vacuum fluctuations, and the radiation
reaction of the charge. We find that the positive sign of g — 2 is entirely due to the
radiation reaction which slows down the cyclotron motion, whereas the Lamb shift results
from the averaging of the Coulomb potential by the vibrating electron (Welton's picture).
We discuss briefly many-particle effects and the contributions of relativistic modes. They
do not seem to alter these conclusions.

1. Introduction

When an electron interacts with an electromagnetic wave, its position and the direction of its spin vibrate at the frequency co of the incident wave. If, in addition,
this electron is submitted to weak static electric or magnetic fields, a slow motion
due to the static fields is superimposed on the high-frequency vibration. These two
motions are actually not independent: the high-frequency vibration modifies the dynamical response of the electron to the static fields and perturbs its slow motion.
In a previous publication (Avan et al 1976) we have investigated this 'renormalisation' of the electron properties induced by the interaction with an electromagnetic
wave. The new dynamical properties of the electron are described by an effective
Hamiltonian ^ f f valid at the high-frequency limit (co large compared to the frequencies characterising the slow motion) and including all relativistic corrections up to
1/c2. The incident wave is described quantum mechanically (for reasons which will
be explained later). If one only keeps the terms of Jfeff proportional to the number
N of photons (stimulated terms), the quantum aspects of the electromagnetic field
do not play any role. An identical expression for j^e[{ would be derived from a
semiclassical approach. Therefore, the semiclassical pictures given above to describe
the electron motion are quite appropriate.
In this paper we try to describe, by such simple physical pictures, the modifications
of the electron dynamical properties due to its interaction with the vacuum
t Associe au CNRS.
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('spontaneous renormalisation'). The problem of the physical interpretation of radiative
corrections has already received a lot of attention (Welton 1948, Koba 1949, Feynman
1962, Bourret 1973, Itzykson 1974, Senitzky 1973, Lai et al 1974, 1975, Weisskopf
1974, Grotch and Kazes 1975, 1977, Baier and Mil'Shtein 1976), but some points
remain unclear (for instance, is there a simple explanation for the electron spin magnetic moment anomaly?)
We present here an approach to these problems based on a comparison between
the N-dependent and JV-independent terms of the effective Hamiltonian describing
the effect of a given mode of the electromagnetic field. In more physical terms, we
try to understand the spontaneous renormalisation of the electron properties by comparing it with the stimulated one, which can be described by simple physical pictures.
This is the reason why we have previously used a quantum description of the electromagnetic field although it was not essential for discussing the stimulated terms: the
same calculation gives simultaneously the stimulated and spontaneous corrections
and allows a term to term comparison. As in the previous paper, we consider only
a non-relativistic mode (hco « me2), with a frequency much higher than the characteristic frequencies of the electron (high-frequency limit) and we keep all relativistic
corrections up to order 1/c2.
Of course, it could be objected that this approach to the electron radiative corrections is too naive. The covariant QED calculations of these corrections are well established and it seems more appropriate to try to extract directly some physical pictures
from this theory. Actually, one cannot progress very far in this direction (Feynman
1962). It seems that there are fundamental reasons for that: the boundary conditions
of the Feynman propagator which simplify considerably the algebraic computations
imply in counterpart that several distinct physical processes are described by the
same diagram (emission and reabsorption of photons, virtual creation and annihilation of an electron-positron pair...). Furthermore, the explicit covariance of the
theory does not allow an easy separation in a given reference frame between electric
and magnetic effects (a given vertex describes the interaction of the electron charge
and that of the spin magnetic moment as well). It is therefore not surprising that
these covariant expressions can be discussed only in very general terms like emission
and absorption of photons and that the connection with our naive daily image of
the electron is difficult.
In order to derive more elementary but more precise physical pictures, one is
led to give up the explicit covariance of the theory and to analyse the radiative
corrections in a given reference frame, generally chosen such that the electron is
not relativisticf. Along these lines, one can mention the first evaluation of the Lamb
shift by Bethe (1947) and its physical interpretation by Welton (1948), and the calculation and interpretation of the electron self-energy by Weisskopf (1939).
In this paper we adopt this point of view and we introduce one more restriction
by considering only, in a first step, the effect of non-relativistic modes (hca « me2).
It is therefore clear that the interpretations which will be proposed are only valid in
this limited domain and do not cover a priori the whole physics of radiative corrections. On the other hand, all the involved physical processes can be easily identified.
In a second step, which will be considered in a subsequent paper, we will get rid
of the restriction of non-relativistic modes and show that the contribution of the
relativistic mode does not change the physical conclusions derived here drastically.
tThis does not imply that in the virtual intermediate states the electron remains non-relativistic.
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This paper is divided into four parts. After a brief outline of the effective Hamiltonian method (§2), the spontaneous terms of this Hamiltonian are displayed and
their physical content analysed (§ 3). Taking advantage of these results, we investigate
in §4 the physical interpretation of two well known radiative corrections: the Lamb
shift and the electron anomalous g factor. We compare our conclusions with those
of various authors interested in these problems. Finally, we analyse in §5 the limitations of the present approach, and the improvements to be effected in the effective
Hamiltonian method in order to establish closer connections with QED covariant
calculations.
2. The effective Hamiltonian method
We present here a general outline of the theory. We give just the principle of the
calculation and its physical basis rather than detailed expressions which are quite
lengthy. More details can be found in Avan et al (1976).
2.1. Notation and the basic Hamiltonian
We consider an electron (mass m, charge e), subjected to static electric and magnetic
fields (Eo and Bo) deriving from the potentials 4>o a n d /40 i n t n e Coulomb gauge.
The electron interacts with a mode of the electromagnetic field, quantised in the
Coulomb gauge in a box of volume L3. The mode is characterised by its wavevector
k, and its polarisation e, supposed to be real. We shall also use a> = ck and K = k/k.
Annihilation and creation operators in the mode are a and a\ Since we want to
include relativistic corrections, the Pauli Hamiltonian is not sufficient to describe
the electron and its interaction with the static and radiation fields. Using the FoldyWouthuysen transformation along the line discussed by Bjorken and Drell (1964)
(also Feynman 1961), it is possible to derive from the Dirac Hamiltonian a Hamiltonian which acts only on two components spinors and includes all relativistic corrections up to 1/c2. Since here the radiation field is quantised, some care must be
taken when commuting the field operators. One finds that a constant term V° (given
in appendix 1) appears as well as the usual Hamiltonian (Pauli Hamiltonian +
Darwin, spin-orbit and relativistic mass corrections) so that the total Hamiltonian
Jf is:
Jf = ha>afa + me2 + V° + ^- + e(f>0 - ~a.Bt
2m
2m

- ^xrV.E,
%mzcz

- 5^..« * . - . x « - J^* - £,«,)'

di)

where
n = p-eAt.

(2-2)

The subscript 't' refers to the total field (static fields + radiation).
2.2. The effective Hamiltonian
The total Hamiltonian Jif can be split into three parts: the radiation field Hamiltonian hcoa^a, the electronic Hamiltonian in the external static fields J^e, and the
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coupling •Wi between the electron and the radiation

.# = haxfa + //,. + Jf,.

(2.3)

If jfj is neglected the energy levels of the total system are bunched in well defined
multiplicities Sn corresponding to a definite number of photons N. J^i has a diagonal
part, operating inside each multiplicity SN, and an off-diagonal part, coupling multiplicities with a different number of photons. When #fx is taken into account, the eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian no longer correspond to a well defined value of
N. In the evolution of the electronic variables, some frequencies close to a> and
its multiples appear, corresponding to the classical picture of an electron vibrating
at the field frequency. The energy levels in each multiplicity are also modified and
this corresponds to a modification of the slow motion of the electron. This is precisely
what we are interested in. It is certainly possible to determine the perturbed energy
levels by ordinary second-order perturbation theory. However, it is more convenient
to choose another method (Primas 1963) similar to the one used in solid-state physics
to remove inter-band coupling or to describe multi-particle effects (Blount 1962,
Nozieres and Pines 1958, see also Kittel 1963). The idea is to construct a unitary
transformation which eliminates the off-diagonal parts of the total Hamiltonian, at
least to a given order. The transformed Hamiltonian 3tf" has the same eigenvalues
as the initial Hamiltonian and has the following structure:
tf" = hcaa'a + Jf£ff

(2.4)

where j ^ f f , called the effective Hamiltonian, acts only within a given multiplicity,
i.e. operates on electronic variables, and depends on field variables only through
a?a and aa?. If we restrict ourselves to a second-order calculation with respect to
the radiation field, Jfetl takes the following form in the multiplicity <fN:
J£ f f = JtTe + (N + 1)R + NS

(2.5)

where R and S are pure electronic operators, given in appendix 1. The last two
terms of (2.5) describe the modification of the electron dynamical properties due
to the coupling with the mode (k, c). They include, in particular, the effects of virtual
transitions to upper and lower multiplicities.
3. Explicit form of the spontaneous terms: physical interpretation
3.1. General structure
In addition to the unperturbed Hamiltonian jfe, the effective Hamiltonian (2.5) contains a term proportional to N:
N(R + S)

(3.1)

which represents the 'stimulated' corrections induced by the incident photons and
discussed in detail in Avan et al (1976).
The same calculation yields a N-independent term, R, describing the effect of
the coupling with the empty mode, i.e. the contribution of the (k, c) mode to the
spontaneous corrections which we intend to study in this paper.
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In order to make a connection with the physical pictures worked out for the
stimulated corrections, it is appropriate to write the spontaneous corrections as:
R = &R+S)+ i(R - S).

(3.2)

The first term of (3.2), that we will call
.*?, = i(J? + S),

(3.3)

has the same structure as (3.1), N being replaced by £. Its physical content is the
same as the one of the stimulated terms (3.1), except that the energy Nhco of the
incident N photons is replaced by the zero point energy \hco of the mode. All the
semiclassical pictures developed for the stimulated terms can therefore be transposed
to jt?n by just replacing the incident wave by the vacuum fluctuationsf.
The second term
JTr = i ( R - S)

(3.4)

is new and its physical interpretation will be given below. Finally, the effective Hamiltonian of the electron interacting with the empty (k.c) mode can be written as:
Jfctt = J% + Xn + #,.

(3.5)

3.2. Characteristic energies
The expressions giving R and S are quite complicated. In order to characterise the
magnitude of the various terms appearing in these expressions, it is useful to introduce
the characteristic energies of the problem which are: the rest energy of the electron
me2, the photon energy hay, an energy 6°b characterising the coupling of the electron
to the static fields, and finally
0

_ e2

^~2m

h

2^1?

(16)

representing the kinetic energy associated with the electron vibration in the vacuum
fluctuations of the mode (k, e).
The high-frequency, weak-coupling and non-relativistic approximations which
have been made in the derivation of .WL.rf are valid if
me2 » hio » /;°, Sh.

(3.7)

In the various calculations, we keep:
(i) all terms in 1/c and 1/c2;
(ii) all terms linear in i° (second-order calculation with respect to the radiation
field);
(iii) all terms linear in S"h, and the major quadratic terms such as Sl/mc2,
<$°S'll{ha))2 (we neglect smaller terms of the order of tf°S2/hcomc2).
t Working in the Heisenberg picture, Senitzky (1973) and Milonni et al (1973) have shown that there
are some ambiguities when one tries to isolate vacuum fluctuation effects from those related to the radiation
reaction. The effective Hamiltonian approach presented here seems to allow a clear separation: vacuum
fluctuation terms are identified by comparison with the stimulated ones; the remaining terms will be
shown to coincide with those describing radiation reaction effects in classical electrodynamics (see §3.4).
The connection between these two different points of view will be considered elsewhere.
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3.3. Terms analogous to stimulated terms: tfsi
From the previous discussion, one can bypass the calculation of ^fn and simply
replace <fv by $° in the expression of the stimulated corrections. One getsf:
•*?. = < - ^2
- ^-(/to.«o + *o.A'o)
me $2m + *<t>'o1m
+ Wd+^^[_2<r.B0-(K.<T)(K.B0)-l

(3.8)

To = P ~ eAQ

(3.9)

where

4>'0 = ^ { e . S ) 2 < t > 0

(3.10a)

V x ^ = -^(«.V)2B0

(3.10b)

^d = ^ ^ - ( € . B o )

2

].

(3.11)

The physical interpretation of these various terms is straightforward (see §3 of Avan
et al (1976)). The vibration kinetic energy in the vacuum fluctuations, S°, adds to
the electron rest mass me1 and corresponds to a mass increase:
Sim = <7c 2 .

(3.12)

The second term of (3.8) is the correction of the kinetic energy associated with d^m.
Due to its vibration, the electron averages the static electric and magnetic fields
over a finite extension. This introduces the corrections 4>'o and A'o to the static potentials 4>o and Ao. WA is the diamagnetic energy associated with the electron vibration.
The last term represents a modification to the spin magnetic energy. It shows that
the electron g factor is reduced by the vacuum fluctuations and becomes anisotropic.
This results from the combined effect of four different processes. First there is an
oscillation and consequently a spreading of the spin magnetic moment due to its
coupling with the magnetic vacuum fluctuations. An additional reduction of the g
factor results from the mass increase dym which also affects the Bohr magneton
eh/2m. Furthermore, as the electron vibrates in the electric field of the mode, it
'sees' a motional magnetic field which is found not to average to 0 in the presence
of the static field B o ; similarly, it explores the magnetic field of the mode over a
finite extension (the dipole approximation is not made!), and this can give rise to
a 'rectification' of the magnetic fluctuations which is also proportional to B o . These
motional and rectified magnetic fields are coupled to the spin and contribute to
the spin magnetic energy.
t Since we have supposed the polarisation e to be real, several terms derived in Avan et al (1976) vanish
in (3.8). Let us recall that, when c is complex, the electron vibration is circular or elliptical, giving rise
to a magnetic moment ft which is responsible for additional magnetic couplings.
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3.4. The new terms
Under the approximations given in §3.2, there are four new terms:
•up _ #0

h(0

2mc

j g O 2(C-7t O ) 2

mhco

0

h(O
2mc2

jgO 2(6.7t o )(K.7to)(c.7I o )

hcom2c

(3.13)

The first term comes directly from the Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation used
to derive the basic non-relativistic Hamiltonian (2.1). Let us recall that it originates
from the non-commutation of the field operators. It is a constant and has no dynamical consequences. Furthermore, it represents a small correction to the rest mass energy
of relative order <f °ftco/(mc2)2, so that it will be neglected in the following.
The second term is the most interesting one. Let us remark that since <?° is
proportional to h (see (3.6)), this term is actually independent of h, so that it may
have a classical interpretation. We claim that it represents the radiation reaction
of the electron charge, more precisely, the contribution of the mode (k, e) to this
effect. The current associated with the electron (velocity no/m) acts as a source term
for the mode (k, c); it gives rise to a vector potential, proportional to e{€.n0)- The
correction to the total energy of the system, i.e. the energy of the generated field,
plus its interaction energy with the electron, coincides exactly with the second term
of (3.13). A complete classical derivation of this result is given in appendix 2. As
a consequence of this effect, the electron inertia is increased along the e direction.
There is a close connection between this extra inertia and the electromagnetic mass
associated with the static Coulomb energy in the electron rest frame. We will come
back to this point later.
The third term appears, in the calculation, in the following form:
(3.14)

which suggests one can interpret it as the radiation reaction of the spin magnetic
moment: this moment acts as a source term for the mode. When one takes into
account the energy of the field so created, plus the interaction of this field with
the spin moment, one finds (3.14) exactly (see appendix 2). This expression reduces
to the third term of (3.13) if one remembers that for a one-half spin c\ is unity.
Actually, from now on we will neglect this third term, for the same reasons as for
the first one.
The last term is a correction to the radiation reaction of the electron charge
due to the Doppler effect: the mode frequency appears to be a>[l — (K . no/mcj] when
the electron moves with the velocity no/m.
Remark. The co dependence of the radiation reaction is not the same for the charge
and for the spin. The charge is coupled to the potential vector, whereas the spin
is coupled to the magnetic field which has one extra co factor. Thus, the radiation
reaction of the charge predominates at low frequencies, while that of the spin grows
as co increases. Furthermore, the spin radiation reaction is a relativistic effect in
1/c2 and vanishes in the non-relativistic limit.
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4. Application to the interpretation of two radiative corrections: Lamb shift and g — 2
Up to now we have considered the contribution of a single mode to the radiative
corrections. The next step would be an integration over all modes which involves
an angular averaging and a summation over co weighted by the mode density
Snk2 dk(2n/L)~3. Since our calculations are not valid for relativistic frequencies, we
will restrict ourselves to the angular averaging, which amounts to evaluating the
mean contribution of a mode in the 'shell' of frequency a>. Thus one keeps only
the isotropic parts of Jfcrr and one gets in this way the electron effective Hamiltonian:

X>tn = mc2 + *v° +2m\^ (l -me42 -3 \hcoj
f) + e^o +3mcoeJ^Afo
2
- 2 ^ 0 - t o + *o.4>) - ^ . B o f l - | £pj +W, + ^

(4.1)

where
aO

rot A'o = - ^ - j AB0

(4.2)

imcj

(4.3)

W, = ^$-2e2B\.
j?Js is the well known fine-structure Hamiltonian (independent of S°):
eh2
8m2c2

AX

eh
4m 2 c 2

,

x

1 (n20
2mc2\2m

eh
2m

\2
)

(4.4)

The various corrections appearing in (4.1) are of two types:
(i) Modification of the electron mass, due either to the electron vibration in the
vacuum fluctuations, or to the radiation reaction. The spin g factor is sensitive to
the first effect (the kinetic and spin magnetic energies both contain corrections in
<f°/mc2), but not to the second one (corrections in <?°/ftco only appear in the kinetic
energy).
(ii) Electric and magnetic form factors due to the vibration of the charge and
of the spin magnetic moment.
Let us now apply these general results to the interpretation of two important
radiative corrections.
4.1. Electron in a Coulomb static field: Lamb shift
Omitting the constant terms (me2 + S°), using the fact that Ao = Bo = 0, one gets
for jfcf(:

*« -k[1-^-3^)

+

'*<> + e 3 ^ '

+

*'"

(4-5)

The correction to the kinetic energy term is the contribution of the modes w
to the mass renormalisation. It does not change the relative position of the energy
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levels and, in particular, does not remove the degeneracy between the 2S1/2 and
2P1/2 states. The only remaining radiative correction is the third term, which we
have interpreted as due to the averaging of the electrostatic potential by the electron
vibrating in the vacuum fluctuations. We arrive in this way at the well known interpretation of the Lamb shift (Welton 1948). Let us remark that the high-frequency
condition (3.7) implies here that hoi is larger than one rydberg.
4.2. Electron in a static magneticfield:g — 2 anomaly
Keeping only the significant terms, we get for the effective Hamiltonian of an electron
in a uniform static magnetic field Bo:
2m\

me2

3 hooj

2m

\

3 me1)

(4.6)

The first term describes the cyclotron motion of the electric charge. Radiative
corrections reduce the cyclotron frequency by a factor
(
V

$*
2mc2

4 <fv°\
3 ha)'

The second term describes the spin Larmor precession, the frequency of which is
also reduced by a factor
\l

3 me2)'

Going through the calculations, one easily identifies the S°/mc2 terms as due to
vacuum fluctuations, and the S°/hco terms as due to the radiation reaction of the
charge (see equations (3.8) and (3.13)).
It is clear that neglecting the radiation reaction would lead to a Larmor frequency
less than the cyclotron frequency (f is larger than 1) and consequently to g — 2 < 0.
Therefore, any attempt to understand the g — 2 anomaly as resulting from the
vibration of the electric charge and of the spin moment in the vacuum fluctuations
is doomed to failure.
The important point to realise is that the radiation reaction further reduces the
cyclotron frequency and does not affect the Larmor frequency. In addition, in the
non-relativistic limit where heo is much smaller than me2, this effect is by far the
most important. Thus, when the radiation reaction is included, the net effect of nonrelativistic modes is to reduce the cyclotron frequency more than the Larmor one,
and consequently their contribution to g — 2 is positive.
To summarise, the positive sign of g — 2 appears in the non-relativistic limit
as due to the fact that a charge is a source more efficiently coupled to the radiation
field than a magnetic moment; this explains why the radiation reaction slows down
the cyclotron motion more than the spin precession.
4.3. Discussion about some previous interpretations of g — 2
Numerous attempts have been made to give a simple explanation of g — 2, at least
of its sign. Without pretending to give an account of all of them, we discuss here
some of the physical ideas which have been put forward.
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After the success of the Welton's picture for the Lamb shift, models only taking
into account the magnetic coupling of the spin moment with the radiation field
have been considered (Welton 1948, Senitzky 1973). As mentioned above, one finds
in this case a negative g — 2, unless unrealistic frequency spectra are introduced
for the magnetic vacuum fluctuations (Bourret 1973, Itzykson 1974).
This failure led to the idea that the positive sign of g — 2 has something to
do with the complex dynamics of the Dirac electron, requiring the introduction of
negative energy or multi-particle states. This point of view, suggested by Welton
(1948), has been investigated by Koba (1949), and later on by Weisskopf (1974),
Lai et al (1974), Grotch and Kazes (1976). The physical idea developed by Koba
is that the electron spin magnetic moment is related to the Zitterbewegung (see also
Huang 1952), which can be visualised as a small ring current. Under the effect of
vacuum fluctuations, this ring current not only rolls and pitches, which reduces its
magnetic moment, but also vibrates in its own plane, increasing its surface, and
consequently its magnetic moment. The second effect is expected to predominate,
which explains the positive sign of g — 2. Actually, Koba does not calculate precisely
the perturbed magnetic moment, but something like the 'delocalisation' of the electron, which is, of course, increased. In our opinion, this delocalisation does not imply
necessarily an enhancement of the magnetic moment: if, for instance, the fluctuations
of the electron position and velocity are in quadrature, the mean magnetic moment
remains unchanged. Furthermore, this model seems questionable for frequencies
smaller than me2: in this case, the electromagnetic field appears as constant both
in space and time on the Zitterbewegung scale and one would rather expect the
ring current to be displaced as a whole, without change of its internal structure!.
To summarise, we do not think that it has been really demonstrated that the
positive sign of g — 2 is related to a modification of the Zitterbewegung by the
vacuum fluctuations. This picture is certainly wrong for non-relativistic modes and
its validity at higher frequencies is not obvious.
In fact, these various treatments overlook an important point. It is not sufficient
to consider the modification of the spin magnetic moment. The perturbed Larmor
frequency has to be compared to the perturbed cyclotron frequency, as was done
in Avan et al (1976) and in this paper. In other words, the mass renormalisation
has to be performed as has been emphasised by Grotch and Kazes (1975). With
such a point of view, we have shown in this paper that the positive sign of g — 2
arises quite naturally, even for non-relativistic modes. Using a slightly different
method, Grotch and Kazes (1977) arrive at the same conclusion.
5. Some critical remarks

As mentioned in the introduction, the approach followed in this paper has its own
imperfections and limitations. In this section, we analyse them and discuss some
possible improvements.
f i n this matter we are actually following Weisskopf (1974) who considers that only high-frequency modes
(fico > mci) could change the Zitterbewegung.
Another argument for the non-enhancement of the spin magnetic moment can be derived from the
calculations of Avan et al (1976), which are in the non-relativistic limit strictly equivalent to the ones
in the Dirac representation, and which do not predict any effect of this type.
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5.7. Lack of covariance
The first anomaly to be noted is the absence in (4.1) of a correction to the rest
mass energy of the order of mc2$°/hco. Since the radiation reaction increases the
electron inertia by a 4m£°/3heo term, a similar correction should also be present
for the rest mass energy. It is easy to understand that such a correction does not
appear in the theory because we have discarded from the beginning the electron
Coulomb self-energy. Radiation reaction and Coulomb self-energy are in fact closely
related: radiation reaction only expresses that, for accelerating the electron, one must
also push the Coulomb field associated with it, and this results in an extra inertia.
However, in the Coulomb gauge, the Coulomb self-energy is infinite and cannot
be incorporated in our point of view where the contribution of each mode is isolated.
The solution to this difficulty would be to leave the Coulomb gauge and to introduce
longitudinal and temporal modes to describe the total field associated with the electron. The mean correction to the electron energy due to the a> longitudinal and
temporal modes can be worked out without great difficulty. This additional correction
results in a single term:

mc2f

(5.1)

which must be added to the effective Hamiltonian (4.1). Thus we get a term with
the correct order of magnitude, but not with the f factor expected. Actually, one
must not be surprised by this lack of covariance of the effective Hamiltonian. We
have only considered the effect of a shell of modes with frequency a>, and this is
obviously not a Lorentz invariant object. The covariance can be restored only when
the contribution of all modes is taken into account (i.e. when the integration over
co is performed), and this cannot be done here as a consequence of our non-relativistic
approximations.

5.2. Many-particle effects
A single-particle theory has been used throughout this paper. It seems generally
accepted that for smoothly varying external fields (i.e. when the electron energy spectrum can be split in two well separated positive and negative energy multiplicities),
the single-particle Dirac theory gives sensible results. However, when the interaction
with the quantised radiation field is considered, as we do here, negative energy states
cannot be so easily discarded. They have to be occupied in order to avoid radiative
decays from positive to negative energy states. It is also well known that many-particle
effects are essential to get an electron self-energy which diverges only logarithmically
(Weisskopf 1939). Since we have included, in our single-particle theory, dynamical
relativistic corrections up to 1/c2, it is not obvious that many-particle effects do
not introduce in the contribution of low-frequency modes additional corrections of
the same order of magnitude as those already considered. Thus, starting from a
single-particle Dirac equation for dealing with electron radiative corrections has to
be justified.
This can be done in the following way. Working in the second quantisation picture, one concentrates on states where all negative energy levels are occupied and
where one extra electron has a positive non-relativistic energy. Such states are coupled
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by the radiation field to other ones in which electron-positron pairs and photons
have been created. In the non-relativistic limit used here, all these states have an
energy quite different from the initial one. Thus one can take into account these
non-resonant couplings by introducing an effective Hamiltonian for the original electron. In this way, the one-particle states are decoupled from many-particle ones,
the effect of virtual transitions to these states being described by an effective Hamiltonian which is an ordinary one-particle non-relativistic Hamiltonian.
We have done such a calculation and we have found that the effective Hamiltonian
describing the dynamics of the extra positive-energy electron is actually almost identical to the one used in this paper (2.1) (when the same non-relativistic approximations
are made). This result is not too surprising: when me2 is much larger than any
other energy involved in the problem, the coupling with negative-energy states simulates quite well the coupling with many-particle states. There are, however, two differences. First, the correct theory contains the photon renormalisation and vacuum
polarisation effectsf which are absent here. Secondly, the V° term in (2.1), which
arises from the quantum Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation, appears in the manyparticle theory with a negative sign. This last point is consistent with the fact that
many-particle effects reduce the electron self-energy. Let us recall that the F° term
has finally been neglected (see ij 3.4).
In conclusion, the results of the calculations presented here appear to coincide
with those derived from a consistent QED approach and hence are quite reliable.
This would not have been the case for terms of higher order in <f° or 1/c2.
5.3. Effect of relativistic modes
We have repeatedly emphasised that our conclusions only concern the effect of modes
with a frequency much smaller than me2. If it happened that the main contribution
to g — 2 comes from relativistic or ultra-relativistic modes, then the physical pictures
developed here would be of little interest, since they are not relevant for them. Hence
it seems very desirable to extend the previous calculations, particularly the effective
Hamiltonian method, to all frequencies, within a many-particle theory. It is clear
that such calculations would be less elegant than those of covariant QED. One can
hope, however, that they would provide more physical insight into electron radiative
corrections. We will consider such a generalisation in subsequent publications.
Preliminary results concerning g — 2 have already been obtained. The contribution of each shell of modes to g — 2 has been calculated. It appears that the main
contribution comes from frequencies smaller than me2. The integration over a> gives
the correct result x/2n. Thus the physical pictures given here are not invalidated
by the contribution of relativistic modes.

6. Summary
(i) The contribution to radiative corrections of the non-relativistic modes of the
radiation field has been determined. The corresponding modifications of the electron
dynamics are detailed explicitly in the form of a simple effective Hamiltonian derived
from a single-particle theory in the non-relativistic limit.
t Let us recall that vacuum polarisation effects represent only 3% of the Lamb shift and do not contribute
to g - 2.
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(ii) A term to term comparison between the effective Hamiltonians describing
stimulated and spontaneous corrections provides a clue to the physical interpretation
of radiative corrections. Two main physical effects are involved: the vibration of
the electron charge and spin moment due to vacuum fluctuations and the radiation
reaction of the charge.
(iii) It is shown that non-relativistic modes of the radiation field contribute with
a positive sign to g — 2. The radiation reaction is found to play an essential role
in the explanation of g - 2 whereas the Lamb shift is simply interpreted by the
averaging of the Coulomb potential by the vibrating charge (Welton's picture).
(iv) Many-particle effects and contributions of relativistic modes do not alter these
conclusions significantly.
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Appendix 1
We give here some intermediate steps in the calculations which lead from the basic
Hamiltonian (2.1) to the effective Hamiltonian (3.8) and (3.12). Further details may
be found in Avan et al (1976).
In the basic Hamiltonian (2.1), one isolates the unperturbed electronic Hamiltonian
7E

pf\

£fl

pfc

(A.1.1)

where
to = P ~ eA0

(A.1.2)

and the coupling 3% between the electron and the radiation field is written in the
following form:
j ^ = v° + V~a + F + aT + V~+aa^ + V+~a*a+ . . . .

(A. 1.3)

Terms in a2, at2 and of higher order in a and af are neglected. One finds:

• " = <—

(A.1.4)
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/2(f°\ 1 / 2 f
V~ = (V+y = — - <-e.noexp(ik.r)

ifc

\ mJ [

+ - — 2 f f • (Eo
4mc
H

x e ) exp(ik.

2

a.(k x c)exp(ifc.v)

r) - -—5ff • (c
4mc

x

"o) exp(ifc. r)

T\ [2e. n0 exp(ifc. r) + \ha Ak x e) exp(ik. »•)]
4mc |_

(A.1.5)

mc2\2m

2m

^

mc 2 \

m

4mc2/

(A.1.6)

S® is defined by formula (3.6). When the 'off-diagonal' elements of 3tf\ are removed
by a unitary transformation, one gets (2.4) and (2.5), where
R = V° + V-+ - ^V-V+

- 2 ^ ( [ ^ « . V^V+

- F-[jf e , F + ])

- ^ 3 ( ^ [ ^ e , F - ] F + - V-b?t, F+]^fe + F - J f e [ ^ e , F + ]

- K , F 1 ^ n + ....

(A.1.7)

5 is identical to R with the exchange of + and — superscripts, and the change of
the sign of co and V°.
Appendix 2
In this appendix we derive the radiation reaction of a particle with charge e and
magnetic moment ft interacting with the mode (k, e) of the electromagnetic field.
The particle, as well as the radiation field, are treated classically. In order to make
the parallel with the quantum calculation, we use the Hamiltonian formalism and
we develop the electromagnetic field on the same plane-wave basis as in the quantum
theory. However, the operators a and a+ are here classical variables a and a*. Despite
the presence of h in the intermediate calculations, due to the particular choice of
the basis functions, it should not be overlooked that our point of view here is entirely
classical.
The development of the electromagnetic field on the plane waves is the following:
A(p,t)= S«*.«(0-fi^.«(p) + cc

(A.2.1a)

k.€

E(p, t) = X«fc.W^..(p) + cc

(A.2.16)

B(p, t) = XX,e(0^ kJp) + cc

(A.2.1c)

k,€
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where
\2e0coL /
•^h* = ifc x jtfkit

(A.2.2)

The current density associated with the electron is the source of the field. It contains
two terms, J (1) associated with the charge and J (2) associated with the magnetic
moment: r being the electron position and no/m its velocity in the external fields,
J (1) and J(2) are given by (see for instance Jackson 1971):
JW(P) = e^d(r - p)
m
/ (2) (p) = V p x | > < 5 ( r - p ) ] .

(A.2.3)
(A.2.4)

We need essentially the projections of these currents onto the mode (fc,c), defined by

A.. = jd3ps/k..(p)-J(p)-

(A-2-5)

M

(A.2.6)

We find
= e-.sft..{r)
m

A2,l = e-@tM

(A.2.7)

With these notations, the Maxwell equations reduce to:
— afc,e = -icoa k , e + 7 A , E .
n
at

(A.2.8)

Since we assume that the frequencies associated with the motion of the electron in
the static fields are low compared to a>, an approximate solution of (A.2.8) is

«*.. * r1- A . = ~{e ^ . sit.. + ii. m,X

(A.2.9)

From this equation, using (A.2.1a, b, c), one gets the radiation field associated with
the electron.
The energy of the total system is given by
*

= ^ - [ " o - eA(r)-]2 - it.B0 - fi.B{r) + £*">«£««*..

(A.2.10)

where A(r\ B(r) and ftcoaJEafci£ are calculated from (A.2.9), (A.2.7), (A.2.6), (A.2.1a,ft,c)
and (A.2.2).
The energy correction 82? due to the radiation reaction is defined by
(A.2.11)
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Keeping only terms of second order with respect to the coupling between the electron
and the radiation field, one gets for b#e:
53V = --n0.A{r)m

= I -

fi.B(r) + Xftcoa2".<xfc,e

(A.2.12)

k,t

(j^**.-

+

*«**.« W « + cc + hcoaleakt€.

(A.2.13)

SJV is simply interpreted as the interaction energy of the charge and magnetic moment
with the field which they have created, plus the energy of this field. From (A.2.9),
the coefficient of <xke in the bracket is simply ha>a.%y€, so that <5jf appears to be
negative and equal to
53t=

- 2 > < ° <«<**,*•

(A.2.14)

k.e

Replacing akit by its expression (A.2.9) as a function of the electronic variables,
one gets

w

I+

-s-yF)EK?) »»-4

(A 2i5

-»

The first term is the correction to the kinetic energy due to the radiation reaction of
the charge. Introducing S° (see formula (3.6)), one finds the corresponding term of
(2.7) exactly:

-**=£.

(A.2.16)

nco
m
The second term of (A.2.15) represents the radiation reaction of the magnetic
moment. For the electron, we have

,

feh\2

"' = (^J

(A-2.17)

so that we find again the third term of (2.7):
-£°ha>l(2mc2).

(A.2.18)

It is worth noting that there is no cross term between the charge radiation
reaction and the spin one.
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Paper 5.3
J. Dalibard, J. Dupont-Roc, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Vacuum fluctuations and radiation
reaction: Identification of their respective contributions," J. Phys. (Paris) 43, 1617-1638
(1982).
Reprinted with permission of Les Editions de Physique.
This paper presents another possible approach to radiative processes, which is not restricted
to the high frequency modes of the radiation field (as in papers 5.1 and 5.2), but which
can also include the effect of resonant modes. It is thus possible to investigate dissipative
processes such as the damping due to spontaneous emission of radiation.
The general idea followed here is to start from the Heisenberg equations of motion of the
coupled atom-field system. Integrating the field equation, one can write the total field as a
sum of two terms, the vacuum free field which would exist in the absence of the atom and
the source field which is produced by the atom itself. Using such a decomposition of the
total field in the atom equation, one gets a dynamical equation for the atom with two types
of terms describing the effect of vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction, respectively.
In fact, there is an ambiguity associated with such an approach, which was pointed out
by several authors. The atomic observables commute with the total field, but not with the
vacuum field and the source field separately. So, depending on the initial order which is
chosen in the atomic equation between the commuting atomic and (total) field observables,
the respective contributions of vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction can be changed
arbitrarily, the total effect of both processes remaining of course the same. The purpose of
this paper was to show that such an ambiguity can be removed by physical arguments. If one
imposes that the two rates of variation due to vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction
be physical, i.e. be separately Hermitian and contain only Hermitian operators, then the
completely symmetrical order between the atom and field observables is the only physically
acceptable choice. For reactive effects, i.e. energy shifts, one obtains in this way the same
results as those derived in papers 5.1 and 5.2 from an effective Hamiltonian approach.
For dissipative effects, i.e. damping rates due to spontaneous emission, one gets results in
complete agreement with the transition rates induced between atomic levels by fluctuating
fields (for the contribution of vacuum fluctuations) and for the emission of radiation by an
accelerated charge (for the contribution of radiation reaction).
Another interest of this paper is to show that all physical quantities, such as the energy
shifts or damping rates, can be written in terms of simple statistical functions of the two
interacting systems: symmetric correlation functions C and linear susceptibilities x- I n fact,
such a result can be extended to any small system 5 interacting with a reservoir R [see
J. Dalibard, J. Dupont-Roc, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, J. Phys. (Paris) 45, 637 (1984)].
One finds that all the effects associated with the "reservoir fluctuations" have the structure
CR XS (R fluctuates and polarizes S), whereas all the effects associated with the "selfreaction" have the structure C$ XR (S fluctuates and polarizes R). Reactive and dissipative
effects are associated with the real and imaginary parts of the susceptibilities, respectively.
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Resume. — II semble generalement admis qu'il existe, en theorie quantique du rayonnement, une indetermination
dans la separation des effets respectifs des fluctuations du vide et de la reaction de rayonnement Nous montrons
ici que cette indetermination est levee si Ton impose aux vitesses de variation correspondantes d'etre hermitiques
(condition necessaire pour qu'elles soient interpretables physiquement). Cette procedure est generalisee au cas
d'un petit systeme S interagissant avec un grand reservoir %, et permet de separer deux types de processus physiques,
ceux ou % fluctue et polarise S (effets des fluctuations du reservoir), ceux ou c'est S qui polarise 31 (effets de la reaction de % sur S). Nous appliquons cette procedure au cas d'un electron atomique interagissant avec le champ
de rayonnement et identifions ainsi les contributions des fluctuations du vide et de la reaction de rayonnement
aux corrections radiatives et a remission spontanee. L'analyse des resultats obtenus nous permet de preciser les
images physiques qui doivent etre associees aux divers processus radiatifs.
Abstract — It is generally considered that there exists in quantum radiation theory an indetermination in the
separation of the respective effects of vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction. We show in this paper that such
an indetermination can be removed by imposing to the corresponding rates of variation to be Hermitian (this
is necessary if we want them to have a physical meaning). Such a procedure is generalized to the case of a small
system S interacting with a large reservoir 3t and allows the separation of two types of physical processes, those
where K, fluctuates and polarizes S (effects of reservoir fluctuations), those where it is S which polarizes 31 (effects
of self reaction). We apply this procedure to an atomic electron interacting with the radiation field and we then
identify the contribution of vacuum fluctuations and self reaction to radiative corrections and spontaneous emission of radiation. The analysis of the results obtained in this way allows us to specify the physical pictures which
must be associated with the various radiative processes.

1. Introduction. — Understanding the physical
mechanisms responsible for spontaneous emission
of radiation by an excited atom, or for radiative
corrections such as radiative line shifts, electron's
self energy or magnetic moment... is a very stimulating
problem which has received a lot of attention [1, 2].
The quantitative results for these corrections are
of course well established The physical interpretations remain however more controversial. Two extreme
points of view have been investigated. In the first
one, the interaction of the electron with the quantum
fluctuations of the vacuum field, the so-called « vacuum fluctuations », is considered as playing the
central role. One tries to interpret spontaneous emission as an emission « triggered » by vacuum fluctuations. The most famous example of such an approach
is the interpretation of the Lamb shift as being due to

the averaging of the Coulomb potential of the nucleus
by the electron vibrating in vacuum fluctuations [3].
One must not forget however that such a picture
leads to the wrong sign for the electron's spin anomaly
g — 2 : the vibration of the electron's spin in vacuum
fluctuations does not increase the effective magnetic
moment but reduces it [3, 4]. In the second point of
view, the basic physical mechanism is identified as the
interaction of the electron with its own field, the so
called « radiation reaction » although it would be
proper to call it the electromagnetic self interaction
since it includes the interaction of the electron with
its Coulomb field as well as with its radiation field [58]. We will use in the following the shorter denomination « self reaction » for this process. In such an approach, one tries to interpret Q.E.D. radiative corrections
along the same lines as the radiative damping and
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the radiative shift of an oscillating classical dipole
moment. We should note however that the vacuum
field cannot be completely forgotten in the interpretation of finer details of spontaneous emission, such
as fluorescence spectrum or intensity correlations,
which are related to higher order correlation functions [9, 10].
Actually, it is now generally accepted that vacuum
fluctuations and self reaction are « two sides of the
same quantum mechanical coin » [11], and that their
respective contributions to each physical process
cannot be unambiguously determined [11-14]. Such
an opinion is based on the following analysis, carried
out in the Heisenberg picture which provides a very
convenient theoretical framework since it leads, for
the relevant dynamical variables, to equations of
motion very similar to the corresponding classical
ones. The calculations [11-14] can be summarized
by the general scheme of figure 1.
Heisenberg's equations of motion for field and
atomic variables are derived from the Hamiltonian
of the combined atom + field system. The equation
for the field looks like the equation of motion of an
harmonic oscillator driven by an atomic source term
and is readily integrated. This leads to an expression
for the total field E which is a sum of two terms :

N° 11

leads to a dynamical equation for the atomic system
(Fig. 1). The contributions of Ef and £ s to dG/df
can be interpreted as rates of variation :
Al(j\
ydtyvf ~ N(t) Ef(t)

(l-3a)

fdG\
("3// ~ ^^ ^s^
(1.36)
^ 'sr
respectively due to vacuum fluctuations and self
reaction. This interpretation directly follows from
the physical origin of Ef and Es. The ambiguity ment i o n e d a b o v e f o r t h i s separation comes from the fact
that the two atomic and field operators N(t) and E(f)
appearing in (1.2) commute [they commute at the
initial time t = t0, when they act in different spaces,
a n d the Hamiltonian evolution between t0 and t
preserves this commutation]. They can therefore be
taken in any order, N(i) E(t) as in (1.2), or E(t) N(t).
However, E({t) and Es(t) do not commute separately
w j t ij #(;), a s their sum does. Consequently, N(t) E((t)
generally differ. The two rates of variaa n d £ f ( ? ) N^
t i o n (i 3 a ) a n d ( i . 3fe) therefore depend on the initial
o n j e r between the two commuting operators N(t)
and E(t), the total rate (1.2) being of course indepen-

( 1 1 ) ^ e n t °f t m s o r der. In particular, if the normal order
has been chosen in (1.2) [with all field annihilation
The « free field » £ f corresponds to the solution of the operators at right, all field creation operators at
homogeneous field equation (without atomic source left], the contribution of vacuum fluctuations vanishes
term), and coincides with the « vacuum field » when when the average is taken over the vacuum state of
no photons are initially present. The « source field » the field, and all radiative corrections appear to come
Es is the field generated by the atomic source (solution from self reaction. Different orders taken in (1.2)
of the inhomogeneous field equation). Consider now would lead to different conclusions. Thus, it seems
the atomic equation. The rate of variation, dG(t)ldt,
that the relative contributions of vacuum fluctuations
of a given atomic observable G(t) appears to be and self reaction cannot be unambiguously identified,
proportional to the product of atomic and field
operators, JV(O and £ ( 0 , taken at the same time :
MOTIVATIONS OF THIS PAPER. — In this paper, we
dQ/t)
would like to present some arguments supporting
—-jj
N(t) E(t).
(1.2) the choice of a particular order in (1.2) leading, in
E = Ef •+ E s .

The final step of the calculation consists in inserting
in (1.2) the solution (1.1) obtained for E(t), which

our opinion, to a physically well defined separation
between the contributions of vacuum fluctuations
a n d self
reaction. We don't question of course the
mathematical equivalence of all possible initial orders
in (1.2). Our argument rather concerns the physical
interpretation of the two rates of variation appearing
when (1.1) is inserted in (1.2). If G is an atomic observable (Hermitian operator), the two rates of variation
contributing to -j- G{t\ which is also Hermitian, must

Fig. 1. — Principle of the derivation of the atomic dynamical equation.

be separately Hermitian, if we want them to have
a physical meaning. Furthermore, the field and atomic operators appearing in the different rates of
variation must also be Hermitian if we want to be
able to analyse these rates in terms of well defined
physical quantities. We show in this paper that these
hermiticity requirements restrict the possible initial
orders in (1.2) to only one, the completely symmetrical
order.
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A second motivation of this paper is to point out
that, with such a symmetrical order, a clear connection can be made with a statistical mechanics point
of view which appears to be in complete agreement
with the usual physical pictures associated with
vacuum fluctuations and self reaction. For example,
the radiative corrections can be expressed as products of correlation functions by linear susceptibilities.
For the vacuum fluctuations part of these correc. iU
, t.
t .•
, .. c , .
tions, one gets the correlation function of the field
... .. , fby the
., linear
..
t-u-i-t oft ,the
i . atom,
*
multiplied
susceptibility
which supports the picture of a fluctuating vacuum
field polarizing the atomic system and interacting

1619

Finally, the general results of sections 3 and 4 are
applied in section 5 to the physical discussion of the
relative contributions of vacuum fluctuations and
self reaction to the dynamics of an atomic electron,
Two types of effects are considered : the shift of atomic
energy levels, described by the Hamiltonian part of
/ fdG\ \
I (dG\ \
,
. . . .
\{'dl)vf
/ a n d \ {'dl)s, / ' a n d t h e d l s s l P a t l v e
„..
J I _ I _ •_
r
u
effects associated with the exchange of energy bet. .
, .,
,. .. 6 . . ,
°3
w e e n ..
the electron and the radiation field,
2

- The quantum form of the Abraham-Lorentz

with this induced polarization, whereas for the self equation. — A few basic concepts are introduced in
reaction part, the reverse result is obtained : product this section, by considering a very simple system formof the correlation function of the atomic system by e d ty an electron bound near the origin by an external
the linear « susceptibility » of the field which corres- potential and interacting with the electromagnetic
ponds to the picture of a fluctuating dipole moment fieldW e
« polarizing » the field, i.e. producing a field, and
first introduce the Hamiltonian of the combined
interacting with this
field.
system « bound electron + electromagnetic field »
(§ 2.1). We then establish, in the Heisenberg repreORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER. — In section 2 we sentation, the quantum dynamical equation for the
introduce our notations and the basic concepts electron (§ 2.2). This equation appears to be very
(vacuum field, source field, radiation reaction...) similar to the corresponding classical one, known
by applying the general theoretical scheme of figure 1 as the Abraham-Lorentz equation. This close analogy
to the derivation of the quantum generalization of is however misleading and we will try to explain the
the Abraham-Lorentz equation [17] describing the difficulties hidden in the quantum equation (§ 2.3).
dynamics of an atomic electron interacting with a
static potential and with the quantized radiation

2.1 BASIC HAMILTONIAN IN COULOMB GAUGE. —

field. We discuss the physical content of this equa- 2.1.1 Field variables. — The electric field is divided
tion and the difficulties associated with the quantum into two parts : the longitudinal field E y and the
nature of field variables. We explain also why it is transverse field E±. The longitudinal field at point R
necessary to extend the calculations of section 2 (deal- is the instantaneous Coulomb field created by the elecing with the position r and the momentum p of the tron at this point. It is expressed as a function of the
electron) to more general atomic observables G.
electron position operator r.
The calculation of dG/dt, which is presented in
section 3, raises the problem of the order between
E (R) = - V
(2 1)
commuting observables, mentioned above in connec4 ne0 | R — r |
tion with equation (1.2) (such a difficulty does not
appear for r and p). We show how it is possible, by The transverse field E1(R), the vector potential A(R)
the physical considerations mentioned above, to and the magnetic field B(R) are expanded in a set
single out the completely symmetrical order in (1.2). of transverse plane waves, normalized in a cube of
We then extend in section 4 the discussion to the volume L 3 :
more general case of a « small system » S (playing the
role of the atomic system) interacting with a « large
E±(R) = V (6t ee' ) a^ + he
(2. la)
reservoir » % (playing the role of the electromagnetic
field with its infinite number of degrees of freedom).
A(R) = £ (Ak seikR) akE -v he
(2. 2b)
The advantage of such a generalization is to provide
^
a deeper insight in the problem. We point out in
mj^ _ y ( $ K x ee'^ a + f,c
E
particular that the expressions giving ( f - j - ) )
(2.2c)

\ \ d 'A f /

, / fdG\ \
. ,
,
and ( - j - ). averaged in the vacuum state of the
field and calculated to the first order in the fine structure constant a, can be expressed in terms of simple

statistical functions of the two interacting systems
(correlation functions and linear susceptibilities).
We discuss the mathematical structure of these

expressions and their physical content.

with :
8t = i / — ^ - j ,
\ 2 e0 L

jik = /
\j 2 s0 L a>

K= -

k

, 3ik = iW

k

,

c

Q 3)
(2 4)
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akc and a£ £ are the annihilation and creation operators
for a photon with wave vector k and polarization E.
The summation concerns all the wave vectors k with
components multiple of 2 n/L and, for a given k,
two transverse orthogonal polarizations el and E 2 .
In classical theory, expansions similar to (2.2)
can be written, the operators akc and a£e being replaced
by c-numbers oc^f) and af E (0 which are actually
« normal » variables for the
field.
In order to calculate the energy of the Coulomb
field of the particle, it is also convenient to take the
Fourier transform of the longitudinal field (2.1)
(for a given value of r) •

2.1.4 Introduction of a cut-off. — It is well known
that divergences appear in the computation of
various physical quantities (such as energy, momenturn...) associated with a charged point particle
interacting with the electromagnetic field. These
divergences are due to the contribution of the modes
with large wave vectors. In order to deal with finite
expressions, we will consider only the coupling of
the electron with modes k such that
|k I<
fc
(2 10)
M
_, .
_ . . ,
,
' ,
Thls
f - ? ? kM » chosen not too large so that the
n o n relativistlc
approximation is correct for all the
modes which are taken into account (/K»M <S me2
E (R) _ y _ , • _ _ £ _ _ K e ' M R - r ) _j_ ^ c (2.5) w ' t h WM = ^ M ) - On the other hand, coM must be
2 s0L3 k
large compared to the characteristic resonance frek
quencies co0 of the bound electron. This gives two
2.1.2 Electron variables. — The electron motion bounds for feM :
is described by the position operator r and the conjuo)0
mc
gate momentum p :
~ ^ kM < —-•
(2.11)
_ h
It is well known that theories using such a cut-off
are n
P~ 7
° longer relativistic invariant [15]. The modes
selected by condition (2.10) are not the same in two
The velocity operator, v, is given by :
different reference frames, because of the Doppler
effect. It is possible to restore relativistic invariance,
mv = p — eA(r)
(2.7) by u s m g some more sophisticated cut-off proce. ,
..
.
dures [161. However, we are not concerned here
where m is the electron mass. Note that v is not an w h h ^ r e l a t i v i s t i c a
ts of radiative
blems
electronic operator since it includes field variables a n d w e w i u j
t h e s e difficulties. T o s u m m a r i z e >
through A(r). The electron is bound near the origin _ _,. s u m s o y e r k
; h e r e after m u s t ^
by an external static potential F 0 (R). If spin is taken u n d e r s t o o d a s l i m i t e d b c o n d i t i o n ( 2 1 0 ) T h e
into account, the electron variables are supplemented s a m e r e s t r i c t i o n a l s o a U e s t o t h e e x p a n s i o n ( 2 . 5 )
by the spin operator S. Magnetic and spin effects o f t h e l o i t u d i n a l field T h e e n e
J the lon^tu.
will be briefly discussed in § 5.2.5. They are neglected d j n a l _
_, { h e n finite _ n d
a] t 0
elsewhere.

2.1.3 The Hamiltonian. — In the non relativistic
approximation, the Hamiltonian is the sum of
terms : the rest mass energy of the electron, its kinetic
energy, its potential energy in K0(R), the energy of
the longitudinal field and the energy of the transverse
fields :
j
H = me2 + j— (p — eA(r))2 +
m

4. v ( ") 4- — f d 3 R V2(H\
+ yo(r> + 2 J ° - K ^ I I W
,
+ Z ~T" (at£ akt + ffke a ii) • (2-8)
kE

.., .
.. .. , ,. , ,
,
T,
The energy of the longitudinal field appears to be a
constant, representing the energy of the electrostatic
field associated with the charge.
This constant can
6
,
...
be written as
— I d 3 /JE 2 (R) = dm c2

(2 9)

drrii can be considered as a correction to the mechanical rest mass m of the electron. The same correction
appears in classical theory.

2

e2

u

Sml c 2 = X
(2.12)
3 2 = —j^five
v. 2e0 L k
4 n e0
^
w h i c h c a n fee w r i t t e n _ s a
w h e r g a .$ ^
n
structure constant.
2.1.5 Electric dipole approximation. — We also
suppose in this paper that the binding potential
localizes the electron in a volume centred on the
origin, with a linear dimension a much smaller than
l e wave
^
- l e n 8 t n of the modes interacting with the
particle. (The cut-ofT/cM introduced above is supposed
to satisfy fcM a < 1.) Such an assumption which is
justified for an atomic electron, allows us to neglect
the spatial variation of the fields interacting with the
electron. We will then replace the fields at the electron
^
_^
E(f)
} fe t h e ^ f i e l d s
fl)
A(Q)
^ _^_
_ _ _ isBnot ;ssen'tial
The ^
.,
. . .
- 5;
,
.
..,.
r
for the derivation of the results presented in this
„ . .,
. . ..
f . .
. ..
paper. But the calculations are much simpler and the
physical conclusions remain unchanged (').
(*) Corrections to the electric dipole approximation are
o f higher order in 1/c. They have to be considered when
relativistic corrections are included in the Hamiltonian
(seeforexample [4]).
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To summarize the previous discussion, we will use hereafter the following Hamiltonian :
(p - M(0))2 + F 0 (r) +

HED = (m + dm,) c2 + ±

g

^

(«+ «k£ + au a+)

(2.13)

|k|<fc M

with
A(0) = X

A^au

(2.14)

+ hc.

I k | < *M

2.2 DYNAMICS OF THE ELECTRON INTERACTING WITH electron from these two sets of coupled equations is
THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD. — 2.2.1 Principle of well known [8, 13, 14] and follows the general scheme
the calculation. — The rate of variation of electron of figure 1. One first integrates the field equations
and field variables can be determined from the in presence of the particle. The solution obtained
Hamiltonian (2.13). The corresponding two sets of for the field is then inserted in the electron equation,
equations are of course coupled; the field evolution This leads to a quantum dynamical equation desdepends on the charge motion and, conversely, the cribing the motion of the electron interacting with
electron experiences a force due to the
field.
the free field as well as with its own field.
The derivation of a dynamical equation for the

2.2.2 The electromagnetic field in presence of the particle. — Since all field operators are expressed in
terms of akt and ake, we start with the Heisenberg equation for akE(0 :
ajf)

= { [#('), «kE(0] = - i(oakc(') + mjA

e*.<0

(2 15)

where
«(0 = M O = p(0 - e\(0, 0 •

(2.16)

Equation (2.15) is then formally integrated and gives :

"JO =fl*(*o)e-'af'~'0) +m%AA

dt e
Jio

' ~"°('~n **•*('') •

(2-17>

The evolution of akt{t) appears to be the superposition of a free evolution [first term of (2.17)] and a « forced »
evolution driven by the motion of the charge [second term of (2.17)]. We finally insert (2.17) in the expansions
(2.2) of the transverse field. The contributions of the two terms of (2.17) correspond respectively to the free
fields (Af, E if ) and to the source fields (As, E l s ). Actually, we need only for the following to know the fields
for R = 0 (because of the electric dipole approximation). From (2.2) and (2.17), one easily derives (see appendix A for the details of the calculation) :

with

A(0, t) = Af(0, 0 + As(0, 0

(2-18)

Af(0, 0 = 1 (A E e-to<'-">>) akt(t0) +hc

(2.19a)

- \ , e 3 K«
3 4 ne0 me3

(2 • 1%)

kE

As(0, 0 = 7 — 1 ( 0
3 IK
similarly

EJXO, 0 = E lf (0, 0 + E is (0, 0
with

' E lf (0, 0 = £ (6k £ e-"""-' 0 ') akE(f0) + he
ke

Eij(0> t) =
lsV

_ \ *Hi Ki) + 2 ^ L _ ^ S (0 .
3 me

3 4 7te 0 me

(2 • 20)
(2.21a)

(2-216)
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2.2.3 The quantum Abraham-Lorentz equation. — The Heisenberg equations for the electron operators
r and n are
mi(t) = j[H,r]

(2.22)

= «(t)

h(t) = j [H, n] = - VK0(r) + eEJQ, t) +^-{nx

B(0, /) - B(0, t) x JI) .

(2.23)

The last term of the right member of equation (2.23) is smaller than the second one by a factor v/c [see Eq. (2.3)].
It will be neglected hereafter. On the other hand, we notice that EjXO, t) is not multiplied by any electronic
operator so that the problem of order raised in the introduction does not. appear here. Replacing in (2.23)
the total transverse electric field by the sum (2.20) of the free field and the source field and using (2.22) to eliminate n, one gets :
mi{t) = - W 0 (r) + eEls(0, /) + eE lf (0, t)
= - VV0(r) ~\dmx r(r) + \ — ^ " x \ t ) + eEJfi, t).
3
3 4 UEQ c J

This equation is very similar to the classical AbrahamLorentz equation [17]. This is not surprising since
the classical Hamiltonian is similar to (2.13). The
general scheme of figure 1 is valid for both quantum
and classical theories, and the Hamilton-Jacobi equations have the same structure as the quantum Hei-

(2.24)

the free field operator cannot be considered as a
onumber equal to zero in the vacuum. We discuss
now some consequences of the quantum nature of
this last term,
2.3 THE DIFFICULTIES OF THE QUANTUM DYNAMICAL

senberg ones. Since there is no problem of order, EQUATION. — In its traditional form, the classical
the physical interpretation of this equation is clear. Abraham-Lorentz equation suffers from a well known
Apart from the external potential V0(t), two fields d e f e c t : t h e existence of preacceleration and self
act on the electron : its own field and the free field, accelerated solutions. The discussion of the same
The coupling of the electron with its own field is problem in quantum theory is undoubtly interestdescribed by two terms : the first one, proportional l n 8 I18]. We prefer here to focus on some more funto r, correspond to a mass renormalization from m damental difficulties inherent in the quantum formato m + f 5m, (2). The second one proportional l l s m a n d w h i c h a r e h l d d e n b e h i n d t h e f o r m a l a n a l ° g y
to t\ is the quantum analogue of the force which b e t w e e n t h e c l a s s i c a l a n d t h e Quantum dynamical
produces the radiative damping of the classical -eiuat'ons.
Flrst
particle. The last term of (2.24) describes the coupling
> l l 1S w o r t h n o t i n 8 t h a l equation (2.24)
relates n o n
of the electron with the free field, i.e. the field which
commuting operators. This of course
would exist if the particle was not there. This free complicates the resolution of the equation, but is
field may include an incident radiation field. Classi- unavoidable in a quantum theory of the electron
cally, the description of the electron free motion is dynamics.
obtained by taking E lr (0, t) = 0. In quantum mechaAnother difficulty lies in the fact that such an
mcs on the contrary, E i f is an operator. Although equation includes both particle and field operators,
its average value can be zero (in the vacuum state respectively r, p and Ef. This problem does not
for example), its quadratic average value is always a P P e a r >n the classical treatment where the free
strictly positive. The modifications of the electron f l e l d ' taken equal to zero, does not contribute to the
dynamics originating from this term correspond to Abraham-Lorentz equation. In quantum mechanics,
E cannot
the effect of vacuum
fluctuations.
f
be cancelled in the same way : physically,
To summarize, it is possible to derive a quantum this means that the electron cannot escape the vacuum
form of the Abraham-Lorentz equation. The self fluctuations. To estimate the two contributions of
reaction terms appear in a natural and unambiguous v a c u u m fluctuations and self reaction, we then have
way and are formally identical in quantum and to integrate the quantum Abraham-Lorentz equation
classical theories. In the quantum equation, the w l t h a source term; this introduces further comphterm describing the interaction of the particle with c a t l °ns- To avoid this problem, one may try to deal
only with electron operators averaged over the state
(2) As in classical theory, the fact that the mass correc- o f t h e field. Suppose that the radiation field is in the
tion in the Abraham-Lorentz equation and the mass correc- vacuum state at the initial time t0 : Let < S(t) >„ be
tion in the rest mass energy (2.9) differ by a factor f is due the average in this radiation state of the particle
to the lack ofcovariance of the cut-off procedure.
operator 5(0- < S(t) >R is still an operator, acting
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only in the electron Hilbeit space. The average of
equation (2.24) gives :

we first evaluate the contributions of the various
terms of the interaction Hamiltonian to the rate of
variation, dG/dt, of an arbitrary atomic observable G
«<r>R= -<VK0(r)>R-^mI<r>R+
S 3.1). We then discuss the problem of order which
3 ' N '"
arises when the total field appearing in this rate is
^
,/ f y
(2.25) s P u t m t o i t s fcee P81* aad i t s source part (§3.2).
+ z
3
3 4 KB0 c
We solve this problem by introducing hermiticity
„, ,
. . ,
.. . ..
.
,_
conditions associated with the requirement of phyWe have used the fact that^ the average value of E, ^
^ . ^
^
^
3 3 ^
34).7inall
,s zero in the vacuums** ft seems m this last equa- ^ £ ^ T o t ^ v a c u u m ^
J ^
^ ^
ton that vacuum flucniafons have disappeared and
rates^hicn^1^aperturbative^cluatiollS3.5).
donotplay any roleintheevolutionof<r>,. Actually,
-*
i~
v» /
the simplicity of equation (2.25) is misleading; the

averaged operators < r >„, < p >» do not have the
same properties as the original operators r, p. For
example, their commutation relations are not the
canonical ones ([< r >R, < p >*] / ifi) and their evolution is not unitary. So, we are no longer able to
draw a parallel between the classical AbrahamLorentz equation and the evolution of < r >. given
by (2 25)
Furthermore, aU the dynamical aspects of the
electron motion cannot be described only by the
two operators < r >R and < p >,. The value of the
product < r.p >„, for example, cannot be calculated
as a function of < r >R and < p >R. Similarly, equation (2.25) is not a true differential equation since
< VK0(r) >R cannot be expressed in terms of < r >R
and < p >R. This equation is then not «closed» : it
links <r> R and its derivatives to another operator
< VF0(r) >R for which we have to find the evolution

equation (ihe vacuum fluctuations will probably

contribute to this equation, which proves that their
disappearance in (2.25) was only superficial).
ThTprevious discussion clearly Aows that we
cannot avoid to study now the evolution of electron
observables other than r and p and to ask about
their rate of variation the same type of questions
concerning the respective contributions of vacuum
fluctuations and self reaction. This problem will be
be dealt with in the next section. Note that the simplifications which occurred above for the evolution
of r (no order problem in (2.24) and nullity of the
vacuum average^ of E, in (2.25)) will not occur for
the evolution of a general particle observable.

3.1 CONTRIBUTION OF THE VARIOUS TERMS OF THE

INTERACTION HAMILTONIAN. — It will be convenient
to divide the total Hamiltonian (2.13) into three
parts, the Hamiltonian
2

ir _ _P_

z m

\-V{r\

nil

, . ,
. ,
.
, v . „ ..
of the electron in the static potential V0(r), the Hamiltoman
,
»
HK = X^ r a ( a b a kx ^ 5 )
(3-2)
te
2
V
/
of

* e transverse radiation field, and the Hamiltonian

K = - - p. A(0) + ^ - A2(0) + -£— -* (3.3)
m
2m
4Ke
o *
, .
.
_ ,,
,.
,
- . ,
.
< * * ? * « * » * " " ' . " P ^ charactenzed by the

?"*?*!*??M *fu

Z^B

O ' , ^

° **

*>n&t*d™d field of the electron (2.12).
^ ralf o f v a m t i o n o f m a t o n u c observable G

m

1ba

te

wntten

M

^
{(-r:G = -z[Hi,G\ +^[V,G].

(3.4)

w e discuss now the contributions of the three terms
o f K to the second commutator (to order 2 in e).
,.v _, ,
,
...
c ., .
(
? T h e t . l a ? **?» ? f £ " ^ n U ^ b e r w h i c h «*m"
mUt
^ W I t h G Iand ^
* ? * « ' ^ n o t *****
d
" * 3 ™ 7 « l evolution. Tms term corresponds to
*n overall displacement of ekctromc energy levels

There is a supplementarjTreason for studying the J m c h w.e ^
£*** F^Tfi
"L86?101? I f?
d u e to
evolution of operators other than r and p. Very few
. ^ f «=ontnbution Sm^ of the Coulomb field
experiments are dealing with the position or the S . . * 1 8 * 1 * 0 1 1 t ° K t h e e ^ n "*. " T I T ^ ;
momentum of an^mfc electron. One rather mea- T " * * «"« * M o a * L b e f f " " 1 ? 1 J " * - 1 *

° C S f • v ^ l o n g l t u d l I l a l field
f ^ o n ltself ^ s a m e Mtuatlon
eMStS m c l a S S K a l
^ ^
(") The second term of V does not depend on
atomic
variables and thus commutes with G. It has
no dynamical consequences. It nevertheless contribates to the total energy. Let us calculate its average
value. Since we limit the calculation to order 2 in e,
3. IdentificatiM of the coatribatioas of vacwm we can replace A(0) by the free field A,(0). The term
fluctuations and self reaction to the rate of variation then becomes independent of the atomic state and
of aa arbitrary atomic observable. — In this section, can be interpreted as an overall shift of the electron

sures the population of an energy level, the fiequency
or the damping of some atomic osdUatioT assodated wtth off-diagonal elements of the density
matrix. This suggests that operators such as 11 >< 11
or 11 > O I (where 11 > and |y > are eigenstates of
the electron in the potential Vo) are more directly
connected to experiment than r and p.

K U M L DC PHVSQUE.—T. 43, tT 11, NOVHflftE 1982

" ^ r ^ l
^ ^ ^ ^
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energy levels. The value of this shift for the vacuum
state of the field is given by

/ o ^-A?(0) o)
\
2m
/

where the two rates

e2Hk

T**»
k£ 2 m

N° 11

( f ) v f = ^N W .A f (O,0 + ^l - A)Af(0,0.N(0
(3 11)

»
8 n2 e0 me
= 5m2c>. (3.5)

/d|\
\

=eANW.A>(0>0+e(I_A)Ai(0>0.Na)

/sr

\

This shift can be interpreted as a new contribution,
(3.12)
<5m2 c2, to the electron rest mass energy. It is proportional to the vacuum average of the square of the depend on X since Af and As do not commute sepafree field and thus is clearly a vacuum fluctuation rately with N(t).
effect, the interpretation of which is well known [19] :
^ being arbitrary, the splitting (3.10) of the total
it is the kinetic energy associated with the electron rate is not uniquely defined [11-13].
vibrations produced by the vacuum fluctuations of
, , „.
th

1 t

f Id

3.3 PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION AND HERMITICITY

CONDITIONS. — In order to remove this indetermina(iii) Finally, only the first term of (3.3) contributes tion, we introduce now some simple physical consito the dynamical evolution of G. The corresponding derations.
term of (3.4) can be written as
Suppose that G is a physical observable, represented by a Hermitian operator. The rate of varia/dO\
_ _ Je_r A r t l , r l _ ^ . , „ , , , ,.. tion of G due to the coupling is also a Hermitian
W
(
Vd'/couPling ~
*"
~
' operator [this clearly appears on (3.8) since N(/)
and A(0, t) are commuting Hermitian operators].
Our purpose is to split this rate of variation in two
where N is an atomic operator given by
rates, involving Af and As respectively, and having
separately a well defined physical interpretation in
N
L fp Q]
(3 7) terms of vacuum fluctuations and self reaction.
Km '
This interpretation requires that (3.11) and (3.12)
should have separately a physical meaning, and
If G coincides with p or r, N is equal to 0 or to a consequently should be separately Hermitian. This
constant and (3.6) reduces to 0 or to A(0). We find condition determines X which must be equal to 1/2.
again that the evolution of r and p is very simple. T n us, the splitting of dG/dt is unique and given by
Finally, combining (3.4) and (3.6) and reintroducing the time explicitly in the operators, we get
(*G\ = g 1 [ N (,).A f (0, r) + Af(0, f)-N(0]
^G(/) = |[/f.(0,G(0]+eN(/).A(0,t).

, „„.

T

(3.8)

• „«

3.2 THE PROBLEM OF ORDER.—In expression (3.8),

we split, as in section 2, the field A(0, t) in two parts,
Af(0, /) representing the free field and As(0, i) representing the source field. If the atomic operator N(r)
does not reduce to 0 or to a constant (as it is the
case for r and p), we are immediately faced with the

(3.13)

(¥f)
\

af

=4[ N «-A S (O,O + AS(O,O.N(O].

/sr

«

^

This could have been obtained by choosing the
completely symmetrical order in (3.9).

problem of order mentioned in the introduction.

3.4 GENERALIZATION TO MORE COMPLICATED SITUA-

Since N(r) and A(0, /) commute, we can start in
equation (3.8) with any order

TIONS. — It may happen that the total rate of
variation of G does not appear as simple as in (3.6),
i.e. as the product of an atomic observable by a
observable. For example, if we had not made
the electric dipole approximation, the electron position operator r would appear in A. Another example
is the appearance of non Hermitian operators in
^ ^ fie]d A j s d e c o m j J e d i n t o i t s
(3 6) ^

N(0-A(0, 0 or A(0,f)-N(0.

field

More generally, we can write the last term of (3.8) as
in.™ x »«. \
/i
n »/n x ».T/s /-, r.\
cAN(0.A(0, t) + e(l - X) A(0, t).N«) (3.9)
with X arbitrary. Replacing A by Af + A, leads to
/•r\
/(\r\
f(\r\
/_)
= tz¥. j + / ^ )
(3.I0)
V /coupling
V /vf V /sr

positive and negative frequency components which
Hermitian. We extend now the previous
treatment to these more complex situations.
We first note that, in the most general case, the
total rate of variation of a physical observable G

are not
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(due to the coupling with the field) can always be
written as

/dCA

_

("37 J

=

j+ \i+\

v

4- e(/*< "i
'

£04f #,- + ^>+ A*)
>

or any combination of these forms. When At is replac-

ed by AK + Ais, it is easy to see that the hermiticity
A- •
•
A
fdG\
A fdG\ .
,
condition imposed on -^- and \-^-\ is no longer
where the At are field operators and the Nt atomic
V / vf
V /sr
operators which commute, but which are not neces- sufficient for removing the indetermination. For
sarily Hermitian. For example, in simple models example,
dealing with two-level atoms and using the «rotating
+
+
+
+
wave approximation», the coupling Hamiltonian is
L (^>f ^.- + Nt Ais) and 2rj(Ni Ait + Alf N( )
taken of the form
+
_
are two Hermitian rates of variation which could be
V = — (E D +E
D )
(3.16) attributed to vacuum fluctuations and which generally
i
™+ j r > L
••
J I
•
do not coincide since Ait and At do not commute
where D and D are the raising and lowering ^
N md
N+_ F o f ^
sim lefmodel considered
components of the dipole moment operator, and a b o y e s e e ( 3 | 6 ) a n d ( 3 1 7 ) ] P t h e s e two rates res£ ' + ' and £< > the positive, and negative frequency
ive[ ^
nd tQ t h e a n J t i n o m a l a n d n o r m a ,
components of the field [20].
orders s
whfin ^
a n d ^ N afe not Hermitia
In such a case, we get
we must introduce a
flew
requiremcnt
/d(j\
Coming back to the expression (3.15) of the total
I -7- I
= £'<+) F+ + E{') F~ (3.17) rate, we first re-express this rate in terms of physically
\ /coupling
well defined atomic and field quantities, i.e. in terms
of Hermitian operators. The physical justification
1
.
for such a transformation is that we want to be able
F + =l-r[G, D +]
(3.18) to analyse the total physical rate in terms of physical
"
quantities. For example, it would be difficult to ela(3.17) has a structure similar to (3.15).
b o f a * a P 1 1 ^ 1
Pfurefrom^expressioninvolving
G being Hermitian, the right side of (3.15) is of ? % the Positive frequency part of the field which
course also Hermitian, but since the atomic and field 1S n o t ° b s e r v a ^ Introducing the real and the imaoperators commute, it could be written as well as &™1?, ^
o f t l * v f a n o " s ° P ^ a t o r . s ^ ^ " n g in
(3 15), and using the fact that field and atomic operaYlNjAi + JVj+ At+) or T(NiAi + A* N*)
tors commute, we transform (3.15) into the strictly
i
i
equivalent expression
+

'

or

1625

N<

' (315>

(£L-<?(^)^->~?(^)(^')-

°-»

But now the total rate appears as a sum of products of observables of the field by observables of the particle as
in (3.6) and the procedure of the previous section can be applied to each of these products and singles out the
completely symmetric order

(3.20)
when Ai is replaced by Ai{ + Ais in (3.19).

To summarize the previous discussion, a unique
well defined order is singled out by the following two
conditions,
(i) The two rates (-gj-j

and l - ^ j j

\ / vf
\
separately a physical meaning.

/ SI

must have

(ii) Before replacing At by Ait -t- Ais, the total rate
must be expressed in terms of physical field and particle quantities.
3.5 VACUUM AVERAGE OF THE VARIOUS RATES. —

To progress further, we must now take the average
of the two rates (3.13) and (3.14) over the vacuum
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state of the field. The calculation of such an average
is not trivial (as it was the case in the previous section
for r and p). This is due to the presence of products
of field and atomic operators in the right side of the
equations. For example, when we average the product
eAr(O, <).N(<), we must not forget that these two
operators are correlated since the atomic operator
N(/) depends on the free field which has perturbed
its evolution from the initial time t0 to /. Consequently,
before taking the vacuum average, we have first to
calculate, to a given order in e, N(f) as a function of
unperturbed (free) atomic and field operators. Since
we limit our calculation to order 2 in e (i.e. to order 1
in the fine structure constant a), we must solve the
Heisenberg equation for N ( 0 up to order e [e already
appears in (3.13) and Af is of order e0]. When we insert
the perturbative expansion of N(0, which contains
zero or one field operator taken at a time t' such that
t0 < t' < t, in the product Af(0, t).N(t), and when
we take the vacuum average, we get « one-time averages » < 0 | A f (0 | 0 > which are equal to zero, and
« two-time averages » such as
< 0 | Alt(0, t) AtJP, t') | 0 >
. . . .
. .
,
, .
(with i,j = x, y, z), i.e vacuum averages of products
of two components of free field operators taken at
two different times. Similar considerations can be
made about the other products of (3.13) and (3.14).
Actually, such perturbative ca culations are no
specific of our choice of the symmetrical order in (3 9)
and they can be found in other papers where other
choices are investigated [11, 13]^ Rather than duplicating these calculations we prefer in the next section
to reconsider our problem of the separation between
vacuum fluctuations and self reaction from a more
general point of view where one asks the same type
of questions for a small system S (generalizing the
atom) interacting with a large reservoir 31 (generalizing the field). The extension of the previous treatment to this more general situation is straightforward. It leads to mathematical expressions which,
because of their generality, have a more transparent
structure. In particular, since we don t use, in the
intermediate steps of the calculation, simplifications
specific to a particular choice of S and 31, we find that
some important statistical functions of S and %
appear explicitly in the final expressions and this
provides a deeper physical insight in the problem.
4. Extension of the previous treatment to a system
8 interacting with a large reservoir 31. - 4.1 INTRODUCTION-OUTLrNE OF THE CALCULATION. — It is Well
known that spontaneous emission, and all associated
effects such as radiative corrections or radiative
damping, can be considered as a problem which can
be studied in the general framework of the quantum
theory of relaxation in the motional narrowing limit
[21, 22]. Such a theory deals with the damping and
energy shifts of a small system S coupled to a large
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reservoir 31. Large means that 31 has many degrees
of freedom so that the correlation time TC of the observables of 31 is very short, allowing a perturbative
treatment of the effect of the 8-31 coupling during a
time TC. For spontaneous emission, the atom plays
the role of S, the vacuum field, with its infinite number
of modes, plays the role of 31, and the correlation
time of vacuum fluctuations is short enough for
having the motional narrowing condition well fulfilled.
This point of view suggests that we can extend to
any S-3t system the same type of questions we have
asked about the atom-field system. Is it possible to
undestand the evolution of S as being due to the effect
of the reservoir fluctuations acting upon S, or should
we invoke a kind of self reaction, S perturbing 31 which
reacts back on S ? Is it possible to make a clear and
unambiguous separation between the contributions
of these two effects ?
The extension of the treatment of section 3 to this
more general case is straightforward. We first note
that, although most presentations of the quantum
theory of relaxation use the Schrodinger picture (one
derives a master equation for the reduced density
operator of S), we have to work here in the Heisen^ Hdsenbe
b
jcture ActuaU
icture is also
m e d i n ±e d e r i v a t i o n o f t h e « Langevin Mori » equa4
the evolution of the observables of

tions describi
as b d

d r i y e n fe a

reseryoir a

)

n o t Qnl

a d

<(

^
^

friction

tions and
of f

svstgm

m

^

«L
^

g

«

i n force >} ( h a y i
friction

force

a , s o & shift o f

^
.

y>

s

g 2efo

^Toducing
^

^
k
» ^ c o n t r i b u t i o n of r e s e r v o i / f l u c t u a .
^ ^ ^ FoUowi the
al s c h e m e
^ H a m i l t o m a n of the
^
w e gtart ^
Qur

H = H% + HK + V

where

(4.1)

y _ _ y /{. 5.
(4 2)
i
i s t h e i n t e r a c t i o n Hamiltonian, and R-, and S ; are
H e r m i t i a n o bservables of 31 and S [we can always
s u p p o s e t h a t y h a s bem
t i n t h i s fonn> e v e n t u a l l y
a f t e r a t r a n s f o r m a t i o n analogous to the one changing
( 3 1 5 ) i n t o ( 3 19)-j W e t h g n w r i t e t h e H eisenberg
e q u a t i o n f o r t h e r e Se rvoir observable Rt appearing
i n (4 2) T h e s o l u t i o n of t m s e q u a t i o n c a n ^ w r i t t e n
a s t h e s u m o f a free u n p e r t u r b e d p a r t R.{ ( s o l u t ion
l

°

order

the

P

°

in

^,anf

of a

«s

o

^ P^t >> R* due to
8her ln ^
+R
(4 3)

resence of S ( s o l u t l o n to o r d e r l a n d h l

R = R

Expression (4.3) is finally inserted in the last term of
the Heisenberg equation for an arbitrary system observable G
dG _ \_.^ ^ ,
dt
ih
ffi

—\G — Y R S\
\_ ' Y ' J

(4 4)
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in order to indentify the contribution of reservoir
fluctuations and self reaction. The problem of order
between the commuting observables R, and

Af, = ^ i [ G , S j

1627

culated up to order 2 in V, the reservoir only appears
in the final result through two statistical functions,
Thefirstone

(4.5) < T « =

=
in the last term of (4.4) arises in the same way as in
2 ^ Ri!^ Rj^f ~ T^ + Rj{^ ~ ^ R"^ ^ ^R
section 3 and is solved by the same physical consi,^ j .
derations which impose the completely symmetric
order. We thus get
j s t n e s y m m e tric correlation function of the two free
•._..
reservoir observables Ru and RJf. The average is

(

- p ) = -y^NjRff
<" /rf 2 x
/J/-.\
,

(4.6a) taken over the initial state of the reservoir which is
supposed to be stationary, so that C}f] only depends
on T. C\f\x) is a real function of x which describes

+ RaNt)

( - 5 - j = - YJ (NJ Ris + Ris Nj).

\d'/»

2

•

(4. 6b)

(

£Q\
-r- I and
/dG\
"
I -j— I in the reservoir state (reservoir average).
As explained in § 3.5, this requires a perturbative
calculation leading, to order 2 in V, to two time operator averages which can be expressed in terms of
correlation functions and linear susceptibilities. This
is precisely where the advantage of working with
a general S-% system appears. As already explained
in § 3.5, the intermediate steps of the calculation
remain general. For example, when we solve perturbatively the Heisenberg equation for R,, we get for
the source part, i?js, a perturbative expansion where,
at the lowest order, the linear susceptibility of the
reservoir appears. In the particular case of the atom
field system, the calculation of the source field has

the dynamics of the fluctuations of Ra and Rj, in the

reservoir state.
The second statistical function,
xW

= j:<[Ru«),Rit(t-T)-]>*0(T),

(4.8)

where 0(T) is the Heaviside function, is the linear susceptibility of the reservoir. It generally depends on the
reservoir state. Xy'CO is a l s o a r e a l function of x,
which describes the linear response of the averaged
observable < Rif(t) >R when the reservoir is acted
upon by a perturbation proportional to Rjf. Note
that both C and x have a classical limit (if it the case
for 31) : this is obvious for C, and for x, the commutator divided by ih becomes the Poisson bracket.
Similar functions can of course be introduced for
the small system S in an energy level | a >, with energy
Ea. We will note them

been done exactly and the result expressed in terms

c^>a)(x) = - < a I S (t) S (t — T) +

In order not to increase too muchthe length of this
paper, we will not give here the detailed calculations
7 /dG\ \
/ /dG\ \
of ( I -T- I ) and ( I -J— I ) following the general
Wa'/rf/
\Va'/W
scheme outlmed above. These calculations will be
presented in a forthcoming paper [25], together with
a discussion of the various approximations used in the
derivation. We just give in this section the results of
these calculations which will be useful for the discussion of section 5. We first give (§4.2) the expression
of the correlation functions and linear susceptibilities
in terms of which we then discuss the structure of the

a

1J
of atomic operators and time derivatives of these
2
' lf jf
operators (see equation (2.21)). In such an intermediate
+ sJf(t — t) Sif(t) \ a > (4.9)
calculation, the fact that the susceptibility of the
electromagnetic field is involved remains hidden, and, xf-'Xr) = - < a I [Sif(0, St(t — T)] I a > 6(z) (4.10)
thus this important function does not appear expli'J
ti
citly in the final result for / / - ^ - | \
where the upper indices (S, a) mean that S is in | a >,

terms describing the effect of reservoir

fluctuations

(§ 4.3) and self reaction (§ 4.4).
4.2 CORRELATION FUNCTIONS AND LINEAR SUSCEP-

TIBILITIES [26]. — When the reservoir average is cal-

,_nd w h e r e t h e l o w e r i n d e x f onuS« a n d S* m e a n s t h a t
f . ° P e r a t o r s fe . u n ^ r t u r ^ J "yStfm ^
T
evolving only under the effect of Hs (as for Ris and RJ{
which evolve only under the effect of HK).
Finally, we will note CjV(a\ $>(<»), Cjf-'\a>),
jj^"\o>) the Fourier transforms of (4.7), (4.8), (4.9),
J
(4 ,0); t h e F o u r i e r t r a n s f o r m / ( a ) ) o f / ( T ) b e i n g
defined by
the

j p+0°
/(c«) = J^\
/ ( t ) e" ia " d t .
oc
*'"

(4.11)

. „„
4

3

EFracT

STRUCTURE OF THE RESULTS DESCRIBING THE

OF
™ V 0 I R FLUCTUATIONS. - The first
important result concerning the reservoir averaged

rate

o f variation

/ (dG\

\

is that

\ \d?y r f / R

o n l

C «R, ( T )

'
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appears in its expression, and not x^KT)- Furthermore,
the corresponding relaxation equations have exactly
the same structure as the ones which would be obtained if the reservoir observables /?,- were replaced in the
interaction Hamiltonian (4.2) by fluctuating c-numbers r,(t) having the same correlation functions
6
'w
rm).
"-•v w
(4 12)
rrt\ r (t — T) = C^HT)
We conclude that, with our choice of the symmetric
order in (4.6), the effect of reservoir fluctuations is the
same as the one of a classical random field having the
same symmetric correlation function as the quantum
We show also in reference [25] that the average rate

of variation ( ( f ^ }_, and also ( ( § ^ ) ,

N° 11

integral (4.13). To summarize this discussion, we can
say that the energy shift (SEJ,f can be interpreted
as resulting from the polarization of S by the fiuctuations of 31.
We now turn to the discussion of the non Hamil.
. . / /dG\ \
.
.
,
toman part of ( - j - 1 ) . A very suggestive result
\\atJ,i /K
concerns the absorption of energy by S when S is in
I a >• T h e e f f e c t i s described by ^ ( - ^ ) ^ (G is
rep laced by H, and the average is taken over both the
s t a t e o f t h e reS ervoir and the state | a > of S). One finds
\ \ dt Jrl / „ „
=

_ ^ ^ |-- ^ ^

can be decomposed into a Hamiltonian part and a
non Hamiltonian part. The Hamiltonian part describes (in the so-called secular approximation) a shift
of the energy levels of S due to the 8-K coupling. The
non Hamiltonian part describes, among other things,
the exchange of energy between S and JR.
The shift, (SEa)Tf, of the level r« > of S due to reservoir fluctuations is found to be

^

^

^

^

u J -r

(4.14)
_, .
, • • , . , . , ,
,•,
,, ,
This result's identical with the one which would be
obtaine d lf a classical ran
,
£°ni perturbation with a
p0W
^ctIf
? ' f f f ^ C ^ > rwa* a f n g u p o n *
term
^ u ^ l l § » **l ,° [ ])"
T ^
t h e bra k ets
? 1
» actuaUy the dissipative part of the
susceptibility of S at frequency w. This dissipative
+ oc
(SE\
1 V f °° dt C<R>M y<s«VT^ (d 1 V\ P a r t i s m u l t i P l i e d b y l h e spectral power density of the
1
a f
J
J
'' ~ 2 t? J-oo
perturbation produced by 31. Here again we get a
result in agreement with the picture of S responding
Such a result has a very simple structure and a very t o t h e fluctuations o f # .
clear physical meaning (Fig. 2a). One can consider
that the fluctuations of 31, characterized by CjfXr),

polarize S which responds to this perturbation in a
way characterized by x!to)(T)- The interaction of the
fluctuations of 31 with the polarization to which they
gi ve rise in S has a non zero value because of the correlations which exist between the fluctuations of 31
and the induced polarization in S. The factor 1/2
in (4.13) is even somewhat similar to the factor 1/2
appearing in the polarization energy of a dielectric.
Finally, it is shown in [25] (by parity arguments) that
only the reactive part of ^\i) contributes to the
'
n
o
w

4 A

EFFECT

STRUCTURE OF THE TERMS DESCRIBING THE

<* SELF REACTION.—As expected, the reservoir
. / fdG\ \
, ,
, , ..
a
P P e a r s i n \ ( d?j s r / R o n ' y t h r o u 8 h t h e h n e a r s u s c e P '
Thus,^ appears that % is now polarized
biIity ^
/ /^Q\ \
by S.We can interpret the rate of variation ( ( - j r ) 7
. . .
^ '
"
a sbei
°S d " e l°^e r e a f l o n b a c k o n S o f t h e P°larizat l o n o l % b y & ( F l & 2b
,
>-. ,
.„ ,_ .
A s m tl e r e v i o u s se ct on 4 3 ll ml1
\ P
be mterestmg
u < ! / • >' c
to discuss the shift (SEJsr of | a > due to self
reaction. This shift is found to be

(5EX = - = I f

,
"

F

i
•

n
t

a

o

l

l

y

dx ZS^(T) C/f ->(t) .(4.15)

The same comments can be made as for (4.13), the
roles of S and 31 being interchanged. Here also, only
the reactive part of z*'(t) contributes to (4.15).
,
we can study the equation corresponding
(4.14) for self reaction

(I**-) ) =
Fig. 2. — Physical pictures for the effect of reservoir fluetuations and self reaction, a) Reservoir fluctuations : the
reservoir fluctuates and interacts with the polarization

induced in the small system, b) Self reaction : the small
system fluctuates and polarizes the reservoir which reacts
back on the small system.

\ \ d' /sr / R a
„ f °°

=n S I

"

^,. s .

d wC

U ^

. . ..„.,

m

^U

.

.(R)

(M> ~ tjMft

,

•

(4.16)
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Here also the same comments can be made, the roles
of S and 31 being interchanged. Note however the
difference of sign between (4.14) and (4.16). This is
due to the fact that (4.14) describes a transfer of
energy from 31 to S (gain for S), whereas (4.16) describes a transfer from S to 3t (loss for S). Actually

1629

and make the reservoir fluctuations to apparently
disappear from formulae (4.13) and (4.14). But it is
also clear that, after such a formal transformation,
these two expressions have lost their physical meaning
since they appear as the product of two susceptibilities,

(4.14) can also describe a loss for S, and (4.16) a gain,
5. Physical discussion. Contributions of vacuum
if there are adequate population inversions in S for fluctuations and self reaction to the radiative correc(4.14), in 31 for (4.16), responsible for an amplifying
tions and radiative damping of an atomic electron. —

behaviour of the susceptibility (instead of a dissipative one).
It must be emphasized that all the results derived
in this section follow from the choice of the symmetric
order in the total rate AGjdt before replacing R: by
Rn + Riv They can be all interpreted in terms of two
simple physical pictures : 31 fluctuates and polarizes S,
S fluctuates and polarizes 31. The clear physical structure of the results which have been obtained in this
way, and the coherence of the physical interpretation
can be considered as a confirmation a posteriori of
the pertinence of the method of separation we propose
in this paper. The priviliged character of the symmetric order for physical interpretation is thus
confirmed
Remark. - The previous treatment allows an easy
and clear discussion of the consequences of the fluetuation dissipation theorem [26]. Note first that this

We now come back to our initial problem concerning
the respective contributions of vacuum fluctuations
and self reaction for an atomic electron,
We have given in the previous section very simple
and general expressions for important physical effects
such as the shifts of the energy levels of S, or the energy
exchanges between S and 31, these expressions involving only correlation functions or linear susceptibilities
of S and 31.
What we have to do now is to calculate first these
correlation functions and linear susceptibilities in
the case where S is an atom and 31 the vacuum electromagnetic field (§ 5.1). We will then be able, using
(4.13), (4.14), (4.15), (4.16), to discuss the respective
contributions of vacuum fluctuations and self reaction
£ ^ r a d j a t ! V e « * " * * " » f o r a n f a t o m i c electron
§ 5 " 2 ) a n d **. rafte , ° , e f ^ e o f e n e r «y b e t w e e n
t h e a t o m a n d t h e f l d d <§ 5 • 3>"

theorem holds only for systems in thermal equilibrium
(populations of the various levels varying according

5.1 CORRELATION FUNCTIONS AND LINEAR SUSCEPTIBILITIES FOR THE VACUUM FIELD AND FOR AN ATOMIC

to the Boltzmann factor corresponding to a given
temperature). The above treatment is more general,
and is valid for an arbitrary stationary state of the
reservoir (the energy levels may have any population),
For a reservoir at thermal equilibrium which is the
case of the electromagnetic field vacuum, the
tion dissipation theorem states that the correlation
function Cfj\w) is proportional to the dissipative
part of the corresponding reservoir susceptibility.
Thus, in this case, one could formally replace in (4.13)
and (4.14) the correlation function of the reservoir
by the dissipative part of the reservoir susceptibility

ELECTRON. — Comparing (4.2) and the first term of
(3.3) (which is the only one to produce a dynamical
evolution of atomic observables, see § 3.1), we get,
for the atom field problem
fluctua-

Rfc) = ^4,(0, t)
e
S;(0 = — / w )

(5 1)

with i = x, y, z.
According to (4.7) and (4.8), the relevant statistical
functions for the field are :

C\f ( T ) = i < 0 | Aaffi, t) A j t { 0 , t-x)

+ Ajf(0,

t - T ) A i t ( 0 , t) | 0 >

$»(*) = \ < 0 I K-f(0, t\ Aft, t - T)] | 0 > 6(x)

(5.2)
(5.3)

where | 0 > is the vacuum state of the field and the index f means a free evolution for the operators. The calculation of these two functions is straightforward and given in the Appendix B. One gets :
(5.4)

*ljR>(T)

= 3

^

o C

3 ( " M <5« - \ *'(i)) •

(5.5)
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The Fourier transforms of (5.4) and (5.5) are also useful:

< 56 >

C

^=n¥t?^

«*•>-6^(^-1-)-

(57)

Because of the cut-off (2.10) expressions (5.6) and (5.7) hold only for | co | < io^ C and / being equal to zero
elsewhere. It follows that the 5 and 5' functions in (5.5) have actually a width 1 fat^.
Remarks : (i) The linear susceptibility of the field relates the linear response of the field, at point 0 and at
time /, to the perturbation associated with the motion of the electron at earlier times. This response is nothing
but the source field produced by the electron (and calculated to lowest order in e). Going back to the precise
definition of x [26], and using (5.5), we get for the «linear response » < 0 | A jit) | 0 > :

<o|/j,</)|o> = j;J <fr/o iSPwfeW-'O o\
= ^r^<°^')i°>-6^;<0i^)i0>

(5 8)

-

which coincides, to order 1 in e, with the expression given in (2.196) for the sourcefield.This clearly shows that,
in the derivation of (2.196), we have implicitly calculated the susceptibility of the field. Rather than using this
intermediate result, we have preferred in sections 4 and 5 to keep general expressions such as (4.13), (4.14),
(4.15), (4.16X which have a clear physical meaning, and to specify die values of C and x for the field only in these
final expressions.
(ii) Thefreefieldcommutator of (5.3) is a c-number ([a, a+) = 1), proportional to h [see expression (2.3)
of .4J. It follows that the linear susceptibility xiK of thefieldis independent of the state of the field, and independent of H. Therefore the classical and quantum linear susceptibilities coincide. Since the source field is directly
related to x*R> (see previous remark), it has the same expression in both classical and quantum theories, and this
explains why self reaction forces are formally identical in classical and quantum Abraham-Lorentz equations.
We consider now the atomic statistical functions. Their calculation is also straightforward. Using (5.1) in
(4.9) and (4.1 OX replacing pjf) by e""""* p, e " *•"* and introducing some closure relations, we get:

C^\t) = j~'Z{<''\Pi\l>y<b\pJ\ay^^ + ia\pj\by<,b\pi\aye-i"^}
)®'Ki:) = !:^20(T)Y1{<a\Pi\b><b\pj\aye>°»"-<a\pj\b><b\pi\a>e-t->'}

(5.9)
(5.10)

wherefeo^= E, — E^.
The Fourier transforms of(5.9) and (5.10) are :

C$-\w) = \ 4 l { < a \Pi; | b >< b \Pi, | a > d(w - mj + < a \Pj, | b >< b \Pi | a > * m + mj }
x^\m)=

-_^_£{< o |p,.|A><fc| / , i |a>3(—i

- i J ^ I I { < a | Pj,\ b >< b | p,, | a > d(<o + aj

\-<a\p,\b'>ib\pJ\ays(

- < a | Pi | * >< b | Pj | a > d(a> - a>J }

(5.11)

)}
(5.12)

where S means principal part
Thefirstline of (5.12), which contains only principal parts, is the reactive part /_' of the susceptibility, whereas the second line, which contains only ^-functions, is the dissipative part i/" [26-27].
5.2 RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS FOR AN ATOMIC ELECTRON. — 5.2.1 Calculations of(5E,Xf and (5Ea\,. —

We can now use the results of the previous section (5.1) for evaluating the two integrals appearing in the expressions (4.13) and (4.15) giving the energy shifts of the atomic level a respectively due to vacuum fluctuations
and self reaction. We must not forget to add Sm2 <? to (SEJ^ and dm, c2 to (SEXT where 8m2 c2 and dm, c2
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are given by (3.5) and (2.12) andrepresentoverall energy shifts respectively due to vacuumfluctuationsand
self reaction (see § 3. IX
Using (4.15), (5.5) and (5.9), we first calculate :

OJT e o <T y

ij J-m

= -6^^<fl|p2|a>

( 5 1 3 )

which gives :

^-«-.«»-f£(.|ji|.).

(5.14)

For (SEJ«, we first use the Parseval-Plancherel identity
_

j»+ao

M + OD

- j \

dt CffXt) zff^T) = - 7! I

dft) <?£>* (O>) j f ^ V ) .

(5.15)

The integral over at is then performed. Using (5.6) and (5.12), we get for (5.15) :

-5r"*^t)^T)"5^?^fi<'|'|*>«aj^to|-|H^)-K^)}
= -6^7?^l< f l l P l f c >| I L ° g |S|-

(516)

(Terms in 1/tOy have been neglected in (5.16).)
As in similar calculations [29], we introduce an average atomicfrequencya> defined by :
I^|<fl|p|*>|2Log1^1 = _;^|<fl|Pl*>|2Log^.

(5.17)

The summation over b in (5.17) can then be easily done :

X^|<fl|p|ft>|2=I^<am//s,p],p]|a>
= -5<a|AV0«|a>.

(5.18)

Finally, one gets for (dEJ* :
(MX

= 1 2 j t / ^ w 2 c 3 L o g ^ < a | AV0(r) | a > + &n2 c2 .

(5.19)

It is important to note that, in the derivation of first term of (5.14) has already been interpreted as
(5.14) and (5.19), we have not used approximations the increase of the rest mass energy of the electron
such as the two-level approximation, or the rotating due to its Coulomb field. The last term can be consiwave approximation. The energy level shifts are due dered as the first order correction to the average
to virtual transitions involving non resonant couplings. kinetic energy of the electron when m is replaced by
Consequently, a correct derivation of these shifts m + 4£m,/3 :
2
must take into account all atomic states and both
/
\
/
\
2
positive and negative frequency components of the (a
?-j
a ) = ( a J— a ) x
field.
\
20n+*&n,) /
\
2m /
5.2.2 Main effect of self reaction : modification of
kinetic energy due to a mass renormalization. — The

x

f 1 _ 1 ^m> + ... J « 20)
\
3m ) '
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The electron is surrounded by its Coulomb field, Actually, coming back to the expressions (2.12)
and when one pushes the electron, one has also to and (3.5) of 5ml and dm2, and introducing the fine
push its Coulomb field (electromagnetic mass).
structure constant a = e2/4 xs0 he, one can write
The mass corrections appearing in the two terms
.
»
of (5.14) are not the same. This discrepancy is due
zHh. = * M
(5.23a)
m

to the non covariant cut-off (see discussion of § 2.1.4),

T- me

c
/H \2
_Z!i = J L | _ ^ j
(5.23/>)
m
\mc /
. ,
,
,, . ,
Therefore, it clearly appears that Smjm is of higher
o r d e r ln X c
' * a n *"i/«- This explains why the
correction to the kinetic energy associated with dm2
is not given by our calculation which is limited to
5.2.3 Main effect of vacuumfluctuations: modi- t h e l o w e s t o r d e r in 1 /c. The basic Hamiltonian (2.13)

and also exists in classical theory.
Finally, it must be noted that, since the 2s1/2
and 2p1/2 states of hydrogen have the same average
kinetic energy, a mass correction produces equal shifts
for the two levels and cannot remove their degeneracy.
Self reaction alone cannot therefore explain the Lambjjjjfj.
fication of potential energy. — The first term of (5.19)

coincides with the standard non relativistic expression
for the Lamb-shift [29]. It appears as a correction
to the potential K0(r) which becomes V0(r) + <5K0(r)
where
hV {x\ =

2

g2 fi

12 n e0 m2 c3

T

^M ^y , •.
w

,? 2\)

does not

contain any relativistic correction. A more

P r e c i s e calculation including in the Hamiltonian
relativistic corrections up to order 1/c2 [4] (and
usin a n
8
effective Hamiltonian method for evaluating
radiative corrections) actually gives the expected
correction (5.22).
(u) The present calculation (as well as the one of
reference [4]) does not include of course any multi-

particle effect (virtual pair creation). It is well
known [19] that many particle effects reduce the
If V0(r) is the Coulomb potential of a nucleus divergence of the electron self-energy (<H + 5m2) c2,
located at the origin, AK0(r) is proportional to <5(r), w i t h r e s p e c t t 0 t h e c u t . o f f
Instead of h a v i n g a
and therefore only s states are shifted by such a l m e a r a n d q u a d r a t i c divergence (see (5.23)), one
correction, which explains in particular how the g e t s a l o g a r i t h m i c o n e . A l s o n e w c o r r e c t i o n terms,
degeneracy between 2s1/2 and 2p1/2 can be removed. a s s o c i a t e d w i t h v a c u u m polarization effects, appear.
Welton has pointed out [3] that a correction of
the same type as (5.21) would be obtained, if the
5.2.4 Classical versus quantum effects. —A strikelectron was submitted to a fluctuating classical field, ing difference can be pointed out between the contriwith frequencies large compared to the atomic fre- butions of self reaction and vacuum fluctuations to
quencies. The electron, vibrating in such a fluctuating radiative corrections : h does not appear in (<5£0)sr
field, averages the external static potential over a [see (5.14) and the expression (2.12) of 3mt], whereas
finite volume. If the spectral density of this random n does appear in both terms of (5Ea\t [see (5.19)
perturbation is identified with the one of vacuum and the expression (3.5) of 6m2~\.
fluctuations, one gets for the coefficient of AF0(r)
The fact that self reaction corrections are purely
the same value as in (5.21), w being simply replaced classical (independent of H) is not surprising. We
by a low frequency cut-off. Welton's analysis esta- nave already explained (see remark (ii) of section 5.1)
blishes a connection between Lamb-shifts of atomic why self reaction terms are identical in both classical
levels and vacuum fluctuations and provides a clear and quantum theories,
and simple physical picture.
On the other hand, vacuum fluctuation correcOur choice of the symmetric order in (3.9) ascribes tions have an essentially quantum nature since they
corrections such as (5.21) to vacuum fluctuations are due to the non zero mean square value of the
and entirely legitimates Welton's interpretation for fields in the vacuum, which is a pure quantum effect,
the Lamb-shift.
It must be noted however that, once the correlation
We have already seen (§ 3.1. ii) that vacuum flue- function of vacuum fluctuations is computed from
tuations are also responsible for a correction <5m2 to the quantum theory of radiation, their effect on the
the electron mass (last term of (5.19)).
atom (to the lowest order in tx) may be evaluated
semi-classically, since we have shown in § 4.3 that
Remarks : (i) It may appear surprising that our reservoir fluctuations have the same effect (to the
calculation doesn't give any correction to the kinetic lowest order) as a classical random field having the
energy associated with the mass correction <5m2 due same correlation function. This explains why pure
to vacuum fluctuations. One would expect to find, quantum effects, such as those produced by the
as in the previous section, a term of the order of
vacuum fluctuations of the quantized radiation field,
can be calculated as if a classical random field, with
_ ^m2 I
}^_
\
,j 22) a power spectral density equal to fia>/2 per mode,
m \
2 m I'
was acting upon the atom [30].
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To summarize, our choice of the symmetric order
in (3.9) leads to self reaction corrections which are
strictly equivalent to the corresponding classical ones,
whereas vacuum fluctuations appear to be responsible for pure quantum effects which can be however
computed semi-classically, once the correlation function of vacuum fluctuations is given.
5.2.5 Spin and magnetic effects. Interpretation of
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order e2/c3, we want to include spin and magnetic
effects, we must use :
„ _ _>to_ , T / ( \ _ £ C D ( \
s
~2m
°
m '

rs 291
\ • >

instead of (3.1), and replace p by it0 in the first term
*• ' ' '

the spin anomaly g — 2. — In this section, we take

e

into account the spin S of the electron and the cor. . .
responding magnetic moment

P-A(O) ->

g

mm

jto.A(O) .

(5.30)

What are the corresponding changes in (3Ea\,
? Since the field operators remain unchanged in (5.30), we still use (5.4) and (5.5) for C(R) and z(R).
Even in the absence of any external static magnetic On the other hand, we must change p into »t0 in the
field B o , Ms interacts with the magnetic field B of expressions (5.9) and (5.10) of C(S) and /fS).
the transverse radiation field. We should add to the
Consider first the modifications occurring for
interaction Hamiltonian V given in (3.3) a term.
(<5£a)sr. The only change in (5.14) is that we have
jio/2 m instead of p 2 /2 m. Since jto/2 m has the phy1VI RrtN — — — S ft((f\
fS ?S~) s ' c a ' m e a n m 8 of a kinetic energy in presence of the
s
m
\ • ) static vector potential Ao, we conclude that the main
effect of self reaction is, as before, to change the mass
describing such a coupling. This would introduce in appearing in the kinetic energy
the final expressions of radiative corrections new
correlation functions and new linear susceptibilities
ito
nl
e

Ms = ~ S .

(5.24)

a n ( j (<5£o)vf

involving two components of B, or one component

of B and one component of A. Since an extra 1/c
factor appears in the expansion of B in plane waves
[see expression (2.3)], we conclude that the new
radiative corrections associated with (5.25) would
be at least one order in 1/c higher than those calculated previously, and which, according to (5.13)
and (5.19) are in e2/c3 (or a/mc2). If we restrict our
calculations to the lowest order in 1/c, as we do in

fm ~* 2(m + § dnti)'

It must be emphasized that, at this order in 1/c, the
mass renormalization due to self reaction does not
affect the last term of (5.29). The mass m which
appears in the spin magnetic moment eSjm remains
unchanged. We don't get any term of the form
, <>mi £ c o

the non relativistic approach used in this paper, we

can therefore ignore the magnetic couplings of the
spin with the radiation field and neglect (5.25) (3).
The same argument does not apply of course to
the interaction of S with an external static magnetic
field B o deriving from the static vector potential Ao :
B0(R) = V x A 0 (R).

(5.26)

We must add to the atomic Hamiltonian Hs a new
term describing the interaction of M, with the static
magnetic field B o at the electron position

-M..B 0 (r)= - £ s . B 0 ( r ) .

(5.27)

(•>-il>

m m '

0

(5 32)

'

We will come back later on this important point,
discussing the origin of the spin anomaly g - 2 .
We now
discuss the modifications for (<5£0)vf. The
calculations are very similar to those of § 5.2.1, the
only difference being that, in the double commutator
of (5.18), we must use the new expression (5.29) of
Hs and replace p by n0. We have therefore to calculate :

when

1 /
Th\

[T n20
\\Tm

+ V

°^

e
1
1
\
~ m S<B °^ r ^ "° ' n° \ a /

(5-33)

*f we suppose that B0(r) is homogeneous (independent of r) and if we keep only terms linear in B o ,
(5 28) expression (5.33) reduces to (5.18). Thus, for homoKo — p _ e \ ( r )
geneous weak static magnetic fields, vacuum flucTo summarize, if, at the lowest order in 1/c, i.e. at tuations do not introduce any new radiative correction related to spin and magnetic effects.
We have now at our disposal all what is needed
(3) If we would like to go to higher orders in 1/c, we should f o r discussing the contribution of self reaction and
include relativistic corrections in the Hamiltonian and vacuum fluctuations to the electron dynamics in
retardation effects.
presence of a weak homogeneous static magnetic
We must also replace the electron momentum p by :
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field. Combining the previous results, the corrected fluctuations of the magnetic field B(0) of the radiaatomic Hamiltonian (including radiative corrections) tion field which exert a fluctuating torque on Ms,
can be written :
producing an angular vibration of the spin and,
consequently, a decrease of the effective magnetic
»o
+ V ( ) + SV (r) - —S B (T)
moment. This is the equivalent of Welton's picture
2(m + | <5m,)
m ' °
for g — 2 which would produce a negative spin anomaly if this was the only mechanism. We understand
P - 3 4 ) n o w the failure of such a picture. For g — 2, the
,.
,
,,
predominant physical mechanism is self reaction
where corrections including dm, are due to self reac- w h i c h s l o w s d o w n t h e m o t i o n o f t h e d e c t r i c c h
tion and 3V0(r) to vacuum fluctuations.
The spin magnetic moment appearing in the last
term of (5.34) can be written as :

jy. _ £ § _ 2 _£_ s
m
2m

(5 35)

In terms of the « bare » (uncorrected) mass, the g
factor of the electron spin is 2. But, the mass which
is measured experimentally, in deflection experiments,
is the renormalized mass, i.e. the mass which appears
in the corrected kinetic energy

5.3 RATE OF EXCHANGE OF ENERGY BETWEEN THE
ELECTRON AND THE RADIATION HELD. — 5.3.1 Contri-

bution of self reaction. — We start from (4.16) and
expressions (5.7) of zR and (5.11) of Cs.
Because of the d function appearing in (5.11), the
integral over to is readily done, and we get for the
rate of energy loss due to self reaction by the electron
in state a

weusetne

/ o, a (— fj\
0 a\ =
\
| \ d i 'Ja ' /

(5.36) - - f i s f e ? ? ? ^ 1 * 1 * ^ - (539)

*—+***

, . .,
,, . .
,
Now, we write (4)
r —
so that, if we reexpress M s m terms of m, we have
frOm(5 35)

-

;j;<«|jM6>«U-i<-|[JWJ|ft>
MS = - S = 9 ^ = S
m

W t h

8

im

/
ASm\
— 2 — — 21 1 4- ' 1> 2

~

m~

\

(5.37)

3 m /

i

.

= - — < a | pf | 6 >
=-i<a|7,|6>.

'

(5 38)

'

(5.40)

Finally, by using (5.40) and the closure relation
over b, we transform (5.39) into :

So, it clearly appears that the positive sign oig—2
is due to the fact that self reaction corrects only to / Q I /d_ \
- \ _ _ 2 e2
. , ^-..2 , .
lowest order the kinetic energy and not the magnetic \ ' | \dt s)sr
/
3 4 ne0 c3 ^ ° ' ' '
coupling between S and B o . The motion of the charge
is slowed down but not the precession of the spin.
P-41)
This is easy to understand. In the non relativistic
Such a result is extremely simple and exactly coinlimit we are considering in this paper, electric effects cides with what is found in classical radiation theory.
predominate over magnetic ones and self reaction is The rate of radiation of electromagnetic energy is
stronger for a charge than for a magnetic moment, proportional to the square of the acceleration of the
We therefore arrive at the same conclusions as other radiating charge, the proportionality coefficient being
treatments [4, 31].
just the one appearing in (5.41). We note also that,
If the calculation was pushed to higher orders if self reaction was alone, the atomic ground state
in 1/e, as in [4], we would get corrections to the spin would not be stable, since the square of the accelemagnetic moment, especially those due to the vacuum ration has a non zero average value in such a state.
5.3.2 Contribution of vacuum fluctuations. — We now use (4.14) and the expressions (5.6) of C<R) and
(5.12) of Xs*. This gives

( H (?"•)„

O fl

' )=l2^r?{

da.ai |o>| J X l< « l/»< I* > I2 W«+»-)-«(">-«»-))

(4) The atomic operators appearing in j; ( S ) are free atomic operators. This is why their time derivative is given by the
commutator with H, (and not with the total Hamiltonian H).
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(5.42)
Using (5.40), and distinguishing the terms «„,, > 0(Ea > Eb) and the terms coat <0(Ea<

£ d Xweget:

( ° ' a | ( ^ ) v f ° ' V = ! 4 ^ ? { ? <«l?l*>.<*|y|«>- Z <«|?|*>.<*|r|a>l.
E*>E«

Eb<Ea

(5.43)
The first line describes an absorption of energy by the electron which jumps from a to a higher state b,
whereas the second line describes an emission of energy by jumps to lower states. This is in agreement with
the picture of a random field inducing in the atomic system both downwards and upwards transitions.
Now, coming back to (5.41), we can reintroduce the closure relation over b between r and ¥, which gives :

(0, f l |(A^J 0 , a ) = -|^ ? < f l |r|,>.<*|V| f l >
Z < « | r | 6 > . < 6 | f | a > + Z < « l ' I* >•<*! ? | a > } .
3 4 ne0 c3 ) »
»
J

= - \ T ^ S \

£» > Ea

£» < E.

(5.44)
Adding (5.43) and (5.44), we get for the total rate of energy loss by the electron in state a

(5.45)
£(,<£„

This satisfactory result means that the electron in
Such a procedure is very general and can be extended
the vacuum can only loose energy by cascading down- to the case of a small system S interacting with a
wards to lower energy levels. In particular, the ground large reservoir 31. The results of the calculation can
state is stable since it is the lowest state.
be expressed (5) in terms of simple statistical funcThe previous discussion clearly shows that the tions of the two interacting systems, leading to simple
ground state cannot be stable in absence of vacuum physical pictures : % fluctuates and polarizes S
fluctuations which exactly balance the energy loss (reservoir fluctuations effects); S fluctuates and poladue to self reaction [28]. In other words, if self reaction rizes 31 (self reaction effects),
was alone, the ground state would collapse and the
When applied to the case of an atomic electron
atomic commutation relation [x,p\ = iH would not interacting with the vacuum field, such a procedure
hold. Such a collapse is prevented by vacuum flue- gives results in complete agreement with the usual
tuations which actually originate from the quantum pictures associated with vacuum fluctuations and
nature of the field, Le. from the commutation rela- self reaction. All self reaction effects, which are indetion [a,a+] = 1. We have here an illustration of a pendent of ft, are strictly identical to those derived
very general principle of quantum mechanics. When from classical radiation theory. All vacuum fluctuatwo isolated systems interact (here the atom and the tion effects, which are proportional to H, can be
field), treating one of them quantum mechanically interpreted by considering the vibration of the elecand the other one semi-classically leads to inconsis- tron induced by a random field having a spectral
tencies [32]. The field commutation relations are power density equal to ftco/2 per mode.
necessary for preserving the atomic ones and vice
versa.

6. Conclusion. — We have removed the apparent
indetermination in the separation of vacuum flue- Q I t m u s t ^ k e p t ^ m^ ^^ M ^ calculations have
tuations and self reaction by imposing to the cor- been limited to order 2 in the coupling constant At higher
responding rates of variation to have a well defined orders, cross terms would appear between reservoir fluephysical meaning (hermiticity requirements).
tuations and self reaction.
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Appendix A : Calculation of the source fields As(0, t) and EXs(0, t). — Equations (2.2a) and (2.2b) give
the expressions of A and E a in terms of the creation and annihilation operators :
A(0, t) =

£

Ak £akc(t) + hc

(A. la)

6* tajit) + he.

(A. 16)

I k I < kM

I

EJfi,H =

be
|k|<*M

Inserting (2.17) into these two equations, one gets the expression of As(0, t) and E is (0, t) :
A,(0, f ) =

eA2

V

C'

i—±\

£

dr'e- M '-' ) E(£*.»t(O) + he

"« J,o

Eis(0, /) = I

* ^ r fto'e--"-'' E(e*.n(O) + he.
"*" J , o

kE

(A.2a)

(A.2ft)

We now permute the summation over k, E and the integration on t', the angular summation is easily performed
and we get :
A5(0, 0 = E ls (0, 0 =

e

-^[ to1 n(t') SU(t - t')
3
3 ne0 c m J,o
e

[ At' n(r') 6%t - f)
3
3 ;te0 c m J,o

(A. la)
(A. 36)

where the function &M(x) is given by
1

f + aM

8tfr) = JZ

dcoe"'-.

(A.4)

This function 5M(T) is symmetric, centred on t = 0, has a width equal to l/coM and satisfies the equation
/» + CO

dt<5M(T)=l.

(A.5)

J - 00

Equations (A. 3a) and (A. 36) can be written, by putting t = t — t' and taking t0 equal to — oo :
As(0, /) = -

e

—r3 Jt£0 c 3 m J o

dr n(t - T) 5^(t)

(A. 6a)

/ • + 00

E l s (0,0 =

e

3
3

3 ne0 c m J o

d t . ( ( - T) ^ ( t ) .

(A. 6b)

Using an integration by parts, one gets
As(0, 0 =

g
e
5M(0) n(0 —r3
3 7t£0 c J m
3 ne0 c m J o

dr k(t - T) 5 M (T)

(A. la)

/•+G0

EXs(0, 0 = -

e

—r- 5M{0) k(t) +
^ —
3 se 0 c m
3 7te0 c m J o

dt S(/ - T) V T ) •

(A • 7b)

The characteristic times for the evolution of it(O are very long compared to the width l/wM of <5M(T) [see
Eq. (2.11)]. We can therefore replace in (A. la) and (A. 1b) h(t - T) and n(t - t) by k(t) and n(t). The remaining
integral of <5M(T) from T = 0 to t = oo is equal to 1/2, as a consequence of the symmetry of <5M(T). One finally
gets
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A5(0, /) =

2eC°M3
n(0 e 3
k(t)
3 n e0 <r m
6 ne0 cm

E l s (0, t) = -

2gC"M3

TT(O +

3 7t2 e0 c3 m

^ — jc(t)
6 7CE0 c3 m
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(A. 8a)
v
'
(A. 86)
'

K

(A.8a) and (A.86) are nothing but (2.196) and (2.216) using the expression of bmx given in equation (2.12).
Appendix B : Correlation function and linear susceptibility of the field. — The correlation function of the

field is given [cf. Eq. (5.2)] :
Cf{z)

= 5 < 0 | Aif(0, t) Ajt(Q, t-z)+

Ajs(<b, t - T ) Aif(0, t) | 0 >

(B.I)

where the operator Af(0, t) is the free vector potential. Using its expansion in plane waves, one gets
cu

Kr) = 2

^ E> eJ < ° I a ^ ( r ) <& ~ T> +

a

^

t

- T> <r(t) | 0 >

= 5S^ej8/e-'-+e-).

(B.2)

Replacing the sum by an integral and using the expression (2.3) of A,k, one gets

cu\*)

= Sij nJs0c31

" dm w(ei<Ot + t~'m)•

(B•3)

This can also be written :
(B.4)
The linear susceptibility is calculated in the same way. Starting from
jrfFto = £ < 0 | [Ai((0, t\ A^Q, t - i)] | 0 > 0(T)

(B.5)

one gets

^>(T) - ^gpi^r*" < o ( e " 1 1 " ~ e+")e(T)
(B.6)
In this paper, the susceptibility of thefieldalways appears in expressions such as
$K*)fiTWdz

(B.7)

J ~ ao

where /|J"(T) is a function concerning the small system S. The characteristic times of evolution of ftp are then
much larger than l/coM so that one can proceed in the same way as for (A.6a). Using an integration by parts,
one finds that

^-nfe^-fH
where S here acts on the slowly varying functions fff\x) as a true delta function.

(B-8)
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Paper 5.4
C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Fluctuations in radiative processes," Physica Scripta T12, 19-27
(1986).
Reprinted with permission of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences.
The content of this paper was presented in two lectures given at a symposium on "What can
be Learned from Modern Laser Spectroscopy?" held in Copenhagen in November 1985. It
gives a synthetic review of the approaches described in the previous papers of this section.
An outline of a completely relativistic calculation is also presented in Sec. 5.4 (for more
details, see Ref. 22).
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Abstract

The purpose of these two lectures is to present a brief review
of theoretical works done at Ecole Normale Superieure in
collaboration with Jean Dalibard, Jacques Dupont-Roc and
Claude Fabre. The motivation of these works is to try to
understand the dynamics of an atomic system coupled to the
radiation field and to get some physical insight in radiative
processes in terms of fluctuations of the two interacting
systems. By radiative processes, we mean spontaneous emission of radiation by an excited atom and radiative corrections
such as the Lamb-shift or g - 2. We will focus here on
"spontaneous" effects which are not induced by an incident
field, so that the two interacting systems are the atom and the
vacuum field.
The calculations presented in these lectures are based on
the quantum theory of radiation and are limited to order 1 in
the fine structure constant z = q-jinE^hc, and to the non
relativistic domain (electron velocity <? c). Our motivation is
not to present a new method for calculating radiative processes
(the covariant Q.E.D. formalism is well established), but
.
,
, ,
, . ,
, .
...
rather to try to understand the physical mechanisms. We
would like also to establish some connections with the quanturn theory of damping and to discuss radiative processes in
. '
•
,, • u
i
•
•
terms of master equations, Heisenberg-Langevin equations
and linear response functions.
There are usually two extreme points of view for interpret...
-rue
j
u•
ing radiative processes. The first one considers the interaction
',
.
., „
„
.
, , .
of the electron with vacuum fluctuations as the basic
... r
,
•
,
process which, for example, triggers the spontaneous emis. , . . . . ,
. ,
,
.,
sion of radiation by an excited atom or produces a vibration
,
.
,. , .
ui r
•
ofr the atomic electron which is responsible for an averaging
_ . ,
• i ru
i
,\ii i > •
r
r ,
of the Coulomb potential of the nucleus (Welton s picture for
, .
, ..-.,., „
,
. , .
the Lamb-shift) [I]. One must net rforget however that (he
,
. . . .
„
.
u
picture ofr the
electron spin vibrating in vacuum fluctuations
leads to the wrong sign for g — 2 (see Section 5.2 below). The
second point of view tries to understand all radiative processes
in terms of interaction of the electron with its self field, which
,,
„ ,
.. .• ,•
,• „ , , ,, „
gives rise to the well known radiation reaction [2-51. It
, .
.
. .,
.. . , .
...
, ,
must be kept in mind however that the vacuum field and the
field commutation relations cannot be discarded [6]. This
raises the following question. Are these two pictures "two
.,
.
u • I • ••
.•
A
e ,
sides of the same quantum mechanical coin , as mentioned
• Laboraloire associe au C.N.R.S. (LA 18) el a ] Universile Paris VI.

by Senitzky [7], or is it possible to identify their respective
contributions?
Actually, the same question can be asked for a small
system .</ (generalizing the atom) coupled to a large reservoir
Jf (generalizing the field). Is the evolution of if due to the
"reservoir fluctuations" of.% acting upon if, or should we
invoke a "self-reaction", if perturbing .jt which reacts back
on y ? It turns out that such a generalization of the problem
is useful since it leads to theoretical expressions, with a more
transparent structure, which is not overlooked by simplifications specific to a particular choice of if and M. This is why
lecture I will deal with the dynamics of a small systems ,9
coupled to a large reservoir.^. The energy shifts and damping
rates of if will be calculated to order 2 in the coupling
constant and interpreted in terms of two important statistical
functions of the two interacting systems, which are the
symmetric correlation functions and the linear susceptibilities
[8]. These general results will then be applied in lecture II to
the particular case where 31 is the vacuum field and if an
atomic electron [9],

LECTURE I - DYNAMICS OF A SMALL SYSTEM
COUPLED TO A LARGE RESERVOIR
1. Hamiltonian — Assumptions concerning the reservoir
_ „
.. .
, ,
, ,
,
The Hamiltonian of the total system can be written:
H = // R + H% + V
,
, , . , . - • • , • •• •
r T, , ,^
J
where H* (Hbs) is the Hamiltoman of .# (if), and:

(I)

V — —gRS
(2)
.
..
, .
,
...
..
is the coupling
B between both systems. In eq. (2), # is a coupling
„
,
..
.
,,
constant. R and 5 are Hermit tan reservoir and system oper_,,
„
. , .
,, ,
.,
,. ,
ators. The cfollowing calculations could be easily generalized
.
..
.
.
,
"L „ „
for more complicated forms of K, such as—g X,/?,S,.
,,,
i
•
•
» ,-\ J •
We make two assumptions concerning d/l. (I) £ is a re.
. u
r u
r^>
J
C
servoir, which means that the modification of the state of M
. ,
due to the coupling
V isfe negligible. If Q(I) IS the density
K
.
f
=
t.
.
, . •
operator of the total system, we have rfor the reduced densityr

"
<rR(/) = TrR Q(I) a: <rR(0) = <rR.
(3)
,
..
.
In writing
eq. (3), we have implicitly supposed that CTR(0) is a
. fc M
.,
,,
stationaryJ state with respect
to H
F
R R,
[HR. <rR(0)] = 0
(4)
....
,
. .
„
.... T , „
f „
which does not evolve under the effect of HR. (n) The fluctuR v
.
'
ations of Jt are fast. More precisely, we suppose:
vxjh <? )
(5)
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where v gives the order of magnitude of V and rc is the
correlation time of the observable RofJf appearing in eq. (2).
Condition (5) means that, during the correlation time of /?,
the effect of the coupling between if and Jt is negligible. Such
a condition reminds the one appearing in the theory of
brownian motion and expressing that, during a collision
timeT c , the velocity change of the heavy particle is very small,
A first consequence of these assumptions is the existence of
•

•

.

.

.

. ,

,

.

.

Equation (10) is exact. We now introduce two approximations:
(i) In the last term of eq. (10), we replace §(/") by g(t). This
means that we limit the calculation of Ag/A/ to order 2 in V
(such a perturbative calculation is valid since A; <S TR).
(ii) In both terms of eq. (10), we neglect the initial correlations between V and .it at time /. and we take:
. .
m •Minrr
-m
~*\
<m
p(l) — [TrR n(l)] ® [Tr s Q(t)] — <T S (')0R

two time scales, the correlation timer, and the relaxation time
J R such that:
TC « TR.
(6)
We will see later on that the damping rate. 1,T R . of if. due
to the coupling with .#. is of the order of:

L Rl
l
s
s
R
*•
'
'
where we have used eq. (3) and where:
as(l) = TrR Q(I)
is the reduced density operator of .</'.
If, in addition we assume that:

J_

TrRoKF = 0

T
1

tr\ _ j_«rS
~"

h-

m

(1

(12)

(13)

T~ f r °

T

R
"
'
which expresses that the "mean field" of .# "seen" by if
Equation (6) is a consequence of eqs. (5) and (7).
vanishes (if this was not the case, it could be reincluded in
The existence of two time scales gives the possibility to HK). w e get. by taking the trace of eq. (10) with respect to .#;
compute "coarse-grained" rates of variation for if\ by ^
|
|
,
averaging the i n s t a n t a n e o u s rates over a n interval [l, 1 + At]

such that:
TC « M 4 TR.

(8)

-ry =

TTj? XT I,

dt' ^dt"

JrR[V(t').

[V{t").

as{t)aR]]
jl4)

with:

Condition (8) allows two simplifications. First, since ^ ' * = -gK(OS(t')
(15)
Ai <| 7"R, a perturbative calculation of the evolution of if a nd a similar equation for V(t").
between r and < + At is possible. Then, since Ar P i c , one
The double commutator of eq. (14) is a product of
can neglect the correlations between if and jf which exist at reservoir and system operators, in interaction representhe initial time l of the interval!/, l + A;], and which last for tation. i.e.. evolving freely, under the effect of HR or Hs.
a time TC < At. These correlations are described by the when the trace is taken over R. one sees that the reservoir
difference between the density operator o(t) of the total appears in eq. (10). only through two time averages such as
dt + if system and the tensor product of the reduced Tr R [oRR~(t')R{t")] which depend only on t' - t", because
operators of 3 and if:
of the stationary character of aR (see eq. (4)). and which
trt - nt,\
n v n<t\\ <g\ iTr niAl
/Q\ v a n i s h i f '' ~ '" > TC, by definition of the correlation time
* « * « - (HO - [TrR Q(t)] ® [Trs o«)].
(?) ^ T h i s s h o w s ^
^ ^ ^ o f i m e g r a t i o n o f e q 4)_ j p
A detailed discussion of the conditions of validity of this the /'. t" plane, reduces to a narrow strip, along the diagonal
second approximation is outside the scope of this paper, t' = /", with a width TC and an area of the order of TC At. The
Neglecting Qmm,(t) transforms a reversible equation of right side of eq. (14) is consequently of the order of:
motion for g{t) into a master equation for Tr R Q(I), which, as
we will see later on, is irreversible. We have to suppose that _ — x^At t>:ir ~ ^ - ^ a.
(16)
h
the initial state of the :# + if system is such that the corre- ^ A '
'
lations which appear between if and .# are not "pathological" T h j s shows that the master equation is a linear differential
and can be neglected in the coarse grained rate of variation. e q u a t i o n coupling Ao(t)/At to d(t). with coefficients of the
Such an assumption is implicit in most quantum theories of orc jer of the damping rate 1/7"R introduced above in eq. (7).
damping. Sometimes, one explicitly supposes that the initial \ y e will not give here the explicit expression of the coefficients
state of the total df + if system, at / = >,„ is factorized. By o r the master equation and refer the reader to [10] for more
introducing in this way a privileged time r0 in the past of l, one details. We prefer to focus here on the physical meaning of
breaks the symmetry between the two arrows of time starting t^e t W o time averages of tf appearing in eq. (14).
from t.
2.2. Statistical functions of .# and if appearing in the
2. Master equation for the small system
master equation
2.1. Structure of the master equation [10]
The real and imaginary parts of the two time average
In interaction representation with respect to Hs + HR (where Tr K K £ ( ' ) £ ( ' - T)] have a clear physical meaning [8. 11].
the operators are noted Q(I), V(t), . . . ), the coarse grained
^ n e r e a ' Partrate of variation of Q(I) is given by:
, T r R ^ j ^ , ) ^ , _ T) + £ ( ( _ T )£(,)]} (17)
CR(T) =
" g ( ? ) _ g(' + An — Q(I) _ J_ _j_ f ' + A / j ^ rpi,^,j ~^yi
A'
At
ih At •>'
'
II

+

?iW A7 r ' d / / r d '" [ p{a

[ p(n

- wn-

(l0)
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is a symmetric correlation function which describes the
dynamics of the fluctuations of R in the state crR.
The imaginary part,

i

XR« =

^Tr R {«r R [^(r). R(t -

T)]}0(T).

(18)
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which we have multiplied by the Heaviside functions 0(T).
equal to 1 for T > 0 and to 0 for T < 0, is a linear susceptibility which describes the linear response of </?> to a perturbation, — ).{t)R proportional to R, the initial state of &
being aK
<R(t))> = f+*
(I — t')/.(l') dt'
(19)
•' - * R
Our procedure for extracting the physical content of the
master equation is to express every result in terms of C R (T)
and / R ( T ) (or of their Fourier transforms CR(co) and ZR(O>)).
and also in terms of similar functions introduced for the
observable S of y appearing in the expression (2) of V
.
p.
icv ,\i \
n n •,
.
p ,f,
d(x)
= i <a\S(,)S(t
~r) + S(, - r ) 5 ( / ) | « >
(20a)
,,„,,
», „
1 , ,,f,, a,
.,, s f l / ^
jS(r) = ^r <«|[5(/). S(, - r)]|*>0(r).
(20b)
The averages in (20) are taken in an energy level |a> of H s ,
which is a stationary state of y .
2.3. Structure of the results concerning the energy shifts
°f & $]
A first category of terms appearing in the master equation
(14) correspond to a reversible evolution of an hamiltonian
type. They describe shifts of the energy levels |a> of ,V
produced by the coupling with 31. When expressed in terms
°f C R . XR- Q . XS- the energy shift 5£ a appears as
g2 •,
a
- °
- ^ r d C*(T)Y
s
2 J°

(21)
(T)

Theimponantpointin(21)isthatC R isassociatedwith z |.
and Q with * R . This leads to very simple and clear physical
pictures. The first term ofeq. (21) described processes in which
m fluctuates (in a way characterized by C R ), polarizes Sf
(which corresponds with its linear susceptibility rf), and
• i

• •

• j

j

i -

•

T - L - L

,
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shifts <5£a given in (21) only depend on the reactive parts (•/).
This is in agreement with the reversible or irreversible nature
of the processes described by eqs. (21) and (22).
Finally, we can note that, if d? in thermal equilibrium, CK
and / R are proportional. This is the well known fluctuation
dissipation theorem [11]. It is clear however that the previous
considerations are still valid in more general situations where
M is in a stationary non thermal state,
' Quasklassical
limi<
When y is a quasiclassical system, with closely spaced,
locally equidistant energy levels, the set of populations of the
various energy levels of y e a n be approximated by an energy
distrjbutjon j
" ^^
,, W e ^
s h o w n jn ^
[g]
^
#*(£, f) obeys a Fokker-Planck equation and that the drift
and ^ . ^
^
^ respectWe,y associated wjth se|f reac.
t i o n a n d r e s e r v o i r fluctuations. The drift term only depends
o n *>< ( a n d n o t o n CR> a n d describes the mean energy loss of
y per unit time due to self reaction. On the other hand, the
diffusion term, which only depends on C R , describes a
random walk in the ladder of energy levels of y induced by
r «ervoir fluctuations. These general results can be applied to
t h e P r o b 'em of the spontaneous emission of a large angular
momentum and give some physical insight in Dickers superradiance [12].
15

3. Heisenberg-Langevin equations for the observables of y
In Section 2, we have used the Schrodinger picture and
studied the evolution of the density operator of y . We switch
now to the Heisenberg picture and consider the rate of vari«>f the observables <?s of y.
, Principie oj the calculation
,.,
„
, ., .
r
^ e J t a r t f r ° m t h e " e i s e n b e r g eq/uatI°rnI/f°ruthe ° b s e r v a b r l e ^
of ^appeanng in the expression (2) of K The solution of th.s

ation
3

equation can be written

interacts with this induced polarization. This is the usual
M
picture one would expect for the effect of reservoir fluctu- R(t) = R,(t) + Rs(t)
(23)
ations. The second term of eq. (21) is associated with a different type of process. The small system in level |o> fluctuates
(in a way characterized by C|), polarizes * , i.e., produces /?r(;) = R!rK(t) = ei " R ""'°"'/?(/„) e"1"*""'0"'
(24)
a "field" (proportional to the linear response x« of &)
which reacts back on y. This second effect is a kind of "self i s t h e " f r e e r e s e r v o i r field" " ' ^ a t e d to order 0 in V, and
reaction"
where Rs(l) = -/?«,„„*(/) represents the terms of order 1 and
higher in V in eq. (23), which describe the "source field" due
t o t h e C 0 U P l i n g w i t h ^>2.4. Structure of the results for the energy damping rates
of ¥ [81
^ e ^ e n m s e r t eo>- (23) into the equation of motion of a
_,
. ,
.
general observable Gs of y , more precisely in the term
The non hamiltonian terms of the master equation (14) d e s c r i b i n g t h e e f f e c t o f t h e c o u l i n g v o n d G / d , .
describe an irreversible damping due to the 3t-y coupling.
For example, <a| d// s /d(|o> is the rate of energy loss (or /d<?s<f)\
_
g
_
N(AR..
&l s
AWil')J
~ g"('>K('> (25)
gain) by y in level |a>. We get for such a term a structure \ <*' L ^ t ~
similar to the one ofeq. (21)
where
<«| d« s /d/| a > =
m
=
^[Gs(tlS(l)]
(26)
dm CR(co) i<o[jfj»(co) - Zs(<o)]

-g'nT"
x

+ g2n ("+x da) C|(a)) ico[j(R(aj) - xR(o>)]
(22)
J ~x
and, consequently, a similar physical interpretation.
It must be noted that we get in eq. (22) the dissipative parts
(Jt") °f XR a n d Zs> whereas it can be shown that the energy

is another observable of y .
I I i s tempting now to consider that the contribution of
7?r(r) in eq. (25) represents the effect of reservoir fluctuations,
whereas the one of Rs is associated with self reaction. But we
are immediately faced with a problem of order between commuting observables [7, 13-15].
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motion of ,9", two types of terms corresponding to two
different physical processes:
(') •=* fluctuates and polarizes W.
(») y ' fluctuates and polarizes .*.
We have obtained for the energy shifts and damping rates of
(27) &' simple and general expressions in terms of correlation
functions and linear susceptibilities of the two interacting

3.2. Indelermination in the order of commuting observables
The observables N(t) and R(t) appearing in eq. (25) commute
at any time since they are respectively associated with ,9 and
31. Equation (25) can therefore be written
/dGs(l)\
V d' Aoupi

/.gN(t)R(t) + (1 - X)gR(t)N(l)

=

with ;. arbitrary. The rate (27) does not depend on /..
When we insert eq. (23) into eq. (27) we get

{^P\

s y s t e m s - W e c a n a PP'y n o w t h e s e

^ n e r a l results to the
discussion of spontaneous emission and radiative corrections.

= / « W « W ) + (1 - A)«Kr(')N(f) (28a)
LECTURE II - APPLICATION TO SPONTANEOUS

!

EMISSION AND RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS
\

a i

/res.fluci.

LECTURE II - APPLICATION TO SPONTANEOUS
(28b) EMISSION AND RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS
We consider now the particular case where if is an atomic
The problem is that R,(t) and Rs{l) do not commute separ- e l e c t r o n a n d # i s t h e v a c u u m fie]d. It is clear that the energy
ately with N(t) as their sum (23) does. It seems therefore that s h i f t s o f y r e p r e s e n t i n t h i s c a s e ra diative corrections (such
the respective contributions of reservoir fluctuations and self a s t h e Larnb.shift o r g _ 2 ), whereas expressions such as
reaction depend on /. and can be arbitrarily changed.
e q ( 2 2 ) describe damping rates due to spontaneous emission.
„ „ _ . . ,
. . . . .
. .
We must note also that, because of the continuum nature of
3.3. Physical argument removing this mdetermmatwn
, .
<• •_ c •_•
_•
•_
I•
the frequency spectrum of the field modes, the correlation
This argument, introduced in references [8, 9]. is the follow- t j m e ^ o f vacuum fluctuations is very short so that condition
ing. All orders are of course mathematically equivalent in eq. i^ j s fulfilled
(27), but there is only one order having a physical meaning.
Section 4 is devoted to a spinless electron coupled to the
We first note that, if Gs represents a physical quantity, it must v a c u u m field. Spin and magnetic effects will then be discussed
be hermitian, as well as its rate dG s /d/. Now, if the total rate j n Section 5
(dG s /dr) is split into two rates, eqs. (28a) and (28b) represent- 4. Spinless electron coupled to the vacuum field
ing two distinct physical processes, these two rates must be 4 - S p i n l e s s e l e c t r o n c o u p l £ < J t 0 t h e v a c u u m field
separately hermitian if we want them to have a physical
,
,
,
meaning. This imposes X = 1 - A, i.e., A = 1/2, which 4 K Nonrejativistic hamiltonian in Coulomb gauge and long
wavelength approximation
corresponds to be completely symmetrical order.
We consider an electron with charge q, mass m, position r,
3.4. Structure of the results obtained with the completely
momentum p. The hamiltonian of the electron-field system
symmetrical order
c a n ^ w r l t t e n ( i n Coulomb gauge)
We just give here the results of the calculations presented in „
I r
.. ..,
... .
„
...
R e f [8 ]
2m [P ~ q ( r ) 1 "
W
Ecoul
R'
( J
Starting from eq. (28), with X = 1/2, we integrate these
,
^.
.
. , , . . , ,
equations (in interaction representation) between , and where K(r) is a static potential binding the dection near the
i + Ar, and, as in the previous Section 2, we calculate to ° n , ? n , A(r) is the vector potential of the quantized rad.at.on
order 2 in V coarse grained rates of variation for Gs(/). The field' W I t h '"^ following usual mode expansion,
I J,
equation obtained in this way for AGs{t)/At has the structure
of a Langevin equation, with a Langevin force and a "friction ^ W = 2- W2e coL3
C
+ a *' £ e
>•
@>
force" describing not only damping processes but also energy
shifts. The Langevin force has a zero reservoir average, is of HR is the energy of the free radiation field
first order in V, and comes from reservoir fluctuations. The ,,
v , , +
, ,,
,,-,N
•• . •
.
•
•
"R — / "O[aTrak, + i]
(32)
"friction force has a nonzero reservoir average, is of second
^
order in V and comes from both reservoir fluctuations and +
.
, .
,
.
,
.... .
c
ir
.
aj e and akt being the creation and annihilation operators for
self-reaction.
, ,
f
,
. . .
, ,.,• ..
_, .
.
,
.
,
.
a photon of wave vector k, polarization E, energyftcu(L is the
The important point is that, when one takes the reservoir
. .
.
. _. „
. .,
e .u
a v e r s e nf these r ^ f s
quantization volume). Finally, £coul is the energy of the
average of these rates
Coulomb field of the electron.
(AGs/Af)R = TrR (<7RAGS/A/)
(29)
The long wavelength approximation consists in replacing
„ , ,
,
. ,
. „
.
/<(r) by y4(0) in eq. (30) and is valid if the variations of the field
fluctuations
,• •/,
.
•,
.
r ,
,
one finds that the terms coming from reservoir
, .„
. .,
. . .
,• .
t t
. , c are negligible over the spatial extension of the electron wave
. , „,
. K. , _ ,
,.
. . . . ....
(self reaction) have the structure of integrals of products of r
v_
._ .
.
. . . . . . . „ 1.. , K ,
.
function (of the order of the Bohr radius a0). We will mtroCR/S ( Q y . ) , as in eqs. (21) and (22). This shows that the
.
. _. . ,
,
"' , . , ,
R/ts v S / R ;
,
.,
. . .
i j •
duce a cut off in the mode expansion of the fields at
symmetrical order, imposed by physical arguments, leads, in , _
.
the Heisenberg picture, to results in complete agreement with
M ~ M
those derived in the previous section from the Schrodinger
f Rydberg < ftcoM < me2
(33a)
picture.
),
.
H3h^
Finally, to conclude this lecture I, we can say that, by two M O *
different methods, we have identified, in the equations of so that we can make the non relativistic and long wavelength
(Sp\

= XgN(t)Rs(l) + (1 - X)gRs(t)NO).
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approximations (the effect of relativistic modes will be
discussed at the end of Section 5). Condition Rydberg <^ ha>M
means that we keep a frequency spectrum much wider than
the characteristic electron frequency. With the same cut off
for the longitudinal field, Ermll becomes finite and equal to
,,
ECon| = 1—- = 8m, r
(34)
"
where dm, is a mass correction associated with the Coulomb
field.
Finally, the Hamiltonian (30) can be rewritten
,
H = Hr + 8m,c + q2 — — + HR — q £ — At(0)
'-•>••.••.-- m
,
'•")

it is well known that the linear susceptibility of an harmonic
oscillator is independent of h and independent of the state of
the oscillator. We expect therefore that all radiation reaction
effects, coming from CsxR, will have the same form in
quantum and classical radiation theories. On the other hand.
CR is proportional to h, as it appears on eqs. (39a; and (40a).
This means that quantum theory of radiation is essential for
explaining the correlation function of vacuum fluctuations. It
follows that all vacuum fluctuation effects, coming from
C R / S , have a quantum nature. It must be noted however that.
to second order in q, the contribution of the vacuum field to
these effects appears only through CR. Once CR is given by the
quantum theory of radiation, the effect of vacuum fluctuations can be calculated semiclassically. It is the same as the
effect of a classical random field having the same correlation
function, i.e., a spectral power density equal toftco/2per

= — + V(r)
(36)
' 2 m
,
. t .. .
_. , . ,
,
.....
IS a pure electronic ¥Hamiltonian.
The third term of eq. (36) is
- ,.
, . , ..., .
j i
/
a pure field operator which will be interpreted later on (see
o . . , , . -.. ,
,-,c\ •
i- u
Section 4.3.3). The last term ofr eq. (35) is a coupling between
the electron and the field which can be written, as in eq. (2)

m

H

V

°d e For the sake of completeness, we give also the Fourier
transforms of the correlation functions and linear suscepti....
,
.
.
. .. . ..
r ,
bihties, in the electronic energy level \a) (eigenstate of
the
,
.. .
. . .
.
f,,..
.
. ,
r /
hamiltonian H, given in eq. (36)). of the electronic obser,, . . . .
. . .
w
V a b l e S pM/m
a n d p {t
> ~ x)'m

(37) C'Slj{w) = r^X{(/>,U/>,)*»<5(">- «*)

= -q-ZR,S>
/

" "

with

<R, = AW)

(38a)

is,

(38b)

= P, m

b

+(Pi)APi)»A<o + 03J)
i
f

(41)
!

**» - 5JK??K ( '^STT^

4.2.
Correlation functions and linear susceptibilities for the
vacuumfieldand for the electron [9]

—(Pj)ab(Pi)ba& "~T

f

In order to apply the general results of Lecture I (Section 2),
, ' v it n 1 (n 1 Mm — m 1
lnm
we need the correlation functions and linear susceptibilities
*
for the operators A,(0) and pjm appearing in the electron
- ( / > ) b(p )b d\a + a> t)},
(42)
field coupling (37).
' °*
Replacing in eqs. (17) and (18), R(t) by y?,(0, /) and where I t means of sum over a complete set of eigenstates of
R{t - T) by 4,(0, ( - T), using the expansions of ,4,(0, r)and Ht> n(a*b = E. - Eb, and & means principal part. The first
.4,(0, l - T) in atc and at and the well known commutation two lines of eq. (42) give the reactive part of x s , the last two
tne
relations and matrix elements of akc and a j , we get
dissipative one.

{

h J

C»(T) =

f

'2T

3

[""" \co\ e'"1 dcu

(39a) ^ -

e o c J-<»M

Ener

Sy ^ifts of electronic energy levels

4.3.1. Contribution

of radiation reaction.

F r o m the expres-

8
[
T
"I
Z*(0 = 3 2" i <"M«5(T) - j S'(r) 6(x)

sions of Cs and XR given above, we get for the second term of
(39b) e q. (21), which describes the contribution of radiation reacL
tion to 8Ea
and the corresponding expressions for the Fourier transforms
4 8m,
p2
(^Jn.d.re.d. = ~ T
<"\ T~ k>
(43)
127i eoc
where 8mtc is the Coulomb self energy given in eq. (34).
.
_ f,
, .
Combining eq. (43) with the unperturbed kinetic energy
(a[p2l2m[a) gives

*•<»> - i & h - ' H "

<4Ob)

(• -m^-> . ^srfew- <"•

We study now the h dependence of CR and Xs- This allows It appears therefore that radiation reaction changes the mass
a simple discussion of classical versus quantum effects as far appearing in the kinetic energy from m to m + %8m,
as the field is concerned. Radiation reaction effects are
(45)
proportional to CsX» • It appears on eqs. (39b) and (40b) that m ~* m + 3 dm<'
XR is independent of h and has the same value as in classical The mass corrections appearing in the kinetic energy term
field theory. Such a result is easy to understand. It comes (44), and in eq. (34), which can be interpreted as a correcfrom the fact that thefieldis a set of harmonic oscillators, and tion to the rest mass energy, differ by a factor 4/3. This
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discrepancy is due to the non-covariant cut off (33) and also any correction to the kinetic energy associated with the mass
exists in classical theory.
correction &m2 due to vacuum fluctuations. One would expect
4.3.2. Contribution of vacuum fluctuations. From the to find, as in Section 4.3.1, a term of the order of
expressions of CR and /s given above, we get for the first ,
2
term of eq. (21), which describes the contribution of vacuum
- (a\ — \a) .
(52)
fluctuations to &Elt
m
2m
Actually, this comes from the fact that 5m2 is of a higher
("S-EAattiuci = —*""q •* fY. <",Ap)^\2 l p g ^ - .
(46) order in lie than dm,, as it appears when we express eqs. (34)
bn-^nrc h "
\u}ah\
a n c ) ( 5 Q) j n t e r m s o f the fine structure constant x and of
Introducing an average atomic frequency Co defined by

I^UMog^L - l o g ^ I ^ P

na>\ilmc

(47, £ =

and using

Sm2 _
•

X>J(/>U-

= Yh <"l[[//c-rf-/"]!">
_ _ (a\AV(r)\a}
2

=
we

get

(•^Aacfiuci.
where

(a\&Y(r)\ay

=

(53a)

^

,,

a (tia>M\

— -z~~ I

t-^O)

r 1 -

m
2n \ me J
Pushing our non relativistic calculation to higher orders in lie
actually gives extra terms such as eq. (52) [17].
(48)
To conclude our discussion of energy shifts, we can say
that, to lowest order in \jc, radiation reaction changes the
kinetic energy by increasing the mass of the electron by
46m J3, whereas vacuum fluctuations change the potential
(49a) energy by producing a vibration of the electron.

4.4. Rate of electronic energy toss
J-J log —^ A V(r)
(49b) As in the previous section, we insert the values of Ck. C s , / R ,
12jt-£0m c
a)
^ g i v e n i n S e c t i o n 4 2 ; j n the two terms of eq. (22) which
is a correction to the potential energy V(r) appearing in eq. represent respectively the contributions of vacuum fluctu(36). proportional to AV(r), and associated with vacuum ations and radiation reaction to the rate of variation of the
fluctuations.
electron energy in level a.
The physical interpretation of the energy correction (49),
4.4.1. Contribution of radiation reaction. The last term of
which coincides with the standard non relativistic expression eq. (22) becomes here
for the Lamb-shift [16] is well known [1]. The electron, vibrating in vacuum fluctuations, averages the binding static poten- / / Q | d// e
\
f
y y i ( . j 12^5
tial V(r) over a finite spherical volume, and this explains the \
At ' )ai.,aa.
6tznfEac3 j ,
' "h
correction to V(r), proportional to AV(r). For a Coulomb
(54)
potential, V(r) is proportional to \/r, and AV(r) to d(r). It Using
follows that only .v-states are shifted. Since the two states 2sli2
\
1
and 2pl2 in hydrogen have the same average kinetic energy, -~(p<)ab<»ab = ^ (a\[He> Pi]l°)
the energy correction (43) due to radiation reaction cannot
remove the degeneracy between the two states, and we conL ( n ) = — i(f)
(55)
elude that the Lamb shift is essentially due to the correction
m ' "'
' °*
(49) to the potential energy, i.e. to vacuum
fluctuations.
,
r
. , .. .
AII
,
• r
>,.,„,„
,,, •
we can transform eq. (54) into
4.3.3. Interpretation of the q2A-(<3)l2m term. We interpret
now the third term of eq. (35), which is a pure field operator.
/
J ^
^
2 2
Taking the vacuum average value of this operator gives, to I <0, a] —7-110, a> 1
= — - -~—, (a\r\a).
(56)
order 2 in q
V
dr
)„.
react
3 4Mor
3 V(r) =

2

*2 ^2^nMn\
V ^™
2m
~ „ ! ; 2mw2
where Sa is the vacuum field in mode w. Physically, such an
energy represents the mean kinetic of vibration, ^ vlbl , of the
electron in vacuum fluctuations. It can be written
A*. = Sm2r

(51) " " I term of eq. (22)

and appears as a correction to the rest mass energy of the
electron, associated with vacuum fluctuations, in the same
way as £Conl, in eq. (34), appears as a correction to the rest
mass energy due to self reaction, since it comes from the
Coulomb self field of the electron.
It may appear surprising that our calculation doesn't give
Physica Scripla T12

Wefindthat the rate of energy loss is proportional to the
square of the acceleration of the radiating charge, which is a
purely classical result. We note also that, if radiation reaction
was alone, the ground state would be unstable since the
average value of? 2 does not vanish in the ground state,
4.4.2. Contribution of vacuum fluctuations. Wefindfor the
, d// e ,„ , \
tit ' / vac «„„

(,^
\

<f
67rm2£or'

S X KA)o»l2a)a*lfoo(.l(57)
h '
Distinguishing the terms wal, > 0 (Ea > Eh) and the terms
x
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coah < 0 (£„ < E,,). we can transform eq. (57) into
•„
.
-, 2

(

(0, a\ —-10, a) )
= + -?
5
/«.*«,.
3 H r
d/

x { I (^-(^ - I (»-•«.}.

field
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B,, (in absence of radiative corrections, the g factor of the
electron is equal to 2).
The interaction of the electron with the quantized radiation field is now
(61)

(58) (. _ _ ,

_,

+

£

We have mentioned above (in Section 4.2) that the effect In the long wavelength approximation, the first and last terms
of vacuum fluctuations is equivalent to the one of a fluctuat- of eq. (60) are the same as for the spinless electron (see
ingfieldhaving a spectral power density fuo/2 per mode. Such eq. (35)). except that/7 is replaced by JI0. given in eq. (60). The
a fluctuating field can induce transitions from level a to higher second term of eq. (61) is new and represents the coupling of
levels h. which corresponds to an energy gain for the atom the spin with the quantized radiation field B.
(first term of the bracket of eq. (58)). as well as transitions
from level a to lower levels b. which corresponds to an energy 5 2 . Failure of Welton s picture applied to the spin
loss for the atoms (second term of the bracket of eq. (58)). magnetic moment
^
If we write <*|J*|a> in, eq. (56) as < ^ - > > = 1 ^ • (f)ta
and if we add eqs. (56) and (58). we find of course that
,
.
.„ . s
l
J
.
, ,
. .
i r
i i
i
a n electron spin oscillating in vacuum fluctuations eads to
spontaneous transitions can occur only from level a to lower
,
. ,
. *
,
,
.
levels, under the combined effect of vacuum fluctuations and t h e *f° n 8 S1 8 n f f o r * " 2- T h e f a c l , t h a t s u c h a P ' c t u r e I e a d s
radiation reaction (the first term of eq. (58) is cancelled by a t 0 a d , e C r e a S e o f *• a " d " 0On!C^fntly- l ? a " e g a t l V e S ' g n r f ° r
similar term of eq. (56) and the second term of eq. (58) is g 7 2: .1S eaSuy l ° understand. The angular escalation of the
. , , ..
spin driven by the vacuum fluctuations of B produces an
doubled).
,
j .
.
F
. . , . , . .
, , ,
,,,,
,• , ,
angular spreading of the spin, and, consequent y. a decrease
4.4.3. Application to a 2-level atom. When applied to a
- ,
_ .
6
,.
*L ,
.
.,
y . .
2-level atom (ground state g and excited state e), the previous o f * ? e f T e c t l v e c o u p l i n g o f t h e s p ' n w l t h t h e s t a ' i c field B" •
results take a very simple form.
f ^ h a t ,1S m i s s l n S l " t h e P r e v ' o u ^ d e s c « P " ° " >^ ^
coupling
First, we find that vacuum fluctuations stabilize the ° f t h e ^ e C t r ? n . w l ( f ^ ™ t h t h e v e C | o r P o t e n l i a l o f . t h e
, ,
i J
J u i? • noi •
.u quantized radiation field. More precisely, we must consider
ground state, as already mentioned by Fain [181, since the .
. . .
.
. , , F
'
, ,
a . .•
I
.
the whole dynamics of the electron coupled to the vacuum
.
, , ,
energy gain due to vacuum fluctuations exactly compensates - . , . . . ,
,.
,
.
...
,•
field
and study how the energy leve s of the electron in the
. . ,, n }
, ., . , 6 J . . .
the energy loss due to radiation reaction.
T,
c. A u .
a . .•
J J- .•
static field Bo are shifted by radiation reaction and vacuum
.
° ,
Then, we find that vacuum fluctuations and radiation „
..
,
. .
fluctuations
1171.
reaction contribute equally to the spontaneous emission rate
from the upper level e. The two rates are equal. This explains
the factor 2 missing in elementary calculations of the spon- 5 - 3 ' Corrections to cyclotron and Larmor frequencies.
? is g — 2 positive
taneous emission rate from e and considering only one
physical process, emission by an accelerated charge or tran- Before considering the energy shifts produced by radiation
sition induced by a fluctuating field with a spectral density reaction and vacuum fluctuations, we have first to give the
equal to ha>/2 per mode.
unperturbed eigenvalues of Ht, which can be written
5. Spin and magnetic effects
<" + W*°t + mshoL.
(62)
In this last section, we try to understand the electron spin In the first term of eq. (62). n is an integer (n = 0. 1. 2, . . . )
anomaly, g - 2, and in particular its positive sign. So, we and wc is the cyclotron frequency of the charge given by
introduce the spin degrees of freedom and the magnetic
_
couplings.
<oc =
-.
(63)
m
5.1. New terms in the Hamiltonian
T h e corre sponding energy levels are the well known Landau
To keep the calculations as simple as possible we consider a levels of a charged particle in a uniform static field (we have
single electron in a uniform magnetic field Bo parallel to the supposed here that the electron velocity along the direction Or
Oz axis.
offinis zero). In the second term of (62). ms = + I 2 o r —1/2
The electronic hamiltonian Hc (which replaces eq. (36)) is labels the eigenvalue msh of S. and <yL is the Larmor frequency
now
of the spin which can be written

H. - £ - £ * • *

(59) »L - -g±.B.

(64)

where
_

with g = 2.
_ .
,6Q.
When we introduce the coupling (61) with the quantized
0
radiation field, the energy levels given in eq. (62) are shifted.
Ao being the static vector potential associated with Bo. The and the cyclotron and Larmor frequencies are changed to iot
first term of eq. (60) is the kinetic energy of the electron, since and tbL
no/m is the electron velocity. The second term of eq. (59) is
the coupling of the spin magnetic moment of the electron, m' ~* u>c'
W>L ~* L '
2(q/2m)S, where S is the spin operator, with the magnetic The g factor of the electron in the presence of radiative
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corrections is defined by
£ = _i.
(66)
u}'
To understand eq. (66). we note that, if m is the renormalized
mass appearing in the perturbed cyclotron frequency
<-, _

_^_,
(67)
"'
then, the Larmor frequency wL is expressed by eq. (66) as

We have tried to evaluate the contribution of relativistic
modes, for which ho>M can be of the order or larger than me2.
Starting from the full relativistic Hamiltonian, for coupled
quantized Dirac and Maxwell fields, we have derived an
effective Hamiltonian giving the energy levels of a non
relativistic electron (i.e. in a frame where this electron is
moving slowly), and including the contribution of virtual
emissions and reabsorptions of photons of any frequency to.
(In the virtual intermediate state, the electron can be relat i v i s t i c a n d electron-positron pairs can be created). We just
give here the main results of such a calculation which is
Presented in Ref. [22].
To order 1 in a, we find that the effective Hamiltonian Hcn
has the following f o r m
nj ["
a p*
~|
tlT ~ 2m |_ ~ n J"
J

-g±B0,
(68)
2m
i.e.. in terms of g and of the renormalized Bohr magneton.
Furthermore, we must emphasize that the more precise determinations of g are given by a ratio of two measured frequencies, as in eq. (66) [20].
In absence of radiative corrections, OJL = o)c and g = 2.
_ 3. s • Bo I 1 — - T" £( x) d.v
(69)
To understand why g — 2 is positive, we have to understand
m
L
n
J
why &L is larger than d>c in eq. (66). We give now the con- w h e r e x = nwjmci i s r e l a t e d t 0 t h e frequency cu of the photon
elusions of a non relativistic calculation of wL and d>c [9, 17]. w h i c h i s virtually emitted and reabsorbed, xu is cut off, which
Consider first the contributions of radiation reaction. We i s m u c h strO nger than 1 (so that the effect of relativistic modes
find that, to lowest order in 1/c, radiation reaction slows down i s t a k e n i n t 0 a c c o l m t ) > ^ ; s t h e s a m e a s i n e q . ( 6 0 ) .
T h e t w o functions ti(x) and £(*), which describe how the
cuc, but not wL. The interpretation of this result is that, in the
non relativistic domain, a charge is more coupled to its self v a r j o u s m o d e s o f t n e ra( jiation field contribute to the modififield than a magnetic moment. The cyclotron precession of c a t i o n o f t h e c y c i o t r o n frequency (first term of eq. (69)),
the charge is more perturbed than the Larmor precession of a n d o f t h e L armor frequency (second term of eq. (69)), are
the spin.
g j v e n by
The contribution of vacuum fluctuations appears only to
p
.
the next order in 1/c and describes relativistic and magnetic n(x) = x 1 — —
^-p; + —
^p?
&

=

1 ( 1

effects (including the angular oscillation of the spin driven by
vacuum fluctuations) which, as a whole, reduce both coc and
wL (at this order in 1/c, new terms such as spin orbit couplings
must be added to Hc and V, see [17]).
The conclusion of this calculation is that, in the non
relativistic domain, the main effect (to lowest order in 1/c) is
a slowing down of 6ic by radiation reaction, and this explains
why | = 2a)Jwc becomes larger than 2. Similar conclusions
have been obtained by Grotch and Kazes [21],

L

-4- x I

v

TX(

'

T

1 -4- v A V

v

x
2x
~|
~~ 3(1 + JC2)3'2 ~ (1 + x 2 ) 52 J
£(x)

'

(70b)

£j\
x
)+ *
(70a)
Y?\
0 + x )' /
3 (1 + x ) ' J
a n d a r e represented on Fig. 1. For x < 1 (non-relativistic
domain), t h e m a i n correction comes from n(x) and produces
a decrease of the cyclotron frequency (because of the minus
sign in the first term of eq. (69)). This confirms the previous
5.4. Outline of a completely relativistic calculation
calculation discussed in Section 5.3. For x > 1, ,,(*) and C(-x)
Because of the cut off introduced at wM (see eq. (33)), the are both equivalent to 3/2x, leading to the same logarithmic
previous calculation considers only the coupling of the divergence for the coefficients of nl/2m and —(qjm)S-B0.
electron with non relativistic modes of the radiation field. To see how this divergence can be reabsorbed in the mass
normalization, we come back now to the definition (66) of
g. Since the correction factors for <oc and d>L are the two
brackets of eq. (69), we get
=

x

1 . 2t .
2

<oc

!L^

(71)

i ™

1 --J

o

r,(x)dx

The two integrals of eq. (71) are of the order of log xM. Since
e"'» p j ; w e c a n choose 1 -t xM <^ e**, i.e. take a very high
cut off and simultaneously have the two terms in a very small
compared to 1, so that eq. (71) can be written

§ - • + 1 r M*) -c(x)] dxFig. l. Graphs of the functions r\(x) and CMPhysica Scripta T12

(?2)

The function n(x) — £,(x) is represented in Fig. 2 and the
integral of eq. (72), which is no longer divergent, is equal to
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vacuum fluctuations, electromagnetic inertia slowing down
the motion of the charge.
(iv) The Lamb shift is mainly due to vacuum fluctuations.
The spin anomaly ^ — 2 is mainly due to radiation reaction.
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The papers contained in the previous sections dealt essentially with the internal degrees of
freedom of an atom and with the manipulation and perturbation of these degrees of freedom
by atom-photon interactions. Atom-photon interactions can also be used to manipulate the
external (or translational) degrees of freedom of an atom, i.e. the position and momentum
of its center of mass. By using resonant exchanges of linear momentum between atoms and
photons in absorption-spontaneous emission cycles or in absorption-induced emission cycles,
one can exert radiative forces on atoms and cool them or trap them. A new research field,
called laser cooling and trapping of atoms, has appeared and is expanding very rapidly. For
a review of the early developments of this field, see the paper of S. Stenholm in Rev. Mod.
Phys. 58, 699-739 (1986).
The papers contained in this section try to answer a few basic questions concerning the
description of atomic motion in laser light, and the physical interpretation of the various
features of radiative forces, such as their mean value, their fluctuations, and their velocity
dependence. It turns out that the dressed atom approach, which was developed for a better
understanding of the internal dynamics of an atom, is also very useful for interpreting
the motion of its center of mass. Several papers of this section are devoted to a dressed
atom interpretation of dipole forces, in the high intensity limit, and to the experimental
observations of new effects suggested by such an approach.
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Paper 6.1
C. Tanguy, S. Reynaud, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Deflection of an atomic beam by a
laser wave: Transition between diffractive and diffusive regimes," J. Phys. B17, 4623-4641
(1984).
Reprinted with permission of the Institute of Physics Publishing.
This paper summarizes the results obtained during the "these de troisieme cycle" of Christian Tanguy. The purpose of this work, done in 1982, was to try to understand how atomic
motion is modified when the amount of dissipation associated with spontaneous emission
is progressively increased by varying the interaction time T from very small to very large
values.
When T <C TR, TR being the radiative lifetime of the upper state, spontaneous emission
can be neglected. Atomic motion can then be described in terms of a pure Hamiltonian
evolution in an internal state-dependent potential. When T S> TR, several spontaneous
emission processes occur during T and the atomic motion looks like a Brownian motion.
This paper considers a specific problem, the deflection of an atomic beam by a running or
standing laser wave, in the limit where the displacement of the atom along the laser wave
during the interaction time is small compared to the laser wavelength (a regime which is
now called the "Raman-Nath regime"). It is then possible to derive, from the quantum
optical Bloch equations in the position representation, exact analytical expressions allowing
one to study the continuous transition from the diffractive regime (T <C TR) to the diffusive
one (T 3> TR) . Several important physical effects or quantities can be discussed within the
same theoretical framework: resonant Kapitza-Dirac effect, optical Stern-Gerlach effect,
mean force and momentum diffusion coefficient, and statistics of the number of fluorescence
photons emitted during T. The results derived here can thus be useful for the analysis of
experimental work. See, for example, P. L. Gould, P. J. Martin, G. A. Ruff, R. E. Stoner,
J. L. Picque, and D. E. Pritchard, Phys. Rev. A43, 585 (1991) and references therein for
the resonant Kapitza-Dirac effect, and T. Sleator, T. Pfau, V. Balykin, O. Carnal, and
J. Mlynek, Phys. Rev. Lett. 68, 1996 (1992) for the optical Stern-Gerlach effect.
Note finally that a numerical solution of the equations derived in this paper is given in
S. M. Tan and D. F. Walls, Appl. Phys. B54, 434 (1992) and that the influence of dissipation
on the "Bragg regime" (where the displacement of the atom along the laser wave can no
longer be ignored during the interaction time) has been recently theoretically investigated
in E. Schumaker, M. Wilkens, P. Meystre, and S. Glasgow, Appl. Phys. B54, 451 (1992).
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Deflection of an atomic beam by a laser wave:
transition between diffractive and diffusive regimes
C Tanguyt, S Reynaud and C Cohen-Tannoudji
Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertzienne de I'Ecole Normale Superieure et College de
France, 24 rue Lhomond, F 75231 Paris Cedex 05, France
Received 21 June 1984
Abstract. The exchange of momentum between atoms and photons in a deflection experiment is usually described by different formalisms depending on whether the interaction
time T is short or long compared with the radiative lifetime rR. We present here a new
approach to this problem leading to a single theoretical expression valid in both limits and
therefore allowing the transition between them to be studied. We interpret in this way the
resonant Kapitza-Dirac effect and the optical Stern and Gerlach effect appearing in the
short-time limit (7"« TR) as well as the deflection profiles usually deduced from a FokkerPlanck equation in the long-time limit (7"» r R ). The transition between these two regimes
is interpreted in terms of momentum transfer due to absorption and stimulated emission
of laser photons, convoluted by the distribution of recoil due to spontaneously emitted
photons.

1. Introduction

We present in this paper a theoretical treatment of the deflection of an atomic beam
by a laser wave, allowing the study of the transition between regimes corresponding
to short and long interaction times (as compared with the atomic radiative lifetime).
More precisely, we consider a monoenergetic atomic beam propagating along the
Oz axis, crossing at right angles a monochromatic laser wave propagating along Ox,
which can be a progressive or a standing wave. One measures the final distribution
of the atomic momentum along Ox All atoms are supposed to have the same velocity
v2 = v0 along Oz, and the time of flight T = l/v0 through the width / of the interaction
zone is the interaction time. All subsequent calculations will be done in the initial
atomic rest frame moving with the velocity v0 along Oz. Another important time is the
radiative lifetime TK-Y~1 of the atomic excited state c (F is the natural width of e).
We shall call vx the root-mean-square velocity of the atoms along Ox, due to an
imperfect collimation of the atomic beam and to the transfer of momentum from the
laser beam. We suppose in this paper that
Jku x «r

(1.1)

i.e. that the Doppler effect in the laser-atom interaction is negligible compared with
t Present address: Groupe de Physique des Solides de I'Ecole Normale Superieure, 24 rue Lhomond,
F 75231 Paris Cedex 05, France.
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the natural width of e. We also suppose that
kv±« Tx.

(1.2)

Condition (1.2), which can be also written vxT« A, where A is the laser wavelength,
means that the atom does not move appreciably along Ox during the interaction time,
so that it will be possible to neglect the perpendicular displacement of the atoms during
T. Since v± is at least equal to the recoil velocity hk/ M associated with the absorption
or emission of a photon of energy ha> = hck (M is the atomic mass), conditions (1.1)
and (1.2) imply that
Erec«hT,hT-1

(1.3)

where Erec = h2k2/2M is the recoil energy.
Conditions (1.1) and (1.2) are the basic assumptions considered in this paper. Note
that we do not introduce any restriction on T/ TR which can be small or large compared
with one. The main motivation of this paper is actually to try to present a unified
treatment of the various physical effects which can be observed in the domain T « (kv±) ~'
and which are usually described by different formalisms depending on whether T is
very small or very large compared with rR. In particular, we would like to study the
transition between the regime T « rR, which we will call the 'diffractive regime' (for
reasons which will become clear later on), and which is usually described by a
Schrodinger equation (Cook and Bernhardt 1978, Bernhardt and Shore 1981, Arimondo
et al 1981, Compagno et al 1982) and the regime T » TR, which we will call the 'diffusive
regime' and which is usually described by a Fokker-Planck equation (Javanainen and
Stenholm 1980, Cook 1980a, Letokhov and Minogin 1981, Minogin 1981, Kazantsev
et al 1981).
The paper is organised in the following way. In § 2 we introduce the theoretical
framework. We start from the 'generalised optical Bloch equations' in position representation, which describe the coupled evolution of both internal and translational
atomic degrees of freedom during the interaction time. The possibility of neglecting
the free flight along Ox (condition (1.2)) introduces great simplifications and allows
us to derive a simple relation between the incoming and outgoing Wigner functions,
which can be interpreted in terms of a 'quasi-probability' G(x, q, T) for a momentum
transfer q to an atom crossing the laser in x. The basic problem is then to understand
how G(x, q, T) changes when T/TR increases from very small to very great values.
The short-time limit ( T « TR) is considered in § 3. We show that G{x, q, T) reduces
in this limit to a comb of S functions of q, describing discrete exchanges of momentum
between the atom and the laser wave and we interpret in this way two important
physical effects, the resonant Kapitza-Dirac effect (Delone et al 1980) and the optical
Stern-Gerlach effect (Kazantsev 1978, Cook 1978). The long-time limit (T»TR)
is
then considered in § 4. We show that G(x, q, T) can be, in such a case, approximated
by a Gaussian function of q. The connection with the Fokker-Planck equation approach
is made by noting that G(x, q, T) is nothing but the Green's function of such an
equation. We show how the G(x, q, T) function can be used for interpreting the shape
and the width of the deflection profile. Finally, we consider in § 6 the domain of
intermediate times (T — T R ), and we analyse G(x, q, T) in terms of momentum transfer
due to the absorption of laser photons 'convoluted' by the distribution of recoil due
to the spontaneously emitted photons. This will allow us to show how the approach
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followed in this paper can be related to the problem of photon statistics in resonance
fluorescence (Mandel 1979, Cook 1980b, Cook 1981, Stenholm 1983, Reynaud 1983
and references therein).

2. Theoretical framework
2.1. Representations of the atomic density operator
We consider in this paper two-level atoms. We denote: g the ground state, e the
excited state, hu)0 the energy separation between e and g, D the atomic dipole moment
operator, d = {e\D\g) the matrix element of D between e and g, R and P the position
and momentum of the centre of mass.
In the position representation (basis of eigenstates \r') of R with eigenvalues r'),
the density operator a is represented by the matrix
<Tab(r',r") = (a,r'\o-\b,r")

(2.1)

with a, b = e or g. It will be convenient, for the following, to introduce the following
change of variable
r = i(r'+r")
u^r'-r"

<2-2)

and to define the density matrix in the '{r, «} representation' by
<rab(r, u) = (a, r +i«|or|fe, r-\u).

(2.3)

By Fourier transform with respect to it, one gets the well known' Wigner representation' of a- (Wigner 1932, Takabayasi 1954, De Groot and Suttorp 1972)
wab(r, p) = p I d3u o-ab{r, u) exp(-ip • u/h).

(2.4)

The Wigner representation is more generally used than the {r, «} one. However, for
the situation considered in this paper, calculations are simpler in the {r, «} representation. A similar representation is actually used by Stenholm (1983), and u (which is
denoted x) is considered as representing the 'amount of off-diagonality of the density
matrix in the position representation' (this clearly appears in the second equation
(2.2)). Note however that the r dependence of o-ab(r, u) is not introduced by Stenholm
(1983), whereas it will play an important role in the following calculations, when the
laser amplitude is r dependent (for example, for a standing wave).
2.2. Description of the laser field
We denote
S(r, t) = e%0(r)cos(a>t + <l>(r))

(2.5)

the monochromatic laser field with frequency w, amplitude ^0(»"), phase <£(#•) and
polarisation e (g 0 and 4> are real functions of r, e is supposed to be independent of
r and linear). A plane progressive wave corresponds to
S(r, t) = e%0cos(a>t-k-r)

(2.6)
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i.e., to a uniform amplitude g 0 and to a phase <j>(r) = -k- r, whereas a plane standing
wave
(2.7)

S(r, t) = sW0 cos k-r cos a>t

has a zero uniform phase and a sinusoidal amplitude %0(r) = %0 cosfc-r.
It is convenient to introduce the positive (£ + ) and negative {%') frequency components of S defined by
8(r, 0 = e%+{r) exp(-uof) + eS"(r) exp(iwt).

(2.8)

From (2.5) and (2.8), it follows that
«*(r) =**<>(') exp(Ti*(r)).

(2.9)

The laser-atom coupling is characterised by the r-dependent Rabi frequency
«,(r) = -(e.rf)* 0 (r)/ft.

(2.10)

We will also use the following coupling parameter
K(r) = -(e-d)%+(r)/ti

(2.11)

related to (ot(r) by
ic(r)=Wr)exp(-i0(r)).

(2-12)

2.3. Generalised optical Bloch equations
The equations of motion of the aab(r, u) will be called the 'generalised optical Bloch
equations' (GOBE), since they generalise the well known optical Bloch equations by
including both internal (a, b) and external (r, H) quantum numbers. They can be written
(d

ift

d2 \
= -Tcree{r, u)-i[K{r+{u)<rge(r, u)-K*(r-\u)aeg(r,

(d

ift

«)]

d2 \
= +Tx(u)cree(r,u)-i[K*(r+\u)o-eg{r,u)-K(r-^u)crge(r,u)]

(d

ift

2

d

ift

2

d

(2.13b)

\

= [i(<o^a>0)-ir]creg(r,u)-i[K(r
(d

(2.13a)

+ {u)(Tgg(r,u)-K(r-iu)o-ee(r,u)]

(2.13c)

\

= [-i( W -w 0 )-|r]cr ge (i-, u)-i[K*{r+X2u)*ee{r, u)-K*(r-±u)<Tgg(r, «)].
(2.13d)
In these equations, the terms in (-ih/M)d2/dr du describe the effect of free flight (they
come from the commutator of a with the kinetic energy operator P2/2M). The terms
proportional to the natural width T of e describe the relaxation due to spontaneous
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emission. The population crec of e and the 'optical coherences' o-eg (or (rge) are damped
with rates respectively equal to T and l l \ The term in I > ( H ) in (2.136) describes the
transfer of atoms from e to g by spontaneous emission. x(") is equal to
* ( « ) = I d 2 n0(n)exp(-iw o n-u/c)

(2.14)

where </>(n) is the normalised angular distribution of spontaneous emission in the
direction n = k/k. From the normalisation condition Jd 2 n </>(n) = 1, it follows that
*(<>) = 1.

(2.15)

Finally, the terms in « and K* describe the interaction with the laser field. They come
from the commutator of a with the interaction Hamiltonian -D -&(R, t) (in the
rotating-wave approximation). Actually, equations (2.13) are written in a 'rotating
frame' representation, which eliminates any explicit time dependence in exp(±iwt).
By Fourier transform with respect to u, equations (2.13) become the GOBE in the
Wigner representation (Vorobev et al 1969, Baklanov and Dubetskii 1976, Javanainen
and Stenholm 1980, Cook 1980a, Letokhov and Minogin 1981). Since the operator
-ihd/du is changed into p in such a transformation, the left-hand side of equations
(2.13) becomes the 'hydrodynamic derivative' d/dt+(p/M) -d/dr. The ordinary products of functions of « in the right-hand side become convolution products of functions
of k expressing the momentum conservation in photon-atom interactions.
Suppose finally that we put u = 0 in the right hand side of equations (2.13). Then,
only *(r) and K*(r) appear in the equations, and x(u) is, according to (2.15), replaced
by one, so that one gets the ordinary optical Bloch equations (Allen and Eberly 1975)
(dealing only with internal variables, the atom being considered at rest in r).
2.4. Simplifications appearing when free flight is neglected
Condition (1.2) means that one can neglect the spatial displacement of the atom along
Ox during the interaction time T, even if it gets some momentum by absorbing and
emitting photons. The same argument holds for the displacements along Ox and Oz
(we recall that we are in the initial rest frame moving with velocity v0 along Oz). It is
therefore possible to neglect the free-flight terms of equations (2.13) which describe
the effect on a of the spatial displacement of the atom. Such an approximation
introduces great simplifications in the calculations (Tanguy 1983). Equations (2.13)
become then strictly local in r and «, i.e. they can be solved for each set {r, «}.
If we suppose the detection signal insensitive to the atomic internal state, it is
convenient to introduce the trace of the density matrix over internal variables
F(r,u) = o-gg(r,u)+cree(r,u).

(2.16)

From the linearity and locality (in r and «) of equations (2.13) (without free flight),
it follows that the outgoing F function, Fout(r, u), depends linearly on the incoming
one, Fin(r, «), for each set r, «
Fout(r, u) = L(r, u, T)Fin(r, u)

(2.17)

The 'linear filter' amplitude L(r, u, T) depends of course on the interaction time T.
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The explicit expression of L can be obtained by taking the Laplace transform of
equations (2.13) (without free flight), which are transformed into algebraic equations.
If
L(r, u, s) =
dt exp(-rt)L(r, u, t)
Jo
is the Laplace transform of L(r, u, t), one finds that L(r, u,s) can be written

(2.18)

(2.19)

L(r,u,s) = P3(s)/P4(s)

where P3 and P4 are polynomials of degree three and four in s with coefficients
depending on r and u:
P3(s) = 2(s + l l > ( r +\u)K*{r-\u)
-i(«-a.0)[|K(r+^ii)|2-|ic(f—in)!2]
2

2

2

(2.20)
2 2

P4(s) = S (5+T)[(5+|r) + ( w - Wo ) ]+[|K(r+i«)| -|K(r-iH)| ]
-2r(s+£)x(u)K(r+±u)K*(r-±u)
+2(5+iD 2 [|K(r+iH)| 2 +|K(r-i H )| 2 ]
+ ir(a,-( U o )[| K (r+l«)| 2 -|/c(i-i«)| 2 ].

(2.21)

(We have supposed that the initial internal atomic state is the ground state.)
A few important particular cases will be considered later on. We just point out
here that the u dependence of L(r, u, s) has two physical origins. First, the spatial
dependence of the laser field, through the functions K{r±\u) and x*(r±\u). Secondly,
the angular properties of spontaneous emission through the function #(«), which
actually only appears in P4(s).
Finally, since equations (2.13), without free flight and with u = 0, reduce to the
ordinary Bloch equations for an atom at rest in r, and since the trace of a- is a constant
of motion for these equations, it follows that •Fout(''> 0) = Fin(r, 0), and, consequently,
according to (2.17)
L(r,0, T) = 1.

(2.22)

Actually, it can be directly checked in (2.20) and (2.21) that L(r,0, s) = l/s, which is
the Laplace transform of 1.
2.5. Propagator G(r, q, T) of the Wigner function
The Fourier transforms of Fin(r, u) and Fout(r, u) with respect to u are the Wigner
functions win(r, p) and woM{r,p) describing the incoming and outgoing external states.
From equation (2.17), it follows that
Wo»,(r, p) = j d3q G(r, q, T)win(r, p-q)

(2.23)

G(r, q, T) = ^ j j d3« L(r, u, T) exp(-i 9 • ii/fc).

(2.24)

where
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G(r, q, T) therefore appears as the propagator, or the Green's function, of the equation
of motion of the Wigner function.
From the hermiticity of <r and from (2.16) and (2.3), one can show that F(r, u) =
F*(r, -u), and consequently, from (2.17), that L(r, u, T) = L*(r, -u, T). It then follows
from (2.24) that G(r, q, T) is a real function, which is, in addition, normalised in q

j d3qG(r,q, 7) = 1

(2.25)

as a consequence of (2.22). This suggests interpreting equation (2.23) by considering
that 'an atom in r has a probability G(r,q, T) to receive a momentum q during 7"
from the laser beam, and to have its momentum changed from p - q to p. Actually,
G is not a true probability, since it can take negative values, but rather a 'quasiprobability'. It may also appear surprising to consider a momentum transfer in a given
point, since such a picture seems to violate Heisenberg relations. Actually, G(r, q, T)
is a propagator and not a representation of a physical state, so that Heisenberg relations
do not apply in principle to such a function. The physical initial and final states are
described by win(r,p) and wout(r,p) and one can show that the reduced distributions
in r and p
« ! „ ( ' ) = [ d3pwin(r,j>)

(2.26a)

0\n(p)= I d3rwin(r,p)

(2.26b)

out

out

J

J

out

out

satisfy of course ArAp > fi/2.
The propagator G{r, q, T) will be the basic tool used in this paper. We shall
determine in the following sections the structure of G in the limit of short ( T « TR)
and long (T»TR)
interaction times, and we try to understand the evolution of G
between these two regimes. We first relate the experimental signal measured by the
detector to G(r, q, T) for two extreme types of initial states.
2.6. Expression of the detection signal for two extreme types of initial states

Suppose first that the incoming atomic wavepacket has a width Ax along x much larger
than the laser wavelength, and also a width Apx in px much smaller than the photon
momentum hk
Ax»A

Apx«hk

(2.27)

(see however the remark at the end of this section). From now on, we will write only
the components x and p = px of r and p in wm and wout, since these components are
those which are relevant for the deflection experiment. Condition (2.27) means that
the width of win(x, p) in p around p = 0 is much smaller than the characteristic width
of the q dependence of G(x, q, T), which is of the order of hk. It follows that, for an
initial state satisfying (2.27), (2.23) can be approximated by
wOut(x, P) = G(x, P, T) I dq win(x, p-q)
= G(x,p,T)Xin(x)

(2.28)
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where ATin(x) is the initial distribution in x (see 2.26a). The detector measures the
final momentum distribution 8Pout(p), which is obtained by integrating wout(x,p) over
x (see 2.26b). We thus get from (2.28)

Po»t(p) = J dx G(x,p, T)Xin(x).

(2.29)

The second type of initial state which we will consider in the following corresponds
to a width Ax much smaller than A and, also, to a width Apx much larger than hk
Ax«A

&px»hk.

(2.30)

These conditions correspond to a small incoming wavepacket crossing the laser wave
in a well defined abscissa x0. One can then show that
^out(p)= I dqG(xo,q, T)0>in{p-q).

(2.31)

Since Fin(x, u) is the Fourier transform of win(x, p) with respect to p, Fin(x, u) has a
width in u around u = 0 much smaller than 1/fc The presence of Fin(x, u) in the right
hand side of (2.17) suppresses in this case the contributions of the values of u which
do not satisfy ku« 1. For the second type of initial state (2.30), it will therefore be
possible to use an approximate value of L(x, u, T) corresponding to the limit ku« 1.
Remark. We could also consider atomic beams for which Ax Apx » h. Suppose for
example that the incoming atomic state is a statistical mixture of small wavepackets
of the type (2.30), with the centres of the wavepackets distributed along Ox The
deflection profile of such a beam is just the statistical average of the deflection profiles
corresponding to all the individual wavepackets. We could equivalently describe the
atomic state as a statistical mixture of large wavepackets of the type (2.27), having
different values of (px), i.e. crossing the laser beam with different angles.

3. Short-time limit
3.1. Structure of the propagator in the limit T« TR
We suppose in this section that the interaction time T is very short compared with the
radiative lifetime TR, SO that spontaneous emission can be neglected during the time
of flight of atoms through the laser beam. It follows that we can neglect the terms
proportional to F in the polynomials P3(s) and P^(s) appearing in the expression of
L(x, u, s) (see expressions (2.19) to (2.21)). In particular, x(u)> which is multiplied
by F (see (2.21)), vanishes. This means that the w dependence of L is only due to the
spatial dependence of the laser field, through the functions K and K* appearing in
(2.20) and (2.21). In order to interpret the physical content of L(x, u, 5) and then of
the propagator G(x, q, T), in the limit T « TR, we consider now two important particular
cases.
For a resonant (w = « 0 ) laser progressive wave, propagating along Ox, we have,
according to (2.12), (2.10) and (2.6):
K(X) = 3W, exp(ifoc)

(3.1)
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where
», = - ( e •*)»„/*

(3.2)

is independent of x Inserting (3.1) into (2.20) and (2.21), neglecting the terms in T
and using w = w0, one gets
f,
Hx,u,s)-

s2 +j(o2i[l +exp(iku)] 1 -t-exp(ifcu) l-exp(ifcu) l-exp(ifcn)
,(,2 + _?)
2s
+ 4 (_+i« 1 ) + 4(*-i».) •

(3'3)

The inverse Laplace transform of (3.3) is
L(x, u, T) = l[l +exp(ijk«)]+|[l -exp(ifcw)]cos w,T

(3.4)

so that the propagator G(x, q, T), which is the Fourier transform of L(x, u, T) with
respect to «, appears to be equal to
G(x,q, T) = cos2jo>iT8(q) +sin2^wtTSiq-hk).

(3.5)

The physical meaning of (3.5) is very clear. The atom initially in the ground state g
and crossing the laser beam has a probability cos2 \(»x T of staying in the same state
without absorbing a laser photon, and a probability sin^a^T of absorbing a laser
photon and to get in this way a momentum hk along Ox (since spontaneous emission
is neglected during T, only induced emission processes can take place after the atom
has been excited, bringing back the laser-atom system in its initial state). Equation
(3.5) describes a resonant Rabi precession between e and g, including momentum
exchange (Luzgin 1980). For a non-resonant excitation {to # w0), the structure of (3.5)
remains the same, the coefficients of the two delta functions S(q) and 8(q-hk)
corresponding to a non-resonant Rabi precession.
For a resonant laser standing-wave propagating along Ox, we have, from (2.12),
(2.10) and (2.7)
(3.6)

K(x) = |ftcosfcx

where ft is still given by (3.2) and independent of x The same calculations as above
lead to the following expression of L
~
L{X'

"' 5 ) = s2+il2

s
sin2 kx sin2 kku

2\s+i(lsin

fccsinffcu

s-iflsin

kxsin^ku)

(3.7)

from which one deduces
L(x, u, T) = cos(flT sinfexsin \ku)

(3.8)

and
G(x,q,T)=

I

J2m((lT sin kx)8{q-mhk)

(3.9)

where J2m are the Bessel functions of order 2m. In the derivation of (3.9) from (3.8),
we have used
exp(iasin0)= £
n = —co

Jn(a) exp(infl)

(3.10)
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and
/„(«) = (-l)nJn(-a)

= (-l)V_ B (a).

(3.11)

For a resonant standing wave, the propagator G(x, q, T) is therefore a comb of delta
functions with a spacing hk. Mathematically, this comes from the fact that the laser
amplitude is a sinusoidal function of x, so that L(x, u, s) and L(x, u, T), which depend
on K{X± 3H) and K*(X±^U) are periodic functions of u, which can be expanded in a
Fourier series of u, and which become by Fourier transform a comb of delta functions.
Physically, such a structure is associated with the redistribution of photons between
the two counterpropagating waves forming the standing wave. An atom initially in
the ground state can absorb a photon from the wave propagating along the positive
(or negative) direction of Ox and get in this way a momentum +hk (or -hk) along
Ox Then, by a stimulated emission process induced by the counterpropagating wave,
it can emit a photon in the opposite direction and return to the ground state with a
momentum +2hk (or -2hk) along Ox. One understands in this way how all integer
multiples of hk, ±nhk, can be found in the transfer of momentum from the laser beam
to the atom. Such a result can be also understood from a wave point of view, as being
due to a 'Bragg scattering' of the incoming atomic de Broglie wave by a 'grating of
light' associated with the laser standing wave, as in the Kapitza-Dirac effect (see § 3.2
below).
Note finally that G{x, q, T) given in (3.9) can take negative values (the Bessel
functions J2m are real but not always positive). This clearly shows that G{x, q, T) is
a quasi-probability of momentum transfer and not a probability. We use now the
expression (3.9) for G(x, q, T) for calculating the physical signal 5POut(/>) corresponding
to the two extreme types of initial states considered in § 2.6. This will show how the
approach used in this paper can be applied to the discussion of two important physical
effects observable on the deflection profile of a monoenergetic atomic beam crossing
at right angles a resonant laser standing wave (in the limit T« T R ).
3.2. Resonant Kapitza-Dirac effect
We suppose first that the incoming atomic wavepacket has a width Ax along Ox much
larger than the laser wavelength A (condition (2.27)). The final momentum distribution
is then given by (2.29). Actually, the incoming atomic spatial distribution Xin(x) along
Ox varies very slowly with x, and G(x, q, T) is a periodic function of x, so that (2.29)
can be rewritten
1 f+A/2
^out(/>) = 7
dxG(x,p,T).
A
J-A/2

(3.12)

Inserting the expression (3.9) of G into (3.12), one finally gets
^O»«(P)= 1
m = — oo

J2m{\ClT)8(p-mhk)

(3.13)

which exactly coincides with the result derived by other methods (Bernhardt and Shore
1981, Arimondo et al 1981) for the deflection profile. Note that J2m is always positive,
so that ^out(p) is, as expected, a true probability. The structure of i?out(p), which
appears as a series of equally spaced discrete peaks, is similar to the structure of the
deflection profile of a monoenergetic electron beam crossing at right angles a standing
wave (Kapitza and Dirac 1933). In the electron case, such a structure comes from
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stimulated Compton scattering processes induced by the two counterpropagating waves
forming the standing wave whereas, in the atomic case, the physical processes are, as
we have seen above, resonant absorption and stimulated emission processes. This is
why the effect described by (3.13) is called the resonant Kapitza-Dirac effect. It has
been recently experimentally observed on sodium atoms (Moskowitz et al 1983).
Remark. If the detection zone is far from the interaction one, it is necessary to
take into account the recoil due to spontaneous emission for those atoms which leave
the interaction zone in the excited state e. The odd teeth of the comb, which correspond
to such a situation, are therefore broadened and reduced.
3.3. Optical Stern and Gerlach effect
We consider now the opposite limit (Ax« A) for the incoming wavepacket (condition
(2.30)), so that we have now to use the expression (2.31) of 0*out(p), where x0 is the
abscissa of the point at which the small incoming wavepacket crosses the laser standing
wave.
As explained above (see end of § 2.6), it is possible, when condition (2.30) is
fulfilled, to use ku « 1 in the expression of L(x0, u, T), i.e. replace sin \ku by ^ku in
(3.8). This gives
L(xo,u, T)=^exp(iu8k)+jexp(-iu8k)

(3.14)

Sk = {D.kT sin

(3.15)

with
fcx0

and consequently
G(xo,q,T) = k8(q-h8k)+8(q+h8k)].

(3.16)

Inserting (3.16) in the expression (2.31) of ^OM{p), we finally get
^o»«(p)=5^in(p-*«fc)+5*in(P+*5fc)-

(3.17)

We therefore predict that the incoming wavepacket is split in two parts respectively
translated by +h8k and -h8k. The amount h8k of the translation is, according to
(3.15), proportional to the interaction time T, and to the gradient in x0 of the coupling
parameter K(X) defined in (3.6). The effect described by (3.17) is the optical Stern
and Gerlach effect and does not seem to have yet been observed.
Remark It might be interesting to discuss the shape of 3Pout(p) for an incoming
atomic state which is a statistical mixture of wavepackets of the type (2.30) (see remark
at the end of § 2). Each wavepacket (2.30) gives rise to two wavepackets with a splitting
in p, 2h8k, depending on the abscissa x0 at which the wavepacket crosses the standing
wave (see equation (3.15)). We have to calculate 3Pout(p) for each incoming wavepacket
x0 and then to average over x0. We get in this way a smooth curve, symmetric with
respect to p = 0, and with two maxima at the extremal deviations ±h8kM = ±h£lkT/2,
occurring for the values of x0 such that sin kx0 = ± 1. Such a curve is somewhat similar
to the 'quasi-classical' continuous curve represented in figure 2 of Arimondo et al
(1981). We could also reproduce such a curve by taking a statistical mixture of
wavepackets (2.27). Each individual wavepacket gives a comb of 5 functions centred
around (px). Since the dispersion of the different values of (px) is much larger than
hk, the average of the various displaced combs gives rise again to a smooth curve.
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4. Long-time limit (T » TR)
We now show that the Green function G(x, q, T) tends to an asymptotic Gaussian
limit when the interaction time T is greater than the radiative lifetime rR. We then
connect our approach with the Fokker-Planck equation often used in this situation.
We finally obtain the shape of the deflection profile and particularly the variation of
its width plotted against the interaction time T.
4.1. Gaussian limit of the Green's function
The expression (2.19) of the Laplace transform L(x, u, s) of the linear filter amplitude
L(x, u, T) has a rational form and can be split up in elementary fractions of the
variable s
(4.1)
The four roots s, of the polynomial P4 have been supposed distinct for the sake of
simplicity. It follows that
L(x, u, T) = I a,(x, u) exp( Ts,(x, «)).

(4.2)

The real parts of the roots s, are all negative. If s, is the root associated with the
smallest damping, one gets in the long-time limit
T » TR

L(x, u, T) = a,(x, u) exp(rs,(x, «)).

(4.3)

Now, the Green's function G(x, q, T) is the Fourier transform of L(x, u, T). In other
words, L(x, u, T) is the first characteristic function of G(x, q, T) considered as a
distribution (more properly a quasi-distribution) of the variable q. We will rather
consider the second characteristic function, In L(x, u, T), which is a linear function
of T in the long time limit as a consequence of equation (4.3)
T» TR

In L(x, u, T) = TSl(x, u).

(4.4)

It follows that the cumulants xn(x, T) associated with the distribution G

KnUT) = \(T-f)

(4.5)

In L(x,u,T)]

L\l duj
Ju=0
are linear functions of T. Such a result is easy to understand: since the correlation
time of the radiative forces is of the order of TR) the amounts of momentum transferred
during different time intervals larger than TR can be considered as independent random
variables. It is therefore not surprising to find the cumulants Kn(x, T) increasing linearly
with T (cumulants are additive in the superposition of independent random variables).
We can now go further by applying the central limit theorem: in the limit T » r R ,
the momentum transferred during T is the sum of many independent variables and
becomes a Gaussian ('normal') variable characterised by two non-zero cumulants Kt
and K2. Mathematically, such a theorem means that the cumulants Kn of order greater
than two (and which are proportional to T) can be neglected when scaled to the
dispersion of the distribution (K 2 ) 1 / 2
K n /(/c 2 ) n / 2 ~(r R /T) ( ' l / 2 ) - 1 «l

for«5*3.

(4.6)
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The Green's function can therefore be approximated by a Gaussian function of q

G(x

' * r ) ~(w^ e x p l~~^r)

(4 7)

-

where K, and K2, proportional to T, are the mean value and the variance of the
momentum transfer for an atom located in x (as G is a quasiprobability, it might be
more appropriate to call K, and K2 a quasi mean value and a quasivariance).
4.2. Connection with a Fokker-Planck equation
Let us introduce the following notations
K2{X, T) = 2D(x)T.

C4 8

- '

Expression (4.7) thus appears as the Green's function of the following Fokker-Planck
equation

(rt+FMrP-DMi?hx'*t)ss0

(4 9)

-

(the free-flight term is omitted in (4.9); see § 1). Our approach, based on the solution
of the generalised optical Bloch equations (see § 2.3), is therefore equivalent in the
long-time limit to the description by a Fokker-Planck equation. At this stage, we want
to emphasise that the expressions obtained in our approach for K, and K2 are in
complete agreement with the expressions obtained by Gordon and Ashkin (1980) for
the mean force F(x) and the momentum diffusion coefficient D(x) (Tanguy 1983).
The connection between the generalised optical Bloch equations and the FokkerPlanck one can be derived in a more formal manner. As a matter of fact, one deduces
from equation (2.17)
-^FoJx,

u, T) = ( ^ l n L(x, u, T)J Fout(x, ", T)

(4.10)

and from (4.5)

±F,J*»,T)=Zji(£)(±)"FU*.«.T).

(4.1,,

A Fourier transform with respect to » gives the evolution of the Wigner distribution

^•"-.L^IFX-S)"1***71-

<4J2)

This equation is correct for short as well as long interaction times (in so far as free
flight can be ignored). For long interaction times, simplifications can be introduced
as a consequence of the central limit theorem (see discussion above). First, the
coefficients (dKn/dT) can be considered as constant («„ is proportional to T). Second,
the equation can be truncated at the second order in (d/dq) (the cumulants of order
greater than two can be ignored).
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4.3. Application to deflection profiles for Ax » A
Applying the preceding results to deflection profiles, we shall limit ourselves to the
case of a monoenergetic atomic beam (i.e. Ax»A) crossing a laser beam, the latter
being a running or a standing plane wave. G(x, q, T) does not depend on x in the
first case, and has a period of A/2 (due to the w](x) terms) in the second one. We
can write

2 f*/4

0\,ut(/>) = 7
A

J-A/4

(4.13)

dxG(x,p,T).

It is now clear that the deflection profile can be obtained by a superposition of Gaussian
curves corresponding to equally spaced values of x each of which is centred on p(x)
(=TF(x)) and has a width (2TD(x)) 1/2 (see also Kazantsev et al 1981).
In the case of a running plane wave, F(x) does not depend on x, so that all curves
are centred on the same value. We thus expect a bell-shaped deflection profile.
The case of a standing plane wave is more interesting as it gives very different
results according as the detuning w - <o0 is zero or not. The expression of F{x) is
cv \

F(x) =

1,1 r

^

ft2sin2fcx

ftfc(w-wo)-j——
rr
T +4(w - «o)2 +2O2 cos kx

,

.

( 4 A- 14tA
)

with
il = -d%0/h.

(4.15)

It appears that F(x) = 0 for <o = <o0. The deflection profile will thus be, in the same
way as above, a bell-shaped curve centred on p = 0. For w ^ a>0 however, F(x) varies
with x and we must add the contributions of Gaussian distributions centred on different
points.
We have sketched in figure 1 p(x) (=TF(x)) as a function of x. The distribution
of the p(Xi) corresponding to equally spaced values x, of x is obviously denser in the
neighbourhood of ±/>M, corresponding to the extrema of p(x). Consequently, in the

Figure 1. The distribution of the p(xt) corresponding to equally spaced values of x{ is
denser near the values ±p M corresponding to the extrema of p(x).
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construction of the deflection profile, there will be more Gaussian curves centred on
±pM than on any other value of p. We thus predict that for w ^ <o0, SPolit(p-> should
exhibit a structure with two peaks near p — ±pM (which we call a 'rainbow structure'),
provided that pM is greater than the widths of the Gaussian distributions we are
summing. Such structures are studied in more details by Tanguy et al (1983).
4.4. Width of the profile versus the interaction time
The variance Ap2(T) of the momentum p in the final momentum distribution 8Poul(p)
can be evaluated from (4.13), (4.7) and (4.8). One finds
Ap2(T) = 2DT + kF2T2.

(4.16)

The first term 2DT is the average value of the variances K2 = 2D{x) T of the Gaussian
contributions associated with each value of x
2 f+A/4

D=-

A J-A/4

(4.17)

dxD(x).

The second term AF 2 T 2 is the variance of the mean values K, = F(x)T of the same
Gaussian contributions
/ 2 f+A/4
\ / 2 f+A/4
\2
2
AF = ( dxF (x) - f
dxF(x)).
2

\A J-A/4

/

\A J-A/4

/

(4.18)

When F(x) is independent of x, i.e. for a running wave or a resonant standing one,
this second term vanishes and the dispersion Ap of the deflection profile varies as V T.
On the contrary, for a non-resonant standing wave, AF 2 is non-zero (and equal to the
first term of (4.18)) and Ap varies as T.
Remark. Equation (4.16) could also be used for discussing the laser power dependence of the dispersion Ap of the deflection profile, which has been actually experimentally measured on a sodium beam (Arimondo et al 1979, Viala 1982). For a
resonant excitation, F and AF2 are equal to zero, and according to (4.16), Ap should
vary as (2DT)1/2, i.e. as the square root of the laser power P L , since D is proportional
to PL at high intensities. Such a result seems to be in good agreement with experimental
observations (see also Minogin 1981 and Kazantsev et al 1981).

5. Intermediate times ( T ~ r R )
We finally come to the domain of intermediate times (T~ T R ) where the Green function
G(x, q, T) can no longer be considered as a comb of S functions or as a Gaussian
function. We want to show that it has nevertheless a simple interpretation in terms of
momentum conservation in absorption and emission processes.
5.1. Structure of the propagator for a laser running wave
The expression (2.19) of L(x, u, s) can be written in the case of a laser running wave
as
Ti
L ( w )

\
=

a+a'exp(iku)
fc[l-c*(M)exp(ifcM)]

(5

"1}
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where a, a', b and c are functions of s only
a = (s+r)[(5+ir) 2 +(a,-a,o) 2 ] + ( s + ^ ?
b = s(s +T)[(s +±r)2 + (a> -a>0)2] +(s +kY)2a>\
(5.2)

bc = Y{s+\Y)Wu
Equation (5.1) can then be expanded into
L(x,u,s) = a + a ' e X p ( i f c " ) I

m=0

0

c"(x(u)r

(5.3)

exp(imku).

A Fourier transform with respect to u gives the corresponding expansion of G(x, q,s)
<x>

G(x,q,s)= I

a c

m

—-8{q-mhk)®4>(m\q)

m=0 O

+ I ~8[q-(m
m=0 O

+ \)tik]®<l>im)(q)

(5.4)

where the symbol ® represents the convolution product of two functions of q and
(j>{m){q) the Fourier transform of (x(u))m. As the Fourier transform of xiu) is just
the normalised distribution <f>(q) of the momentum transfer during a spontaneous
emission process (see equation (2.14)), <f>im)(q) is the autoconvolution product of <j>{q)
of order m
<t>im\q) = <p(q)®<t>(q)...®<i>(q),m times

(5.5)

In other terms, </>im)(q) is the distribution of the recoil momentum given by m
spontaneous emission processes.
The expression (5.4) of the propagator has thus a very clear interpretation if (acm/ b)
is associated with the probability for the atom starting from g to end in g after m
spontaneous emissions (distribution of recoil </>^m)(q)), the number of absorbed laser
photons being also m (momentum transfer mhk). In a similar way, (a'cm/b) has to
be associated with the probability for the atom to end in e after m spontaneous
emissions (distribution of recoil <f>(m)(q)), the number of absorbed laser photons being
(m + 1) (momentum transfer (m +\)hk). Using resonance fluorescence theory (Smirnov and Troshin 1981, Reynaud 1983 and references therein), one can actually calculate
the statistics of the number of emitted photons; the results thus obtained entirely agree
with this interpretation.
As the convolution product by a S function is only a translation, equation (5.4)
can be written in a simpler manner
G(x, q,s)=Z

oo /acm

m

(m

\-r<S> \q~mhk)

m=0 \ O

a'c

\

+—<t>(m\q -(m + l)hk]).
0

I

(5.6)

Remarks, (i) In the case of a laser running wave, the propagator G(x, q, T) is
actually independent of x, as it appears on equations (5.4) and (5.2). This is why it
can be interpreted as a true probability distribution.
(ii) It is very simple to modify the expressions obtained in this section in order to
take into account the emission of a last fluorescence photon by the atom during its
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free flight from the interaction zone to the detector. The momentum transfer due to
this spontaneous emission can actually be described by one more function <j>{q) when
the atom leaves the interaction zone in the excited state. More precisely, equation
(5.6) becomes
00

G(x,q,s)=l

I' acm
a'cm
( — 4 > ( m ) ( q - m f t f c ) + — <f>^+l\q-(m
b
m=o \ b

\
+ l)hk] .
/

(5.7)

5.2. Structure of the propagator for a laser standing wave
In the case of a laser standing wave, the expression (2.19) of L(x, u, s) can be written
a

L(x,u,s) =

b(\-cx(u))

= £ ~~(x(u))m
m=<> b

(5.8)

where a, b and c are functions of x, u and s
a

= P 3 (j) = ( J +r)[(s+±r) 2 +(a>-< U o) 2 ]
+sil 2 [(s +5r)(l +cos 2fcx)(l +cos ku) +i(o> -<u0) sin 2kx sin ku]

b = 5(5 +T)[(s +5T)2 + (a> - wo)2]+iKft4 sin2 2kx sin 2 ku
+lil2[2{s + | r ) 2 ( l +cos 2kx cos ku) -iF(a) - a>0) sin 2kx sin ku]
be = T(s +5r)in 2 (cos 2kx +cos ku).

(5.9)

It is worth noting that a, b and c are periodic functions of u, which is not the case
for * ( " ) • The Fourier transform of (acm/b) with respect to u is therefore a comb of
S functions and the expansion of G(x, q, s) corresponding to (5.8) can be written
G(x,q,s)=

+

f(l

m=0 \ n = -oo

Rnm(x,s)5(q-nhk))®<j>im)(q).
/

(5.10)

As in the preceding section, the function <f>im)(q) (Fourier transform of (x(")) m ) is
the distribution of the recoil momentum given by m spontaneous processes. Now, the
parenthesis (Fourier transform of acm/ b) represents the momentum transfer associated
with the absorption or the stimulated emission of laser photons. The quantity RZ,{x, T)
(inverse Laplace transform of R^ix, s)) thus appears as the probability for an atom
at point x to emit m fluorescence photons during the interaction time T and to
redistribute photons between the two waves +k and —k in such a way that the
momentum transferred in this redistribution is nhk. More properly, Rl,{x,T) has to
be considered as a quasi-probability since it may be negative. When the incoming
atomic wavepacket can be considered as a plane wave (condition (2.27)), the final
momentum distribution ^outiq) can be written (from 2.29 and 5.10)

^ou,(g)=?

+

f n"m(T)<f>(m\q-nhk)

m = 0 n = — 00

(5.11)

with

IC(r)=!f +A/2 dxR" m (x,T).
"•

(5.12)

J-A/2

II^(T) is a true probability (as ^Ont(q)) and can be interpreted in a dressed-atom
approach. The energy diagram of the atom dressed by the two types of laser photons
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hk and — hk is sketched in figure 2. The initial state of the dressed atom is [g, nu n2)
(atom in g in presence of nx photons hk and n2 photons -hk). The states located on
the same horizontal line can be populated through redistribution of photons between
the two waves (the number of atomic plus laser excitations being conserved). Spontaneous emission allows states located lower than the initial state in the energy diagram
to be populated (through the emission of fluorescence photons represented by wavy
arrows in figure 2). Each state of the energy diagram is labelled by two quantum
numbers m and n (m for the horizontal lines, n for the vertical columns). The quantity
njJ,(T) is simply the probability for the atom starting from m = 0, « = 0 (labels of
\g, n,, « 2 » to be in the state m, n after an interaction time T. The equation (5.11) has
thus a very clear interpretation since it expresses the conservation of the total momentum
during the evolution of the dressed atom.

Figure 2. Energy diagram of the dressed atom. The states are labelled by three quantum
numbers, g or e for the atomic state, n, and n2 for the numbers of photons in the two laser
modes, or equivalently by the two quantum numbers n and m describing their position in
the diagram. The horizontal arrows are associated with the coherent redistribution of
photons between the two waves (variation of n) whereas the vertical wavy arrows are
associated with spontaneous emission (variation of m).

Remark. The final state of the atom is e when n + m isan odd number. One can
therefore take into account the free flight of the atom from the interaction zone to the
detector by adding one function (j>{q) in the terms of (5.10) or (5.11) for which n+m
is odd.
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Paper 6.2
J. Dalibard, S. Reynaud, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Proposals of stable optical traps for
neutral atoms," Opt. Commun. 47, 395-399 (1983).
Reprinted with permission of Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
The dipole force, which appears in a laser intensity gradient and which can be interpreted
in terms of absorption-stimulated emission cycles, is derived from a potential. For a red
detuning (laser frequency UJ\, smaller than the atomic frequency a>o), one gets a potential
well at the focus of a laser beam, which could be used to trap atoms. For example, one can
get a potential well on the order of 1 K by focusing a laser beam with a power of 1 W to a
waist of 10 /im. Such dipole force traps are unstable, however, because of the heating due to
the large fluctuations of the dipole forces. One could imagine using two laser beams, one for
trapping and the other for cooling, but the efficiency of the cooling beam would be reduced
by the light shifts induced by the trapping beam. Therefore, it was not clear in the early
1980's if a laser trap for atoms could actually be achieved.
This paper presents possible solutions to this problem. One of the ideas consists of
alternating in time the trapping and cooling beams. It is then possible to optimize separately
the two beams and to avoid their mutual perturbation. Such a scheme was actually used
at Bell Labs to achieve the first laser trap for neutral atoms [S. Chu, J. Bjorkholm, and
A. Ashkin, Phys. Rev. Lett. 57, 314 (1986)].
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PROPOSALS OF STABLE OPTICAL TRAPS FOR NEUTRAL ATOMS
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F 75231 Paris Cedex 05, France
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Proposals of three dimensional stable optical traps for neutral atoms are presented. Two different laser beam configurations, separately optimized for trapping and cooling, act alternately on the same atomic transition, or simultaneously on
two different transitions. Large values are predicted for the ratio optical potential depths over residual kinetic energy.

1. Introduction
This paper presents new proposals of three dimensional optical traps for neutral atoms. Special attention
is given to the discussion of the stability of these optical traps in terms of two important parameters (fig. 1),
the depth UQ of the potential well associated with radiative dipole forces [1-4], and the residual total energy
E resulting from the competition between diffusion
heating and radiative cooling:
. .
~ DTI
B >
vI
where D is the atomic momentum diffusion coefficient
[actually the trace of the diffusion tensor] due to the
fluctuations of radiative forces [ 1 - 4 ] , M the atomic
mass, T the damping time of the atomic velocity due
to the cooling force (T is the effective temperature associated with E).
An optical trap can be considered as stable if
.
, „
(2)
0
B
'

since the escape probability [5] contains the factor
exp(-U0/ksT). The problem is therefore to reduce
k%T to the lowest possible value, which is practically
of the order of 7zr(F natural width of the atomic excited state) [6], while achieving the largest possible
potential depth Uo, i.e. Uo much larger thanftr.
It is now generally admitted [1] that using a single
laser wave does not allow to achieve stable traps, since
Uo and kB T are at best of the same order. This results
from the difficulty of optimizing simultaneously the
trapping and cooling efficiencies of a single laser wave.
it has been proposed to use two separate waves for
cooling and trapping on the same transition [7]. But,
in that case, the light-shifts produced by the intense
trapping beam strongly perturb the cooling efficiency
by introducing a position dependent detuning. The
question of the three dimensional stability of such a
trap seems to remain open [1,8].
The main idea of the present paper is to decouple
^ e t w 0 trapping and cooling functions, either temporally (sect. 4), i.e. by using alternated trapping and
cooling phases, or by use of two different atomic transitions sharing no common level (sect. 5). It is then
possible to optimize separately the two trapping and
cooling beams. We discuss in particular in sect. 2 a new
laser configuration for trapping which uses two counterpropagating a+ and a~ polarized beams and leads to a
deep potential well with a reasonably small diffusion
coefficient. The cooling design is discussed in sect. 3.

Fig. 1. Important characteristics of an optical trap: potential
depth Uo and residual energy E.
0 030-4018/83/0000-0000/$ 03.00 © 1983 North-Holland
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2. Trapping design
The simplest possible idea is to take a focused travelling gaussian beam tuned below resonance. Dipole forces
attract the atom towards the focal zone, but radiation
pressure pushes it along the beam. Dipole forces can
be predominant, but only in situations leading to a too
large momentum diffusion [condition (2) not fulfilled].
The next idea is then to eliminate radiation pressure * by using two counterpropagating waves forming a standing wave [10,11]. But the intensity gradients
along the beam are huge (variations over a wavelength
X) and lead to a prohibitive diffusion coefficient D [12],
which does not saturate at high intensities or large detunings (i.e. for Uo > fir). Physically, this large value
of D is due to the coherent redistribution of photons
between the two counterpropagating waves [coherent
processes involving absorption in one wave and stimulated emission in the other one [13]]. Such a momenturn diffusion can be also interpreted as being due to
spontaneous emission which introduces random jumps
between two "dressed states" with opposite energy
gradients [1,2,14].
Our proposal here is rather to use two counterpropagating a+ and a' polarized gaussian beams with coincident foci (fig. 2a). The resulting wave has a linear
polarization which rotates along the direction of the
beam. But the intensity along this direction varies
smoothly over a wavelength. The possibility of trapping the atom in the focal zone is the same as for a
standing wave, but with a much smaller diffusion coefficient. Because of conservation of angular momenturn, redistribution cannot indeed occur between the
two waves: absorption of a o+ photon cannot be fol* Some proposals of optical traps using only radiation pressure [9] are criticized in ref. [8].

Fig. 2 (a) Trapping configuration: superposition of two
focused a and a counterpropagating waves, (b) Zeeman
optical components (for a / - 0 to / - 1 transition) excited
by the a* and o~ waves.
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lowed by the stimulated emission of a a~ one (fig. 2b).
The redistribution can only occur inside the same
wave, so that the contribution of dipole forces to the
diffusion coefficient is much smaller than for a standing wave, by a factor of the order of (1 /kw0)2, where
w 0 is the beam waist and k = 2ir/\.
AH the previous qualitative predictions have been
confirmed by a quantitative calculation of the potential well and diffusion coefficient for a / = 0 to / = 1
atomic transition (resolution of the corresponding
optical Bloch equations). For a detuning 5 = coL — to 0
between the laser ( w L ) and atomic (w 0 ) frequencies
equal to —100 F, for a saturation parameter
w?/2
s=—
— ,
(3)
+
'* >^>
(where Wj is the Rabi frequency) equal to 4, and for
a beam waist w 0 equal to 50 X, one gets a diffusion
coefficient due to dipole forces equal to 0.1 Ti2k2Y,
and a potential depth Uo equal to 80 fiT.

3. Cooling design
In the quasiadiabatic regime VTK < X (where v is the
velocity and r R the radiative lifetime), or equivalently
kv<T (Doppler effect small compared to the natural
width), the velocity dependence of radiative forces is
mainly linear [1] and can be used for damping the
atomic motion.
As for trapping, radiation pressure prevents us from
using a plane running wave for cooling,
The case of a plane standing wave has been studied
in detail [ 1,15 ]. For small values of the detuning
(151< F/\/3), radiative cooling occurs for 6 < 0 as
for a travelling wave. For larger detunings, the sign of
the velocity dependent force, spatially averaged over a
wavelength, changes when the saturation parameter
increases. This behaviour remains valid when one takes
three perpendicular standing waves with three orthogonal polarizations. A quantitative calculation gives for
example for a / = 0 to / = 1 transition the three dimensional cooling F = -MV/T with T = 5M/fik2 for 6 = +4F
and s = 3. Note that 5 has been chosen much smaller
than for the trapping configuration in order to avoid
j
Ji2k2r).
m o m e n t u m diffusion (here D = 3.7
,
,
,
^ ^
interesting new possibility is to use the
o + — o~ configuration of fig. 2a (with a larger beam
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waist). As for a running wave, cooling (in the direction
of the beam) always occurs for 5 < 0. The optimum
cooling force is found to be F=-MV/T
with T =
3M/M2 for 5 = - r / 2 and s = 1 (the corresponding
value of D being 0.25 h2k2r). It is however impossible
to generalize these results to three orthogonal directions, since one would then reintroduce intensity gradients over a wavelength as in the standing wave case.
A simple solution for achieving three dimensional
cooling with a single o+ — o~ laser configuration is to
apply it to an asymmetrical trap with three different
oscillation frequencies (such a trap can be produced
for example by focusing the a+ - a~ trapping beams
with cylindrical lenses). If the cooling beam has equal
projections along the three axis of the trap, it damps
equally the three components of the atomic velocity
(with a three times smaller efficiency) [16-18].

4. Alternating cooling and trapping phases for a / = 0
to a / = 1 atomic transition
As mentioned in the introduction, our first proposal for achieving the stability condition (2) is to alternate in time cooling and trapping phases, each with a
duration T. It is then possible to optimize separately
the two functions (as this is done in sections 2 and 3)
and to avoid their mutual perturbation *.
If the duration T of each phase is large compared
to the radiative lifetime T R , but small compared to the
cooling time T and to the oscillation period in the potential well, the coefficients appearing in the FokkerPlanck equation describing the atomic motion are the
average of the same coefficients corresponding to the
cooling and trapping phases:
n - - \n
n
1
2 cool tap >
/ =- F /
+1/
1
1 /T - 2 L /'"cool
/rtraP J '
TT=i.iTT
JL.TJ i
IA\
cool
trapJ •
w
Dcooi andD^p are of the same order. But 1/TCOOI
> l / r t a p so that T = 2TCOO1 and UOtiap > Uocool so
* The same result would be obtained by leaving the cooling
on, all the time, and switching on and off the trapping,
since, when the trapping is on, its products light shifts
which make the effect of the cooling negligible.
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that UQ = ^o tap/2- The stability condition (2) becomes
„
s> M m
+n
w
1/w
f<n
w
° taP L / 1 co°l tiaP} Tcooli 'iM '
Since we have optimized separately J7 0 t r a p and
r
cool> w ^ile keeping reasonably small values of Dcool
and D^, it follows that stable traps can be achieved
[we take "half the best of each function".].
We consider now the two specific examples of Mg
and Yb atoms which have a / = 0 t o / = 1 resonance
line \} S—1P at 285 nm with F = 5 X 10 8 s - 1 for
Mg, 1S- 3 P at 556 nm with r = 1.2 X 10 6 s - 1 for Yb].
Using an asymmetrical a+ - a~ trap and a single
a+ — o~ cooling beam (see end of sect. 3), one gets
the following values: for Mg (with a 100 mW trapping
laser power t focused on a waist w 0 = 13 /im), UQ =
4 0 7 J F and kBT = 2.5 fiF (T= 10 mK); for Yb (1 W
on 250 /mi), UQ = 370hT and khT = 2.5 hT (T= 24
;uK). Large values of U0/kBTare thus achieved (16
for Mg, 150 for Yb).
Finally, we would like to emphasize the versatile
character of the alternating scheme. One could for
example achieve a more compact spherical trap by
alternating trapping phases using a + — a~ beams with
orthogonal directions. In such a case, the direction of
the cooling beam would have also to be alternated,
"Black" phases could be also devoted to the observation of unperturbed atoms.

5. Simultaneous cooling and trapping on two different
atomic transitions
When a single atomic transition is used, alternating
cooling and trapping phases seems the only way to
avoid mutual perturbations of the two functions. Another solution is to use simultaneously two different
atomic transitions sharing no common level for cooling and trapping (fig. 3).
Th e 4-level scheme of fig. 3 represents for example
a simplified energy diagram for an alkali atom. Levels
a and b are then the two hyperfine ground levels, sepat Entering a linearly polarized beam in an optical cavity containing two quarter wave plates and two focusing lenses,
one can produce the laser configuration of fig. 2a, while
taking advantage of the power enhancement factor of the
cavity. A 100 mW power at 285 nm seems therefore achievable.
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Fia 3 Foul level scheme. Two transitions a—c and b—d are
*•
.„
..
.
respectively used for cooling and trapping.

rated by the hyperfine splitting Sg. Transition a—c (Dj
line) is used for cooling, with a detuning 5 c o o l and a
Rabi frequency Wj c o o l . Transition b—d (D 2 line) is
used for trapping (8tiap and coj ^ p ) . Because of spontaneous emission processes, c ->• a, b and d -> a, b, the
atom interacts randomly and successively with both
cooling and trapping beams. The simultaneous presence of the two laser beams prevents atoms from being
put in a trap level by optical pumping.
Even if the trapping beam is far from resonance for
the a—d transition, it however produces light shifts on
level a. If one uses the a+ — a~ cooling design of sect.
3, which is optimum for 5 c o o l = - F / 2 , these light shifts
must be kept much smaller than F, if one wants an efficient cooling throughout the trap. The standing wave
cooling design on the other hand works with larger values of 6 and consequently allows larger light shifts of
level a. This is why we will prefer here such a scheme.
All these qualitative considerations have been quantitatively confirmed by a numerical resolution of the
16 optical Bloch equations of the problem. Stable
trapping is predicted for each alkali atom. Best results
are obtained for cesium (Xcooi = 894 nm and X ^ - =
852 nm with F = 3.3 X 10 7 s^ 1 ) which has the greatest hyperfine splitting (S = 1740 F) and then allows
the most intense trapping beam. For 6 t t = - 2 5 0 F,
W l t r a p =200 F (at the center of the trap), 5 c o o l = 10 F
and Wj c o o l = 4 F (averaged over X), one gets a potential depth Uo = 20 hV with a temperature kBT = fiV,
(T= 0.2 raK), i.e. U0/kBT= 20. We find that the
shift of level a due to the trapping beam never exceeds
- 5 F (< 5 c o o l ) so that cooling effectively remains efficient on the whole trap.
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We finally discuss the validity of our model.
(i) The hyperfine structure of level d (6P 3 / 2 ) in Cs
is of the order of 110 F. The trap detuning 15 tt | is
larger than this structure, so that if the laser is tuned
below the lowest hyperfine level of 6P 3 , 2 , all the
four hyperfine levels of d contribute to trapping with
the same sign.
(ii) The hyperfine structure of level c (GPJM) in Cs
is of the order of 230 F. S c o o l and cjj c o o l are much
smaller than this structure so that one can choose for
c the upper hyperfine level of 6?1j2 and ignore the
other one.
.....
(in) For each hyperfine level, we have neglected the
v
Jr
'
'
°^
Zeeman structure. But taking it into account would
not change drastically the physical results,

6. Conclusion
We have proposed new laser configurations for trapping and cooling neutral atoms. Stable optical traps
have been quantitatively predicted with large values
of UolkRT (ranging from 16 to 150). A lower bound
for the confinement time can be obtained by multiplying the oscillation period in the trap by exp({/ 0 /fc B 7)
[5]. One finds confinements times larger than one
minute in all presented cases. This means that other
physical processes (collisions with residual gas for
example) will actually limit the trapping time. Finally, the recent developments in the production of slow
atomic beams [19,20] seem to provide a possible solution for the problem of loading such traps #.
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For Yb, one would have to use the strong resonance line
' S - ' P at 399 nm, with r = 1.8 x 108 s'1, for slowing
down a thermal beam in a reasonable length,
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Paper 6.3
J. Dalibard and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Dressed-atom approach to atomic motion in laser
light: The dipole force revisited," J. Opt. Soc. Am. B2, 1707-1720 (1985).
© Copyright 1985, Optical Society of America.
Reprinted with permission of the Optical Society of America.
This paper was written for a special issue on "The Mechanical Effects of Light" (J. Opt.
Soc. Am. B2, Nov. 1985, eds. P. Meystre and S. Stenholm).
In contrast with the radiation pressure force, which can be easily interpreted in terms
of exchanges of momentum between atoms and photons in absorption-spontaneous emission cycles, the dipole (or gradient) force has some intriguing features. Standard quantum
optics calculations, using, for example, optical Bloch equations and the quantum regression
theorem, can give analytical expressions for the mean value of the force and for the momentum diffusion coefficient associated with its fluctuations. These expressions, however, have
no obvious physical interpretation at high intensity. Similarly, for a two-level atom slowly
moving in an intense standing wave, one finds that the velocity-dependent force changes
its sign when the laser intensity is increased. For a red detuning, the nature of the force is
to damp the atomic motion at low intensity — this is standard Doppler cooling. At high
intensity, the force changes sign and becomes "antidamping."
The purpose of this paper was to get some physical insight into the dipole forces by using
the dressed atom approach. If the mode function associated with the laser field varies in
space, the Rabi frequency, and consequently the dressed state energies, becomes positiondependent, so that it is possible to define for each dressed state a position-dependent potential energy (Fig. 1). As in the Stern-Gerlach effect, one gets a double-valued force that
depends on the internal state of the dressed atom. Spontaneous radiative transitions occur
at random times between dressed states, changing in a random way the sign of the instantaneous force experienced by the atom (Fig. 4). One can quantitatively understand in this
way the mean value and the fluctuations of the dipole forces.
In an intense laser standing wave, the laser-atom coupling (Rabi frequency) is spatially
modulated. This produces not only a spatial modulation of the dressed state energies, but
also a spatial modulation of the spontaneous departure rates from these dressed states (due
to the variations of the admixture of the unstable excited state in each dressed state).
Due to the correlations between these two modulations, an atom moving in these undulated
dressed state potentials can, on the average, run up the potential hills more often than down
(Fig. 6). One can understand in this way why the velocity-dependent force is a damping
force at high intensity for a blue detuning. Note that the cooling mechanism of Fig. 6,
derived here for a two-level atom moving in an intense standing wave, turns out to be quite
general. The ideas developed in this paper have been very useful for identifying new laser
cooling mechanisms which appear at low intensity for an atom having several ground state
sublevels (see papers 7.1, 7.2, and 7.5). Note also that in this paper atomic motion in the
bipotential associated with the dressed states is treated classically. It was only five years
later that, in a different context, quantization of atomic motion in a spatially modulated
optical potential was found to play an essential role and to give rise to observable effects
(see paper 7.4 and the introductory notes of this paper).
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Finally, it should be mentioned that we restrict ourselves in this paper to the adiabatic
regime where the atomic velocity is small enough to allow nonadiabatic transitions between
the dressed states to be neglected, in particular near the nodes of the standing wave where
the distance between the dressed states is a minimum. At higher velocities, Landau-Zener
transitions between the dressed states become important and their effect is analyzed in
another paper of this special issue [A. P. Kazantsev, V. S. Smirnov, G. T. Surdutovich, and
V. P. Yakovlev, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B2, 1731 (1985)].

_ _ _ _
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We show that the dressed-atom approach provides a quantitative understanding of the main features of radiative
dipole forces (mean value, fluctuations, velocity dependence) in the high-intensity limit where perturbative treatments are no longer valid. In an inhomogeneous laser beam, the energies of the dressed states vary in space, and this
gives rise to dressed-state-dependent forces. Spontaneous transitions between dressed states lead to a multivalued
instantaneous force fluctuating around a mean value. The velocity dependence of the mean force is related to the
modification, induced by the atomic motion, of the population balance between the different dressed states. The
corresponding modification of the atomic energy is associated with a change of the fluorescence spectrum emitted by
the atom. The particular case of atomic motion in a standing wave is investigated, and two regimes are identified in
which the mean dipole force averaged over a wavelength exhibits a simple velocity dependence. The large values of
this force achievable with reasonable laser powers are pointed out with view to slowing down atoms with dipole
forces.

INTRODUCTION
Absorption and emission of photons by an atom irradiated
by a resonant or quasi-resonant laser beam give rise to a
variation of the atomic momentum that can be analyzed, for
time scales longer than the radiative lifetime, in terms of
radiative forces fluctuating around a mean value.1"3
For an atom at rest or slowly moving, the mean radiative
force is usually split into two parts1'2: The first part is
related to the phase gradient of the laser wave (and to the
quadrature part of the atomic dipole) and is called radiation
pressure. The second one, related to the intensity gradient
of the laser (and to the in-phase atomic dipole), is called
dipole force.
The radiation-pressure force is now well understood, and
its various features, such as velocity dependence and momentum diffusion, have been analyzed in detail in terms of
cycles involving absorption of laser photons and spontaneous emission of fluorescence photons.1'2'4"6
The dipole force, on the other hand, is due to redistribution of photons among the various plane waves forming the
light wave, using absorption-stimulated emission cycles.1'2'7'8 Unfortunately, this interpretation does not give a
physical account for some characteristics of the dipole force,
especially at high intensity. Consider, for example, the
problem of atomic motion in a standing wave formed by two
counterpropagating plane waves. At low intensity, one
finds that the dipole force averaged over a wavelength is just
the sum of the radiation pressures of the two running
waves.5'9 In particular, the force is a damping one for negative detuning (laser frequency lower than atomic frequency),
and this is easily understood when one considers that, owing
to the Doppler effect, a moving atom "sees" the counterpropagating running wave more than the other one; it therefore
0740-3224/85/111707-14$02.00

experiences a force opposed to its velocity (usual radiative
cooling). At high intensity, however, this conclusion is reversed1'10-11: One finds that the force heats the atoms for a
negative detuning and cools them for a positive one. Such a
surprising result has not yet been interpreted physically,
The purpose of this paper is to present precisely for the
high-intensity domain a new theoretical treatment of the
dipole force that will allow us to give a physical interpretation for such unexpected features. This treatment is based
on the dressed-atom approach that has been already applied
with success to the physical interpretation of resonance fluorescence in the saturation regime.14"16
The fact that the dressed-atom approach is well adapted
to the high-intensity limit can be easily understood. When
the Rabi frequency o>i characterizing the strength of the
laser atom coupling is large compared with the spontaneous
damping rate T, it is a good approximation to consider first
the energy levels of the combined system: atom and laser
photons interacting together (dressed states). Then, in a
second step, we can take into account the effect of spontaneous emission (coupling with all other empty modes of the
radiation field), which can be described as a radiative-relaxation mechanism inducing, for example, population transfers between the dressed states with well-defined rates,
The case of an atom moving in an inhomogeneous laser
beam raises new interesting questions. The Rabi frequency
^ I then varies in space, since it is proportional to the position-dependent laser amplitude. It follows that the energy
of the dressed states is now a function of r, so that it is
possible to define for each dressed state a force equal to
minus the gradient of the energy of this state. As in the
Stern-Gerlach effect, we can introduce a force that depends
on the internal state of the dressed atom. Is the dipole force
© 1985 Optical Society of America
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connected with such dressed-state-dependent forces? Is it
possible with such an approach to build a clear physical
picture of dipole forces and to derive quantitative expressions for their main features: mean values, fluctuations,
velocity dependence? This is the problem that we want to
address in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1, we present our notations. The dressed-atom approach is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the calculation of
the mean dipole force and of its velocity dependence. We
then calculate in Section 4 the momentum diffusion coefficient induced by the fluctuations of the dipole force. Finally, in Section 5, we investigate the particular case of atoms
moving in a standing wave, and we compare our results with
previous ones.
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(11)

where HA is the atomic Hamiltonian, HR the Hamiltonian of
the radiation field, and V the atom-field coupling. HA is the
sum of the kinetic and the internal energies of the atom
considered here as a two-level system:
fj

_ J L + ^ w £+£,
2m
°

(j 2)

. ,,
, .
,,
, ,+., ,
e
u0 is the atomic resonance frequency and b and b+ the lower.
j . .
.
ins and raising operators:
b = \g)(e\,
b+ = \e)(g\
(1.3)
,,...,
•
,,
,
,, , i U
. j
^ T,,
(g) , S the a tom,cgroundleveland|e> the excited one). The
electromagnetic field is quantized on a complete set of orthonormal field distributions « A M , one among which correspends to the laser field gL{t). The Hamiltonian HR of the
free radiation field is then
ftw a +a
HR = 2^
* )i A>
(1-4)
*
where ax and ax+ are, respectively, the destruction and the
creation operators of a photon in the mode A. The atomfield coupling V can be written in the electric-dipole and
rotating-wave approximations as

V--d.[6+E*(R) + H n R ) ] ,
(1.5)
where d is the atomic electric-dipole moment and E + (R) and
E~(R) the positive and the negative frequency components
of the electric field taken for the atomic position operator R:
_ V f (Bin
E (R) - 2/ x (R)o,,

(1.8)

kAu « T.
Note that, because of Heisenberg inequality:
mArAv £ h,

(1.9)

inequalities (1.7) and (1.8) are compatible only if
^2^2
~2m~*'^ -

(1-10)

We shall suppose that inequality (1.10) is satisfied through' P a P er - Note that it is then possible to show12 that
the forces and the diffusion coefficients calculated semiclassically, as is done here, are identical to the ones appearing in
a fully quantum treatment of the atomic motion.3'4'12'13
2.

DRESSED-ATOM APPROACH

The

semiclassical approximation leads to expressions for the
forces and the diffusion coefficients that are average values
°f products involving internal atomic operators and field
operators taken at the center of the atomic wave packet r
(see Section 3). The usual method for calculating these
.
. .
, . .
+• , n, ,
•
average values is to start from optical Bloch equations
//-in™ 1 ^
,
• ,
1,
..
,
(OBE s) for an atom at point r and to extract from their
steady-state solution the required quantities. This method
is in
theory simple, but it does not lead to any physical
pjcture concerni

j

T

^

(1.6)

We shall use here a semiclassical approximation in the
treatment of the atomic motion, by replacing the atomic
position operator R by its average value (R) = r in expressions such as <?;.(R). This is valid as soon as the extension
Ar of the atomic wave packet is small compared with the
laser wavelength X, scale of variation of Si.:

the dipole

dressed.atom ap

force

a n d its yeloci

h used in this

atom_field coupling in a different w a y

d
treats t h e

.14-16 W e first d i
n a l i z e t h e H a m iltonian of the coupled system (atom + laser
photons) and obtain in this way the so-called dressed states.
We then take into account the coupling of the dressed atom
with the empty modes of the electromagnetic field that is
responsible for spontaneous emission of fluorescence photons. Note that, as when one uses OBE's, this treatment is
done at a given point r, i.e., we omit in this section the kinetic
energy term P2/2m in HA [Eq. (1.2)].
Position-Dependent Dressed States
Let us start with the dressed-atom Hamiltonian at point r,
#DA(r), which is the sum of the atomic internal energy, the
laser mode energy, and the atom-laser mode coupling:

A

" ^ ^

F+(B)

E~(R) = V <Sx*(R)ax+.

h n e w i d t h r of t h e exCited level:

out tn s

NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

The total Hamiltonian is the sum of three parts:
H = H +H +V

Ar « X.
(1.7)
, - . , , . , _ , • ,
,_ n i
• iL
•
i •
heo t h e r h a n d w e
a l 1also re ulre
*
'
*
1
* * atom.c velocity
l b e k own wlth a
°
"
g ° o d « ^ « a c y , such that the Dopplerfffect ^persxon k*v is small compared with the natural

On

= H{WL

~ b)b+b + ^ l 0 ^
-[d.$L(r)b+aL
+ d-GL*(r)ba,+\,

(2.1)

where we have introduced the detuning 6 between the laser
and the atomic frequencies:
i
0
t> oIf the atom-laser mode coupling is not taken into account ^d
= O), the eigenstates of the dressed Hamiltonian are
bunched in manifolds (<n (Fig. la), n integer, separated by
the energy hwL, each manifold consisting of the two states \g,
n + 1) and \e, n) (atom in the internal state g or e in the
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Fig. 1. Dressed-atom energy diagram, a, States of the combined atom-laser mode system without coupling, bunched in well-separated twodimensional manifolds, b, Dressed states in a given point r. The laser-atom coupling produces a r-dependent splitting (l(r) between the two
dressed states of a given manifold, c, Variation across the laser beam of the dressed-atom energy levels. The energy splitting and the wave
functions both depend on r. Out of the laser beam, the energy levels connect with the uncoupled states of a.
presence of n + 1 or n laser photons). The atom-laser
coupling connects only the two states of a given manifold
(transition from g to e with the absorption of one laser
photon), and it can be characterized by the phase <p(r) and
the Rabi frequency o>,(r) (real) defined by
- (e, n\V\g, n + 1) =-2JJTTT

^

(2.3)
,
Note that Wl (r) actually depends on the number „ of photons m the manifold, but we shall neglect this dependence by
supposing that the laser beam is initially excited in a coherent state with a Poisson distribution for n, the width An of
which is very small compared with the average number of
p otons.
At this approximation, we then find a periodic energy
diagram for HDA when we take the atom-laser coupling into
account (Fig. lb). The new eigenenergies for the manifold
" are
hb hUir)
^lnW = (n + \)hwL —— H
— >
E (r) = (n + l)hu> — — — ^ ^ r ) ,
2
h
"
2
2
H(r) = \w 2 (r) + 52]1/2

+ exp[-iV(r)/2]cos e(r)\g, n + 1),
where the angle 0(r) is defined by

Wl(r)exp[iV(r)].

XT

with

|1, ra;r> = exp[(V(r)/2]cos 0(r)|e, n)
+ expf—iV(r)/2]sin 0(r)lg n + 1}
,
, -exp[^(r)/2]sin 0(r)|e, n)

to A\

(2 5)
'
'
and the corresponding eigenvectors (dressed states) can be
written as

cos 20(r) =-5/S2(r),

sin 29(r) = ^(r)/il(r).

(2.6)
(2.7)

The important point is that, in an inhomogeneous laser
beam, these energies and eigenstates will vary with the position r
In Fig u
w e h a v e r e p r e s e n t e d t h e v a r i a t i o n of the
e n e r g y levelg across a G a u s s i a n laser b e a m .
O u t of t h e
beanlj t h e dresged ,evels c o i n d d e with ^
barfi ones> a n d
j . ^ i n a m a n i f o ] d i s j u s t hk I n s i d e t h e b e a m _ e a c h
thejr
d r e s s e d l e v d u a U n e a r s u p e r p o s i t i o n o f \g> n + 1) a n d | e> n ) >
and ^
S pjj tt j n g between the two dressed states of a given
m a n i f o l d is n o w h n ( r ) > l a r g e r t h a n w .
„ Effect
Emission
rfSpontaneous
We now take into account the coupling of the dressed atom
with the empty modes, responsible for spontaneous emission
of fluorescence photons. The emission frequencies correspond to transitions allowed between dressed levels, i.e., to
transitions between states connected by a nonzero matrix
element of the atomic dipole. In the uncoupled basis, the
only transition allowed is from \e, n) to \g, n). In the coupled basis, we find transitions from the two dressed states of
^ o t h c o n t a m m a t e c i by le>re>>s e e E 1 S - (2-6)l t o t n e t w o
dressed states of Sn-\ (both contaminated by \g, n)), and the
dipole matrix element d;;(r) between \j, n; r} and|i,n — l;r>
is given by [cf Eqs. (2.6)]

Sn
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(2.11)

the rates of transfer Ty from j to i are proportional to
squares of the dipole matrix elements d,/s:

r

s
s

=

)
e

c
s
e

- W i M + ri2(r)n2(r),
= r 21 (r)nj(r) - r 12 (r)n 2 (r),

)

r
r
e

n

m
e

§

r

e
2

master equation. For a fixed point r, one then finds for the
n
of II i and II 2 that

o

(

h

e

i

(

w
r

t

2

t

H

u

i

n

2

l

n
t

t

= r sin4 9(r),

T 21 (r) = T cos4 6(r). (2.12)

each transition 1 - • 2 or 2 -» 1 corresponds to the
of a photon an + B or BJ, - SI, r 2 i l l i and Fi 2 II 2
,
respectively, the number of photons emitted per
time in the sidebands OIL + H and m - fi. For a fixed
r, the evolution of pu and pn is given by
P12(r) = [-ifl(r) - r c o h (r)] P l 2 (r),
P21(r) = [ifl(r) - r coh (r)]p 21 (r),

(2.13)

with

r coh (r) = r j " | + cos2 0(r) • sin2 G(r)l.
Fig. 2. Spontaneous radiative transitions between two adjacent
manifolds, giving rise to the three components of the fluorescence
spectrum with frequencies uL + Si, uL, wh - Q. Tji is the transition
rate from a level i to a level;.

The steady-state solution of Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13) is
II 1st (r) =

d,(r) = (i, n - 1; r|d(6 + 6+)|;, n; r>,
y

.
.
d n = -d 2 2 = d cos 6 sin 0ew,
d12 = -de iv sin 2 fl,
d21 = d<>cos20.

Py(r)

=

'y (iy n'< r\p\j> n< r >n

(2.9a)
(2.9b)

'
(2.15)

« i s r e a c h e d w i t h a r a t e T^(r) for the coherences Pij and
with a rate
T (r) = r 12 (r) + T21(r) = F[cos4 6(r) + sin4 8(r)]
(2 16)
for the populations n,, since Eqs. (2.11) can be rewritten,
using Eqs. (2.15) and IIi + n 2 = 1, as
.
_
_
n<(r) ~
VpWUliW U, WJ^-I'J
Note, finally, that in steady state we have, according to Eqs.
(2.11), r 2 I n i s t = ri 2 n 2 s t , so that equal numbers of photons
a r e emitted in the two sidebands o>z. ± Q. Furthermore, one
c a n s h o w that the two sidebands have the same width, given
b y Eq. (2.14). It follows that, in steady state, the fluorescence spectrum is symmetric.17
C. Effect of Atomic Motion
If the point r varies with time (case of a moving atom), it is
still possible to obtain the evolution of the n,'s and p;/s.
The master equation must be modified to take into account
the time dependence of \i, n; r(t)) and \j, n; r(t)> in Eqs.
.
„
:—
n,.(r) = ^ < , - . B ; i | ^ . « ; r > + <.-,»»;^i,»»;r>

(210)

which means either intense fields (\o>i{r)\ » T) or large
detunings(|ii| » T). In such a case, a secular approximation
can be made that greatly simplifies the relaxation part of the

V ^ ^ V T T
sin4 9(r) + cos4 O(r)

p,2st(r) = p21st(r) = 0.

Furthermore, we shall restrict ourselves in the following to
the limit of well-resolved lines:
Q(r)>>r

.. =-

r 12 (r) + T21(r)

Three different frequencies correspond to these four transitions allowed (Fig. 2): « t +fi(r)for|l,n;r> to|2,rc-l;r>,
a) L -fl(r)for|2,n;r> to|l,re-l;r>,andwifor|l,n;r> to|l,
n- l;r)and|2,n;r> t o | 2 , n - l ; r > . We interpret simply in
this way the triplet structure of the fluorescence spectrum.17
It is now possible to write a master equation14"16 for the
density matrix p of the dressed atom at a given point r. This
equation describes both the internal free evolution of the
dressed atom (atom-laser coupling) and the relaxation that
is due to the atom-vacuum coupling, which causes, through
the transitions Sn — <?„-! -*...,& cascade of the dressed
atom down its energy diagram. Actually, in this paper, we
shall need not this complete master equation but only the
evolution of the four reduced populations and coherences
n,(r) and py(r) defined by
Il;(r) = V (i, n; r\p\i, n; r),
„

r 1 2 (r)
sin 4 6(r)
r-r
—=
>
+ r 2l( r )
sin 4 9(r) + cos4 9(r)

r12(r)

n^r) = r (\^'l
(2.8)

(2.14)

+

with

. ^ , ij~^rfy
> . IPI > .

(218)
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i-—'-—r _ V|i n- r)
(2 19)
' ' '
'
and coming back to the definitions (2.6) of |i, n; r ) , one
obtain,, for example,
" i = - r p o p ( n ! - nf) + v • ve(p 12 + p21)
+ iv • Vip sin 9 cos O(p21 - pl2),

(2.20a)

The variation dll, = n<d£ of n, during the time dt now
appears from Eq. (2.20a) as the sum of two terms:
An - IAU \
i/jni
to o n
all; - (dll,) Rad + ldili>NA.
V-ii)
(dn,) Rad corresponds to the modification of II; that is due to
radiative relaxation through spontaneous emission:

(dn,) Had = - r p o p ( n , - n, st ).

(2.22)

Such a term already appeared for an atom at rest [cf. Eq.
(2.17)]. (dn,) N A , on the other hand, represents the contribution of the two terms proportional to the atomic velocity:
( d n ^ = vdt • [ve(p 12 + p21) + i s i n e cosev^(p 2 1 -

P l 2 )]

2 NA

'
'
This modification of the dressed populations, induced by
the atomic motion, is due to the spatial variation of the
dressed levels: We shall call this term nonadiabatic (NA)
kinetic coupling since it describes the possibility for a moving atom initially on a level \i, n; r(0)) to reach, in the
absence of spontaneous emission, the other level \j, n; r(t) > 0
^ £), instead of following adiabatically |i, n; t(t)). Let us
take, for example, the case of an atom that goes from the
antinode to the node of a standing wave and that thus experiences a rapid change of the dressed levels, and let us give an
order of magnitude of the velocity v for which this NA coupling becomes important. The probability p, _ j for a NA
transition from |t, n; r) to \j, n; r) is overestimated by (see
Ref. 18)

(224)

uij(t) is the Bohr frequency between levels i and j at time t
equal to ±fl[r(t)]. On the other hand, using expression (2.6)
for the dressed levels, we obtain (<p constant)
___:
| i, n; r(t) > = ±v • V6|;, n; r(t) >,
(2.25)
and Eqs. (2.7) give for V6
(2 26)

fl_.
2(52 + oij2)

In a standing wave, OJI varies as (^(r) = wj cos kr so that
Ji.sink-r
k
k i,
l

|V6|=f

« | -f

2 &* + ai cos^ k • r

and

(

\2

I5w sinkrl 2

26

^ ~
S5
o

(2.29)
|
[ see E q
g(2.26)] so that the adiabatic approximation holds for any >
—
velocity.
H
«>

N o t e t h a t for a r e s o n a n t w a v e (5 = 0)) v e i s z e r o

+ [v • V6 + iv-Vip sine cos6](II2 - I^).(2.20b)

y0

^he e ^ e c t °f t n ' s NA coupling, which is maximal at the
nodes of the standing wave, is negligible compared with the
transfer by spontaneous emission (smaller than TX/2v) when
*„«*„„-^nitf/i,2)"8 •

pl2 = -[i(a + vV<pcos2e) + rcoh]Pl2

^^^^LE^my
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(2.27)

a 2

—) ——i-^
< — • — . (2.28)
2 / \b + wj cos kr|
2 a2

MEAN DIPOLE FORCE fdip

3

5-

fdip i n T e r m s of Dressed States
2,
theory, we start, according to the
ft
Heisenberg point of view, from the equation of motion of the (J5°
atomic momentum P. The force operator F is defined as the
£
time derivative of P:
HP i
F = ^ - = -Mrf,P] = -V R ff = -V R V.
(3.1)

A

E x p r e s s i o n of

A s u s u a j i n sem iclassical

dt

h

I nt h e

semiclassical treatment followed here, we replace in
V
« H t h e Position operator B by its average value r. Furthermore, we are interested in the average f of F over both
field and internal atomic states:
f W= (F((R>)>

( 32 )

In such an average, the contribution of empty modes in Eq.
(3.1) vanishes, and the average force is related only to the
gradient of the atom-laser mode coupling:
f(r) =

<6 a i V f d - ^LW] + baL V[d • eL*(r)\).
Using Eq. (2.3), this can be written as
f(r) = —^-(V^(p e~iv - p e'")
ge
2
"s

Ml

(3.3)

(p e"'"' + p e'*")
eg

2

ge

(3.4)
where we have p u t

Peg = / . ^e' n^p^'

Pee^{g,n

+

n+

^'

l\P\e,n).

(3.5)

Expression (3.4) for f(r) is well known. Its two parts are,
respectively, the radiation-pressure term proportional to the
gradient of the phase <o(r) and the dipole force proportional
to the gradient of the Rabi frequency ui(r). As indicated in
t h e introduction, we are interested here in the dipole force,
sow e sna
^ f ° c u s o n this second term in all the following, and
we shall omit all terms proportional to V<p. Using expressions (2.6) for the dressed levels, the mean dipole force f^p
can be written in the dressed-atom basis as
fdip = - — ( n 2 - n x ) - f t f l v e ( p I 2 + p21).
2

(3.6)

B. Energy Balance in a Small Displacement
• In order to get some physical insight into expression (3.6) of
fdip, we now calculate the work 6.W that has to be provided
for moving the dressed atom by a quantity dr:
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d W = ~fdip • dr
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cence photons) during the time dt of the displacement dr:

= - ^ . d r ( n 2 - n 1 ) + ^ve-dr( P l 2 + p21).
(3 7)
The first term of this expression can be written simply as
_ hail ^ _ J J ^ _ y r j . j j ^
(3.8)
2
.^ 2
where d£; represents the change of energy of the dressed
level }i,re;r) in the manifold <?„:
'
g (r) = i
ftft(r),
^
E (r) = - —ftft(r)= - E (r)
(3 9)
2
:
2
[Ex and £ 2 are the deviations of Eln and E2n from (E ln +
E2n>/2, which is independent of r - s e e Eqs. (2.4).] Using
Eq. (2.23), we can reexpress the second term of Eq. (3.7) in
terms of the NA change of II, in the displacement dr = vdt:
ftflVG • vdt(p12 + p2i) = ftU(dII1)NA = —nS2(dII2)NA
_M.
. i_Vp/jni
,„,„,
- Y KdI1i'NA - (dll2)NAj - ^ fiiWll;)NA. (3.W
'
Finally, AW can be written as
_
d w = y (n;d£; + £,.(dn,)NA].
(3.11)
,4>
A first comment that can be made about Eq. (3.11) is that
only NA changes of populations (dII,)NA appear in AW. It
follows that, if v is low enough, NA effects can be neglected
[(see expression 2.29)], and we can keep only the first term of
Eq. (3.11):
dW=yn,dE,
if
u«ucr.
(3.12)
^f
Since (dn,)NA is not equal to (dn,), it is clear also from Eq.
(3.11) that AW is not equal to the change of 2, EM, which
can be interpreted as the mean potential energy of the atom
in the field. In other words, if we put
_ •<--,
~ 2-i '' n ''
'

A
tnen

.

•

(3.13)

dW 5^ AUA.
(3.14)
In order to understand the physical meaning of the difference between d W and AUA, we now add and substract Z,
£,(dn,) rad to the right-hand side of Eq. (3.11). Using Eqs.
(2.21) and (3.13), we first obtain
•^
AW = AUA - 2^ £,(dIl,)Rad.
(3.15)
'
Then, we use Eqs. (2.11) and (3.9) to transform the last term
of Eq. (3.15), and, finally, we obtain
dW = d t ^ + (r., 1 II,nH-r 1 ,H»nfi)df.
(3.16)
We claim now that the last term of Eq. (3.16) is the energy
change d(' ; . of the electromagnetic field (laser + fluores-

*uF = (r21n^Q - r12n2hsi)dt.

(3.17)

Such a result can be understood by considering that, during
the time dt, dn laser photons (energy hoiL) disappear, and An
fluorescence photons are emitted. Photons emitted on
transitions \i, n; r) —» |i, n — 1; r) can be omitted in the
energy balance since they have the same energyraw/,as laser
photons. By contrast, photons emitted on transitions | l,re; r)
- 1 2 , n - 1; r> or 12,re;r> - 1 1 , n - 1; r) have an energy hwL
+ ftfi o r huL ~ hn>and t h e emission of such photons changes
the energy of the field by a quantity hil or —refi. [Actually,
because of the Doppler effect, the mean frequencies of the
three components of the fluorescence spectrum are slightly
shifted from the values a>£, o>£ + S3, ai — 0. We neglect these
shifts for the moment, and we shall discuss their physical
consequences later on See remark (2) at the end of this
subsection.] Since there are, respectively r 2 1 n,dt and
r
' ^ d £ transitions during di, we understand why the energy ch
, f " f d £ / F ° t h e f l e l d "P™
I *
I
/
6LUF different from zero implies that r 2 illidt ^ ri 2 n 2 dt, i.e.,
that the numbers of photons dre+ and An- emitted in the two
sidebands ui + Q and a>£ — S2 are not the same. In other
words, the energy change d(/p of the field is associated with
a n o s y m m e f r y b e t w e e n the two sidebands of the fluorescence spectrum emitted by the atom during the displacement dr.
Finally, we can write
AW=-Idip-dr
= AUA + AUF,
(3.18)
which shows that the work done against the dipole force for
moving the atom from r to r + dr is transformed into a
variation of atomic and field energies. Note that Eq. (3.18)
; s valid for any velocity (since NA effects are included in
dt/ A ).
Remarks
(1) The energy d Up taken by the field is different from zero
even in
^ e quasi-static limit, i.e when the velocity v bet w e e r a n d r + d r IS e x t r e
?
mely low - T h l s ls because the
steady-state poputations n,"(r) depend on r. If for examP le ' n J ( r + d r ) < n i ( r ) a " d ' consequently, H2»'(r + dr) >
II 2 st (r), there are necessarily more transitions from 1 to 2
than from 2 to 1 during the displacement dr. This means
t n a t > j n t h e q u a s j. s tatic limit, the difference dn+ - dre_
between the number of photons emitted in the two sidebands depends only on dr and not on the velocity. On the
other hand, when v decreases, the time dt required for going
fro
™ r t o r + d r incr™se\ a n d t h e ™ m b e , r . : P h o t o n s dra+
a n d d n ln
" «eases. This shows that the relative asymmetry
of t h e
fluorescence Spectrum (dn+ - An )/(dn + + dn_) tends
t0 z
f ° w h e n " t e n d s t o z e r 0 ' w h e r e a s t h e absolute ^ymmetry dn+ — An- remains constant and proportion;; to AUp.
(2) We come back now to the mean Doppler shilt of the
fluorescence spectrum mentioned above. Consider the simpie case of an atom moving with velocity v in a plane wave
w j t n w a v e vector k. In the rest frame of the atom, the laser
photons have a frequency uL-k-v,
and the fluorescen, c
spectrum is centered on wL - k • v. Coming back to the
laboratory frame and averaging over the direction of the
spontaneously emitted photons, one finds that the fluorescence spectrum is still centered, on the average, on u>L - k-v.

_____
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If n fluorescence cycles occur per unit time, the energy balanced(7f of the field calculated above in Eq. (3.17) must be
corrected in the laboratory frame by an amount -ndthk • v
equal to — nhk • dr. Such a correction corresponds to the
work done against the radiation-pressure force nhk. This
shows that taking into account the Doppler shift in the
energy balance is equivalent to including the radiation-pressure force in this energy balance. Since this paper is devoted to dipole forces, we shall ignore these corrections in what
follows.
C. Mean Dipole Force for an Atom at Rest in r
If the atom is at rest in r, we can ignore NA effects and
replace in Eq. (3.12) the populations II; by their steady-state
values n, st which gives
W'=-£n.-9tV£.

=
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fdip = -H1VE1 - n 2 V£ 2 .

i^.« i
<=> yp-i « X
(3 23)
T
Condition (3.23) means that the Doppler effect is very small
compared with the natural width or, equivalently, that the
atom travels over a small distance (compared with the laser
wavelength X) during the radiative-relaxation time. It follows that the populations II;(r) for the moving atom are very
close to the steady-state values n, st (r), the difference between Ilj(r) and II;st(r) being of the order of kv/T. We
therefore expect that Eq. (3.22) differs from the steady-state
,

l
= Q yn
/g 21)
uj
oij2
„ , „ „ , . . ,
^
.,, ,,
,
Expression (3.20) of fdin3t coincides exactly with the value
cxpiesaiun VO.A , u a,p
-i/oim c n
+A
derived from OBE s in the limit (2.10) of well-separated
lrum u u l
v
r
uenveu
"
"
lines.1'2'4
We would like, finally, to show how the dressed-atom
approach gives a simple undemanding of the connect on
between the s.gn of the dipole force and the sign of the
detuning 5 = M t - o=0 between he laser and atomic frequencies. If the detuning 5 is positive (Fig. 3a), the levels 1 are

(3.22)

Furthermore, we limit ourselves in this subsection to ex^
t r e m e l y _ , _ v e l o d t i e s mch

where we have p u t

—

„>„„.. \ .

±

i-

-i.fr.

I.- L

A i

value (3.20) by a term linear in kv/T, which we now want to
evaluate. Before doing this calculation, let us emphasize
that the NA terms neglected in Eq. (3.22) would also give rise
to velocity-dependent dipole forces if they were taken into
/ K
*\
, , , . ' .. . , , , . , .
account, but we shall see at the end of this section that their
.,
.
contribution to fdiD - fdiDst is much smaller than that of I T ; x J l

'^
_

Q r d e r tQ o b t e i n

^

w e

^

^

B

P
m e m b e r of this

first_order

^
J

fi

correction (in M v )

negligible],

fi

_y ^

^

J
left_h^nd.sid e

v • Vn,(r) = - r p o p (r) [n.-(r) - n ^ r ) ] .
(3.24)
Since the left-hand-side member of Eq. (3.24) already contains v, we can replace in this term II,(r) by n, 8t (r). Equation (3.24) then gives
n,(r) « n, st (r) - VTpop • Vn, st (r),

(3.25)

r pop (r) = l/r p o p (r).

(3.26)

where

Fig. 3.

Interpretation of the sign of the mean dipole force, which is

the average of the two dressed state-dependent forces weighted by
the steady-state populations of these states represented by the filled
circles, a, When 5 = U>L~"><>>0, t n e state |l, n;r), which connects
to|g, n +1 > out of the laser beam, is less contaminated by |e, n) than
|2, n ;r) and therefore more populated. Themean dipole force then
expels the atom out of the laser beam, b, When 5 = aL - oi0 < 0, the
state 12, n; t) is more populated than |1, n; r), and the mean dipole
force attracts the atom toward the high-intensity region.

^ ^

those that coincide with \g, n + 1 > outside the laser beam. It ^ ^
follows that they are less contaminated by | e, n) than levels 2 I £*
and that fewer spontaneous transitions start from 1 than
*
from 2. This shows that levels 1 are more populated than S"
levels 2 (Ili 5 ' > Il2st). The force resulting from levels 1 is
§
therefore dominant, and the atom is expelled from highJjJ*
intensity regions. If the detuning is negative (Fig. 3b), the
£,
conclusions are reversed: Levels 2 are more populated, and
M
the atom is attracted toward high-intensity regions. Final- Jji
ly, if a)£ = uo, both states 1 and 2 contain the same admixture O
of e and g, they are equally populated ( n ^ ' = n 2 st ), and the **•
mean dipole force vanishes.
I-I»
D
- Mean Dipole Force for a Slowly Moving Atom
fn
We c o n s ider now a slowly moving atom for which NA effects jjj'
are negligible, so that we can use Eq. (3.12) and write
t?

- n i S t V £ i - I I 2 8 t V E 2 - (3-19)

_,,
,
. . . .
. . .
_,
The physical meaning of this expression is clear^ The mean
dipole force fdip is the average oi the torces —VAi and —V£,2
"seen," respectively, on levels |1, n; r> and |2, n; r) and
weighted by the probabilities of occupation IIi 8 ' and n 2 s t of
these two types of states.
Using Eqs. (3.9) and expressions (2.5) and (2.15) of 12 and
Il,st, we can write Eq. (3.19) as
2
r
/
u 2
u \~|
fdip8t = - hb
a = —vl — log I 1 H—— 11 >
w + 2S
2S
i
L2
\
/J
(3.20)
,
,
,
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Expression (3.25), which can be also written as
n,-(r) « n; at (r - VT POP ),

i_

i

u

-

i

haS a clear phySlcal meanln

•

mi

Th

J - ^ -i

(3.27)
^

-

i

Se radiative relaxation between the two states 1 and 2 takes place with a certain time
constant rpop. Since the atom is moving, and since the
steady-state population n, st (r) generally depends on r, the
ra diative relaxation cannot instantaneously adjust the pop, .. „ , . . ,, , , .
, r, ,, \ A
i, i
ulation n,-(r) to the steady-state value n, st (r) that would be
obtained if the atom were staying in r. There is a certain
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.9
CM

O

o
.*
&

13
XI
u

s
Fig. 4. Interpretation of the sign of the velocity-dependent dipole force (S > 0) for a slowly moving atom, a, Level 11,ra;r) connects with \g, n +
1 > out of the laser beam, so that the steady-state population ny' decreases as the atom is put in higher-intensity regions: IIi"' (r — dr) (hatched
circle) is larger than I V (r) (filled circle), and consequently, n 2 " (r — dr) < flY'M. b, For an atom entering with a velocity v in the laser beam,
because of the time lag Tpop of radiative relaxation the instantaneous population in r, Ili (r), is the steady population at point r — v Tpop, which is
larger than II i" (r). The mean dipole force then expels the moving atom out of the laser beam more than if it were at rest. The component of
the force linear in v is therefore a damping term.
lag, characterized by the time constant Tpop, so that the
population II;(r) for an atom passing in r at t is the steadystate population corresponding to a previous time t - Tpop,
i.e., corresponding to the position r — vi-pop.
Such a simple idea provides a straightforward interpretation of the unusual sign of the velocity-dependent dipole
force, which we have already mentioned in the Introduction,
The problem is to understand why the dipole force is a
friction force when the detuning S is positive, rather than a
heating force, as is the case for radiation pressure. Consider
an atom entering into a laser beam and suppose that 5 = O>L —
o>0 is positive. We have represented in Fig. 4a the steadystate populations in r, IIi 8t (r), and n 2 s t (r) by a circle with a
diameter proportional to IIi st (r) and n 2 s t (r), respectively.
Since, for S > 0, the state 11, n; r) is transformed continuouslyinto|g,n + l>outofthelaserbeam,itismorecontaminatedby «,» + 1> than |2, n; r>, and it is more populated:

n,*(r) > n/Hr). Furthermore, the contamination of 11, n;

, \e,
i n)f increases
•
. the
4.. Rabi
T> u-frequency
c
i in\•
r). by
when
u)i(r)
'
,
.
,-j.,
,
st , ,
Ti . „
d, . „ „,,
creases.
follows
(r) decreases
shifted
.,It laser
,
, that IIi
„ st„,
. . >„when
. r is„Consider
.j
toward, the
beam:
IIi
(r — ,dr)
IIi.,,st(r).
... .,
, .. ,„. ., , i
,
now an atom moving with the velocity v (Fig. 4b). Accord4. T^ i o nn\ 4-u
i i - n / \•
4. n <LI \ u t
mg to Eq. (3.27), the population Ilifr) i n n s not n^Hi") but
„ ,.
, \ ..[_ ,
T* » 11
it. *
n^Hr - dr) with dr = VTpop.
It follows that
F
8t
(r)
(3 28)
'
(The filled circles in Fig. 4b have the same diameters as the
hatched circles of Fig. 4a.) The same argument gives
n

1

/ \ _ TJ st( _ VT
:

)>n

pop

S

st
s

n 2 (r) = II2 (r - VTpop) < n 2 (r).
(3.29)
„. ,, ,
.
.
,, , „
., , . , . .
Fnally, the moving atom is expelled from the high-intensity
thth f
region with the torce
_ hVQ , . ^ _ n / >i
,o on\
•dip- - ^ - l n i ^ '
"2WJ.
W-W

which is larger than the steady-state force that it would
experience if it were at rest in r: The extra velocity-dependent force is therefore a damping force. With a negative
detuning, the conclusions would be reversed: The velocitydependent dipole force would then be a heating force,
We can also derive an explicit expression for the velocitydependent force by inserting expression (3.25) into Eq.
(3.22) and by using expressions (2.15) and (2.16) of II;st and
r p o p = Tpop-1. We obtain in this way
2
/
f ) \3
fdip( > ) = fdiP ( ) - ^~ [ — " *
— ) (<* • v)a,
r
y ^ V ) + 2S2J
(3.31)
r v

st r

,
,.,..,
,. , ,
, o m ,
.
.
,.
where f d -t .s the dipole force (3^20) for an atom at rest in r
and W lere a

j

f fV™ '" E ? \ ^ . ^ " f m f

P

5™

coincides exactly
the limit (2.10)]
the one ,derived
r , . [m
' wewith
/ by
1.
Gordon
and
Ashkin.
In
section
5,
shall
come
back
to
.(3.31) for the particular
. . . case of 'a standing
,. wave, and
, we
Eq.
6
, ,,;
'
,
. . .
'
shall calculate the average ot fdit)(r» v) over a wavelength,
. , .
,
f
* • * « „ » /st \ ^ 4.u-

We shall see that the contribution of fdip (r) to this average
.
. , ,
,
... ,, p ' ., .
. *
is zero so that one is left only with the contribution of the
,
.
, . .f
, .,
,. ,- J
second part, proportional to the velocity, which is a damping
ora
Seating force, depending on whether the detuning 5 is
positive or negative.
Remark
In this section we have neglected NA effects coming from
(drU NA . If they were taken into account, they would give
rise also to velocity-dependent forces, since (dII;)NA is Pro.
.
„,„„_.,
™ ..
.,"
J
*
portional to v [see Eq. (2.23)]. To estimate the order of
magnitude of these NA forces, we come back to Eq. (3.6), and
we try to overestimate the last term of this equation that has
been neglected here. From Eq. (2.20b), we obtain
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WW^fxJfx^),
since | V0| and | V^| are, respectively, smaller than or equal
kujb and k [see Eq. (2.27)]. This has to be compared
the u-dependent contribution of the first term of Eq.
which is of the order of kv/T since it comes from the
ence between II, and II;8'. This shows that NA forces
fl/r or SWwiT smaller than the velocity-dependent
studied in this section, which come from the lag of
r
relaxation for a moving atom. It is therefore correct
neglect them in the limit (2.10) of well-resolved lines and
S not too small compared with wj. (Note, finally, that, if
were not small compared with Q, it would be also
n
to include nonsecular couplings between diagonal and
diagonal elements of the density matrix in the master e
tion describing radiative relaxation).
4. ATOMIC-MOMENTUM DIFFUSION DUE TO
•VUV V\ TTrTTTATTniMC r>B TYrPfYI 17 vaunt*
I H E FLUCTUATIONS O F DIPOLE FORCES
Because of the random character of spontaneous emission,
. . .
,.
,
,
„ ,
the torces acting upon an atom in a laser beam fluctuate
around their mean value, and these fluctuations produce a
diffusion of the atomic momentum P, characterized by a
diffusion coefficient D. The calculation of D exhibits several contributions, most of which are now well understood.*
For example, there is a contribution that is proportional to
the square of the phase gradient and that is associated with
the fluctuations in the number of fluorescence cycles occuring in a given time interval (fluctuations of radiation pressure). There is also another term describing the fluctuations of the recoil momentum transferred by the fluorescence photons that are emitted in random directions. In
this section we shall focus on the fluctuations of dipole forces
that give rise to a contribution Dap proportional to the
square of the intensity gradient. Gordon and Ashkin have
already pointed out that the dressed-atom approach provides a simple physical picture for the fluctuations of dipole
forces.1 We shall show here that such an approach can lead
also to a quantitative evaluation of Diis, for an atom at rest.
A. Fluctuations of Dipole Forces
The picture of the dressed atom cascading down its energy
diagram leads to a simple interpretation of the mean value
and fluctuations of dipole forces for an atom initially at rest
in r. If the dressed atom is in a dressed state of type 1, it
undergoes a force -VEt equal to minus the gradient of the
energy of this state (Fig. 5). Then, by spontaneous emission
of a photon ft(«L + Q), which occurs at a random time, it
jumps into a state of type 2, where the force ~VE2 = +VE,
has a value opposite the previous one. A subsequent emission of a photon h(u>i -ft)puts it back in a state of type 1 and
again changes the sign of the force. And so on . . . . It thus
appears that the instantaneous force experienced by the
atom switches back and forth between two opposite values
after random time intervals rh T2, . . . . If TI and T 2 are the
mean values of these successive time intervals spent by the
dressed atom in levels of type 1 and 2, it is clear that the
mean dipole force is the average value of — VE\ and — V£ 2 .
respectively, weighted by TII(T\ + T2) and T 2 /(T] + T 2 ), which
are actually just the steady-state probabilities of occupation

(
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Fl
&- c5- T h e instantaneous dipole force switches back and forth
between the two dressed-state-dependent forces -VEi and -VE2.
The intervals of time n and r 2 spent in each dressed state between
two successive jumps are random variables,
, ,
„.
. .
.
,
£ °f ^ l 8 . 1 a n d 2" W e < *f n !» t h l s w ^ t h e
f s u l t ^ e a d y derived in Subsection 3.Bforthe mean d.pole
for
f •. B u \ t h e p r * s e n t d l s c u s s l o n * l s o provides a good inS1 ht m t o
^
*efr a n d o m n a t u r e o ft h e t w ° - v a l " e d '"stan^neous dlpole torce
'
_ „
* Evaluation of the Momentum Diffusion Coefficient
T h e fluct
^tions of dipole forces are responsible for a diffusion ofatomlc m m n t u n i
° e
described by a diffusion coeffi" r a t D d i which is given (in the semiclassical treatment
followed
here for an atom at rest) by
r«
Alip = I df [<F(c) • F(( + T)) — f dip 2 ],
(4.1)
H l a n dn

w h e r e F i s t h e t w o . v a i u e d instantaneous dipole force with
mean value fjT h e expression of the correlation function (F(t) • F(t +
T) ) results from the physical picture given above:

< F W " F ( f + T)>

=

_,
^ 2^ (-V£,)(-V£j)P(s, t;j, t + T).
<~W ;=1>2
(4-2)

J t is e q u a l t o t h e p r o d u c t o ft h e t w oi n s t a n t a n e o u s

forces

_VE. a n d _ v £ ; w e i g h t e d b y t h e probability to be in a state
o f t y p e ,- a t t i m e t md i n a s t a t e o f t y p e y a t t i m e t + T a n d
over i a n d / In the steady-state regime, P(i, t;j, t +
summed
T ) d e p e n d s o n l y o n Ta n dc a n b e w r i t t e n a s

P(i, t; j , t + T) = PjP(j, TII, 0),

o
*
0
o
,
^
»
^
*

(4.3)

where P

' i s t h e steady-state probability to be in i, which is
J u s t II'5t;
P = n st
(4 4)
an
^ Ptit Tlh 0) is the conditional probability to be in j at T,
knowing that the atom is in i at t = 0. Solving Eq. (2.17)
with the initial condition 11,(0) = 1 gives

£
W
S
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P(,, rli, 0) = U? + n y - e x p ( - W ) ,

(4.5a)

P(/, T/I, 0) = 1 — P0', rA, 0).

(4.5b)

Finally, inserting Eqs. (4.3M4.5) into Eqs. (4.2) and (4.1)
and using the expressions given above for £,, n, st , r pop , one
obtains

H

D

—
.Jj
§
•g
»
S
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dip

^ / "i y ( V
2r y ^ + 257

)2

(46)

A. Dipole Force Averaged on a Wavelength
We consider in the following a one-dimensional standing
wave;

= «! COS kz,

/ =

_ i
x iz

5. ATOMIC MOTION IN A STANDING WAVE
This last section is devoted to the application of the dressedatom approach to the particular case of atomic motion in a
standing wave. We are interested here in the average ? of
the dipole force over a wavelength and in the variations of/
with the atomic velocity. We first relate / to the rate of
variation of the field energy (Subsection 5.A); we then restrict ourselves to the adiabatic limit [velocities smaller than
vcr; see inequality (2.29)], and we investigate in detail the two
velocity ranges kv « T (Subsection 5.B) and kv > T (Subsection 5.C). Finally (Subsection 5.D), we compare our results
with the ones obtained with a continued-fraction expansion
of the dipole force

(5.1)

and we restrict ourselves to a motion along the z direction.
With view to using this standing wave for slowing down (or
accelerating) atoms, it is interesting to consider the kinetic
energy AW lost or gained by the atom over a wavelength and
equal to the work of the dipole force along a wavelength19:

=

^

^

/ is the average of the dipole force over a wavelength. Because of the spatial periodicity of the system, AW depends
o n i y on the atomic velocity v and not on z. Now, using Eq.
(3.18), J can be related to the change of the atomic potential
energy UA and of the field energy Up over one wavelength:

*•

C Discussion
Expression (4.6) for £»dip coincides exactly with the one derived from OBE's1 in the limit (2.10) of well-resolved lines.
Actually, Gordon and Ashkin have used a dressed-atom picture, similar to the one presented here in Subsection 4.A, for
evaluating the order of magnitude of Ddip at resonance. Our
result (4.6), which is valid for any detuning 5, shows that the
dressed-atom picture is useful not only for an understanding
of the physical mechanisms but also for a quantitative calculation of DA
The mosUmportant feature of Eq. (4.6) is that Z)dip increases as (V^) 2 and does not saturate when the light intensity increases. Such a behavior is quite different from the
one exhibited by the diffusion coefficient of radiation pressure that saturates to values of the order of (hk)2T. The
large value of Ddip is due to the fact that, between two
spontaneous emission processes, the atomic momentum increases as V£; and is therefore not limited when on increases.
This introduces severe limitations for the realization of radiative traps using standing waves: The diffusion coefficient
increases more rapidly with u>i (as oij2) than the depth of the
potential well, which varies only as log(l + a.^/262) [see Eq.
(3 20)1

Wl(z)

^ _p ^

d

^ _ i

d{/

(53)

x Jz

Since 11, and £, are periodic functions of z, the atomic poten^ < 2 ' g i v e n i n E 9- (313) is also periodic in z, and
t h e contribution of the first term of Eq. (5.3) vanishes:
_!f + X ,ur --Lmi
j. \t - n i \l - n (5.4)
\ J2 " ^
xl *
^ J"
'
tial enerSv

Equation (5.3) then reduces to
»_
1 fz+x
'
x J2

^

(5.5)

^ n e integral °f d l/f over one wavelength, contrary to d UA, is
necessarily zero. The atomic motion can indeed induce
a n asymmetry of the fluorescence triplet, so that the energy
radiated in the two sidebands of this triplet, at o>L + Q and uL
~ Q> c a n b e l a r & e r o r smaller than the energy of the photons
<"£ absorbed in the laser wave. This gain (or loss) of energy
b v t h e electromagnetic field is then of course compensated
b y a l o s s <or gain) of kinetic energy of the atom, by the action
of t h e diPole force uPon t h i s atomT o S° further in the calculation of /, we now need to
evaluate/ dip [Eq. (5.2)] or dUF [Eq. (5.5)] as functions of the
position and the velocity of the atom. From Eq. (3.6) for / d i p
o r E 1 - <3-17) f o r duF> we see that this amounts to determining the populations II; and the coherences pij at a given point
and for a given velocity. A general determination of the n,'s
and the py's (i.e., for any velocity) would require that the set
o f equations (2.20) be solved. Actually, we shall restrict
ourselves to velocities such as kv small compared with kvcr so
t h a t o n l V t h e n <' s a r e needed and NA terms can be neglected
i n E 1 S - <2-20)- T h e equation of evolution for the n.-'s is then
El J- (2-17)> w h i c h w e a r e n o w g ° i n g t o s o l v e f ° r t h e following
t w 0 velocity ranges: very low velocities kv « T (which have
a l r e a d v b e e n explored in Subsection 3-D) and intermediate
velocities T < kv « kvcr.
not

T L o w Atomic Velocities
velocities such that kv is small compared with
r > t h e Principle of the resolution of the equation of evolution
°^ n ' ' ^ q ' (2-17)J n a s already been given in Subsection 3.D:
One can expand the solution of Eq. (2.17) in powers of hv/T ,
t h e zeroth-order solution being simply the steady-state valu e n - s t - T h e simplest way to obtain / is then to start from
the expression of / dip (z, v) [Eq. (3.31)] obtained in Subsection 3.D and to average it over a wavelength:
1 (V2

B- C a s e o f V e
For verv low

^ ,x/2
=—I
/dip8' (z)dz
K 1-W

. ,\/ 2 „ , . / a 2 \ 3
I
I—
I a2udz.
* J_x/2 T yai + 2d J
(5.6)
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/diP5t(2) is an odd function of z so that its contribution to Eq.
(5.6) vanishes. One is then left only with the second term of
Eq. (5.6) that can be written as
m

provided that the dipole force is sufficiently small so that the
velocity v can be considered as constant over a wavelength.
Depending on the sign of the characteristic time T, / is either
a damping or an accelerating force. The explicit calculation
of T from Eq. (5.6) gives
i
i « f3 ,
3
i
I
wlt

r = m/hk2

s = u2/262.
'

0

(5.9)

Several remarks can be made about Eq. (5.8). First, we
note, as in Subsection 3.D, that the force damps the motion
(T positive) for a positive detuning 6 and accelerates it (T
negative) for a negative detuning. Second, Eq. (5.8) permits
a comparison of T with T0 [given in Eqs. (5.9)], which is the
characteristic time of radiation-pressure cooling. We see
that T can be much shorter than r0, which indicates that the
dipole force in a strong standing wave can be much more
efficient for radiative cooling than radiation pressure.20 Let
us mention, finally, that Eq. (5.8) is equal, in the limit of
well-separated lines, to the result found by Minogin and
Serimaa10 by a continued-fraction expansion of the dipole
force, calculated from OBE's.
C. Case of Intermediate Velocities
We now turn to the case of intermediate velocities T <feu«
kucn for which NA terms can still be neglected in the evolutionofthen/s:
JJJ
v
~ir= - r pop(n, - n,st)
(5.10)
dz

POP

but for which an expansion of II, in powers of kvlY is no
longer possible. We then have to start with the general
solution of Eq. (5.10):
rz
r n;st
n ; (z) = e(z0, z)n,(z0) + dz'
e(z', z),
2
°
f p. T 1

e(zv z2) = expj - I d z " - ^ L

(5.11)

I'
'
We now take advantage of the periodicity of II;(z) and write
Eqs. (5.11) with zo = z-X. This gives

r

n | W

n8t

dz'^^-e(z',z)
. J - _ _ _ _ _ .

(5.12)

^ ^

rather interested in /, and, furthermore, we shall restrict ^ T
ourselves to the high-velocity side: kv»V. For such velocS
ities, the function e(zi, z2) is close to 1 if zi - z2 is smaller
o
than or of the order of X, so that we can write
5f
e(zlf z2) a; 1 - I dz" —jp •
2l

(5.13)

O

w -

Assuming that the velocity v does not change much on a M
wavelength, this gives the approximate value for 11,:
M»
^ — ^
n
n;(z) sa ^ E _ ^ ,
( 5 - 1 4 ) S?
where A stands for the average of a quantity A(z) over a fH
wavelength. We have neglected the second term of expres- (jj*
sion (5.13) in the numerator of Eq. (5.12) since this numera- Sr1
tor is already in 1/u. Using Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) for 11; and "*
T

™

ex

P r e s s i o n <5"14) c a n b e w r i t t e n as _
T12
F21
* ~ f12 + T27 '
~7 +f

' ("•'•"'

T h e s e t w o last

expressions have a straightforward interpretation: When kv is large compared with I\ the atom has a
sma11
Probability of emitting a fluorescence photon when it
m o v e s o v e r a sin le
& wavelength. It is therefore not sensitive
t o t h elocal r
v ' s . b u t r a t h e r it averages them over a wavelength X; the populations then become nearly independent
' o f 2- a n d t h e y a r e determined by the balance of transfers
between the dressed levels with these averaged rates r i ; .
^ n e ^ n a ' s t e P °^ t n e calculation of / is now to insert the
IIj's into expression (3.17)_of dC/y and integrate the result
over one
wavelength to get / by using Eq. (5.5). We find that
/
fl2
f21 \
d
^ F = I ftilT21 -=——=
hQTl2 -=— - Idt (5.16)
12
21
r
V
i2 + r 2iy
so that, by putting dt = dz/u,
oTyf
t or^yf
?= - -

21 X 1 12 ~
12

Ul

12 X

X

21

(5 1?)

21

For this second velocity range ( r « kv), it appears that the
variation of / with the velocity is completely different from
what has been found for the first range kv « V: Instead of
being proportional to the velocity (5.7), J is now inversely
proportional to v, thus indicating that the power dissipated
by / and transferred to the field is independent of the velocity.

Before giving the explicit results for fy and nr ; j , let us
transform Eq. (5.17) in order to get some physical insight for
]:
W^To)Tn
HU^W\2
Ofc
2
- T T ^ +^
^
^
iUr
-fv = — =
_
(5.18)
x
x

r
This last expression is valid for any velocity satisfying the
adiabatic approximation. It would now be possible to insert
this value into the dipole force (3.22) and to obtain in this
way a general result for the dipole force at the adiabatic
approximation. A similar result has already been obtained
by Fiordilino and Mittleman21 by a method using a Fourier
expansion of the OBE solution in the standing wave. We
shall not perform this general calculation here, since we are

1717

12

r

2i

The two quantitiesft(o)/,+ fi)r2i/f2i and h(wi + fi)r12/ri2
a r e , respectively, the average energies of photons emitted in
the transitions |1, n) -* |2, n — 1) and|2, n') -» |1, n' — 1>,
whereas —2hu>i is the energy lost by the laser field when
these two transitions occur. The numerator of Eq. (5.8) is
then the total variation of the field energy in a cycle 1 - • 2 -»
1 (or 2 - • 1 -* 2). On the other hand, the denominator is just
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(5-21)

1

+ _
12

* 21

h

shows that / will be a damping force for d positive.
way of expressing this result is to say that the
i
n
g
atom "sees" more "uphill" parts than "downhill"
s
,
since transitions preferentially occur for 5 > 0 from the
p
"
of a given dressed energy level to the "bottom" of the
e
r
one (see Fig. 6). For 5 < 0, the conclusion is of course
r
s
e
d
so that, finally, it appears that the respective signs
/ and S are the same here as for very slow atoms (Subseco
n
5.B).
n
explicit calculation of Fy and Q r i ; is possible from
s
i
o
n
s
(2.5) and (2.12) of Q and r i ; , where «i is replaced
by Eq. (5.1). One obtains
h

e

r

'."J{»5ITi5=i["T*(Tfs)l-

. . . . . .

Fig. 6. Interpretation of the slowing down for & > 0 of an atom
moving in a standing wave with intermediate velocities. The emission of the upper sideband of thefluorescencespectrum (transitions
1 -* 2) occurs preferentially at the antinodes of the standing wave
where the contaminations of | l,n + l;r> by|e, n + 1) and|2, n, r) by
\g, n + 1) are the largest. By contrast, for the lower sideband, the
transitions 2 - • 1 occur preferentially at the nodes where |2, n; r)
and |1, n — 1; r) coincide, respectively, with |e, n) and \g, n).
Consequently, between two transitions 1 -» 2 or 2 - • 1, the moving
atom "sees" on the average more "uphill" parts that "downhill"
ones in the dressed-atom energy diagram and is therefore slowed
down.

the duration of such a cycle so that the right-hand side of Eq.
(5.18) is the variation of the field energy per unit time, as
expected. The main interest of Eq. (5.18) is to indicate
clearly the dependence of the sign of / with the detuning 6.
Take, for example, 5 > 0 (Fig. 6). Photons emitted on the
lines l , n — 2, n-l(wL
+ a) will be preferentially emitted at
the antinodes of the standing wave, since it is at these points
that the level | 1 , re; r> (essentially \g, n + 1) for 5 > 0)
contains the largest admixture of \e, n) and is therefore the
most unstable. We then obtain
h(uL + fl)r21 ^
r21

- 2 c2)i/2|
/g jg)
"'
'
, ,.
„
By contrast, photons em.tted on the line 2 „ - l,n - 1 will
be preferentially emitted at the nodes of the standing wave
since, at these points, |2, n; r ) is equal to \e, n) and is
therefore the most unstable. This gives
h(wL — O)F l2
=
» h(wL - $).
(5.20)
'

12

Putting approximations (5.19) and (5.20) into expression
(5.18), we obtain

•^KTSJH-

l

™

where if and i£ are the elliptic integrals o f t h e f i r s t a n d t h e
second kind22"
I'*'2
d a
K(k) = I
i~^~2 17? '
•"> (1 ~ ft sin a)
,x/2
E(k) = I d a (1 — k2 sin 2 a) 1 ' 2 ,
Jo

(5.23)

where s is given by Eq. (5.9) and where e is the sign of <5(e =
M5I )•
Remark
interesting to come back to the problem of the asymmetr
y o f t h e fluorescence spectrum emitted by the moving
atom
- I n Subsection 2.B we have seen that, in a small
displacement dr = v dt, a change dUF of the field energy
reflects that different numbers of photons dn+ and dre_ are
emitted in the two sidebands wL ± Q(r). On the other hand,
because of the periodic variation of the populations nt(z) for
an atom moving in a standing wave, the averages over a
distance X of the numbers of photons emitted in the two
sidebands JV+ and N- are necessarily equal. This equality
N+ = N- does not imply, however, that the field energy does
^
not change when ^
a t o m travelg oyer x ^
Qnl t h a t
spectotal weights of t h e t w o s i d e b a n d s of t h e
fluoreScence
t f u m emitted during thjs interva, afe equal
Actually the
^ e l d e n e r g y dogs v a r y > b e c a u g e t h e a y e r a g e e n e r g i e s o f t h e
N+ and N- photons emited in the upper and lower sidebands
are larger (smaller) than aL + fi and u>L - fl if 5 is positive
(negative) (see Fig. 6). In other words, even if the two
sidebands have the same weights, their centers of gravity are
not symmetric with respect to a>£.
Jt is
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D. Connection with Previous Works
In the low-intensity limit (ii < r ) , atomic motion in a standing wave can be analyzed in perturbative terms. At the
lowest order (in <Li2/r2), the mean dipole force averaged over
X appears as the difference between the radiation pressures
of the two counterpropagating waves, "seen" with different
Doppler shifts by the moving atom.9 At higher orders, resonant multiphoton processes appear that involve absorption
of photons from one wave and stimulated emission of photons in the opposite wave ("Doppleron" resonances).7
At higher intensities (<Li » T), such a perturbative approach is no longer valid. Most previous works use then an
exact solution of OBE's in terms of continued fractions or
Fourier-series expansion.10'11'21 These methods provide an
exact solution, but, unfortunately, they do not give any
physical picture for the new features that appear in this
intensity range.
The dressed-atom approach followed in this paper is precisely well adapted to the limit <Li » I\ It has the advantage
of providing not only simple physical pictures but also tractable analytical expressions in different velocity ranges. In
order to demonstrate the accuracy of expressions (5.7) and
(5.17)-(5.22) given above, we compare now their predictions
with those of an exact calculation.
For example, the solid curve of Fig. 7 represents the result
obtained by the continued-fraction method for the variations with kv/T of the mean dipole / when a\ = 1000F and 6 =
200F, whereas the two dashed lines represent the dressedatom predictions (5.7) and (5.17)-(5.22):
feu « F

r « kv « kvcr ~ 20r,

] = — 460| ——-1 (— I, (5.24a)
(hkT\fT\

/=-4o(^-)(-M.
\ I I \KV)

(5.24b)

„. „ , ,
,. . .
,,.
.
, „
,
..
Fig. 7. Mean dipole force / (in units of hkT/2) versus velocity (in
units of VIk) for an atom moving in a standing wave (Z>i = 1000I\ 5 =
2001"). The solid curve is an exact numerical solution obtained by
the method of continued fractions. The two dashed lines represent
the analytical predictions of the dressed-atom approach for very low

i^^^t^^^^^X^^L

in the high-velocity domain are a signature of the breakdown of the
adiabatic approximation ("Doppleron" resonances).

1719

^ ^

We see that the agreement between the two theories is very
^ ^
good for these two velocity ranges. Note that it is possible to
^
connect the two results for the dressed atom [expressions
£§
(5.24a) and (5.24b)] by calculating /from the genera] expres- ST
sion (5.12) for the populations. Actually, we have done such
Sj
a numerical calculation, and the predictions of the two theoJJ"
ries (dressed atom and continued fractions) then coincide
£,
perfectly, provided that the adiabatic approximation holds.
^
When the velocity becomes too large, resonances appear on
"»
the solid curve of Fig. 7 (continued-fractions result), which (6
are a signature of the breakdown of the adiabatic approxirfmation. These are related to the so-called "Doppleron re7
sonances."
*-»
The force has been expressed in Fig. 7 in units of hkT/2, t~[
which is the saturation radiation pressure. We see that the CW
averaged dipole force can exceed this radiation pressure by 2 ££
orders of magnitude for realistic Rabi frequencies («i =
lOOOr is achieved for sodium atoms with 1-W laser power
focused on 100 lira). This indicates the very rich potentialities of this system, for example, for slowing down an atomic
beam by sweeping a standing wave over the Doppler profile,
The idea would be to change the relative frequencies of the
two counterpropagating waves so that the nodes and the
antinodes of the standing wave would move with a velocity
ugw- The velocity appearing in the expressions (5.24) of the
dipole force would now be the relative velocity v — usw
between the moving atom and the standing wave. An appropriate sweeping of vsw would then permit the decelerating force to be kept close to the optimal value of Fig. 7.
Kazantsev has also suggested23 that a swept standing wave
be used to accelerate beams of neutral atoms.
6.

CONCLUSION

j n conclusion, we have derived the following results in this

paper.
The dipole force experienced by an atom in a gradient of
light intensity is closely related to the spatial variation of the
energy levels of the combined system: atom + laser photons
(dressed states) and to the redistribution of populations
between these levels induced by the atomic motion (NA
effects) or by spontaneous emission of fluorescence photons
(radiative relaxation). We have shown that the work done
by the dipole force during a small atomic displacement dr
corresponds to the sum of the changes of the atomic potential energy and of the field energy, the latter change being
related to an asymmetry of the fluorescence spectrum emitted by the atom during the displacement.
As in the Stern-Gerlach effect, two different forces with
opposite signs are associated with the two types of positiondependent dressed states. An atom initially at rest in r
undergoes spontaneous transitions between these two types
of states. The corresponding picture of a two-valued instantaneous force fluctuating around a mean value leads to
the correct values for the mean dipole force and for the
atomic-momentum diffusion coefficient associated with in.
,.
tensity gradients.
For a very slowly moving atom (kv « T), we have inter preted the velocity-dependent dipole force as being due to
t h e f i n i t e t i m e CO nstant of radiative relaxation, which intro-

ducesatimelaginthevariationofthedressed-statepopula-

tions of the moving atom. We have explained in this way
why the velocity-dependent dipole force damps the atomic
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motion when the laser is detuned above the atomic frequency and why, in a high-intensity standing wave, thesignof the

.SP
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*S
a
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force is opposite the one obtained by adding the radiation
pressures of the two counterpropagating waves.
We have also considered the case of an atom moving in a
high-intensity standing wave with intermediate velocities ( r
u
u \' m u
u
• i-u,, , , u ] •
« kv « kvcr). We have shown in this case that the dipole
force averaged over X is inversely proportional to v, and we
have interpreted this result as being due to the fact that one
sideband of the fluorescence specrum is emitted preferentially in the antinodes of the standing wave, whereas the
,
.
,.
,
,
„ ° .. . . . .
,
,
other one is emitted m the nodes. Potentialities of such a
dipole force for efficient slowing down of atoms have been
pointed out.
It thus appears that the dressed atom provides useful
physical insights in the dipole force in the high-intensity
domain (wi » T) where perturbative approaches are no
longer valid. We have also shown that such an approach
leads to tractable mathematical expressions that are in good
quantitative agreement with the prediction of other exact
, . . , . ,
. ,. ,
,
. .
solutions (analytical or numerical) when they exist.
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Paper 6.4
A. Aspect, J. Dalibard, A. Heidmann, C. Salomon, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Cooling
atoms with stimulated emission," Phys. Rev. Lett. 57, 1688-1691 (1986).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
This letter reports the experimental results demonstrating the existence of the cooling
mechanism analyzed in paper 6.3 and occurring in a high intensity laser standing wave with
a blue detuning. The cooling is due to a correlation between the spatial modulation of the
dressed state energies and the spatial modulation of the spontaneous departure rates from
these dressed states. As a result of this correlation, the moving atom is, on the average,
running up the potential hills more often than down, so that it is slowed down (Fig. 1).
The comparison is made here, for the first time, between such a situation and the "Sisyphus
myth" of the Greek mythology. Later on, the denomination "Sisyphus cooling" will be
adopted for all the cooling schemes based on similar mechanisms. Since stimulated emission
plays an important role in the dipole forces associated with the spatial modulations of the
dressed state energies of Fig. 1, the corresponding optical molasses is also called "stimulated
molasses."
The experiment is done here in one dimension, by sending an atomic beam of cesium
perpendicular to an intense laser standing wave. One observes that the beam is collimated
for a blue detuning, and decollimated for a red one (Fig. 3). As the depth of the potential
wells of Fig. 1 can increase indefinitely with the laser power, the damping force associated
with stimulated molasses does not saturate as it does in usual Doppler molasses, where the
friction mechanism is due to a Doppler-induced imbalance between the radiation pressure
forces exerted by the two counterpropagating waves. This explains why the collimation by
stimulated molasses is obtained here with a 4^is interaction time, whereas it would require
at least 100/xs for an ordinary Doppler molasses.
At the end of the paper, we mention that velocity-dependent stimulated forces, applied
in a longitudinal geometry, could be interesting for an efficient slowing down of atomic
beams. Several groups tried to observe such an effect, but without success. This is an
intriguing feature which is not well understood. Also, to our knowledge, no three-dimensional
stimulated molasses has yet been demonstrated.
Note finally the small reproducible peak at the center of curve c of Fig. 3. It is a first
indication of trapping of atoms in the antinodes of an intense standing wave detuned to the
red. It stimulated further studies which are described in the next paper 6.5.
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Cooling Atoms with Stimulated Emission
A. Aspect, J. Dalibard, A. Heidmann, C. Salomon, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertzienne de I'Ecole Normale Superieure et College de France,
F-75231 Paris Cedex 05, France

(Received 30 July 1986)

We have observed an efficient collimation of a cesium atomic beam crossing at right angles an intense laser standing wave. This new cooling scheme is mainly based on a stimulated redistribution
of photons between the two counterpropagating waves by the moving atoms. By contrast with usual radiation pressure cooling, (his "stimulated molasses" works for blue detuning and does not saturate at high intensity.
PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk
Control of atomic motion with quasiresonant laser
light is a field of research which is rapidly expanding.
Several experiments have demonstrated the possibility
of using radiative forces for decelerating and stopping
an atomic beam,1 or for achieving a three-dimensional
viscous confinement and cooling of atoms.2 More recently, atoms have been trapped in the focal zone of a
laser beam.3
This Letter gives experimental evidence for a new
type of laser cooling, which is mainly based on stimulated emission and which can be much more efficient
than the usual one involving only spontaneous emission. Let us first recall briefly the principle of usual
radiative cooling4'5 as it works in "radiation-pressure
molasses." Consider at atom moving in a laser standing wave, with a light intensity weak enough (saturation parameter s < . 1) so that the radiation pressures
due to the two counterpropagating waves can be added
independently. If the laser frequency a>L is tuned
below the atomic one &>o (detuning 8 = &>£ — a>o negative), because of the Doppler effect, a moving atom
will get closer to resonance with the opposing wave,
and farther from resonance with the copropagating
wave. The radiation pressure of the opposing wave
will predominate, and the atom will be slowed down.
When the laser intensity is increased ( s » l ) , this
simple picture breaks down. Stimulated emission
processes, responsible for a coherent redistribution of
photons between the two counterpropagating waves,
become predominant. They produce a heating of the
atoms for a negative detuning and a cooling for a positive one. This Letter reports the first experimental observation of such a change of sign. We also emphasize
the potentialities of these velocity-dependent stimulated forces which in contrast to radiation pressure, do
not saturate at high laser intensity.

Atomic motion in a strong standing wave has been

theoretically studted by vanous authors.6
Recently,
a physical picture, based on the dressed-atom approach, has been proposed for the understanding of
this motion.10 It can be summarized as follows. In a
strong standing wave, the energies of the dressed lev1688

els, i.e., the eigenstates of the atom plus laser-field
system, oscillate periodically in space, as the Rabi frequency &>j(z) characterizing the atom-laser coupling in
z Figure 1 represents these dressed states for a positive detuning (<*>/, > <o0). At a node lwi(z) = 01, the
dressed states | l , « ) and \2,n) respectively coincide
with the unperturbed states \g,n + l) and \e,n) (an
atom in the ground state got in the excited state e, in
the presence of n + 1 or n laser photons). Out of a
node [u>i (Z)P^0] the dressed states are linear combinations of \g,n + l) and \e,n) and their splitting
£ [ 8 2 + G> 2 (Z)] 1/2 is maximum at the antinodes of the
standing wave. Consider now the effect of spontane-

FIG. 1. Laser cooling in a strong standing wave. The
dashed lines represent the spatial variations of the dresseda t o m ener
8V l e v e l s w h i c h coincide with the unperturbed leve l s (dotted lines) at t h e nodes
- T h e s o l i d ' l i n e s represent the

^™L<^

T Z ^ l T Z ^ ^ Z Z s

emjssjon occurs preferentially at a n antinode (node) for a

dressed state of type 1 (2). Between two spontaneous emis( wav y lines), the atom sees, on the average, more
uphill parts than downhill ones and is therefore slowed
down.

sjons
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ous emission. An atom in level | l , « ) or |2,«)—each
containing some admixture of \e,n)—can emit a spontaneous photon and decay to level \\,n— 1) or
\2,n — 1)—each containing some admixture of \g,n).
The key point is that the various rates for such spontaneous processes vary in space. If the atom is in level
|l,w), its decay rate is zero at a node where
|1,«) = \g,n + \) and maximum at an antinode where
the contamination of |l,/i) by \e,n) is maximum. In
contrast, for an atom in level |2,«), the decay is maximum at the nodes, where |2,n) is equal to \e,n). We
can now follow the "trajectory" of a moving atom11
starting, for example, at a node of the standing wave
in level |l,n + l) (Fig. 1). Starting from this valley,
the atom climbs uphill until it approaches the top (antinode) where its decay rate is maximum. It may jump
either into level \\,n) (which does not change anything from a mechanical point of view12) or into level
|2,n), in which case the atom is again in a valley. It
has now to climb up again until it reaches a new top
(node) where |2,n) is the most unstable, and so on.
It is clear that the atomic velocity is decreased in such
a process, which can be viewed as a microscopic realization of the "Sisyphus myth": Every time the atom
has climbed a hill, it may be put back at the bottom of
another one by spontaneous emission. We have used
such a picture to derive quantitative results for the
velocity dependence of the force acting upon the
atom.10 The force is found to be maximum for velocities such that the Doppler effect kvz is on the order of
the natural width F, or, in other words, for situations
in which—as in Fig. 1—the atom travels over a distance on the order of a wavelength between two spontaneous emissions. The main point is that the magnitude of this friction force is directly related to the
modulation depth of the dressed energy levels, i.e., to
the Rabi frequency o»i. As a consequence, this force
increases indefinitely with the laser intensity. To conelude this theoretical part, we can analyze the energymomentum balance in the cooling process.10 Between
two spontaneous emission processes, the total (kinetic
plus potential) energy of the atom is conserved. When
the atom climbs uphill, its kinetic energy is transformed into potential energy by stimulated emission
processes which redistribute photons between the two
counterpropagating waves at a rate mi. Atomic
momentum is therefore transferred to laser photons.
The total atomic energy is then dissipated by spontaneous emission processes which carry away part of the
atomic potential energy.
This scheme has been experimentally applied to the
transverse cooling of a cesium atomic beam (see Fig.
2). This beam, produced by a multichannel-array effusive source (most probable longitudinal velocity
M = 250 m/s), is collimated to ±8mrad. It is irradiated at right angles (along Oz) by an intense standing

60CTOBER1986

FIG. 2. (a) Experimental setup, (b) relevant cesium ener8v levels,

wave obtained from a frequency-controlled cw ring dye
laser tuned to the D2 line at 852 nm (Styryl
9M—Coherent model No. 699-21). At the entrance
o f the interaction region, the intial transverse velocity
spread along Oz is ± 2 m/s. Thefinalvelocity profile
j s analyzed by a tungsten hot-wire detector diameter
(500 nm) located 2 m downstream. Such a scheme allows us to study the cooling process in the low-velocity
regime (Doppler effect kv2<
natural linewidth
r = 3.3x 107 s" 1 ) where the cooling efficiency is maximum. Before entering the interaction region, all
atoms are optically pumped into the |6 2 5[/ 2 , / 7 = 4)
ground-state hyperfine level by a single-mode diode
laser (Hitachi HLP 1400). The cooling laser is tuned
around the ]625>1/2, F = 4) —* |6 2 P 3/2 , F=5) resonance transition and <x + polarized. (A 10-G dc magnetic field is applied along Oz.) Because of optical
pumping, the atoms are rapidly locked to the transition
\g,F=*4, m f = 4}—• \e,F=5, mF — 5), which achieves
1689
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a two-level system. In the interaction region the laser
standing wave has a Gaussian profile with a beam waist
w = l.S mm. This leads to a transit time 2w/uon the
order of 15/xs.
Experimental results are presented in Fig. 3. The
incident laser power is 70 mW and leads to a maximum Rabi frequency of about 50 T. For the optimum
detuning 8 = wL — coo = + 6f (note the sign reversal
compared to usual molasses), the atomic beam is
strongly collimated to a narrow velocity peak of 40
cm/s half-width at half maximum (HWHM) (curve
b). This width is 5 times narrower than that of the
unperturbed atomic beam (curve a). For various laser
powers, the peak intensity and width are found in excellent agreeemnt with a Monte Carlo calculation
which simulates the sequence of events depicted in
Fig. 1 for our actual experimental configuration. For
the previous laser power of 70 raW but opposite detuning ( 8 = — 6 r ) the atomic beam is decollimated
and the velocity profile exhibits a double-peak structure u (curve c). The slight asymmetry between these
two peaks results from the imperfect orthogonality
between the atomic beam and the laser standing wave.
Note also the presence of a small additional central
peak with a very narrow width of 20 cm/s. This structure, appearing consistently in the data as well as in the
Monte Carlo simulation, seems to be due to a residual
trapping of very low-velocity atoms at the antinodes of
the standing wave.
Let us now compare our experiment with two other
types of experiments dealing with deflection of atomic
beams by stimulated forces.14'15 The first one 14

_._ , _
..
,
,
FIG. 3 Detector current vs position of the hot-wire
detector. The corresponding transverse atomic velocities are
given in m/s. Peak current is 2.2x10' atoms/s. The full
lines are intended merely as visual aids. Curve *, laser
beam off (HWHM 2 m/s); curve A, laser beam on with a
positive detuning (8/2ir= +30 MHz); curve c, laser beam
on with a negative detuning (8/2ir = - 30 MHz).
1690
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describes a focusing by dipole forces for a negative detuning. This process is a nondissipative one, to be contrasted with the cooling effect reported in this Letter
leading to a collimation of the atomic beam. The
second one 15 deals with the diffraction of an atomic
beam by a standing wave (nearly resonant KapitzaDirac effect). In this diffractive regime, no spontaneous emission—and consequently no dissipation—takes
place. In contrast, in the experiment presented here,
each atom emits about 200 spontaneous photons.16
We have thus achieved a new type of transverse
laser cooling, operating with a positive detuning. This
"stimulated molasses" appears to be very efficient:
Realization of the same cooling with the usual
radiation-pressure molasses would have required an interaction length one order of magnitude larger. Actually, we have checked that with our beam waist of 1.8
mm this usual molasses—obtained at the optimal
detuning 8 = — r / 2 and saturation parameter 5 = 1
— has no significant effect. As a matter of fact, the
minimum damping time of usual molasses is about
100 ju.s for Cs, while it is only 4 (xs for stimulated molasses in our experimental conditions. Furthermore,
since stimulated forces do not saturate, the damping
time for stimulated molasses, which is inversely proportional to «i, could be yet more decreased by an increase in the laser power.10 On the other hand, because of the relatively large fluctuations of dipole
forces, the final velocity spread in our experiments is
about 3 times larger than the limit of usual molasses,
When ultimate cooling is necessary, one can use the
scheme presented here for an initial rapid cooling (of
special interest for fast beams) combined with usual
molasses for the final stage.
Another attractive effect is suggested by our Monte
Carlo calculation which predicts, for a positive detuning, a "channeling" of the atoms: On a time scale of a
few hundred microseconds the atoms should concentrate at the nodes of the standing wave, with a spatial
spread Az — A/40 and a residual velocity spread
Auz —30 cm/s. Such a spatially ordered structure
might be observed by Bragg diffraction.
To conclude, let us emphasize the potentialities of
these velocity-dependent stimulated forces in a standing wave of efficient longitudinal slowing down of
aotms. The standing wave must then be swept in order to have a weak enough relative velocity with
respect to the atoms, corresponding to the most efficient decelerating force.6'10 For a cesium thermal
beam, a laser intensity of 100 mW/mm 2 would produce
d e c e l e r a t i n g f o r c e o n e o r d e r o f m a g I 1 itude
e
,
,
.
.
...
lar er than t h e
8
maximum radiation-pressure force,
Consequently, the stopping distance would drop down
f r o m J m t 0a b o u t 1 0cm
- T h i s m i 8 n t b e of special interest for the realization of a compact atomic clock using slow atoms.
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"We suppose here lhat the atomic velocity is sufficiently
small that we can neglect Landau-Zener transitions from one
dressed level to another one. Between two spontaneous
emissions, the atom then follows adiabatically a given
dres d
f ' e v e l - A P° s s i b l e *•* , t0 t a k e i n t 0 a c c o u n t s u c h
Landau-Zener transitions for large atomic velocities is
presented in Ref. 9.
•^Actually, the atomic velocity slightly changes in such a
process because of the recoil due to the spontaneously emitted photon. We have taken into account these recoils in our
Monte Carlo simulation and found the corresponding heating negligible compared to the dipole-force heating (Refs. 8
and 10).
13
This decollimation process does not affect all transverse
velocities. Above a critical value v0 the sign of the velocitydependent force changes. Consequently, an atom with a
small transverse velocity is accelerated until its velocity gets
locked to fo if 'he interaction time is long enough. This critical velocity increases with the Rabi frequency, and is on the
order of 3 m/s at the center of our interaction region. This
point has been suggested to us by A. P. Kazantsev.
14
J- E. Bjorkholm, R. R. Freeman, A. Ashkin, and D. B.
Pearson, Phys. Rev. Lett. 41, 1361 (1978).
15
P- L. Gould, G. A. Ruff, and D. E. Pritchard, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 56, 827 (1986), and references therein.
"The results presented here differ also from the rainbow
structure predicted in the deflection profiles of an atomic
beam by a laser standing wave [C. Tanguy, S. Reynaud,
M. Matsuoka, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, Opt. Commun. 44,
249 (1983)]. These profiles appear for long interaction
times and when the transverse displacement of the atoms inside the laser beam is much smaller than the wavelength.
They do not depend on the sign of 8.
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Paper 6.5
C. Salomon, J. Dalibard, A. Aspect, H. Metcalf, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Channeling
atoms in a laser standing wave," Phys. Rev. Lett. 59, 1659-1662 (1987).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
This letter describes an experiment which followed the one presented in paper 6.4, and which
tried to achieve better conditions for observing the trapping of atoms near the bottom of
the potential wells of the dressed states containing the largest admixture of the stable bare
ground state g. In an intense standing wave, these potential wells are located near the nodes
for a blue detuning, and near the antinodes for a red detuning.
If the atoms crossing the standing wave have a very small velocity along the direction of
the standing wave, i.e. if the collimation of the atomic beam is very high around a direction
perpendicular to the direction of the standing wave, the transverse kinetic energy of the
atoms will be too small to allow them to climb up to the ridge, and they will be guided into
the channels (see Fig. 1). With this in mind, the experiment described here has been done
with better collimation of the atomic beam than in the experiment described in paper 6.4.
To observe the channeling of atoms, their absorption spectrum within the standing wave
was measured with an auxiliary weak probe beam. As a result of the spatially varying
light shifts due to the intense standing wave, the absorption spectrum of each atom carries
information on its localization in the standing wave.
The experimental results obtained here (Fig. 4) gave direct evidence for the possibility
of confining neutral atoms in optical wavelength size regions. Indirect evidence had already
been obtained from an analysis of the fluorescence spectrum of atoms in a standing wave [see
M. Prentiss and S. Ezekiel, Phys. Rev. Lett. 56, 46 (1986)]. In fact, more spectacular results
were obtained a few years later (see paper 7.4) using a "low intensity Sisyphus cooling"
due to correlated spatial modulations of light shifts and optical pumping rates in a laser
polarization gradient. It is now possible to observe periodic arrays of atoms (called "optical
lattices"), trapped in minimum uncertainty quantum states, having a spatial width on the
order of AL/25, where AL is the laser wavelength.
Note finally that there is presently a renewal of interest in the focusing or the channeling of atoms crossing a standing wave, because of possible applications to submicron
neutral atom lithography [see, for example, G. Timp, R. E. Behringer, D. M. Tennant,
J. E. Cunningham, M. Prentiss, and K. K. Berggren, Phys. Rev. Lett. 69, 1636 (1992)].
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Channeling Atoms in a Laser Standing Wave
C. Salomon, J. Dalibard, A. Aspect, H. Metcalf,00 and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
Laboraioire de Spectroscopie Hertzienne de VEcole Normale Superieure et College de France, F-75231 Paris Cedex 05, France
(Received 3 August 1987)

We report the experimental observation of laser confinement of neutral atoms in optical-wavelength-size regions. A well-collimated atomic beam was crossed at right angles by a one-dimensional
standing wave and atoms were observed to be channeled into paths between the peaks of the standing
wave.
PACS numbers: 32.8O.Pj, 42.50.Vk
Atomic motion in a laser standing wave is a problem
which has been extensively studied because of its importance for trapping and cooling. The possibility of trapping atoms near the nodes or antinodes of an intense
laser standing wave was suggested as early as 1968 by
Letokhov.' A few years later, Kazantsev predicted the
existence of velocity-dependent forces acting upon an
atom moving in an intense standing wave.2 Since then,
several developments concerning the dynamics of an
atom in a quasiresonant laser standing wave have been
reported, including the observation of the resonant
Kapitza-Dirac effect3 and the realization of "optical molasses."4"6
Here we restrict our attention to the problem of trapping atoms in a standing wave. The confining force is
the so-called dipole (or gradient) force which is proportional to the laser-intensity gradient and which derives
from a potential C/(r) varying in space as the laser intensity. This potential t/(r) corresponds to the polarization
energy of the in-phase atomic dipole moment induced by
the laser electric field. There have already been some experiments on the focusing7 and trapping8 of atoms by dipole forces in the focal zone of traveling laser waves.
However, nobody has yet demonstrated such confinement on the scale of the optical wavelength itself. A major difficulty arises from the heating of the atoms due to
the fluctuations of dipole forces. This heating is proportional to the square of the field gradient and is therefore
particularly important in an optical standing wave.
In this Letter, we present the experimental evidence
for one-dimensional confinement of atoms by an intense
laser standing wave. A well-collimated atomic beam is
crossed at right angles by the standing wave which
creates a periodic array of potential valleys parallel to
the atomic beam. When the atomic transverse kinetic
energy is low enough, atoms are observed to be channeled into these valleys.
For a two-level atom, the potential l/(r) created by
the laser standing wave is given by9
t/(r) - j hSlnll + 2<o?(r)/(4S2 + r 2 ) ]

tuning between the laser (fi>£> and the atomic (a>o) frequencies, P is the natural width of the excited state, and
a>i(r) is the local Rabi frequency proportional to the
laser electric field. Across the atomic beam, a)i(r) varies
as sinfcz, leading to a periodicity \/2 for the potential
t/(r). Along the atomic beam, » i ( r ) exhibits a slower
variation proportional to exp(— r2/w2) (H> is the laserbeam radius). When the atoms enter the standing wave
with a low enough kinetic energy, they are guided into
the channels where they oscillate in the transverse direction. The exact determination of the maximum trappable velocity is not trivial, but the intuitive criterion
mvjll < max[f/(r)] appears to be valuable according to
our numerical simulations. The channeling takes place
near the nodes if the detuning is "blue" ( 5 > 0) and near
the antinodes if the detuning is "red" (S < 0). This discussion has actually two limitations. First, Eq. (1) is
valid only in the limiting case of very low transverse velocities ( i b z « r ) . In fact, the force acting on the atom
is also velocity dependent and, in a strong standing wave,
this leads to cooling for a blue detuning and heating for
a red detuning.10"12 Second, there are fluctuations
caused by the random character of spontaneous emis-

(1)

FIG. 1. Atomic potential energy C/(r) in a Gaussian standing wave aligned along Oz, for a blue detuning. Valleys correand is represented in Fig. 1. Here S — <OL "" G>n is the despond to nodes, and ridges correspond to antinodes.
© 1987 The American Physical Society
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sion. " l 1 2 We have found numerically that these two
effects do not drastically affect the channeling because of
the short transit time of the atoms through the laser
beam.
To detect this channeling, we have chosen to use the
atoms themselves as local probes of their own positions:
Because of the spatially varying light shifts, the absorption spectrum of each atom carries information about its
location in the standing wave. 13 For an atom at a node
Ia)i(r)—0], there is no light shift and the absorption
spectrum is just a Lorentzian centered at a>o, of width F.
Elsewhere [a)i(r)^0], the absorption line is shifted to 1 4
..
2/ w 211/2 1
1\
<»ato(r)-<Bo-<mi+(Mr)/<J J - 1 1 ,
(2)
and the maximum shift occurs at the antinodes. The absorption spectrum of the atomic beam is obtained by
adding the contributions of the atoms in the various locations, weighted by the local atomic density we want to
detect,
In Fig. 2, we have plotted two calculated absorption
spectra. Figure 2(a) corresponds to a uniform spatial
distribution of atoms (no channeling) for a blue detuning
of the standing wave. It exhibits a broad structure corresponding to the range of the frequencies given by Eq. (2)
for a>i varying from zero at a node to a)?** at an antinode. The end peaks arise because <oabs(r) is stationary
with respect to the position z around the nodes and the
antinodes (peaks N and A). Peak A is smaller than peak
N because the transition matrix element is weaker near
antinodes as a result of state mixing by the strong laser
field.15 Figure 2(b) is calculated with a simple periodic
spatial distribution of atoms channeled near the nodes.
Peak N, corresponding to atoms near the nodes, is
enhanced, while peak A, corresponding to the antinodes,
is weakened. By contrast, for red detuning, channeling
occurs at the antinodes and will lead to an absorption
spectrum with peak A enhanced and peak N weakened.
The experimental observation of channeling has been

performed with the apparatus shown in Fig. 3. An
effusive cesium atomic beam is formed by a multichannel
array (3-mm 2 area) on a 220 °C oven (most probable velocity 300 m/s). This beam is collimated by the 2-mm
diameter aperture 1 m away. The transverse velocity is
then less than about 0.6 m/s (HWHM = 0 . 3 m/s) so
that, for most atoms, mv}/2 is not larger than the depth
of the potential valleys. The atoms are prepumped into
the F—4 hyperfine sublevel of the ground state by a 10mW diode laser tuned to the transition
(g,F—3)
—• (e,F—4) at 852 nm (g refers to 6S1/2 and e to
6Py2).
The intense standing wave (150 mW in each
running wave, and with a beam radius of 2.3 mm) that
irradiates the atomic beam at right angles is produced by
a frequency-controlled cw ring dye laser (Coherent
699—Styryl 9 dye). It is tuned near the transition
(g,F—4) —• ( e , F ~ 5 ) and is a+ polarized along a 10-G
applied magnetic field in order to approximate a twolevel system. For this transition, F/2ff — 5 MHz and
a>i~T for a laser intensity of 2.2 mW/cm 2 . The weak
probe beam (0.4 mW/cm 2 ) is also orthogonal to the
atomic beam and travels through the central part of the
strong standing wave where the channeling is best. The
central millimeter of this probe beam is admitted
through a movable aperture to a silicon photodiode. This
beam is obtained from a single-mode diode laser which is
frequency stabilized by optical feedback from a con focal
Fabry-Perot resonator by the technique of Dahmani,
Hollberg, and Drullinger. 16 It can be scanned over 1.5
GHz while maintaining a frequency jitter less than 2
MHz. Since the fractional absorption to be detected is
typically as small as 1 0 ~ 5 , we modulate the population
in the (g,F—4,Wf ™4) level using optical pumping induced by a "chopping" diode laser. Its frequency is
square-wave modulated between the transition \g,F—4)
—• (e,F—4) (emptying g , F — 4 ) and the transition (g,
F—4)—• (e,F—5) (filling g,F—niF ""4). Synchronous
detection allows us to measure the absorption of as few

FIG. 2. Calculated absorption spectra of atoms in a strong
standing wave, (a) Uniform spatial atomic distribution. Peak
N at frequency vo corresponds to atoms near the nodes, peak A
to atoms near the antinodes. (b) Periodic triangular distribution with an atomic density at nodes five times larger than at
antinodes. Channeling at the nodes enhances peak N and
reduces peak A.

FIG. 3. Experimental setup. Inset: D2 line of Cs.
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FIG. 4. Imaging atomic positions using light shifts, (a) Experimental absorption spectrum for a +150-MHz detuning, a 210MHz Rabi frequency, and with a tilted standing wave: no channeling, (b) Same as (a) with an orthogonal standing wave: channeling near the nodes, (c) Atomic spatial distribution deduced from spectrum (b). (d)-(f) Corresponding data for a — 150-MHz detuning: channeling near the antinodes.
as ten atoms in the 2-mm 3 observation volume (5/7V™l

calculated and observed absorption spectra, which are

in 1-s integration time).
Figure 4 presents experimental evidence of of channeling, obtained for detunings 5 / 2 ^ ~ ± 1 5 0 MHz, onresonance Rabi frequency u>i/2jr"-2I0 MHz, and about
10000 atoms in the observation volume. This Rabi frequency is measured with the light shifts induced by the
strong standing wave. The maximum height of the potential hills of Fig. 1 is then Ujh - 4 5 MHz or 2 mK,
corresponding to a maximum trappable velocity
(mvi/2—Uo) equal to 0.5 m/s. For blue detuning, experimental absorption spectra are presented in Figs. 4(a)
(no channeling) and 4(b) (channeling). As expected,
channeling makes the peak A (antinodes) nearly disappear whereas the peak N (nodes) increases sharply. The
curves with channeling were obtained by the adjustment
of the orthogonality between the atomic beam and the
laser standing wave to within 5x10 ~ 4 rad. The curves
without channeling were obtained by tilting the standing
wave through 5x 10 ~ 3 rad, corresponding to an average
velocity along the standing wave of 1.5 m/s. With such a
velocity, channeling is no longer possible, resulting in a
nearly uniform distribution of atoms across the standing
wave (note that we still have kvz < F).
From the experimental absorption spectra exhibiting
channeling [Figs. 4(b) and 4(e)] we have deduced corresponding spatial distributions N(z) of atoms in the
standing wave (Figs. 4(c) and 4(f)]. These discretized
N(z) functions give the best least-squares fit between

found to coincide within the noise. Figures 4(c) and 4(f)
show that we have produced gratings of atoms with a
period X/2 and with a contrast between the densities at
the nodes and antinodes equal to 5 for 5 > 0 , and equal
to 2 for 5 < 0 . The difference between the two contrasts,
in qualitative agreement with our numerical simulations,
stems from the fact that the channeled atoms are cooled
for S> 0 and heated for S < 0. 6
For a blue detuning, the degree of channeling would
be improved by an increase of the interaction time, so
that the trapped atoms could experience further cooling,
Such an enhancement of channeling by cooling has been
predicted theoretically.17'18 This dissipative channeling
could be observed with laser-decelerated atoms. Another
attractive scheme would be to stop the atoms and then to
trap them at the nodes of a three-dimensional standing
wave.1
So far, our experiment has been interpreted in terms
of classical atomic motion in the potential l/(r) associated with the mean dipole force. In order to investigate
the quantum features of this motion, one can use the
dressed-atom approach.12 In this model, the atom moves
in two types of periodic potentials associated with the
two types of dressed states, trapping, respectively, near
the nodes or near the antinodes. An interesting regime
occurs when the atom makes several oscillations in a
given potential before decaying by spontaneous emission
to the opposite one. The quantized states of vibration of
1661
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the atom in the light field are then well resolved, and this
results in sidebands on the absorption or emission lines.
In our experiment, the calculated oscillation frequency is
about 1 MHz, so that some improvements of our apparatus might allow this observation.
This work is partially supported by the Direction des
Recherches, Etudes et Techniques, under Grant No. 84208. Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertzienne de l'Ecole
Normale Supeneure is associated unit No. 18 of CNRS.
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Atomic Motion in a Laser Standing Wave
J. Dalibard, C. Salomon, A. Aspect, H. Metcalf(*\ A. Heidmann,
and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertzienne de l'ENS et College de France,
24 rue Lhomond, F-75231 Paris Cedex 05, France

Atomic motion in a laser standing wave is a problem which has
been extensively studied because of its importance for trapping
and cooling. The first suggestion to trap atoms near the nodes
or near the antinodes of a non-resonant laser standing wave was
made
about
twenty years ago by LETOKHOV [1]. A few years
later, KAZANTSEV predicted the existence of velocity dependent
forces acting upon atoms moving in a standing wave and he
proposed to use these forces to accelerate atoms [2]. At about
the same time, the idea of radiative cooling was put forward by
HANSCH and SCHAWLOW for neutral atoms [3] and by WINELAND and
DEHMELT for trapped particles
[4]. In such a scheme, one
supposes that the forces due to the two counterpropagating waves
can be added independently, which means that the intensity of
the standing wave cannot be too high. During the last ten years,
the number of theoretical and experimental papers dealing with
atomic motion in a standing wave has increased considerably and
it would be impossible to review here all these works.
The purpose of this paper is to present simple physical
pictures
based
on
the
dressed
atom approach
[5] for
understanding atomic motion in a standing wave. We would like
also to apply these pictures to the interpretation of new
experimental results obtained recently at Ecole Normale on
cooling and channeling of atoms in an intense standing wave.
1. DRESSED ATOM APPROACH [5]
We consider a two-level atom with a ground state g and an
excited state e, separated by fcw . We call F the spontaneous
A

radiative linewidth of e. The laser field is single mode with a
standing wave structure along the Oz direction and with a
frequency w . We denote 8 = w -co
the detuning between the
L

LA

laser and atomic frequencies (we suppose |8| « co ) .
The uncoupled states of the atom + laser photons system can
be written |e or g,n>. They represent the atom in e or g in
presence of n laser photons. We call £(n) the manifold of the
two unperturbed states
|g,n+l> and |e,n>. These two states are
separated by fcS and they are coupled by the interaction
*' Permanent address : Department of Physics, State University
of New York, Stony 3.:cck,. NY 1I7°O USA.
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hamiltonian V
describing absorption and stimulated emission of
laser photons by the atom. The corresponding matrix element can
be written
<e,n|V AL |g,n+l> = ^
where w (z) = w

(z)/2

(1)

sin kz is a z dependent Rabi frequency.

When the coupling
(1) is taken into account, the two
unperturbed states of £(n) transform into two perturbed states
|l(n)> and |2(n)>. These so called dressed states are linear
combinations of |e,n> and |g,n+l> and their splitting fcfHz) is
equal to

Wl(z) = fx [S2 + w 2 sin2 kzl^ .

(2)

The full lines of Fig. 1 represent the variations with z of the
energies of the two dressed states |l(n)> and |2(n)>. We take
S > 0, so that the unperturbed state |g,n+l> is above |e,n>.
At a node (w (z) = 0 ) , the two dressed states coincide with
the unperturbed ones and the splittingfiflreduces to ftS. At an
antinode, the splitting takes its maximum value and, if w » 8,
|l(n)> and |2(n)> are approximately equal to the symmetric and
antisymmetric linear combinations of |g,n+l> and |e,n>.
We introduce now spontaneous emission. Since both states
|l(n)> and |2(n)> of £(n) contain admixtures of |e,n>, they can
decay radiatively towards the two states |l{n-l)> and |2(n-l)>
of £(n-l) which both contain admixtures of
|g,n>. It is
important to note that the corresponding radiative linewidth of
|l(n)> and»|2(n)> depends on z. Consider for example the dressed
state
|l(n)> for 8 > 0. At a node, it reduces to |g,n+l> which
is radiatively stable, so that the natural width of |l(n)> is
then equal to zero. At an antinode and for w » S, the weight of
the unstable excited state e in [l(n)> is % so that the natural

Figure 1 Spatial dependence
of the dressed state energies in a
standing wave
(full lines) . The thickness
of the lines is
proportional
to the radiative
linewidth
of the levels. The,
dotted lines represent the unperturbed energy levels.
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width of |l(n)> is equal to F/2. Similarly, the natural width of
|2(n)> is equal to V at a node (since |2(n)> reduces then to
|e,n>) and to F/2 at an antinode.
2. ATOMIC ANALOGUE of the "SISYPHUS MYTH" : STIMULATED COOLING
Consider an atom moving along the direction Oz of the standing
wave and being on one of the two dressed states |l(n}> or
|2(n)>. We suppose that its kinetic energy mv 2 /2 is large
compared to the height of the hills appearing on the energy
curves of each dressed state (see Fig. 1 ) , When the atom climbs
a hill, its kinetic energy decreases : it is transformed into
potential
energy by
stimulated emission
processes which
redistribute photons between the two counterpropagating waves.
Consider now the effect of spontaneous emission for S > 0
(blue detuning). The analysis of the previous section shows
that, for each dressed state, the spontaneous emission rate is
always maximum at the tops of the hills (antinodes for levels 1,
nodes for levels 2 ) . This means that the atom will leave
preferentially a dressed state at the top of a hill. It follows
that, during the time spent on a given dressed state, the atom
sees on the average more uphill parts than downhill ones.
Consequently, it is slowed down.
This new cooling mechanism is quite different from the usual
one occuring for red detuning and at low intensity [6]. The mean
energy loss per fluorescence photon is of the order of the
height of the hills of Fig. 1. It scales as -fcco and does not
saturate at high intensity : the velocity damping time of these
"stimulated molasses" can therefore be much shorter than the one
of usual molasses (by a factor F / w i ) . Experimental evidence for
such a cooling mechanism has been obtained on Cesium atoms and
is discussed in detail in reference [7].
3. CHANNELING of ATOMS
We suppose now that the kinetic energy of the atom along the
standing wave, mv 2 /2, is smaller than the height of the hills of
Fig. 1 (mv2/2 & tiw ) . This can be achieved for example by
crossing at a right angle a one dimensional standing wave by a
sufficiently well collimated atomic beam.
Figure 2 represents the energy surface of the dressed state
|l(n)> which, for a blue detuning, connects to |g,n+l> out of
the laser beam. Along the direction Oz of the standing wave, the
rapid variation of sin2 kz in
(2) leads to a periodicity X/2.
Along the mean direction Ox of the atomic beam, the variations
are much smoother since they are determined by the laser beam
radius W Q . Because of the wings of the gaussian beam profile,
the atoms which have a very small velocity spread along Oz enter
the standing wave "adiabatically" and are thereby guided into
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Figure 2 Energy surface of the dressed state
/l(n)> in a
gaussian standing wave propagating along Oz. Atoms with a very
small transverse velocity are channelled near the nodes.
the channels where they oscillate in the transverse direction. A
numerical calculation of the atomic trajectories shows that a
channeling of the atoms takes place near the nodes within the
standing wave. A similar calculation predicts a channeling near
the
antinodes for a red detuning. We have checked that
spontaneous transitions between the dressed states do not
drastically reduce the channeling because of the short passage
time of the atoms through the laser beam.
To detect this channeling, we have chosen to use the atoms
themselves as local probes of their own position. Because of the
spatially varying light intensity, there are position dependent
light-shifts A(z) which are zero at the nodes (where w (z) = 0)
and take their maximum value A at the antinodes. The center of
M

the atomic absorption line
extreme values, w and w + A

is therefore located between two
(for S > 0, A(z) = 8 - fl(z)).

We have obtained experimental evidence for such a channeling
on Cesium atoms [8]. Figure 3a gives the absorption spectrum
measured on a weak probe laser beam for a uniform spatial
distribution of atoms
(no channeling) and for a blue detuning
(A
is then
negative). It
exhibits a
broad structure
M

corresponding to the range of frequencies between w
and
W A + A M . The end peaks arise because the line position is
stationary with respect to the position z around the nodes (peak
N) and the antinodes (peak A ) . The heights of these two peaks
are different because the oscillator strength and the saturation
factor
of the atomic line depend on the intensity. The
modification induced by channeling clearly appears on Fig. 3.b.
Peak N, corresponding to atoms near the nodes, is enhanced while
peak A, corresponding to the antinodes, is weakened. The curve
with channeling (Fig. 3b) has been obtained by adjusting the
orthogonality between the atomic beam and the laser standing
wave
to within 5.10~4 rad. The curve without channeling
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Figure 3
(a) and
(b) : Experimental absorption of cesium atoms
(D
line)
at the center
of a strong- standing
wave (Rabi
frequency
at the antinodes : 210 MHz ; detuning : 150 MHz ;
laser beam
waist : 2.3 mm), measured
on a probe laser beam
(power :
0,6 mW/cm2 ;
diameter :
1 mm).
Curve
(a) : no
channeling.
Curve
(b) : channeling.
(c) and (d) : calculated
absorption
spectra.
Curve
(c) : no channeling.
Curve (d) :
channeling.
(Fig. 3a) has been obtained by tilting the standing wave through
5.10~3
rad, corresponding to an average velocity along the
standing wave of 1.7 m/s. With such a velocity, channeling is no
longer possible.
In order to get some information on the spatial repartition
of
atoms N(z) in the standing wave, we have calculated
absorption spectra for our experimental conditions and with
simple shapes for N ( z ) . Fig. 3c has been obtained with a uniform
N(z) and is in good agreement with Fig. 3a. Fig. 3d has been
calculated with a triangular shape for N(z) with a density at
the nodes 5 times larger than at the antinodes. We are working
on a more sophisticated deconvolution process, but the fit with
the experimental curve is already of good quality. The spectra
of
Fig. 3 thus
demonstrate the
achievement of a laser
confinement of neutral atoms in optical wavelength size regions.
It seems possible to improve the localization of the atoms
by increasing the interaction time so that the trapped atoms
could experience a further cooling for a blue detuning. Such a
"dissipative channeling" has been predicted by a Monte-Carlo
simulation
[9] and by an analytical treatment [10]. It could be
observed with laser decelerated atoms. Another attractive scheme
would be to stop atoms and then to trap them at the nodes of a 3
dimensional standing wave. Finally, it would be interesting to
tr^ to observe the quantum states of vibration of the ritorc in
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Paper 6.7
R. Kaiser, N. Vansteenkiste, A. Aspect, E. Arimondo, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Mechanical
Hanle effect," Z. Phys. D18, 17-24 (1991).
Reprinted with permission of Springer-Verlag.
This paper has been written for a special issue of Zeitschrift fiir Physik D dedicated to
Professor W. Hanle. It shows that the Hanle effect in the lower state of an atomic transition
can be detected by a modification of the atomic trajectories.
Earlier experiments (see papers 1.4 and 1.5) had shown that the resonant variations of the
Zeeman coherences giving rise to the Hanle effect in atomic ground states could be detected
by resonant variations of the light absorbed by the atoms. With these resonant variations
of the absorbed light are associated resonant variations of the momentum transferred to
the atom, and consequently resonant variations of the deflection of the atomic beam which
give rise to the curves of Figs. 5 and 6.
One interesting difference between the mechanical detection of the Hanle effect described
here and the usual optical detection is that each absorbed photon transfers a momentum
hk to the atom, so that the atomic trajectory keeps a record of the whole sequence of
fluorescence cycles. By contrast, in optical detection methods, all photons are not detected,
and those which are detected give information only on the state of the atom at the place
where the photon is absorbed or emitted. Note also that the mechanical detection of the
Hanle effect has proven to be quite useful for compensating in situ, and at the milligauss
level, the stray residual magnetic fields in the subrecoil laser cooling experiments described
in paper 7.6.
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Mechanical Hanle effect
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Abstract. This paper describes an experiment where the
Hanle effect in the ground state of an atomic transition
is detected, not by a modification of the light absorbed
or reemitted by the atoms, but by a modification of the
atomic trajectories. The experimental results are compared with the theoretical predictions of two calculations, the first one considering only the steady-state regime, the second one including the effects of the transient
phenomena which take place when the atom enters the
laser beam.
PACS: 32.80.B; 32.80.P

teristic damping time T of the atomic state (radiative
lifetime for an atomic excited state, optical pumping time
or relaxation time for an atomic ground state), the rotation angle QBT is not small compared to 1. It follows
that, when B is scanned around zero, the anisotropy
introduced by the light beam in the atomic state undergoes resonant variations which can be detected by
changes in the light absorbed or emitted by the atoms,
The corresponding resonances, called Hanle resonances
(or zero-field level crossing resonances since they are
centred on the value zero of the magnetic field for which
all Zeeman sublevels cross), have a width AB given by
yAB = l/r

1. Introduction
It is a great pleasure for us to dedicate this paper to
Professor W. Hanle and to show him a new manifestation of the effect which he discovered more than sixty
years ago [1] and which has played such an important
role in Atomic Physics.
fin
The Hanle effect can, very generally, be considered
as resulting from the competition between two perturbations with different symmetries: a Larmor precession
around a static magnetic field B applied along the direction n; an optical excitation produced by a light beam
having a polarisation eL which is not invariant by rotation around n. In zero magnetic field, there is no Larmor
precession, and the anisotropy (orientation or alignment)
introduced in the atomic state by the light beam can
build up. When the magnetic field is applied, the anisotropy introduced by the light beam along a direction
transverse to n starts to precess around n with a Larmor
frequency QB = yB proportional to B (y: gyromagnetic
ratio of the atomic state). Such a precession will wash
out the anisotropy transverse to n if, during the charac~
.,
„.
.
,._.....
. .
* Permanent address: Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita di Pisa,
1-56100 Pisa Italy
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(1)

Hanle resonances in atomic ground states were observed for the first time in 1964 [2]. Their interest lies
in the fact that the damping time T for atomic ground
states can be much longer than the radiative lifetime
of excited states, so that the width AB can be extremely
small. For example, for 8 7 Rb atoms contained in a parafcoated cell, T can be as long as 1 second, which leads
(with y=;l MHz/Gauss) to widths AB of the order of
1 microgauss. Very sensitive magnetometers, able to detect fields smaller than 10~ 9 Gauss, have been developed
in this way [3, 4].
During the last fifteen years, it has been realized that
the mechanical effects of light, resulting from resonant
exchanges of linear momentum between atoms and photons, can lead to spectacular effects [5]. The purpose
of this paper is to show that the Hanle effect in atomic
ground states can give rise to a modification of the atomic trajectories when a static magnetic field, perpendicular
to the laser polarisation, is scanned around zero,
We first present in Sect. 2 a simple explanation of
the physical effect, allowing us to point out differences
which exist between the optical and mechanical detections of the Hanle effect. Using a semiclassical approach,

.
. „
-> r
i
• i
-i i
l u a t e l n Sect. 3, for the simplest possible
atomic transition having a degenerate atomic ground
State (Jg = 1/2 <-> Je = 1/2), the Steady-State atomic density
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,

tnen
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matrix, from which it is possible to derive the expression
of the mean force deflecting the atomic beam as a function of the magnetic field. Our experimental results, obtained on the transition 23S1<->23P1 of 4He, are presented in Sect. 4 and compared with the theoretical predictions of Sect. 3. Such a comparison shows that one
cannot in general neglect the photons absorbed during
the transient regime which takes place when the atom
enters the laser beam. We thus present in Sect. 5 a more
precise description of the phenomena, which takes into
account the transient regime and which corresponds to
the level scheme studied experimentally (transition Jg
= 1 <->./,,= 1).
2. Presentation of the effect in a simple case

The principle of the experiment is the following (see
Fig. la). An atomic beam, propagating along the Ox
axis, is irradiated at right angle by a resonant <J+ polarized laser beam propagating along Oz. In this section,
we consider the simple case where the laser excites a
(Jg= 1/2<->./<, = 1/2) transition (see Fig. 1 b which gives the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the various components
of the optical line). A static magnetic field B is applied
along Oy and slowly scanned around zero.

Fig. la, b. Configuration for observing the mechanical Hanle effect:
a Experimental configuration: the laser beam is applied transversely to the atomic beam, and can deflect the atoms. This deflection,
measured by the detector, exhibits a resonant variation when the

r Z ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t ^

polarized laser. At zero magnetic field, the atoms are optically
pumped into g+ where they no longer interact with the laser, and
there is no deflection. We have indicated the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients characterizing the strength of the transitions

Suppose first that one measures the absorption of
the light beam by the atoms. Let us take Oz as a quantization axis and let |g+> and |g_> be the eigenstates
of Jg with eigenvalues +h/2 and -ft/2. Since there is
no a+ transition starting from |g+> (see Fig. lb), the
absorption of the a+ polarized laser beam is proportional (at low intensity) to the population of |g_>.
As a result of optical pumping by the <J+ polarized
laser beam, each atom crossing the interaction zone is
transferred from the sublevel |g_> to the sublevel |g + >.
Just after such an optical pumping cycle, its spin points
along the positive direction of the 0 z axis. Then it starts
to precess around the magnetic field with an angular
frequency QB proportional to B. If B = 0, there is no
Larmor precession and the atom remains in the state
| g + > , so that the absorption vanishes. When B is non

zero, the Larmor precession around Oy induces a Rabi
oscillation between |g + > and |g_>, which repopulates
the state |g_> and therefore gives rise to a non zero
absorption. Such an absorption remains small as long
as the spin rotates by a small angle before undergoing
a new optical pumping cycle which puts it back into
the state |g + >, i.e. as long as QBTP<1, where %P is the
optical pumping time. On the other hand, when B is
large enough, so that QBtF>l, the two sublevels |g+>
and |g_> are completely mixed by the Larmor precession, the population of |g_> is equal to 1/2 and the
absorption takes a large value. One therefore expects
the absorption of the light beam, plotted versus B, or
QB, to exhibit a narrow dip centred on QB=0, with a
width given by AQBZS1/TP. What we have described is
just an optical detection of the Hanle effect in an atomic
ground state.
Consider now what Tiappens to the atomic trajectory.
After each fluorescence cycle, consisting of an absorption
of a laser photon followed by a spontaneous emission,
the atom gets a momentum kick equal, on the average,
to +hk along Oz. This is due to the fact that the momentum of the absorbed photon is always the same ( + hk
along O z), whereas the momentum loss due to spontaneous emission is zero on the average since spontaneous
emission can occur in a random direction, but with equal
probabilities in two opposite directions. When B = 0,
each atom undergoes a very small number of fluorescence cycles before being optically pumped into the sublevel |g+> where it remains trapped. The momentum
transfer along Oz is then limited to a few hk and consequently the deflection of the atomic trajectory remains
very small. On the other hand, when B is large, optical
pumping cannot empty the sublevel |g_> since it is refilled at a much faster rate by the Larmor precession
around Oy. The absorption of photons by the atom then
never stops during its transit time through the laser
beam, producing a large momentum transfer along Oz,
and consequently a large deflection of the atomic traject o r y T h e critical value of the field, for which the effects

of optical pumping and Larmor precession are on the

same

order
> l s . s t u l 8 l v e n b y I1)- s o t h a t o n e expects to
get,forthe variations of the deflection versus B, the same
type of curve as the one obtained for the optical detection
of the Hanle effect.
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Although they look quite similar, the optical and
mechanical detections of the Hanle effect differ in some
important respects. First, the atomic trajectory keeps a
record of all fluorescence cycles, since each absorbed
photon transfers a momentum + hk along Oz, so that
the deflection of each atom reflects the integral of the
force experienced by such an atom during the whole
interaction time, including the transient regime. By contrast, the optical detection signal can give local informations on the state of the atom at the point of observation.
Second, the mechanical detection does not introduce any
extra fluctuation. The random nature of the deflection
is only related to the fundamental fluctuations of the
number of fluorescence cycles occurring during a given
time interval and to the random direction of the spontaneously emitted photons. By contrast, an additional statistical element has to be considered for optical signals,
namely the fact that each photon is usually not detected
with a 100% efficiency [6]. Third, the atomic detectors
may be much more efficient that photodetectors. For
instance, the lower state of the atomic transition of HeHum which we have studied is a metastable state, carrying a lot of internal energy, so that it is very easy to
detect the deflected atoms with an electron multiplier.
By contrast, the fluorescence photons have a wavelength
...^o
.
• • * ^ • * ••!.
*
equal to 1.08 \im not convenient to detect with current
i, .
i•r
n- ii T
» *
i
<.•
photomultiphers. Finally, if one wants to make quantitative comparisons between experimental data and theo,. ,
,. t. • , , . ..
• , ,
t,
retical predictions, the mechanical detection signals do

not require absolute calibrations of quantities such as
mean number of photons, detector efficiency, probe intensity .... An example of such advantages will clearly
appear in Sect. 4.
3. Calculation of the steady-state force
3.1. Principle of the calculation
In this section, we compute the mean force experienced
by the atom in the steady-state regime. We use the socalled semiclassical approximation which is valid when
the spatial extension of the atomic wave packet is small
compared to the laser wavelength [7, 8]. The mean radiative force can then be written
f(r)~-(VV

M)

(3 1)

where
VAL{r)=~d-EL(r)

lution in the external laser and magnetic fields as well
as the damping due to spontaneous emission,
We consider here a j^=l/2<->J e =l/2 transition (see
Fig. 1 b). Since we are only interested in the Hanle resonance of the ground state, which is much narrower than
the Hanle resonance of the excited state, we consider
a simplified model where the gyromagnetic ratio ye of
the excited state is zero. This simplification does not
affect the shape of the narrow structure appearing in
the detection signal (Hanle effect in the ground state),
but this model cannot of course give a precise account
of the broader structures. Since the laser light excites
only the |e + > Zeeman sublevel, which cannot be coupled
to |e_> because of the previous assumption (ye = 0), we
can ignore |e_>. The total hamiltonian H describing the
atom in the external laser and magnetic fields is thus
(3.3)

H = hco0\e+) (e+\ + VAL+ VB

In (3.3), h(v? is the energy interval between e and g,
V
AL is given in (3.2) and
_
vB= — ift — | g _ > <g + | +/i.e.
(3.4)
2
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describes the Zeeman coupling5 of the atomic ground
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state with a magnetic field B applied along nOy (Larmor
o B — 8K\
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For a a + polarized laser wave propagating along
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' me l a s e r e l e c t n c t l e l d l s
EL(z,t) = Eoe+ expi(kLz-coLt)

Uz

(3.5)

+ c.c.

where £+

= -( £ j < + iey)f]/l. In the so-called rotating wave
approximation, VAL can be written
,.
hQ,
VAL = -j-\e+><g_\expi(kLz-wLt)
+ h.c.
(3.6)

where
&L= —<e+[ d- £+ [g_> EJh

(3.7)

is the Rabi frequency characterizing the atom-laser coupling. We suppose that the atom, moving along Ox,
crosses the laser beam at z = 0, which leads for the mean
f

°rCe^t0

the following ex

Pression

/ = - < ^ ( z = 0)>
(3.2)

is the electric dipole interaction hamiltonian describing
the coupling between the atomic dipole moment d and
the lase? electric field EL(r\ treated as a c-number external field and evaluated at the center of the atomic wave
packet. The quantum average value appearing in (3.1)
involves only the internal degrees of freedom, so that
/ can be expressed in terms of the atomic density matrix
a describing the internal atomic state. To calculate a,
we use the so-called optical Bloch equations which describe the evolution of a, including the hamiltonian evo-

=ifikLet-^ae+ll_
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,
r ,
T h e va 1
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f
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d e t e m l n e d from the
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density matrix elements
° P t l c a I B I o c h equations
HI
Id \
——=— [H,<r]+|—)
"E ' "
\df/ S p
.

(3.8)

expicoLt + c.c.
ffe+I.

1S

(3.9)

where H is given in (3.3), and where the damping terms
due to spontaneous emission have the following expression
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(d<7c+e+/d?)sp= — r<retet
p
(dce+g(/df)S!, = — ^ "e+g,

hand, T is supposed to be not too long, so that one
can neglect the Doppler effect associated with the mean
velocity A vg communicated by the laser to the atom during the interaction time
h A v ^ r
(3J4)

(d f f , t , + /dt).,= + J « T . t . t
(dtff_g_/d£)SJ,= -\—— <re+(,+
( d at + g - / d Vw=°
(3-10)
l
where , = - , + and where f" is the radiative lifetime
of If we out
°e +g , = expicot£<xe+gI

One can thus consider that the detuning (3.13) between
the laser frequency and the atom frequency remains constant during T. The steady-state solution of optical Bloch
f.q u a t i o n s c a n , t h e n b f p l a t e d analytically. Inserting
corresponding value of <Te+1_ into (3.8), one gets the
following expression for the steady-state force

(3.11)
" j r .

the optical Bloch equations take the form of a set of
coupled linear differential equations with time indepen-

dent coefficients. For example, the equation of evolution

fst — hkL-

of<retg_is

e+z~ = ' l " + '"2"J<Te+g-

a

+i3L(,T
_(T
\—^lff
2 y e*e*
*-*-' 2

e+g+

0 12)
*'

wnere

c_ _ £ 0
(3 13)
~ L
°
is the detuning between the laser frequency and the
atomic frequency.
3.2. Steady-state solution
The laser-atom interaction time is the time T— l/v it takes
for the atom with velocity v to cross the laser beam
diameter /. We will suppose that T is long enough for
allowing the atom to reach a steady-state. On the other

~4~

p
z

S -\

-=2—QI—Q2~T

4

1—-H—-11 +

6

4\

Q4\

-r\)

(3.15)

6Oi)

=0.2F and for a zero detuning. The dip which appears
around QB=0 is a signature of the Hanle effect in the
ground state. The decrease of fst for larger values of
f2B is due, in the simplified model use here (y, = 0), to
the fact that the laser excitation gets out of resonance
when the Zeeman shift of the ground state sublevels becomes of the order of F. In a more precise treatment
(yf =1= 0), such a decrease would also be partly associated
with the Hanle effect in the excited state.
Here we are only interested in the central dip of Fig. 2
and in the low intensity limit {QL<F) where this dip
is very narrow, with a width AQB<F. Putting <5 = 0 in
tne
denominator of (3.15) and neglecting Q\jd and J2|/4
in comparison with F2/4, one easily transforms (3.15)
lnto

r o2 r
fst = hkL~^;\l
2T [

r'2 1
~—^QB + F J

(3.16)

Fig. 2. Mechanical Hanle effect: This
curve presents the result of the
calculation of Sect. 3, and shows the
value of the steady state force as a
function of the Larmor angular
frequency of precession in the ground
state. The narrow resonance around
0 is the manifestation of the
Mechanical Hanle effect
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where
P_ ®l
~ f]/6

(3 j ^
'

It is clear on (3.16) that the narrow dip goes to zero
for QB=0 and has a Lorentzian shape with a width 2 P.
Moreover, one recognizes in I" the absorption rate of
laser photons from the ground state (at resonance and
at low intensity), or equivalently the inverse of the optical
pumping time. The calculations of this section thus confirm the qualitative predictions of Sect. 2 according to
which the width of the Hanle resonance of the ground
state must be equal to the inverse of the optical pumping

In order to measure the transverse velocity distribution, we limit the atomic beam by a slit SL, 0.2 mm wide
along Oz, placed just before the interaction region. The
transverse atomic beam profile is scanned along Oz by
an electron multiplier with a similar input slit, placed
1.3 m after the interaction region. This detector is sensitive only to the metastable atoms. Because of the narrow
longitudinal velocity distribution, we obtain directly the
transverse velocity distribution, with a resolution of
O.lms' 1 (HWHM) in the range +10 ms" 1 . Comparing
these profiles with and without the laser allows us to
observe the deflection of the atoms,

time.

4.2. Direct observation of the mechanical Hanle effect

4. Experimental results

beam profile, the signal increases with the deflection, and

If we place the detector in the far wing of the transverse
4.1. Apparatus

The experimental setup (Fig. 3 a) is the same as the one
used for other experiments [9-11]. The atomic source
is a supersonic beam of Helium cooled by liquid nitrogen, and excited by colinear electron bombardment.
After elimination of undesirable atomic species, we have
a beam of triplet metastable 2 3 S! propagating along O x
The velocity distribution is peaked at 1300 ms" 1 , and
has a width A V of 150 ms ~1 (HWHM).
The atoms interact with a circularly polarized transverse laser beam, propagating along Oz, tuned on the
3
2 S1-2iPi
transition (1=1.083 um; natural linewidth
r/2n = l.6 MHz) (Fig. 3b). The home built LNA laser
[11] is frequency stabilized to 0.1 MHz. The beam is
enlarged (beam waist radius 50 mm) in order to have
an almost uniform intensity on the interaction region
40 mm long, determined by a diaphragm. The intensity
(0.6 mWcm" 2 ) corresponds to a Rabi angular frequency
flt = r for any <x+ component of the considered transition (Fig. 3 b). The magnetic field in the interaction region is controlled by three pairs of coils, approximately
in the Helmholtz position, allowing us to achieve an
inhomogeneity less than 10~3 on the interaction volume.

thus with the force experienced by the atoms (Fig. 4).
When we scan the transverse magnetic field By around

0, we observe the signal of Fig. 5, which clearly shows
the dip corresponding to the decrease of the force at
By=0, as predicted by the analysis above.
This method has allowed us to achieve a compensation of the earth magnetic field in the interaction region
exactly along the atomic trajectory. An extension of the
calculation of Sect. 3 predicts that the dip is narrower
when the components of the magnetic field orthogonal
to the one which is scanned are smaller. With an iterative
procedure, it is then possible to cancel the three components of the earth magnetic field [12]. When this is done,
the width of the dip (10" 1 Gauss, HWHM) is only due
to the absorption rate P (3.17). It is possible to adjust
the current in the compensating coils with an accuracy
of one tenth of this width, so that we estimate that the
earth magnatic field is cancelled to less than 10 mG.
The method above of direct observation of the mechanical Hanle effect does not allow one an accurate
comparison between the experiment and the theoretical
analysis of Sect. 3. As a matter of fact, the signal is sensitive not only to the average force experienced by the
atoms, but also to the spread of the atomic velocity distribution due to the fluctuations of the force: the signal

Fig. 3a, b. Experiment: a Experimental setup. The metastable beam of helium, transversely limited by the slit Si (0.2 mm wide), is
analysed by an electron multiplier with a similar slit S2 yielding the transverse velocity profile. When the laser beam is applied, the
atomic beam is deflected, and the transverse velocity profiie is modified, b Transition of the metastable Helium used for the experiment,
with the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Note that the g0 -> e0 transition is forbidden
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4.3. Study of the velocity distribution

Fig. 4. Direct detection of the Mechanical Hanle Effect: The detector is placed in the far wing of the atomic beam profile, so that
the signal increases when the deflection increases

Fig. 5. Direct detection of the Mechanical Hanle Effect: signal obtained with the detector located as indicated in Fig. 4
in the wing of the profile can then increase even if the
average force is null. In order to make a quantitative
comparison with the theory, we have used another observation method that we describe now.

The method consists of measuring the final velocity distribution for a series of different values of the magnetic
field. For each profile, it is then easy to calculate the
average velocity. On Fig. 6, we have plotted this average
velocity as a function of the magnetic field. We clearly
see the dip around zero, characteristic of the magnetic
Hanle effect in the ground state.
The dotted line represents the expected average ve] o c i t y change, calculated by assuming that the steady
^
. , _ _ _ . _.
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of 310T . The calculation is analogous to the one of
Sect. 3, extended to the Je = 1 -> Je = 1 transition of the
sxperiment (Fig. 3 b). Although there is a qualitative
agreement, we clearly see two quantitative differences.
First, the measured velocity change does not go to zero.
Second, for a magnetic field B larger than 50 mG, the
measured velocity change is smaller than the calculated
value.
The difference at large magnetic field is not surprisng. The deviation between the calculation and the experment happens for magnetic fields such that the velocity
;hange is larger than 15hk/M. The corresponding
Doppler effect is then of the order of F, and the velocity
;hange is large enough so that the atoms get out of
•esonance (the condition 3.14 is no longer fulfilled). Note
dso that our model ignores the Hanle effect in the ex;ited state, but this effect plays little role at these values
of the magnetic field (the width of the Hanle effect in
t n e excited state would be of the order of 1 Gauss),
W e a t t r j b u t e the difference around zero to the transient regime, which has been ignored in the calculation.
The effect of this transient regime can be easily understood at zero magnetic field, where the average steady
state force is zero. In fact, if we start with a statistical
mixture of atoms equally distributed in the three sublevels of the ground state, it requires several fluorescence

Fig. 6. Average transverse momentum
change of the atomic beam, as a function of
the magnetic field. The experimental points
are obtained from the transverse velocity
profiles, recorded as indicated in Sect. 4.2.
The dotted curve is the theoretical
prediction with the semi-classical theory.
The full curve is the theoretical prediction
with the generalized optical Bloch
equations: it renders a good account of the
transient regime (change of 4/3hk at zero
magnetic field) and of the shape of the
wings at larger magnetic field
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cycles until all atoms are pumped into the trapping mz
= 1 sublevel. A straightforward calculation shows that
the average number of fluorescence cycles per atom is
n=

3
(4-1)
_, .
,
. , . .,
. „
,
This corresponds rprecisely to the experimentally ob. . .
,
.
•• r u / r - n
served velocity change at zero magnetic field (Fig. 6)
A v0 = 1.3hk/M

(4.2)

The theoretical analysis of Sect. 3 is thus unable to
give a full quantitative account of the effect: it neglects
the variation of the Doppler effect during the deflection,
and it does not take into account the transient regime.
The transient regime only involves a small number of
photons (see above), but the sensitivity of the method
is large enough to measure such small velocity changes
(Fig. 6).
We will present now a completely different theoretical analysis to take into account these effects.

As long as spontaneous emission is not taken into account, this is a closed family of coupled states. Taking
into account the spontaneous emission of photons gives
rise to a redistribution between different families: an
atom in the state |e + , pz + hky from the family F(pz) can
emit a photon with a linear momentum u along
,. . , , , .
,
. . . .
, ,,
,., , e
n
x
Oz(\u\<hk) and arrive into s e_,p,
+ nfc —u>
7 which be' 'y'
J o " ' ( - f / + fi fc _ .
Considering such families of states introduces significant simplifications in the equations of evolution of the
atomic density matrix (generalized optical Bloch equations, including the external quantum number pz, see
[13]). We have numerically solved these equations, using
a truncation and a discretisation of pz similar to the
one described in [13]. From the result of this numerical
integration we get the value of the density matrix as
a function of time. We then deduce the final atomic linear
momentum distribution N(pz) along Oz, which can be
written:
JV(P,) = < g _ ) A M g _ , p I > + <* + ,p I |a|g + ,p,>
+ <e + ,p 2 u e+,pz)
(5.2)
The curve in full line of Fig. 6 represents the results of

5. Full quantum treatment

the computation done for the Jg = l-^>Je=l

In order to render a better account of the experimental
results, one possibility would be to try to improve the
semiclassical calculation of Sect. 3 by including the transient regime and the velocity change during the interaction time. We have found more fruitful to use another
approach, starting directly from the full quantum equations where both the internal and external degrees of
freedom of the atom are quantized [14]. The numerical
intergration of these equations gives us directly the time
dependent atomic density matrix from which we compute the velocity distribution by tracing over the internal
variables. Also, it turns out that this fully quantum approach is more correct when the atomic velocity (along
0 z) is so small that the corresponding de Broglie wavelength is no longer negligeable compared to the laser
wavelength.
This theoretical treatment is very close to the one
used to describe laser cooling below the one-photon recoil energy by velocity selective coherent population
trapping [9, 13]. Let us introduce the state |g-,p z >,
which represents the atom in the ground state g_ with
a linear momentum pz along Oz. Because of the selection
rule for the angular momentum, the <r+ polarized wave
can couple together only g_ and e+. On the other hand,
because of the selection rule for the linear momentum,
such an interaction with a wave propagating towards
+ Oz can couple only |g-,p z > and \e+,pz + hk}. The
magnetic field along Oy couples the different Zeeman
levels in the ground state |g-,p z > and |g + ,p s > without
modifying their linear momentum. Assuming a zero gyromagnetic factor in the excited state ye=0, we are thus
led to introduce a family of three states coupled by absorption or stimulated emission and by the static magnetic
field:
F(pz)={\g-,pzy,\g+,pzy,\e+,pz

+ hky}

(5.1)

transition

of Helium excited by a a + transition, corresponding to
our experimental parameters (<5 = 0, Qh = T, T = 3 1 0 r - 1 ) .
Such a curve obtained without any adjustable parameter
is in a very good quantitative agreement with the experimental results. Note in particular the change of Ap = §hk
in linear momentum for B = 0, and the reduced slope
of the curve for large values of B. We thus see that the
calculation sketched in this section, which relies on a
completely rigourous approach of the problem, gives resuits in excellent agreement with the experimental data,
It contains other informations, for instance about the
spread of the velocity distribution, that could also be
compared to the measurements, [t is clearly a very
powerful theoretical method.
6. Conclusion
We have presented in this paper a new manifestation
of the Hanle effect in an atomic ground state. The effect
appears as a resonant modification of the atomic trajectories in an atomic beam irradiated transversely by a
laser, when the magnetic field is scanned around 0. The
sensitivity of the method has allowed us to detect effects
corresponding to a single fluorescence cycle. At this level
of precision, semi-classical models are no-longer adequate. We have thus presented a fully quantum analysis,
where internal and external degrees of freedom of the
atom are quantized. This analysis provides an accurate
quantitative interpretation of the experimental results
without any adjustable parameter,
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Paper 6.8
C. G. Aminoff, A. M. Steane, P. Bouyer, P. Desbiolles, J. Dalibard and C. Cohen-Tannoudji,
"Cesium atoms bouncing in a stable gravitational cavity," Phys. Rev. Lett. 71, 3083 (1993).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
The optical potential associated with a blue-detuned laser wave is a potential barrier which
can reflect cold atoms. Following an idea of R. J. Cook and R. K. Hill (Opt. Commun. 43,
258 (1982)), one can use a blue-detuned evanescent wave at the surface of a glass surface
for making a mirror which can reflect cold atoms before they touch the glass surface. This
paper describes an atomic mirror for cold cesium atoms using this idea. The originality of
this experiment is that the glass surface is curved, so that the transverse motion of atoms
is stable. More than eight successive bounces can be observed in these conditions.
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Cesium Atoms Bouncing in a Stable Gravitational Cavity
C. G. Aminoff,* A. M. Steane, P. Bouyer, P. Desbiolles, J. Dalibard, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertzienne de I'Ecole Normals Supiriewre and College de France,
24 rue Lhomond, F-752S1 Paris CEDEX 05, France
(Received 2 August 1993)

A curved mirror for atoms was made from an evanescent wave, formed by internal reflection of
a quasiresonant laser beam at a curved glass surface. A cold cloud of cesium atoms was dropped
onto the mirror and observed to rebound more than 8 times. The mirror size and reflectivity were
studied, and reasonable agreement with a simple theory obtained. With 800 mW of laser power and
a mirror of 1 mm diameter, we observed up to 73% of the atoms returning after each bounce, the
losses being mostly during the free flight between bounces.
PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk

In recent years atoms have been held near stationary
[1], thrown upwards without heating [2,3], made to produce quantum interference after macroscopic path separations [4], and trapped in quantum wells [5]. The aim of
such experiments is not merely to demonstrate juggling
with unusually small balls, or interference of waves associated with heavy particles. The important feature is
that an atom is an object sufficiently complicated to have
a rich internal structure, yet with a behavior sufficiently
reproducible to produce observable quantum interference
and to facilitate experimental techniques of the highest
precision
We present in this Letter an experimental demonstration of multiple bouncing of atoms on a reflective surface. This can be regarded as a first step towards an
interferometer of Fabry-Perot type for atomic de Broglie
waves [6,7]. A cold cloud of cesium atoms has been released a few millimeters above a curved mirror, and we
have observed the motion of the cloud during about ten
successive bounces. The curvature of the mirror ensures
that the classical trajectories close to the vertical axis are
stable [7,8]. Previous demonstrations of atomic mirrors
were limited to a single reflection of a fast atomic beam
[9], or to two bounces [10,11] in a "trampoline" geometry
like ours. Very recently we observed an improvement on
this using cesium in a preliminary version of our current
experiment [12]. We report here for the first time multiple bounces on a curved mirror of useful size and high
reflectivity
We used an atomic mirror formed by an evanescent
light wave extending from a glass surface into the vacuum; see Fig. l(a) [13]. The electric field in this wave
gives rise to a potential for the atom which is simply the
light shift of the atomic ground state:
U =

fiIJ2/45,

for 6 » Q

(1)

0 = dE/2h is the Rabi frequency in the evanescent wave,
proportional to the electric field amplitude E and the
atomic dipole moment d; S = ui - U>A is the detuning
between the laser frequency wi and the atomic resonance
frequency u^. The electric field falls off with distance z

into the vacuum as exp(—az), the characteristic distance
I / a (0.21 /xm in our experiment) being of the order of
the wavelength of the light over 2ir. The potential is
repulsive at positive detunings. Specular reflection can
be achieved if no photons are scattered. The average
number of scattering events during the reflection is given
by [10,14]
n

p = ^Mvo/ahS,

(2)

where v

° ta t h e 8 P e e d o f t h e a t o m o n e n t e r i n S t h e e v a n f"
*
> •"" ^ '* s m a s s , a n " " ig the natural width of the
tran ition
s
- Thus, while Eq. (1) indicates that the potent i a l fa h i h e r a t s m a U
S
detunings, allowing faster atoms
to be
^ e c t e d , the condition np < 1 places a limit on
the " t a t a u m detuning which is useful Equation (2) is
denved
^ ^ g r a t i n g the scattering along the path followed
* a n a t o m m ^ p o t e n t i a l I/; this path depends
on t h e l n t e n s l t
y 7 •** t h e d e t u n i n S S *nd ^ e x p l a i n s
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<*f*™»* }l&* *** scattering process Equations (1)
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^
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trom a
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titanium-sapphire nng laser,
reflected internally at an angle of 53° to the normal, at
the center of the concave region. This laser beam is tuned
between 1 and 10 GHz above the resonance transition
g = 65i/ 2 —» e = 6P3/2, Fg = 4 —» Fe = 5 in cesium,
To drop atoms onto the mirror, first of all about 107 cesium atoms are loaded from a laser-slowed atomic beam
into a magneto-optical trap (MOT), for 1.5 s. The center of the MOT is 3 mm above the center of the mirror.
cen

wave
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FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup. Atoms from a magneto-optical trap are released above a curved mirror formed by an
evanescent light wave. The number of atoms present in this stable gravitational cavity is measured as a function of time using
thefluorescenceinduced by a probe beam. (The shown beam radii are not to scale.) (b) Number of atoms in the probe beam,
for different times after their release (points). Background pressure 3 x 10~8 mbar, mirror power 800 mW, detuning 1.9 GHz,
and waist l x l . l mm. The curve is a fit calculated by our Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment; the fitted parameters are
loss per bounce, the temperature, the radius of the cloud when it is first dropped, and the drop height. The values used here
are 39% loss per bounce, temperature 4 ^K, initial cloud radius 0.25 mm (1 standard deviation of the Gaussian profile), and
drop height 2.91 mm. The simulation assumed a reflective parabolic surface, elliptical in the horizontal plane, of major axes
2.1 by 2.3 mm (diameter). These diameters were obtained from measurements of the profile of the elliptical Gaussian beam
used to form the mirror, combined with a calculation from Eq. (1).
After 1.5 s, the MOT loading is blocked and the inten- falls to about 1 at the tenth bounce, each point being a
sity of the trapping beams is switched from 13 to 0.4
.ngle cycle of the experiment. For the first two bounces,
mW/cm2, causing both the temperature and diameter
the signal falls off more rapidly because the width of the
of the trapped cloud to reduce. To achieve further coolatomic mirror is smaller than that of the cloud of atoms
ing, the poiarization of the horizontal beams is switched
falling onto it: the mirror performs a selection in horto linear, after 5 ms, using liquid crystal wave plates,
izontal position. Thereafter, the falloff in the series of
and the trap magnetic field is turned off. In 20 ms the
maxima is close to exponential, and has two sources: loss
atoms thermalize to a temperature of S fiK; then a!l the of atoms from the cavity, and spreading of the peaks due
beams are blocked and the atoms fall. Weak repumping
to the finite initial spread in position and velocity of the
light on the Fg — 3 —> Fe = 4 transition is left on to
atoms. A Monte Carlo simulation of the motion, with
ensure that the falling atoms are in the Fg = 4 ground
atoms moving on classical trajectories, reproduces our
state. The beam producing the evanescent wave mirror
results very well (full curve), and enables us to separate
is switched on after another 5 ms, and the atoms are left
these two effects. The former (i.e., loss) dominated for
bouncing, with the mirror always on. After a variable
most of our studies, so the slope of the logarithmic plot
delay, the atoms present are detected by introducing a
indicates the all-important parameter of loss per bounce,
probe beam at the resonant atomic frequency, while the
To gain more information on the atomic mirror, we
mirror is turned off to eliminate stray light. The probe is observed the signal at a given time, N x 50 ms after
centered 3 mm above the mirror, and has vertical width
the atoms were dropped (i.e., at the iVth bounce peak),
2 mm, horizontal width 3 mm. The fluorescence it pro- while varying the mirror detuning. This was carried out
duces is detected by a photodiode. This is a "destructive"
for various laser powers, spot sizes, and polarizations;
detection method, in that the probe heats the atoms sufFigs. 2(a) and 2(b) show example results. We fitted the
ficiently to empty them from the gravitational cavity, so curves by taking into account first the variation of the
the experiment is cycled with different probe times to
effective mirror size and second the losses due to photon
build up a picture of the motion.
scattering. The mirror size contribution is dominant at
Figure l(b) gives an example result. It shows, on a loglarge detuning: it comes from the reduction, as detunarithmic scale, the number of atoms between 2 and 4 mm
ing increases, of the radius at which the Gaussian laser
above the mirror, for a range of times t after dropping
beam intensity is just sufficient to reflect the atoms. Our
them. Each bounce, or round trip in the cavity, takes fits to curves like those of Fig. 2(a) have an adjustable
50 ms, for a drop height of 3 mm. In the figure, eight
parameter cu multiplying the right-hand side of Eq. (1),
bounces are clearly visible, and the signal-to-noise ratio
enabling us to compare our results with those expected
3084
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FIG. 2. Number of atoms present after a given number of bounces, as a function of mirror detuning. The curves are a simple
fit taking account of loss by photon scattering, and of the effective radius of the mirror (see text), (a) Large detunings. Bounces
1 (o) and 4 (A) at 770 mW, and bounces 1 (•) and 4 ( A ) at 400 mW, with mirror waist 0.5 by 0.7 mm. The fourth bounce
signals here have been magnified by a factor 10. (b) Small detunings. Bounces 2, 3, and 4 with mirror waist 2 by 2.4 mm at
800 mW. The weak repumping light was present for these experiments.

for a two-level atom. We found cu — 0.4 ± 0.2; one expects cu to be below 1 because of the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients for a ground state Fg > 0. Also, as expected
from Fresnel's laws, we found that the mirror potential
was about 2 times higher, through the Q2 term, when
the incident laser beam was polarized in the plane of reflection, compared to polarization perpendicular to the
plane [15].
The form of the detuning curves is dominated at low
detuning by losses due to photon scattering. Photon scattering can cause loss either by heating the atoms, or by
optically pumping them to a state which is not reflected,
Such a state can be either an Fg = 4 Zeeman sublevel
with a reduced spot size due to a smaller Clebsch-Gordan
coefficient, or the Fg = 3 hyperfine level in the ground
state if the detuning is below 9 GHz (the separation of
the Fg = 4 and Fg = 3 hyperfine levels). In the latter
case the atomic mirror produces an attractive potential
for atoms in the Fg = 3 state, causing them to stick to the
glass. Since about 1 in 5 scattering events from Fg = 4
leaves an atom in Fg = 3, this is the main source of loss
by scattering during the reflection, at detunings below 9
GHz. Photon scattering associated with the mirror has
two origins: either during the reflection itself [Eq. (2)],
or during the free flight because of stray light originating from the beam forming the mirror. Other sources
of stray light, and collisional losses, will be independent
of the mirror detuning. We distinguished between the
two contributions from the mirror light by shutting off
the mirror for 30 ms every 50 ms, which reduces the loss
during the free flight by 3/5. Also, the weak illumination
of the Fg = 3 —» Fg = 4 transition is sufficient to repump
the atoms during the 50 ms free fall but not during the
~ 3 us reflection. Without this repumping light the total
losses were observed to increase slightly, giving more in-

formation on the intensity of the stray light. Our results
were consistent with stray light from the mirror beam
having an intensity i/ = 2 ± l x 10~4 times that at the
center of this beam before it enters the prism. The fits
at low detuning in the presence of repumping during the
free flight [Fig. 2(b)] were consistent with Eq. (2) with a
multiplying factor between 1 and 2.
To summarize this study, we find that in a typical situation such as that of Fig. l(b), the total loss per bounce
[(39 ± 1)%] may be divided as follows: 5% due to photon
scattering during the reflection, 10% due to stray light
from the mirror beam, 10% due to background-gas collisions, and the remaining 20% due either to extra sources
of stray light or to other causes such as residual misalignments of the mirror spot with respect to the vertical axis,
The contribution from background-gas collisions was deduced from a set of bounce signals at various background
pressures, which gave a collisional rate of escape of 2 ± 1
s" 1 at 3 x 10~8 mbar. At higher detunings, the signal-tonoise ratio decreases, but the losses are reduced also. At
a detuning of 10 GHz, and a mirror diameter of 1 mm,
we observed a loss per bounce of (27 ± 2)%. This was
dominated by losses during the free fall; at this detuning
Eq. (2) predicts just 0.05 scattering events per bounce
during the reflection itself.
We now consider a few perspectives. The gravitational
cavity can be thought of as a shallow "trap" for atoms, in
which the internal atomic state is perturbed only during
a very small fraction of the motion, as in other neutral
particle storage devices such as the hydrogen maser and
neutron bottles. For our experiments the trap depth was
~ 5 /iK horizontally and 1 mK vertically. The loading
could be improved by using the "dark funnel" method
[16], and the detection made nondestructive by measuring the refractive index of the cloud. Also, the lifetime in
3085
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the trap can be increased by using a more highly polished
fused silica prism to reduce stray light and by enhancing
the evanescent wave to enable one to work at higher detunings. An appropriate coating on the glass surface may
help with the latter [17].
Finally, a fascinating, though still far off goal is the

realization of an atomic Fabry-Pe"rot interferometer and
the observation of its modes. To reduce loss not only of
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Section 7
Sisyphus Cooling and Subrecoil Cooling
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Before 1988, two main laser cooling mechanisms were known: Doppler cooling and the high
intensity Sisyphus effect described in papers 6.3 and 6.4. The second mechanism can give
larger friction coefficients because dipole forces do not saturate at high intensity. But the
large fluctuations of dipole forces lead to higher temperatures than in Doppler cooling which
uses a Doppler-induced imbalance between two opposite radiation pressure forces. In fact,
one predicts that the lowest temperature To which can be achieved by Doppler cooling is
given by £B7D = KT/2, where F is the natural width of the upper state, this minimum
temperature being reached when the laser is detuned to the red by half a linewidth F/2. Tj)
is called the Doppler limit and is on the order of a few hundreds of microkelvin for alkalis.
Another important landmark in the temperature scale is the recoil temperature TR given
by &BTR/2 = £ R = h2k2/2M. It corresponds to the recoil kinetic energy £ R of an atom
with mass M absorbing or emitting a single photon with momentum hk. For most allowed
optical lines, hF S> -E"R and the recoil limit TR is much lower than the Doppler limit To by
two or three orders of magnitude.
Very spectacular developments occurred in 1988, when it was shown that these two limits
could be overcome. The papers contained in this section describe some of the contributions
of the Paris group, either theoretical or experimental, to these developments. Papers 7.2 to
7.5 deal with sub-Doppler cooling and papers 7.6 to 7.12 with subrecoil cooling. Paper 7.1
is a short review paper, written in 1990. It gives the chronology of the various developments
and a simple qualitative explanation of the new mechanisms.
It is amusing to note that most of the ingredients used in the new cooling mechanisms
described here were already contained in the papers of Sec. 1. Sub-Doppler cooling uses
appropriate correlations between light shifts and optical pumping rates. In addition, the
subrecoil cooling scheme described here uses "dark states" which are linear superpositions of
ground state sublevels. The key idea is to create velocity-dependent destructive interference
between the excitation amplitudes of the Zeeman sublevels involved in the dark state.
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Paper 7.1
C. Cohen-Tannoudji and W. D. Phillips, "New mechanisms for laser cooling," Phys. Today
43, 33-40 (1990).
Reprinted with permission of the American Institute of Physics.
This paper serves as a simple introduction to the other papers of this section. It recalls
the main features of the "traditional" cooling mechanisms, such as Doppler cooling, and
reviews the various steps which led in 1988 to the discovery of new more efficient cooling
mechanisms. These new mechanisms are introduced and explained in a simple way, and a
few experimental results (prior to 1990) are also presented to support the existence of these
new mechanisms.
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When a n atom ora molecule

interacts with a light beam,

the light emitted or absorbed carries valuable information

the atomic or molecular structure. This phenome" ° underlies the whole field of spectroscopy. But the
interaction of a photon with an atom can be used to

about
n

m a n i p u l a t e t h e a t o m a s well a s t0 p r o b e its strUcture.

For

example, in an approach called optical pumping, invented

by Alfred Kastler, one can use the resonant exchange of
angular momentum between atoms and polarized photons

t 0 an

Sn o r o r i e n t the spins of atoms or to put them in non-

equilibrium situations. In his original 1950 paper Kastler
a l s o proposed using optical pumping to cool and to heat the
internal degrees of freedom, calling the phenomena the
"effet luminofrigorique" and the "effet luminocalorique."
Another famous example of the use of photon-atom
interaction to control atoms is laser cooling. This technique relies on resonant exchange of linear momentum
between photons and atoms to control their external
degrees of freedom and thus to reduce their kinetic energy.
Laser cooling was suggested independently by Theodor
Hansch and Arthur Schawlow for neutral atoms1 and by
David Wineland and Hans Dehmelt for trapped ions.2 In
an article written three years ago for PHYSICS TODAY (June
1987, page 34), Wineland and Wayne Itano presented the
principle of laser cooling and the potential applications of
cold atoms tofieldsof physics such as ultrahigh resolution
spectroscopy, atomic clocks, collisions, surface physics and
collective quantum effects. At that time laser cooling had
brought temperatures down to a few hundred microkelvin,
but unexpected improvements during the last three years
have dramatically lowered those temperatures to only a
few microkelvin. We now feel we understand the new
physical mechanisms responsible for these very low
temperatures.

Doppler cooling: The traditional mechanism

Claude Cohen-Tannoudji is a professor at the College de
France and does research at the Ecole Normale Superieure in
a laboratory associated with the University of Paris VI and
with Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique.
William Phillips is a physicist at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (formerly the National Bureau of
Standards) in Caithersburg, Maryland.
© 1990 Americon Institute of Physics

The principle of Doppler cooling for free atoms1 can best be
illustrated by a two-level atom in a weak laser standing
wave with a frequency o;L slightly detuned below the
atomic resonance frequency eoA (see figure la). Each of
the two counterpropagating laser beams forming the
standing wave imparts an average pressure in its direction
of propagation as the atom absorbs photons in that
direction but radiates the photons isotropically. Suppose
first that the atom is at rest. The radiation pressures
exerted by the two counterpropagating waves exactly
balance, and the total force experienced by the atom,
averaged over a wavelength, vanishes. If the atom is
moving along the standing wave at velocity v, the
counterpropagating waves undergo opposite Doppler
shifts + a>L v/c = ± kv, where k is the magnitude of the
wavevector. The frequency of the wave traveling opposite
to the atom gets closer to resonance and this wave exerts a
stronger radiation pressure on the atom than the wave
traveling in the same direction as the atom, which gets
farther from resonance. This imbalance between the two
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radiation pressures gives rise to an average net friction
force F, which is opposite to the atomic velocity v and
which can be written, if v is low enough, as F= — av,
where a is a friction coefficient.
Figure lb shows, for low laser intensity /,., the
damping (cooling) force as the sum of two opposing forces
that vary with ki> as Lorentzian curves, each curve having
a width P equal to the natural width of the excited state.
These curves are centered at kv = + S, where
5 = <u, -<u x is the amount by which the frequency is
detuned from resonance. The slope of the total force at
v = 0, that is, the friction coefficient a, is maximum when
5~ - r/2. The total force is then proportional to the
laser intensity, always opposes the velocity and is nearly
linear in velocity for \kv\ < r/2. This inequality defines a
range vD of velocities (called the velocity capture
range) over which the atomic motion is most effectively
damped by Doppler cooling. For low /,. this range is
independent of /
Actually, the friction force considered above is only a
mean force, averaged over several fluorescence cycles.
The random nature of radiative processes introduces
fluctuations in atomic motion. For example, each individual fluorescence photon is emitted in a random
direction, giving a random recoil to the atom. Furthermore, the number offluorescencecycles occurring during
a given time interval is random, so that the momentum
absorbed from the laser beams by the atom during this
time interval is also random. As in Brownian motion,
these fluctuations in momentum exchanges tend to
increase the width \p of the atomic momentum distribution. The corresponding heating rate is characterized by
the rate of increase of (Ap)2, that is, by the momentum
diffusion coefficient D, which can be shown to be proportional to the laser intensity / L . In the steady state the
heating rate, characterized by D, is balanced by the
cooling rate, characterized by the friction coefficient a,
and the atom reaches an equilibrium temperature T that
is proportional to D/a. Since both D and a are proportional to the laser intensity / L , T is predicted to be
independent of / L (in the limit of low Ih). From the
theoretical expressions for D and a, one can show3 that
the lowest temperature TD that can be achieved by
Doppler cooling is given by kB TD = fiV/2. This "Doppler
limit" is obtained for a frequency detuning of <5 = - r/2.
For sodium, TD is approximately 240 /JK, whereas for
cesium it is about 125 fiK.
Other two-level cooling mechanisms using stimulated
emission processes in an intense laser standing wave have
been proposed4 and demonstrated,'1" but they will not be
considered here. They give rise to larger friction coefficients but higher equilibrium temperatures.
Three-dimensional cooling of untrapped atoms requires multiple laser beams. Hansch and Schawlow1
suggested a configuration of six beams arranged as three
04
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Principle of Doppler cooling, (a) An atom
moves along the standing wave set up by two
counterpropagating laser beams, each with a
frequency below the atom's resonance
frequency by a small amount S. (b) At low
intensities the atom feels average forces in
opposite directions from the two beams (light
b l u e curves), with the peaks offset because of
lh(? laser detuning. The net force (dark blue
curve) is the friction that cools the atom. The
slope at w = o is the friction coefficient. For
th « curve shown S is exactly half the natural
linewidth of the excited state. Figure 1
orthogonal pairs. With the beams configured in this way
the strong damping provided by Doppler cooling can
produce not only low temperatures, but also viscous
confinement. Sodium atoms subject to the friction force
described above would have such a short mean free path
that they would take longer than 1 second to diffuse a
centimeter. By contrast, if they moved ballistically at
their cooling limit velocity, they would move a centimeter
in 20 msec. This confinement is similar to that of a
particle in Brownian motion in a viscous fluid. The
confinement capability of laser cooling was first realized
and demonstrated at Bell Laboratories in 1985 by Steven
Chu (now at Stanford University) and his colleagues.6
They gave the name "optical molasses" to this laser
configuration. Figure 2 shows sodium atoms viscously
confined in an optical molasses.
The Bell Labs group measured the temperature of the
sodium atoms in the "molasses" by studying their ballistic
motion after the confining laser beams were shut off. The
rate at which the released atoms left the confinement
volume allowed the group to determine the temperature.
The interpretation of the data depends on the dimensions
of the confinement volume and the distribution of atoms
within that volume at the time of release. The result of
240'_ £,*' fiK included the expected Doppler cooling limit,
Furthermore, the diffusion time of the atoms out of the
molasses agreed fairly well with the expected value, so
optical molasses and the laser cooling process appeared to
be well understood.
Subsequent experiments at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology7 and at Bell Labs8 soon cast
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doubt on the depth of this understanding. In particular
the group at NIST found that the confinement time of the
molasses was optimized when the laser beams were
detuned much further from resonance than predicted by
the theory. Furthermore, the molasses was degraded by
magnetic fields too small to produce Zeeman shifts
significant compared with either the detuning or the
natural linewidth. These and other disquieting results
prompted the NIST team to make more precise measurements of the temperature. They adopted another form of
the ballistic technique, measuring the time atoms released
from the molasses took to reach a nearby probe region.
Thus this time-of-flight method avoided some of the large
uncertainties of the earlier technique. The deduced
velocity spectrum does not depend as strongly on the
details of the original confinement volume. In early 1988
the new technique gave the startling result9 that the
temperature was only 40 fiK, much lower than the
predicted lower limit of 240/uK. Furthermore, the lowest
temperatures were reached with the laser tuned several
linewidths from resonance, whereas the theory predicted
that the lowest temperature would occur just half a
linewidth from resonance.
Such disagreements were at first difficult to believe,
especially considering the attractive simplicity of the
Doppler cooling theory (and the generally held belief that
experiments never work better than one expects). Nevertheless, remeasurements made by the NIST group, using a
variety of techniques, and confirming experiments at
Stanford10 and at the Ecole Normale Superieure in
Paris,1' left little doubt that the Doppler cooling limit had
been broken. Furthermore, subsequent experiments12
showed that the low temperature was not an effect of high
intensity. The temperature decreased as the intensity
decreased, indicating that the low temperatures occurred
in the low-intensity regime where the Doppler cooling
theory was expected to work best. This turn of events was
both welcome and unsettling. How were these results to
be understood?
y~ . .
. .
,
Optical pumping induces new mechanisms
The explanation for the very low temperatures came in
mid-1988, when groups at Ecole Normale Superieure" and

Sodium atoms in optical
molasses. The molasses, or
region in which the laser
pressure cools and viscously
confines atoms, is the bright
region at the intersection of
three orthogonal pairs of
counterpropagating laser
beams. (Photo courtesy of
NIST.) Figure 2

at Stanford'3 independently proposed new cooling mechanisms. These mechanisms rely upon optical pumping,
light shifts and laser polarization gradients. Since then,
more quantitative theories have been worked out.14•ls We
will focus here on the key ideas.
The first essential point is that alkali atoms are not
simple two-level systems. They have several Zeeman
sublevels in the ground state g, which are degenerate in
the absence of external fields; they correspond to the
different possible eigenvalues of the projection of the total
angular momentum on a given axis. These sublevels open
the door for such important physical effects as optical
pumping, which transfers atoms from one sublevel g,,, of g
to another gm. through absorption-spontaneous emission
cycles. Such cycles occur with a mean rate P , which at
low laser intensity 7L is proportional to /,. and which can
be written as P - l / r , , , where rp represents an optical
pumping time between Zeeman sublevels. As a result of
optical pumping, a particular distribution of populations
(and coherences) is reached in steady state among the
various sublevels gm. This distribution depends on the
laser polarization.
The optical interaction also induces energy shifts *A'
in g, which are called "light shifts."16 One way of
understanding the light shifts is to consider the "dressed"
states of the atom-laser field system. Such dressed states
have a splitting \S\ between the atomic ground level with a
given number of photons and the excited level with one
photon less. The atom-field interaction couples these two
states of the atom-laser system with a coupling strength
characterized by the Rabi frequency Cl. The interaction
causes the two dressed states to repel each other and, for
large ]S\, increases the distance between them by fl2/2j<5|.
Themagnitudeofthelightshiftoftheatomicground level
is half of that amount. The Rabi frequency is proportional
to the field amplitude, so that the light shifts, like the
pumping rate 1/r., are proportional to 7L at low /, . They
also depend on the laser polarization, and they vary in
general from one Zeeman sublevel to the other.
Another important ingredient of the new cooling
mechanisms is the existence of polarization gradients,
which are unavoidable in three-dimensional molasses.
Because of the interference between the multiple laser
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Light shifts in a polarization
gradient, (a) Counterpropagating
laser beams with orthogonal
linear polarizations produce a
total field whose polarization
changes every eighth of a
wavelength from linearly
polarized to circularly polarized,
as shown. An atom with no
velocity is put into such a field.
The inset shows the energy levels
of the atom used in this example.
The numbers along the lines
joining the various ground and
excited-state sublevels indicate
the relative transition
probabilities, (b) The lightshifted energies and the
populations of the two groundstate sublevels of this atom. The
energies and populations vary
with polarization and thus change
with the atom's position. The
populations are proportional to
size of solid circles. Figure 3

beams, the laser polarization varies rapidly over a
distance of one optical wavelength. Thus both the
equilibrium population distribution among the sublevels
gm and the light shift of each sublevel depend on the
position of the atom in the laser wave.
Consider a specific simple example of the new cooling
mechanisms, using a one-dimensional molasses in which
the two counterpropagating waves have equal amplitudes
and orthogonal linear polarizations. Such a laser configuration gives rise to strong polarization gradients because
the polarization of the total fields changes continuously
over one eighth of a wavelength from linear to a*
(circularly polarized in a counterclockwise direction as
seen from + z axis), from a* to linear in the next A/8, from
linear to a~ (clockwise) in the next A/8 and so on as one
moves along the z axis of the stationary wave (see figure
3a). In order to have at least two Zeeman sublevels in the
atomic ground state g, we take the simple case of an atomic
transition from the ground state with total angular
momentum Jg = % to the excited state e with J, = %.
(See the inset in figure 3.)
Because of the polarization gradients, the populations
and the energies of the two ground state sublevels depend
strongly on the position of the atom along the z axis.
Consider, for example, an atom at rest located at z = A/8,
the polarization there being a' (see figure 3b). The
absorption of a a~ photon can take the atom from g _, , n to
e . l / 2 , from which state it can decay tog _ ,, 2 . (Iftheatom
decays to g t ,,., it can absorb another a~ photon and have
another chance to arrive at g _ ,,.,.) By contrast absorbing
a a~ photon from g _ 1/2 brings the atom to e _ 3/2 , from
which it can only decay to g _ , / 2 . It follows that, in the
steady state, all of the atomic population is optically
36
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pumped into g^U2- (We are assuming that the laser
intensity is low enough that the excited state population is
negligible.) As shown in the inset in figure 3, the a~
transition beginning on g _ 1/2 is three times as intense as
the a~ transition starting from g i r 2 . Consequently the
light shift A' _ of g _ ,,., is three times larger (in magnitude)
than the light shift A'. ofg + 1 / 2 . (We assume here that
the laser is detuned to the red, so that both light shifts are
negative.) If the atom is at z = 3A/8, where the polarization is ar, the previous conclusions are reversed. All the
population is in g tl,3 and we have now A', = 3A'_ .
Finally, if the atom is in a place where the polarization is
linear, for example in z = 0, A/4, A / 2 , . . . , symmetry
considerations show that the two sublevels are equally
populated and undergo the same light shift. All these
results are summarized in figure 3b, which represents as a
function of z the light-shifted energies and the populations
of the two ground state sublevels for an atom at rest in z.
Clearly the force on an atom at rest spatially averages
to zero, because the population is symmetrically distributed around the hills and the valleys. If the atom moves, the
symmetry is disturbed, and an average friction force
appears. The key point is that optical pumping, which
establishes the population distribution, takes a finite time
r,,. Consider, for example, an atom moving to the right
and starting at z = A/8, where the population is pumped
into the bottom of the valley (see figure 4). If the velocity i»
is such that the atom travels over a distance ofthe order of
A /4 during rp>, the atom will on the average remain on the
same sublevel and climb up the potential hill. At the top
of the hill, it has the highest probability of being optically
pumped to the bottom of the potential valley. From there,
the same sequence can be repeated, as indicated by the
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solid curves in figure 4. Because of the time lag r p , the generally the more effective mechanism. For higher
atom, like Sisyphus in Greek mythology, always seems to
velocities, depending on the laser parameters, the Doppler
be climbing potential hills, transforming part of its kinetic
cooling may be better,
energy into potential energy.
Other laser configurations can produce cooling exhiThe previous physical picture clearly shows that this
biting the same properties. Some of these have polarizanew cooling mechanism is most effective when the atom
tion gradients without any Sisyphus effect. (See, for
travels a distance of the order of A during the optical
example the o*-o~ configurations studied in references
pumping time TV . Thus the velocity-capture range is 14 and 15.) Others use a Sisyphus effect appearing in a
defined by i>,, =/i/r p , or equivalently kvp ~l/rv. Because
standing wave having no polarization gradient but subjectthe optical pumping rate is proportional to the laser
ed to a weak static magnetic field.1718 All these new
intensity 7L, the range vv is also proportional to 7L and cooling mechanisms, as well as the one described above,
share the following features: When the multilevel atom is
tends to zero as 7L goes to zero. This contrasts with the
at rest at a position z the density matrix a,t(z), which
case for Doppler cooling, where the velocity-capture range
U,) is independent of 7L. On the other hand the friction codescribes the steady-state distribution of populations (and
coherences) in the ground state, strongly depends on z, on
efficient a of the new cooling mechanism remains large
a wavelength scale. Because optical pumping takes a
and independent of 7L, whereas it was proportional to 7, in
Doppler cooling. This important (and rather counterintui- finite time r p , when the atom is moving, its internal state
tive) property results because when 7L tends to zero, the
a (z) cannot follow adiabatically the variations of the laser
long optical pumping times compensate for the weakness field due to atomic motion: a(z) lags behind aM(z) with a
of the light shifts.
delay of the order of r p . It is precisely this time lag rp that
While the friction coefficient a does not depend on the
is responsible for the new friction mechanism. The time
laser intensity, the heating rate does. The temperature to
lag becomes longer when the laser intensity becomes
which the atoms are cooled depends on the ratio of the
smaller, and the friction mechanism retains its effectiveheating rate to the friction coefficient, so the temperature
ness even as the intensity is lowered.
is proportional to 7L. The friction and heating also depend
_
,
on the laser detuning in such a way that at large detuning
Comparing experiment and theory
the temperature is inversely proportional to S.
This theory of a new laser cooling force caused by spatially
dependent optical pumping, although formulated only in
Figure 5 compares in a qualitative way the behavior of
Doppler and polarization gradient cooling forces for
one-dimension, accounted for most of the major features
different intensities. Clearly the Doppler force maintains
observed in three-dimensional optical molasses. The
the same capture range for increasing intensity while the
extremely low temperatures, as well as the dependence of
the temperature on laser intensity and on detuning, were
friction coefficient (the slope at v = 0) increases. In
all consistent with the predictions of the new theory,
polarization gradient cooling, on the other hand, it is the
friction coefficient that remains constant (and quite large)
Furthermore, the extreme sensitivity of the molasses to
and the capture range (which may be quite small) that
the magneticfieldcould be understood on the grounds that
increases. At low velocity, polarization gradient cooling is
the magnetic field shifts and mixes the Zeeman sublevels,

Forever climbing hills, as did Sisyphus
in the Creek myth, an atom that is
traveling in the laser configuration of
figure 3 moves away from a potential
valley and reaches a potential hill
before being optically pumped to the
bottom of another valley. On the
average, the atom sees more uphill parts
than downhill ones, and the net energy
loss cools it. The effect is near
maximum in the special case shown
here because the atom travels one
fourth of a wavelength in the mean time
r,, that an atom waits before
undergoing an optical pumping cycle.
Figure 4
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Damping force in Doppler cooling (a) and in
polarization-gradient cooling (b). Horizontal axes are
the normalized velocities 2/rv/r, where k is the
wavevector of the laser beams and F is the linewidth of
the atomic resonance. Curves are shown for an
arbitrary intensity I,, (dark) and for l o / 2 (medium
shade) and l 0 /4 (light). For Doppler cooling, the
velocity range over which cooling remains effective is
independent of intensity while the friction coefficient
(slope of the force curve at v = 0) increases with
increasing intensities. By contrast, for polarization
cooling the velocity range increases for increasing
intensities while the friction coefficient stays constant
and large. Note the different horizontal scales. Figure 5

•

Temperature depends linearly on lt 18, where
IL is the laser intensity and S is the laser detuning. These experimental results agree with the
theory for polarization-gradient cooling. Sym-

bols corresponds to different values of detuning.
(Adapted from ref. 20.) Figure 6
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frustrating the cooling mechanism that depends on optical
pumping and light shifts of these same levels. The new
theory also led to a testable prediction: The magnetic field
should inhibit the cooling less at higher laser intensity
because the field competes with larger light shifts and
optical pumping rates. The confirmation19 of this new
prediction indicated that the theory was at least qualitatively correct. Another positive indication was the observation at Stanford17 of nonthermal, bimodal velocity
distributions, indicating a velocity-capture range smaller
than for Doppler cooling. Because the velocity-capture
range of the cooling force is proportional to the laser
intensity, there will be a nonzero threshold laser intensity
for which the cooling works, in contrast to the case for
Doppler cooling. The team at NIST qualitatively confirmed the existence of such a threshold.19
Although the new cooling mechanism was first found
in sodium, this atom has not proved to be an ideal testing
ground for the theory. The particular hyperfine spectroscopic structure of sodium prevents the molasses from
working as the laser is detuned far from resonance. This
large detuning limit is exactly where the theory is
simplest and least dependent on the details of the
polarization gradients. Experiments at the Ecole Normale Superieure using cesium, which has a much larger
hyperfine structure, have been able to explore the large
detuning limit and show striking agreement between the
one-dimension theory and the three-dimensional experiments.20 The theory predicts that the temperature is
linearly dependent on the ratio of laser intensity to
detuning. Figure 6 shows the temperature for atoms in a
cesium molasses for a wide range of detunings and
intensities. All except the smallest detunings and highest
intensities follow the expected dependences. The lower
limit to the intensity for which the cooling works follows
the expected dependence on detuning.
The lowest temperature obtained in these experiments on cesium is 2.5 + 0.6 /JK, representing the coldest
kinetic temperature yet reported for any sample of atoms
in a three-dimensional cooling arrangement. Figure 7
shows a typical experimental time-of-flight spectrum from
which this temperature is deduced. Carl Wieman and his
colleagues at the Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics have recently observed21 similarly low temperatures.
This temperature for cesium and the 25-/*K temperatures
for sodium measured in a three-dimensional configuration
by the NIST19 and Stanford17 groups represent rms
velocities just a few times the velocity of recoil from
absorption or emission of a single photon,
BelOW th© reCOll e n e r g y

In all the previous cooling schemes, the cooled atoms
constantly absorb and reemit light, so that it seems
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impossible to avoid the random recoil due to spontaneously emitted photons. The fundamental limit for laser
cooling is therefore expected to be on the order of
Em = friki/2M, where M is the atomic mass. Actually,
this limit does not always hold: At least in one-dimension,
the recoil limit can be overcome with a completely
different cooling mechanism that was demonstrated in
1988 by the group at the Ecole Normale Superieure.22
This new mechanism is based on "velocity-selective
coherent population trapping." Coherent population trapping means that atoms are prepared in a coherent
superposition of two ground state sublevels that cannot
absorb light; the two absorption amplitudes starting from
these two sublevels have completely destructive interference with each other. Once the atoms are optically
pumped into such a trapping state, thefluorescencestops.
This well-known phenomenon was observed-' for the first
time at the University of Pisa in 1976. The team at the
Ecole Normale Superieure in 1988 introduced the new
trick of making the trapping state velocity selective and
therefore usable for laser cooling. They accomplished this
with a one-dimensional molasses where the two counterpropagating laser beams had opposite circular polarizations. One can show that the trapping state exists only for
atoms with zero velocity.22-24 If «^0, the interference
between the two transition amplitudes starting from the
two ground state sublevels is no longer completely
destructive and the atom can absorb light. The larger v is,
the higher the absorption rate. The challenge of course is
to populate the nonabsorping trapping state.
The idea is to use the atomic momentum redistribution that accompanies an absorption-spontaneous emission cycle: There is a certain probability for an atom
initially in an absorbing velocity class (u^O) to be optically
pumped into the v = 0 nonabsorbing trapping state.
When this happens, the atoms are "hidden" from the light
and so protected from the random recoils. Thus they
remain at v = 0. Atoms should therefore pile up in a
narrow velocity interval Sv around v = 0. Atoms for which
v is not exactly 0 are not perfectly trapped: As a result the
width Sv of the interval around v = 0 is determined by the
interaction time 0. For a given © the only atoms that can
remain trapped are those for which the absorption rate
times 0 is smaller than 1. Since the absorption rate
increases with v, the larger 0, the smaller v for the
remaining atoms. There is no lower limit to the velocity
width that can be reached by such a method, provided of
course that the interaction time can be made long enough.
This kind of cooling differs from all the previous cooling
mechanisms in that friction is not involved. Instead, the
cold atoms are selected by a combination of optical
pumping and filtering processes that accumulate them in
a small domain in one-dimensional velocity space.

T i m e o f fliSht

distribution for cesium atoms
released from an optical molasses and
traveled 7 cm from there to a probe. The curve
implies a temperature of 2.5 JJ.K, a record low
temperature. (Adapted from ref. 20.) Figure 7

lhat w e r e

The discussion so far has been oversimplified. A more
careful analysis,22-4 using a quantum description of the
atomic translational degrees of freedom along the direction z of the two counterpropagating laser waves, shows
that the trapping state is a linear combination of two
atomic states differing not only by the internal Zeeman
quantum number but also by the momentum quantum
number p along z. The trapping state is therefore a double
momentum state. Indeed, the experimental results obtained at Ecole Normale Superieure for the momentum
distribution along z of helium-4 atoms cooled by this
method22 exhibit a double-peak structure (see figure 8), as
predicted theoretically. The width of each peak is smaller
than the photon momentum, Hk, which verifies that
velocity widths have gone below the recoil limit. The onedimensional temperature (determined by the component
of velocity along the laser axis) corresponding to these
observed widths is of the order of 2 fiK. Possible twodimensional extensions,24j2s as well as three-dimensional
extensions25-26 of this cooling scheme have been recently
proposed, leading to trapping states that are linear
combinations .of several momentum eigenstates whose
momenta point in different directions, but all have the
magnitude ftk.
, .
,
,.
„
A Combination Of Known effects
In conclusion we would like to stress that the new physical
mechanisms that have made it possible to cool atoms to the
microkelvin range are based on physical effects, such as
optical pumping, light shifts and coherent population
trapping, that have been known for a long time. For
example, the first observation of light shifts27 predates the
use of lasers for atomic spectroscopy: Kastler called them
"lamp shifts" in a word play indicating that they were
produced by light from a lamp. The researchers of 30
years ago fully realized that the differential light shifts of
the ground state Zeeman sublevels depended strongly on
the polarization of the light. The use of optical pumping to
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Distribution of atomic momenta in the
direction of the laser beam for helium-4 atoms
cooled by the velocity-selective coherentpopulation trapping method (red). The width
of each peak is less than the momentum fik of
a single photon, indicating cooling below the
recoil limit. The uncooled atomic momentum
distribution is shown in black. (Adapted from
ref. 22.) Figure 8

differentially populate Zeeman sublevels is even older.
For us it has been especially appealing to see such wellknown physical effects acquire new life as they conspire in
quite unexpected ways to cool atoms to the lowest kinetic
temperatures ever measured.
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Paper 7.2
J. Dalibard and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Laser cooling below the Doppler limit by polarization
gradients: Simple theoretical models," J. Opt. Soc. Am. B6, 2023-2045 (1989).
© Copyright (1989), Optical Society of America.
Reprinted with permission of the Optical Society of America.
This paper has been written for a special issue of the J. Opt. Soc. Am. B on "Laser cooling
and trapping of atoms" (Vol. 6, Nov. 1989; feature editors: S. Chu and C. Wieman). It
presents a detailed study of two simple one-dimensional models of sub-Doppler cooling
mechanisms. The atomic transitions which are considered here, Jg = 1/2 <—• Je = 3/2 and
Jg = 1 <—• Je = 2, are simple enough to allow analytical expressions to be derived for the
friction coefficient, the momentum diffusion coefficient, and the equilibrium temperature.
Another paper of the same special issue [P. J. Ungar, D. S. Weiss, E. Riis, and S. Chu,
J. Opt. Soc. Am. B6, 2058-2071 (1989)] gives the results of a numerical integration of
optical Bloch equations, for similar one-dimensional laser configurations and for atomic
transitions involving several hyperfine levels.
The first situation considered here corresponds to an atomic transition Jg = 1/2 <—>
Je = 3/2 and a laser configuration formed by two counterpropagating laser waves with
orthogonal linear polarizations (linJJin configuration). It gives rise to a cooling mechanism which can be considered as a low intensity version of the Sisyphus effect described
in papers 6.3 and 6.4. As in papers 6.3 and 6.4, we have an atom moving in a bipotential
and jumping preferentially from the tops of the hills of one potential to the bottoms of the
valleys of the other potential, so that it is, on the average, running up the potential hills
more often than down. But now the bipotential is no longer associated with two dressed
states originating from the excited state e and the ground state g, but with two ground state
Zeeman sublevels g±i/2- Due to the spatial modulation of the laser polarization appearing
in the lin_Llin configuration [see Fig. l(b)], the light shifts of g±i/2 are spatially modulated
as well as the optical pumping rates from one sublevel to the other. It is the correlation
between these two modulations which gives rise to the Sisyphus effect. The treatment presented here is semiclassical for external variables, in the sense that the motion of the center
of mass is treated classically. The important results derived here concern the friction coefficient which is found to be large and independent of the laser intensity and the equilibrium
temperature Teq which appears to be proportional to the light shift, or more precisely to
the depth Uo of the potential wells of Fig. 4. This last result is easy to understand. After
each optical pumping cycle, the total energy decreases by an amount on the order of Uo,
and this can be repeated until the atom gets trapped in the potential wells with an energy
on the order of UQ.
The second situation considered in this paper corresponds to a transition Jg = 1 <—>•
Je = 2 and to two orthogonal circular polarizations for the two counterpropagating waves
(o-+-a~ configuration). The total electric field has then a constant amplitude and a linear
polarization which rotates in space [Fig. l(a)]. The light shifts are thus position-independent,
which excludes any possibility of Sisyphus cooling. Their effect is equivalent to that which
would be produced by a fictitious static electric field parallel to the linear polarization of the
total field (see also paper 1.3). The important result derived here is that very slow atomic
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motion in such a rotating electric field can give rise to a large population difference between
the two Zeeman sublevels g-\ and 5+1, resulting in an imbalance between the radiation
pressures exerted by the two counterpropagating waves. As in the previous case, one finds
that the friction coefficient is independent of the laser intensity and that the equilibrium
temperature is proportional to the light shifts.
The semiclassical treatment presented here has the advantage of providing simple physical pictures, supported by analytical expressions. But it does not predict the minimum
temperature which can be achieved by these sub-Doppler cooling mechanisms. A full quantum treatment, including external variables, is then required (see paper 7.3). Note, however,
that the simplified model presented here leads to theoretical predictions which are in excellent agreement with experimental observations. For example, the proportionality of T^
to UQ, i.e. to / L / | ^ | a t large detunings (where /L is the laser intensity and 5 the detuning),
has been verified experimentally with a great accuracy, at least for large enough values of
UQ (see Fig. 6 and Ref. 20 of paper 7.1).
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Laser cooling below the Doppler limit by polarization
gradients: simple theoretical models
I. Dalibard and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
CoiJege de France et Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertzienne de l'Ecole Normaie Superieure [Laboratoire
associe aa Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique [LA1B) et a l'Universite Paris VI], 24, rue Lhomond,
F-75231 Paris Cedex 05, France
Received April 3,1989; accepted June 29,1989
We present two cooling mechanisms that lead to temperatures well below the Doppler limit. These mechanisms are
based on laser polarization gradients and work at low laser power when the optical-pumping time between different
ground-state sublevels becomes long. There is then a large time lag between the internal atomic response and the
atomic motion, which leads to a large cooling force. In the simple case of one-dimensional molasses, we identify two
types of polarization gradient that occur when the two counterpropagating waves have either orthogonal linear
polarizations or orthogonal circular polarizations. In the first case, the light shifts of the ground-state Zeeman
sublevels are spatially modulated, and optical pumping among them leads to dipole forces and to a Sisyphus effect
analogous to the one that occurs in stimulated molasses. In the second case (<r+-a~ configuration), the cooling
mechanism is radically different. Even at very low velocity, atomic motion produces a population difference among
ground-state sublevels, which gives rise to unbalanced radiation pressures. From semiclassical optical Bloch
equations, we derive for the two cases quantitative expressions for friction coefficients and velocity capture ranges.
The friction coefficients are shown in both cases to be independent of the laser power, which produces an
equilibrium temperature proportional to the laser power. The lowest achievable temperatures then approach the
one-photon recoil energy. We briefly outline a full quantum treatment of such a limit.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The physical mechanism that underlies the first proposals
for laser cooling of free atoms1 or trapped ions2 is the Doppler effect. Consider, for example, a free atom moving in a
weak standing wave, slightly detuned to the red. Because of
the Doppler effect, the counterpropagating wave gets closer
to resonance and exerts a stronger radiation pressure on the
atom than the copropagating wave. It follows that the
atomic velocity is damped, as if the atom were moving in a
viscous medium (optical molasses). The velocity capture
range Av of such a process is obviously determined by the
natural width r of the atomic excited state
kAv~T,

hand, by studying the competition between laser cooling and
diffusion heating introduced by the random nature of spontaneous emission, one finds that for two-level atoms the
lowest temperature TD that can be achieved by such a method is eiven bv3'4
|jjj

TD is called the Doppler limit. The first experimental demonstrations of optical molasses seemed to agree with such a
limit.56
In 1988, it appeared that such a limit could be overcome.
More precise measurements by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology Washington group7 showed that
temperatures much lower than To, and even approaching
the recoil limit TR given by
0740-3224/89/112023-23$02.00

(1.3)

,
,
,
, ,
'
l^er-cooled
sodium atoms at low laser powers. Such an important result
was
confirmed soon after by other experiments on sodium"
and cesium.
A
P o s s l b l e explanation for these low temperatures based
o n new cooling
mechanisms resulting from polarization gradients was
P a n t e d independently by two groups at the
last
International Conference on Atomic Physics in Paris W"
W e
summarize below the broad outlines of the argument11:

w h e r e M is t h e a t o m : c m a s 9 c a n b e o b s e r v e d o n

(1.1)

where k is the wave number of the laser wave. On the other

£ y _ ^ £.

ft2A2
kBTR = i £ r ,
2M

(i) The friction force experienced by an atom moving in a

^

WaV e 9 d u e
f '

does not f

*°. ^

f Ct

* *"* * ? ^ L

*£*?*

ff!

? l l o w adiabatically the variations of the laser field
r e s u l t m g f r O m at
T* m o t l ° n - ' S u c h f ^ , ^ charack
tenzed by a nonadiabaticity parameter .defined as the ratio
be tween t h e d l s t a n c e v covered b y t h e a t
\
T T 1t h a Vel°°lty
J
durln
l t s ln
"
£
ternal relaxation time T and the laser wavelength X = Ilk, which in a standing wave is the characteristic
length for the spatial variations of the laser field
,

e=

~~\ =

kvT

'

*1'4*

(") For a two-level atom, there is a single internal time,
which is the radiative lifetime of the excited state
1
T =
R -p'
(1-5)
so that
© 1989 Optical Society of America
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_ S!L.
(^ g)
r
But for atoms, such as alkali atoms, that have several Zeeman subtoveb fa, *»', . . . i n the ground state g, there is
another internal time, which is the optical-pumping time rp,
characteriaing the mean time that it takes for an atom to be
transferred by a fluorescence cycle from one sublevel gm to
another gm' We can write
m
'
(17)
T = _k,
p
f"
where V is the mean scattering rate of incident photons and
also can be considered the width of the ground state. It
follows that for multilevel atoms we must introduce a second
nonadiabaticity parameter

calculation of the new friction force and of the equilibrium
temperature. Our treatment will be limited here to a Jg to
J mJ
< t '±} t r a n s . i t i o n > neglecting all other possible hyperfine
levels of the optical trans. W
W e flrst
f foduce, for a 1-D molasses two types of polarizatlon
&adlent ( s e e S e c t l o n 2) " I n t h e first c a s e ' w h l c h
occurs with t w o
counterpropagating waves with opposite (<r+
aD
^ "' c l r c u l a r polarizations, the polarization vector rotates when one moves along the standing wave, but it keeps
the same ellipticity. In the second case, which occurs, for
example, with two counterpropagating waves with orthogonal linear
Polarizations, the ellipticity of the laser polarization va es
" f sPace' b u t * e p r m c ' p a l a x l s °f P ° l a " z a t l o n
r e m a m fi xed
T h e bas c dlfference between these
j
*w° ^ " f
u "
t i o n s ls t h a t t h e s e c o n d
^fig"™* 1 0 " c a n 8 l v e n s e to d l P o l e
or gradient forces but the first one cannot.
e' = kur =—•
(18)
Section 3 is devoted to a physical discussion of the cooling
p
r"
mechanisms associated with these two types of polarization
At low laser power, i.e., when the Rabi frequency Q is small
gradient; they are shown to be quite different. Intheconfjguratl n w
compared with T, we have r p » rR and consequently V « T:
°
f > ° r t h ° g ° n a l ^ a r polarizations hereafter dep
noted as the hn J. hn configuration, the light shifts of the
(2 <£ p _• i" « r - * ('»t.
(1.9)
various Zeeman sublevels of g oscillate in space, and optical
pumping among these sublevels provides a cooling mechaIt follows that nonadiabatic effects can appear at velocities
nism analogous to the Sisyphus effect occurring in high(kv ~ I") much smaller than those required by the usual
intensity stimulated molasses16'17: The atom is always
Doppler-cooling scheme (kv ~ T). This explains why large
climbing potential hills. In the o+-o~ configuration, the
friction forces can be experienced by very slow atoms.14
combined effect of the rotation of the polarization and of
(iii) The last point concerns the importance of polarizaoptical pumping and light shifts produces a highly sensitive
tion gradients. Long pumping times can give rise to large
motion-induced population difference among the Zeeman
friction forces only if the internal atomic state in g strongly
sublevels of g (defined with respect to the axis of the standdepends on the position of the atom in the laser wave, so that
ing wave) and, consequently, a large imbalance between the
when the atom is moving there are large changes in its interradiation pressures of the two counterpropagating waves,
nal state and, consequently, large nonadiabatic effects. By
In Sections 4 and 5 some quantitative results for 1-D
internal atomic state ing, we mean actually the anisotropy in
molasses and simple atomic transitions are presented. In
g (usually described in terms of orientation or alignment)
Section 4 the case of a transition Jg = 1/2 •* Je = 3/2 is
that results from the existence of large population differconsidered for an atom moving in the lin X lin configuration,
ences among the Zeeman sublevels of g or from coherences
whereas in Section 5 the case of a Jg = 1 •"• Je = 2 transition is
among these sublevels. Polarization gradients are essential
considered for an atom moving in the o+-a~ configuration,
if there are to be important spatial variations of the groundIn Sections 4 and 5, atomic motion is treated semiclassically:
state anisotropy. For example, if the polarization changes
the spatial extent of the atomic wave packet is neglected and
from (T+ to <7~, the equilibrium internal state in g changes
the force at a given point in the laser wave is calculated,
from a situation in which the atom is pumped in gm with m =
Since the new cooling mechanisms work at low power, the
J, to a situation in which it is pumped ingm< with m! = -*Jg; if
calculations are limited to the perturbative regime (Q « r),
the polarization t is linear and rotates, the atomic alignment
where it is possible to derive from optical Bloch equations a
in g is parallel to c and rotates with e. By contrast, in the
subset of equations that involve only the populations and
low-power regime considered here [see expression (1.9)], a
Zeeman coherences in the atomic ground state g. In both
gradient of light intensity without gradient of polarization
configurations, analytical or numerical solutions of Bloch
would produce only a slight change of the total population in
equations are derived that are then used to analyze the
g (which remains close to 1) without any change of the
velocity dependence of the mean radiative force. Quantitaanisotropy in g.15
tive results are derived for the friction coefficient, the velociFinally, note that the laser field does not produce only
ty capture range, and the equilibrium temperature, which is
optical pumping between the Zeeman sublevels of g; it also
shown to be proportional to the laser power fl2.
induces light shifts Am' that can vary from one sublevel
to
When the laser power is low enough, the equilibrium temthe other. Another consequence of polarization gradients is
perature approaches the recoil limit TR. It is then clear that
that the various Zeeman sublevels in g have not only a poputhe semiclassical treatment breaks down, since the de Brolation but also a light-shifted energy and a wave function
glie wavelength of an atom with T = TR is equal to the laser
that can vary in space.
wavelength. At the end of Section 5, a full quantum treatment is presented of the cooling process in the o+-o~ confige

_ flVT

The purpose of this paper is to analyze in detail the physical mechanisms of these new cooling schemes by polarization
gradients and to present a few simple theoretical models for
one-dimensional (1-D) molasses, permitting a quantitative

uration for a simplified atomic-level scheme. Such a treatment is similar to the one used in the analysis of other
cooling schemes allowing temperatures of the order of or
below TR to be reached.18'19 We show that the velocity
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distribution curves exhibit a very narrow structure around v
= 0, with a width of a few recoil velocities, in agreement with
the semiclassical predictions.
2

TWO TYPES OF POLARIZATION

polarized along ey. For z = 0, ey coincides with fy. When
one moves along Oz, ey rotates, and its extremity forms a
helix with a pitch A [Fig. l(a)].
B. The lin ± lin Configuration-Gradient of Ellipticity

GRADIErjr IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL

^^j^^Z^T™"**

In this section, we consider two laser plane waves with the
same frequency WL that propagate along opposite directions
on the Oz axis and we study how the polarization vector of
the total electric field varies when one moves along Oz. Let
So and <V be the amplitudes of the two waves and e ande' be
their polarizations. The total electric field E(z, t) in z at

I f w e 8UPP°se> i n

time t can be written as

amplitudes, we get from Eqs. (2.2) and (2.6)

• ( . . t) = * + ( z ) e x P ( - ^ ) + c.c,

By a convenient choice of the origin on the Oz axis, we can
always take S o and So' real.
A. The a+-a~ Configuration—Pure Rotation of
Polarization
We consider first the simple case in which
x

(2.3a)

The two waves have opposite circular polarizations, <r for
the wave propagating toward z < 0 and <r+ for the other wave.
Inserting Eqs. (2.3) into Eq. (2.2), we get
1
;

6+(z) = J r (So' - Sohx ~ -j= W + £o)<y.

(2-4)

where
,
. ,
fy = t. cos kz — t, sm kz,
y
'
t y = £, sin kz + ey cos kz.

,„ - ..
(2.5a)
(2.5b)

The total electric field in z is the superposition of two fields
in quadrature, with amplitudes (<V - S0)/yl2 and (So' + So)/
V2 and polarized along two orthogonal directions ex and e y
deduced from ex and ey by a rotation of angle <p = -kz around
Oz. We conclude that the polarization of the total electric
field is elliptical and keeps the same ellipticity, (So' - So)/
(SQ + So) for all z. When one moves along Oz, the axes of
the ellipse just rotate around Oz by an angle f> = —kz. As
expected, the periodicity along z is determined by the laser
wavelength A = 2-rtlk.
Previous analysis shows that, for a a+-o~ configuration,
we have a pure rotation of polarization along Oz. By pure
we mean that the polarization rotates but keeps the same
ellipticity. One can show that the o+-a~ configuration is the
only one that gives such a result.
In the simple case in which the two counterpropagating
waves (7+ and <r~ have the same amplitude So = So, the total
electric field is, according to expression (3.4) below, linearly

*"*

e = tz,

(2.6a)

e' = «

(2 6b)

y

(2.1)

where the positive-frequency component S+(z) is given by
g+( 2 ) = Soteikz + SQ'e'e~'k:!.
(2.2)

t = t+ = — p («! + ity),
*
_ 1
_
~~1^
x~"y

2025

g+{z)

_

addition, that the two waves have equal

/

^ ^

_ .8.n ^

e^eA

(2.7)

\
v
/
The total electric field is the superposition of twofieldsin
quadrature, with amplitudes <?ov'2 cos kz and <?oV2 sin fez,
and polarized along two fixed orthogonal vectors (ey ± ez)/\l2
parallel to the two bisectrices of ex and ey. It is clear that the
ellipticity changes now when one moves along Oz. From Eq.
(2.7) we see that the polarization is linear along ej. = (e, + ty)l
^2 in z = 0, circular (a~) in z = A/8, linear along e2 = (e* - «>.)/
V2 in z = A/4, circular (er+) in z = 3A/8, is linear along -ei in z
= A/2, and so o n . . . [Fig. 1 (b)].
If the two amplitudes So and So' are not equal, we still
have the superposition of two fields in quadrature; however,
now they are polarized along two fixed but nonorthogonal
directions. For <S0 = So' the nature of the polarization of the
total field changes along Oz. Such a result generally holds;
i.e., for all configurations other than the a+-a~ one, there are
gradients of ellipticity when one moves along Oz (excluding,
of course, the case when both waves have the same polarization).
C. Connection with Dipole Forces and Redistribution
The two laser configurations of Figs. l(a) and l(b) differ
radically with regard to dipole forces. Suppose that we have
.
.
.**,
,„
,, . . ,
,
in z an atom with several Zeeman sublevels in the ground
s t a t e 8- F ° r example, we consider the simple case of a Jg =
1/2 •*• Je = 3/2 transition for which there are two Zeeman
sublevels, g-1/2 and g+1/2, in g and four Zeeman sublevels in e.
It is easy to see that the z dependence of the light shifts of the
two ground-state sublevels is quite different for the two laser
configurations of Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b). For the <r+-er~ configuration, the laser polarization is always linear, and the laser
intensity is the same for all z. It follows that the two lightshifted energies are equal and do not vary with z [Fig. l(c)].
On the other hand, since the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of
the various transitions gm -"• em< are not the same, and since
the nature of the polarization changes with z, one can easily
show (see Subsection 3.A.1) that the two light-shifted energies oscillate with z for the lin _L lin configuration [Fig. l(d)]:
thegi/2 sublevel has the largest shift for a <r+ polarization the
g-y2 sublevel has the largest shift for a a~ polarization,
whereas both sublevels are equally shifted for a linear polarization.
The striking difference between the z dependences of the
light-shifted energies represented in Figs. l(c) and l(d)
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(a)

(c)
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(b)

(d)

Fig. 1. The two types of polarization gradient in a 1-D molasses and the corresponding light-shifted ground-state sublevels for a Jg = 1/2 •** Je
= 3/2 atomic transition, (a) o*-e~ configuration: two counterpropagating waves, a * and a~ polarized, create a linear polarization that rotates
in space, (b) lin _L lin configuration: The two counterpropagating waves have orthogonal linear polarizations. The resulting polarization now
has an ellipticity that varies in space: for z += 0 linear polarization along «i = (tx + «y)/v5; for z = X/8 a' polarization; for z += X/4 linear polarization along «2 = («i — *y)/V2; for z = 3X/8 <r circular polarization
(c) Light-shifted ground-state sublevels for the <r -a~ configuration: The
light-shifted energies do not vary with z. (d) Light-shifted ground-state sublevels for the lin _L lin configuration: The light-shifted energies
oscillate in space with a period A/2.

means that there are dipole or gradient forces in the configuration of Fig. l(b), whereas such forces do not exist in the
configuration of Fig. l(a). We use here the interpretation of
dipole forces in terms of gradients of dressed-state energies.16 Another equivalent interpretation can be given in
terms of redistribution of photons between the two counterpropagating waves, when the atom absorbs a photon from
one wave and transfers it via stimulated emission into the
opposite wave.12'20 It is obvious that conservation of angular momentum prevents such a redistribution from occurring in the configuration of Fig. l(a). 21 After it absorbs a <s+
photon, the atom is put into e+1/2 or e+3/2, and there are no o~
transitions starting from these levels and that could be used
for the stimulated emission of a a~ photon. For more complex situations, such as for a Jg = 1 •*• Je = 2 transition (see
Fig. 5 below), redistribution is not completely forbidden but
is limited to a finite number of processes. Suppose, for
example, that the atom is initially in g-i. When it absorbs a
^ p h o t o n , it jumps to e0 Then by stimulated emission of a
<x~ photon, it falls to g+y from where it can be reexcited to e+2
by absorption of a a+ photon. However, once in e +2 , the
atom can no longer make a stimulated emission in the <r~
wave, since no a~ transition starts from e+2. We thus have
in this case a limited redistribution, and one can show that,
as in Fig. l(c), the light-shifted energies in the ground state
do not vary with z (see Subsection 3.B.1). The situation is
completely different for the configuration of Fig. l(b).
Then, each a+ or a~ transition can be excited by both linear

polarizations ex and ty, and an infinite number of redistribution processes between the two counterpropagating waves
can take place via the same transition gm •*» e m+ i or e m - x .
This is why the light-shifted energies vary with z in Fig. l(d).
Finally, let us note that, at first sight, one would expect
dipole forces to be inefficient in the weak-intensity limit
considered in this paper since, in general, they become large
only at high intensity, when the splitting among dressed
states is large compared with the natural width F.16 Actually, here we consider an atom that has several sublevels in the
ground state. The light-shift splitting between the two osdilating levels of Fig. l(d) can be large compared with the
width I" of these ground-state sublevels. Furthermore, we
show in Subsection 3.A.2 that for a moving atom, even with
weak dipole forces, the combination of long pumping times
and dipole forces can produce a highly efficient new cooling
mechanism,
,_ p H Y S I C A L A ^ Y S E ; O
COOLING MECHANISMS

F

TWO NEW

In this section, we consider a multilevel atom moving in a
laser configuration exhibiting a polarization gradient. We
begin (Subsection 3.A) by analyzing the lin _1 lin configuration of Fig. l(b), and we show how optical pumping between
the two oscillating levels of Fig. l(d) can give rise to a new
cooling mechanism analogous to the Sisyphus effect occurring in stimulated molasses.1617 Such an effect cannot exist
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for the configuration of Fig. l(a) since the energy levels of
Fig. l(c) are flat. We show in Subsection 3.B that there is a
new cooling mechanism associated with the a+-<r~ configuration, but it has a completely different physical interpretation.
The emphasis in this section will be on physical ideas. A
more quantitative analysis, based on optical Bloch equations, is presented in the following sections.
A. Multilevel Atom Moving in a Gradient of Ellipticity
The laser configuration is the lin _L lin configuration of Fig.
l(b). As in Subsection 2.C, we take a Jg = 1/2 *• Je = 3/2
transition. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the various
transitions gm •** em- are indicated in Fig. 2. The square of
these coefficients give the transition probabilities of the
corresponding transitions.
1. Equilibrium Internal State for an Atom at Rest
We first show that, for an atom at rest in z, the energies and
the populations of the two ground-state sublevels depend on
Z

Fig 3
; - , L i ln t 1 h i . f t e , d energies and steady-state populations (represented byfilledcircles) for a J, = 1/2 ground state in the lin ± lin
configuration and for negative detuning. The lowest sublevel, having the largest negative light shift, is also the most populated one.

' Suppose, for example, that z = X/8 so that the polarization
ri-i- , /v\i miT
i- n
J •
is a- [Fig. l(b)]. The atom is optically pumped in g.m so
that the steady-state populations of g_i/2 and gi/2 are equal
to 1 and 0, respectively. We must also note that, since the <r_
transition starting from g-i/% is three times as intense as the
<r- transition starting from gm, the light shift A-' of g-m is
three times larger (in modulus) than the light-shift A+' of
gm- We assume here that, as usual in Doppler-cooling experiments, the detuning
S = u>L - <J)A
(3.1)

steady-state population of this sublevel. It clearly appears
energies of the ground-state sublevels
oscillate in space with a spatial period X/2 and that the
lowest-energy sublevel is also the most populated one.

in Fig. 3 t h a t t h e

between the laser frequency OIL and the atomic frequency a A
is negative so that both light shifts are negative.
If the atom is at z = 3X/8, where the polarization is <r+ [Fig.
l(b)], the previous conclusions are reversed. The populations of g-1/2 and gi/2 are equal to 0 and 1, respectively,
because the atom is now optically pumped into gi/2. Both
light shifts are still negative, but we now have A+' = 3A_'.
Finally, if the atom is in a place where the polarization is
linear, for example, if z = 0, X/4, X/2... [Fig. l(b)], symmetry
considerations show that both sublevels are equally populated and undergo the same (negative) light shift equal to 2/3
times the maximum light shift occurring for a <7+ or a~
polarization.
All these results are summarized in Fig. 3, which shows as
a function of z the light-shifted energies of the two groundstate sublevels of an atom at rest in z. The sizes of the black
circles represented on each sublevel are proportional to the

_

s

u

b

l

e

v

e

._ ., _
Fig. 2. Atomic level scheme and Clebsh-Gordan coefficients for a
Jg = 1/2 *» Je = 3/2 transition.

l

2. Sisyphus Effect for a Moving Atom
We suppose now that the atom is moving along Oz, and we
try to understand how its velocity can be damped. The key
point is that optical pumping between the two ground-state
sublevels takes a finite time TP. Suppose that the atom
starts from the bottom of a potential valley, for example, at z
= X/8 (see Fig. 4), and that it moves to the right. If the
velocity v is such that the atom travels over a distance of the
order of X/4 during TP, the atom will on average remain on
the same sublevel, climb the potential hill, and reach the top
of this hill before being optically pumped to the other sublevel, i.e., to the bottom of the next potential valley at z = 3X/
8. From there, the same sequence can be repeated (see the
solid lines in Fig. 4). It thus appears that, because of the
time lag TP, the atom is always climbing potential hills, transforming part of its kinetic energy into potential energy,
Here we have an atomic example of the Sisyphus myth that
is quite analogous to the cooling effect that occurs in stimulated molasses and discussed in Ref. 16. Note, however,
that the effect discussed in this paper appears at much lower
intensities than in Ref. 16 since it involves two ground-state
s
with spatially modulated light shifts A' much
smaller than F; on the contrary, in Ref. 16 the modulation of
the dressed-state energies is much larger than V.
3. Mechanism of Energy Dissipation and Order of
Magnitude of the Friction Coefficient
The previous physical picture clearly shows how the atomic
kinetic energy is converted into potential energy: The atom
climbs a potential hill. In the same way as for the usual
dipole forces, one can also understand how the atomic momentum changes during the climbing. There is a corre-
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On the other hand, we can also calculate dW/dt from F:
(3.5)

at

Since we evaluate only orders of magnitude, we can keep the
linear expression (3,2) of F, even when v is given by expression (3.3), so that

<?—«*

(3.6)

df
Equating expressions (3.4) and (3.6) and using expression
(3.3) of u, we finally obtain
a

„ . . . , . „ . , . . , . . , . . , . .

.

_

Fig. 4. Atomic Sisyphus effect in the lin X Iin configuration. Be-

cause of the time lag rp due to optical pumping, the atom sees on the
average more uphill parts than downhill ones. The velocity of the
atom represented here is such that urp ~ A, in which case the atom
travels overs X in a relaxation time TP. The cooling force is then
closetoits maximal value.
sponding change of momentum of the laser field because of a
coherent redistribution of photons between the two counterpropagating waves. Photons are absorbed from one wave
and transferred by stimulated emission to the other wave.
All these processes are conservative and could occur in both
ways. The atom could slide down a potential hill and transform its potential energy into kinetic energy. Optical
pumping is the mechanism of energy dissipation essential
for introducing irreversibility into the process and for producing cooling. We see from Fig. 4 that when the atom
reaches the top of the hill, there is a great probability that it
will absorb a laser photon ha>i and emit afluorescencephoton, blue-shifted by an amount corresponding to the lightshift splitting between the two ground-state sublevels. The
gain of potential energy at the expense of kinetic energy is
dissipated by spontaneous Raman anti-Stokes photons that
carry away the excess of energy. Here also we find a mechanism quite analogous to the one occurring in stimulated
molasses.16 Note, however, that the energy dissipated here
is much smaller, since it corresponds to the light shift of the
ground state at low laser power.
From the previous discussion, we can derive an order of
magnitude of the friction coefficient a appearing in the lowvelocity expression
aV
^ '
of the friction force. It is clear in Fig. 4 that the maximum
value of the friction force occurs when vrp ~ A/4, i.e., when

kv ~ V,
(3.3)
where I" = lA> For this value of v, the energy dissipated
during rp is of the order of -hA' (since A' < 0), so the energy
dissipated per unit time is
(

d*

~

= —ftAT'.
TP

(3.4)

(3.7)

hk*jr

Since all the previous considerations are restricted to the
low-intensity limit (we want to have V, |A'| « T), A' and r"
are both proportional to the laser intensity. It then follows
from expression (3.7) that the friction coefficient of this new
i-

coolln8

,

•

. - J

•

* * AL i

AI

mechanism is independent of the laser power at low
power. This clearly distinguishes this new friction force
from the usual one occurring in Doppler cooling, which is
linear i n l a s e r po Wer . We can still transform expression
(3 ?) b y u s m g ^
e x p r e s s i o n s of r ^
A, a t l o w p o w e r ( a «
D. Assuming, in addition, a large detuning (\d\ » T) in
order to have in the ground-state light shifts larger than the
j e v e j widths, we get
r ~ fi T/& ,
^ ^ Q2/J

(3.8a)
(3 gk)

g
p"

(3.9)

so that
a

^

Note, finally, that the friction coefficient [expression (3.7)
or (3.9)] is large, and even larger (since |«l » V) than the
optimal friction coefficient for the usual Doppler cooling,
which is of the order of hk2M One must not forget, however, that the velocity capture range of this new friction force,
which is given by expression (3.3), is much smaller than the
velocity capture range for Doppler cooling (given by kv~T).
One can also understand why a is so large, despite the fact
that the size ft|A'| of the potential hills of Fig. 4 is so small.
We see in expression (3.7) thatftlA'lis divided by I", which is
also very small since the optical-pumping time is very long,
In other words, the weakness of dipole forces is compensated
for by the length of the optical-pumping times,
B. Multilevel Atom Moving in a Rotating Laser
Polarization
The laser configuration is now the <r+-<r~ laser configuration
of F*g- K«) for which the laser polarization remains linear
and rotates around Oz, forming an helix with a pitch A. As
shown in Fig. l(c), the light shifts of the ground-state sublevgjg r e m a j n constant when the atom moves along Oz, and
t h e r e i s n o Possibility of a Sisyphus effect. Such a result is
e a s i l y extended to all values of Jg. IiJg were larger than 1/2,
w e would have in Fig. l(c) several horizontal lines instead of
a single one, since sublevels gm with different values of \m\
have different light shifts and since there are several possible
values for \m\ when Je > 1/2.
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In this subsection we describe a new cooling mechanism
that works in the a+~a' laser configuration for atoms with Je
> 1 and is quite different from the one discussed in Subsection 3.A. We show that, even at very low velocity, there is an
atomic orientation along Oz that appears in the ground state
as a result of atomic motion. Because of this highly sensitive motion-induced atomic orientation, the two counterpropagating waves are absorbed with different efficiencies,
which gives rise to unbalanced radiation pressures and consequently to a net friction force. We consider here the
simplest possible atomic transition for such a scheme, the
transition Jg = 1 -"• Je = 2 (see Fig. 5).
1. Equilibrium Internal State for an Atom at Rest
We suppose first that the atom is at rest in 2 = 0. If we take
the quantization axis along the local polarization, which is ty
at 2 = 0 [see Fig. l(a)], and if we note that \g-i)y, \go)y, \gi)y,
the eigenstates of Jy (J: angular momentum), we see that
optical pumping, with a 7T polarization along Oy, will concentrate atoms in \go)y, since the optical-pumping rate \g-i)y —
\go)y proportional to (l/V2)2(lA/2)2 = 1/4 is greater than the
rate \go)y - \g-Jy proportional to (V2/3)2(l/V6)2 = 1/9. The
steady-state populations of \go)y, \g-i)y, and \g+i)y are equal
to 9/17, 4/17, and 4/17, respectively.
We must also note that, since the ?r transition starting
from \go)y is 4/3 as more intense as the two TT transitions
starting from \g±\)y, both sublevels \g±\)y undergo the same
light shift Ai', smaller (in modulus) than the light-shift Ao' of
Ao' = V i ' -

2029

sublevels adjust themselves to values such that the mean
number of Stokes processes from \go)y to \g-i)y balances the
mean number of anti-Stokes processes from \g-i)y to \go)y.
It is thus clear that in steady state, the mean number of
photons emitted per unit time at ai + (Ao'/4) and U>L — (Ao7
4) will be equal, giving rise to a symmetrical fluorescence
spectrum.
So far, we have considered only an atom at rest in z = 0. If
the atom is in a different location but still at rest, the same
calculations can be repeated, giving rise to the same values
for the light shifts (since the laser intensity does not change
with 2) and to the same steady-state populations. We must
note, however, that the wave functions vary in space, since
the light-shifted Zeeman sublevels are the eigenstates of the
component of J along the rotating laser polarization «y. It
follows that, when the atom moves along Oz, nonadiabatic
couplings can appear among the various Zeeman sublevels
undergoing different light shifts,
2. Moving Atom—Transformation to a Moving Rotating
Frame
The atom is now moving with a velocity v along Oz:
z
~ "'•
(3.11)
i n i t s r e a t frame, which moves with the same velocity v, the
a t o m s e e s a l i n e a r polarization iY, which rotates around Oz in
the plane xOy, making an angle with Oy [see Fig. l(a) and
Eq. (2.5b)]

* = ~^z = ~kvt.
(3.12)
I t i s t h e n c o n v e n i e n t to introduce, in the atomic rest
f r a m e ( a r o t a t i n g frame such that in this moving rotating
frame
t h e l a s e r polarization keeps a fixed direction. Of
C0U rse, Larmor's theorem tells us that, in this moving rotati n g f r a m e > ^ i n e r t i a i field w m a p p e a r as a result of the
rotation. This inertiai field looks like a (fictitious) magnetic
field
p a r a u e i t o t h e rotation axis Oz and has an amplitude
s u c h t h a t t h e corresponding Larmor frequency is equal to
t h e rotation speed kv. More precisely, one can show (see
Appendix A) that the new Hamiltonian, which governs the

(3.10)

As in the previous subsection, we take a red detuning so that
Ao' and A/ are both negative. Figure 6 represents the lightshifted ground-state sublevels in 2 = 0 with their steadystate populations.
For subsequent discussions, it will be useful to analyze
briefly the spectrum of the fluorescence light emitted by an
atom at rest in 2 = 0. We suppose that the laser power is
very weak (Q « T) and that the detuning is large (\d\ » T).
To the lowest order in Q2/d2, we find first a Rayleigh line at
a>i corresponding to fluorescence cycles where the atom
starts and ends in the same ground-state sublevel. We also
have a Raman-Stokes line at WL + (A074) (remember that
Ao' < 0), corresponding to cycles where the atom starts from
|go)v and ends in Ig+iK or \g-i)y, and a Raman-anti-Stokes
lino at M , - (An'/4> rnrrpsrmndinff to thp invprap nmrpssps
line at « L ^ 0 It), corresponding to tne inverse processes
where the atom starts from \g+l)y or \g-i)y and ends in \g(,)y.
In steady state, the populations of the various ground-state

#

Fig. 6. Light-shifted ground-state sublevels of a Jg = 1 — Je = 2
transition in the a+-a~ configuration. The quantization axis Oy is
chosen along the resulting linear laser polarization. The steadystate
Populations of these states (4/17, 9/17, 4/17) are represented
^ r e p r e 8 e n t c o u p l i n g s be_
b y t h e filled d r d e s
T h e douWe ^
t w e e n Zeeman sublevels owing to the transformation to the moving
rotating frame.
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atomic evolution after the unitary transformation to the
moving rotating frame, contains, in addition to a coupling
term with a fixed-polarization laser field, an extra inertial
term resulting from the rotation and equal to
y _ ^vj
,g 13j
rot
2
'
'
If we compare the new Hamiltonian in the moving rotating
frame with the Hamiltonian for an atom at rest in z = 0
considered in Subsection 3.B. 1 we see that all the new effects
that are due to atomic motion in a rotating laser polarization
must come from the inertial term [Eq. (3.13)]. Since Jz has
nonzero matrix elements among the eigenstates of Jy this
inertia term introduces couplings proportional to to between \go)y and \g±})y (double arrows in Fig. 6) These
couplings are sometimes called nonad.abatic since they van>sh when v tends to 0. We show in the next subsection how
they can give rise to an atomic orientation m the ground
state that is parallel to Oz and sensitive to kv.

gy basis \\gm)y\. Since we know the effect of optical pumping
in the \\gm)y\ basis and since Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) give the
new states in terms of the old ones, it is possible to show (see
Appendix A) that, if we neglect terms of order (feu/A')2, (kv/
A')(r'/A') or higher, the steady-state density matrix p st is
diagonal in the \\gm)y) basis and has the same diagonal elements as those calculated in Subsection 3.C.1:
Tg~\o \g~T = 9/17
(3 17a)

„
3.

\\gm)y) the populations of the two eigenstates lg+i)2 and
.' „ ,
.
,
• I i
T? V
+.
lg-i>2 of Jz are not equal, as they are in \gm)y. To demonstrate this result, we calculate the average value of Jz in
g-j- ^
p r o p o r t i o n a l to this population difference.
^
^
^
FrQm E
(

. , ,. T ,
, _ . . .. . . . . . . „
,
Motion-Induced Orientation m the Atomic Ground

a e
,
.
. . . .
,,
,.,.
.
T
In order to get a clear insight mto the modificabons introduced by the inertial term [Eq. (3.13)] and also to understand the energy exchanges between the atom and the laser
field, it is important to determine first what the new energy
levels are in the ground state as well as the new steady-state
density matrix in such an energy basis. To simplify the
calculations, we assume here that the light shift |A'| is much
larger than V, so that the energy splitting between the
ground-state energy levels is much larger than their widths:
I" « IAI.
(3.14a)

We also suppose that

y

s

y<£+ilPstl£+i>>. = y<«-ilP8tlg-i>y = 4 / 1 7 (3.17b)
^ ch
>,^
^
ided ^
frQm ^
(|
^
t h e^
bagi
i e sa n d p o p u l a t i o n s o f t h * g r o u n d .
^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ g a m e a s {QSubsection
3 B L T o
first
o r d e r fa W A , ^ to z e r Q t h Q r d e r i n r / A , ^
modifications
introduced b
atomic m o t i o n concern onl t h e wave func.
..
^ ^ t h ei m p o r t a n t point is t h a t i n t h ep e r t u r b e d states
T os u m

y

Jg~\J WY =
y

<J2>5t

(3.14b)

which permits a perturbative treatment of the effect of Vrot.
Quantitative calculations, not restricted by conditions such
as Eqs. (3.14) and therefore valid for any velocity, are presented in Section 5.
First, consider the level \go)y in Fig. 6. The perturbation
kvJz that has no diagonal element in \go)y shifts this level
only to second order in feu/A'. More important is the modification of the wave function. The state \go)y is contaminated
by \gi)y and |g_i>y to first order in feu/A', becoming the
perturbed state \go)T Since we know the matrix elements of
Jz in the basis \\gm) | of eigenstates of J , (see Appendix A),
we get from first-order perturbation theory
i—r- _ | , ,
kv
| . ,
kv
I .
«o>, Wy + ^ ^ , _ A j / ) iB+ih ^ ( A o , _ A i / ) w-i/y
(3 15)

^^v
,
Ao' — A/

(3 18a)

,,
y<S+il^2IS+i)y = y(g--iJz\g-i>y - ~r~,—7~v
(3.18b)
J
°
Weighting these values by the populations [Eqs. (3.17)] of
tne
corresponding levels and summing over m, one finds for
the steady-state value of Jz that
,,
.
.
,,

_

kv«]A'\,

y

2

2\ _ 40 hku

"A7^7ll7"l7

2hkv / 9

17J"l7^7'

(3 19)

'

where we have used Eqs. (3.10). (Jz)at is a motion-induced
atomic orientation in the ground state. Thus we have shown
t l l a t ; w h e n t h e a t o m m o v e s ^ ^ g Oz in a rotating laser
polarization, the two eigenstates [g±1>z of Jz have different
steady-state populations. Noting n + J and n_i for these
populations and using <J2>Bt = h(Il+1 - II-i), we get from
Eq. (3.19)
n + 1 - n_ x = — ~ .
17 Ao'
^

.g

fa

(3.20)

itative agreement with t h e more

d e t a i l e d c a l c u l a t i o M fa g e c t i o n 5

Suppose that the atom moves toward z > 0, i.e., that v > 0.
S i n c e w e h a v e c h o s e n a r e d d e t u n i n g (5 < 0 ) > A, is n e g a t i v e
It; f o l l o w s f r o m E
3 2
that
is m o r e

1- ^ - °)

l*-i^

populated than

IS+l)z'-

Since the matrix elements of Jz in the manifold \\g+i)y,
l^-i)y) are zero, the energies of \g±i)y are not changed to first
order infeu/A',while their wave functions become
kv
I
ls+i>y = lg+i>y + /o(A ' - A ')
(3.16a)
1 / 1
°

^=w-^+v^7^lfio)-

(3 16b)

-

We now study the steady-state density matrix in the ener-

u>0S<0-»n>n
(3 21)
'
-l
+i• )
We show in the next subsection how this motion-induced
population difference can give rise to a new much moTe
efficient friction mechanism than the one used in Doppler
cooling.

<• « « - *
(i) We saw in Subsection 3.C.2 that the problem studied
here is formally equivalent to the problem of an atom at rest,
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interacting with a laser field linearly polarized along Oy and
gating a~ photons than copropagating <r+ ones, and its velocsubmitted to a static magnetic field B o along Oz, with an
ity will be damped. Note that here we ignore the Zeeman
amplitude such that the Larmor frequency in Bo is equal to
coherence between \g-i)z and \g+i)z. We will see in Section
kv. Changing v is equivalent to changing |BOI; such a formu5 that the contribution of such a Zeeman coherence does not
lation of the problem allows us to establish a connection
change the previous conclusion.
between the effects studied in this paper and other wellWe must emphasize here that the fact that the two radiaknown effects that were previously observed in opticaltion pressures become unbalanced when the atom moves is
pumping experiments. It is well known, for example, that
due not to the Doppler effect, as in Doppler cooling, but to a
the application of a static field B o in a direction different
difference of populations in the ground state that is induced
from the symmetry axis of the laser polarization can give rise
by the inertial term [Bq. (3.13)]. It appears clearly in Eq.
to very narrow structures in the variations with |BOI of the
(3.20) that the dimensionless parameter characterizing this
light absorbed or emitted. Examples of such structures are
new cooling mechanism is kv/\&'\. At low laser power I A'l «
zero-field level-crossing resonances and Hanle resonances in
T,feu/|A'|is much larger than the corresponding parameter
atomic ground states.22'23 These resonances have a narrow
kvlT characterizing Doppler cooling. Consequently, the
width ABo such that the Larmor frequency in AB0 is equal to
new cooling mechanism works at velocities much lower than
the width T' of the ground state, which can be very small at
for Doppler cooling,
low power.
We can now give the order of magnitude of the new fricActually, the problem studied here is a little more complition force. The difference between the number of <r+ and <r~
cated than a pure Hanle effect in the ground state since the
photons scattered per unit time is, according to Eq. (3.20)
laser beam not only introduces an atomic alignment along
and neglecting numerical factors, of the order of
Oy « 3 J / - J 2 > differs from zero) but also produces light
shifts of the \gm)y states, which have the same symmetry as
(n + 1 — n . ^ r " ~ kv—<
(3.22)
the Stark shifts that would be produced by a fictitious static
electric field E o parallel to Oy. In the absence of B o , the
where V is of the order of the mean scattering rate of phoalignment (3Jy2—J2) produced by optical pumping does
tons by an atom in the ground state. Since each <7+ (a~)
not precess around Eo, which has the same symmetry axis.
scattered photon transfers to the atom a mean momentum +
When B o is applied this alignment starts to precess around
ftk
(-ftk), we conclude that the mean momentum transBo, giving rise to a new nonzero component of the alignment
ferred to the atom per unit time, i.e., the mean force F acting
(JtJy + JyJx > • It is the interaction of this alignment with E o
upon the atom, is of the order of
that gives rise to the orientation (Jz) along Oz. In a certain
sense, there is an analogy between the motion-induced
F~hk2 — v.
(3.23)
atomic orientation studied here and the effects described in
Refs. 24 and 25 and dealing with the orientation produced by
F is proportional to u and opposite v since the light shift A' is
the interaction of an atomic alignment with a real or fictinegative for & < 0; therefore F is a friction force. As in
tious electric
field.
Subsection 3.A we find that F is independent of the laser
(ii) One can easily understand why the new cooling
power at low power since I" and A' are both proportional to
mechanism studied in this section does not work for a
the laser power. Note, however, that the friction coefficient
ground state Jg = 1/2. In a J = 1/2 state no alignment can
associated with expression (3.23),
exist (Wigner-Eckart theorem). Optical pumping with a
linearly polarized light cannot therefore introduce any ana~— hk2 —.
(3.24)
isotropy in a Jg = 1/2 ground state, at least when v, i.e., iBol,
^
is very small. It is only when |BOI is large enough to produce
i s m u c h smaller than expression (3.7), since it varies as T'/A'
Zeeman detuning comparable with T that the two counterinstead of A'/V and since we suppose here that I" « I A'l [see
propagating laser beams begin to be scattered with different
expression (3.14a)]. We will see, however, in Sections 4 and
efficiencies, leading to usual Doppler cooling. Another way
5 that the diffusion coefficient associated with expression
of interpreting this result is to note that the two sublevels
(3.24) is smaller than the one associated with expression
\g±i/%)z cannot be connected to the same excited state by the
(3.7), s o that both configurations lead to equilibrium temtwo laser polarizations tr+ and a~, so that no coherence can
peratures of the same order,
build up between these two sublevels.
6. Mechanism of Energy Dissipation
5. Getting Unbaianced fladiation Pressures with a
The physical picture presented in the previous subsection
Motion-Induced Atomic Orientation
clearly shows how the atomic momentum decreases in this
Looking at Figs. l(a) and 5, one sees there is a six times
new cooling scheme. This is due not, as in the Sisyphus
greater probability that an atom in \g-i)z will absorb a a'
effect of Subsection 3.A.2, to a coherent redistribution of
photon propagating toward z < 0 than that it will absorb a a+
photons between the two counterpropagating waves but to
photon propagating toward z > 0. The reverse conclusions
the fact that the atom scatters more photons from one wave
can be drawn for an atom in \g\)z.
than from the other. The two radiation pressures get unbalIf the atom moves toward z > 0 and if the detuning S is
anced when the atom moves.
negative, we saw above in expression (3.21) that the sublevel
We can now try to understand how the atomic kinetic
\g-i)z is more populated than \g+i)z. It follows that the
energy is dissipated. In order to have a precise energy balradiation pressures exerted by the two <r~ and cr+ waves will
ance, we must work in the energy basis {|gm)y| introduced in
be unbalanced. The atom will scatter more counterpropaSubsection 3.B.3, and we have to wait long enough that we
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can reach a steady state and get an energy resolution better
than ftlA'l for the scattered photons. (Of course, this time
should not be too long so that we can neglect any velocity
change resulting from the friction force.) It is then clear
that the steady-state populations of \go)y and \g±\)y adjust
themselves to values such that the rate of Stokes processes
from |go)yto jg-n)y balances the rate of anti-Stokes processes
from \g+i)y to \go)y. As in Subsection 3.B.1, we find a fluorescence spectrum that remains symmetric even when the
atom moves, since there are always as many Raman Stokes
as Raman anti-Stokes photons emitted per unit time. Consequently, it does not seem appropriate, as was done in the
first explanations of this cooling mechanism, to invoke direct nonadiabatic transitions between \go)y and \g±i)y converting kinetic energy into potential energy, this potential
energy then being dissipated by Raman anti-Stokes processes.
Actually, for this second cooling scheme the dissipation is,
as in Doppler cooling, due to the fact that in the laboratory
frame the fluorescence photons have on average a blue
Doppler shift on the Rayleigh line as well as on the two
Raman lines. Consider, for example, thefluorescencephoton following the absorption of a «r photon. If it is reemitted toward z < 0, it has no Doppler shift in the laboratory
frame, whereas it has a Doppler shift 2kv when it is reemitted toward z > 0. On average, the Doppler energy dissipated by a fluorescence cycle involving a a photon is hkv. For
a <r+ photon a similar argument gives -hkv. The total
Doppler energy dissipated per unit time is therefore equal to
~

~ - r ' ( I I + 1 - II_I)WJD ~-—t hk2v2,

emphasize that we do not impose any condition on kv and
the inverse I" of the pumping time i> Atomic motion can
therefore greatly affect the atomic ground-state dynamics
and then induce a large velocity-dependent force,
First, we study the internal atomic evolution. Starting
from the optical Bloch equations that describe the evolution
of the atomic density operator,26 we obtain two equations
giving the evolution of the ground-state populations. We
then calculate the average radiative force as a function of the
atomic velocity, which gives the friction coefficient and the
velocity capture range for this cooling mechanism. Finally,
we evaluate the momentum diffusion coefficient and derive
the equilibrium temperature of atoms cooled in the lin _L lin
configuration,
A. Internal Atomic Evolution
All the calculations of this paper are done in the electricdipole and rotating-wave approximations so that the atomlaser field coupling can be written as
.
_ „_, .
,. ,, ,
rw_.
V - - [ D • « (r)«p(-i« 1 t) + D~ • «-(r)«p(w L t)]. (4.1)
D + Bnd D - ^ t h e r a i s i n g BIld i o w e r m g p a r t s o f t h e a t o m i c
+
electric-dipole operator, and S and S~ = (tf+)* are the
positive, and negative-frequency components of the laser
e l e c t r i c field T h e l a s e r field f o r t h e l i n ± l i n c o n f i g u r a t i o n
i n s e r ting its value into the atomw a s g i v e n m E q ( 27 )
field
coupling ^
u s i n g t h e Clebsh-Gordan coefficients indicated in Fig. 2, we get

(3.25)

V = — sinfez|e3/2) <g1/2l + — |e1/2> <g_1/2l I
exp(-i« t t) + ^ cos kX\e.w)
V2
|_

which coincides with the power -Fv dissipated by the friction force [expression (3.23)].

+ -^ lc-i/2> <g1/2llexp(-!'a.Lt) + h.c.
#
J

4. THEORY OF LASER COOLING IN THE
lin _L lin CONFIGURATION
This section is devoted to a quantitative study of the cooling
mechanism presented in Subsection 3.A. Let us recall that
this mechanism is based on a Sisyphus effect induced by a
spatial modulation of the light shifts of the atomic Zeeman
ground sublevels. As in Subsection 3.A, we study here a Jg
= 1/2 •*• Je = 3/2 atomic transition and use a semiclassical
approach to evaluate the friction force and the equilibrium
temperature reached by the atom.
Our treatment is limited to the low-power domain ( f i «
T,\ A
i • i • ,i T i J i.
j .
., .
T). As explained in the Introduction, this ensures that
..
,, ,,
j . .. . . . ,.
U1
pumping times TD much longer than the radiative lifetime TR
can appear, which in turn may lead to temperatures well
below *r. This low-power hypothesis leads, in addition, to
much simpler calculations since it permits a perturbative
treatment of the problem.
We also restrict our calculation of the radiative force to
the low-velocity domain (Doppler shift kv « r). This also
introduces an important simplification. Indeed, in this lowvelocity domain, optical coherences (density-matrix elements between ground and excited states) and excited-state
populations are almost unaffected by atomic motion: The
effect of the Doppler shift kv during the relaxation time TR
(or 2rg) of these quantities is negligible. Let us, however,

<«-i/J

(4.2)

Note that, in order to simplify the mathematical expression
of V, we shifted the origin on the z axis by an amount X/8.27
In Eq. (4.2),firepresents the Rabi frequency for each of the
two running waves calculated for an atomic transition with a
Clebsh-Gordan coefficient equal to 1 and with a reduced
dipole moment for the transition equal to d:
,
fi
= —2 -•
(4.3)
^
. „. ,
. .
,
,
. . . .,
Expression (4.2) also can be interpreted as describing the
^
. \: '
., ,
/ ,.
+ j _
interaction of the atom with two standing waves, <r+ and a
,
.,
.
* ^
u ^u
P ° i " l z e d > m d 8 f h l f t e d ^ ! t h r e S ^ C t *° e a c h ° t h e r b , y f \
.
The average force acting on the atom can now be derived
from the spatlal
gradient ot V.
/ dy\
/ = ( J3 )
_

hkii
jf

u\-i
[

j_^-r
i-i~j$ p t g - 1 / 2 ' e i / 2 > + CX\

c o s kz fl{gl/i< e n +

+ M 5 .s
V2"

m

*

kz\ p(g_1/2, e_3/2) + — p(gi/2, C-1/2) + c.c.
L
^3
(4.4)
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with

Q /2
p(Si,ej) = (gi\p\ej)exp(-iaLt),

P(#l/2> e3/2> = ~ ( «* + "^ jPfel/2. e3/2> ~ ' "7T COSfcz<e_ 1/2 |p|e 3/2 >

+ ^sinkz[(gy2\p\gl/2)-{em\p\ea/i)].

(i) The low-intensity hypothesis (Q « T) implies that
the populations and coherences of the excited state remain
very small compared with the populations of the ground
state. Consequently, we can neglect <e;|p|e;> in Eq. (4.6)
and calculate p(gm,e3/2) to first order in Q.
(ii) Since the velocity is low (kv « T), the relaxation time
2Y~l of optical coherences is much shorter than the typical
evolution time of sin(fcz) (of the order of 1/kv) or of the
ground-state populations (T P ). This means that the optical
coherence p(gI/2, e3/2) follows adiabatically the ground-state
population so that we can write
jj/ m
PiSifr e3/s) =
n l / 2 sin kz,
(4.7)
S-iwith
n

_
i i
.
±i/2 ~ \S±U2WS±i/2>-

.
(4-8)

Consequently, we now need to calculate the ground-state
populations n±i /2 in order to evaluate the force [Eq. (4.4)].
Note that the coherence between the two ground states
(gi/alpl^-i/2) does not contribute to the calculation and actually has a zero steady-state value for this laser configuration,
since it is not coupled to the ground-state populations. This
would no longer be true for a more complicated atomic transition for which nonzero steady-state coherences can appear
among ground-state sublevels.
In order to calculate n ±1/2) we now write the optical Bloch
equations for excited-state populations; for example, for
(e /i\p\e3/2)'
<e3/2lple3/2> = -r<e 3/2 |p|e 3/2 >
. . « . , ...
> .,
,,
+ i~amkz[p(,es/2,gU2)-p{g1/2,e3/2)].
y2

« +—
4
Finally, we write the optical Bloch equations for the groundPopulations. For example, we have for II 1/2
.
J"
. .
2
, ,
1
, ,
.1
n
i/2 = rHe^lple^) + j <e1/2lp|ei/2) + - <e_1/2|p|e_1/2>

state

+ \!Lj=p(gi/2,e3/i)ainkz + l-:p(gU2,e_U2)coskz

state

^

expressions of optical coherences and excitedpopulations in terms of n ± 1 / 2 to get
1
,
II, =
[II; - n,st(z)],
(4.13)

where the pumping time TP and the stationary populations
II;st(z) are given by
, , _ r , _ „,, / Q
,. , . .
1/T
(14&}
""l
^ ^ ^
Uy2at(z) = sin2 kz
(4.14b)
st. . _
2 '
~112
p o r m a t o m a t r e s t i n 2 the populations IIj(z) reach their
stationary value in a time TP inversely proportional to the
laser p o w e r j ^ mentioned in the Introduction. We also note
that these stationary populations are strongly modulated in
s p a C e (see Fig. 3).
B. Force in the lin _L Iin Configuration
In order to calculate the radiative force / [Eq. (4.4)], we first
replace the optical coherences contributing to / by their
expressions in terms of the ground-state populations. This
leads to
2 ,
,„ _ „
. . „,
^ nfidSg (ll1/2
ll_ 1/2 )sin Zftz.

' "

,.„.
(i.Lb)

This

expression has a clear physical meaning in terms of
S h t s h i f t s : T h e t w o l e v e l s ^ a n d 8-W are hght-shifted by
a
quantity that corresponds to the sum of the two light shifts
c r e a t e d b v t h e t w o a+ and
" standing waves appearing in
expression (4.2) of the laser-atom coupling V. We can indeed addthese twoterms
independently in the low-intensity
domain since the two states gVi and g-m are not connected
to tne same
excited sublevel. Using the Clebsh-Gordan
coefficients given in Fig. 2, we obtain
U

A£ 1m/ 2 = ftA+' = ft«s0(sin2frz + 3-cos 2 fez)
\
/

,, . ,
(4.9)

=

^g
~

(4.10)

where so is the detuning-dependent saturation parameter

(4

W e insert the

In this equation we replace the optical coherences by their
expressions in terms of ground-state populations. Now,
since the relaxation time of the excited-state populations is
T'1, we can again note that they follow adiabatically the
variations of the ground-state populations so that
<e3/2lple3/2>=%n1/2sin2fez,

+ c.c. \.

LV

(4.6)

This equation is valid for any power and for any atomic
velocity i(t). It can be simplified in the low-power and lowvelocity domains in the following ways:

,„,,.

2

(4.5)

where p is the steady-state density operator.
We now need to calculate the steady-state value of the
optical coherences pfe, e,-), using optical Bloch equations.
For example, we have for pfei/2, e3/2)

2033

"o

hSs0
^~ c o s

2ft2;

'

= ftA ' = h&s /cos2 kz + — sin2 kz\
°\
3
/
».
=£0 + -^cos2fe,

where

(4.16)
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£ _ %_ ^ j s
/^ ^
^
As sketched in Fig. 3, the two light-shifted ground-state
sublevels oscillate in space with a period X/2. This spatial
dependence then causes a state-dependent force; taking the
gradient of A£±1/2, we get

where the friction coefficient a is equal to
2
3
°p
. _ , . .
'
„--»*» A
(5 < 0).

/±i/2 = ~ 4 - A£±i/2 = T !fcfefc0sin 2ft2)
(4.18)
02
•>
so that the average force [Eq. (4.15)] can be written as

(4.25)

(4.26)

We therefore get a friction coefficient independent of the
power [see relation (3.9)]. On the other hand, the
range of validity of the result [Eq. (4.24)] is proportional to
laser power. Indeed, the expansion (4.22) requires kv « 1/
T\whe"
1/r"is Pr°P°rti°nal to laser power
1Fl]naUy ' We C0I " e t o L t h e ^ u l a t i o n of the force on the
"I11,0'6 ra"f,e kv %F W 1 * n ° r e s t a c t l o n on the relative values
° f k"!md V T » - ™* e v ° l u t l o n equations (4.13) are still valid,
b u " h e > L ™ ™ " ^ b e S ° l v e , d b y a Pe'turbative expansion
SU.ch+aS ^
(^f
F^unately it is possible to get an exact
S ° l u t l O n te t h e f o r C e d r e g i m e o f ^
(4 " 13):
i /
cos 2kz + 2kvrp sin 2kz\
laser

(4.19)
/ = A/2ni/2 + /-i/2n-i/2This force / is then just the average of the two state-dependent forces/±1/2 weighted by the populations of these states.
Such an expression is similar to the one obtained for a twolevel atom in intense laser light, provided that the levelsg±1/2
are replaced by the two dressed levels.'* However, an importent difference arises here since each of the two levels
involved in Eq. (4.19) is essentially a ground-state sublevel
with a long residence time TP. By contrast, in the two-level
problem the two dressed states were strongly contaminated
by the excited state, so that their lifetime was = r~ l .
We now calculate the populations n ± i / 2 in order to evalu-

n ± 1 / 2 (z, v) = — I 1 =F
V
,. . . .
., .

r

. ,, „ c
-r> , . , n \ „• .
. ,
.
ate the force from Eq. (4.19). First, we take an atom at rest.
„,
.
14.\i_
i * ^.u • J. J ^
These two populations are then equal to their steady-state
value [Eq. (4.14b)], so that we obtain
2

, ^
" Tp
. ,n, „

r

(4.27)

'
,

»

,

Inserting this result into expression (4.19) for the force and
.
, .,;
...

averaging over a wavelength, we obtain

_

_

—av
l + (vVv2)'

f(z, v = 0) = — hkSs0 sin 2kz cos 2kz

(4.28)

c

where the critical velocity vc is
dz"

fet;c

= l/2T p .

(4.29)

where the potential U is given by

U{z) =

hds0 sin2 2kz.

(4.21)

^
The fact that f(z, v = 0) derives from a potential is again
similar to the corresponding result for the dipole force acting
on a two-level atom in a standing wave.
We now consider a very slow atom for which the Doppler
shift kvh smaller than 1/Tp. Note that this condition is
much more stringent than the condition kv « T required for
writing Eq. (4.7) or (4.10). For such very slow atoms, the
effect of atomic motion on the populations n ±1/2 can be
treated pertubatively by an expansion in terms of the small
parameter kvr :
d ^' 3 .
n / ,,\-THU\
LIAZ, V) — H- yzf — VTn — - — T • • • *
v

dz

,,„.,

(**.££)

„, .
. . .
, r_ . ..
We insert these expressions into the result [Eq. (4.19)] for
the force, and we get

v

f(z, v) - f(z, v - 0) - VTP ^

<"=±l/2

.

.

.

the capture ranges appear clearly.
To sum up, we obtained an analytical expression for the
velOcity-dependent force [Eq. (4.28)] that gives both the
friction coefficient a (slope at origin) and the velocity capture range vc.

C. Equilibrium Temperature in the lin | lin Configuration

dIIiSt
fi-fe-

c

Equilibrium Temperature in the lin X lin

/ - . ! - » •

= f[z,v = 0)+-hk2dsBUT sin2(2kz). (4.23)
p
3
„,
...
,,
.
, _,
We now average this result over a wavelength. The average
. , , „ . .
,
6
of/(z, u = 0) is zero, so that we get
f(v) = -au,

As predicted in Subsection 3.A. 3, the force is maximal in

this configuration when v = vc, that is, when the distance
covered during a pumping time is of the order of the spatial
P e r i ° d o f the modulated light shifts. In Fig. 7 we have
P l o t t e d * his f o r c e versus v (solid curve). Note that express i o n <4-28) o f t h e f o r c e i s v a l i d o n l y f o r kv « r - Outside this
r a n g e - the polarization gradient cooling becomes inefficient,
and t h e dominant process is Doppler cooling. For this lin ±
l i n configuration, we did not calculate the full velocity dependence of the force, which would allow one to study the
transition between the two cooling regimes. In Fig. 7 we
plotted just (dotted curve) the force that one would get by
independently summing the two radiation pressure forces
exerted by each Doppler-shifted wave. The differences between the slopes at v = 0 (friction coefficients) and between

(4.24)

Configuration
We now turn to the problem of evaluating the equilibrium
temperature in this new cooling scheme. We first evaluate
the momentum diffusion coefficient Dp and then calculate
,
.... .
,
... ;r
.,
,_...
the equilibrium temperature resulting from the competition
, . M iU
,- ,
-. J i,
J <.i. u *• *
between the cooling described above and the heating from
diffusion
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Fig. 7. Variations with velocity v of the force due to polarization gradients in the lin _L lin configuration for a Je = 1/2 **Je- 3/2 transition
(solid curve). The values of the parameters are Q = 0.3I\ 5 = — r. The dotted curve shows sum of the two radiation pressure forces exerted independently by the two Doppler-shifted counterpropagating waves. The force due to polarization gradients leads to a much higher friction
coefficient (slope at v = 0) but acts on a much narrower velocity range.

k T

B

Dp
~~ "

( 4 30

-- '

Finally, we discuss the validity of the semiclassical approximation used throughout this calculation,
In order to calculate the exact value of Dp, one could
compute the correlation function of the force operator.1213
For a multilevel atom, such a calculation would be rather
tedious, so that we prefer to use a heuristic calculation here.
There are three main contributions to Dp; the two
first
ones are already present for a Jg = 0 •* Je = 1 transition,21
and the third one is specific of an atom with several groundstatesublevels:

nitude for these two contributions in the case of a Jg = 1/2**
Je = 3/2 transition. To evaluate the third contribution
(coefficient Dp"), we start from
D » — J d7-[/(t)/(t + T) — / 2 ] ,
p
Jo

(4.32)

which must be calculated for an atom at rest in z (the label z
was omitted for simplification). The force fit) oscillates
between /1/2(z) and f-l/2(z), and its correlation function can
*» written as
f(t)f(t + r) = 2 ,

^

fifjP(i,t;j,t + r),

(4.33)

;-±i/2j=±i/2

(i) There are fluctuations of the momentum carried
away by fluorescence photons.
(ii) There are fluctuations in the difference among the
n
T^rlP
n
^
T 6 r'
t 7
(111) There are fluctuations of the instantaneous dipole
force oscillating back and forth between fin(z) and f-m(z) at
a rate 1A>
For a Jg = 0 -"• </,, = 1 transition,21 the two first contributions give for a dipole radiation pattern
TT?
7 i2t2o
Up — — n s i S j ,

,.„,.
(4.dl>

We assume that Eq. (4.31) still gives the good order of mag-

f +
ents ^
b a b m t y o f b e i n g iD
state i at time t and in state; at time t + r. The calculation
i s t h e n s i m i l a r t o t h e o n e d o 4 t o e v a l u a t e t h e fluctuation8 of
the dipole force for a two-level atom (Ref. 16, Subsection
*\
ia> ana
tt
leaas w
'
Dp" = 4[/1/2(2)]2II1/28t(z)n_1/2st(z)rp
where

_ 2h2k2 — s0 sin4(2fez).
r

(4.34)

Once this is averaged over a wavelength, it gives
B 7 = -fi2fe2^s0.
4
1

(4.35)
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This second coefficient exceeds the first one as soon as l«l is
larger than r . Therefore, neglecting Dp', we get

|«|»r-*BT=-^~—«0

(4.36)

or, using definition (4.11) for So.
|5| » r =» kBT =

•

(4.37)

"w

It appears in these expressions that the residual kinetic
energy is of the order of the light shift hA' of the ground
state. This simple result must be compared with the one
obtained for a two-level system [Eq. (1.2)]. It may lead to a
much lower temperature, and it is consistent with two experimental observations,7"9 as long as the other hyperfine
levels of the transition can be ignored:
(i) At a given power (Q fixed), the temperature decreases
when the detuning increases.
(ii) At a given detuning, reducing the power decreases
the temperature.
Another important remark concerns the comparison between the residual kinetic energy kBT/2 and the potential
U(z) derived in Eq. (4.21). We actually find that these two
quantities are of the same order, which indicates that in the
stationary state atoms are bunched around the points z =
rcX/4 rather than uniformly distributed. In this regime, one
should then correct expression (4.24) for the force, which
was obtained by assuming a constant velocity. A Monte
Carlo simulation, similar to the one in Ref. 28, is probably
the best way to derive precise results concerning the stationary state in this configuration.
Finally, let us look for the lowest temperatures achievable
in this configuration. Expression (4.37) suggests that an
arbitrarily low temperature could be reached, for instance,
by decreasing the laser power. Actually, this is not true.
Indeed one must check that the rms velocity deduced from
expression (4.37) is well below the critical velocity vc [Eq.
(4.29)], so that the cooling force is indeed linear for all velocity classes contributing to the stationary state. We therefore
get

Uk2 up
vimj «vc=>il » •d-rr —'

(4-38)

r
'
which puts a lower bound on the laser power required for our
treatment to be valid. This in turn gives a lower bound on
the achievable rms velocity:
. .
(4.39)
Ujms » _ J*t.
M r
Consequently, the lowest achievable rms velocity in this
model remains larger than the recoil velocity. Let us recall
that the recoil velocity was, in any event, a limit for the
validity of our semiclassical treatment.
We are currently working on a full quantum treatment of
cooling in the lin X lin configuration, analogous to the one
presented at the end of Subsection 5.D for the a+-a~ configuration. Note that such a treatment in the present configuration is more complicated than for the (T+-<r~ one, owing to
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the possibility that photons are coherently redistributed
between the two waves.

THEORY OF LASER COOLING IN THE o+c~ CONFIGURATION

5

Now we come to this final section of this paper, which is
devoted to the quantitative study of laser cooling in a a+-a~
configuration tor a Jg = 1 •*• Je = 2 atomic transition.
As shown in Section 2, the polarization gradient is then
quite different from the one studied in Section 4: The
polarization is linear in any place and rotates along the
propagation axis Oz on the length scale X.
Cooling in this configuration originates from two quite
distinct processes. The first is the usual Doppler cooling
that results from differential absorption of the <r+ and <r
waves when the Doppler shift kv is a nonnegligible part of
the natural width T. The second mechanism, qualitatively
studied in Subsection 3.B, originates from the enhancement
of radiation pressure imbalance that is due to a sensitive
motion-induced atomic orientation. We study here the case
o f a J g = l**t/ e = 2 transition (Fig. 5), which, as explained in
Subsection 3.B, is the simplest atomic transition exhibiting
this sensitive velocity-induced orientation. For simplification, we also use at the end of this section a fictitious W
atom, which can be formally obtained from the real 1-2
transition by removing the V system formed by lgo>, \e-\),
le+i>\ . Various Velocity Domains
As in Section 4, we restrict our treatment to the low-intensity domain (Q « T, leading to T P » r r or equivalently to T ' «
r). This also allows for a perturbative treatment of the
problem: One needs to consider only the density matrix in
the ground state (3X3 elements) instead of the total atomic
density matrix ( 8 X 8 elements). In this low-intensity regime, we can distinguish three velocity domains:
(i) For very low velocities (kv « V), we expect the force
to be linear with velocity. In order to calculate this force, we
need to take into account all coherences among the various
ground-state sublevels, since the coupling between populations and coherences is responsible for the motion-induced

orientation.
(ii) In the intermediate regime (I" « kv « T), the pre-

cession frequency kv of the coherences among ground-state
sublevels [owing to the inertial term in Eq. (3.13)] is large
compared with their damping time TP, and these coherences
cannot build up. Consequently, the new cooling force decreases. On the other hand, the Doppler shift kv is still
small compared with T, so that the usual Doppler-cooling
force remains small.
<"'> Fw higher velocities (kv > T), the coherences among
the
ground-state sublevels are completely negligible, and the
Doppler shift is now comparable to the natural width. In
this
domain, the force is then practically equal to the usual
Doppler cooling force,
B. Calculation of the Cooling Force
In order to calculate the steady-state radiative force, we
start with the atom-laser coupling [Eq. (4.1)], which we
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write in the atomic reference frame. Using expressions (2.2)
and (2.3) for the laser electric field, we get
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excitation, t h e only nonzero Zeeman coherence in steady
state is the coherence between g\ and g-\. We p u t in t h e
following:
C r = Be[<g 1 |p|g_ 1 )exp(-2ifcut)],

2

L

V2

V6

J

C, = Im[<g 1 lp|g_ 1 >exp(-2ifeyt)].

X exp[j(<o_t - kz)\ + h.c.
ftQ r
I 1 i
I 1 I
il
+
~2~ '^-i><e-2l + -^= l^o> <e_xl + — l^i> <eo|
*v
J
X exp[i(o)+t - kz)\ + h.c,
(5.1)

Once all optical coherences have been calculated, it is possik' e t o g e * a n e w e x P r e s s i ° n f° r ^ e force [Eq. (5.3)]. The
detailed calculation is rather long and tedious and is presented in Appendix B. Here, we give only the main results.
First we get for the force
s
rf /
-\
/s+ ~ s - \
/s+
\
t = hk- n,(.+ - - + n 0 ( - t — - ) + n_1 ( • £ - « _ )

where we have put
n = -2d<V»

2

[identical to Eq. (4.3)],

L

(5.2)

a± = o>L±kv.

The first (third) line of Eq. (5.1) describes the coupling with
the a+ (o-) laser wave propagating toward z > 0 (z < 0). As
in Section 4, t h e semiclassical force is obtained from the
average value of t h e gradient of t h e coupling V. Assuming
that the atom is a t the point z = 0 in its reference frame, we
get
f = ihk$p(e2, ft) + - p(e l f g 0 ) + — P(e o , g ,)1 + c.c.
ff
|_
V2
V6
J
-,
r
— ihkQ p(e_ 2 , g-i) H
^(e-j.go)" 1
P(eo> ^i) + c-c->
L
v2
\6
J
(5.3)
,
,
„ .
, ^ i i
where the coefficients p are defined by
p(.«i±vSi) = (e1±1|p|g;>exp(ia>Tt).
(5.4)
Actually, these coefficients are nothing but the matrix elements of p in the moving rotating frame defined in Subsection 3.C.2.
We now need to evaluate the steady-state value of the
optical coherences p(eiy gj). This is done using optical Bloch
equations, which give the evolution of the atomic density
operator p.26 Let us, for example, write down the equation
forp(ei,g0):
r~|

[

i(d - kv) - — \p(ev g0)

+ —[(eMei>
+ <e 1 |p|e_ 1 >exp(-2ifeut) - <golplgo>]- (5.5)
2^2
.
, i | .
, , 1 1 ,
,
14.J
T . , .
In this equation, (eilpki) and (eilp|e_i> can be neglected
compared with (golplgo) because of the low-power hypothesis. We then get in steady state
J2/2J2

He^go)
where

(5.8)

^-yllo,
«-*o + i |

n< = <ftWft>.

(5.6)

6

\

/

2

\

+C^-—^—J--Ci\s+—^—

/

\°
+ s_—^—j\,

j
(5.9)

where
s± =

2.

« 1
(5.10)
H_
4
represents the saturation parameter of each of the two waves
for t h e
strongest corresponding transition (g ± i - » e ± 2 ).
Each term has a clear meaning in expression (5.9) for t h e
force. Take, for instance, a n atom in t h e state g\. In a time
interval d£, it scatters on the average Ts+dt/2 photons from
the <s+ wave and Ts-dt/12 photons from the a~ wave (see the
Clebsh-Gordan coefficients of Fig. 5). The resulting radiat i o n p r e s s u n j force( weighted b y ^
p o p u l a t i o n n i o f ft> i s
therefore equal to the first term of Eq. (5.9). The second
and third terms of Eq. (5.9) describe in the same way the
radiation pressure force when the atom is in the states go and
g_lm Finally, the last two terms, which involve the laserinduced coherence between gi and g-\, describe the force
induced by the limited photon redistribution that takes
p i a c e w hen the atom jumps between gi and g-i by absorption-stimulated emission cycles (see Subsection 2.C).
Now we must calculate the five ground-state variables n 0 ,
n±i, Cr, Cj. This is done again by using optical Bloch equations, through elimination of the excited-state populations
^ ^ ^ 2

+

^ coherences. One is then left with a closed system of five
equations involving only these five required ground-state
variables. This elimination is done in Appendix B of this
paper. In t h e very low-velocity domain (kurp « 1) these
equations lead t o t h e following solutions, to first order in
k
= k /Y' ~ k I TTp
—
o•
U _ 1 /jo ^ 040 ^"
^F
\
34
"
V
s0r5r2 + 452/

no = —,
Cr = — .
34

(5.7)

We can, in this way, calculate all optical coherences in terms
of the ground-state populations II; and coherences among
these states. Note that, because of the structure of the laser

'

60 feu r 2
17 s r g^2 _j_ ^ 2 '

where we have put, as in Section 4 [cf. Eq. (4.11)],

\ • )
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The contribution of the population term 5/6(IIi — II-O
represents 4/5 of the total result for the friction coefficient a,
the remaining 1/5 part being due to 28Ci/3.
We can note that these results are in agreement with the
As expected, we get in this low-velocity domain a force
ones obtained in Section 3. First, for an atom at rest, it is
linear with velocity, with a damping coefficient (for negative
easy to show that the nondiagonal density matrix obtained
detunings) independent of power. This damping coefficient
here in the |gm>2 basis indeed leads to the diagonal density
is maximal for a detuning d = -I\/574, where the force is of
matrix obtained in Subsection 3.B in the \gm)y basis. Secthe order of -0.8hk2v. We find here a result that was alond, the population difference 111 - n_x calculated from
ready mentioned in Subsection 3.B: For |s| » V, the friction
Eqs. (5.11) is equal to the one predicted in Eq. (3.20) in the
coefficient in the a+-a~ configuration, which varies as r/5, is
limit |5| » T. (In this limit, one indeed gets for the light shift
much smaller than the friction coefficient for the lin _L lin
Ao'of |go)y the value Ac'=
fi2/35.)
configuration, which is proportional to &/T [Eq. (4.26)].
We are now able to calculate the force in this low-velocity
Furthermore, we see here that, even for the optimum detundomain. First we note that Eq. (5.9) can be greatly simpliing, the <r+-o- damping coefficient is four times smaller than
fied; by neglecting all terms in kv/Y and keeping only terms
the lin i_ lin one.
in ku/V, we get
We now come to the complete calculation of the force for
jjkF ["5
2 S 1
any atomic velocity in the low-power approximation. This
=
s
/
^~~ o r x (n! — n_i) — — — C,: I •
(5.13)
i s dOne by keeping all the velocity-dependent terms in expressions like (5.6) and by using Eq. (5.9) for the force inThe first term of Eq. (5.13) has already been estimated in
stead of the simplified expression (5.13). The result of such
Subsection 3.B, whereas the second one describes the effect
a calculation (which is detailed in Appendix B) is representof limited photon redistribution.
ed in Fig. 8. In the low-velocity domain, we again find the
Now by inserting the result [Eqs. (5.11)] for the atomic
friction force just calculated above (see, in particular, the
density matrix into the force, we obtain
inset of Fig. 8). Outside this domain, the force appears to be
f=_
close to the usual Doppler force, represented by dotted
'
curves. This Doppler force is calculated by neglecting all
—dT ^£ 2
,g ^.
coherences among ground-state sublevels, so that grounda _ 120
17 5r 2 + 462
state populations are obtained only from rate equations:
S

(o.ll)

Fig. 8. Variations with velocity of the steady-state radiative force for a Jg = 1 *• Je = 2 transition in the o+-a- configuration (Q = 0.25 T; & =
—0.5 r). The slope of the force near v = 0 is very high (see also inset), showing that there is polarization gradient cooling. This new cooling
force acts in the velocity range kv ~ A'. Outside this range, the force is nearly equal to the Doppler force (shown by the dotted curve) calculated
by neglecting all coherences between ground-state sublevels \gm)^.
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334.(3^ + 5s ± )
D±1 =

The result [Eq. (5.16)] can now be used to get the equilibri-

Ws+2 + sJ) + Us+s_'
8s s

^^rs°-

Q _ |36_
1
j_ _4_ t2^2ps
I 17 1 + (482/5r2) 17 J
°

»perature
t T ftfi2 f 29 , 254 __rV4__"|

,

For large \b\, this result is quite similar to the one obtained in
^ ^
^ conf
t i o n [ e x p i e 8 s i o n (4.37)]. I n p a r t i c u .
l a r > ft j s p r o p o r t i o n a I to j ^ p o w e r ^
d e c r e a S e S as 1/8 when
M increases. Note that for intermediate detunings (F/2 < |5|
^ ^
- „ £
< 3
than
s Q ^ fc
. ,
. , g3
m
^ h e v ( d i d i t y rf ^ r e s u l t (
( g l g ) ] ^ o b t a i n e d ^ ._
_ „ on
^
Section 4
e concerns ^
condition ^
._ o r d e r to a ^ ^ f o r c e g u c h fl
v e l o c i t i e s mwt
condition is now kv « |_'| (see Section 3). An argument
analogous to the one given at the end of Section 4 then leads
to (for |«| 2; r )

fc0<<lA^n>>v^;^0»|.

^

/g ^rj\

Such an expression can be understood by simple momenturn-conservation arguments. Since there are no dipole
forces in the a+-a~ configuration, the momentum diffusion
is due only to the first two mechanisms mentioned at the
beginning of Subsection 4.C.
The first term of Eq. (5.16) CDi) corresponds to the fluctuations of the momentum carried away by fluorescence photons. The second term (D2) corresponds to the fluctuations
of the difference between the number of photons absorbed in
each wave. For large detunings (\s\ » T), Di and Z>2 are of
the same order, as for a Jg = 0 •*• Je = 1 transition,21 By
contrast, for small t>, D2 becomes much larger than Di. As
pointed out to us by Molmer and Castin,29 this enhancement
of Di is a consequence of correlations introduced by optical

pumping between the directions of two successively absorbed photons. Immediately after a cycle involving the
+

ten

w

..,
.
_
. . . ... ,
..
.We therefore confirm quantitatively that the new cooling
force mainly acts in the kv < V domain.
_ _ ....
_
. i_ j .
^ «
.
C. Equihbnum Temperature ,n the *-*- Configuration
In order to evaluate the equilibrium temperature in this
configuration, we first need to evaluate the momentum diffusion coefficient £ p . The exact calculation of flp is
sketched at the end of Appendix B It use. a method suggested to us by Castm and Molm«» and leads
to
D = D + D9
(516)
"
'

Di=

2039

absorption of a <r photon, the atom is more likely to be in the
\g\)z state and is therefore more likely to absorb another <r+
photon rather than a a~ one. As a consequence, the steps of
the random walk in momentum space (due to absorption)
can be several hk instead of hk, and this can increase D2 for a
given saturation parameter by a factor as large as 10. Of
course, such an argument holds only if the atom remains in
\gi)z for a time TP = I/I", which is the mean time between two
successive fluorescence cycles. If this is not the case, i.e., if
the populations are redistributed among the three Zeeman
sublevels in gin a time shorter than TP, the previous memory
effect and, consequently, the large-step random walk, disappear, leading to a small value of D2 and thus to low temperatures. At low velocities (kv « lA'l), such a fast redistribution of populations in g occurs at large detuning, as we show
now. Since the true stationary states of the systems are the
\\gm)y) states, separated by a splitting of the order of ftA',
Rabi oscillations between \g+i)z and |g-i>2 occur at the frequency |A'|. If |A'| « I", i.e., if \f>\ « r , lg+i>z can be considered nearly stationary on a time scale TP. By contrast, if |A'|
» r", i.e., if M » r , the Rabi oscillations in g are fast enough
to redistribute completely the populations in g in a time TP.
This explains why the enhancement of D% disappears at
large 6 [see Eqs. (5.17)].

This limit is smaller than the one found in the lin X lin case
[expression (4.39)] when the detuning S is large compared
with T
D. Principle of a Full Quantum Treatment
It is clear from the result obtained above that, for sufficiently low power, the cooling limit becomes of the order of the
one-photon recoil energy. As emphasized in the Introduction, a semiclassical treatment then is no longer possible,
We present here the principle of a treatment in which
atomic motion is treated in a full quantum way. For simplicity, we considered a W transition, sketched in Fig. 9(a),
instead of the real J = 1 *• J = 2 transition. We use the
concept of closed families of states introduced in Refs. 18
and 19: In the a+-a~ configuration, the set of states
.
_
.

J{p

> - jle_2, p - Ihk), \g-i,p- M),
\eQ,p),\g1,p + hk),\e2,P + 2hk))

is closed with respect to absorption and stimulated-emission
processes, and transfers between families occur only via
spontaneous-emission processes. Then it is possible to
show that the total atomic density operator in steady state
has nonzero matrix elements only among states belonging to
the same family. This greatly simplifies the study of the
evolution of this density matrix: If one wants to take, for
instance, 1000 points in momentum space, one has to consider only aNpX 1000 vector instead of a Nf X [1000]2 square
matrix; Nf is the size [(2Jg + 1) + (2Je + I)] 2 of the internal
atomic density matrix.
Using the generalized optical Bloch equations including
recoil,1819 we studied the evolution of the atomic momentum
distribution for a W atom with a linewidth hT equal to 400
times the recoil energy h2k2/2M (analogous to sodium). A
typical result is presented in Fig. 9(b). The initial distribution is Gaussian with arms width of 16hk/M. (Thestandard
Doppler limit ksT = ftr/3 for an isotropic radiation pattern
leads to a rms velocity of 12hk/M.) One clearly sees that
during the evolution a narrower peak appears around the
zero velocity with a width of ~2hk/M. This peak is superimposed upon a much broader background. The reason
that such a background remains present is because the con-
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Fig. 9. (a) Fictitious W atom: This atom is the simplest atomic-level scheme leading to extra
cooling in the a*-a- configuration, (b) Time
evolution of the atomic velocity distribution for a W transition (S = - r , i! = 0.2 r, ftr = 200h2k2/M as for a sodium atom). The initial velocity
distribution is chosen to be Gaussian with a rms width of 16 recoil velocities. The evolution is calculated via the generalized optical Bloch equations including recoil, which permit a full quantum treatment of atomic motion. During the evolution, the velocity distribution becomes nonGaussian, with a very narrow peak (HWHM = 2 recoil velocities) superimposed upon a much broader background.

dition kv « A' for a linear force is not fulfilled for all velocity
classes contributing to the equilibrium state. There are
therefore still warmer atoms remaining in this equilibrium
state. Note that such a non-Gaussian momentum distribution could be at the origin of the recent double-components
velocity profiles measured in sodium molasses8 (see also Ref.
30). We are currently working to improve this quantum
treatment to take into account real atomic transitions (Jg **
Je = Jg + 1), and we are studying the variations of the
characteristics of the stationary state with laser power and
detuning (see, for example, Ref. 31).

6

CONCLUSION

in conclusion, we have studied in this paper two new lasercooling mechanisms that are based on laser polarization
gradients and work at low laser power (Q « r). These two
schemes are much more efficient than usual Doppler cooling,
and they could be responsible for the anomalously low temperatures recently observed in 3-D molasses, where polarization gradients are certainly always present.
For simplicity, we limited our treatment to 1-D molasses
and to transitions Jg+* Je = Jg + 1. We clearly identified
two types of polarization gradient; the first one corresponds
to a gradient of ellipticity with fixed polarization axis (lin J_
lin configuration) and the second to a pure rotation of the
polarization axis with a fixed ellipticity (a+-a~ configuration). We showed that the cooling mechanisms are quite
different in these two cases. In the first case, which works
for Jg > 1/2, the light shifts of the ground-state sublevels are
spatially modulated, and optical pumping between these
states gives rise to a Sisyphus effect analogous to the one
occurring in stimulated molasses but that works here at low
intensity. In the second case, which works for Jg > 1, the

cooling is due to an imbalance between the radiation pressures exerted by the two counterpropagating laser waves,
This imbalance results from an ultrasensitive motion-induced population difference appearing among the groundstate sublevels.
These two new cooling mechanisms have a common characteristic: The friction coefficient a, i.e., the coefficient of
proportionality between the friction force and the velocity v
near v = 0, is independent of the laser power at low Rabi
frequency. This must be contrasted with the result for
usual Doppler cooling for which a is proportional to the laser
power. On the contrary, the capture range of the cooling,

*'e'' *^e r a n g e °^ velocities over which the force is approximately linear, is now proportional to the laser power, whereas it is independent of this power for Doppler cooling. This
can be summarized a follows:
frj
Doppler cooling |
ction proportional to power _
[capture range independent of power
Polarization gradient f friction independent of power
cooling
{capture range proportional to power'

On the other hand, the momentum diffusion coefficient is in
both cases proportional to the laser power, so that the
steady-state temperature is proportional to the laser power
for polarization gradient cooling, whereas, it is independent
of this power for Doppler cooling. Note here that, although
the two new mechanisms lead to a different variation with
detuning for both the friction and the diffusion coefficients
[compare Eqs. (4.26) and (4.35) with Eqs. (5.14) and (5.16)],
the steady-state temperatures are actually found to be the
same (in Q2/S for large \s\), within a numerical factor [cornpare expression (4.37) with Eq. (5.18)].
The best way to check the theoretical predictions of this
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paper experimentally is to investigate the velocity dependence of the friction force in 1-D molasses, for example, by
studying the transverse collimation of an atomic beam crossing two counterpropagating laser waves with controllable
polarizations. Actually, preliminary results have already
been obtained on the 23Si — 23P2 transition of helium.32
They clearly show that cooling with orthogonal linear polarizations (i.e., with a polarization gradient) is more efficient
than with parallel linear polarizations (no polarization gradient). Transverse temperatures below the Doppler limit
T D weremeasuredmthelin JL lin configuration. Foro*-^,
the residual kinetic energy remains of the order of the Doppler limit, but the velocity profiles are far from Gaussian. A
full quantum treatment is certainly required in order to
analyze them (see Subsection 5.D) because of the vicinity of
the Doppler (TD = 23fJQ and recoil (TR = 4,K) limits.
Toextendourresultstoreal3-Dmolasses,oneshouldfirst
note that Doppler cooling is still present in these results (see,
for example, Figs. 7 and 8). Therefore one takes advantage
of both coolings: atoms with velocities of up to V/k are first
Doppler-cooled and then reach lower temperatures by polarization gradient cooling. On the other hand, it does not
seem easy to single out one of the two new cooling mechanisms since both types of polarization gradient are usually
simultaneously present in a real 3-D experiment.
Finally, let us emphasize that the steady-state rms velocities that can be achieved in these new cooling schemes are
very low, since they can approach the recoil velocity [see
expressions (4.39) and (5.19)]. For such low velocities, a full
quantum approach of both internal and external atomic
degrees of freedom is required. The basis of such an approach and preliminary results are presented at the end of
Section 5. We are currently extending this approach to
more realistic situations, but these preliminary results already appear to be quite promising (see, for example, Ref.
31).
APPENDIX A: INTERNAL ATOMIC STATE IN
THE MOVING ROTATING FRAME FOR THE
<7+-<r CONFIGURATION
In this appendix, we establish the expression of the new
Hamiltoman that governs the atomic evolution in the moving rotating frame introduced in Subsection 3.B.2. We then
determine the new ground-state energy sublevels in such a
moving rotating frame (for a Jg = 1 ground state) and the
expression of the steady-state density matrix in this energy
baSiS '
Hamiltonian in the Moving Rotating Frame
, , , ,
.
r. ., z
i
/••
.In the laboratory frame and m the <7+-<r~ laser configuration
•ii. .
» / 1 TJ , n ,M iV. 1
i.
v u •
with So = So [see Eq. (2.4)], the laser-atom coupling V is
r •
L. T-T ,n-I_M
"
,. ,
. ,
proportional to the component along ey [given by Eq. (2.5b)]
,;
, ^ ,. .
. * . n T ., . .
of the djpole moment operator D. In the atomic-rest frame,
we just replace z with vt, and we get from Eq. (2.5b)
V~n.(y

= Dx sin kut + Dy cos kvt.

(Al)

The transformation to the moving rotating frame is then
achieved by applying a unitary transformation
T(t) = expi-ikvtJJh).

(A2)

2041

The only term of the initial Hamiltonian H that changes in
such a transformation is V. Now, since D is a vector operator, its components satisfy the well-known commutation
relations with J,
r
I_
I*7*- D*> ~ lhDy
iJ» Dy> = ~lhD"
(A3)
from

w h i c h i t ig e a s y t o s h o w t h a t

T(t)[Dx sin kvt + Dy cos kvt]T*(t) = Dy.
(A4)
_ , . . , , ,
Thus .rt is clear that the transform of V by T(t)de S mbes the
C O U P ^ of D ™ t h a l a f r ^
k e e P i n S a fixed polarization
6 " w h ; c h P r o v e s t h a t T ( t > 1 S t h e " " " W ° P e r a t o r ^sociated
™* t h <; ^ f o r m a t i o n to the moving rotating frame,
The f f l , ^ £ ? , f ^
Jdependent introduces a new
term, i*[d3X*)/dt]^W, m addition to T(t)H(t)T+(t) m the
Hamiltoman H> governing the time evolution in the new
representation. According to Eq. (A2), we have
..fdr(t)!_,+ .- _ , .
,. .
j_ dt J
"
, , . , . ,
^
, *
w h i c h IS notiun81but
**• (3-13)' T o s u m U P ' m t h e moymS
r o , t a t i n | &«»)>.*• a<;<>mjc dynamics is due to coupling with
fi^A !
polarization ty and to the mertial term
' *"'' '''
Ground-State Energy Sublevels in the Moving Rotating
Frame
If, i n a fi r s t step, we neglect the inertial term [Eq. (A5)], the
energy sublevels in the ground state are the eigenstates \gm)y
o f Jy (see Subsection 3.B.1). These states can be easily
expanded on the basis !lgm>zl of eigenstates of J 2 . One gets
lg±i)y = ± — lg+i)2 + — lgo>2 T —• lg-i>2,
2
^
2

(A6a)

lgo>y = -^lg+i>. + -pls-i> 2 -

(A6b)

From Eqs. (A6), one can then calculate the matrix eleof the inertial term [Eq. (A5)] between the \\gn)y}
s t a t e s t h a t ^ necessary for a perturbative treatment of the
e f f e c t o f t h e t e r m S i v e n b v E 1 - <A5) t s e e expression (3.14b)].
One finds t h a t t h e o n l v n o n z e r o m a t r i x elements of VIot =
v"! are
Iv I \ - / Iv I s t,b / fo
{\7 1
*{8+1' vn>tBo'y - yW vrotlg+i>j = nnvl^i,
(AI&)
j t e - J V J f c ) , = y^Vjg-x)y
= -hkul42.
(A7b)
c.
,/ ,
., ,
. . i ,
. • ,,
Since VIot has no diagonal elements in fln)v and in the
. , . , , | . . .,
..
...
j 4.4. /
manifold(^ ±1 )J,theenergydiagraminthegroundstate(see
„. „. . l l 6 = w J"
, . j , . T7
,-. ., ,, , ,
Fig. 6) is not changed to order 1 in VIot. On the other hand,
,,
, ,.
,
,.
J, ,
,,
the wave functions are changed to order 1 and become
ments

.
y{g0\
VTJg±1)
\8±Uy ~ \S±i)y + \go)y fc/< , _ . , , '
l
°
~T =\g) +\g > 3'<g+ll^rotlgQ>y
y
°y
+1 y H^' - At')
, ,
• . y<g-ll^otWo>y
B-°y
WAo'-Aj')

(A8a)

(A8b)

l

'
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InEq. (A8b), weusedy<g+ilVrotlg-i>> = 0. Inserting Eqs.
(A7) into (A8) gives Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16).
Steady-State Density Matrix in the Energy Basis \\gm)y\
The terms describing optical pumping in the master equation are diagonal in the (lgm)yj basis. This is no longer the
case in the [\gm)y] basis. From Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16), one
sees that there will be source terms of order 1 in kv/A' in the
equation of motion of y<golplg±i>y and of order 2 in feu/A'in
the equations of motion ofthe populations y(g2p\gl*) y and
of the coherence ^(g+ilplg-i)).- The only nonzero^ matrix
elements of p, to order 1 in kv/A', are thus y(golplg±i>y. On
the other hand, since the evolution frequencies of these
coherences are ±(A0' - A^), with a damping rate ofthe order
of r, and since the optical-pumping sourcetermjs static (at
frequency 0), the steady-state value of y(go\p\g±i)y will be
reduced by an extra nonsecular term of the order of T'/A'.
Consequently, if we neglect all terms of order {kv/A')2, (kul
A')(V/A') or higher, the steady-state density matrix pu is
diagonal in thetem>y)basis and has the same diagonal elements as those calculated in Subsection 3.B.1, which proves
Eqs. (3.17).

The purpose of this appendix is to outline the calculations of
the radiative force and of the momentum diffusion coefficient in the a+-<r~ configuration for the case of a Jg = 1 •*-* Je
= 2 transition. The calculation is done in the low-power
limit (fi « T), so that excited-state populations remain small
compared with ground-state populations. As explained at
the beginning of Subsection 5.B, we calculate the force in the
atomic reference frame, in which the atom-laser coupling is
given by Eq. (5.1) and the radiative force by Eq. (5.3).
The first part of the calculation consists of calculating the
optical coherences and the excited-state populations and
coherences in terms of the ground-state populations and
coherences. This gives first the expression of the force only
in terms of ground-state variables (density-matrix elements
in g), and second a closed system of five equations dealing
only with ground-state variables. This system is
solved numerically to get the value of the steady-state force.
Calculation of Optical Coherences
For simplicity, we introduce the following notation:

p( i> So)

(Bl)

—p^~ Ho,

p{e0, gj = — ~ (n 2 + Cr - iC,-),
2y66+
Q
p(eo>£-i) =
(n_j + Cr + iC;),
2V68_
__
fl
.
.
fl
.
^e2> 8-i> = ^f~ <Cr + «C<)»
£(e-2> £1) = ^— (Cr ~ »C,-)
^ '
and the ones that can be deduced from Eqs. (B3) by complex
conjugation. Note that several optical coherences, such as
^(eo, go)y have a zero steady-state value in this <r+-o- configuration.
Putting the results [Eqs. (B2) and (B3)] into expression
(5.3) for t n e force, one immediately gets Eq. (5.9), in which
the force is expressed only in terms of n 0 , n±i, Cn and C,.
Calculation of Excited-State Populations and Coherences
W e n o w calculate the expressions of excited-state populations and coherences in terms of ground-state variables.
wh ch
: ^or exam . pl< 7 * he e v ^ t i o n o f "^'^
! , » th "
population ofthe state e<i. The corresponding optical Bloch
equation is

-

}=

_Vp{e^ ^

+ {£

^
2

gj)

_ -p(gv e^_

(B4)

We take the steady-state value [p(e2, e2) = 0], and we replace
the optical coherences /?(e2, gi) and pigi, e£) by their expression in terms of ground-state variables [cf. Eqs. (B.3)]. This
gives
p(e2> e^ = — Ilj,
(B5)
2
•_•*• j - n /rirv\
where S + is defined in Eq. (5.10)
We
P[oceed ln t h e s a m e Way f ° r t h e ° t h e r e x c l t e d - s t a t e
" "
finally
s+
s_
p(ev ei) ~~±^o
p(e-v e-{) = "j" no»

+ ^n.1

+ VlCr + n1Ci,

(B6)

where we have put
1
^ = ( s+ + s _)/i2.

+

>
(B7)

The same procedure allows one to calculate excited-state

2 2

coherences. We first define

v °-

p(e_1,g0) = - ^ - n 0 .

hU g ) - ° n
-»8-i>
2S+ ~1'

p{e

p(eo,e() = ^n1

The coherences p(ei, g0) [Eq. (5.6)] and p(e_i, go) can then be
written as
=

x>

$_
P(e-2> e-2> ~ ~^ "~v

S± = S±ku + iy

e

n

Take

APPENDIX B: Jg = 1 « Je = 2 TRANSITION IN
THE + ""CONFIGURATION

«3± = 5 ± 3kv + i ^ •

..
^_JL
"^'^
2J_

(B2)

In a similar way, one calculates the other optical coherences

p(e 1)e _ 1 ) = <e1|p|e_1>exp(-2ife[)t)

(B8)

(coherence between ei and e-i in the moving rotating frame),
which has the following equation of motion:
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p\ex, e_i) = —(F + 2ikv)p(ev e^)

In a similar way, we obtain from I I - ! = 0

+ J~\p(e1,g0)-p(g0,e_1)].

(B9)

0 = \s_H1 +js_U0 - £ « + n - i + (2Vl - s+)Cr

The steady-state value for p(ei, e-i) is then, using Eqs. (B2),
p(elt e_!) = (M2 + i" 2 )n 0 ,

(BIO)

wherewehaveput
_ 3 r " i r - %Hkv
>>2
~ 2 r 2 + 4k2u2 '
_ _ 3T Mi + 2y 1 w
2 r2 + 4*V '

K

+ 2( ^ +

'

We also need for the following the quantity

^ i . ^ - i ) = -Zikvp^g^)

'«" " Vf r ^ V

+

(B13a)

l*3>]<

[2to( +

^' * + r(- + ^

+ -p{eu e_x)

+ -7= itte2, e0) + p(ea, e_2)]
y6
+

witn

*" ^

[ tel>

^

^ ~ ? ( e »' *">>]

+ i | [p(g 1( e_ 2 ) -p(e 2 ,g_!)].

M3

o - (* - ^ k + 1, 2 n 0 + („ - ^

"3 = (*3+ + «s-)/12.

(B13c)

Calculation of Ground-State Populations and Coherences
We now write the equations of motion of the ground-state
populations. For example, we have for IIi
r

+

3
2 "^

+ ( " 2 - « + ^ j j T i i V l _ 1 + »5Cr + ^C I -,

(B19b)

where
a

fs

M5 = y ^ M 4 - ^ " i - 9 " 3 .

r

+ , 5 c r - ,sct,
(B19a)

/
S + kv\
° = V 2 + *- ~ 4 I ^ j n i

= [({ + 3kv)s3. - (8 - 3^) S3+ ]/6r,

(B18b)

We again replace the excited-state coherences and the optical coherences by their steady-state values. Taking the real
part and the imaginary part of the equation ^fei.g-!) = 0,we
get

(B13b)

and

(B18a)

r

He2, e0) + p(e0, e_2) = ^ / f U 2 + . ^ ( H , + n. x )

pr
p
\/"5"^
2~2 fr^Pl + "^ ~2kv^i
^
^

(B16)

(B17)

foi, g-J = <^1l/o^_l>exp(-2jftut) = Cr + iCit

(B12)

+ Un + iv4HCr + iCi),

~ kv s+\ct.

For the population n 0 ) we just use
l - n . + Ho + I L ,

p(e2, e0) + p(e0, e_2) = ((e2\p\e0) + <eo|p|e_2»exp(-2ifei;t)F
, . , . „ , . ,
which is found to be

S

since excited-state populations are negligible at this order in
fl. We now write down the evolution equation of the
ground-state coherence in the moving rotating frame;

r

M4 =

2043

(B19c)

tli = Tp(e2, e2) + — p(ev ej + - p(e0, e0)
Q

+ ij[pigi,e2)-p(e2,g1)]

a

+ i-^-\fi{gl,eo)-Heo,gi)].
2x/6

^
'
The first line describes how the state gi is fed by spontaneous emission from the three excited states e2, ei, e0, and the
second line describes absorption and stimulated-emission
processes. In steady state, we can put IIi = 0 and replace
excited populations and optical coherences by their value in
terms of ground-state variables. We obtain in this way
five
0 = - | sMt + | s + n 0 + | s + n_, + (2v1 - s_)Cr
/

S + kv

+ 2Ui~ ^F\
r

\

s-k/

(B15)

y5

=-

^

r

+ . / I 1 / 4 + - M l + 9^3.

>2

(B19d)

2

The set formed by the five equations [Eqs. (B15)-(B19)]
allows one to calculate numerically the five quantities n ± i ,
n 0 , Cr, and C; for any value of the atomic velocity. Inserting
the result into Eq. (5.9), one then gets the value of the
radiative force for any atomic velocity in the low-power
regime (see, e.g., Fig. 8).
I n t n e very low-velocity domain (kv « 1/TP = Vso), the
previous equations can be simplified by neglecting all
terms in kv/T and keeping only terms in kv/Tso- We then
put
s+=s_

= s0,

so that the previous set becomes

(B20)
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- — C - 2— C
3 r
r ''

average over the momentum carried away by the fluorescence photon, either <r± polarized or ir polarized:

°-i n » + l 1I «-f II -*-f c ' +2 F c *

<ei pMe p>= dp

' - i 'ik(1+£)

*-

1 = n t + n o + n_ 1;

x < ei> p + p'|p| e i ,p + p'>,

0 = ^ n j - ~ n_, - | ^ Cr - 1 C , .

(B21)

Then it 1S straightforward to check that the quantities given
in Section 5 [Eqs. (5.11)] are indeed solutions of this simplitied set.
On the other hand, for velocities such that hv » 1/TP, the
coherence between the two ground states gi andg-i becomes
negligible. One can then neglect Cr and C, in the three
equations [Eqs. (B16)-(B17)], which gives the simplified set

X<e o ,p + p'|p|e 0 ,p+p'>. (B24)
We can in the same way rewrite all the other optical Bloch
equations. This is done in detail in Refs. 18 and 19 for a Jg
= 0 W e = 1 transition or Jg = 1 - Je = 0 transition, so that
w e j u s t gj v e t jj e m a m results here. First, owing to the cons e r v a t i o n o f a ^ a r m o m e n t u m , the following family:
\\em,p + mhk); \gn,p + nhk)\,
m = 0, ±1, ±2,

-5s_n, + 9s + n 0 + s + n . = o,

. , . „ . .

_ . . .
i i .
. ,r..Cc •
Calculation of the Atomic Momentum Diffus.on
Coefficient
In order to calculate the momentum diffusion coefficient, we
use a method introduced by Castin and M01mer.29 This
method is well adapted to the present , • _ - laser configuration with a low laser power. It consists of writing down the
generalized optical Bloch equations including recoil. Since
we are interested here in the momentum diffusion coefficient, we take the limit of infinite atomic mass. This
amounts to considering an atom with zero velocity but still
exchanging momentum with the laser field, so that <p2)
increases linearly with time as 2Dt. Inordertogetd<p 2 )/dt,
we multiply the generalized optical Bloch equations (with v
= p/M = 0) by p 2 , and we integrate over p.
We start with the equation of motion for the population of
\go, P), i-e-. the atom in the ground state £o with momentum

P-

r--

-

<Cr + 'C;> <P) = <8vP + wplg-vP~hk),

w e c a n g e t a d o s e d g e t o f e q u a t i o n s f o r t h e s e varjables

(B25)
by

elimination of the optical coherences and the excited-state
populations and coherences. Here we just give the result of
this elimination:
rt

, • Ts0 t\
» = ~T (i" ^(P)

XI (p)

n

.
i(p)

=

1 r——
—^ ———
,
I [ n ° ( P " W ) + n ° ( P + hk)]
.
•,
1
- II0(p) + — II.^p) + — Cr(p) \ >
'
TsQ (
1
7
~Y \ n i ( P ~
' + 36 H l ( P + hK) ~ ~6 H l ( P )
+

+ — n o (p) H
I I . ^ p + hk) + — Cr(p + hk)
4
36
18
_ I _ . ._ {
1
6
3r
J*

,
I
7
+ ~ [Ct(p - hk) + dip + hk)] - ± dip)}b
o
J
(B26)

3

r

+ ^<e-i.Plc|e-i,P>
&
+ -—[= l(Sa, Plpl«i» P + hk)
v

+ <g0, plple-i, P - hk)]exp(-iaLt)

,

ci(p) = ^2 R [6nr 1 ( P ) - n _ 1 ( p ) ]
l

op-

<go>PiplSo>P> =7T (eiTpTple^Tp) + — <e o ,p|p|e o ,p)
2

n = 0, ±1

,

remains globally invariant in absorption and stimulatedemission processes. Transfers among families occur only
via spontaneous-emission processes. Taking now the foli o w i n g notation:
Hm(p) = (gm,p + mhk\p\gm,p + mhk),
m = 0, ±1,

s_Ul + 9s_II0 - Ss+II,! = 0,
n t + n 0 + n_! = 1.
(B22)
The solution of this set is given in Eqs. (5.15). Insertingthe
corresponding values into expression (5.9) for the force, we
recover the usual Doppler force, which has been plotted in
dotted curves in Fig. 8.

,

+ c.c.
(B23)

The first two lines describe feeding by spontaneous emission, and the last two lines describe departure due to absorption. The single or double bar over <e;,p|p|e;, p) means an

If one integrates these equations over p, one just recovers the
stationary values deduced from Eqs. (5.11) for zero velocity.
Now, multiplying these equations by p and integrating over
P, we get

<pC i >=|dp P c,(p) = g<pn 1 > >
(pU ) = — hk
= - < p l l )•
l
-1
17
1 + (4(52/5r2)

(B27)
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whereas for symmetry reasons one has

2045

which represents twice the total momentum diffusion coefficient D. The two contributions D\ and Di appearing in Eq.
(5.16) can easily be deduced from this calculation. For example, Di represents the fluctuations of the momentum
. ,
, , „
, .
„
, .
earned away by the fluorescence photons. If we replace in
Eq. (B23) the kernel describing the spontaneous-emission
pattern by just a &(p') function, we cancel out this cause of
diffusion. Then, repeating the same calculation again, we

8. Y. Shevy, D. S- Weiss, and S. Chu, in Proceedings of the Conference on Spin Polarized Quantum Systems, S. Stringari, ed.
(World Scientific, Singapore, 1989); Y. Shevy, D. S. Weiss. P. J.
Ungar, and S. Chu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 62,1118 (1989).
9- J- Dalibard, C. Salomon, A. Aspect, E Arimondo, R. Kaiser, N.
Vansteenkiste, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, in Proceedings of the
11th Conference on Atomic Physics, S. Harsche, J. C. Gay, and
G. Grynbeig, eds. (Worid Scientific, Singapore, 1989).
10
- S. Chu, D.S. Weiss, Y. Shevy, and P. J. Ungar, in Proceedings o/
the 11th Conference on Atomic Physics, S. Harsche, J. C. Gay,
and G. Grynberg, eds. (World Scientific, Singapore, 1989).
U
" We restrict ourselves here to neutral atoms. Note that for
trapped ions, mechanisms overcoming the Doppler limit were
also proposed. They involve Raman two-photon processes: H.
Dehmelt, G. Janik, and W. Nagourney, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 30,
612 (1985); P. E. Toschek, Ann. Phys. (Paris) 10,761 (1985): M.
LindbergandJ.Javanainen.J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 3,1008(1986).
12. J. P. Gordon and A. Ashkin. Phys. Rev. A 21,1606 (1980).
I 3 . j . Dalibard and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, J. Phys. B18,1661 (1985).
14. Other consequences of long atomic pumping times are described
in
W. Gawlik, J. Kowalski, F. Trager, and M. Vollmer, J. Phys. B
, . 20,997 (1987).
15. J. Javanainen and S. Stenholm, Appl. Phys. 21,35 (1980).
16 . j . D a l i b a r d a n d c . Cohen-Tannoudji, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 2,1707
(1985).
17. A. Aspect, J. Dalibard, A. Heidmann, C. Salomon, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, Phys. Rev. Lett. 57,1688 (1986).

placed by 8/17. This represents the contribution of the
fluctuations of the difference among the numbers of photons
absorbed in each wave (D2 term). We then get D\ by difference between D and D2.

Am. B 6,2112 (1989)
19. Y. Castin, H. Wallis, and J. Dalibard, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 6,2046
(1989).
20- E
" A"™0™10.A- Bambini, and S. Stenholm, Phys. Rev. A 24,898

<pll o ) = (pCr) = 0.

(B28)

2

We now multiply Eqs. (B26) by p and integrate over p in
order to get the rate of variation of <p 2 ):
d

dt

/r,2\ _ d . 2 .
df l

2

.
°

2n

u

'

/DOQI

Owing to symmetry around p = 0, one has <p 2 ll-i) =
<p 2 n,). After some calculations, we obtain from Eqs. (B26)
"
i v '
ana {a/1)
j
inn
i
s
a
l
— <p2) = h2k2TsJ+—U
(B30)
2
2
at
1.1' 1 + (4« /5r )
85 J

get an expression similar to Eq. (B30), where 58/85 is re-
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Paper 7.3
Y. Castin, J. Dalibard, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "The limits of Sisyphus cooling," in Proc.
Workshop on Light Induced Kinetic Effects on Atoms, Ions and Molecules, Elba Island,
Italy, May 2-5, 1990, eds. L. Moi, S. Gozzini, C. Gabbanini, E. Arimondo, and F. Strumia
(ETS Editrice, Pisa, 1991), pp. 5-24.
Reprinted with permission of ETS Editrice.
This paper has been written for the proceedings of the International Workshop on Light
Induced Kinetic Effects on Atoms, Ions and Molecules held in Elba Island in May 1990.
The semiclassical treatment of Sisyphus cooling presented in the previous paper 7.2
predicts that the equilibrium temperature T should scale as the depth UQ of the optical
potential wells associated with the spatially modulated light shifts of the ground state
sublevels, i.e. as / L / H at large detuning (/L is the laser intensity and 8 the detuning). Such
a proportionality of T to /L cannot remain valid when /L —* 0> and it is easy to understand
why. If Uo ~ IL/\8\ is too small, the decrease of potential energy after each optical pumping
cycle, on the order of UQ, cannot overcome the increase of kinetic energy due to the recoil
communicated by thefluorescencephoton, which scales as the recoil energy ER — h2k2/2M.
There are therefore limits to the lowest temperatures which can be achieved by Sisyphus
cooling.
This paper tries to evaluate these limits, starting from the full quantum equations of
motion, where not only internal variables, but also external variables (position and momentum of the atomic center of mass) are treated quantum mechanically. Prom a numerical
solution of these equations, it is found that the steady state kinetic energy EK only depends
on UO/ER. AS predicted by the semiclassical theory, EK varies linearly with UQ/ER for large
UO/ER, but when UO/ER decreases, EK passes through a minimum and then increases [see
Fig. 3(b)]. There is therefore a threshold for Sisyphus cooling, corresponding to a minimum temperature which scales as ER (and not as KT » ER, as is the case for Doppler
cooling).
This paper also presents approximate analytical solutions of the full quantum equations.
Since the width Ap of the momentum distribution remains large compared to hk, it is
possible to expand the Wigner functions associated with the two ground state sublevels
9±i/2 a n d to get the coupled Fokker-Planck equations which confirm the physical picture
given for Sisyphus cooling. Further reduction of these two coupled equations can be achieved
by using other approximations corresponding to the various limiting cases. A very important
parameter appearing in these calculations is the product fiOscrp of the oscillation frequency
Oosc of the atom near the bottom of the optical potential wells and the time r p it takes
for an atom to change its internal state by optical pumping. It turns out that the coldest
regime of Sisyphus cooling occurs forfiOscTp» 1, i.e. when the atom oscillates several times
in the optical potential well before undergoing an optical pumping cycle.
A few months after the Elba meeting, a new approach was introduced for studying
such an oscillating regime [Y. Castin and J. Dalibard, Europhys. Lett. 14, 761 (1990)]. The
idea is to diagonalize in a first step the Hamiltonian part of the quantum equations of
motion, describing a quantum particle moving in a bipotential. Due to the periodicity of
the potential, the energy spectrum consists of energy bands. Then, in a second step, one

522
takes into account the relaxation associated with optical pumping. Condition £lOscTp ^* 1
allows one to get simple rate equations for the populations of the various bands (secular
approximation) and means also that the splitting Ml osc between the bands is large compared
to their radiative width h/rp.
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THE LIMITS OF SISYPHUS COOLIHQ
Y. Castin, J. Dalibard and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
Laboratoire de Spectrcscopie Hertzienne de L'Ecole Normale Superieure {*]
and College de France
24, Rue Lhomond, F-75231 Paris Cedex 05, France

Abstract: We present a theoretical analysis of the Sisyphus cooling occuring in a 1-D
polarization gradient molasses. Starting from the full quantum equations of motion, we show
that, in the limit of large detunings, the steady state atomic density matrix depends only on a
single parameter UQ/ER, where Uo is the depth of the optical potential wells and ER the recoil
energy. The minimal kinetic energy is found to be on the order of 40 ER and is obtained for
UQ — 100 ER. We derive also simple analytical equations of motion which confirm the physical
picture of Sisyphus cooling. Steady state solutions of these equations are obtained in the two
limiting cases of jumping particles (optical pumping time Tp shorter than the oscillation period
2ir/£losc in an optical potential well) and oscillating particles (£loscTp > I).
1. INTRODUCTION
Laser cooling is known to have led to extremely low atomic kinetic temperatures in the
recent years [1]. Initially it was thought that Doppler cooling [2,3] was sufficient to explain these
temperatures. This type of laser cooling is based on the radiation pressure forces, exerted by
identical counterpropagating laser waves on a moving atom, which become unbalanced because
of opposite Doppler shifts. The temperatures achievable by Doppler cooling can be shown to be
limited by the lower bound TD:
kBTD = hT/2 .
(Li)
However, the discovery in 1988 [4] of temperatures well below this theoretical Doppler limit To
initiated a search for new cooling mechanisms, more effective than Doppler cooling.
First qualitative explanations were given soon after this experimental discovery [5,6] and
were followed by more quantitative treatments [7,8]. They are based on the internal atomic
ground state dynamics induced by the atomic motion in the polarization gradients of the molasses
laser fields. These dynamics arise from the fact that the ground state of the atoms experimentally
studied (Na, Cs) is degenerate. This had been left out of the previous theoretical models, which
were dealing only with two level atoms. The internal atomic dynamics lead, for very low laser
intensities, to long internal atomic pumping times which, when associated to differential light
shifts of the various ground state sublevels, may be at the origin of a strong cooling and of sub
Doppler temperatures.
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to ID molasses. In such a case, two distinct cooling mechanisms in a laser polarization gradient can be identified [7]. The first one, on which we will focus
(*) Laboratoira associe au C* ":';ve National de la Recherche Scientifique et ai'iJiuversiti Pierre
et Marie Curie.
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will focus in the following, occur? in the Bit ± lin configuration, formed by two orthogonally
linearly polarized, counterpropagating plane waves. It axises from a "Sisyphus" effect: due to
the spatial modulation of light shifts and optical pumping rates, the atom "ascends" more than
it "descends" in its energy diagram. The second 1-D mechanism occurs in a superposition of
two counterpropagating waves with <r+ and <r_ polarizations. For a Jg = 1 <—• Je = 2 atomic
transition for instance, a strong cooBng occurs, due to a differential scattering force induced by
a very sensitive velocity-selective population difference appearing between the two ground state
sublevels \J3,mg = 1) and \Jg,mg — — 1) .
When the detuning S — U>L -U>A between the laser and atomic frequencies is large compared
to the itatural width F, the Sisyphus mechanism leads, for very low velocities, to a cooling force
and to a momentum diffusion coefficient stronger by a factor S2 /T2 than the ones for the second
mechanism. We will therefore focus in the following on the Sisyphus cooling.
We will first (§ 2) give a qualitative description of Sisyphus cooling, restricting ourselves to
a Jg = 1/2 <—> J e = 3/2 transition. We will then present (§ 3) numerical results concerning the
temperature achievable by this cooling. These results have been derived from a full quantum
treatment of both internal and external degrees of freedom of the atom. Finally, we present in
§ 4 some elements for a semi-dassical treatment of this process, in which the external motion
can be analyzed in classical terms. We show that this approach allows some simple physical
pictures, while giving results in good agreement with the exact quantum treatment.
2. QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF SISYPHUS COOLING
2.1 The Laser Field
In this section, we outline the physical mechanism which leads to Sisyphus cooling for a
Jg ~ 1/2 <—> Je =• 3/2 atomic transition (Fig. la). The laser electric field resulting from
the superposition of two counterpropagating waves with respective polarizations ex and ey,
respective phases at z = 0 equal to 0 and — TT/2, and with the same amplitude £0 can be written:
E(z,t) = £+(z)e-i"Lt

+ c.c.

(2.1)

with :
£+(z) = £o {ejkz - ieye~ikz)

= V2£o (COS kz—P1 + i sin k z ^ ^ ) .

(2.2)

The total electric field is the superposition of two fields respectively <r_ and a+ polarized and
with amplitudes £QV2COS kz and £oV2sinkz. Therefore the resulting ellipticity depends on z.
Light is circular (o-_) at z = 0, linear along (ex - ey) /y/2 at z = A/8...(Fig. lb).
2.2 The Atomic Internal Dynamics
We now determine the positions of the Bght shifted energy levels, assuming here that the
laser intensity is low, so that we can restrict our analysis to the ground state density matrix.
Furthermore, since the laser polarization is a superposition of <r+ and <r_, and since Jg < 1, the
optical excitation cannot create Zeeman coherences with Am — ±2 in the ground state so that
we can restrict our discussion to populations.
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Fig.la: Atomic level scheme and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for a Jg = 1/2 <—*• Je - 3/2
transition.
Fig.lb: The resulting polarization in a lin ± lin configuration.
Suppose, for example, that z = 0 so that the polarization is cr_ (Fig. 1b). The atom is
optically pumped into g~\j2 so that the steady-state populations of 3_i/ 2 and gx/2 are equal
to 1 and 0, respectively. We must also note that, since the <r_ transition starting from g_ 1/2
is three times as intense as the cr_ transition starting from g1^2, the light shift A'_ of #_i/ 2 is
three times larger (in modulus) than the light shift A' + of gx/2. We assume here that, as usual
in Doppier-cooling experiments, the detuning :
8 = uL - uA

(2.3)

between the laser frequency uiL and the atomicfrequencyuA is negative so that both light shifts
are negative.
If the atom is at z = A/4, where the polarization is <r+ (Fig. 1b), the previous conclusions
are reversed. The populations of g_ 1/2 and g1/2 are equal to 0 and 1, respectively, because the
atom is now optically pumped into g1/2. Both light shifts are still negative, but we now have
A'+ = 3A'_.
Finally, if the atom is in a place where the polarization is linear, for example, if z =
A/8,3A/8,..., symmetry considerations show that both sublevels are equally populated and undergo the same (negative) light sMift equal to 2/3 times the maximum light shift occurring for
a <r+ or (7_ polarization.
All these results are summarized in Fig. 2a which shows as a function of z the light shifted
energies of the two ground-state sublevels. The analytic expression for these light shifted energies
hA±(z) can be derived simply from the expression for the laser field (2.2) and from the intensity
factors of the various <r+ and tr_ transitions given in Fig. la. One can indeed add independently
the two light shifts created by the two <?+ and <r_ standing waves appearing m (2.2), sfaice gl/2
and <7_i/2 are not connected to the same excited level :
7iA+(2) = hSs0 sin2 kz + ~h6s0 cos2 kz - -Uo + •—• cos2fc.z =

+ U+(z)

(2.4a)

ftA_(«) = hSso cos2 kz + iMSQ sin2 kz = -Uo - ^ cos2kz = - ^ - + U-(z) . (2.4b)
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with:
£r + 0)=tf 0 cos 2 fcz
2

U-(z) =V0 sin kz .

(2.4c)
(2Ad)

The saturation parameter so is defined as :

So =

fl2/2

^TrvJ'

(2 5)

-

where fl is the Rabi frequency for each of the two running waves, calculated for a Clebsh-Gordan
coefficient equal to 1 and for a reduced dipole moment for the transition equal to d :
ft = -2d£0/n.

(2.6)

The energy UQ introduced in (2.4) :

Uo = lh(-S)so

> 0

(2.7)

o
represents the modulation depth of the oscillating light shifted ground state sublevels. In the
same way, one can derive the expression of the rate 7+. at which the atom jumps from cfi/2 to
9-1/2 '•

(1

\ 2

2

- r s 0 cos2 kzj - = -Ts 0 cos2 kz .
(2.8)
This is the probability per unit time of absorbing a c_ photon from gi/i-, and then decaying
from e_j/2 to g^j/2 by emitting a 7r photon. In the same way, one gets :
2
7_ = - r « o s i n 2 ^ .
y

(2.9)

The characteristic internal relaxation time fp (i.e. optical pumping time) is then given by:

l=7++7_

=

^o.

(2.n)

2.3 Sisyphus Effect for a Moving Atom
We now consider an atom moving along Oz in the bi-potential U±(z). We suppose for
instance that the atom is initially in the state g1/2 with a kinetic energy much larger than the
modulation depth Ug (Fig. 2b). As the atom moves in U+(z), it may undergo a transition to
g~ij2- The rate 7+ at which such a transition occurs is maximal around the tops of U+(z),
the atom being then put in a valley for U-(z). This transition decreases the potential energy
of the atom, while leaving its kinetic energy unchanged, if one neglects the momentum of the
fluorescence photon involved in the procesa. From g~\/% the same sequence can. be repeated
so that the atom on the average climbs more than it goes down in its energy diagram. An
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Fig. 2a: Light shifted energies and steady-state populations for a Jg — 1/2 ground state and for
a negative detuning. The lowest sublevel, having the largest light shift, is also the most populated
one. We have plotted in broken lines the average potential U(z) seen by the atom in the jumping
case (§ 4.3).
Fig. 2b: Atomic Sisyphus effect. Because of the spatial modulation of the transition rates 7±,
a moving atom sees on the average more uphill parts than downhill ones and its velocity is
damped. The random path sketched here has been obtained for S = — 5 F and Q = 2.3 F, and for
the Cesium recoil shift htf/mT = 7.8 10~4.
example of a sequence of successive discontinuous changes of the total atomic kinetic energy is
represented in Fig. 2b. This constitutes an atomic realisation of the Sisyphus myth.
The intuitive limit of this type of cooling is the modulation depth UQ of the potential:
cooling is efficient until the average kinetic energy is so low that the atom cannot reach the top
of the hills, (see for example the last jump represented in Fig. 2b). We will see in the following
using a more rigorous treatment that the kinetic energies achievable by Sisyphus cooling are
indeed on the order of a fraction of UQ.
3. QUANTUM TREATMENT OF SISYPHUS COOLING
3.1 Principle of the Quantum Treatment
In order to make a quantitative treatment of Sisyphus cooling, we have made a numerical
integration of the equation of motion of the atomic density matrix a, involving both internal
and external degrees of freedom. Irom the steady state value of <7, we can then derive several
features of the atomic stationary distribution. For instance, the quantity:
7r

(p)=X< int 'Pl ff l int 'P)'
int

C3-1)

where the sum bears on all internal atomic states, gives the stationary momentum distribution.
Similarly,
P(*) = £(int,*|ff|int,*)
mi

(3.2)
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gives the spatial repartition of the atoms, etc...
The equation of evolution of <T is [9]:
&=^W,H]

(3-3)

+ (&)SB

where the total hamiltonian H involves the center of mass kinetic energy term P 2 /2m, the
atomic internal Hamiltonian Hint a-nd the atom laser coupling VJH :
3/2

]P

Sint-

(3.4a)

hu)A\Je,me}(Je,me\-

me = -3/2

VAt = ^ s i a f c Z (|e 3/a )foi/j| + -Lje1/2){<,_1/2f) e - < ^

+ Lc_

+ ~ cos kZ ([e_8/j)(ff_1/1| + ^|«-i/2)<»i/2l) *-iuLt +

fc-c

(3.4b)

where Z represents the atomic center of mass position operator. The term (&)SE describes the
relaxation of a due to spontaneous emission processes.
To solve the equation of evolution (3.3), we expand a in the momentum basis and we look
for the evolution of matrix elements of the type (i,p\cr\i',p'}, where i and i' stand for two internal
states of the atom, and p and p' for two momenta. We get for instance :
HSi/2,P;e3/2,p') = - (i (<*+ ^ J r )

+

2)

ff

^\-/2,V^z/t,p')

+ ^7f {(9i/2,pW\giri,p' + M) - {3I/2,PW\9I/2,P'

-

M))

+ —Jz ((e3/2,P + hk\o\e3/2,p') - {e3/2,p-hk}<T)e3/2,p'))
- ~ | ((e-i/2,P + a*k|c3/i,p') + (e-i/2,P - Hk\a\eiJ2,pf)) , (3.5)
where we have put :

<Kffi/2,P;e?/2,p') = {gi/2,p\(r\e3/2,p')exp(-iwLt)

(3.6)

and where we have used :
etikZ\p) = \p±hk).

(3.7)

In order to minimize the number of matrix elements involved in the calculation, we, have
chosen to discretize the momenta on a grid with the largest step compatible with equations such
as (3.5). Thus we have chosen
for 5i/2,ei/ 2 ,e-3/2,

hk
P=——+2nhk

for 5_i/2,C3/2,c_i/2,

p= ~ + 2n'hk

(3.8)

where n and n' are positive or negative integers, and where the terms izttk/2 have been put
to keep the symmetry between ff+1/2 a n d <?-i/2- One can easily check that this momentum
discretisation allows the integration of the evolution equation of optical "coherences" (matrix
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elements involving one g and one e) such as (3.5) or of ee matrix elements (terms involving two
excited states). On the other hand the evolution of ground state matrix elements (terms with
two g) is more complicated because of the feeding of these terms by spontaneous emission. For
instance, one gets [9]:
((gi/2;P^\gi/2,p'))s,E,=T

J dp"KJP"){e3/2,p

+ p"\a\e3/2,p' + p")

+ E.J dP"K(p")(el/2,p + p>|e, / 2 ,p' + p")
+ | / V ^ - ( p " ) { c - , / 3 , p + p"Hc- 1/2 ,p'+p")

(3.9)

where Ns{p")dp" is the probability that, when a fluorescence photon with e polarization is
emitted, it will have a momentum along z between p" and p" + dp" (dipole radiation pattern).
Since p" varies between -hk and +hk, the only way to make (3.9) consistent with the momentum
discretization is to take :
AM?") = K.(P")

= 1(6(P" - M) + s(p" + hk))

K(p") = S(p") .

(3.10)

This means that we will consider in the following that a± fluorescence photons are emitted
along the Oz axis, while w polarized fluorescence photons are emitted orthogonally to the z axis.
This constitutes a simplification of the real atomic dipole radiation pattern, but the modifications
induced on the final calculated atomic distribution are small.
Once this approximation is made, we are left with a set of coupled differential equations
that we truncate at a large value pmax of p and p' {pmax ranges between 40 hk and 100 hk). We
can numerically integrate these equations until the density matrix elements reach their steady
state values, which are checked to be independent of the truncation pmax.
Three independent
parameters are necessary to specify the steady state : the reduced Rabi frequency Q/T, the
reduced detuning S/Y and the reduced recoil shift hk2fmT. Before giving the results of this
integration, we now indicate how these equations can be simplified in the low intensity limit
which is of interest here.
3.2 T h e Low Intensity Approximation
The previous equations such as (3.5) contain all the physics of the motion of a Jg = 1/2 <—•
Je = 3/2 atom in a lin _L lin configuration. They are valid for any laser intensity and detuning,
provided that the error introduced by the truncation on p is small. In particular they can
describe saturation effects, if so becomes of the order or larger than 1, and also Doppler cooling
when the momenta p are such that kp/m is not negligible compared to T.
Since we are dealing here mainly with low intensity situations, we can simplify these equations of motion which makes the numerical resolution much faster. The approximation coftsists
in neglecting excited state matrix elements in comparison with ground state matrix elements.
This allows a direct calculation of optical coherences and excited state coherences and populations only in terms of ground state matrix elements. Eq. 3.5 gives for instance in steady
state:
<?(9i/2,p;e3/2,p') = .{s +

{?2

^Jny^mh)

+ T/i«9i/2,PW\9i/2,p'
- \9L/2,PW\9I/2,P

+ »*>
~ &&)) •

(3.11)
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Yve then replace these expressions for eg, ge and ee matrix elements in the equation of evolution
of the ground state matrix elements so that we are left with equations involving only terms such
as
{s±i/2>p\<7\9±i/2,p')' This constitutes a considerable simplification of the initial numerical
problem.
A second simplifying approximation consists in neglecting the kinetic energy term (p2 —
l2
p )/2mh appearing in the denominator of (3.11). Indeed this term can be written [(p +
p')/m][(p ~ P')m w here (p + p')/m is a typical atomic velocity v, while (p - p')/h is the inverse
of the characteristic length of the spatial distribution, i.e. k (this will be made more clear in the
Wigner representation in § 4). This approximation therefore amounts to neglecting the Doppler
shift kv in comparison with F.
Note that on the contrary we do not neglect the term (p2 — p'2)/2m in the evolution of
(9I/2,PW\9I/2IP'},
because this term has then to be compared with the feeding terms appearing
in (3.9) such as T{e3/2,p\cr}e3/2,p') ~ T^o, and we do not make any assumption on the respective
sizes of kv and Fso.
Once these two approximations are made, the quantum problem becomes very close to the
simple model presented in § 2: all the dynamics is restricted to the ground state, and the residual
Doppler cooling has been neglected so that one is left only with Sisyphus cooling.
3.3 Results of the quantum treatment
Since we have developped the two versions of the program solving the set of differential
equations, either keeping all terms (§ 3.1) or restricting the set of equations with the low intensity
assumption (§ 3.2), we can check whether the approximations presented above are justified. We
have found that for \6\ > 31, and $o < 0.1. the results obtained by the two methods are close.
For instance, for hk2/mY = 7.8 10~4 (corresponding to the Cesium atom recoil shift), and for
0 = F, & = -3F, we get a steady state momentum distribution with Pr.m.s. — 7.4 hk using the
complete set of equations, and with pr.m.s. — 7.7 hk neglecting Doppler cooling and saturation
effects. Consequently, we will only present in the following results obtained in the low power
approach, which is much less computer-time consuming, keeping in mind that the addition, of
Doppler cooling could slightly reduce the width of the momentum distributions.
We have given in Fig. 3a a set of results for the momentum distribution obtained for the
cesium recoil shift and for a detuning 6 = —5F. The Rabi frequency Q, varies between 0.1F
and 2.0F. All distributions are equally normalized on the interval [—40 hk,iO hk]. It clearly
appears that there exists an optimal Rabi frequency around 0.5F for getting a high and narrow
distribution.
To get more quantitative results, we have plotted in Fig. 3b the average kinetic energy
EK — (Pr.m.s.)2/2m in units of the recoil energy Eft — h2k2/2m. EK is calculated on a range
[—100 hk, 100 hk] for various sets of parameters 6, Q and hk2/2m. For a given recoil shift and a
given detuning, EK is remarkably linear with the laser intensity fi2, provided Q2 is sufficiently
large. When ft2 is decreased, £/< reaches a minimum value and then increases again as Q.2 tends
to zero.
Data of Fig. 3b also clearly show that, for large 6, EK/ER is actually a function of a single
parameter, mti2/\t)\hk2, which is pioportionnal to Uo/Eft- The minimal value of Ejf is obtained
for:
Uo ^ 105 ER

(3-12)
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and is found to be:
(EK)min^4GER

-

(pr.m.,.)nin

~ G.3 hk.

(3.13)

One can see from Fig. 3b that Uo — 100 ER appears as a threshold potential for having good
Sisyphus cooling: below this value, the steady-state kinetic energy increases very rapidly as VQ
decreases.
Now, one might ask whether these momentum distributions are Gaussian aad can be assigned a temperature. In Fig. 4, we have plotted, for 6 = -15F, both pT.m.a. a*id ?>Pii^/i (half
width of the distribution at 1/i/e of full height) vs Q/T. For a Gaussian distribution, these two
quantities are equal. Here, one clearly sees that a discrepancy appears either for very low or
high Rabi frequencies. In both cases, pr.m.s. ' s larger than &P\j^/j, indicating the presence of
large wings in the momentum distributions. The minimal value reached by 6p\/^ is only:
(tPl/^)min * 3 hk

(3.14)

Uo ~ 25 ER .

(3.15)

and is obtained for:

Fig. 3a: Steady-state momentum distributions obtained for a detuning 5 = —5F for various
Rabi frequencies Q.
Fig. 3b: Average kinetic energy EK in units of the recoil energy ER versus UQ/ER. The
results of the semi-classical treatment {§ 4) are indicated in dotted lines (spatial modulation
neglected) and in broken lines (spatial modulation included for the case of "oscillating particles").
Finally, we have looked for the spatial atomic distribution V(z). This distribution is modulated in 2 with a period A/4. The distribution is found to be nearly uniform for small Uo
{UQ < 100 ER); the atoms are on the contrary localized around the points z = nA/4 for large
Vo.
To summarize the results of this quantum treatment, we have shown that, for large detunings, the steady state momentum distributions obtained by Sisyphus cooling depend only on a
single parameter UO/ER when hk is chosen as the momentum unit. This has to be compared
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Fig. 4'- Comparison between the r.m.s. momentum pT.m.s. and the width at 1-^/e of the
steady-state momentum distribution, for the cesium recoil shift and for a detuning of -15F.
These two quantities would be equal in the case of a Gaussian momentum distribution. The dots
indicate the results of a Monte-Carlo treatment (see § J).
with the result for Doppler cooling where the momentum distributions are Gaussian with a temperature (in units of hF/hs) depending only on 6/T. Here the situation is more complex since
the momentum distributions are not always Gaussian. Therefore they cannot be characterized
by a single number such as a temperature. Depending whether one looks for a "compact" momentum distribution (small pr.m.a.) or a very narrow central peak (small Spx/^), the optimal
value for the "universal parameter" UQIER changes by a numerical factor of the order of 4.
3.4 Physical discussion
We now compare the results of this quantum approach with the ones obtained from a
simple analytical treatment [7j. That treatment was limited to a situation where the cooling
could be described, after a spatial averaging, by a force linear with the atomic momentum p
and a diffusion coefficient independent of p. It led to Gaussian momentum distributions with
an average kinetic energy given by ER = 3J7o/16.
Here we recover this linear dependence of EK VS UQ over a wide range of parameters. The
slope (pEx/dUo) is 0.14 instead of 3/16 a 0.19, which is in remarkable agreement if one takes
iiito account all the approximations introduced in the analytical treatment of [7],
There is however a discrepancy between the results obtained here and the predictions of [7]It indeed appears from the results of this full quantum treatment that Sisyphus cooling works
better than what was expected! In [7], Sisyphus cooling was expected to be efficient as long as
the cooling force was linear with p over all the steady-state momentum distribution which has
a typical width Prm,- This requirement led to a minimum kinetic energy given by:
EK > £ « — .

(3.16)

On. the contrary, the minimal kinetic energy found here is independent of the detuning 6 even
for very large detuidngs. This will be explained further as dtie to the fact that Sisyphus cooling
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works even if the r.m.s. momentum is outside the range of linearity of the force. For such, large
momenta, indeed, the diffusion coefficient, and therefore the heating, decrease when p increases
so that Sisyphus cooling may remain efficient.
Another unexpected feature of the results of this quantum approach concerns the deviation from a Gaussian of the steady-state momentum distribution obtained for large modulation
depths Uo (Fig. 4). This deviation has to be connected to the apparition of an important modulation of the spatial atomic distribution V(z) in steady-state. Such a localization of the atoms
had not been taken into account in [7] because of the spatial averaging of the force and of the
momentum diffusion coefficient.
We now present an analytical treatment which gives a good account for these two features,
minimum of EK VS UO at low [70, and localization of atoms for large Uo4. SEMI-CLASSICAL TREATMENT OF SISYPHUS COOLING
In order to get some physical insights in the results given by the quantum treatment presented in the previous section, we now turn to an approach in which the external motion can
be analyzed in classical terms. The corresponding equations of motion can be derived from an
expansion in hk/p < 1 of the quantum equations of evolution. We will see that this expansion
validates the physical pictures given in § 2, and that it gives an interpretation for most of the
results given by the quantum treatment.
4.1 Expansion of the Equations of Motion
The principle of the calculation is very similar to the one developed for a 2-level atom by
various authors [10]. We start from the Wigner representation of the atomic density operator:

W(z,p,t)=±Jdv {p+ l\a\p~ | ) exp(^) .

(4.1)

Note that W(z,p, t) is still an operator with respect to the internal degrees of freedom. For
instance, (3.5) can be written:

^(e-^ig^Mz^t)^))

= - ( « + £ + £ ^){5l/2|W(2,p,t)|e3/2)e-i^*
+

£j=eil"(91/i\W(z,p+^-,t)\9l/2)

- ^=e-ik*{gm\W{z,p-

™,t)\9l/2) ,

(4.2)

where we have neglected, in the low intensity limit, the two last lines of (3.5) since they involve
only matrix elements of W between excited states.
Now, since we have seen in § 3 that the momentum extension pr.m.a. of the steady state
remains larger than hk, we can expand W in the following way :
W(z,p+hk)~

dW
W(z,p) + hk—(z,p)

+ •••

We note that the atomic kinetic energy contribution, leading to the free flight term pjm-dW/dz,
is easy to evaluate in the Wigner representation since dW/dz is of the order of kW. In expressions
such as (4.2), this contribution is therefore negligible if kp/m < T.
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We now proceed in the same way as in § 3.3. We eliminate optical coherences and excited
state populations and coherences to get two equations dealing only with:
»±(2,JM) = {0±i/2|W(*,P,Olff_i/2> .

(4.3)

After some algebra we obtain:
.d

pd

dU± d .

. . .

.

.

.

+ ~^~((lO-cos2kz)w±

+ w^)

(4.4)

This equation is a straightforward validation of the physical picture given in § 2. It describes
the motion of a particle with mass m, moving on the bi-potential U±(z) given in (2.4), with
random jumps between the levels j±i/2 with rates 7±(z) (Eqs. 2.8,9). The second line in (4.4)
corresponds to the atomic momentum diffusion in absorption and emission processes due to the
discretness of the photon momentum. For instance the atom on level pi/2 can jump to esn or
e-i/2 by absorbing a laser photon, and come back to 51/2 by emitting a fluorescence photon.
The ground state sublevel is not changed in such a process but there is a momentum diffusion,
due to the randomness of the momentum (±hk) of both the absorbed laser photon and the
emitted fluorescence one. We note that the momentum diffusion coefficient appearing in (4.4)
has the same order of magnitude (h2k2Ts0) as the one found for a two level atom in a weak
standing wave.
The last term of the second line of (4.4) describes a diffusive coupling between w+ and w~.
It does not vanish for the values of z for which 7+(z) and -y-(z) vanish, and where one would
expect that no transfer is possible between g-1/2 and gx/2- The existence of such a term is
actually due to the fact that the atomic wave packet has a finite extension _ z ~ /i/Ap, which
gives rise to correction terms for the transfer rates of the order of (Aa;//t)2 ~ fi2fc2/Ap2.
4.2 The Steady-State Distribution in the Limit of Negligible Spatial Modulation
We now turn to the research of an analytical solution to the semi-classical equations of
motion (4.4). We begin in this section by introducing a rather crude approximation which
however gives results in good agreement with the ones obtained from the quantum approach.
We look for the evolution of the atomic distribution function given by:
i>(z,p,t) = w+(z,p,t) + w-(z,p,t)

(4.5)

and we make the very simple assumption that rp is actually independent of z, i.e. the total
atomic distribution function has a negligible spatial modulation in steady state. We will come
back to this hypothesis at the end of the calculation.
Summing the two equations (4.4) for w+ and to-, we get in steady state:
(4.6a)
with:
| j *0

(4.66)

F(z) = - ^ ± = ^ - = kUosin Ikz
az
az
<p(z,p,t) - w+(z,p,t) - tD_(z,p,i)
Do - Uk2k2Ts0/18 .

(4.6c)
(4.6d)
(4.6e)
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Note that we have neglected the modulation in cos 2kz of the momentum diffusion coefficient
appearing in (4.4).
Now the evolution of the difference <p between tsx and K?_ is obtained also from (4.4):

( s + £ E ) ' - ^ +h - ^ - h

+

+ 7-)» + i » V r ^ .

(4.r)

The last teim of (4.7) is small compared to (7+ + 7-)v = {2Ts§l%)tp since p > hk and will be
neglected in the following. In steady state, (4.7) can then be integrated to give for p > 0:
V{z,p)

= ^ J'^ ^-"P.e-'O/P ((7_ _ 7+ ) ( Z > _ F(^')~)

(4.8a)

with:
(4.8b)

Replacing 7± and F by their expression (2.8-9 and 4.6c) and with the assumption that if) is
independent of z, we get :

<P(*,P)=~?/1!\, \U*2kz+^a»2kz)*-^(a»2kz-?lsm2kz)%]
i + (p/Pcr LV

p

2pc v

J

p

. (4.9)

J op\

We now put this expression for y> in (4.6a) and we average the result over a wavelength, in
order to be consistent with the assumption that ij) is not modulated in steady state. This gives:
d ((

ap/m \

(

Dx

^ \ dil>\

(4.10)

with:

« = ^ =- ^ f
DlJj?EL

= n^Ys^

(4-lla)
(4.116)

Expression (4.10) has a straightforward interpretation: in steady state, the momentum distribution results from an equilibrium between a cooling force due to the Sisyphus effect:
(4.12)
and heating due to momentum diffusion described by the diffusion coefficient:

^

=

ITW + ^

(4-13)

The expression (4.12) for the cooling force has already been derived elsewhere [7]. It is equal
to the average of the two state dependent forces — (dU±/dz), weighted by the steady state
populations of these states for an atom moving with velocity v — p/m.
The momentum diffusion (4.13) has two contributions. The term Do has been discussed
above; it corresponds to the fluctuations of the momentum carried away by the fluorescence
photons and to the fluctuations in the difference between the number of photons absorbed in
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each of the two laser waves. The term proportional to Z?j corresponds to the fluctuations of the
instantaneous gradient force Fg(t) oscillating back and forth between —dU+Jdz and —dU_jdz
at a rate I ftp. It is approximatively equal to the time integral of the correlation function of

I(p) = / {Fg(t ~ T)Fg(t)}positioadr
Jo
-

A

5/4

(1

1

\

which gives a good understanding of the variation with p of this diffusion term: if the atom
moves slowly (p < pa) it travels over a small fraction of a wavelength during the correlation
time Tp. Then there is a strong correlation between Fg(t — r ) and Fg[t) and / is large. On the
other hand, if p > pc, the atom travels over many wavelengthes before changing level and the
value of / is decreased since the correlation between Fg(t — r) and Fg{i) becomes small.
Remark: many terms have been left out in the procedure which led to (4-10) and it is
possible to get a more accurate (but more complicated) equation for ip if one keeps some
of these terms. For instance, for p = 0, there is a discrepancy by a factor 4/3 between the
momentum diffusion coefficient D(p) found here and the value of I(p). This discrepancy
can be lifted if one takes into account more spatial harmonics in the derivation of the
Fokker-Planck equation (4-10).
We now look for the solution of (4.10). This solution can be written:
^(p)

= #})exp^/^/)

(4.14)

We first note that, if Do is neglected, this momentum distribution is Gaussian with ksT =
Di/a — f/o/2, since //_> is linear in p. Therefore we see that Sisyphus cooling may lead to
narrow momentum distributions even if the cooling force is not linear in p over the steady-state
momentum distribution. This ia due to the fact that the momentum diffusion associated with
the Sisyphus mechanism actually decreases faster (in 1/p2) than the cooling force (in 1/p). We
therefore understand in this way why the real lower bound on En is actually smaller than the
one given in (3.16).
We now take into account Do- We then get :

HJ,) _

*°)
(l+pt/fcf

(4.15)

with :

PCWITIW
A

a

- Pc

* tk*imirR

for lsl>r

_ _____

(4 16a)

-

(A

l6b)

Expression (4.15) exhibits several features similar to the ones derived from the quantum treatment. First we see from (4.16a,b) that, if we express p in units of hk, the steady-state distribution
depends only on U0/ER. One finds for the r.m.s. momentum after some algebra:
&K = 7 7 T - % i T 4 i/o — OO.&.R

for Uo > 66 ER,

(4.17)
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the integral giving < p2 > diverging for UQ < 66 Ep. The variations of Ex as a function of UQ
have been plotted in dotted lines in Fig, 3b, They are in good qualitative agreement with, the
quantum results for small values (< 100) of UQ/ER. As UQ/ER increases, a discrepancy between
the two results appears. This is due to the fact, for large UQ, the particles become localized in
the potential valleys (Fig. 4b), and the hypothesis that if) is not spatially modulated becomes
very unrealistic.
We also note that for UQ < 22 ER, £q. 4.15 leads to a aon normalisable distribution
{A < 0.5), which means that the Sisyphus cooling is then too weak to maintain the particles
around p = 0 in steady state.
To summarize, one should consider this analytical approach as a good qualitative treatment,
valid mainly around and below the minima of the average kinetic energy plotted in Fig. 3b. On
the other hand, much above these minima, i.e. for large UQ/'£R, this treatment predicts that
EK becomes on the order of Uo/4. With such a kinetic energy, much smaller than the potential
depth Co, the hypothesis of non localised particles which is at the basis of this treatment is very
unrealistic. We therefore present now some elements concerning this regime where the particles
get localized.
4.3 Taking into Account the Localization
An important parameter for characterizing the motion of trapped particles is the ratio
between the harmonic oscillation frequency of the particles in the wells:
^

=

I4h\6\sok>
V 3m

(4"18)

and the rate 1/rp at which the particles jump from one level (g±) to the other one (g^). This
ratio is:
(4.19a)
(4.19b)
If •ftosc?"p ^> 1) we axe in a situation where the particles make several oscillations before changing
level. On the other hand, if iloscrp <C 1, the particles can make several transitions between g-±/i
and g-1/2 in a single oscillation period. These two regimes have been represented in Fig. 5 as
a function of \S\/T and fl/I1, for the cesium recoil shift.
In order to show more clearly the relevance of this parameter Q.OscTp, it is worthwhile to
rewrite (4.4) in terms of a reduced set of parameters:
x =kz

(4.20a)

u =p/yj2mUQ

(4.20b)

In steady state this leads to:

u??4siE2s^

= n ^ ( T (w+ cos2 x ~ w~sin2 x) + i % l ? ((1 ° -cos2x)Wi + w^)
(4.21)
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Fig. 5: Various regimes for the motion of an atom (with the cesium recoil shift) in the lin±lin
configuration. Depending on the value of the detuning and the Rabi frequency, the atom is either
in the "oscillating7' case or in the "jumping" one.
We now present for each of these regimes an analytical approach based on an expansion of this
equation in powers of the small parameter £loscrp (jumping situation) or (fioscTp)"1 (oscillating
situation). Here, emphasis is put mainly on the derivation of equations of motion. A detailed
analysis of the solution of these equations and of the corresponding results for the position,
momentum, energy... distributions will be presented in a subsequent paper.
4.3.a The case of jumping particles: Q,os<:Tp <C 1
We first note from (4.19a) that, in this domain, the potential UQ is much larger than 36 ER
(for \S\ > T) so that we are in the linear domain of variation of EK with ^o (Fig- 3b). On
the other hand, (4.19b) implies that Ua is much smaller than p2c/2m, so that hk < p r m j <C pcWe are therefore in the domain where the cooling force is linear with p, and where the diffusion,
coefficient is independant of p. We now show that it is possible in this case to derive a FokkerPlanck equation for ifi(z,p,t). Note that the condition HOSC^P < 1 can also be written as
Tint <C TEXt, since the optical pumping time rp can be considered as a characteristic internal time
Tini, whereas the oscillation period 2x/fJoac in a potential well is a typical external time TextIt is then well known that such a separation of time scales allows one to eliminate adiabaticaJly
the fast variables and to derive a Fokker-PIanck equation for the slow variable ip(z,p,t).
Starting from (4-8), in which we keep the spatial modulation of if>, we get at the lowest
order in frk/p:
<p(z,p) = - cos2kz i>{z,p)
(4.22)
Indeed the kernel exp (—2kpc(z — z')/p) is nearly equal to S(z — z')p/2kpc, since \p\ -C pc. Note
that (4.22) can be rewritten as w+(z,p) = sin2 kz *l>(z,p) and w^(z,p) — cos2 hz ip(z,p), which
corresponds to the internal stationary state of an atom at rest in z and which gives the solution
of (4.21) at order 0 inftOscTPand for Uo > ER- We now insert (4.22) in the equation of evolution
of ij> (4,6a) which gives still at lowest order:
(4.23)

At this order, the particles move in an average potential U(z), plotted in dotted lines in Fig.2a,
and given by [7]:
U(z)~

~sm2{2kz).

(4.24)
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At the next order we get after some calculation and using (4.23):

<p(z,p) = - (cos 2kz 4 £ sin2*z)J *(z,p) + ^ - cos2fc^ - 2 ^ * ) If
~

- (cos 2kz + -£-sin2fcz ) V>(*,p) - -^-F(z)(l
V

Pc

/

- cos2 2k z)-^-

2Apc

(4.25)

c*p

which gives when inserted in (4-6a):

with :

, //^

P ^
TO az

dp \\dz

+

^

A
m )

J

^
x

(4.26)

dp1

a(z) =6%k2 (^YJ sin2 2A;«
Di(z) =2ri2/fc2^-so sin4 2JL-2

(4.27a)
(4.276)

This equation describes the Brownian motion of a particle in a potential TJ(z), with a linear
friction force —&(z)p/m, and with a spatially varying diffusion coefficient D\{z) + Do- We
recover here the results already obtained in [7] from the usual theory of radiative forces in the
limit of well separated time scales (Tint "C Text). We can note that the oscillation frequency
Qosc in U(z):

.

^___

aosc = J ^

(4.28)

is always larger than a(z)/m:
- ^ H - = J 3 6 ^ | ^ s i n 2 2 f c 2 <Ji o s c rp < 1 (for jumping particles).
mii osc
y t/o 1

(4.29)

This means that the motion in the average potential U(z) is underdamped so that Eq. 4.26
could now be solved by successive approximations if one parametrizes the motion with z and
E = U(z) + p2/2m, instead of z and p [11].
4.3.b The case of oscillating particles: ftoscrp > 1
We suppose now that the particles make several oscillations in a potential well before being
optically pumped into another sublevel. The characteristic time for z and p, fl!"^, is then shorter
than Tint = T>. There is however another external variable which varies slowly, the total energy
E = U± +p 2 /2m. We therefore parametrize the motion with the new variables z and E instead
of z,p. Using:

£(s),+*"(5).--G).

where v stands for -\/2(E - U+(z)/m, we get at order zero in (fiosc^p)"1:
(4.30)
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which gives:
ti40)(*.P) = * ( £ ) .

(4.31a)

In the same way, we obtain by symmetry:
w^(z,p)

= $ (E - ff+(*) + (/_(*)) .

(4.31b)

We now write (4.4) or (4.21) at order one in (ft<,,c7"p)~1:

\

/ E

(4.32)
We now divide this equation by t; and integrate over an oscillation period for E < UQ:

0 = - j> ~1+{z)${E) + j ~-y_(z)9(E - U+(z) + V-(z))
+ ^^^(fdzH(W~cos2kz)$'(E)

+ $'(E-U+(z)+U-(z)))J

. (4.33)

For E > UQ, a similar equation holds, where the integral is now taken over a spatial period. Eq.
4.33 has a clear physical meaning: The first line just expresses that the rate at which particles
with energy E leave level gi/2 to g-xji 1B equal to the rate at which particles arrive from g-1/2
to gx/2 with the same energy E. The second line of (4.33) corresponds to the correction to this
balance due to the heating leaving the particles on the same level. For Vo > ER, this heating
is for most energies E negligible. However it should be kept to prevent particles to accumulate
in the bottom of the well U+ (resp. U-), where the departure rate 7+ (resp. 7_) vanishes. It is
indeed easy to show that without this term the solution of (4.33) would diverge as 1/E around
E — 0, and would therefore not be normalisable.
We have performed a numerical integration of this equation whose result is plotted in broken
lines in Fig. 3b. One immediatly sees that it reproduces in a very satisfactory way the results
of the quantum approach in the limit of large detunings and for a given Uo, i-e. in the limit
ttoscTp > 1.
To summarize, we have been able in both situations (jumping or oscillating) to obtain
a single equation for i>{z,p) or $(!?), The regime of jumping particles can be treated with
concepts usual in laser cooling theory: a force deriving from a potential plus a cooling force
linear with the atomic momentum, and a momentum diffusion coefficient independent of p. It
should be emphazised however that the range of parameters (detuning, Rabi frequency) leading
to this regime is rather small (see Fig. 5). In particular, the perturbative treatment used here is
valid only if so < 1 and this condition, for large detunings, immediately leads to the oscillating
situation rather than to the jumping one.
The theoretical study of the oscillating regime is very different from the jumping one. The
equation (4.33) for #(£% probability for finding an atom with energy E on level 51(/2 is not a
differential equation, contrarily to what is usually found in laser cooling. This is due to the
non-locality of the atom dynamics; as the atom jumps from level #x/2 to level g-1/2, its energy
changes suddenly from U+(z) + p2/2m to U~(z) +p2/2m. Since p2/2m is of the order of UQ, this
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change cannot be treated as a small variation, which prevents deriving a Fokker-Planck type
equation for $>(E).
4.4 Monte-Carlo Approach
Finally, an alternative approach consists in performing a Monte-Carlo simulation of this
problem. Such a simulation is made possible because no coherence appears between levels
g±\/2, contrarily to what would occur for a more complex atomic transition. Furthermore, in
ordei to be able to associate to (4.4) a classical stochastic process describable by a Monte-Carlo
simulation, we have chosen to slightly simplify the second line of (4.4) by taking as a diffusion
term Dod2w±/dp2.
This approach is then directly connected with the physical picture presented in § 2. It
consists in a numerical integration of the equation of motion of the particles on the bi-potential
U±(z), with random jumps from one potential to the other one, and also a random heating corresponding to the simplified diffusion term described just above. We record for given interaction
times the position and the momentum of the particle. The steady state distributions axe found
to be in very good agreement with the results of the quantum treatment (see Fig. 4).
A first advantadge of this Monte-Carlo method lies in the fact that it can be run on a small
computer. Also it can be generalized, for the Jg — 1/2 <—> Je = 3/2 transition, to the case of
2 or 3 dimensional Sisyphus cooling, provided that the laser configuration is such that the light
polarization is always a linear combination of a+ and «7_ polarizations with no -w component.
In these conditions indeed, no coherence is built between gt/2 and </_i/2 and the simple picture
of a particle moving on a bi-potential can be applied.

CONCLUSION
To summarize, we have presented here both a full quantum and a semi-classical treatment
for the 1-D cooling of a Jg = 1/2 <—-+ Je — 3/2 atomic transition in a lin±lin laser configuration.
The mechanism at the basis of the cooling is a Sisyphus effect in which a given atom climbs more
than it goes down in its potential energy diagram. These two treatments are in good agreement
concerning the minimal "temperature" achievable by this cooling mechanism (Eqs. 3.12-15).
We have also shown that, for light shifted energies much larger than the ones minimizing the
atomic kinetic energy, the atoms get localized around the minima of the potential associated with
the light shifts and we have indicated the two possible approaches to this situation depending
on the nature of the atomic motion around the position of these minima (see Fig. 5).
We should emphazize that there are many other schemes leading to a Sisyphus type cooling,
not necessarily requiring a gradient of ellipticity of the polarization of the laser light. For instance
a combination of a a+ standing wave and of a magnetic field can lead in 1-D to a cooling of the
same type [8,12].
In a similar way, in 2-D or 3-D, the superposition of 2 or 3 standing waves having the
same phase leads to a situation where the light is linearly polarized in any point, with a rotating
polarization and with a spatially varying intensity, with nodes and antinodes. As the atoms move
in this configuration, a Sisyphus effect may occurs for Jg > 1: it would involve a randomization
of the population of the various ground-state sublevels around the nodes due to Landau-Zener
type transitions, and optical pumping back into the most light shifted energy levels around the
anti-nodes.
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Consequently the model studied here should be considered as a particularly simple prototype
of this type of cooling, but. on. the other hand, the detailed algebra has probably to be readjusted
for the study of any other Sisyphus type cooling mechanism.
We thani W.D. Phillips and C. Salomon for many stimulating discussions.
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Paper 7.4
P. Verkerk, B. Lounis, C. Salomon, C. Cohen-Tannoudji, J.-Y. Courtois, and G. Grynberg, "Dynamics and spatial order of cold cesium atoms in a periodic optical potential,"
Phys. Rev. Lett. 68, 3861-3864 (1992).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
The coldest temperature which can be achieved by Sisyphus cooling corresponds to an
"oscillating regime" where the atom oscillates several times in the bottom of the optical
potential wells associated with the light shifts before undergoing an optical pumping cycle
which changes its internal state (see paper 7.3). The theoretical approach developed by
Y. Castin and J. Dalibard for analyzing such a regime [Europhys. Lett. 14, 761(1990)]
predicts that there are well-resolved vibrational levels (more precisely energy bands) in
the potential wells and that most of the atomic population is concentrated in the first
two or three levels. This letter reports the experimental results giving evidence for such a
quantization of atomic motion in an optical potential well.
The principle of the experiment is to measure the absorption spectrum of a weak probe
beam. The observed spectra [Figs. l(b) and l(c)] exhibit sidebands which can be simply
interpreted in terms of stimulated Raman transitions between adjacent vibrational levels
(see Fig. 2). Their very small width reflects the existence of a Lamb-Dicke narrowing due to
the strong localization of atoms in the bottom of the potential wells (the width of the lowest
vibrational state is 25 times smaller than the laser wavelength). Subsequent experiments,
measuring the fluorescence spectrum of the ID molasses with a heterodyne technique, confirmed the existence of well-resolved vibrational levels [P. S. Jessen, C. Gerz, P. D. Lett,
W. D. Phillips, S. L. Rolston, R. J. C. Spreeuw, and C. I. Westbrook, Phys. Rev. Lett. 69,
49 (1992)].
In the experimental spectra of Figs. l(b) and l(c), there is also a very narrow central
• line which is interpreted here as giving evidence for a long range antiferromagnetic spatial
order of atoms (atoms in two adjacent wells have opposite polarizations). The experiment
described in this letter stimulated several attempts to extend such an effect to two and
three dimensions in order to obtain periodic arrays of atoms trapped in very well-localized
quantum states. These arrays have now been observed by several groups, in Paris, Munich,
and Gaithersburg, and they are called "optical lattices." (For a review of the field, see the
search and discovery paper of G. P. Collins in Phys. Today, June 1993, p. 17 and references
therein.)
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The spatial distribution and the dynamics of Cs atoms in a ID optical molasses are probed by measuring the absorption (or amplification) spectrum of a weak laser beam. Narrow (35-50 kHz) Raman lines
give access for thefirsttime to the frequency and to the damping of the atom's oscillation in the potential wells associated with light shifts. A narrower (8 kHz) Rayleigh resonance demonstrates the existence of a large-scale spatial order of the atoms, presenting some analogy with an antiferromagnetic
medium.
PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 42.65.-k
Laser cooling is a very active subject in atomic physics
[1]. Atoms confined in optical molasses have been cooled
to microkelvin temperatures [2], providing an important
test of the proposed polarization-gradient cooling mechanisms [3l. Theoretically, two ID laser configurations
have been studied in detail, the a*-a~ and linXlin configurations, where the two counterpropagating laser
beams have, respectively, orthogonal circular and linear
polarizations [3l. A full quantum treatment has been
also performed for the linXlin configuration, which predicts that the periodic character of the potentials associated with light shifts leads to vibrational levels for the
atomic center of mass exhibiting a band structure [4].
The present Letter reports novel experiments using stimulated Raman and Rayleigh spectroscopy for probing the
position distribution of the atoms in the light field and the
dynamics of their motion. We measure for the first time
the oscillation frequency of the atoms in the light potential. From the width of the Raman lines, we deduce the
damping time of this oscillation, which exhibits a dramatic lengthening due to the spatial confinement of atoms to
a fraction of optical wavelength (Lamb-Dicke effect) [5].
Furthermore, we get stimulated Rayleigh signals which
give experimental evidence for a large-scale spatial order
of the atomic gas presenting some analogy with an antiferromagnetic medium.
Contrary to previous work investigating Raman transitions for atoms in a 3D magneto-optical trap [6,7], we restrict ourselves to a ID optical molasses of adjustable polarization state. This molasses is obtained as follows:
Cesium atoms are cooled and trapped by three pairs of
<r+-<7~ counterpropagating beams in a magneto-optical
trap. After this loading and cooling phase the inhomogeneous magnetic field is switched off and the intensity of
each trapping beam is reduced from 5 mW/cm 2 to about
0.1 mW/cm 2 . A pump wave of frequency a> made of two
counterpropagating beams having cr + -cr~ or linear
crossed polarizations Ginxlin) is then switched on. A I D
molasses is achieved in a transient way (the atomic densi-

ty decreases with a time constant of 5 - 5 0 ms because of
the transverse heating induced by the pump beams). We
monitor the transmitted intensity of a weak traveling
probe wave of frequency <op making a 3° angle with the
pump wave. All laser beams are derived from a
frequency-stabilized diode laser (jitter < 1 MHz) and are
independently tuned to the red side of the 6S1/2CF—4)
—•6/ > j/2O r '~5) transition. Typical intensities for the
pump and probe beams are, respectively, 7 - 5 mW/cm 2
and / p —0.1 raW/cm2. We show in Fig. I the probe absorption spectrum versus <op for two different configurations of polarization of the pump beams. In Fig.
l ( a ) , these beams are in the <T + -<T~ configuration
whereas in Figs. 1 (b) and 1 (c) they have linear orthogonal polarizations. Figure 1 (b) corresponds to the probe
polarization orthogonal to that of the pump wave which
propagates in the same direction; in Fig. 1 (c), it is parallei. The difference between Figs. l(a) and l ( b ) , l ( c ) is
striking. While the absorption varies smoothly over a
range of about 500 kHz in the a*-a~
case, much
sharper structures are observed in the linXlin case. First,
one observes two narrow resonances [width ~ 3 5 kHz in
Fig. l(b) and ~ 5 0 kHz in Fig. l(c)] symmetrically located with respect to <op —a> and corresponding to extra
absorption for tap — <o > 0 and to gain for a>p — o> < 0.
For a pump detuning of <5— ~ 10 MHz, the position n D
of the maximum of these lateral resonances varies as I04.
Second, spectra shown in Figs. 1 (b) and 1 (c) exhibit a
very steep central structure which depends on the orientation of the probe polarization. The narrowest resonance
[Fig. l(c)l appears to be dispersive with a peak-to-peak
separation of 8 kHz [8].
We interpret these resonances as follows. In the <r + a ~ case, the ground-state light shifts do not depend on
space, and there are no bounds states in the optical potential. Furthermore, as shown in a preceding paper [6], the
transmission probe spectrum involves on one hand Raman
transitions between Zeeman sublevels which are populated differently and light shifted and on the other hand
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F!G. 1. Probe absorption spectrum for three different polarization configurations, (a) o*-a~ polarized pump waves. The
signal is 2% of the probe intensity and the shape is insensitive to
the probe polarization (experimental frequency resolution of
— 10 kHz), (b) linxlin polarized pump waves (probe has a
linear polarization perpendicular to the polarization of the
copropagating pump wave), (c) Same as (b) but with a probe
polarization parallel to the one of the copropagating pump
wave. In (b) and (c), the frequency resolution is —3 kHz and
sisals are typically 10% of the probe intensity. Note the
difference of scales on the frequency axis between (a) and

tu) t \

two-wave mixing resonances [9,101. The width of the
resonances in Fig. l(a) is on the order of the optical
pumping rate (typically 0.5 MHz in our experimental
conditions), which varies linearly with the laser intensity
as does the peak-to-peak distance of Fig. 1 (a).
In the case of crossed linear polarizations, the light
shifts display a periodic spatial modulation (period X/2).
To interpret the results, we consider the simple case of a
F "• T — f — | transition [4]. Each Zeeman sublevel
m/r — ± 7 has a well-defined spatially modulated light
shift as depicted in Fig. 2. Near the bottom of the potential wells the atomic medium is alternatively polarized:
<JZ) changes sign every X/4. When the light shifts are
sufficiently large, several well-separated bands are predieted in the potential wells associated with the light
shifts [4]. The energy separation .htlv between two consecutive bands near the bottom of the potential is propor3862
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FIG. 2. (a) Bottom part of three adjacent optical potential
wells for a F~{—'F'~ f transition in a lin-Llin pump
configuration. These potential wells are alternatively associated
with ground-state sublevels ntj ~ — f and ntj — f as shown in
the figure. The magnetizations in successive planes have opposite signs as in an antiferromagnetic medium. The vertical arrows represent Raman processes between i> —0 and v — 1 vibrational levels, leading to an absorption or an amplification of the
probe beam. More generally, all transitions v— v±l contribute to the Raman lines shown in Figs. 1 (b) and I (c) in a way
which depends on the probe polarization. This explains the
difference in the widths of the Raman resonances, (b) Interpretation of the central narrow structure for the configuration of
Fig. 1 (c). The pump beam coming from the left (solid line) is
backscattered by the magnetization planes in zA, zt, and z c .
The backscattered waves (dotted lines) undergo a rotation of
polarization and can interfere with the probe wave coining from
the right (dashed line). The change of sign of the rotation of
polarization due to the change of sign of the magnetization
(represented by a bold arrow) compensates for the s phase shift
due to propagation between successive planes,

^ ^ t0 ^
. ,. . .

RaW f

,

L

, _.

„//. We thus inter. t, \
, ,, \ . .

to

P r e t the lateral resonances of Figs. 1 (b) and 1 (c) in terms
of Raman transitions between adjacent bands as illustrated in Fig. 2. The slight discrepancy between the / l / 2 law
and the experimentally observed I0A law may result from
a weak saturation of the atomic transition. Note that
these Raman transitions involve only the atom's external
degrees of freedom, within a given ntj manifold. One
unexpected feature of these Raman resonances is that
their width is almost 1 order of magnitude smaller than
the optical pumping rate. This result is very surprising
since one would expect the Raman coherence between
two bands to be destroyed by an absorption-spontaneous-emission cycle. Actually, a large amount of coherence is preserved during such a cycle because of the spatial localization of atoms. An atom leaving, by absorption, a localized vibrational state with mF — j has a probability close to 1 to return to the same state. First, the
probability that mF changes is very small because the polarization of the laser field is nearly pure a+ for a localized mF—\ state, and the absorption of a «r+ photon
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brings the atom into m f - f from where it can only return to mr ~ r • Second, the probability that the vibrational quantum number changes is also very small. More
precisely, since the transfer of momentum hAk in the
scattering process is small compared to the width of the
initial wave function in momentum space (because of
spatial localization), the atomic state at the end of the
scattering process has a very small overlap with the other
vibrational wave functions (Lamb-Dicke effect). The
damping rate of the coherence between two vibrational
levels is thus considerably reduced because several
absorption-spontaneous-emission cycles are required to
destroy this coherence [1 l l . The localization assumption
is consistent with the spatial extent l(2h/M(lv)t/2]
of the
ground-state wave function which is on the order of X/25
for n r /2jt—120 kHz.
We now sketch a physical interpretation of the narrow
central structures of Figs. l ( b ) a n d 1 (c), by studying how
the probe changes the populations of the vibrational
states in each potential well and then, by considering the
interference between the probe field and the field scattered from the pump beams, by these probe-induced
changes of populations. Consider first the case of Fig.
1 (b). In order to qualitatively understand the effect of
the probe, we combine the copropagating pump beam
with the probe. The resulting field is space independent
and has a time-dependent polarization which has alternatively a dominant <r+ or a~ component, the period being
2n/\a> — <Dp|. When the dominant component is cr + polarized, optical pumping redistributes the atomic population between the various vibrational states and results in a
global departure from the potential wells associated with
niF ~ — { towards those corresponding toOTF~ + r •
This optical pumping gives rise to a net magnetization
along Oz (i.e., with a nonzero spatial integral), which is
modulated at \<D — <DP\ and which is phase shifted with
respect to the exciting field because the response times of
the populations of the various vibrational levels are
nonzero. Consider now the effect of such a modulated
magnetization on the pump beam co copropagating with
the probe. The polarization of the pump beam undergoes
a modulated Faraday rotation, so that the transmitted
pump beam has a small component having the same polarization (and also the same frequency <op and direction
of propagation) as the probe beam and can thus interfere
with it [12]. As shown in HO], the energy transfer from
the pump beam to the probe beam or vice versa varies
with oip — co as a dispersion curve with extrema for
|a»-a»p| = l/T, where r is the response time of the populations. The interference process considered here involves
a forward scattering of the pump wave, so that all population changes in all vibrational levels are probed.
Several different response times are thus involved and the
central structure results from the superposition of several
dispersion curves with different widths, which explains its
uncommon shape.
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We consider now the case of Fig. l ( c ) . As above, we
combine the copropagating pump beam with the probe,
The resulting field has then a fixed linear polarization but
its intensity is modulated. When this intensity is maximum, the resulting field adds everywhere an equal
amount of a + and a~ light. The transfers due to optical
pumping between the potential wells associated with
ntf ™ ± j balance each other and no net magnetization
appears in the sample. The only effect of the probe is to
change the population of each vibrational state, the total
population in each potential well remaining the same,
These population changes are modulated at \a> — <up\ and
phase shifted with respect to the exciting field. We now
analyze the effect on the pump beams of the population
redistribution between the vibrational levels. We have
represented in Fig. 2 three successive potential wells corresponding to ntF — — j , mf "• + y , and m? — — \ , located, respectively, at zA, zB, and zc with ZB—ZA—ZC
— r fl —X/4. The pump beam coming from the left is
backscattered by the magnetization associated with the
atoms occupying the potential well in z—zA. The backscattered wave undergoes a change of polarization and a
change of frequency, so that it has a component having
the same polarization, the same frequency, and the same
direction of propagation as the probe beam coming from
the right. We now show that the waves backscattered by
the magnetization planes in z~zA, z~z#,...
interfere
constructively. The phase shift due to the propagation
between the waves backscattered in ZA and z$ is equal to
n, since z«— ZA~A./4.
However, the magnetizations in
two successive planes z —ZA and z ~ZB are opposite (as in
an antiferromagnetic medium), so that the rotation of the
polarization has an opposite sign in z —ZA and z ~ z g (see
Fig. 2) and this change of sign compensates for the it
phase shift due to propagation. The interference of the
total backscattered wave with the probe wave gives rise to
a two-wave mixing signal which has a dispersion shape
and a width corresponding to the inverse of the response
time of the involved vibrational levels. So far, we have
considered only magnetization planes. The wave functions of the vibrational levels have actually a certain
width Sz along Oz. If Sz is too large, the waves backseattered by the right part and the left part of the wave function interfere destructively. This shows that the two-wave
mixing signal will come predominantly from the localized
vibrational levels. The observation of such a signal is
thus a direct evidence for a spatial order of the atoms,
Since the time required to reach the population equilibrium for these localized levels is very long (because of the
Lamb-Dicke effect), one understands why the central
structure of Fig. 1 (c) is so narrow [13].
Our qualitative interpretations are supported by a calculation of the probe absorption spectrum, based on the
formalism of [4]. Theoretical spectra, in reasonable
agreement with those of Fig. 1, will be reported in a
forthcoming publication. We conclude this Letter by
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summarizing the information contained in the spectra of
Figs. 1 (b) and 1 (c). The position of the Raman sidebands gives the oscillation frequency of the atom in the
optical potential wells of Fig. 2. The narrow width of
these sidebands, in comparison with the width observed
when atoms are not localized [Fig. l(a)l, is a clear evidence for a .engthening of the dephasing time of the attm
oscillatory motion due to the Lamb-Dicke effect. The
very narrow central structure of Fig. l(c) is due to a
backward Bragg diffraction of one of the two pump
beams by a large-scale spatially ordered structure consisting of equidistant sets of localized atoms, separated by
X/4, the magnetizations in two successive sets being opposite, as in an antiferromagnetic medium.
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This paper shows that the theory of sub-Doppler cooling using a Sisyphus effect does not
apply only to neutral atoms. It can be extended to ions bound in a trap.
When the vibration frequency UJV in the trap is small compared to the natural width F of
the excited state, which is a very frequent case in the laser cooling of ions, Doppler cooling
leads to temperatures on the order of HY/ks- Several vibrational levels (~ F/wv) are then
populated. This paper shows that by applying an intensity gradient on the bound particle,
position-dependent light shifts and position-dependent optical pumping rates appear, which
can give rise to a Sisyphus effect. The equilibrium temperature is calculated in the LambDicke regime and found to be much smaller than the Doppler limit hT/ks- A very small
number of vibrational levels are then populated, as in the case of resolved sideband cooling,
when a>v is large compared to F. Such a Sisyphus cooling of a bound particle has not yet
been observed experimentally.
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Sisyphus cooling of a bound atom
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Cooling that results from optical dipole forces is considered for a bound atom. Through optical pumping, the
atom can be made to feel decelerating optical dipole forces more strongly than accelerating optical dipole forces.
This effect, which has previously been realized for free atoms, is called Sisyphus cooling. A simple model for
a bound atom is examined in order to reveal the basic aspects of cooling and heating when the atom is confined
in the Lamb-Dicke regime. Results of semiclassical and quantum treatments show that the minimum energy
achieved is near the zero-point energy and can be much lower than the Doppler cooling limit. Two practical
examples that approximate the mode] are briefly examined.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Interest in laser-cooled atoms and atomic ions has continued to increase over the past few years. The simplest
cooling scheme that has been proposed is called Doppler
cooling, in which the atom experiences a damping force
owing to spontaneous scattering of light.1 This cooling
applies to a two-level system. That is, it can be explained
by a consideration of scattering between a single ground
state and a single optically excited state. It leads to
minimum temperatures (the Doppler cooling limit)
TD — hT/2kB when tiT » R. Here 2-n-h is Planck's constant, T is the decay rate from the excited state, kB is
Boltzmann's constant, and R = (hkf/2m is the recoil energy, where A = 2ir/A is the wavelength of the exciting radiation and m is the mass of the atom. For strongly
allowed (large-r) electric dipole transitions in atoms and
ions, this leads to temperatures of approximately 1 mK.

ponderomotive force equal in magnitude to the gradient of
the atomic energy. Optical pumping takes place between
the sublevels, so if the laser polarization/intensity varies
in space, the relative populations of the ground-state sublevels are also position dependent. For an atom moving
arbitrarily slowly in a spatially periodic light field, the
averaged force is equal to zero, because the deceleration
force experienced by the atom in the ascending parts
of the potential curves (associated with the positiondependent light shifts) is offset by the acceleration felt in
the descending parts. However, optical pumping takes a
finite time to occur (the pumping time rP is inversely proportional to the laser intensity / ) . Therefore, in general,
for a moving atom, it is possible to arrange the laser tuning and the polarization/intensity gradients so that the
atom has time to run up one of the dipole potential hills
(thereby losing kinetic energy) before being optically
pumped into another ground-state sublevel where the

In 1988 an important experiment by the group of
Phillips at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland,2 showed that ternperatures of laser-cooled sodium atoms were substantially
below the minimum temperature predicted theoretically
for two-level systems. A theoretical analysis and subsequent experiments3"8 showed that the new cooling mechanisms responsible for these low temperatures were based
on a combination of several effects such as optical pumping between more than one ground-state sublevel, light
shifts, and polarization or intensity gradients.
The idea of the new cooling mechanisms is that laser
beam electric fields E create a polarization d in an atom
that depends on the ground-state sublevel and on the laser
polarization. This dipole interacts with the laser field,
and the reactive part of this interaction induces an energy
shift of the ground-state sublevels, which varies from one
ground-state sublevel to the other. This shift is called
the light shift or the ac Stark shift. If the laser intensity
or the laser polarization varies in space, these light shifts,
which are now position dependent, give rise to a dipole or

dipole potential has less effect on the kinetic energy.
After a while, the atom is returned by optical pumping (or
by some other relaxation mechanism) to the original
ground state, and the process is repeated. Since the atom
appears to be running up the potential hills more than
down, this cooling has been called Sisyphus cooling after
the Greek myth9 (see also Refs. 10 and 11). Cooling that
is due to static electric and magnetic fields in combination
with optical pumping has also been considered.1213
The Sisyphus cooling mechanism was first introduced
for a two-level atom moving in a high-intensity laser
standing wave.9 The required multilevel structure of the
atom was then provided by the dressed states of the atom
in the strong laser field. However, the time lag appearing
between the dressed-state populations of a moving atom
and the corresponding populations of an atom at rest is,
for a two-level atom, of the order of the radiative lifetime
TR = F" 1 of the atomic excited state. At low intensity the
optical pumping time TP for a multilevel atom can be much
longer than TR. Because of this, the new cooling mechanisms based on optical pumping and light shifts can lead
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to friction coefficients as high as Sisyphus cooling for twolevel atoms but at lower intensity, since, with longer time
lags (TP » TR), smaller velocities can give rise to comparable decelerations.3
Doppler cooling exhibits the damping of the spontaneous scattering force, whereas Sisyphus cooling uses the
decelerating effect of the dipole force combined with a dissipation of potential energy by spontaneous Kaman processes. For completeness, it is useful to identify a third
kind of cooling, which may be regarded as due to optical
pumping of the atom into a low-energy state that no longer
interacts with the laser. Velocity-selective coherent
population trapping814 and resolved sideband cooling of
trapped ions1516 are of this category. In both cases the
atoms (ions) are pumped into low-energy states that interact only weakly with the laser. This interaction becomes
weaker the smaller the velocity becomes or, in the case of
sideband cooling, the narrower the cooling transition is.
Related schemes, which put atoms into a low-energy state
that no longer interacts (or interacts weakly) with the
laser light, have been proposed."
Sisyphus or polarization-gradient cooling8 has been an
important development for cooling and manipulation of
atoms. For free atoms Sisyphus cooling gives temperatures down to values where the kinetic energy of the
atoms is approximately equal to the depth of the potential
wells associated with the position-dependent light shifts.
This limit applies down to the point where the dipole well
energies are of the order of the recoil energy R, in which
case the limiting energy is approximately equal to R.
In this paper we investigate the possibility of extending
the Sisyphus cooling mechanism to trapped atoms or ions.
We propose a specific scheme and show that it can lead to
temperatures much lower than the Doppler limit. Instead
of permitting the atom to move freely in space, we assume
that the atom is bound to a localized region of space by
some external potential. We assume that the intensity
gradient is due to a standing-wave laser field. By a localized region of space we mean a region whose spatial extent
is much smaller than the wavelength of the cooling laser
divided by 2ir (e.g., k~l). That is, the atom is confined in
the Lamb-Dicke regime. For simplicity of discussion, the
atom is assumed to be bound in one dimension by a harmonic well characterized by the oscillation frequency a>v.
The spread of the minimum-energy state is given by xc =
(h/2mwv)m, where m is the atomic mass. The spatial extension of the wave functions then scales as xo, and the
condition xa < (spatial extent) « 1/k is equivalent to
hu>v » R. When R » ha>v, the atom, even when it is
near its cooling limit, will always sample many peaks and
valleys of the standing-wave laser field, and the cooling
limit should be adequately described by the theory for
free atoms.
For a two-level bound atom the Doppler cooling limit is
achieved when the natural width T of the optical transition is much larger than the oscillation frequency a>v 1 and
R/h. The opposite condition, T « a>v, corresponds to
what is called resolved sideband cooling. In this regime it
has been shown1516 that it is possible to achieve conditions
in which the difference between the minimum energy and
the zero-point energy is less than the recoil energy as long
as <•>„ » R/h. (For this case, however, kBT > fit) In
order to compare Doppler cooling and Sisyphus cooling in
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the same conditions, we will therefore assume here that
T » <•>„. The main result of this paper is that, when
T » &>„ and &<•>„ » R, Sisyphus cooling leads to minimum temperatures TB such that kBTa = ha>v, whereas
Doppler cooling leads to temperatures TD such that
kBTD = hT, that is, higher than Ts by a factor of T/a>a.
To illustrate the basic ideas, we consider a simple
model system, which is described in Section 2. Morecomplicated cases can be generalized from this example,
From a semiclassical treatment (atomic motion treated
classically) given in Section 3, we will be able to derive
cooling rates and limits. From this treatment we will see
that the minimum energies are approximately equal to
ha>v. At these energies we might expect quantum effects
of the motion to be important, so we will examine the cooling limits, treating the motion quantum mechanically in
Section 4. In Section 5 we briefly compare the cooling
rates and limits achieved here with those obtained from
Doppler cooling. Although the model was chosen to be
simple enough to show the basic effects, in Section 6 we
examine a couple of possible experimental examples that
closely approximate the simple model,
„

VfOTlFT

A. Atomic Level Structure and Laser Configuration
We consider Sisyphus cooling of a single bound atom. We
assume that the atom's internal structure is represented
by three levels as shown in Fig. 1. We label these levels g
for ground state, e for excited state, and r for reservoir
state. We assume that the transition g —* e is an electric
dipole transition excited by a standing-wave laser beam
whose frequency <u is tuned above the resonance frequency
a>0 for this transition by an amount S (where all frequencies are expressed in radians per second). Level e
spontaneously decays at rate T. It decays to level r with
branching fraction @ and to level g with branching fraction 1 — /3. We assume that the laser's intensity and detuning are such that the fraction of time the atom spends
in the excited state is negligible. We assume that level r
is transferred back to level g at a rate Rr^s=l/Tr, where
the duration of the transfer process is so short ( « T r )
that one can consider the position of the ion as remaining
unchanged during the transfer. We assume that the atom
is confined to one dimension (the x direction) by a harmonic well Uo [Fig. l(b)] characterized by the atom oscillation (or vibration) frequency &>„. Here, Uo is assumed to
be an external potential that is independent of the laser
beam. When the atom spontaneously decays from level e,
the direction of photon emission is assumed parallel (or
antiparallel) to the atom's motion. We assume that
Ee - Eg » \Er - Eg\, so that the effect of recoil heating
is mathematically simple. These simplifying assumptions will not qualitatively affect the results for other,
more complicated cases.
A key element in Sisyphus cooling is that the energies of
the dressed states or of the light-shifted ground-state sublevels vary along the direction of the atomic motion,
Such a situation will be achieved here if we take a laser
intensity that varies linearly with x over the range of
atomic motion. We are concerned mainly with the case in
which this intensity gradient is due to a laser standing
wave along the x direction (see also Appendix A). We then
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In Eq. (3), s is the saturation parameter and a>j =
(e|d|g) • Emax/ft is the Rabi frequency. In this lowsaturation regime the population of the excited state is
small, and we can derive rate equations for the evolution
of the lower states r and g.
The condition P « S implies that the light shift of g
[Eqs. (13) below] is larger than the contribution to the
width of this level that is due to the photon scattering
rate. The condition a>0 « I" has already been discussed
in Section 1 as defining the regime in which the Doppler
limit is achieved for a two-level bound atom. In a point of
view in which the atomic motion is treated classically
(semiclassical approach), the condition Rg.,r,Rr_g « <av
means that the bound atom makes several oscillations in
the harmonic binding potential before being transferred
from g to r or from r to g. It is then possible to neglect
the variation with space of the populations of levels g and
r and to consider only their average over an oscillation
period. This greatly simplifies the calculation of the rate
of variation of the atomic external energy in the semiclassical approach. From a fully quantum point of view, in
which the atomic motion is quantized, the condition Re~r,
Rr^g « <av means that the width of the vibrational levels
in the binding potential, owing to the excitation rates
from g or r, is smaller than the spacing hu>v between these
levels. This introduces a similar simplification into the
calculations, since it permits a secular approximation to
be used. The secular approximation consists in neglectFig. 1. Model system, (a) The atom has three internal energy
levels: g,e, and r. A standing-wave laser beam drives g -* e
above its resonance frequency. Level e decays with branching
fraction /3 to level r and with branching fraction 1 - /3 to level g.
Transfer from level r tc'* occurs at a rate R ?. (b) The atom is
assumed to be confined by a harmonic well in the x direction.
The maximum extent of the atom's motion is assumed to be less
than A/27T (Lamb-Dicke regime).

write the laser electric field (classically) as
E = (Emax/2)[cos(£z - at) + cos(&* + att)]
= Emax cos o>t cos kx,

(1)

where x is the atom's position and the wave vector
k = 2ir/A, where A is the laser wavelength. According to
Eq. (1), the laser intensity I(x) varies as cos2(&x), as shown
in Fig. l(b). Sisyphus cooling will be most efficient when
the intensity gradient is a maximum; this occurs at the
half-intensity point of the standing wave. Therefore we
assume that the atom's average position is near x = v/Ak
[Fig. l(b)]. The linear variation of the light shift of level
g with x over the range of the atom's motion follows from
the localization assumption: The extent of the atom's
motion is less than A/2ir (Lamb-Dicke regime).
In this paper we focus on the regime
Re~r,Rr~g « <*>„«! « o,

(I)

where Rg^r and Rr^g are, respectively, the rates of transfer from g to r when the atom is in level g and from r to g
when the atom is in level r. We also assume that the laser
intensity is weak enough to avoid any saturation of the
g —• e transition. That is,
_ 2&>i
^ ^
~ 482 + r 2
'

in

S ' i n t h e m a s t e r equation describing the evolution of the
atomic density matrix a, any coupling between the populations of the vibrational levels and the off-diagonal elements of a In this way we can obtain a set of equations
i n v o l v i n g o n i y the populations of the vibrational levels,
, . , ,

whlch

rates.

• , - ,
. . .
. ^
<• ±
•••
P l e interpretation in t e r m s of transition
This is an example of a situation in which the rate

h a sa s l m

of variation of atomic internal variables (Rg^r, Rr-.s) is
slower than the rate of variation of external variables («„).
A similar example was recently studied in connection with
the quantization of atomic motion in optical molasses.18

B. Qualitative Explanation of the Cooling
For S > 0, as shown in Fig. l(a), the electric field of the
laser shifts the level g to higher energy. Because s « 1,
the atom is primarily in g or r. When it is in the state g
(more precisely, in the dressed state, which contains the
larger admixture of g), it is subject to an additional potential energy UL(x), which is a function of x proportional to
the laser intensity. For the conditions of Fig. l(b) the effeet of this potential for the limited range of the atom's
motion is to give an additional force in the +x direction,
A crude explanation of the Sisyphus cooling is the following: As the atom oscillates back and forth (with frequency co,,) in the well U0(x), it experiences an additional
potential hill UL{x) sloping down toward the +x direction.
T h e a t o m i g m o r e U k e l y t Q b e transferred t 0 i e v e l r b y
spontaneous Raman scattering when it is in regions of
higher intensity. Therefore the predominant effect is
that, after the atom runs up the laser hill UL(x) in the -x
direction (therefore losing kinetic energy), it is transferred to level r, where UL(x) = 0. After a time of order
Tr it is transferred back to level g, where on the average it
must run up the hill UL(x) again before being transferred
to level r. This leads to a net cooling effect.
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aged over one oscillation period, leads to heating. A similar effect occurs in the transitions from r to g. The
balance of the cooling with these sources of heating yields
the minimum kinetic energy for the atom. Since S > 0,
there is some additional Doppler or spontaneous force
antidamping that tends to increase the atom's energy; this
is shown in Subsection 5.B to be negligible for the conditions assumed here.
The cooling is the same when the atom's well is in a
region of positive slope [e.g., x = 3TT/4A in Fig. l(b)]. The
cooling effect goes to zero when the well is centered at
points of zero slope [e.g., x = 0, ir/2A, and v/k in Fig. l(b)].

3. SEMICLASSICAL TREATMENT
„ . „ „ , . . .
rig. 2.

,

.

c

.

,.

Qualitative explanation of the cooling.

„,,

,

When the atom

is in state r, it experiences the confining potential E/,U), which is
unperturbed by the laser fields. When the atom is in level g, the
potential well is shifted in the + x direction by the dipole force of
the laser. This shifted potential is represented by Ug(x). The
laser excitation is assumed to be weak enough that^he atom
spends a negligible amount of time in level e. Therefore the
spontaneous Raman transitions g -* e -> r can be represented by
transitions between g and r such as those indicated by (I) and (II)
in the figure, Process (I) is favored more than process (II) because, when the atom is on the left-hand side of the well Ug, the
chance of e -» e excitation is higher since the laser intensity is

higher [see Fig. l(b)]. Process (I) leads to cooling because the
atom drops to a lower part of the well Ur. Process (II) causes
heating and, along with the heating resulting from recoil, eventually balances the cooling, resulting in a minimum energy.
A more accurate explanation is the following: When
the atom is in the state g, it experiences the combined
potential £/„ + UL = Ug, which is a well with frequency <uu
shifted by an amount A*o in the +x direction (upper part
of Fig. 2). When the atom oscillates in the -x direction
in the well Ug, it is more likely to be transferred to level r
by spontaneous Raman scattering because the laser intensity is higher. It can therefore drop into a lower part of
the unshifted well Ur(x) = U0(x), keeping the same position x since the duration T"1 of the transfer process is
much smaller than the oscillation period a,,,"1 in the binding potential. It therefore loses potential energy [process
(I) of Fig. 2]. After a time of order Tr (which is independent of the position x), the atom is transferred back to
level g and the process is repeated. Heating, as illustrated by process (II) in Fig. 2, in which the atom gains
potential energy, can also occur but is less favored because
the laser intensity is less in the +x direction.
Spontaneous Raman scattering (g -> e -» r) occurs at a
rate proportional to the intensity, which according to
Eq. (1) can be expressed as

In this section we treat the external motion of the atom
,

„

„

, .

,

,

.

r

,, j

. ,

•

i •

classically. Such treatment, often called semiclassical, is
valid if the atomic de Broglie wavelength is small cornpared with the length scale (the light wavelength A) over
w hich the field varies.20
In principle, it should also re;
t h t t h extension of t h e atomic wave
H
, ,
,
,
m u c h l a r g e r t h a n t h e s l z e o f t h e ground state

k e t b e

K. ,
of the confining potential. Actually, we will see that the latter condition can be dropped, and the semiclassical and quantum
r e s u l t s a r e i d e n t i c a i e v e n if t h e atom is mostly in the
ground

j i i j . i i . i i
state of t h e welL

A. Internal Atomic Dynamics
T h e i n t e r n a l s t a t e s o f t h e a t o m a r e treated

quantum mechanically. In the low-intensity domain of interest here
[relation (3)], the optical Bloch equations, giving the evolution of the atomic density operator, can be simplified by
an adiabatic elimination of the optical coherences (offdiagonal matrix elements of the density operator between
ground and excited states). We are then left with a set of
rate equations for the populations TTJ(J = g, r,e) of the
atom's three internal levels20'21:
1J> = - Rg^e(x) (i7> - ve) + R,^gtrr
. _
""' ~ "«-<W ("i - w«) - lir e ,
rrr = -Rr^ Trr + pTve

+ (1 - f>)Vn-e, (5a)
(5b)
(5c)

where
Rg^e(x) = (?s/2)cos2(kx).

(6)

Since we have assumed that s « 1, the scatter rate
Rg-^(x) is much smaller than F and the population of the
excited state, ire, is small compared with 1. For times
long compared with T'1, we have therefore approximately
(7)

2

\

4*7L

\

4*/J

The term -2kxl(x = ir/4fe) is responsible for the cooling.
The term that is independent of x causes heating because
of two effects. First, for each scattering event, photon
recoil causes an average increase in energy 2R.19 Second,
when the atom changes from level g to level r, the well
switches from Ug to Ur. As we will see in Section 3, the
corresponding potential energy change, when it is aver-

i^-R^xfr.
r

+ R^frr,

"

(8a)
(8b)

where
Rg-.r(x) = PRg-.t{x) = /3(rs/2)cos2(&x).

(9)

In t h e limit Rr~g, Rg-r « <*>„, and when we use
irg + vr = 1, the steady-state solution of Eqs. (8) is simply
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(1

{RgS+ W

°b)

where (Rt^r) stands for the average of Rg~r(x) over the
atom oscillation period for the atom in level g (recall that
we have assumed that Rr _ , does not depend on x). The
time constant rint for the relaxation of these internal vanables is given by
]/ T = (R ) + R
(11)
B. External Atomic Dynamics
When the atom is in level r, or when the atom is in level g
in the absence of the laser, the center of the atom's well is
denoted x*. Therefore the atom's harmonic well can be
described by
Ur(x) = U0(x) = V2muv\x - xrOf.

C. Cooling Rate
^ n e v a r i a t i ° n of the external (kinetic + potential) energy Ex can be expressed by the equation
£« = ^ f l * - d ) [«•(*) - Ug(x)]) + TrrR^g(Ug(x) - UM)
+

t i a l e n e r g y a s t h e a t o m g o e g f r o m g t o r a n d f r Q m r t Q g>
resp ectively.

They therefore contain both Sisyphus coolheating that is due to the sudden switching of
the wells. Recoil heating for the g —» r transfer is contained in the third term of Eq. (17), and spontaneous force
Doppler antidamping (heating) can be neglected (Subsection 5.B). The averages are taken over one oscillation
P e r i o d i n t h e i n i t i a l potential \Ug(x) for the first term of
E
<1- <17> a n d Ur(*) f o r the second],
A s m
relation (4), we linearize the rate Rg^r(x) [Eq. (9)]
around x,o:
i n ga n dt h e

(12)

When the atom is in level g in the presence of the laser
field, the center of the atom's well is shifted by the laser
light. Using the dressed-state formalism,9 we find that
the energy of the state g is shifted by an amount
,
Udx) = | [ V cos2(**) + 52]1'2 - - 8 = Uw cos2(*X),
.
{lda>

Rg-.r(x) = /3(Is/4)[l - 2k(x - xM,

(18)

and we use the equipartition of energy for the atom oscillating in Ug(x):
,
.
E, = 2{-mu>v2(x - *eo)2) •
(19)
\*
'
For times long compared with rmu we then obtain, using
Eqs. (10) for irg and irr,

Where

E, = ~(1/TS)(E,

ULO = hwi'/te

(17)

Tg{Rg^e(x))2R.

T h e first t w Q t e r m g g t a n d for t h e a y e r a g e c h a n g e i n p o t e n .

- Ex0),

(20a)

(13b)
where the steady-state energy EM is

is the maximum value of UL. Equations (13) are valid for
8»T,w1.
The internal state \g) changes to the dressed
state |g)', but |g)' = \g) in the limit on « 8. The center
of the atom's well, xgo, when it is shifted by the dipole
potential, corresponds to the spatial minimum of the total
potential for the atom in level g:
U rx\ _ u ix\ + u tx\
H4)
Since the cooling will be a maximum where the intensity
gradient is maximum, we choose kx^ = ir/4. Assuming
that the shift Ax0 between the two wells is small compared with K/2% we linearize UL(x) around xr0 to obtain
UL(X)=-ULO/2

The shift Ax0 is then
A
*

- WiAx

T

_ , « L .w

# = VLa/ho}u
112

- xn,).

2

>« <A:C°) ,
•"
- ^11 i 1 |
*
2k
kp(bx0)
2 \
f2/3/
tuo I
1\
= —-1 f + — I
(20b)
^
*"'
and the Sisyphus cooling time constant T, is given by
EM

_

mo

i _ ^flg-r/Rr-g I R \ *
(20c)
TS {Rg-r) + Rr-,g\ti(aJ
», ,
,
F r
,° the conditions of interest (f - 1, R/ho,v « 1), one can
check that TS » Tint.

(15)

nRol

(16b)

and Xo = {h/2ma>v) is the spread of the zero-point wave
function in the harmonic well. We show in Subsection 3.D that the minimum kinetic energy is achieved for
Vut — t"»v, that is, for f = 1. Therefore, since we have
assumed the Lamb-Dicke criterion kx0 « 1, the shift Ax0
of the well Ug(x) that is due to the dipole potential is, for
minimum kinetic energy, much smaller than x0 and thus
much smaller than A/2ir, as we assumed in deriving
Eq. (16a).

D. Cooling Limit
I n steady state the atom's external energy is reduced to
Ex0 [Eq. (20b)]. Ex0 is minimized when the laser intensity
is adjusted to make f = f/io/fi"). =/3 , in which case
jE«omi" = hujVfS = ULO.
(21)
From the second expression in Eq. (21) the minimum external energy is equal to the depth of the wells created by
the standing-wave laser beam. This agrees with the resuit of Sisyphus cooling of free atoms.8 When /3 = 1, this
predicts an energy near the zero-point energy for the
ion in its well. In such a situation we might question the
validity of this approach, which treats the atomic motion
classically. Therefore it will be useful to compare
the cooling limit derived here with the results from a
quantum-mechanical treatment of the atom's motion.
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ground states, respectively. The sum is performed over
all possible excited harmonic-oscillator states.
Since we have assumed that S » mv, the denominator
in the sum in Eq. (22) can be approximated by 8. This
amounts to neglecting Doppler antidamping; the validity
of this approximation is discussed in Subsection 5.B.
With this approximation and the closure relation over the
states |ne>", Eq. (22) simplifies to
W r , » r = P(C/S2)I Mexp(-iK

I

• X)f(X) \ng)'\\

(23)

When f) * 1, we must also consider scattering directly
back to the ground state from the excited state. These
direct rates give rise to additional recoil heating for the
~* e -* g scattering process:

g

W « v - a - «(C/8«)|{«»/|'}«p(-ik. • x)/U)k>f,
(24)

„.„_..
". ,,
,.
. ..
*• •
i- j
Fig. 3. Diagram for the cooling when the motion is quantized.
Each electronic state has a sublevel structure of harmonicoscillator levels labeled by the quantum numbers nh where j = g,
e, or r. Cooling is represented by scattering processes of the
form «,-*»,-• nr, where nr < ns. This may be viewed as due

^T£ZXai:c££ine

of states M

where ng* is the final harmonic-oscillator state in the di• .
_. „
., ..
scattering process. Finally, we must consider the
change in harmonic-oscillator energy levels in the transitions r -» g. As in the semiclassical treatment, this leads
t o a heating resulting from the sudden switching of the
rect

and le n r< harm nic wel1

''

4. QUANTUM TREATMENT
A Transition Rates
In this section we treat the atom's motion in its well quanturn mechanically. We describe the cooling process as
shown in Fig. 3, where laser photons undergo spontaneous
scattering from the dressed states, which now include the
perturbed harmonic-oscillator states (denoted by primes
and double primes)
Cooling results from spontaneous Raman scattering
processes of the form \g,ng)' -* \e, ne)" -* \r,n\ where
I < nt. States \g. n/and
\e, «.>• are assumed to be
dressed by the standing-wave laser field. We can calcu. , . , , .
, ,?
,. ,. ..
,
•
late the cooling and the cooling limit as was done in
Ref. 19. For practical purposes the cooling rate is adequately represented by the semiclassical treatment of
Subsection 3.C. Here we are interested primarily in the
cooling limit, since the semiclassical treatment predicts a
minimum energy approximately equal to ho,.. We can
calculate the minimum energy, using Eq. (27) of Ref. 19.
It will be more instructive, however, to calculate the rates
for each process ng -» nT separately. According to Ref. 19,
these rates can be written as
_ <nrlexp(-tk. • X\n,y{(n.\"}f(X)\nty
l
g.ng-~r,nr ~ ^
g _ (£n _ £n \if, + jpw

2

,_2\

'

where C is a factor that includes the laser intensity (at the
position x = ir/4A) and matrix elements for the g —* e
transition, X is the atomic position operator, and k, is the
wave vector for the scattered photon. For simplicity we
will assume the scattered photon to be in either the +x
or the -x direction, so that ks X = ±kX. f(X) is a
function representing the x dependence of the laser's electrie field amplitude near x = n/4k; from Eq. (1), f(X) =
l-k(Xxro). Ent and EH are the energies of the individual harmonic-oscillator levels for the excited and

°

with ut

° - y s p* tial ™ iation °f

(—

the

transfer rate iir-«)- This process is described by the rate
rr.„,-,,„, = C'|{(ng|'}l|«r>|2,
(25)
where C is a constant characterizing the rate of the
r
- 8 P r o c e s s - I n Subsection 4.D these rates will be used
in a m a s t e r
equation for the populations of the harmonicoscillator levels. Before that is discussed, two preliminary
ste s a r e
P
required. First we must find an expression for
the
Perturbed harmonic-oscillator wave functions,
Then we will obtain simple expressions for the rates in
^"Js- (23)-(25).
,
...
_
* D ™ s s e d Harmomc-Oscillator Wave Functaons
^s we discussed in Section 1, the dipole force acts uniformly over the extent of the wave functions of interest in
J
,
,.
,
, , „ . „ . , . , . ,
T
h e La
'
mb-Dicke limit Therefore the effect of this dipole
for
" f S11"f^ *? s h l f t * h f c e n t e r A o f * h e h f momcs c l l a t o r w U f o r he
° '
f
* ^ ^ t e t o ** + Ajc»: t h f value ^alcufted ™lass,cally. (This can be exphcitly venf.ed by
t h e us of
f
second-order perturbation theory to dress the
w ve fu
*
™;tionS.) The wave functrons \n.) are simply
obtalned b u s i n t h e s atlal
y
S
P
translation operator
\ng)' = exp(-iAxo^Vfi) \nt),
(26)
where Px is the x component of the atomic momentum
operator.
In the following, we will require both the position and
momentum operators X and Px in terms of raising and lowering operators af and a:
X = x (a? + a)
(27)
P

'

=

ixomwa(a - a).
run
£ . a ,''"". * he Rat *f ,_.,
_ , iU
Usin E
S * ( 2 6 ) i n E^ < 23 H 25 >' we find that
Ts n^rn, = j8(C/52)| <n.r|j4.i|«.^>|2,
" '' _
, u , ,,i
ur/s!,|,
r
* v~*V " ^ ~ « Ws )l (n/\A^g)\
,
2
^r,nr^g,H = C'|^ns|A3Jnr}| ,

(28)

(29a)
,9qw
(29b)
(29c)
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where

A! = exp(-iktX)f(X)exp(-iAx0PJti),
(30a)
A2 = exp(i&x0Px/h)exp(-ik,X)f(X)exp(-iAx0Px/h),
(30b)

A, - «p(-»A*,P,/»)

written for steady state, give a relation between irs,n, irr,n,
•"« fi±i> and 77V n ± i. If we assume that f is not large com-

1 -< )

At - 1 - AxoCo^i - i + •*./*) + o(i + f + »*./*)],
'

'

J

( ) S
so

l + O[(n + l)(kxofl

(30c)

and where k, = ±k, depending on the direction of the
spontaneously emitted photon (assumed to be along the
+x or the -x direction).
We now replace the position and momentum operators X
and Px in AUA2, and A3 by their expressions in terms of a
and a* [Eqs. (27) and (28)]. It is convenient to change the
origin of the x axis to Xro, in which case f(X) = 1 - kX.
Since kxo(n + I)1'2 « 1 (Lamb-Dicke criterion), we keep
only terms in first order in kxoa or kxod. This gives

+ ^m « 1> t h e n
r,,,,,-,,,,,^,,,/^,,,^,,,^,, =

p a r e d w i t h i a n d r e c a l l t h a t kxo(n
E S
32 a n d
33
ive

^
v

^ L ^
^
r # , n ^,» + r r , n _ f , n
__

r a »-.,,„
^
!*„_,.,„ + Tr,n^g,n

(35a)

(35b)

.
Substituting relations (35) into Eq. (34) and using
Eqs (32) w e o b t a i n
'
'
^
-y + acit _ j \
- ^ =
^
-^>
(36)
""
" "
'
rhtre

we

£ a v e d n e s l e i c t e d tf1118 o f «"*«• <» + ^ t * * ^ a n d

A 2 = l - kxo(a' + a)(l + ik,/k),

^ 31a ^
(31b)

higher. For f « 1, we have w n+ i/ir B -» 1. vn-n/vn
minimized for £ = Uu,/ha>v = /3" 1/2 , in which case
,
.
^

A 3 = 1 + #*„(<* - a f ).

(31c)

\ ^ j m i n ~ 2 + VJS

Therefore, in the Lamb-Dicke limit, the important rates
are those for which the vibrational quantum number
changes by 1, and we have

r _ =4 ^ ,

(32b)
(32c)

r r ,^ e B = C s B r J ? ,

~eXP(-^)'

r

_ * ~ ^r?

ori» ^2^ J. n

l"

^Ir

(38)

which shows that the system reaches a thermodynamic
equilibrium. For such a thermodynamic equilibrium,
(ra.) = [exp(fto)0/*BT) - I]" 1 , in which case
(nv) = [1 + j8f(f - l)]/2/3|.
Th S

' ^

m l n i m i Z e d for

^=^'^

(39)

j n Which CaSe

K> = / 3 - 1 / 2 - l / 2 .

(32e)
+

J

Since, according to Eq. (36), irntl/vn is independent of re,
can write

(32d)

rr,n^,»+l = Rr-.g(kXo)2(n + 1)£2 = (^-—j rr..-,..-! ,

(

we

(32a)

_
2
2
li,n-.r,»+i - ttg~Akxo) (n + 1)[1 + (1 - f) J,
rg,^r,n_i = Re^r{kxofn{l + (1 + £)*],

is

(40)

This corresponds to a minimum energy
E*omia = ««„«*„) + 1/2) = tio>^-112,

(32 f)

(41)

in agreement with the semiclassical answer [Eq. (21)].
D. Rate Equations and Cooling Limit
This remarkable agreement between the semiclassical
A master equation for the populations takes the form
a n d q u a n t u m t h e o r i e s c a n b e i n t e r p l . e ted in the following
n+i
way. The motion of a quantum particle in a harmonic
%» = 2! X ("Iftn-M.n'Ufti. + I;,„•-.,,„•&!,„•),
(33a)
well is governed by the same basic equations as those for
nr=i-i "g'r
the classical motion. (This is particularly clear in the
1
"+
Wigner function approach and is a particular feature of
TTr.n = 2, (~Yr,^g,n'Trr-n + Tg,n^r_„%„•),
(33b)
t n e harmonic potential.) Consequently, the only place
where Planck's constant plays a role in the problem here is
where •*&„ denotes the population with internal state g
in the recoil heating, where R = ti2k2/2m, and this recoil
and external state re, etc. As expected, in steady state
is handled in the same way in both treatments. Therethese equations show, after a little algebra, that the total fore it should not be surprising that both approaches lead
population going from n to n + 1 is equal to the total popto the same minimum energy, even though this energy is
ulation going from re + 1 to n. That is,
close to the zero-point energy in the quantum well.
(Ii,.-,,.,n+l + rftl,^,n+1)Tr,.» + rr,,^,n+lWr,n
=

(I«,n+1—r.n + I*s,n-H—g,n)"i,n+l + Fr,„+!_£,n77V,,,+i . (34)

In order to exploit this result, we now look for an approximate expression for n-fts and irr,n as a function of the total
population of level re (i7n = i7s,n + irr,,). Equations (33),

g_

DISCUSSION

A. Cooling Rate
It is interesting to compare the rate for the Sisyphus cooling discussed here with the rate for Doppler cooling,
Doppler cooling can be represented in Fig. 1 by the con-
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ditions /3 = 0 and S < 0. The rate for Doppler cooling has
been calculated by many authors; for example, from
Eq. (19a) of Ref. 22 the cooling rate is
T

D~1 = -2RSDhkzSD{m[(r/2)

+ S D 2 ]}~\

(42)

v.
E> • i-i. 4 4. i
it •
4. it.
v. • 4 r>
where RSD is the total scattering rate, the subscripts D

, e r,
i
.•
jii-j.
-i •
ji
stand for Doppler cooling, and the intensity is assumed to
be below saturation (s « 1). For minimum temperature
using Doppler cooling, we want SD = -F/2. For this case,
To'1 = iRSDR/hV.

(43)

According to Eq. (20c), assuming, for example, that
R r ^ s » (Rg^r) (that is, flv=l), the ratio of rates for Sisyphus cooling and Doppler cooling is
_x
I \ it
\
ll = [ _ ) I ' .*- r ']g.
(44)
ro '
\(aj \ RSD I
„ , , , - , . .
.
.
,,
,, .,
Therefore, for the minimum-temperature case tf = 1), the
ratio of Sisyphus cooling to Doppler cooling is approximately given by the ratio (iy». ) « B , , r ) R s v ) . For
{Rg )IR8D~l, Sisyphus cooling is faster by r > , .
Companng the Sisyphus cooling rate with the cooling
rate m the resolved sideband limit1 • • is not so s raightforward because the conditions m which each applies are
different. For efficient sideband cooling (in a two-level
atom), we want 5 = —<ov and T « <«„, and these conditions are incompatible with relation (2). Therefore a
comparison of cooling rates depends on the specific atomic
system considered. The practical advantages of one cooling scheme over the other will also depend on the specific
system investigated; this will depend, for example, on
the availability and the ease of operation of the required lasers.
B. Contribution of Doppler Antidamping in Sisyphus
Cooling
For the model considered here (S > 0), Doppler cooling is
turned into an antidamping term. We can use Eq. (42) to
check that this heating effect can be neglected compared
with Sisyphus cooling. For the situation of interest here
(S » T), we have

.,
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fied) and the Sisyphus cooling limit is smaller than that
for Doppler cooling. The minimum energy for sideband
cooling and Sisyphus cooling is approximately the same,
since the ion can be cooled to near the zero-point energy
(fiu>J2) in either case. However, for some applications it
m a v De
J

desirable t o cool t o (nv) «
,
)

1, i n which case side• * u •

band cooling appears to be the appropriate choice,
6

6.

HF

vv

v

POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTAL

CONFIGURATIONS

To give an idea of how Sisyphus cooling might be employed,
we consider the example of a single, trapped 24Mg+ ion in a
magnetic field B. To make the problem tractable, we
will consider only the cooling of one degree of freedom,
namely, the axial oscillation in a Paul rf trap or a Penning
trap. To be consistent with the notation above, we call
this the at degree of freedom. We will also make the simplifying assumption that the scattering rate for cooling
^ Qther d
^
g rf f r e e d o m i g ^
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UTTg(Re~r)\ R _ (±\ I <flrJ>Rr~g \ (R)
\ fi IhS \pj[(Re^) + RrJ\hsj
(45)

By comparing with Eq. (20c), we find that

^-(s)?*1TS

(46)

\ps/ o

Therefore we may neglect the effects of Doppler antidamping compared with Sisyphus cooling except when
P« i
. .
C. Cooling Limit
The minimum energy for Doppler cooling is hT/2. Therefore, according to Eq. (21) or (41), the minimum energy for
Sisyphus cooling will be smaller than that for Doppler
,.
, .,
. .
,.
i r*
/T ,
cooling by the approximate ratio « . / r « 1. Consequently, the Sisyphus cooling rate is more efficient (at low
temperatures, where the Lamb-Dicke criterion is satis-

Fig. 4. The cooling described in the text could be approximately
realized by a trapped 24Mg+ ion in a magnetic field. A specific
case is illustrated for the levels labeled g,e, and rii) (a). Transfer
from level r to level g could be realized with microwave radiation
tuned to the r -* g transition. This transfer could also be accomplished by spontaneous Raman transitions r -> e' -* g by
using a traveling-wave laser beam (laser 2 in the figure) tuned to
t h e r _• e- transition. In this case additional recoil heating must
be accounted for (see the text). Another case that would apply to
an ion or an atom with an outer unpaired electron and a spin 1/2
nucleus
< and n o intermediate electronic states) is shown in (b).
Here the magnetic field is assumed to be small enough that
B
the Zeeman
structure is unresolved.
Transfer from% to
through spontaneous Raman transitions (laser 2) is indicated in
the figure.
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wave laser beam (k vectors parallel and antiparallel to x)
is tuned above the 2Si/2(m^ = +1/2) -» zP3/2(mj = -1/2)
transition frequency by an amount S [laser 1 in Fig. 4(a)].
We assume that B (parallel to x) is large enough that
hS « 2/xBB/3, where iiB is the Bohr magneton. This ensures that there will be negligible excitation on transitions other than those of interest. One situation for
approximate realization of the cooling limit described in
Subsections 3.D and 4.D is the following: First we leave
laser 1 on long enough that the ion is pumped to level r
with high probability [from Fig. 4(a), 0 = 2/3)]. We then
turn laser 1 off and transfer ions from level r to g with a
microwave v pulse. (To accomplish the transfer, we need
not as-sume that the duration of the v pulse is less than
to,,'1.) Laser 1 is then turned on again, and the process is
repeated. When laser 1 is turned back on, we assume
that it is accomplished in a time long compared with w / 1
but short compared with R,~r\ so n, is unchanged as \g)
becomes dressed. As far as the cooling limit goes, this
situation is actually somewhat better than the model that
we have assumed in Section 2 because we avoid the heating resulting from well switching in the r -* g transition.
Mathematically, this amounts to setting A3 = 1 in
Eq. (29c). In this case the steady-state energy would be
given by <nB) = [2 + pffi - 2)1/401 This would be minimized for £ = (2/0)1'2, in which case (n c ) min = (2/3)"1'
2 - Vt. For /3 = 2/3, (n,,) mi,, = 0.37.
Experimentally, it'might be easier to accomplish the
r -» g transfer with a second, traveling-wave laser beam
tuned near the 2Sm(mj = - 1 / 2 ) -* 2P3l2(mj = +1/2)
transition [laser 2 in Fig. 4(a)]. (Additional cooling could
be obtained with a second, standing-wave laser beam, but
this would be more difficult to arrange experimentally.)
The r -» g transfer is then accomplished by spontaneous
Raman scattering with probability j3' = 2/3 for each scattering event from laser 2. This basic scheme could also
be realized on 2Sm - » 2 P m transitions in 24Mg+ or other
ions (atoms) with similar energy-level structure.
Using laser 2 will lead to a slightly higher minimum energy than our model predicts because of the additional recoil heating in the r -» g transfer. To account for this
heating properly, we must modify Eq. (17). Therefore
we write
Ex'=

Ex + TrrRr^e(2R),

(47)

where E, is given by Eq. (17), Rr-,t is the excitation rate
from r to e' [e' is the 2P3ii{mj = +1/2) level] that is due to
the second laser, and Rr~g = 2Rr^e/3.
In steady state
this amounts to doubling the recoil heating term in
Eq. (17). For this case, Exo = tuoM + 3/f)/2, which is
minimized for f = Vi3, yielding Ex0 = V3~fcwu or
<«„) = VS - 1/2 = 1.23.
For 2 4 Mg + we t a k e T/2ir = 43.0 MHz and A =
279.64 nm. If we assume that WO/2TT = 2 MHz, the
conditions of relation (2) are reasonably satisfied for
S/2TT = 1 GHz and o>i/2ir = 0.118 GHz (obtained from
£ = V3), in which case iJ g - e = 4.68 x 105 s"1. For these
conditions and laser 2 adjusted to make Rr^e = Rg-.e, we
have T, = 17.4 /is. For the transitions of interest the resonant cross section is A2/4ir. If laser 2 is tuned to resonance the required intensity is 5.34 mW/cm2. For one of

the beams in the standing-wave laser beam, we require
an intensity of 5.78 W/cm2. To satisfy the condition
hS « 2/is/3, we require that B » 0.107T. The effective
temperature of the ion is given by
T = h<uv/[kB ln(l + <«„)"')].

(48)

For

<"»> = 12 3> T " 0 1 6 m K - F ° r the same transition
Doppler cooling limit is («„) = 10, corresponding to
T = 1 mK. For («„} < 1, Eq. (48) shows that the temperature is only logarithmically dependent on <»„>. To
achieve lower temperatures, we require <«„ to be lower, but
if w e m a k e
<*»» t o ° l o w . w e violate the condition kx0 « 1
in t h e
(
example above, kx0 = 0.23).
Another scheme that might be used to cool an ion in a
r f tra
in a low
P
magnetic field is illustrated in Fig. 4(b).
T h i s w o u l d w o r k f o r 199H + ions
g
> f o r example. Laser 1
provides the Sisyphus cooling, and laser 2 [or microwave
radiation between the 2 S I/2 (F = 0) and (F = 1) levels]
provides the repumping into level g. Similar schemes
exist in otner ions or
atoms.
Experimentally, it may be difficult to make the center
° f the atom's well coincide with the point of maximum
intensity gradient. One way around this problem for the
standing-wave configuration would be to permit the
standing wave to run over the center of the atom's position. This could be accomplished by the construction of
a moving standing wave composed of two counterpropagating laser beams separated by frequency o>m. When
R
^ « <om « <u0, the above expressions hold, with the
magnitude of the intensity gradient replaced by its value
averaged over the standing wave,
the

y

SUMMARY

We have examined Sisyphus cooling for a bound atom for
the condition in which the radiative linewidth F is much
larger than the oscillation frequency <»„ of the atom in its
well. We have studied the strong-binding limit, which is
given by the condition that the recoil energy be much less
than the zero-point energy of the atom in the well. We
have examined the cooling, using a simple three-level
model for the internal states of the atom. We have assumed that the atom is confined in one dimension and
cooled by a standing-wave laser beam. This model can be
generalized to more-complicated cases. Since the minimum energies are near the zero-point energy of the atom
in its well, we have examined the cooling limit, treating
the atom's motion both classically and quantum mechanically. Within the approximations of the model the cooling
limits are found to be the same.
We found that the minimum energy of the atom occurs
when the depth of the dipole potential well created by the
standing wave is approximately equal to the zero-point energy of the atom. In this case the minimum energy of the
atom is given by the condition that the mean occupation
number (nj) of the atom in its well be approximately equal
to 1. If we compare Sisyphus cooling with Doppler cooling, which operates on the same type of broad transition
(r » u>v), we find that Sisyphus cooling is much more efficient for both the cooling rate (as long as we are in the
Lamb-Dicke limit) and the cooling limit. Sisyphus cool
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ing leads to a temperature nearly as low as that resulting from sideband cooling without the requirement of a
narrow atomic transition. We have briefly examined
experimental examples that assume atomic ions stored in
traps. The same ideas should apply, however, for neutral
atoms confined by magnetic traps, optical dipole traps, etc.
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the manuscript.
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Paper 7.6
A. Aspect, E. Arimondo, R. Kaiser, N. Vansteenkiste, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Laser cooling below the one-photon recoil energy by velocity-selective coherent population trapping,"
Phys. Rev. Lett. 61, 826-829 (1988).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
The recoil temperature TR, given by &BTR/2 = .ER = h2k2/2M, corresponds to the recoil
kinetic energy ER of an atom with mass M absorbing or emitting a single photon with
momentum hk. In most laser cooling experiments, fluorescence cycles never cease, and it is
impossible to avoid the random recoil due to fluorescence photons emitted in all the possible
directions. This explains, for example, why the recoil temperature is a lower bound for the
temperatures which can be reached by Sisyphus cooling (see paper 7.3). In fact, the recoil
temperature TR is not a fundamental limit and this letter demonstrated for the first time
that atoms can be cooled below TR.
The transverse cooling experiment described here uses a combination of two effects. The
first is a quenching of absorption for atoms with a very small momentum (p ~ 0) which
protects them from the "bad" effects of fluorescence cycles (random recoil). The second effect
concerns atoms with p ^ 0 which can absorb light and undergo random recoils; a random
walk in momentum space allows some of them to diffuse from the p ^ 0 absorbing states into
the p ~ 0 nonabsorbing states where they remain trapped and accumulate. The quenching
of absorption uses an effect which was discovered in Pisa in 1976 (see Ref. 7) called "coherent
population trapping." If two lasers simultaneously drive two atomic transitions connecting
two ground state Zeeman sublevels g+ and #_ to the same excited sublevel eo, and if the
resonance condition for the Raman processes connecting g+ to g_ is fulfilled, then the atoms
are optically pumped, after a few fluorescence cycles, in a linear superposition of g+ and gwhich no longer absorbs light ("dark" state). The two absorption amplitudes from g+ to eo
and from g_ to eo interfere destructively and the fluorescence stops. When the detuning A
from the resonance Raman condition is varied around A = 0, the fluorescence reappears.
The new idea introduced here is to use the Doppler effect between two counterpropagating
waves exciting g+ «—> eo and g~ «—> eo, respectively, for achieving a velocity-dependent
detuning A. The quenching of absorption is then velocity selective and this is why the new
scheme used here is called "velocity selective coherent population trapping" (VSCPT).
During the development of this idea, it soon appeared that the two transition amplitudes
connecting g+ and <7_ to eo correspond to the absorption of two photons having opposite
momenta, so that the two states which are linearly superposed in the dark state must have
different momenta in order to be connected to the same excited state. This explains why,
in the VSCPT scheme, the laser-cooled atoms exhibit a momentum distribution with two
peaks separated by an interval 2hk (see Fig. 4).
The transverse temperature measured here on a beam of metastable helium is half the
recoil temperature and corresponds to a de Broglie wavelength of 1.4 /im, larger than the
wavelength of the laser used to cool the atoms (1.08 /xm). A theoretical analysis (see paper 7.7) shows that the temperature which can be reached by VSCPT is inversely proportional to the laser-atom interaction time G. For this reason, a new generation of VSCPT
experiments has been started, replacing the fast atomic beam of metastable helium by a
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source of slower, precooled atoms released from a magneto-optical trap. One can then hope
to increase the interaction time 0 by one or two orders of magnitude (see papers 7.9 to
7.12).
Note finally that after this work another subrecoil cooling scheme was proposed and
demonstrated in 1992 [M. Kasevich and S. Chu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 69, 1741 (1992)]. Here
too,fluorescencecycles are suppressed for atoms with p ~ 0. Atoms with p ^ O are pushed
towards p = 0 by appropriate sequences of stimulated Raman and optical pumping pulses.
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Laser Cooling below the One-Photon Recoil Energy by
Velocity-Selective Coherent Population Trapping
A. Aspect, E. Arimondo, (a) R. Kaiser, N. Vansteenkiste, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertzienne de VEcole Normale Supirieure el College de France,
F-75231 Paris Cedex 05. France
(Received 11 July 1988)
We present a new laser-cooling scheme based on velocity-selective optical pumping of atoms into a
nonabsorbing coherent superposition of states. This method has allowed us to achieve transverse cooling
of metastable 4He atoms to a temperature of 2 /JK, lower than both the usual Doppler cooling limit (23
/iK) and the one-photon recoil energy (4 //K). The corresponding de Broglie wavelength (1.4 fim) is
larger than the atomic-transition optical wavelength.
PACS numbers: 32.8O.Pj, 42.50.Vk

The lowest temperature T which can be achieved by
can be velocity selective for appropriate laser configurathe usual laser-Doppler-cooling method is given, for a
tions.8 Our cooling scheme consists of accumulating
two-level atom, by ksT/2 ~hr/A, where r is the spontaatoms in the zero-velocity nonabsorbing state where they
neous-emission rate from the excited atomic state (for
remain trapped. To populate this state, we take advanNa, 7 = 2 4 0 /iK).' In order to reach lower temperatage of momentum redistribution due to spontaneous
tures, proposals based on Raman two-photon processes in
emission, which allows certain atoms to be optically
a three-level atom have been presented,2'3 but the
pumped from the absorbing velocity classes to the
efficiency of Raman cooling has not yet been demonnonabsorbing state. Since the recoil of the last
strated. Recently, surprisingly low temperatures
spontaneous-emission photon is part of the cooling mech(around 40 nK) have been measured for sodium4 and
anism, the one-photon recoil energy is not a limit and the
tentatively interpreted in terms of a new friction mecha- final temperature is limited only by the coherent interacnism.5 The recoil energy (hk)2/2M for an atom with
tion time. Note also that, contrary to other cooling
mass M emitting a photon with momentum ftk represchemes, our mechanism, based on a Raman resonance
sents another landmark in the energy scale for laser coolcondition, does not depend on the sign of the laser detuning. It has been suggested that optical pumping in ing.
translation space might be used to cool the translational
A more rigorous analysis requires the introduction of
degrees of freedom below this so-called recoil limit, by
both internal and translational quantum numbers. For
velocity-selective recycling in a trap.6 In this Letter, we
example, the state \eo,p) represents an atom in level en
present a mechanism of laser cooling below the onewith the value p of Prat (P at is the atomic momentum),
photon recoil energy, based on optical pumping of both
If we ignore spontaneous emission, I eo,p) is coupled only
internal and translational atomic degrees of freedom.
to \g-,p — hk) (or \g+,p + hk)) by stimulated emisThis velocity-selective process is based on coherent trapsion of a er+ (o--) laser photon carrying a momentum
ping of atomic populations7 and has allowed us to
achieve a one-dimensional cooling of 4He atoms in the
triplet metastable state down to a temperature of about 2
nK. This temperature is lower than both the Doppler
cooling limit (23 nK for ID cooling) and the one-photon
recoil energy (4 fiK).
Our scheme involves a closed three-level A configuration where two degenerate ground Zeeman sublevels g ±
(m" ±1) are coupled to an excited level eo (m ~ 0 ) by
two counterpropagating cr+ and a- laser beams with the
same frequency COL and the same intensity (solid lines of
Fig. 1). For an atom at rest, two-photon Raman pro_¥_ , . . _
.
,
, . .
.
.
. .•
f
.
..FIG. 1. (a) Two counterpropagating cr+ and a- polarized
cesses give nse to a nonabsorbing coherent superposition
, a s e r b e a m s i n t e r a c t w i t h « £ pJms *a t h e 2 ^ . 2 ^ u ^ .
of g + and g-. If the atom is moving along Oz, the Ration
( b ) T h e Z e e m a n sublevels> a n d s o m e u s e f u , c , e b s c h .
man resonance condition is no longer fulfilled as a conseG o r d a n coefficients. Since the eo~go transition is forbidden,
quence of opposite Doppler shifts on the two counterproa n atO ms are pumped into g+ and g- after a few fluorescence
pagating laser beams. This simple argument explains
cycles. These two levels are coupled only to <?0, and a closed
how the phenomenon of coherent population trapping
three-level A configuration is realized (solid lines).
826
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+ hk (~hk).
We are thus led to introduce, for each
value of p, a family F(p) of three states {|eo>p)>
\g+,p + hk), and \g-,p~ hk)} which are coupled by
the interaction Hamiltonian V (Ref. 9):
.
_
.
(g±,p±hk\V\e0,p)+ (ha>i/2texpUcoLt),
where on is the Rabi frequency associated with each
laser and where the + signs come from the ClebschGordan coefficients eo~g+ and eo~g- (Fig. 1). Note
that for p * 0 , the kinetic energy (p + hk)2/2M of
| g+,p + hk> differs from the kinetic energy (.p-hk)2/
1M of \g-,p-hk)
by an amount ihkplM (i.e., the
Doppler shift introduced above for the two-photon Raman resonance).
We can now write the expression of the nonabsorbing
trapping state considered above:
| VNA(0))-I|S-, -hk)+ \g+, + hk)]/J2.
This state is stationary since the two states \g+,±hk)
have the same internal and kinetic energies, and since
(VNA(O)\V\eo,O)-O. These properties are not modified
when spontaneous emission is taken into account
[ I VNA(O)) is radiatively stable], so that an atom pumped
in this state remains trapped there indefinitely (coherent
population trapping). Note that | VNA(0)> is not an
eigenstate of P/ 1 , so that, for atoms trapped in
| VNA(0)>, the atomic momentum distribution presents
two peaks at eigenvalues /J a t~ ±hk.
For the families F(p*0), we can introduce two orthogonal linear combinations of \g+,p± hk):
I VHA(p))~l\g-,p-hk)+ \g+,p + hk)]/J2,
i , ... ,i
... I
. .,.,,/r\VA(p))-l\g-,p-hk)-\g+,p + hk)]/-J2.
The first one, | VNAO>)), is n o t coupled to | eo,p>, while
|^A(P)> is coupled to |en,p> with a Rabi frequency
%/Io>i. However, the nonabsorbing state | ^ N A ( P ) ) is not
a trapping state, because it is not stationary (the energies
of \g±,p± hk) differ by IhkplM). More precisely, if
an atom is in | VNA(P)) at t ""0, it will oscillate between
|^N A (/?)> and the absorbing state \y\ip)) at the frequency 2kplM. One can then show that for small values
of p lkp/M«.T' where T'—mf/r is the absorption rate
from | V^A(P)) for o>\ « r and zero detuning], the absorption rate from IVNA(P)) is of the order of T" — (kpl
M)Vr'. The smaller p, the longer the time spent in
|^NA(P))- We have thus achieved a velocity-selective
coherent population trapping.l0
So far, we have only considered the evolution of a
given p family. Spontaneous emission can actually redistribute atoms between different families since the onephoton recoil momentum along Oz due to such a process
is a random variable between - hk and + hk. Such a
random walk in momentum space is essential for the
cooling discussed here. It provides the mechanism for
the pumping and accumulation of atoms into the nonab-
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sorbing superposition of states IVNA(P)) with p ~ 0 or
very small. The longer the interaction time ©, the narrower the range ±Sp of values of p around p—0 for the
states | VNA(P)> in which the atoms can remain trapped
during 6 , and the greater the number offluorescencecycles which can bring them into these states. For 6 large
enough so that Sp<hk, the final atomic momentum
distribution P(pJ along Oz will exhibit two resolved
Peaks emerging at ± hk above the initial distribution,
This will be the signature of cooling by velocity-selective
coherent trapping.
We have performed a quantitative calculation of such
a "generalized optical pumping cycle" (in both internal
and momentum spaces) which confirms all the previous
predictions. Such a calculation is based on three-level
generalized optical Bloch equations involving internal
and external degrees of freedom." Because of spontaneo u s e m i s s i o n , these equations are finite-difference equations. It must be emphasized that, since the width Sp
can become smaller than hk, most of the standard approximation methods used in laser-cooling theories 38
break down: Especially, it is no longer possible to derive
a Fokker-Planck equation. Figure 2 shows thefinaldistribution P(p a t) of atomic momentum deduced from a
numerical integration of Bloch equations for parameters
corresponding to our experimental conditions. As expected, one clearly sees two narrow peaks emerging
above the background around ±hk. Note that the
half-width of each peak is narrower than the one-photon
recoil energy. We have checked that an increase of the
interaction time 8 increases the height and decreases the
width of these peaks. The value of e leading to the largest area under the peaks depends on the shape of the ini-

FI(J2

Calculated transvcrse atomic m o m e n t u m distribu.

^ ^ b y velocity.se,ective c o b e r e n t p ^ .
trapping, for parameters close to our experimental situat j o n ( zero detuning, Rabi frequency on -0.6r, interaction time
e - 3 5 0 r ~ ' ) . The initial distribution is represented by a dotted line.
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tial distribution.
This cooling process has been demonstrated with the
experimental setup shown in Fig. 3. A supersonic helium
beam,12 liquid-nitrogen cooled, is excited by counterpropagating electrons at 40 eV. The metastable He* atoms
in the 2 'So state are optically quenched, and we obtain a
beam of He* in the 2 3 S| state, with an intensity larger
than 1 0 n atoms s~' sr~' and an average velocity of
1100 m s~'. The He* atoms interact on the 2iS\-2iP\
transition (1.083 //m) with a home-made single-mode
ring version of a LNA laser13 pumped by a 4-W A r +
laser. The laser frequency is locked to the atomic transition in an auxiliary discharge, by saturated-absorption
techniques, and the laser linewidth is less than 1 MHz.
After spatial filtering, the laser beam is expanded, passed
through two quarter-wave plates (Fig. 3), and retrorefleeted, yielding two counterpropagating plane waves
with opposite circular polarizations, with an almost uniform intensity in the 40-mm-diam interaction region
(Rabi frequency oi\ "0.6F with r/2n—1.6 MHz).
There are stringent requirements for this experiment.
First, the Zeeman, sublevels g+ and g- must remain degenerate in the whole interaction region. This condition
is fulfilled by compensation of the magnetic field to less
than 1 mG by Helmholtz coils and a Mumetal shield.
Second, the relative phase between both laser beams
must remain constant in the whole interaction region.
This is achieved by our deriving both waves from the
same laser beam and by using very high quality optical
components for the second quarter-wave plate and for
the retroreflecting mirror (wave-front distortion less than
X/8). Also, the exact overlap of the two beams is adjusted to 10 ~ 5 rad by autocollimation techniques. The
transverse velocity distribution after the interaction zone
is deduced from a transverse scan of an electron multiplier (sensitive to He*) with a 100-/jm entrance slit,
placed downstream at 1.4 m from a first 100-/im slit just
after the interaction region. The corresponding HWHM

FIG. 3. Schematic experimental setup. The atomic source
at 77 K produces a beam of metastable triple helium atoms
(2\S|) at an average velocity oi" 1100 m/s. These atoms interact with two cr+ and a- polarized counterpropagating waves
at 1.08 jim. The transverse velocity distribution at the end of
the interaction region is analyzed with two slits Si and S2, 100
urn wide. S2 is the entrance slit of a movable He* detector.
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transverse velocity resolution is 4 cm s ~'.
Figure 4 shows the transverse velocity profiles with
and without laser. The two peaks at about ± hk/M
( ± 9 . 2 cm s~') clearly appear well above the initial distribution. A measurement of the standard half-width at
exp( — %) gives 6 cm/s, which corresponds to a temperature of about 2 /iK. This experimental curve is in
reasonable agreement with the theoretical prediction.
Finer details concerning, for example, the variations of
the efficiency of the cooling effect with the detuning still
require further investigation.
We have performed supplementary tests to support the
theoretical analysis given above. First, we replaced the
a+ and a- circularly polarized beams by two orthogonally linearly polarized beams, and we checked that the
final velocity distribution still presents two peaks at
± hk/M. On the contrary, for parallel linear polarizations where the nonabsorbing atomic superposition is not
velocity selective, the two peaks at ± hk/M disappear.
Another test consists of our arranging the laser beams so
that they do not exactly overlap at the end of the interaction region, the last acting laser beam being the o+ one.
One expects atoms to be removed from the
\g-,-hk)
component of | VNA(0)> and to be pumped after a few
cycles (two on the average) into g+ with a momentum
spread around +hk. Indeed, we have observed that the
peak at — hk disappears while the peak at +hk increases and is broadened.
We have thus demonstrated that this velocity-selective
optical pumping into a nonabsorbing state is a very
efficient process to accumulate atoms in an extremely
narrow velocity class. By increasing the coherent interaction time, still narrower velocity distributions could

FIG. 4. Transverse atomic momentum profile at the end of
the interaction region, with the laser on (solid line) and off
(dashed line; this profile has been smoothed). The double-peak
structure at about ± hk and above the initial distribution is a
clear signature of the cooling effect presented in this Letter.
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be produced, allowing one to reach temperatures in the
nanokelvin range. Several developments of this work can
be considered: extensions to other level schemes; direct
observation of the coherence between the two components of | VNA(0)> propagating along different directions; generalization to three dimensions
Finally, let us emphasize that this cooling mechanism
e
. j ! _
, v ,
. ,
.
is quite different from the previously demonstrated ones,
since it is not due to a friction force but to diffusion into
the cooled velocity class. Another important feature is
that the cooled atoms no longer interact with the laser
field which then causes no perturbation, either on external degrees of freedom (no diffusion) or on internal degrees of freedom (no light shifts). This particularity
may be essential for future applications.
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This paper has been written for a special issue of the J. Opt. Soc. Am. B on "Laser cooling
and trapping of atoms" (Vol. 6, Nov. 1989; feature editors: S. Chu and C. Wieman). It
presents a detailed theoretical analysis of the one-dimensional subrecoil cooling scheme
using velocity selective coherent population trapping (VSCPT) that was demonstrated in
paper 7.6.
Atoms cooled below the recoil temperature TR, corresponding to the recoil kinetic energy
of an atom absorbing or emitting a single photon, have a de Broglie wavelength, or more
precisely a spatial coherence length, larger than the wavelength of the laser used to cool
them. They are therefore delocalized in the laser wave and semiclassical descriptions of
atomic motion no longer apply. A full quantum treatment of both the internal and external
(translational) degrees of freedom is then required. The purpose of this paper was to present
such a full quantum treatment of one-dimensional VSCPT.
The influence of the various parameters controlling the cooling efficiency is analyzed from
a numerical solution of the generalized optical Bloch equations. Simple arguments also provide analytical expressions for the momentum dependence of the quenching of fluorescence
associated with VSCPT [see Fig. 2 and Eq. (3.16)]. From this momentum dependence, one
can predict that the width Sp of the momentum distribution of cooled atoms should vary
as l/\/©, where © is the laser-atom coherent interaction time [Eq. (5.6)]. Such a result,
confirmed by the numerical calculation [Fig. 3(a)], is important because it shows that there
is no fundamental lower limit to the temperature T which can be achieved by VSCPT (T
decreases as 1/0 when 0 increases).
Another important issue concerns the proportion / of cooled atoms, i.e. the area under
the peak of Fig. 7. Numerical results are given for the variations of / with 0 (Fig. 11), but
they are limited to short interaction times. Accurate numerical calculations become difficult
for very long 0, and the problem of the asymptotic behavior of the proportion / of cooled
atoms (when 0 —• oo) remains an unsolved problem in this paper, as mentioned at the
end of Sec. 6F. More powerful approaches, giving an answer to this question, have since
been found and are described in the papers of Sec. 8 of this book.
Finally, this paper presents a possible extension of VSCPT to two dimensions (see
Sec. 7). Other schemes, also valid for three dimensions, have been proposed by other groups
[M. A. Ol'shanii and V. G. Minogin, Opt. Commun. 89, 393 (1992) and references therein
to earlier work; F. Mauri and E. Arimondo, Europhys. Lett. 16, 717 (1991)]. For example,
for a transition Jg = 1 <-> Je = 1, Ol'shanii and Minogin have shown that there is a dark
state whose wave function is given by a vector field having the same structure as the light
wave used to cool the atoms. This wave function is given by the same linear superposition
of plane waves as the light wave, with the same polarizations. Due to the monochromaticity
of the light wave, all the wave vectors appearing in the plane wave expansion of the dark
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state have thus the same modulus, but different directions. Ol'shanii and Minogin have also
determined the conditions to be fulfilled for having a single dark state. We have subsequently
performed experiments showing that VSCPT can be extended to 2 and 3 dimensions (see
papers 7.9 and 7.10).
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Laser cooling below the one-photon recoil energy by
velocity-selective coherent population trapping: theoretical
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We present a theoretical4 analysis of a new one-dimensional laser-cooling scheme that was recently demonstrated on
a beam of metastable He atoms. Both internal and translational degrees of freedom are treated quantum
mechanically. Unlike semiclassical approaches, such a treatment can be applied to situations in which the atomic
coherence length is of the same order of or larger than the laser wavelength, which is the case for atoms cooled below
the one-photon recoil energy. We introduce families of states that are closed with respect to absorption and
stimulated emission, and we establish the generalized optical Bloch equations that are satisfied by the corresponding matrix elements. The existence of velocity-selective trapping states that are linear combinations of states with
different internal and translational quantum numbers is demonstrated, and the mechanism of accumulation of
atoms in these trapping states byfluorescencecycles is analyzed. From a numerical solution of the generalized
optical Bloch equations, we study in detail how the final atomic-momentum distribution depends on the various
physical parameters: interaction time, width of the initial distribution, laser detuning, laser power, and imbalance
between the two counterpropagating waves. We show that the final temperature decreases when the interaction
time increases, so that there is no fundamental limit to the lowest temperature that can be achieved by such a
method. Finally, possible extensions of this method to two-dimensional cooling are presented.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Laser cooling uses momentum exchange between photons
and atoms to reduce the kinetic energy of atoms. Since each
elementary momentum transfer is equal to the photon momentum hk, the one-photon recoil energy ER = h2k2/2M (M
is the atomic mass) represents an important landmark in the
energy scale. Recent developments in laser cooling have
permitted researchers to reach the regime where the equilibrium atomic kinetic energy becomes of the order of a few En
(Refs. 1-3) or even smaller than Eg* In this new regime,
where the elementary momentum transfer can no longer be
considered a small quantity, the analogy between atomic
motion in laser light and Brownian motion breaks down, and
the Fokker-Planck description of laser cooling is no longer
valid. A new theoretical treatment is thus required.
The purpose of this paper is to present a quantitative
analysis of laser cooling below the one-photon recoil energy
by velocity-selective coherent population trapping. A onedimensional laser cooling of this type was recently demonstrated on a beam of metastable 4He atoms.4 Here we
present equations of motion that permit a quantitative in-

atomic transitions for which hT < ER, where r is the natural
width of the line.6
To describe atomic motion in laser light, one usually starts
from equations of motion that describe the coupled evolution of the internal and external (translational) atomic degrees of freedom as a result of resonant exchanges of energy
and momentum between photons and atoms. Because of
the discrete character of the photon momentum hk, these
equations are finite-difference equations. They are usually
transformed into coupled partial differential equations
through an expansion of the density-matrix elements in
powers of hk/Ap, where Ap is the width of the atomic-momentum distribution. For sufficiently slow atoms, one also
makes an expansion in powers ofkAp/MT (the ratio between
the Doppler shift and the natural width). Finally, after an
adiabatic elimination of the fast internal variables, one gets,
for the atomic Wigner function, a Fokker-Planck equation
that allows one to consider atomic motion in laser light as a
Brownian motion and that provides theoretical expressions
for the friction coefficient 7 and the diffusion coefficient D
and consequently for the equilibrium temperature T (ke,T ~
D/My).1

terpretation of such a cooling scheme, and we discuss their
physical content as well as their solutions. The theoretical
approach followed here can be also useful for the analysis of
other situations in which temperatures of the order of the
one-photon recoil energy are approached. For example,
similar equations can be found in the analysis of laser-cooling schemes below the Doppler limit based on gradients of
laser polarization6 or in the investigation of the lowest ternperature that can be reached by cooling with ultranarrow

The previous theoretical scheme is valid only if the expansion parameter hk/Ap is very small, i.e., if the atomic coherence length h/Ap is small compared with the laser wavelength X = 2-ir/fe. When the energy kgT = p2/2M becomes of
the order of or smaller than the recoil energy ER = h2k2/2M,
we reach a new regime where the coherence length h/Ap
becomes longer than the laser wavelength X. It is then no
longer possible to consider the atomic wave packet to be well
localized in the laser wave and to describe its motion by a
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Fokker-Planck equation. We must return to the full quantum coupled equations of motion. This is precisely what we
do in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the
level scheme and the laser configuration that are used in the
new laser-cooling method, whose principle is briefly explained. We show in Section 3 that, for two counterpropagating <r+ and cr_ circularly polarized laser waves, the absence of redistribution of photons between the two waves
allows us to introduce a finite number of states, labeled by
external and internal quantum numbers, and that are coupled by absorption and stimulated-emission processes.
These closed families of states are the basic ingredient of this
paper. In Section 3 we give the equations of motion of the
density-matrix elements within such a family as a result of
absorption and stimulated emission, and in this way we
interpret the principle of velocity-dependent coherent population trapping. Spontaneous emission plays an important
i

•

J - x •]. j.-

±

±i_ JI'CC

i *

-l-

role in redistributing atoms among the different families.
The corresponding equations are established and discussed
in Section 4. It is then possible to write in Section 5 the full
equations of motion as well as of the initial state and the
detection signal. Numerical solutions of these equations are
presented in Section 6, and the influence of the various
physical parameters is discussed in detail. Finally, a possible extension of this new cooling scheme is considered in
Section 7.
•> QTMPTF P P K T O T A T i n N DP THP H i w
?'AC
rnnri
LASER-COOLING SCHEME
The new scheme uses a three-level A configuration in which
two degenerate ground sublevels g± are coupled to an excited
level eo by two counterpropagating <r+ and a- polarized laser
beams with the same frequency aL [Fig. 1 (a)]. In the experiment described in Ref. 4, g± are the two Zeeman sublevels m
= ±lofthe2 3 S l stateof 4 He,wherease 0 isthem = 0Zeeman
sublevel of 23 P± [the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient between
23 Si (m = 0) and 23 P x (m = 0) vanishes, permitting us to
ignore the 23 Si (m = 0) state in what follows].
First consider an atom at rest. For such an atom the two
apparent laser frequencies are equal, and resonant processes
involving one interaction with each beam can take place
between,?+ and g— We can then show that there is a coherent superposition of g+ and g- that is not coupled to e0 by the
laser excitation. Such a situation occurs when the two amplitudes for absorbing a <r+ or a a- photon interfere destructively. For example, if the two excitation amplitudes g+ —
eo and g- -* eo are equal, the nonabsorbing coherent superposition ofg+andg- is just ([g+> - |g-))A/2. Anatomputin
such a superposition of states remains trapped there indefinitely since it can no longer absorb light. Such a mechanism
of coherent population trapping owing to destructive interference between two excitation amplitudes is actually quite
general and can give rise to narrow resonances. It was discovered in 1976,8 and several theoretical treatments based
on optical Bloch equations9 or on the dressed-atom approach10'11 have been given.
Coming back to the scheme of Fig. l(a), we suppose now
that the atom is moving along Oz. The Raman resonance
condition is no longer fulfilled as a consequence of opposite
Doppler shifts on the two counterpropagating laser beams.

Fi

[- *• Three-level A configuration

2113

(a) Two degenerate ground

sublevelsg± are coupled to an excited level e0 by two counterpropa-

P
g a t i n g , / , _ , o_ cfrcularly p o l a r i z e d l a 9 e r b e a m s w i t h t h e s a m e
frequency aL; the corresponding coupling matrix elements are K+/2
and K-/2 in frequency units, (b) Closed family of states coupled by
interaction with the two lasers. Each state is characterized by its
internal
1 u a n t u m n u m b e r ^ i t s l i n e a r momentum along Oz.

It follows that the two excitation amplitudes g+ —• e0 and g~~* eo can no longer interfere destructively. This simple
argument explains how the phenomenon of coherent population trapping can be velocity selective for appropriate laser
configurations." The new cooling scheme discussed in this
p a p e r c o n s i s t s o f accumulating atoms in the zero-velocity
nonabsorbing state where they remain trapped. To populate this state, we take advantage of the momentum redistribution due to spontaneous emission, which allows certain
atoms to be pumped optically from the absorbing velocity
classes into the nonabsorbing state. Since the recoil of the
last spontaneous-emission photon is part of the cooling
mechanism, the one-photon recoil energy is not a limit, and
the final temperature is limited only by the coherent interaction time.13 Note also that, unlike other cooling schemes,
our
mechanism, based on a Raman resonance condition,
does not depend on the sign of the laser detuning,
However, the previous analysis is too crude. Since the
two laser waves propagate in opposite directions, the phases
of the two electric fields, and consequently the phases of the
tw
° excitation amplitudes g- -* e0 and g+ - • e0, vary as
exp(ifez) and exp(-iftz), respectively. It follows that, for an
at m
° at z, the nonabsorbing superposition of states must be
written as
1
. ,
~f5 [exP(l^2)l£+) ~ exp(—ikz)\g-.)\
(2.1)
and depends on z. On the other hand, when the atoms get
very cold (Ap « hk), their coherence length becomes large
compared with X, and it is no longer possible to restrict the
discussion to atoms localized at a given z. This shows that
the nonabsorbing state must actually be described by an
extended spinor or vector wave function of the type of expression (2.1), which exhibits strong correlations between
internal and external degrees of freedom. A more rigorous
analysis thus requires the introduction of a basis of states
involving both internal and translational quantum numbers
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and that we expand the atomic state vector (or density matrix) on such a basis. That is what we do in Section 3.
3. CLOSED FAMILIES OF STATES COUPLED
HV AJNnBPTTnN AND STTMIir ATKD

rLoffnxT

STIMULATED

haye be(m

HJVUSMUXN
. „
, ...
, .,
A. Physical Idea and Notation
Let us introduce the state le o p>, which represents an atom
in the excited state eo with a linear m o m e n t u m p along Oz
,,
,
• i
^ •
\ r > r
(p| t = p , where p a t is the atomic momentum). Because of

angular-momentum conservation, the interaction with the
. . .
. . .
/ ,. , . . . .
,
<r+ circularly polarized wave (stimulated emission or absorp. .
,
,
,
.
„ ,. ,. , ,
tion)cancoupletogetheronlyeoand5 On the other hand,
because of lmear-momentum conservation, such an interaction with a wave propagating toward +Oz involves the exchange of a photon of momentum +«* and thus can couple
only |e0, p> and \g-, p - hk)- Similarly, the interaction of
the atom with the <r_ circularly polarized wave propagating
toward -Oz can couple only |e0, p) and {g+, p + hk) [Fig.
Kb)].
We are thus led to introduce a family of three states
coupled by absorption or stimulated emission:
V(p) = \\eo,p),lg_,p-hk),]g+,p
+ hk)}.
(3.1)
As long as spontaneous emission is not taken into account,
this is a closed family of coupled states.
When considering the evolution of the density-matrix elements due to absorption and stimulated emission, strong
selection rules appear. For instance, <<?<, p'We0, P*> '» couP ledonlyto<g ± ,p'±W|^| e o,p">and< eo ,p'| ff | g± ,p''±/ife>.
A further simplification happens because all the interesting
quantities that we need to calculate (see Section 5 below) are
terms SUch as (eo,pMeo,p),{g+,p\<r\g+,p),(g-,pl<r\g-,p),
and (g-, p - hk\a\g+, p + hk). These terms are coupled only
to terms internal in the family. For example, (eo, pl<r|eo> P)
is coupled only to (g±, p ± hk\a\eo, p) and (eo, pMg±, P ±
hk). In summary, the evolution equations relevant to the
problem under discussion will involve only density-matrix
elements defined inside a family ^(p). For such elements,
we use the simplified notation,
"ce(p) = <e 0 ,P^KP>.
ff±±(p) = (g±, p±hk\a\g±, p ±hk),
ae±(P) =

(eo< pMg±> P ± t>k),
. . , , . , »

"ieW — {"eiSPn •

a two-level atom interacts with two counterpropagating linearly polarized waves, le, p) is coupled to \g, p — hk) and \g, p
+ hk), which are themselves coupled to le, p), |e, p — 2hk),
and| e P + 2**>,etc. In such a situation, each family has an
infinite number of coupled states. Families of this type

(3.2c)
,„ o ,.

(S.ta)

We show below that, although spontaneous emission couples
different families, it involves only coupling with terms of the
type defined in Eqs. (3.2). For instance, aee{p) can decay
only to terms such as a++(p') and <r—(p'). The elements
defined in Eqs. (3.2) are thus the only ones that we have to
consider.
Remarks
(i) The notion of closed families of states is central in the
analysis presented in this paper. It must be emphasized
that closed families exist only for specific level schemes and
laser wave configurations.14 In the standard situation when

considered (aee> for example> Bef . 15).

T n e quantity p

„ _ , ., _
„
o. Evolution Equations
,„
.. .,
..
,
... ,,
. ,.
...
We now write the equations describing the evolution of the

atQm interacti
field

^

^ ^

emission
sum

with the laser

Rere we do

ac

ses

^

field

^

^

t a k e n as a dasaical

taneous emission into
abs

^ stimulated.
Hamiltonian is the

tion

The corresponding

of two parts-

(3.3)

H = HA+ V,

Hamiltonian of the free atom and V is the
laser-atom coupling. HA is the sum of the kinetic and internal energies:

w h e r e H* l s t h e

p2
A

2M

°

°'

(3.4)

In ordef to simplify the equations we consider here the case
g r o u n d s t a t e s »+> *"* »-> have the same
m t e r n a l e n e r g y ' t a k e n e q u a l t o z e r a T h e f o r m a l l s m devel"
°P e d ™ t h l s Paper could easily be generalized to the case
w h e n t h e e n e r S l e s E^ a n d Ee- a r e d r f f «ent, and the physics
™>uld b e * e sam , e P " ) v l d e d t h a t t h e t w o l a s e r f ^ ^ n c i e s
dl™ b y {Ep ~ % Hi
• •
T h e C0U P lln g Hamiltonian is
V = — D • E(z t)
(3 5)
when the two

where D is the electric-dipole-moment operator and E(z, t)
is the classical electric field:
E(z, t) = %\t+E+ exp[i(fez - wLt) + c.c.]|

(3-2a)
(3.2b)

^ ^

appearing in Eq. (3.1) or Eqs. (3.2) is
just a label used to index a family. We will see below that it
can be interpreted as the total linear momentum (modulo
rf
a t o m s + laser
field
w h i c h fa a n i n v a r i a n t
... , . . . -i
quantity of the family.
(ij)

+ ^-E-

exp[i(-Az - o,Lt) + c.c.]),

(3.6)

(where c.c is the complex conjugate). The first term corresponds to a <r+ circularly polarized wave propagating toward
z > 0, while the second one corresponds to a a- circularly
polarized wave propagating toward z < 0 [«± = =p(e, ± iey)f
jg.

T n e coupling of the atom with each of these waves is
characterized by the Rabi frequencies K+ and K-.
j p
K± =
^—^> d± = (eo|e± • DlgT).
(3.7a)
N o t e t h e selection rules

(e o | e+ . D|g+> = <eo|£_ • V\g_) = 0,

(3.7b)

which can be interpreted in terms of conservation of angular
momentum. With the rotating wave approximation, V can
be written as
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hK + .

.

These equations generalize the usual optical Bloch equa-

hK_

16
We have
t i o n s b y including external quantum numbers.
called ajjj = hk2/2M the recoil frequency shift and &L — WL —

- y - l«o> <*-! expv**) + -^— |eo> (£+1

]

exp(-iwLt) + H.c. (3.8)

o>0 is the laser detuning. Note that kp/Mis the Doppler shift
associated with the velocity p/M.
Velocity-Selective Coherent Population Trapping
c
T h e e v o l u t i o n e q u a t j O ns [Eqs. 3.11)] allow us to understand
h o w c o h e r e n t population trapping is velocity selective in the
configuration considered here. Let us consider the following two orthogonal linear combinations of lg+, p + hk) and
\g-,p-hk):
.
K_

(where H.c. is the Hermitian conjugate).
Note that in Eq. (3.8) z is an operator acting on the external degrees of freedom of the atom. Using the relation
exp(±ife2) = ^ Ip) (p =F hk\,
P
we finally get

rwr

hk\ + —

^c{P))

1

HK

V=^\-~\ea,p)(g.,p-

=

^

\eo,p){g+,p + hk\\

+

K

I'd
I di "++

' ~~2~ °e~^

1
_
JHam

^

p|v

|^(p)>

=

h ( |x + |2 + \g_ftin

exp(-iwLt)

(3.13b)

and shows that \tc(p) > is coupled to the excited state.
We now suppose that an atom has been prepared at a
certain time in |^NC(P)). and we study its subsequent evolution. Equations (3.11) and (3.12) lead to the following equa-

''

. K_* _
' ~ 2 ~ a<!+(p' +

m2a)

Consequently, an atom in the noncoupled state |^NC(P)>
cannot absorb a laser photon, and it cannot be excited to
| e o p ) A similar calculation gives

(3.10)

+ cc

'

I^C(P)> = , ,2 \ ,2 1/2 \g-, p - hk)
(I'M + IK_| )
„ „
+
1
\g+,p + hk). (3.12b)
2
(I.K+1 + |K_|2)1/2
, . . , . i, , ., . .
,.
„
reason for introducing |i/-Nc(p) > is that, according to Eq.
(3.9), the transition matrix element between Iv5-Nc(p)> and
|e p
°' > v a n i s h e s :
<e,p|Vty NC (p)>=0.
(3.13a)

The evolution equations are then
IdT 5~~^ jHam

+ hk)

>

It clearly appears from Eq. (3.9) that \e,p) is coupled only to
\g-,p -hk) and\g+,p + hk). As was already emphasized in
Subsection 3.A, the atom-laser interaction can induce transitions only inside the closed family 7(p). The evolution of
such a family is thus described by a closed set of equations
among the nine density matrix elements characterizing the
family at time t [Eq (3 2)1
In order to eliminate time-dependent coefficients, it is
useful to make the usual transformation
. . .
. . .
ae±(p) = <re± exp(ia)LO,
5 _(p) _ a _(p)
(i = + , - , e ) .

\Kj^lg-'p-hk)

+
g+ P
~(\K\*
\K\W
'
( | A + 1 ++ I K
J

X exp(-io,Lt) + H.c. (3.9)

*,-,(p) = O7,(P)

2115

CX>

tion of motion for (^NC(P)W^NC(P)):

it
jH^n 2
[ft J e + ( P ) ] H a m = {'L + kM

2
+ Q>R

~°<+(p)

)

K_
K+
~ i ~^~ [ J ++(P) ~ Jee(P)] ~ ' ~^~ 5_+(p),

[

d

"I

_ ./

di ae~{P JHzm ~ \

p
L

~

M+

\
Wfl

J^-(p)

_ . ^ + , _ i \_t \\_-JSlL*i \
(
2 [a~~
"ee(Pn ' ~Y <r-+ (P),
fc^, >1
_
[dt ~
jHam

• K+* . , \+?zZ-2 e
2
A-ohE-<\
+ an M a^+(p>,

*(D\

e

and three complex-conjugated equations.

~
,„.,,
(i.Li)

- (fac(p)l<r|fac(p)) = -ik £
+ {K |2
X <*Nc(P)l«rl*c(P)> + c c (3.14)

Suppose first that p = 0. The right-hand side of Eq. (3.14)
then vanishes. This means that an atom prepared in
I^NC(0)) cannot leave this state either by free evolution (effeet of the free Hamiltonian HA) or by absorption of a laser
photon (effect of the laser-atom coupling V). Although we
have not yet taken spontaneous emission into account, it is
clear also that the atom cannot leave I^NC(0)) by spontaneo u s e m i s s i o n s i n c e t h i s s t a t e is, according to Eq. (3.12a), a
linear combination of two ground states lg+) and lg_>, which
are both radiatively stable. To conclude, the state I^NC(0))
is a perfect trap since an atom prepared in this state remains
there indefinitely.
Q n t h e o t h e r h a n d ; if p ^ 0 > E q ( 3 1 4 ) s h o w s t h a t t h e r e i s a
coupling proportional to kp/M (coming from the free Hamil-
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tonian/f^) between |^NC(P)> and l^c(p)>- This means that
an atom initially in I^NC(P)) c a n be transferred by HA to
If c(P» and from there to \eo,p) by V [see Eq. (3.13b)]. The
state l^c(p)) cannot therefore be considered a perfect trap
when p ,£ 0, since excitation by the laser can take place after
an intermediate transition to \<pc(p)) • Interpreting p/M as
the atomic velocity in the excited state of the family ?(p), we
thus see that coherent population trapping in |i/-Nc(p)> is
velocity selective, since it happens only for p = 0
The motional coupling between k&Nc(p)) and tyc(p)) appearing in Eq. (3.14) can also be interpreted by noticing that
whenp ^ 0 the kinetic energies of |g_, p - hk) and \g+, p +
hk) differ by 2hkp/M. It appears clearly from Eqs. (3.12)
that, in this case (p ^ 0), fecto)} and l^c(p)> are not
stationary with respect to HA; consequently HA induces an
oscillation between these two states. It is easy to show that
the Rabi frequency of this oscillation is just 2kp/M, which is
also the beat note between the two Doppler-shifted laser
frequencies. The visibility of this oscillation is maximum
(equal to 1) when the intensities are equal (]K+\ = \K-\).
Remarks
(i) Thevariouscouplingsbetweenl^c(p)>,kNc(p)>,and
le0, P> due to HA and V are represented in Fig. 2. llAc(p)>
and fec(/>)> are coupled by the motional term kp/M;
lfc(p)> and |eo,p> are coupled by the atom-laser interaction
KA/2 (here we take K+ = K- = K) . Although we have not yet
introduced spontaneous emission, we know that leo, P> has a
natural width T. It follows that for a resonant excitation (5L
= 0), and in the weak-intensity limit (K « P), the Rabi
coupling K/V2 between |<^c(p)> and the broad state |e0, p)
gives to the state If c(p)) a finite width
p, _ il^lY

(3 15)

The same argument shows that the motional coupling kp/M
between IfNC (p)) and the state If c(p) > with a width I" gives
to WNC(P) > a finite width T", which, in the limit kp/M « V,
is equal to
2

p,, _ 2(kp/M) 1 ^
K2

(3.16)

r* is the probability per unit time of an atom's leaving the
state I^NC(P))- The smaller p, the longer the time an atom

can be trapped in I^NC(P)>- Consider an interaction time 9.
Only atoms with p such that I"*G < 1, i.e., such that
., . 2 „->
("»?) <
'
(3-17)
\M / ^ " r
c a n remain trapped in the noncoupled state during 0.
(ii ) O ne can give a classical picture of velocity-selective
coherent population trapping for the situation considered
h e r e . T h e e i e c tric field [Eq. (3.6)] is linearly polarized at
e v e r y p o j n t i ^ t h the direction of polarization changing with
z ^ a h e l i x o f p i t c h x . On the other hand, for a state
|^NC(p)) the transition electric-dipole moment between the
state IfNc(p)> and the excited state |eo,p> also makes a helix
with the same pitch X, orthogonal everywhere to the electric
pOT a s t a t e |fc(p)> the
fieid)
s o t h a t t h e c o u p l j n g j s zero_
transition-dipole moment makes a similar helix shifted by X/
i m i i t i s p a r a u e i everywhere to the electric field, so that
t h e C0U pling is maximum. Suppose now that an atom is in
t h e s t a t e |^NC(p)> a t a given time; the transition-dipolemoment helix will move along Oz with a velocity p/M, so that
the probability of the atom's being in lfc(p)> (i-e., to be
excited to leo,p)) will be modulated at the frequency 2fep/M.
If p = 0, the transition electric-dipole-moment helix does
not move. It remains orthogonal to the electric-field helix
indefinitely, and the atom cannot be excited to leo,p>: it is
t n u s trapped in IfNC(0)>.
4

- SPONTANEOUS EMISSION

A

- Redistribution among Families
Section 3 we showed that an atom prepared in If NC(0))
cannot leave this state by any process. We now have to
explain how atoms can be prepared in such a state. In this
respect, spontaneous emission plays a basic role since it
allows atoms to jump from one family to another one. In
p a r t icular, atoms can be optically pumped from a family Zip
^ 0) i n t o t h e f a m i l y ^ = 0) w h e r e t h e y m a y g e t t r a p p e d in
t n e |^,NC(o)) state.
Consider an atom in the excited state le0, p) of the family
7(p). It can emit by spontaneous emission a fluorescence
photon in any direction. Suppose that the fluorescence
photon has a linear momentum u along Oz (u can take any
value between —hk and +hk). Because of the law of momentum conservation, the atomic momentum changes by
— u, so that, in such a process, the atom makes a transition
from |e0, p) to lg+, p - u) [Fig. 3(a)] or to |g_, p - u) [Fig.
3(b)] or to a linear superposition of these two states. Note
that the two states \g±, p — u) do not in general belong to the
same family as \eQ, p): \g+, p — u) belongs to"3(p— u — hk)
and |g_, p — it) to 5*(p — u + hk) (see Fig. 3). Spontaneous
emission can thus redistribute atoms from the family J{p) to
any family J7(p'), with

In

p-2hk^p'*ip+
Fig. 2. Couplings and level widths for the three states le0, p),
\\pc(p)), and f^Nc(p)> of the family ?(p). l^c(p)> is coupled to le0,
p) by the laser (coupling matrix element K/V§). lfec(p)> is coupled
to licip)) by the motion (coupling matrix element kp/M). As a
result of these couplings, |f c (p» and IfNC(P)> acquire finite widths
V and T", respectively (departure rates). T is the natural width of
|eo,P>-

2hk.

(4.1)

This diffusion in the family space provides the mechanism
for accumulating atoms in the family ?(p = 0).
Corresponding
Terms in the Master Equation
B
•*
• . • A.
, j
e first effect of spontaneous emission is the usual damping of populations and coherences involving the excited
state17
B

Th
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leo) -* \g±) transitions.18 For instance, in the \J = 1, m = 0)
-* \J = 1, m = ±1) transition considered in Ref. 4,

<43C)

mu)=

iH1+^)

Fig. 3. Redistribution among families by spontaneous emission.
Spontaneous emission of a photon with linear momentum u along
Uz (wavy lines) can bring an atom from the family ?(p) (solid lines)

to the family ?(p - u - hk) [dashed lines in (a)] or to the family 9(p
-u + hk) [dashed lines in (b)]. Each state is represented by a point
with an abscissa equal to its atomic momentum along Oz and by its
internal quantum number e0 (upper horizontal line) or g± (lower
horizontal line). The label of a family is the atomic momentum of
its excited state.

[it " - ^ I P = • ~ I V c e ( p ) '

[

d

. .]

_

j j "e+{P> I

[fta'-(p}\p

~i'T'!-(ph

(4.2b)

(4-2c)

The corresponding feeding terms in the ground state must
take into account the redistribution among families introduced above. Consider, for example, [d<r++(p)/dt)sP, which
gives the rate at which \g+, p + hk) can be populated by
spontaneous emission. Such a state is populated from \eo, P
+ hk + u) [see Fig. 3(a)] with a rate T+H(u), where H(u) is
the normalized probability
+hk

|
duH(u) = 1
'-hk
that the emitted photon has a momentum u along Oz and T+
is the deexcitation rate from the excited state e0 to the state
g+; the oscillator strength of the transition e0 -» g+ having
been taken into account:

r + = r/2.
Summing over u, one gets 1 7
_
-.
+hk
— ff++(p) = - [
duH(u)<xee(j} + hk +u).
Ldt

J'P

l

(4.3a)

d

. .1

r f+hk , „ , .

d T - ^ l p ^ L , <»«ff<«K.(P+ «-**>•

j - i

* /-> / i_- i_

* u

j \

r-j

PerPendicular t o O z ( wlu , ch are not observed), we find
that the coherence between \g+, p - u) and \g-, p - u)
(where p = pz and u = hk cos 6) vanishes. This is a consequence of the invariance of spontaneous emission in a rota„,..,„ J /->,
+« , ? , . , •
u
.r .
, i.
We must also discuss the question of external coherences,
i.e., terms such as

{

*"'pUg" p"}'

onjy

^

a correSponding

by a term

coherence in the excited state, i.e.,

(e,p'-uU\e,p«-u).

In the problem considered here, we start from an initial
distribution of atoms in the ground states lg_, p') and \g+,
p")t without any coherence between such terms. The coupling [Eq. (3.9)] cannot create external coherences in the
excited state from such an initial state, and we can thus
conclude that spontaneous emission will not feed external
coherences in the ground state.
We have thus justified the statement of Subsection 3.A
according to which the only density-matrix elements relevant to our problem are the elements defined in Eqs. (3.2),
i.e., density-matrix elements defined inside a family 7(p).
We can also conclude that Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) describe
correctly the effect of spontaneous emission for the problem
discussed in this paper.
c

Mechanism for Accumulating Atoms in the Trapping

State

As is shown by E q s . (4.3a) a n d (4.3b), spontaneous emission
provides t h e mechanism for accumulating atoms in t h e t r a p pingstate: indeed.anatomintheexcitedstateko.p) withO
«p<2ftfecandecay by spontaneous emission into lg+,-Hifc>,
which increases <r ++ (p = 0) [see Fig. 3(a)].

1-hk

A similar argument [see Fig. 3(b)] gives

[

,

tum

We can show that because of translational invariance for
spontaneous emission in free space, such a term could be fed

r
•j "e+yP)>

=

(42a)

The possibility of feeding the coherences of the ground
state o+-(p) must also be considered. In fact, we are dealing
here with Zeeman ground sublevels, and it is well known that
such coherences can be fed only by corresponding coherences in the excited state. But here there is only one populated excited state, so we have no feeding term for these
ground Zeeman coherences. More precisely, spontaneous
emission of a photon hk in a well-defined direction (and with
a well-defined polarization) from the excited state |e0, p) will
give rise to a well-defined coherence between \g+, p - hk)
and \g—, p — hk). But, if we average over the azimuthal
angle (j> of k, keeping the angle 0 between Oz and k constant,
and i{ w e t r a c e o v e r t h e c o m p o n e n t s of the atomic momen-

„„,,
(4-3b)

The kernel H(u) depends on the radiation pattern for the

Similarly, |g_,

' ^ [corresponding to <r-(p = 0)] may be populated from
any excited state |e0, p> with-2ftfe«p«:0.
Note, however, that although each of these ground states
belongstothe?(p = 0)family,anatominlg+,+ftfe>orin|g_,
-hk) is not yet in the trapping state I^NC(0) ). This requires
a further step, namely, filtering in the state space. Take, for
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instance, an atom in \g^,-hk). It can be considered as being
in a linear superposition of |I/<NC(O)) and l^c(O)):
i
J.\
1 ri, ,.,, , i . ,AU1
, . .*
=
Wc(
>J
(
~M W m ( ) )
[see Eqs. (3.12) in which K+ = K-* and p = 0]. While
I^NC(0)> is perfectly stable, l^c(O)) is not, since it may get
excited through interaction with the lasers at a rate V [Eq.
3.15]. After a time long compared with I""1, the atom will
either be in i^NC(0)), where it will remain trapped, or it will
be involved in some new fluorescence cycles. This filtering
process thus leaves 50% of the atoms in the trapping state
I^NC(O)), while the other 50% resume a sequence of fluorescence cycles. The physical mechanism involved in this filtering is the Raman interaction that builds up the coherence
between \g-, -hk) and \g+, +hk) that is characteristic of
|^NC(0)>.
The reason why I^CN(0)> cannot be directly populated
from|eo,p> by spontaneous emission is related to the conservation of linear momentum. Just after the spontaneous
emission of a photon with momentum u, along Oz, an atom
starting from |e0, P> has its momentum changed from p to p
- u. On the other hand, I^NC(0) > is not an eigenstate of the
atomic momentum PzBt. It follows that the spontaneous
emission of a photon with momentum u along Oz cannot
connect |e0, p> to both states \g+, +hk) and \g-, -hk).
One may wonder how to deal with linear-momentum conservation during the second step, i.e., during the filtering
process. In fact, the laser fields have been considered here
as external classical fields, and there is no isolated system in
which one can look for momentum conservation. We could
indeed generalize our treatment by quantizing the laser
fields. In such a treatment, one finds that the three states of
a given family have the same total linear momentum (sum of
the atomic and laser field linear momentum) equal to the
label p of the family, modulo hk. The filtering process,
leading from |g_, -hk) with the laser field in a certain quanturn state to I^NC(0)) with the laser field in a different state,
conserves the total linear momentum.

there is also an initial population in the m = 0 ground
sublevel that will be optically pumped into g+ and g~; in
some circumstances (laser detuning different from 0) the
resulting distributions may be dissymmetric, and condition
(5.1) may not be fulfilled in some experiments. However, we
keep such a condition in the subsequent calculation since it
allows us to extract simply the most important features of
the new cooling process.
JJ. Master Equation: Generalized Optical Bloch
Equations
Adding the terms found in Section 3 and Subsection 4.B, we
g e t t h e equations governing the evolution of the densitymatrix elements:
21 = (H£)
+ (H£) ;
(5.3)
df
\dt/Ham
\dtjsp
w h e r e t h e f i r s t t e r m [ E q s ( 3 u ) ] i s t h e Hamiltonian evolut i o n corre9 ponding to free evolution and atom-laser couThe second term [Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3)] corresponds to
piing
spontaneous emission.
i n s p i t e o f t h e f a c t t h a t ; n t e r n a l and external degrees of
freedom are treated completely quantum mechanically, this
s e t o f e q u a t ; o n j s remarkably simple, and it is well adapted
for a n u m e r i c a l step-by-step time integration. Note in particular that the finite momentum exchange hk (recoil) is
accounted for in all atom-field interactions, although it does
n o t a p p e a r explicitly in the atom-laser interaction because
o f t h e c o n c j 8 e notations [Eqs.(3.2)].
c

Final Atomic Distribution
are interested in the atomic linear-momentum distribualong °z at the end of the interaction with the lasers,
whatever the internal state of the atoms may be. This
distribution is19
(5.4)
T{pzj
= ff++(p^t - hk) + ff__(p«t + hk) + <ree(p|t).
-

W e

tion

We can predict the shape of this distribution by using the
results of Sections 3 and 4. Velocity-selective coherent pop-

£ J S £ S T ' " ^ " aCCUmukting ^

5. EVOLUTION OF THE ATOMIC

MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION

I<ANC(0)> = ~

A. Initial State
For the initial atomic state, we take a statistical mixture of
the two ground states g+ and g- with the same momentum
distribution along OzP+°(Pjt) = PJiplt)-

" ^ ***

trappmg state.

(5-1)

The initial density matrix elements are thus equal to zero,
except for <r++ and a—:
(p) = <p °(n + hk),
a
i \ - <D o/
ij,\
a—IP) -f-(p-n*),
<ree(p) = 0,
a (p) = a (p) = <r _(p) = 0.
(5.2)
+
~
The assumption that there are no coherences and that the
momentum distributions are the same in the two groundstate sublevels is quite natural for atoms in an atomic beam
emerging from a nozzle. However, in the real experiment4

V2

[l*_, ~hk)

- |g+, +hk)\

(5.5)

.
.
.
beeEq. (3.12a) w.thif + = if_ andp = 0]^
F l r s t COnSlder a t o m s t r a p p e d l n
Nc(0)>
^
- T h l s s t a t e ls
not an eigenstate of the linear-momentum operator, and a
linear-momentum measurement will yield either p* t = +hk
or p*t = — hk with equal probability (case \K+\ = \K-\). The
corresponding atomic-momentum distribution P(pzJ is a
double Dirac peak at ±hk [solid vertical lines of Fig. 4(a)].
F ° r such atoms, the distribution of the population of the
noncoupled states <^NC(p)kl^Nc(p)) is a single Dirac peak
at p = 0 [solid vertical line of Fig. 4(b).
Now consider atoms in I^NC(P)> with p close to 0. Their
atomic-momentum distribution P(plt) is a shifted double
Diracpeakatpjit =p±ftfc [dashed vertical lines of Fig. 4(a)].
The corresponding distribution of I^NC(P)) exhibits a single
Dirac peak with the same shift [dashed vertical line of Fig.
4(b)].
We can then predict the atomic-momentum distribution
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values have been chosen in order to fulfill the following
requirements: First, « must be small compared with the
narrowest structure appearing in the p dependence of the
solution of Eq. (5.3). Second, pmax must be large enough
that the interesting part of the solution (near p = 0) is not
affected by the truncation of the p range. We have chosen
Pmai = 30hk so that, for the largest value of 8 considered here
(0 = 1000F"1), the effect of momentum diffusion from p
values larger than pmax to p = 0 is negligible.
B. Time Evolution of the Momentum Distribution
Figure 5 represents the final atomic-momentum distribution P(Pa t ) for four different interaction times (dV = 50,150,
400,1000). We have taken a zero detuning (SL = WL — w0 =
0), a Rabi frequency K = \K+\ = \K-\ = 0.3P, and a Gaussian
initial distribution with a standard half-width at exp(-l/2):
Ap0 = Zhk. For 0 large enough, P(p a t ) exhibits two resolved
peaks emerging at ±hk above the initial distribution. This
is the signature of the new cooling scheme. It is remarkable
that, for 6 = 150 I""1, the cooling effect already appears.
When the interaction time increases, the two peaks become
narrower and higher.
Fig. 4. Expected shape (a) of the atomic-momentum distribution
•P(plt) and (b) of the population in the noncoupled state
(iNc(p)M^Nc(p))- The vertical solid lines indicate the positions of
the Dirac functions representing the contribution of the atoms in
l*NC(0)>. The dashed vertical lines indicate the positions of the
Dirac functions representing the contribution of atoms in WNC(P))For atoms accumulated in noncoupled states |*NC(p)> with p in a
narrow range 5p around p - 0 (b), the expected atomic-momentum
distribution consists of twin peaks centered at ±hk, with the same
shape and the same width ip (a).

**«>» 6 s h o w s o n a larger momentum interval the shape
of the right wing of P(p| t ) (the curve is symmetrical) at the
initial and final times. Besides the cooling effect, one sees
that a fraction of atoms has diffused toward higher momen,
t
h i h ; ; a g r e e r n e n t ^ t h the physical picture
, ,.., . .
,
.i
°f a diffusion in momentum space produced by spontaneous
emission.
In order to visualize the accumulation of atoms in I^NC(P) )
w i t h p c l o g e t o 0 ; w e n a v e gXso calculated the populations
(^NcWW^Nctp)) and (^CCPM^CCP))- Figure 7 shows the

after an interaction time 6. As a consequence of inequality
(3.17), atoms are accumulated in states I^NC(P)} with p in a
narrow band around p = 0 with a width dp of the order of
Af K
hp~—- -—.

. „.
(5.6)

The corresponding atomic-momentum distribution P(pat)
will thus exhibit two peaks of width Sp around p a t = ±hk
[Fig. 4(a)]. Finally, these two peaks will emerge over a broad
background corresponding to atoms in the states l^c(p)>8. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
OF THE RESULTS
We have obtained numerical solutions of the generalized
optical Bloch equations with internal and external degrees
of freedom [Eq. (5.3)], making use of the convenientp family
basis introduced above. We have used the parameters corresponding to the experiment4 on the transition 2 3Si-2 3Pi
at X = 1.083 /im of 4He atoms (T/2r = 1.6 MHz).
A. Numerical Procedure
The time evolution of the density-matrix elements is obtained by incrementation starting from the initial condition
of Eq. (5.1). The time increment is typically 0.05 T" 1 , small
enough to have no artificial instabilities introduced by the
inrrpinPTitjiHmi
_,
. , . . ,.
. . . . .
,
n /„« i
The p variable is discretized in intervals e = hk/30, between - p m a i [ and +p m a x (typically p m a x = 30 hk). These

Fig. 5. Time evolution of the atomic-momentum distribution
p
(P»t)- Th<s dashed curves with half-width Ap0 = 3hk show the
distribution. As the interaction time 9 increases, the height
of t h e d o u b l e
P e a k a* ±hk (characterizing the new cooling process)
increases, and its width decreases. Conditions for these figures:
i ^ detuning tL = 0; Rabi frequencies of the atom laser coupling
|K+| = liC-l = 0.3I\
initial
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the width of each of the two peaks of Fig. 5(d), to define a
temperature. Since we do not address the question of a
Gaussian shape for this distribution, we will not give a precise value for the temperature. We can nevertheless note
that the peak half-width may become much smaller than the
one-photon recoil, corresponding to a temperature below the
recoil energy.
We have plotted the half-width Ap [taken arbitrarily at
exp(-l/2) after subtraction of the broad background] as a
function of the interaction time 6 [Fig. 8(a)] and of the Rabi
frequency K [Fig. 8(b)]. The results obtained are in good
agreement with a simple model based on relation (5.6),
which predicts a width varying as K9~1/2.

Fig. 6. Half of Fig. 5(d) with a different scale showing the diffusion
of a fraction of the atoms toward large values of the momentum.

Remark
To characterize the temperature, one could also calculate
the mean kinetic energy of the momentum distribution. We
do not think that such a quantity would be appropriate for
defining a temperature since, even if all atoms were in the
pure state I^NC(0)>, their kinetic energy would be nonzero
and equal to the recoil energy ER, although this situation
obviously corresponds to a zero temperature.
D. Unbalanced Laser Beams
Figure 9 shows the atomic-momentum distribution for unequal Rabi frequencies (K+ = 1.5K-). The peak height
difference is easily interpreted: when K+ ^ K-, the coefficients of the expansion of the trapping state IfNc(O)) on \g+,
+hk) and \g-, -hk) [Eq. (3.12a))] have different moduli.

Fig. 7. Atomic population in the noncoupled states II^NC(P)) in the
same situation as for Fig. 5(d). The peak height is twice as large,
and the width is the same as in one peak of Fig. 5(d). At this scale,
the population in l^c(p) > would not be visible.

resulting distribution of (^NC(P)W^NC(P)) for the same parameters as in Fig. 5(d) [at this scale, (^c(p)W^c(p)) is so
small that it would not be visible]. The sharp peak near p =
0 appearing in the I^NC(P)} population is clearly related to
the double peak with the same width in the atomic-momentum distribution. The big difference between
(^NC(P)W^NC(P)) and (fcipMtcip))
near p = 0 shows
that the coherence between |I/'NC(P)> and l^c(p)) is very
small. In such a situation, the atomic distribution in the
peaks can be considered a statistical mixture of I^NC(P) } and
I'/'CCP))- We have checked that, outside the peak of Fig. 7, of
the populations > and I^C(P)^NC(P) > are almost equal.
C. Peak Width, Temperature
In order to characterize the cooling process, we define a
temperature in terms of the width of a momentum distribu-

tion. According to the discussions above, the cooled atoms

are in states \fac(P)) with a distribution of p values shown in
Fig. 7. We use the width of this distribution, which is also

Fig. 8. Half-width of the peaks (initial half-width Ap0 = 3hk, laser
detuning &L = 0): (a) Ap for various interaction times 0 for a Rabi
frequency K = 0.3r; (b) Ap as a function of the Rabi frequency K =

&£fiZ£S3S?S£

^(dashldTne^dtu!

confirm relation (5.6) for 9 large enough that the two peaks are well
separated.
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does not depend strongly on the sign of &i. This has to be
contrasted with other schemes such as Doppler cooling,
stimulated molasses, and polarization gradient cooling,
which have a dispersionlike behavior.
The variation with SL of the height and width of the peaks
can be interpreted by an extension of the perturbative calculation of Remark (i), Subsection 3.C, to a nonzero detuning.
In this case, the width I" of li^c(p)) is changed [from Eq.
(3.15)] to
r = (KV2)

(6.1)

^~1-

In addition, l^cO3)) undergoes a light shift20
Fig. 9. Atomic-momentum distribution for unbalanced laser
beams. Same conditions as for Fig. 5(d) except for the Rabi frequencies: K+ = 0.31"; K- = 0.2T.

a' = (K72) —2i -±— r

(6.2)

A J- ^
L
4

With these modifications taken into account, the motional
coupling kp/M between |I£NC(P) ) and l^c(p)) now gives to
¥Nc(P»awidthr":
T" = (kp/M)2

^ - j -

(6.3)

Inserting Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) into Eq. (6.3), we find that
r

"

= (fep/M)2

(64)

^'

which coincides with Eq. (3.16), showing that T" does not
depend on the detuning Si. This explains why the peak
width, which is determined by V [Remark (i) of Subsection
3.C], keeps the same value for the three curves of Fig. 10. On
the other hand, Eq. (6.1) shows that F" decreases when the
detuning increases: the absorption rate for atoms in |i/-c(p) >
is then weaker, yielding a lower optical pumping rate into
I^Nc(O)). This explains the smaller peak heights in Figs.
10(b) and 10(c).
Note finally that there are small differences between the
curves corresponding to Si = +T and 8^ = —T. These differences have not yet been interpreted.
r

„

.

,., ., .

.

. . .

at

Fie. 10. Atomic-momentum distribution for various detumngs.

Same conditions as for Fig. 6(d) except for the detunings iL IT
(a), corresponding to bL = 0, is the same as Fig. 5(d)]. Cooling is
efficient for any sign of the detuning.

One predicts that for atoms trapped in I^NC(0) > the probability for a momentum +hk is \K+/K-\2 times greater than
the probability for — hk. This is in good agreement with the
ratio of the two peaks of Fig. 9, which is found equal to 2.25
(theoretical value, 9/4).
E. Dependence on Laser Detuning
Figure 10 shows the atomic distribution at a given interaction time 9 = 1000F"1 for three different laser detunings (6i
= 0, Si = ±r) and for the same laser intensities (K+ = K- =
K). Note first that the new cooling mechanism is efficient
for the three values of the detuning and particularly that it

F- Efficiency of the Cooling Process
^

,.

T h e coolm

.

.

, .

,

,

. .

..

, „.,

t

S P r o c e s s l s characterized not only by its ability to
yield atoms in a narrowp range but also by the accumulation
of atoms in this range, leading to afinaldensity (in p space)
larger than the initial one. The density at the center of the
cooled distribution (near p = 0) is measured by the peak
height.
We first considered the case of narrow initial distributions
centered on p = 0. Figure ll(a) shows the evolution of the
peak height as a function of the interaction time for an initial
width of the momentum distribution Apo = hk. We have
checked that, for the same total number of atoms, the evolution is almost independent of the width of the initial distribution, provided that this width is smaller than 2hk. An
immediate interpretation is that each fluorescence cycle
produces a redistribution in p space over an interval 2hk.
After a few fluorescence cycles, there is no memory of structures narrower than 2hk. In agreement with the interpretation of this new cooling scheme, the peak height increases
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In order to increase the fraction of cooled atoms, we have
considered schemes in which atoms with large p would be
reflected toward p = 0 by interaction with another laser
beam. With such walls in p space, it is clear that the accumulation process into II^NCW)) will continue indefinitely.

Fig. 11. Accumulation of atoms in the peaks as a function of time.
The height of the peak (a) is a measure of the maximum atomic
densityinthepspace. (b) Shows the fraction ofatoms in the peaks.
Conditions are the same as for Fig. 5 except for the initial distribution (Ap0 = hk).

with time. The decrease of the slope can be related to a
depletion of the background of untrapped atoms that constitute a reservoir for the accumulation process. It is also
. .

..

.

.

^,

i .•

t j.1.

A. J. i

i-

i:

interesting to study the evolution of the total number of
atoms in the peaks, since this results from opposite variations of height (which increases) and of the width (which
decreases). Figure ll(b) shows that a large fractions of the
atoms can be trapped in the peaks of cooled atoms.
We also investigated the case of broad initial distribution
(Apo > 3hk). For small interaction times 0, the evolution of
the peak height versus 0 is linear and depends only on the
initial atomic density at p = 0. But a decrease of the slope
appears at an interaction time that is longer when the initial
distribution is broader. As a consequence, the peak height
(normalized by the initial density at p = 0) is larger for
broader initial distribution when S is long enough. For example, for Ap0 = 10 hk and 6 = lOOOr"1 the normalized peak
height is 1.7 times larger than the one of Fig. 5(d) (corresponding to Apo = 3hk, 6 = lOOOr1"1). This behavior can be
interpreted by considering the diffusion ofatoms in momentum space, from the edges of the initial distribution top = 0,
where they can be trapped. Note finally that for Apo large
enough (and for Si = 0) the Doppler detuning can decrease
the diffusion rate at the edges of the momentum distribution, which introduces a natural cutoff that is independent
of Ap0.
This discussion clearly raises the question of the asymptotic behavior at long interaction times. One can hardly rely
on a numerical calculations to answer this question. Note
that a double Dirac peak (corresponding to I^NC(0)>) is a
steady-state solution of Eq. (5.3), but we do not know wheth.

...

,

, i ,

i,-

*

....

er such a solution can be reached by starting from realistic
initial conditions. This question is still unresolved.

7. GENERALIZATION TO TWO DIMENSIONS
So far we have dealt only with one-dimensional cooling.
Now we explain how velocity-selective coherent population
trapping can be extended to two dimensions. We consider
the same atomic transition Jg=l-+*Je = laB the one used in
the experimental demonstration of one-dimensional cooling.4 Figure 12(a) represents the various Zeeman sublevels
in the ground state and in the excited state and the ClebschGordan coefficients of the various transitions gm •*• cm' (m,
m' = —1, 0, +1). The laser configuration consists of three
laser beams [Fig. 12(b)] with the same frequency and the
same amplitude. As above, there are two counterpropagating beams along Oz, one <r+ polarized with a wave vector feez
one a- polarized with a wave vector -k&z (k is the wave
number; g2 is a unit vector along Oz). In addition, there is a
third laser beam along Ox (wave vector k$x), linearly polarized along Oz (x polarization). Each of these beams excites
_i
*-» e j . , for the a j. beam e
t
f trntmition- e
only one type oi transition. £ m
em+1 tor the <r+ beam,gm
** e -»-i f o r t h e "- b e a m ' a n d Sm ** em for the x beam,
Consider the state
I*NC(P)> = J= (\S-v P - M-K) + l*o. P + hkex)

'

....

,.

-,-

+ lg+i>P + ft*^))> t7-1)
...
*. ^ J - ^ •

which is a linear superposition of three states dittenng not
H K

Fi

S- I2- Configuration for two-dimensional velocity-selective coWent population trapping. MJheJ - 1 ~ J =1 atomic transi-

tion with the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, (b) The

w a v e v e c t o r 8 and p o l a r i z a t i o n 9 f o r w h i c h the state defined in Eq. (7.1) is trapping and velocity selective along Ox and Oz.

t h r e e laseT
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satisfying Eq. (7.3) could be revealed by measuring P* t and
P\x after the interaction zone. From Bqs. (7.1) and (7.3) we
then predict that the surface giving the atomic-momentum
distribution in the (px, pz) plane should exhibit three narrow
peaks, at

fc=0
\pl = +hk'
Fig. 13. Closed family of states coupled by interaction with the
lasers of Fig. 12(b). Each state is characterized by its internal and
external quantum numbers.

only in their internal quantum numbers but also in their
momenta. We are going to show that such a state cannot be
coupled to any excited state in the same way as the I^NC(P))
states introduced in Subsection 3.C. For that purpose we
first determine to what excited states each component of Eq.
(7.1) is coupled (Fig. 13). Because of the conservation of
angular and linear momentum, an atom in Ig-i, p - hkez) is
coupled only to \e-i, p — hk&z + hkex) by absorption of a (TT,
kex) photon and to leo, p) by absorption of a (<r+, kez) photon.
In the same way, |go, P + hh&x) is coupled only to |e_!, p —
hk$z + hkex) (respectively, |e+i, p + hkez + hkex)) by absorption of a (a-, ~kez) [respectively, (<r+, kkz)] photon, and
\s+u P + hkez) is coupled only to |e+i, p + hk&z + hk&x)
(respectively, |e0, P » by absorption of a (T, kex) [respectively, (a-, —feS2)]photon. As in Section 3, we thus find a family
of six states (instead of three) |lg_i, p - hkez), |go, p + hk&x),
\g+u P + hkSz), le-i, p — kkez + hkex), \e0, p), |e+i, p + hkez +
hk&x) j that remains closed with respect to absorption and
stimulated-emission processes. The important point is that
all transition amplitudes starting from Eq. (7.1) and ending
in any of the three excited states of the family interfere
destructively. This is because each of the three excited
states of Fig. 13 is coupled only to two ground states (because
of the zero value of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for e0 **
go) by two transitions having opposite Clebsch-Gordan coefficients [Fig. 12(a)]. Since the state [Eq. (7.1)] is completely
symmetric, the six excitation amplitudes from such a state
interfere destructively two by two.
Consequently, an atom in Eq. (7.1) cannot leave this state
by interaction with the lasers. Since it contains only ground
states, it cannot decay by spontaneous emission. It remains
to see under what condition it is stationary with respect to
the free evolution Hamiltonian HA. We must write that the
kinetic energies of the three components of Eq. (7.1) are the
same (as above, we suppose that there is no static magnetic
field), which gives
(p — hkej2 = (p + hkSx)2 = (p + hkez)2.
.
We conclude that |^NC(p) > is a perfect trap only if
p . ez = p • ex = 0.

(7.2)

(p'at=0
\Plt = -hk

h*t = +hk
\plt = 0

Remark
Note that in such an experiment there must be no force
a c t i n g ^ ^ t h e v e i o c it y . s e l e ctive directions Ox and Oz. In
order to avoid the effect of gravity, we should thus align the
atomic beam vertically.
In this section we have demonstrated that there is a perfeet trapping state that is velocity selective in two dimensions. However, in order to evaluate the efficiency of the
cooling process, one should also solve the generalized optical
Bloch equations corresponding to this situation. This
would allow one to evaluate how long it would take for
momentum diffusion in two dimensions to accumulate many
atoms into the trapping state.
It is tempting to try a further generalization to three
dimensions. We have found no scheme that allows accumulation of many atoms into a noncoupled state that is velocity
selective in three dimensions. We have found such states
for more-complicated level schemes. Unfortunately, in the
situations that we have investigated, there is always another
trapping state that is velocity selective in a smaller number
of dimensions (two or one). The atoms are then rapidly
trapped into this less-selective noncoupled state, where they
are no longer available for the three-dimensional trapping,
g>

CONCLUSION

P r e s e n t e d a f u l 1 quantum theoretical treatment of a
one-dimensional laser-cooling scheme permitting transv e r s e temperatures below the one-photon recoil energy to be
reached by velocity-selective coherent population trapping,
Unlike semiclassical approaches, this treatment can be apP l i e d t o situations in which the atomic coherence length is
comparable with or larger than the laser wavelength. It is
based on the use of families that contain a finite number of
states defined by translational and internal quantum numb e r s and that remain closed with respect to absorption and
stimulated emission. Redistributions among these families
occur through spontaneous emission. We have established
generalized optical Bloch equations for the density-matrix
elements corresponding to these families, and we have presented numerical solutions of these equations.
This theoretical study has allowed us to exhibit the essenW e have

new

t i a l f e a t u r e s o f t h e n e w c o o l i n g p r o c e s g and

(7.3)

This shows that optical pumping into the states [Eq. (7.1)]
satisfying Eq. (7.3) could provide a two-dimensional cooling
for the components of p perpendicular to ey.
Experimentally, one could send an atomic beam along Oy
in the laser configuration of Fig. 12(b). Accumulation of
atoms by optical pumping into the trapping states Eq. (7.1)

(7.4)

to gupport the

underlying physical ideas. The main differences from other
cooling methods are the following:
(i) The cooling exists for both signs of the detuning and
for zero detuning;
(ii) The width of the final momentum distribution,
which characterizes the temperature, decreases as 0"1/2,
where 8 is the interaction time. There is no fundamental
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limit to the lowest temperature achievable by this method;
in particular, the one-photon recoil is not a limit;
(Hi) The basic cooling mechanism relies not on a friction
force but on a diffusion process in momentum space, which
pumps atoms into nonabsorbing states corresponding to a
small region of the momentum space;
(iv) Since the cooled atoms no longer interact with the
laser field they suffer no perturbation either on the external
degrees of freedom (no diffusion) or on the internal degrees
of freedom (no light shifts).
We presented in Section 7 a possible extension of this new
cooling scheme to two dimensions. The method of families
used in this paper could easily be applied to such a situation.
It would also be interesting to add a supplementary interaction for reflecting toward p = 0 atoms that have diffused a t
large p values; such walls should improve the cooling efficiency at long interaction times.
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The fundamental property on which the new cooling process is based is the quantum coherence between \g-, p - hk)
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and \g+, P + » > . A remarkable feature associated with this

all these coherence effects by use of the nondiagonal terms
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1 8 ^ ^ c t j t n e e x a c t 3 h a p e o f H ( u ) j s n o t i m p o r t a n t , provided that
it has the correct width 2hk and it is normalized. We have
checked that a constant value over 2hk [H(u) = l/2hk for -hk «
u < hk] yields almost identical results after only a few fluorescence cycles. We have thus taken the constant form for H(u),
simpler for1 the calculations, for all the interaction times longer
than lOr" .
19. In an experiment like ours,4 the atoms are allowed to fly a long
distance without any interaction until they are detected. Excited atoms will then decay to one of the ground states, and the
recoil of the corresponding photon has to be taken into account,
The last term of Eq. (5.4) must then be convoluted by the kernel
H(u) introduced in Section 4. Note that this amounts to a
convolution of aee(p) by a function with width 2hk. In the case
of a high light intensity (for which our calculation is still valid),
cee(p) assumes values comparable with those offf++(p)or
a (p), and this convolution will produce a widening of the
narrow structures of aee{p). In the case of a weak intensity, this
correction is negligible.
20. These results are readily obtained by following the method
presented in C. Cohen-Tannoudji, Metrologia 13,161 (1977).
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Paper 7.8
C. Cohen-Tannoudji, F. Bardou, and A. Aspect, "Review on fundamental processes in
laser cooling," in 10th Int. Conf. on Laser Spectroscopy, eds. M. Ducloy, E. Giacobino, and
G. Camy (World Scientific, 1992), pp. 3-14.
Reprinted with permission of World Scientific.
This paper has been written for the proceedings of the International Conference on Laser
Spectroscopy held in Font-Romeu, France, in June 1991.
It reviews a certain number of fundamental problems associated with photon scattering:
the analogy between photon scattering and a quantum measurement process which destroys
atomic spatial coherences; the scattering of a photon by a single atom prepared in a linear
superposition of two nonoverlapping wave packets; the sequence of quantum jumps associated with a sequence of photon scattering processes, etc. This paper has been selected here
because it presents a new approach to the subrecoil cooling method described in papers 7.6
and 7.7 using velocity selective coherent population trapping (VSCPT). Such an approach
describes the atomic evolution in terms of coherent evolution periods, separated by quantum jumps occurring at random times. It turned out to be quite useful for improving our
understanding of VSCPT.
As in paper 4.3, one uses the delay function which gives the distribution of the time
intervals between two successive spontaneous emissions. During such a time interval, there
is a coherent evolution of the atomic wave function governed by the Hamiltonian (25), which
is not Hermitian because it includes the decay rate of the excited state. The important
difference from the situation analyzed in paper 4.3 is that the delay function changes after
each jump. Each spontaneous emission produces a random change of the momentum p.
Due to the p dependence of (25), one must then use a new Hamiltonian for describing
the next coherent evolution period and for computing the probability of the next jump.
Figure 2 gives an example of a Monte Carlo simulation calculated in this way. Each vertical
discontinuity corresponds to a quantum jump during which p changes in a random way.
When p gets close to zero, it may happen that one has to wait for a very long time before
the next fluorescence cycle occurs. This clearly reflects the p dependence of the quenching
of fluorescence associated with VSCPT. There is another feature of Fig. 2 which must be
noted. The random walk along the time axis is anomalous in the sense that it is dominated
by a few dark periods which last for an appreciable fraction of the total interaction time.
The analysis of this feature led to new theoretical developments described in the papers of
Sec. 8 of this book.
A last comment can be made about the quantum jump description of dissipative processes presented in this paper. Such an approach is quite general. Other problems, such
as amplification without inversion, have been studied by similar methods using the delay
function [C. Cohen-Tannoudji, B. Zambon, and E. Arimondo, J. Opt. Soc. Am. BIO, 2107
(1993)]. When the delay function is not easy to calculate, other more powerful approaches
have been worked out, such as the "Wave Function Monte Carlo" approach [see, for example, the review paper of Y. Castin, J. Dalibard, and K. M0lmer, in Atomic Physics
13, eds. H. Walther, T. W. Hansch, and B. Neizert (American Institute of Physics, 1993),
p. 143].
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ABSTRACT

Laser cooling is based on photon scattering. New physical insights can be obtained
on photon scattering by considering it as a quantum measurement process or by associating a series of quantum jumps with a sequence of scattering processes.

1. Introduction
Laser cooling and trapping is an expanding field of research where spectacular
developments have occurred during the last few years 1 . Very low kinetic temperatures, in the microkelvin range, have been obtained 2 , opening the way to the
realization of new schemes, such as atomic fountains, which seem, quite promising
for the improvement of atomic clocks3. Another important feature of such ultracold atoms is their long de Broglie wavelength which makes the wave aspects of
atomic motion easier to detect. Several papers of these proceedings are devoted
to the new subject of atomic interferometry.
All these developments provide a great stimulation for a deeper understanding
of the quantum features of atomic motion in laser light. New types of questions
may be asked leading to new physical insights in photon-atom interactions. In
this paper, we present and discuss a few examples of such problems which exhibit
the connection existing between photon scattering and a quantum measurement
process.
We first consider in Section 2 a single photon scattering process and we show
how it can be considered as a quantum measurement of the atom's position in the
von Neumann's sense. Such an analogy clearly explains why photon scattering
destroys spatial coherences and why therefore it should be avoided in atomic interferometers. The theoretical analysis of Section 2 is then applied in Section 3 to
*•

Laboratoire associe au CNRS et a I'Universite Paris 6
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the discussion of a question which has been asked about the detection of spatial
coherences. If an atom has been prepared in a coherent superposition of two non
overlapping wave packets, is it possible to detect this spatial coherence by interference fringes on the scattering cross section of an incoming photon ? Finally, we
consider in Section 4 a sequence of scattering processes and we give a description
of the atomic evolution in terms of a series of coherent evolutions separated by
quantum jumps occurring at random times.
2. Photon Scattering and Spatial Coherences
2.1 Spatial Coherence Length
Consider an atom in a translational state described by a density operator a.
Spatial coherence for such an atom is related to the off-diagonal elements of a,
(r'|<7|r"), in the position representation. More precisely, one can introduce the
global spatial coherence at a distance p, defined by

F(p) = Jd3r(r\a\r + p)

(1)

and which is the sum of all spatial coherences between two points separated by
a fixed distance p. Changing from the position representation to the momentum
representation, one can easily derive the following relation

F(p) = jd3pei^h(p\a\p)

(2)

which shows that F(p) is the Fourier transform of the momentum distribution
(p|crjp). The normalization of a results in F(Q) = 1.
The spatial coherence length £ is the typical length characterizing the decrease
of F(p) with \p\. From Eq. 2, it clearly appears that the narrower the momentum distribution, i.e. the colder the atom, the broader is F(p), i.e. the larger is
£. For example, for a particle of mass M, in thermal equilibrium at temperature
T, £ is, within a numerical factor, the well known thermal de Broglie wavelength
\T = (2TT712/MksT)
. Laser cooling is thus interesting for achieving large spatial coherence lengths. An important question concerns then the limits which can
be reached by such methods. If the cooled atoms don't stop absorbing and reemitting photons, it seems impossible to avoid the random recoil due to spontaneous
emission, so that the momentum distribution has a width Ap larger than the
photon momentum Tik. It then follows from Eq. 2 that F(p) has a width smaller
than 1/fc. The fundamental limit for the spatial coherence lengths which can be
achieved by usual laser cooling methods seems therefore to be the laser wavelength
A = 2x/k(*\ We try now to give a new physical insight in this problem in terms
of quantum measurement theory.
* ' Such a limitation can be removed in certain cases, for example if the photon absorption probability varies rapidly with the atomic momentum p around p = 0 (see Section 4).
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2.2 Main features of a quantum measurement process
We first briefly recall the main features of a quantum measurement process in
the von Neumann's sense4. Let S be the measured system and A the observable
of 5 which is measured by the measuring apparatus M.. If 5 is initially in an
eigenstate \a) of A, and if M. is initially in the state \X\^), the S-M. interaction
is supposed to lead the total S+M system in the state \a) (g> \Xa)
\a) ® \Xin) —• \a) ® \Xa)

(3)

In other words, S remains in the eigenstate \a) of A whereas M. ends in a state
\Xa) which is correlated with \a). This correlation is perfect if, for any pair \a),
\a') of orthogonal eigenstates of A, the two corresponding states of <S, \Xa) and
\Xai), are themselves orthogonal
(a'|a) = 0 = H * B . | * . ) = 0

(4)

The measurement is then ideal in so far as observing the final state of M. determines unambiguously the initial state of S.
Prom the linearity of Schrodinger equation, it then follows that, if S is initially in a linear superposition of the states |a), S+M ends in the same linear
superposition of the states \a) ® \Xa)

(j2ca\a))®\Xm)-^Y,ca\a)®\Xa)
\

«

/

(5)

o

Suppose now that, after the measurement process, S and M. no longer interact.
It is then well known that all predictions concerning S alone can be deduced from
the reduced density operator of S obtained by tracing IV'fin) ('/'fin I over M, where
IV'fin) is the final state of S+M appearing on the right hand side of Eq. 5
<Tfin = TrM

|V>fin) (^fin| = £

] £ CaC*a, (Xa.\ Xa) \a){a'\
o

(6)

o'

If one compares Eq. 6 with the initial density operator of S, crin =
Z^a S a ' c " c a'l a )( a 'l o n e concludes that the diagonal elements of a remain unchanged during the measurement process since
(a |afin| a) = |c a | 2 (Xa\Xa) = |c a | 2 = (a |a in | a)

(7)

whereas the off diagonal elements
{a\<T&n\a')=cact. (Xa.\Xa) = {a\aiR\a') (Xa,\Xa)

(8)
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become multiplied by {Xa<\ Xa) which vanishes if the measurement is perfect. In
other words, in the basis of eigenstates of the measured observable A, the measurement process appears as a pure T2 relaxation process.
2.3 Photon Scattering as a Quantum Measurement Process
We come back to photon scattering. Such a process is entirely characterized
by the scattering <?-matrix which gives the amplitudes of the elementary processes
|K) ® |k.) —> |K + kf - k/> ® |k/)

(9)

where an atom with momentum TiK scatters a photon whose momentum changes
from Uki to ftk/. Conservation of the total momentum explicitly appears in Eq. 9
since the atom momentum changes from TiK to h(K + k* — kf). We will denote
5(k,-,k/;K) the amplitude of such a process. The K dependence of this amplitude is due for example to the Doppler effect which is proportionnal to the atomic
velocity 7LK/M, where M is the atom's mass.
The most general initial state \tp) for the atom can be written

\<p) = J d3r \r){r\<p) = J d5r <p(r)\r)
= J SK

|K)(K|V>>

= J d*K v>(K)|K)

(10)

where tp(r) = (r\(p) and <£(K) = (K|v?) are the wave functions associated with
\<p) in the position representation and the momentum representation respectively.
From the linearity of the Schrodinger equation, one deduces that, if the initial
state of the "atom + photon" system is
l^m) = |¥>) ® |ki)

= J d3r ^(r)|r) ® |k£> = J d3K <^(K)|K) ® |ki)

(11)

the final state is

I0fi»> = J d3kf J d3K S(ki,kf;K)v(K)

|K + k,- - kf) ® |k/)

(12)

We introduce now an approximation which consists in neglecting the K dependence of <£(*). In several cases, this is a very good approximation (see however the
^*' 5 could eventually depend on the average value of K. What we neglect here is the variation of
S with K over the width AK of <p(K).
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section 4 of this paper, for an example of situation where the K — dependence of
<S plays an essential role)
(13)

S(\Li,kf;K)*S(ki,kf)
Introducing Eq. 13 in Eq. 12 and using
|K + k, - k/> = e i ( k i - k ^- R |K)

(14)

where R is the position operator of the atom, we can transform Eq. 12 into

|V>fni> * Jd3kf Siki^e^'-^^cp)

® 1^)

(15)

We replaced / d3K £(K)|K) by \tp). Using Eq. 10 to replace |y>) by / d3r <p(r)\r),
and the fact that |r) is an eigenstate of R with eigenvalue r, we finally get

\i>fin) = Jd3rV>(r)\r)®\Xe)
where

\Xr) =Jd3kf

e'(k.-k/)-r S (k . ? k / ) | k / )

(16)

(17)

is a photon state which depends on r. Comparing Eq. 11 and Eq. 16, we can
describe the scattering process by the transformation

liM = ( / d3r p(r)|r)) ® \kt) —> |V>fin> = J d3r p(r)|r) ® \XT)

(18)

which is quite similar to Eq. 5.
As in a von Neumann's measurement process, each position state of the atom
becomes correlated with a photon state \Xr) which depends on r. The probability
for the atom to be in r, after the scattering process, is equal to |<^(r)|2 {XT\ Xr),
and remains unchanged since {Xr\ Xr) = 1 as a consequence of the unitarity of the
5-matrix. More precisely, one deduces from Eq. 17 that

(Xr.\Xr..) = j d3k}\S(ki,-kf)\2ei^-W-^

(19)

Since the variations of |5(kj,k/)| with k / are restricted to an interval on the
order of 2%k, it follows from Eq. 19 that (XT< \ Xrn) is a function of r' — r", which is
equal to 1 for r' = r" and which tends to 0 if |r' - r " | » A. The fact that \Xr-) and
\Xrn) become orthogonal only if |r' — r"J ^> A means that the measurement of the
atom's position by photon scattering is not perfect, but has a finite resolution, on
the order of the photon wavelength A. This is in agreement with the well known
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result of wave optics according to which two points cannot be resolved optically if
their distance is smaller than A.
The calculation which leads from Eq. 5 to Eq. 8 can be repeated for Eq. 18
and gives
(r' |a fiB |r"> = y > ( r V ( r " ) <* r .| A » = (r1 |a f i n |r") <Af r .|A»

(20)

This shows that, after a scattering process, the spatial coherence length is necessarily smaller than A, whatever the initial state may be. We find again the result
derived above in Subsection 2.1, but here in the context of quantum measurement
theory.
So far, we have considered only a single scattering process. One can show
that, if the atom undergoes a sequence of independent scattering processes, its
spatial coherences (r'|<7|r") are damped, even if |r' — r"| is smaller than A, with
a rate proportional to |r' — r"| 2 . This explains why macroscopic systems, with
large scattering cross-sections, are rapidly localized by their interaction with the
environment and how classical properties emerge as a result of this coupling5.
To sum up, photon scattering may be considered as a measurement process
of the atom's position. This measurement has a finite resolution given by A and
destroys spatial coherences beyond a range which is also given by A. These results
provide also some physical insight in the quantum state of an atom in an optical
molasses. Because of the quantum correlations which appear as a result of photonatom interactions, the state of the atom cannot be described by a wave packet, but
rather by a statistical mixture of wave packets. Since the spatial coherence length
is necessarily smaller than A, as a consequence of scattering processes, each of the
wave packets forming the statistical mixture has a width which is smaller than A,
but the centers of these wave packets are distributed over a range Ar which may
be much larger than A. In other words, a clear distinction must be made between
the width Ar of the position distribution (r|cr|r), which can increase indefinitely
by spatial diffusion (if the atom is not trapped), and the spatial coherence length £
which is reduced to very low values by photon scattering.

3. Are Photon Scattering Cross-sections Sensitive to Atomic Spatial
Coherences ?
Consider a single atom whose wave function ip(r) is a linear superposition of
two wave packets ipa(r) and <fb(r), centered on two points r a and r j , the width of
each of these wave packets being small compared to |r a — r(,|.
V>(r) = ca<pa(r) + cfc<^(r)

(21)

Suppose that a photon with momentum Tiki, is impinging on this atom and that
one looks at the scattered photon along a direction k//fc/ different from k^/fc,.
Intuitively, one is tempted to consider that the incident light wave is scattered
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simultaneously by the two wave packets ipa and tpi, so that one expects to have
interference effects between the two outgoing waves emerging from r a and n. Is
such a picture correct ? Does the differential scattering cross-section exhibit interference fringes depending on r o — rj, when kf/kf is varied ? ^
The calculations of the previous section allow one to give a clear answer to
this question, since we know the final state of the "photon+atom" system after the
scattering process. The probability to find the photon in the state |k/) is equal to
the norm of the vector multiplying |k/) in Eq. 15, i.e. tc/**)
|5(k,-,k / )| 2 ( V |e-'( k '- k ')- R c« k '- k ')- R | v > ) = \S(ki,kf)\2

(22)

This is independent of the double peak structure of y(r), which shows that there
are no corresponding interference fringes in the scattering cross-section.
Such a result, which remains valid even if the approximation corresponding
to Eq. 13 is not made, has actually a simple physical meaning. There are indeed
two scattering paths for the incoming photon, one through \<pa) and one through
\<Pb). But the final states of the atom corresponding to these two paths are not
the same : the scattering through \ipa) leaves the atom localized near r a , whereas
the scattering through \<pb) leaves the atom localized near r&. It follows that the
two scattering paths cannot interfere because they correspond to orthogonal final
atomic states.
This would be no longer true if, instead of a single atom, we had two atoms,
one in the state \<pa), the other in the state \ipb) • Now, the two paths could interfere, provided however that the momentum transfer h(kf — k,) occurring after a
scattering through \<fi) (i = a or b) does not transform \<pi) into a state orthogonal
to \ipi). For such a condition to be fulfilled, the momentum spread in \<pi) must
be large compared to hk, which means that the spatial extent of the wave packet
(fi(r) must be small compared to A.

4. Photon Scattering and Quantum Jumps
4.1 Coining Back to the Approximation Made on the S-Matrix
In the calculations of the previous two sections, we have neglected the
K — dependence of the amplitude S (ki,kf,K)
associated with the process (see
Eq. 13). To interpret Doppler cooling, it is necessary to introduce the first order
corrections in K, which describe how the scattering cross-section depends on the
atomic velocity through first-order Doppler effect. It is then possible to describe
\*> We are grateful to W.D. Phillips and G.P. Lafyatis for bringing this problem to our attention.
^**' Note that we don't specify here the final state of the atom. We measure only the final state of
the photon, so that the cross-section calculated here is the total one (elastic plus inelastic).
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the competition between the broadening of the momentum distribution due to the
terms of S independent of K and the narrowing due to the first order corrections.
Note however that, since scattering processes never stop, the coherence length £
remains always smaller than A.
It may happen that the amplitude S (k,-, k/; K) vanishes for certain values
Ko of K. For example, one can have two distinct absorption amplitudes whose
interference is perfectly destructive for K = K o . This is the case for velocity selective coherent population trapping6 (V.S.C.P.T.). Since scattering processes stop
for K = Ko, one can show that, as a result of optical pumping and filtering in
momentum space, it is now possible to get coherent lengths larger than A. Because
of the rapid variations of S around K = Ko, the calculations of Section 3 are no
longer valid for analyzing such a process. We present now a new approach to
photon scattering in terms of quantum jumps which can be applied to V.S.C.P.T.,
and which provides a new insight in the time evolution of the system.
4.2 A New Method for Describing a Sequence of Scattering Processes
We introduce the principe of this method on the simple case of one dimensional V.S.C.P.T. (Fig. 1)

eo,p

z
+-

g-tp-hk

g+,p+hk

Fig. 1 Laser configuration and atomic level scheme used in one dimensional V.S.C.P.T.

Two cr+ and o~ laser beams, propagating along the positive and negative directions of the Oz axis, drive respectively the g~i,p — hk *—• eo,p and the g+\,
p + %k <—• eo,p transitions between the three atomic levels eo, <?-i, p+i with angular momenta along Oz equal to 0, —7i, +h, respectively (e o ,p represents a state
where the atom is in the excited sublevel e0, with momentum p along Oz). Note
the selection rules resulting from the conservation of the total linear and angular momenta along Oz. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the two a + and a~
transitions are equal to +l/\/2 and —1/\/2, respectively.
As long as spontaneous emission is not taken into account, we have a coherent evolution between the three states of Fig. 1, which can be described in
terms of Rabi precessions and stimulated Raman processes. Spontaneous emission introduces a random character in the atomic evolution. At random times,
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the atom "jumps" into the lower states, while a fluorescence photon appears in
one of the initially empty modes of the quantized radiation field. Each individual
scattering process can thus be associated with a quantum jump of the atom. To
study the statistics of this sequence of quantum jumps, it is very convenient to
consider the "delay function", introduced for analyzing intermittent fluorescence .
We summarize now the main steps of such an approach, as it can be applied to
V.S.C.P.T.
(i) When an atom in eo, with a well defined momentum p' along Oz, spontaneously
emits a photon in a given direction with polar angles 0 and $, and with a given
polarization e, it jumps into a well defined linear superposition of g~\ and g+\. In
a ID problem, we are not interested in the azimuthal angle $ and in the polarization e. Averaging over $ and £ leads, for the state of the atom just after the jump,
to a statistical mixture with equal weights 1/2 of g^i and g+i, the momentum of
the atom along Oz being p' — hkcosd. So we can decide randomly the value of 9
(according to the emission diagram) and the sublevel g_x or g+\ into which the
atom jumps after a spontaneous emission.
(ii) Suppose that the previous random choice has given an atom jumping at time
T = 0 into g~i,p' — Hkcosd and let us put p' — hkcosd = p—hk. After such a jump
the wave function of the total system evolves according to

\IP{T))

= [CO{T) \eo,p) + C I (T) \g+1,p+hk) + c ^ r ) \g-.ltp- Hk)]
® (0 — fluorescence photon)
4- States with 1,2... fluorescence photons

(23)

(iii) The probability to have the next spontaneous emission occurring between r
and T + dr is then given by
W(T)dr = r\cQ(r)\2dt

(24)

where F is the spontaneous emission rate (natural width of eo). According to
Eq. 24 and Eq. 23, W(T) is the departure rate from the 0 — fluorescence photon
manifold. W(r) can also be considered as the distribution of the time intervals
r = t n +i — i n between two successive spontaneous jumps, the n t h one occurring
at t = tn and the next one occurring at t = £ n + 1 .
(iv) The three functions CQ(T),CI(T),C-I(T)
appearing in the first two lines of
Eq. 23 and describing the evolution within the O-fluorescence photon manifold can
be obtained by solving a Schrodinger equation governed by an effective non Hermitian hamiltonian ifeff> obtained by adding and imaginary term —ih.T/2 to the
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In Eq. 25, fii is the Rabi frequency associated with the two cr+ and a~ laser fields,
assumed to have the same amplitude, and S = u>i—LJA is the detuning between the
laser and atom frequencies. For r = 0, we have c_i(0) = 1, co(O) = 0+1(0) = 0.
(v) Once the next spontaneous emission process has occurred at t = tn+i, we
know a posteriori that, between t — tn and t = tn+i, the system is certainly in the
0-fiuorescence photon manifold. Its state is thus described between tn and in+i>
by the normalized state vector
co(t) |eOlp) + Cl (t) \g+1,p+hk) + c-tft) \g-i,p-

hk)

[ h w r + hWl' + lc^Ci)!2]172

(26)

4.3 Monte-Carlo Simuiation of the Quantum Jumps Occurring in V.S.CP.T.
The procedure outlined in the previous subsection can be applied to
V.S.CP.T. and provides a Monte-Carlo simulation of such a phenomenon, preserving its quantum features.
The key point for V.S.CP.T. is the existence of atomic states which are not
coupled to the laser field. If one introduces the two orthogonal linear combinations
of <7-i,p — hk and g+\,p + fik given by
Wscip)) = 2" 1 / 2 [ \g-np-hk) + \g+1,p + hk)}
Wc(p)) = 2-1'2 [ \g^,p- hk) - \g+1,p + hk)},

(27)

one can easily check that IV'Nc(p)) is not coupled to |e o ,p) by the laser-atom interaction hamiltonian (terms proportional to Q.i in Eq. 25)). On the other hand, the
fact that the two states \g±1, p ± hk) have not the same kinetic energy results in
the appearance a motional coupling between \ipNc(p)) and \i/?c(p)) proportional
to the difference between these two kinetic energies. Actually, one can easily show
from Eq. 25 and Eq. 27 that
(V-NC(P)I #eff Wcip)) = hkp/M

(28)

^*' Such a simplification is due to the fact that, in the 0-fluorescence photon manifold, spontaneous
emission can be entirely described by departure rates.
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It follows that, if p = 0, the state |V>i\rc(p = 0)) is a perfect trap where the atoms
can remain trapped indefinitely, such a trap becoming less and less perfect when
\p\ increases as a consequence of the indirect coupling between \if>wc(p)) suad |eo,p)
through |V>c(p)) •
In the quantum jump description, one can say that one of the three complex eigenvalues of Eq. 25 has a damping rate which becomes smaller and smaller
when p —• 0, so that the time delay between two successive quantum jumps can
increase considerably when p gets smaller and smaller. Since p can change in a
random way after each jump, and since this change of p is taken into account in
the procedure of Subsection 4.2, it follows that the length of the "dark periods"
(periods between two successive jumps) can change during the time evolution, becoming longer and longer when p gets smaller and smaller. Figure 2 shows the
results of a Monte-Carlo type simulation which confirms such predictions.

Fig. 2 Monte-Carlo simulation of the quantum jumps occurring in V.S.C.P.T. Curve giving the
variations of p with time. Each discontinuity corresponds to a quantum jump. The time interval r between each jump and the next one (dark period) is a random variable which is chosen
according to the distribution W(r) which depends on p. Note that the dark periods are longer
when p is close to zero.

4.4 Advantages of Such an Approach
Figure 2 shows that the atom spends most of its time in long dark periods.
Since its state is then given by Eq. 26 and since only IV'JVC(P)) is associated with a
small decay rate, it is clear that the weight of \II>NC(P)) in Eq. 26 becomes rapidly
predominant in these dark periods. We thus clearly understand how an atom
which jumps into ^_j or g+1 after a spontaneous emission process is then rapidly
filtered in the dark state \IJ>NC(P)) if P is small enough. Averaging over a set of
such Monte-Carlo realizations, one can reconstruct the momentum distribution
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of the atom. The results obtained in this way are in good agreement with those
obtained from a numerical solution of optical Bloch equations.
Similar Monte-Carlo approaches have been recently developed for dealing with
dissipative processes in quantum optics 8 . They lead to a picture of the time evolution of the atom which consists of a series of quantum jumps separated by time
invervals where the atomic state can be described by a wave function. Such approaches are called for that reason "Monte-Carlo Wave Function". Their complete
equivalence with optical Bloch equations has been proven. They not only give a
new physical insight in dissipative processes, but they are also numerically simpler
since dealing with wave functions requires less computer memory than for density
matrices. They look therefore very promising for investigating a whole series of
problems.
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Paper 7.6 describes a one-dimensional subrecoil cooling experiment using Velocity Selective
Coherent Population Trapping (VSCPT). This paper 7.9 describes an extension of VSCPT
to two dimensions. It uses a very interesting result established by M. A. Ol'shanii and V. G.
Minogin (Opt. Commun. 89, 393 (1992)). These authors have shown that for a transition
connecting two atomic states with angular momentum J = 1, which is the case of the
transition 23Si — 23Pi used in our experiments, there always exists an atomic dark state
which is isomorphic to the state of the laser field. For example, if one uses two pairs of
counter-propagating laser beams along two perpendicular directions of a plane, atoms are
pumped in a dark state which is a linear superposition of two counterpropagating pairs of
de Broglie waves, isomorphic to the laser waves. The experiment described in this paper
shows that helium atoms can be cooled in this way in a superposition of four wave packets,
each of them having a momentum width Sp smaller than the single photon momentum hk.
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Two-Dimensional Subrecoil Laser Cooling
J. Lawall, F. Bardou, B. Saubamea, K. Shimizu,* M. Leduc, A. Aspect,1 and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
College de France et Laboratoire Kastler-Brossel de I'Ecole Normale Superieure, 24 rue Lhomond,
F-75231 Paris Cedex 05, France
(Received 12 April 1994)
We report the first observation of subrecoil laser cooling in two dimensions by velocity selective
coherent population trapping. We have compressed the momentum distribution of a cloud of trapped
metastable helium atoms along two orthogonal axes to Sp — hk/A, where hk is the photon momentum.
The corresponding temperature, 16 times below the single-photon recoil temperature, is 250 nK. Atoms
are pumped into a nonabsorbing state exhibiting four well-resolved momentum peaks with subrecoil
widths. The momentum space density in the peaks is significantly greater than that in the uncooled
distribution.
FACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk

One of the goals of laser cooling of atoms is to
reach the lowest temperatures possible and accordingly
to achieve the largest possible de Broglie wavelengths
AdB- In usual laser cooling schemes [1], fluorescence
cycles never cease, so that there are always random
recoils due to spontaneously emitted photons. It is then
impossible to reach a temperature below the single photon
recoil temperature TRl defined by kBTR/2 = H2k2/2M,
corresponding to the recoil kinetic energy of an atom
with mass M absorbing or emitting a single photon
with momentum Hk. There is, however, no fundamental
principle preventing laser cooling atoms to below TR,
i.e., with a momentum spread Sp smaller than Hk.
This is equivalent to delocalizing the atoms over a
de Broglie wavelength AdB (or more precisely over a
spatial coherence length h/Sp) larger than the light
wavelength XL = 2ir/k.
Until now, only two laser cooling schemes [2,3] have
allowed subrecoil temperatures to be reached in one dimension [4]. The method of [3] uses sequences of stimulated Raman and optical pumping pulses with appropriate shapes. The approach that forms the basis of the
work described here, velocity selective coherent population trapping (VSCPT) [2,5], is based on the combination
of two effects: (i) the existence of certain atomic states
| ^ c ) which are not coupled to the lasers and which, for
p sufficiently small, are perfect traps in momentum space
where atoms can remain for very long times, and (ii) a
random walk of the atoms in momentum space, due to exchanges of momentum with photons during fluorescence
cycles, which allows atoms to diffuse from nontrapping
states with p * 0 to trapping states with p = 0 where
they accumulate. According to the theoretical analysis
[5], the momentum width 8p of the cooled atoms should
decrease without fundamental limit as 1/V©, where © is
the laser-atom interaction time. Recently, a new generation VSCPT experiment [6], using precooled He* atoms
released from a trap, has allowed us to achieve ID cooling
to Sp =M/4.5, i.e., an equivalent temperature [7] TR/2Q
tiru\ t- • tu
fu *\
(200 nK in the case of He*).
0031-9007/94/73(14)/1915(4)$06.00

The generalization of subrecoil cooling to two and
three dimensions is a crucial issue [8]. Several 2D
generalizations of VSCPT have been proposed [5,9,10].
In this paper, we present the first experimental realization
of two-dimensional VSCPT cooling, carried out with
the new He* apparatus of Ref. [6]. We have obtained
cooled atoms with a momentum distribution half-width
Sp — Hk/4 along any direction in the cooling plane. The
corresponding effective temperature [6] is TR/16.
We now briefly explain how VSCPT can be extended to
two or three dimensions for Jg = 1 —• Je = 1 transitions,
following the presentation of Ref. [10]. In the lower state
g, the atom can be considered as a spin one particle,
because Jg = 1. Consequently, its state is described by a
wave function ^ ( r ) , which is a vector field. Similarly,
the state of the atom in the excited state e (with Je — 1) is
described by a vector field 4>(r). Finally, there is in the
atom-laser interaction Hamiltonian VAL a third vector field,
the laser electric field Ej,(r). The transition amplitude
induced by VAL between g and e may be shown to be
proportional to the following integral:
,.
I d3r4»*(r) • [E/,(r) X H*(r)L
(1)
which is in fact the only scalar which can be constructed
from the three vector fields <J»*(r), Ei(r), and * ( r ) . As
in the one-dimensional case, a perfect trapping state in g,
* r ( r ) , is defined by two conditions [5]. First, it must
not be coupled by VAL to the excited state. The integral
(1), with *P(r) replaced by V r ( r ) , must be equal to zero
for all * ( r ) . Second, * r ( r ) must be an eigenfunction of
the kinetic energy Hamiltonian P 2 /2M. Such a condition
ensures that the state * r ( r ) will not be destabilized by a
motional coupling induced by P 2 /2M between * r ( r ) and
other ground states coupled to e. It is then easy to see that
the state
T

' r ' ~ a*-j,(r),
(2)
,
.
,
. .„.. ,
,. .
_.
where a is a c-number, fulfills these two conditions. First,
,
_ , , ' T, .
,
, .. .
,
'
the two vector fields •'P'(r) and E/.(r) being parallel, we
© 1994 The American Physical Society
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have Ei(r) X ¥ r ( r ) = 0 for all r. Second, since Et(r) is
a monochromatic laser field with frequency coL, all wave
vectors k, appearing in the plane wave expansion of Et(r),
N

E L (r) = X ^ . - f . e x p O ' k , T ) ,

(3)

have the same modulus |k,l = coL/c — k. Using the same
expansion for * r ( r ) given in (2), we find that the atomic
kinetic energy P2/2M, which depends only on the modulus
of the wave vectors, has a well-defined value in ^ T ( r )
equal to H2k2/2M. If we replace in (2) the c-number a by an
arbitrary scalar field a(r), we still have E/.(r) X *' r (r) =
0 for all r, so that a(r)EL(r) is the most general state
in g not coupled to e, i.e., leading to a zero transition
amplitude (1) for all <t (r). Expanding a (r) in plane waves
exp(ip • r/K), we introduce a set of noncoupled states,
*^ c (rJ = Ei(r)exp(7p • r/H)

(4)

labeled by p. Equations (3) and (4) then show that *P" c (r)
p
,.
...
...
.
f ,
is a linear superposition of plane waves with wave vectors
k, + p/H. In general, these wave vectors do not have the
same modulus, and (4) is not an eigenfunction of P 2 /2M.
There are motional couplings, proportional to k; • p/M,
which destabilize the states (4) and introduce a photon
absorption rate FN C (P) from these states proportional to
p 2 (if |p| is small enough) [5,11]. Such an absorption is
then followed by a spontaneous emission process, which
introduces a random change of momentum and allows
atoms to diffuse in momentum space. The smaller |p|,
the smaller is the diffusion rate. Atoms thus progressively
accumulate in a set of states ^ c ( r ) , with |p| distributed
over a range Sp around the value p = 0 corresponding to
the perfectly dark state (2). Arguments similar to those
used in [5] show that Sp decreases as 1/V€) where 0 is
the interaction time.
We now apply these general considerations to the
laser configuration used in our experiment. It consists of
counterpropagating beams along the x and y axes, with
cr+ and cr~ polarizations (Fig. 1). In Eq. (3) we have
N = 4 and ki = kx, k2 = -kx, k3 = ky, and k4 =
—k y. It is then clear that for any p orthogonal to the x-y
plane the four vectors k, + p/h have the same modulus,
so that there is no velocity selection and thus no cooling
along the z axis. On the other hand, the reasoning above
shows that there is velocity selection for p in the x-y
plane, where the only trapping state of the form (4) is ^ c
withp = 0. Furthermore, one can show [10] that with the
polarization configuration of Fig. 1 there is a unique twodimensional trapping state. We thus expect that, after the
laser configuration of Fig. 1 has been applied for a time
0 to an atom, the state of the atom will be of the form
(4) with a p component in the x-y plane very close to 0
(|p| less thanM) and an arbitrary value for pz. This state
will thus consist of four coherent wave packets with mean
momenta ±hkx, ±hky. Thus, on the detection plane,
1916

FIG. 1. 2D VSCPT scheme. Under the influence of the
g b e a m s ' Ae a t o m s ^ P u m P e d i n t 0 a
coherent superposition of four wave packets whose centers
^ ^ aaject0lies
foUow
to ^
p o s Wsensitive detector
5 c m below,
four V S C P T coolin

one should observe four spots separated by a distance
2hkTf/M, where T; is the time of flight to the detector,
the width of these spots decreasing as 1/%/©".
In order to have real cooling, one needs to fill the
trapping state with sufficient efficiency. As shown in [11],
a pure diffusion in momentum space is much less efficient
in two dimensions than in one dimension. On the other
hand, as emphasized in [9], 2D VSCPT schemes on a
Jg = 1 <—• Je = 1 transition may lead to a friction force
for atoms which are not yet trapped. There is then a drift
toward p = 0 which helps to fill the trapping states [12].
Although we have not yet made any detailed calculations,
we expect, based on the fact that the light shifts in our
laser configuration are spatially dependent, that VSCPT
efficiency would be augmented by Sisyphus precooling
for the case of blue detuning [1].
We start with atoms precooled to —200//K in a
magneto-optical trap [13,14]. A cryogenic (6 K) beam of
He* in the 23Si state is decelerated by radiation pressure
using a Zeeman slowing technique [15] to load the trap,
Our trap contains ~105 atoms in a volume of ~1 mm3,
The trap is shut off, and the beams for the VSCPT cooling
process, tuned to the 2 3 5i - 23P, transition, are pulsed
on (Fig. 1). All of the VSCPT laser beams are derived
from the same laser, so the phase coherence is limited
by the stability of the retroreflection mirrors. During
the time of the VSCPT cooling, the atoms move less
than 1 mm, after which they follow ballistic trajectories
under the influence of gravity. Atoms are detected 5 cm
below the trap by means of a microchannel plate detector
which intercepts a solid angle of 0.32 sr. High spatial
resolution (0.5 mm) is obtained by accelerating the output
of the microchannel plates toward a phosphor screen, and
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the resulting blips of light are recorded with a triggered
charge coupled device (CCD) camera which provides
temporal resolution.
The detailed sequence is the following: The trap is
loaded for about 1.5 s, at which point the deceleration
coils are turned off while the quadrupole trapping coils
remain on. This allows the magnetic fields of the
deceleration coils to decay, during which time the trap
laser parameters are adjusted to provide further cooling.
After 250 ms, the trapping coils are switched off as
well, and the trapping laser beams are left on for an
additional 3.5 ms. This phase confines the atoms in an
optical molasses while allowing the residual fields of
the quadrupole to decay. At this point, the trapping
beams are turned off and the VSCPT cooling beams are
switched on. The VSCPT interaction time is 500 /us
in the work described here. Atoms are detected on the
microchannel plate detector a time ?y (30-70 ms) later
within a temporal window T which can be as small as
1 ms. By varying rf we can probe the (uncooled) vertical
velocity distribution, and by varying r we can select
the time resolution. Images from the CCD camera are
digitized in a PC, and successive images are summed.
Simple arguments [6] show that the temperature attainable is limited by the stray magnetic field and scales as
the square of the field; a stray field on the order of 1 mG
limits the achievable temperature to ~7"«/100. The ac
components of the magnetic field at 50 Hz (—10 mG) are
reduced to less than 1 mG by means of a Mumetal shield.
The static components are canceled in situ and at the time

FIG. 2. Image of the detected atomic position distribution
for the experimental parameters: Rabi frequency fi = 0.8I\
detuning 8 = +0.5T, interaction time © = 500 /AS. The
figure shows an integration of 25 consecutive images for each
of which the camera was exposed from 45 to 65 ms after the
VSCPT interaction. The corresponding momentum distribution
consists of four peaks at ±hk along the x and y axes; the peak
widths are clearly subrecoil.
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of interest to within 0.5 mG by means of an additional
step based on the mechanical Hanle effect [16].
An image of the atomic position distribution detected
on the microchannel plate is shown in Fig. 2. The
four peaks are clearly resolved. The widths of the
peaks reflect, in addition to the final VSCPT momentum
distribution, contributions due to the size of the cloud of
trapped atoms, the size of the blips of light emitted by
the phosphor, and the dispersion of atom arrival times
during the observation time T. The latter broadening
mechanism is absent in the direction perpendicular to
the recoil momentum. With this in mind, we present
in Fig. 3 a vertical profile through the peak at the right
in Fig. 2. An upper bound to the momentum dispersion
is given by neglecting the initial cloud size and the
imperfect detector resolution [17]. From the width of the
peak, we deduce a velocity spread (half-width at \/-Je)
of 2.3 cm/s (= vR/4, where vR =hk/M = 9.2 cm/s is
the recoil velocity), with an uncertainty of 10%. The
corresponding temperature is TR/\6.
A crucial issue is whether the VSCPT process actually
increases the density in momentum space or merely acts
to select atoms within a small velocity group. The answer
is dependent on the laser parameters. For a fixed value of
the detuning 8 — +0.5F, a scan of the laser power (Rabi
frequency ft varying from ft = 0.5F to ft = 1.06F)
revealed both a monotonically increasing temperature
and a number of cooled atoms. The smallest laser
power, while giving the narrowest velocity distribution
(T — TR/30), yielded fewer atoms in the peak than
in the absence of the VSCPT cooling process. We
interpret this expulsion of atoms as being due to heating
from a "blue Doppler molasses" [1] before atoms are
trapped in the velocity-selective state. As the laser power
is increased, the distributions are observed to broaden

cm

FIG. 3. Profiles of the atomic position distributions along the
dotted line of Fig. 2 with and without VSCPT cooling.
1917
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somewhat but to contain many more atoms. The increase
in the temperature as the Rabi frequency is raised is
qualitatively in accord with theoretical predictions [5].
At a threshold of about ft = 0.7r the density of atoms
in the peak is rougly equal to that observed without
VSCPT cooling. T^e data shown in Fig. 3 were taken
at Q = 0.8r. The dotted line shows the profile taken
in the absence of VSCPT cooling. The peak is 3 times
higher than the uncooled atomic distribution; moreover,
atoms are clearly removed from nearby velocity states.
Keeping the Rabi frequency at ft = 0.8r and increasing
the detuning provides still greater accumulation; at a
detuning of about S — + 1.8F the peak rises a factor of
10 over the signal in the absence of VSCPT, although
the temperature is somewhat higher at T = 7V12. The
enhanced accumulation of atoms at higher laser powers is
understood as being due to an increase in the fluorescence
. , , . . . . , ,
.
,

rate [11], while the enhancement at greater detuning is
expected to be a consequence of additional Sisyphus-type
fnction mechanisms [9,12].
We have demonstrated here that VSCPT is a practical
means of achieving subrecoil laser cooling in two dimensions, providing significant enhancement of the density
in momentum space. The final temperature we have observed corresponds to a de Broglie wavelength of 4 fj.m.
When the factors (stray magnetic fields, phase stability of
the standing waves, polarization quality, laser power, detuning)
determining ,the final temperature
and
fraction of
. j
.
, , .
cooled atoms are under control, we expect that by increasing the VSCPT interaction time to several milliseconds we
should be able to reduce the temperature by another order
of magnitude. We note as well that atoms are prepared in
a coherent superposition of wave packets whose centers,
in our work, are separated by a macroscopic distance on
the order of 1 cm. An obvious challenge is to recombine
the four beams of Fig. 2 in order to observe interference
and thus demonstrate the coherence. In the near future
we plan to use the same approach to accomplish three,.
• , .
-,
,•
dimens.onal subreco.l cooling.
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Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
This letter describes an experiment showing that VSCPT can be extended to three dimensions for a transition connecting two atomic states with angular momentum J = 1. It uses
the same idea as paper 7.9. It demonstrates also that Sisyphus-type frictional forces play
an important role in the cooling process.
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Three-Dimensional Laser Cooling of Helium Beyond the Single-Photon Recoil Limit
J. Lawall, S. Kulin, B. Saubamea, N. Bigelow,* M. Leduc, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
College de France et Laboratoire Kastler Brossel, Ecole Normale Superieure, 24 rue Lhomond, F-75231 Paris Cedex 05, France
(Received 25 July 1995)
We report the first observation of subrecoil laser cooling in three dimensions, where we use
the method of velocity-selective coherent population trapping. We have cooled a cloud of trapped
metastable helium atoms to 180 nK, 22 times below the single-photon recoil temperature, with an
enhancement in the momentum-space density of 16. We find that the efficiency with which the
velocity-selective trap is populated can be augmented by Sisyphus-type frictional forces, while the
cooling process is accompanied by the diffusion of atoms to states of very high velocity.
PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk

Cooling an atomic sample to reduce the momentum dispersion Sp as much as possible has long been an important scientific goal. During the last ten years, a number of
techniques have been proposed and demonstrated, the most
important of which use the interaction with light (laser
cooling) [1] or elastic collisions (evaporative cooling)
[2,3]. In the domain of laser cooling, a natural momenturn scale appears: file, the momentum of the laser photon
involved in the process, which is also the recoil momentum
of an atom absorbing or emitting a single photon. When
Sp is less than Hk, the "subrecoil" regime, the coherence
length of the atoms in the sample is greater than that of the
optical wavelength used to do the cooling. This allows
the creation of atomic samples with coherence lengths of
the order of several fim, opening up the possibility of
studies in which the wave nature of matter is made manifest. Up to now, subrecoil cooling in one and two dimensions has been achieved by two methods: velocity-selective
coherent population trapping (VSCPT) [4,5] and Raman
cooling [6,7], Both of these methods depend on diffusion
in momentum space, which becomes less and less efficient
as the number of dimensions is increased. It is thus a considerable experimental challenge to extend these methods
to three dimensions. We report here the first subrecoil laser
cooling in 3D, where we use VSCPT, and obtain an atomic
coherence length of ~ 5 /ini.
In order to do laser cooling to velocities below the
recoil velocity VR = Hk/m, it is essential to suppress the
random recoil due to spontaneous emission from atoms at
very low velocities, while allowing fluorescence cycles
for other atoms. The idea of VSCPT is to optically
pump atoms into a state that is effectively decoupled by
destructive quantum interference from the laser field for
sufficiently small center-of-mass velocities. In practice,
atoms absorb photons and spontaneously decay, executing
a random walk in momentum space, until they fall by
chance into a "dark" nonabsorbing state with very small
velocity, where they remain. The existence of a velocityselective nonabsorbing state in any number of dimensions
for an atom with a Jg = 1 —• Je = 1 transition was
established by Ol'shanii and Minogin [8]. A simple

presentation of this argument is given in Ref. [5]. Briefly,
if the laser field is comprised of a superposition of
N plane waves with wave vectors k, (i = 1,...,N)
having the same modulus k, the dark state is given
by the same linear superposition of de Broglie waves,
More precisely, one finds that atoms are pumped into
a coherent superposition of N wave packets with mean
momenta /ik, and with a momentum spread Sp, which
becomes smaller than Hk for sufficiently long interaction
times. The efficiency with which the dark state is
populated relies on the properties of a random walk in
velocity space, with steps corresponding to the absorption
of laser photons and subsequent spontaneous emission,
Within a volume of velocity space delimited by some
fmax, the fractional volume within a velocity peak of
width Sv is proportional to (Sv/vmm)D,
where D is
the number of dimensions being cooled. Because of
the diffusive character of the random walk, the amount
of time required to optically pump an atom within a
distribution characterized by vmax ~ vR into a specified
velocity interval is thus a rapidly increasing function
of D. In fact, in the case of a simple random walk
in one or two dimensions, every particle will return to
the origin infinitely often, but in three dimensions a
nonvanishing fraction of particles will never do so [9].
Fortunately, both theory and experimental work to be
described demonstrate that the efficiency with which the
nonabsorbing state is populated can be enhanced if the
diffusion is supplemented by "frictional" forces providing
cooling for velocities somewhat above the single-photon
recoil velocity vR.
To achieve cooling in three dimensions, we have
used three pairs of counterpropagating laser beams along
orthogonal axes [Fig. l(a)]. Four beams (1, 2, 3, 4) are
in the x-z plane, at 45° to the horizontal, and the two
remaining beams (5, 6) are along the y axis. The dotted
lines of Fig. l(a) represent the ballistic trajectories of the
wave packets under the influence of gravity, after the
VSCPT beams have been applied for a time, which we
denote by @ [10]. The two wave packets (1, 2) associated
with laser waves 1 and 2 start with a vertical velocity
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FIG. 1. (a) 3D VSCPT scheme. Under the influence of the
six VSCPT beams, the atoms are pumped into a coherent
superposition of six wave packets whose centers follow ballistic
trajectories to the detector 6 8 cm below, (b) The temporal
distribution shows three peaks which, in our experiment, are

centered at 111, 118, and 125 ms. (c)-(e) Observed position
distributions within temporal windows 107— 113, 115 -• 121,
122 —» 128 ms for experimental parameters: ft« = 0.9F, S =
+F, interaction time 6 = 1.5 ms. The data shown here
f X w k ' VSCPTScooun ° f ' 5 ° SUCCCSSive r e l e a S 6 S ° f a t ° m S
ing
coo ing.
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and 6 [Fig. l(d)], and 3 and 4 [Fig. l(e)], respectively.
In each case, the width of the spots (proportional to 8p)
is considerably smaller than the distance separating them
(approximately proportional to 2Hk for spots 5 and 6, and
to -Jlhk for pairs of spots 1 and 2, and 3 and 4). This is
a clear indication of 3D subrecoil cooling.
To obtain velocity distributions and deduce 8 v (defined
as the half-width at \/*Je of the distribution), we make
the approximation that the trap is a point source and take
advantage of the fact that there is a one-to-one correspondence between detected coordinates (x, v, t) and initial velocity components (vx, vy, vz). We transform our data
and find six localized "spheres" in velocity space, each
centered at vR along one of the axes defined by the six
laser traveling waves, and each one having a subrecoil velocity distribution. A profile of the velocity distribution
al
o n e a x i s for o n e o f t h e
heres { shown j R
2(a)
. . ,

c

•,

,

•

,,-,-,

m

,

accompanied by a fit with a Lorentzian [11]. The laser
parameters (detuning 8 = wL - OJ0 and Rabi frequency
O R ) are 8 = 1.7F and O,R = 0.9F, and the interaction
time is 0 = 2.5 ms. Averaging the squares of the velock
Y w i d t " s over eighteen such profiles taken for the three
velocity components of the six wave packets, we find
a velocity spread of Sv — 1.9 cm/s, 4.8 times below
the single-photon recoil velocity vR. The correspondcomponent vR/\fl toward the detector and arrive first, ing atomic coherence length is 4.8 X 1.083 /xm = 5 fim,
at the positions indicated in Fig. l(a) and at the time
and the effective temperature is T = 7>/4.8 2 = TR/22 ~
indicated by the initial peak in Fig. l(b). Subsequently,
180 nK, where TR is the single-photon recoil temperature
wave packets 5 and 6, and finally 3 and 4, arrive at
defined by ksTR/2 = mvR/2. We measure the enhancethe positions and times shown. From the widths of
ment in momentum-space density by taking the ratio of
the six spots indicated in Fig. l(a) may be deduced the
the density after cooling with VSCPT to that in the MOT.
momentum dispersion 8p of each wave packet.
The momentum-space density in the MOT is obtained by
The heart of our experiment is a sample of ~10 4 counting the number of atoms in a sphere centered at the
metastable helium atoms precooled to —100 /JLK in a
origin and of radius small (—10 cm/s) compared to the
magneto-optical trap (MOT) and a detection system capable of simultaneously evaluating all three velocity
components of each atom following VSCPT cooling,
as described below. After shutting off the trap, the beams
for the VSCPT cooling process [Fig. l(a)], tuned to the
235i - 23/"i transition (1.083 fim), are pulsed on. These
beams spatially overlap the trapping beams, and each
retroreflected pair has circular cr+ /<r_ polarizations. After VSCPT cooling, the atoms follow ballistic trajectories to a detector of 4 cm diameter based on microchannel
plates and a resistive anode. The detector furnishes the
individual arrival coordinates (*,-, y,-, *,-) of each detected
atom, with a temporal resolution of 5 /us and an estimated
spatial resolution of several tens of microns. After each
FIG 2
distribut io
w thin
launch of atoms from the trap, the coordinates are sent to
' ' ( a ) P™fle, ° f t h e atOmiCH "ffl
j
f "
one
.
•
wave
packet
along
an
axis
defined
by
one
of
the
laser
f
a computer lor analysis.
beams, accompanied by a Lorentzian fit. The single-photon
In order to spatially resolve the six spots of Fig. l(a), recoil velocity hk/m is 92 cm/s. The corresponding curve
m
we use the correlations between the positions and arrival
'he absence of VSCPT would be flat on this scale, and a
times of the wave packets. The results are shown
factor of 16 lower than the peak. Here 5 = 1.7F, ClR = 0.9F,
in Fies Uci ](e) Using temnoral windows of (itm
and 0 = 2.5 ms. The units of the vertical axis are arbitrary.
in r-igs l(c)-l(e). Using temporal windows ot o ms ( b ) Depend ence of the temperature on the interaction time 0 ,
centered at 110, 118, and 125 ms, we observe two spots
for i ase r parameters 8 = F, (lR = 0.7r. We have observed
corresponding to the wave packets 1 and 2 [Fig. l(c)], 5
temperatures below 7"/,/40.
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width of the velocity distribution, and dividing by the volume of the sphere. That obtained after VSCPT cooling is
obtained in the same manner but with the small sphere (radius 1.5 cm/s) centered on one of the wave packets. In
this way, we find that the enhancement in the momentumspace density in each of the six peaks is 16. Figure 2(b)
shows how the temperature evolves with the interaction
time & for a different set of laser parameters. Here we
have averaged over only the (twelve) profiles perpendicular to the laser beams, since at the smallest interaction
time the remaining six are not well resolved. As predicted
[12,13], the temperature decreases like 1/®. At the last
point on the curve (T = TR/45), however, the momentumspace density is only about a factor of 4 higher than that
without VSCPT cooling.
Until now, we have primarily considered the width
Sv of the velocity distributions. It is also of interest to
study the momentum-space density and how it depends
on the various laser parameters at our disposal. As in
the two-dimensional experiment [5] (see also the paper of
J. Lawall et al. in Ref. [1]), we observe that the fraction
of atoms cooled is much larger with a blue detuning
(<5 > 0) than on resonance or to the red. This is an
indication that Sisyphus cooling accompanies VSCPT for
S > 0 on a Jg = 1 —• Je = 1 transition, as predicted by
several authors [14,15]. At the same time, one expects
that Doppler (radiation pressure) forces, which accelerate
for blue detuning, will dominate the Sisyphus force at
relatively high velocities.
Our new experimental apparatus allows us to explore
not only the distribution of atoms in the six VSCPT
wave packets, but also permits, for the first time, a
detailed study of the atoms that diffuse to states of
higher velocity and are lost. This information is contained
in the temporal distribution of atomic arrival times on
the detector. In the absence of VSCPT cooling, the
time-of-flight distribution is shown in Fig. 3(a). The
distribution is peaked at about 77 ms, reflecting both the
initial velocity distribution of the trap {Sv — 45 cm/s)
and the small solid angle (il = 0.27 sr) intercepted by
the detector. Figure 3(b) shows a temporal distribution
accompanying well-resolved VSCPT peaks. Although the
three peaks of Fig. l(b) are not resolved, the center of the

_,_, „
.
,,..,,....
, .
.„„„
,.
FIG. 3. Time of flight distributions for (a) no VSCPT cooling;
(b) blue detuning, « =» + r ; and (c) red detuning, S = -T.
In each case, ilR = 0.9r and 0 = 0.8 ms. The vertical
scales use the same (arbitrary) units.
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distribution arrives at 118 ms, the time taken by an object
at rest to fall 6.8 cm. In addition to the ("cold") peak
at 118 ms, the figure shows a ("hot") peak at ~ 5 ms,
which is indicative of atoms heated in the process. We
interpret this peak as consisting of atoms that acquire a
sufficiently high speed in the course of their random walk
that Doppler forces take over and accelerate them,
A preliminary analysis showed clearly that, at relatively
high intensities (fi« > F) and detunings (8 > F), the
six wave packets are not spatially resolved, but the atoms
are all in the cold peak of Fig. 3(b); whereas at lower
intensities and detunings the wave packets become progressively better resolved, but the hot peak grows at the
expense of the cold one. With this in mind, we initiate the VSCPT period with a 100 /AS pulse of light on
the Jg = I —* Je = I transition with a detuning of S ~
1.7F and Rabi frequency QR ~ 1.7F. This compresses
the velocity distribution from Si; ~ 5vR to Sv ~ 1.5u«,
largely because of the Sisyphus-type forces accompanying
VSCPT. This is considerably below the velocity spread
normally achievable with Sisyphus cooling; as predicted
in Ref. [14], the existence of a nonabsorbing state reduces
the momentum diffusion and allows a lower quasiequilibrium temperature for short interaction times. At this
point, we commence the subrecoil phase of the process
with a smaller intensity and detuning for an interaction
time ©. All the results discussed previously have been
obtained in this way.
In order to optimize the enhancement in momentumspace density, it is important to minimize the loss due
to Doppler acceleration and simultaneously have strong
Sisyphus cooling. To our knowledge a study of VSCPT
cooling, including coherent population trapping, Sisyphus,
and Doppler forces, has not yet been undertaken. Here,
we are able to study the competition between Sisyphus
and Doppler forces empirically by switching the sign of
the detuning, keeping all other parameters constant. In
this case (S < 0) the Sisyphus force heats at low velocity, but the Doppler force provides friction at higher velocities. As expected, there are many fewer atoms in the
VSCPT peaks. If we adopt as a hypothesis that the forces
are isotropic, the set of speeds at which Sisyphus heating
and Doppler cooling compensate each other forms the surface of a sphere in velocity space. Unlike the case of blue
detuning, however, this sphere is stable, and atoms accumulate at this speed. It is in this way that we interpret
the time of flight distribution of Fig. 3(c), distinguished
from Fig. 3(b) only by the sign of the detuning. From the
40 ms arrival time of the peak one infers that the Sisyphus and Doppler forces cancel for a velocity of 150 cm/s
(~16ffl). Thus, in the usual case of blue detuning, atoms
that execute a random walk to beyond 150 cm/s will be
accelerated and lost. W e are currently exploring how this
„ . » . , „ , . . .
,
.,
•
i
crltlcal veIoclt
y d e P e n d s on the varlous laser Parameters, with the goal of creating an average fnctional force
over a much larger part of velocity space. The actual
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situation is probably more complicated than the model
presented here; the forces are most likely not isotropic,
and there may, for example, be "channels" in velocity
space with less friction than in other directions.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated here that VSCPT
is a practical means of achieving subrecoil laser cooling
*
..
.
,
bc
,.,
.
.
in three dimensions, by means of which we have been
able to increase the momentum-space density in a sample
of metastable helium by a factor of 16, at a temperature
22 times below the single-photon recoil temperature. We
can reduce the temperature still further, but at the expense
of momentum-space density. In addition, we have shown
empirically that it is not adequate to neglect Doppler
forces in a treatment of Sisyphus-enhanced VSCPT.
Once the supplementary forces accompanying VSCPT
are understood and modeled appropriately, it should be
possible to treat the problem theoretically with Levy
flight
K
,•
r,,,.
, „ , . , ; , ,,
.,
•,. f
formalism. This approach [12,16] allows the prediction
of the temperature and effiaency of VSCPT in the

asymptotic limit where the laser interaction time 0 —
eo. The models used in Refs. [12] and [16] are too
simple, however, to accurately describe our experimental
situation, as they do not provide a loss term for atoms
that are accelerated by Doppler forces at high velocities.
In a very recent experiment, we have demonstrated the
possibility of transferring the atomic population into
a single wave packet by means of adiabatic passage
[17]. We now have a spin-polarized metastable atomic
,
.,
, * ,.
,
, c , „„
beam source with a de Broglie wavelength of 08 M m
and a coherence length of ~ 5 /tm, which will be of
considerable interest for future work in atom optics.
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The fact that the atomic dark state for a transition connecting two states with angular
momentum J = 1 is isomorphic to the state of the laser beams allows one to transform
adiabatically the atomic dark state by changing slowly the laser configuration. This idea is
illustrated here by one, two and three-dimensional subrecoil cooling experiments. The cooled
atoms can be adiabatically transferred into one or two coherent wave packets, chosen at will,
while retaining the subrecoil momentum dispersion of the initial wave packets.
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Coherent Manipulation of Atomic Wave Packets by Adiabatic Transfer
S. Kulin, B. Saubamea, E. Peik,* J. Lawall,+ T. W. Hijmans,* M. Leduc, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
College de France et Laboratoire Kastler Brossel, Ecole Normale Superieure, 24 rue Lhomond, 7523 J Paris Cedex 05, France
(Received 18 February 1997)
We use laser induced adiabatic passage to coherently manipulate the atomic wave packets resulting
from subrecoil laser cooling in one, two, and three dimensions by velocity selective coherent population
trapping. Using metastable helium atoms, we demonstrate adiabatic transfer into a single wave packet or
into two coherent wave packets, while retaining the subrecoil momentum dispersion of the initial wave
packets. The efficiency of the transfer is nearly perfect in one and two dimensions, and of the order of
75% in three dimensions. To a large extent, the direction of the momentum and the internal state of the
atoms described by each of the final wave packets can be chosen at will. [S0031-9007(97)03292-4]
PACS numbers: 42.50.Vk

In subrecoil laser cooling the atomic momentum spread
Sp is reduced below Hk, the photon momentum. The
condition Sp < Hk implies that the coherence length of
the cooled atoms is larger than the wavelength of the laser
that induces the cooling. Two subrecoil cooling methods
are known: velocity selective coherent population trapping
(VSCPT) [1] and Raman cooling [2]. In VSCPT, a method
recently extended to two [3] and three [4] dimensions,
atoms are prepared in a coherent superposition of multiple
de Broglie wave packets. The momentum spread of each
of the wave packets is well below hk. It is the purpose
of this Letter to show that it is possible to coherently
manipulate and control the wave packets resulting from
VSCPT. The tool we use is laser induced adiabatic
passage [5], which allows one to transfer atoms from one
momentum state to another as was pointed out in [6].
Until recently this process had only been demonstrated in
one dimension [7]. In this work we show that it can be
implemented in two and three dimensions. Preliminary
results were presented in [8]. The experiments are carried
out with metastable helium in the 2 3 S, state. The threedimensional experiments are of particular interest because
they can be used to produce an ultraslow, spin polarized
atomic beam with subrecoil momentum spread in all
directions.
The principle of VSCPT is based on the fact that atoms
can be optically pumped into a coherent superposition
of ground states with well defined momenta, where
they remain indefinitely trapped without absorbing and
emitting light The existence of such perfect trapping
states |* r (r)> for Jg = 1 - Je = 1 transitions in one,
two, and three dimensions was theoretically predicted
and their explicit forms derived in [9]. (See also the
presentation gjven in [3].) For a monochromatic laser
field composed of N plane waves, with amplitudes Ej,
wave vectors k,-, and polarizations ij, the complex
amplitude is
N

E( r ) = V E eik're
j=i

,

(1)
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and the corresponding trapping state, which is not coupled
by the laser field to the excited state, is found to be
N
| ^ r ( r ) ) ^ ^T Eje'kl'T\xj),
(2)
J=l
w h e r e t h e n o r m a l i z e d i n t e r n a i a t o m i c s t a t e \x > c a r r i e s t h e
momentum as a photon with polarization e,,
s a m e w&Aw
F o r t h i s p a r t i c u l a r s t a t e |^r( r )>, all transition amplitudes
connecting a ground state Z e e m a n sublevel to an excited
state Z e e m a n s u b l e v d interfere destructively> s o that a n
atom
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\yT{r)}

cannot be exdted

b

the laser
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^ state | ^ r ( r ) ) is a superposition o f
m o m e n t u n i eigenstates, each carrying momentum Hkj. In
fact> b e c a u s e t h e w a v e v e c t o r s k m o f
{ arnplitude,
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c o m p l e t e l y s t a b l e . I n t h e r e s e n c e o f t h e l a s e r field g i v e n
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change of the trapping state. Provided
&K s u c h t h a t adia baticity is guaranteed, the

atoms remain decoupled from the laser u ht during the
transfer process a n d h e n c e d o n o t suffer from heati
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a single wave packet.
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must be chosen
such that the atoms initially in the trapping state are
prevented from being coupled to other states, which
ultimately would give rise to loss from spontaneous
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emission. The simplest case is that of a Jg = 1 —> Je =
1 system driven by two counterpropagating laser waves
with orthogonal linear or circular polarizations, for which
the intensity is spatially independent. The adiabaticity
criterion for this one-dimensional situation is well known
[6]. Defining ra as the characteristic time of the adiabatic
transfer, the criterion requires that the coupling, which
is of the order of H/Ta, be well below the spacing Hfl
between the eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian ("dressed
states"). For the laser intensities we use, O is of the
order of a few linewidths (F = 107 s" 1 for the 23P state
of He*), and thus the adiabaticity criterion Q,Ta : » 1
may be satisfied with times of the order of fj.s. In
two and three dimensions the intensity is in general
spatially dependent and no rigorous theoretical analysis
has been made to date. Because of the periodic spatial
variation of the light shifts the energy spectrum has a band
structure, and the characteristic energy is no longer Ml,
but rather the recoil energy ER = H2k2/2m. For helium
the corresponding characteristic time H/ER = 3.5 /us and
it is to be expected that adiabatic passage is feasible on a
time scale of tens of microseconds.
The experimental apparatus used to do VSCPT cooling has been described previously [4,10]. A cloud of
metastable helium atoms in the 23S\ state is trapped by
means of a laser tuned to the 23Si-23/>2 transition in a
magneto-optical trap and cooled to ~100 fiK. Subsequently the magnetic field and the light are switched off
and another set of laser beams tuned to the 2 3 5i-2 3 P] transition is turned on for about 1 ms, which cools the atoms
by means of VSCPT to ~100 nK. The laser configuretion consists of pairs of retroreflected a+/cr- circularly
polarized traveling waves. All beams have approximately
equal intensities. At this point we either initiate the adiabatic passage to be described below, or perform a reference
measurement without adiabatic passage. In both cases the
resulting momentum distribution is determined as follows:
we shut off the light, and let the atoms follow ballistic trajectories to a detector located 6.5 cm below the interaction region, which records the arrival coordinates (x,y, t).
Knowing the initial coordinates of the atoms, we infer their
velocities at the end of VSCPT or adiabatic passage [11].
In order to perform an adiabatic passage we need to
control one or more laser beams independently, which
we do by means of acousto-optic modulators. In the
one- and two-dimensional experiments we slowly, in a
characteristic time ra « 10 /as, turn off all but one of the
laser beams at the end of the VSCPT phase. The atoms
are thus transferred into the wave packet associated with
the remaining laser beam. Great attention was given to
the complete extinction of the beams. The final atomic
state has a mean velocity of hk/m — 9.2 cm/s along the
direction of the remaining laser beam and an internal state
corresponding to the polarization of this beam. Finally,
....
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this beam is extinguished - 3 0 0 fit later in order to avoid
subsequent absorption induced by parasitic effects such
as stray magnetic fields. In the reference experiments,
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without adiabatic passage, care is taken to ensure that all
beams are turned off simultaneously (within 300 ns) in
order to avoid nonadiabatic losses of atoms,
In Fig. 1 we show the results of a one-dimensional
experiment in which we slowly turn off one of two
counterpropagating laser beams. The double peaked
structure represents the velocity distribution of the atoms
after cooling by means of VSCPT, and the single peak is
that resulting from adiabatic transfer. We infer an upper
limit [11] for the momentum dispersion of the atoms of
dp = M / 8 . The width of the momentum distribution
after adiabatic transfer has not been changed. In addition,
the total number of atoms in the final curve is equal to the
total number of atoms in both peaks before the transfer,
This is clear evidence that the initial state is indeed a
coherent superposition of two states and not a statistical
mixture. In contrast, a pure filtering process could never
result in more than 50% of the atoms in the final peak,
We found that the efficiency of the adiabatic transfer,
computed by taking the ratio of the final peak height to the
sum of the initial peak heights, monotonically increases
with the adiabaticity parameter flr a . For the case in
which Q,ra » 10 the efficiency of the transfer is =80%;
in Fig. 1 we have flra = 6 0 and the efficiency is very
close to 100%. A detailed quantitative analysis of the
dependence of the transfer efficiency on such parameters
as ra and £1 will be presented elsewhere,
The result of an adiabatic transfer experiment in
two dimensions is shown in Fig. 2. First, the twodimensional velocity distribution [Fig. 2(a)] is prepared
using VSCPT with four traveling laser waves. As in the
one-dimensional case, after an interaction time of 1 ms,
three of the four laser beams are turned off in a characteristic time of 15 /us. Best adiabatic transfer was obtained
by simultaneously raising the power in the fourth beam,
The result is shown in Fig.2(b). The momentum dispersion of the atomic wave packets along the cooling axes is
evaluated to be Sp — M/6.5 and no measurable heating
is found after the adiabatic passage. The efficiency of the

FIG. 1. (a) ID VSCPT. Velocity distribution of the atoms
f t h e cooling axis after an interaction time 6 = 1 ms. Here

alon
tne

detuning is S = 0 and the Rabi frequency in each wave

„ 0 «fr ( b ) T h e d i s t r i b u t i o n obtained after adiabatic
transfer with ra = 7 ps. The efficiency of the transfer is of
the order of 100%. The recoil velocity is v, = 9.2 cm/s.
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FIG. 2. VSCPT and adiabatic transfer in two dimensions, (a)
Subrecoil cooling into four wave packets, (b) Atomic velocity
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Figure 3 shows the result of the transfer into a single
wave packet. The laser configuration used for the cooling
in three dimensions is indicated schematically in Fig. 3(a).
Four of the six VSCPT beams are in the vertical plane, at
a 45° angle to the horizontal, and the two other beams
are orthogonal to this plane. The reference experiment,
in which VSCPT cooling is not followed by adiabatic
passage, leads to an atomic state consisting of six wave
packets. In order to resolve them, we use the correlations
between their positions and arrival times. In Figs. 3(b),
3(c), 3(d) and the spatial distribution of the atoms in three
appropriately chosen time windows are shown. The new

, _

beam empk)yed

.„ c o n j u n c t i o n ^

^

former

six

b e a m s for the

and 0 = 1 ms. The transfer efficiency is -90%. The vertical
scales use the same (arbitrary) units.

purpose of adiabatic transfer is added in the
horizontal plane as indicated in Fig. 3(e). Figures 3(f),
3(g), and 3(h) show the same time windows after adiabatic

transfer, calculated as the momentum space density in the
center of the single wave packet of Fig. 2(b) divided by
the sum of the momentum space densities of the initial
four, is found to be of the order of 90%.
The adiabatic transfer experiments in three dimensions
were done in two different ways. The first method consists, as in the one- and two-dimensional cases, of reducing
the intensity in all but one of the laser beams in order to
transfer the atomic population into one of the initially prepared de Broglie wave packets [8]. The second method,
which we present here, is more general, since it allows
adiabatic transfer into one or several new wave packets
that were not part of the initial VSCPT state. Just before
the end of a conventional VSCPT cooling phase, using the
six-beam geometry described in [4], one or several new
laser beams are slowly turned on in a characteristic time
T™ ~ 20 (is. After a variable overlap period the intensity
of all VSCPT laser beams is slowly reduced in a characteristic time T°ff « 15 /JLS. Finally, after another 300 its,
we turn off the additional laser beam(s).

, A s ex P? cted > a s i n S l e s P o t "W*?" ™ t h e c f r a l
P o s l t l o n a s s o c i a t e d w l t h t h e n e w la*er
b e a m w h l l e ver f e w a t o m s
'
y
" « d e t e c t e d a t t h e Positions
and tlmes
associated with the original six wave packets.
B
y comparing the peak momentum space density in the
final
wave
P a c k e t w i t h t h e s u m o f t h e P e a k momentum
s ace
P
densities in the six wave packets initially prepared
b
y VSCPT, we find the efficiency of the transfer to be
of the order of 75%
- Adiabatic passage leaves a beam
of atoms
with a mean velocity of Hk/m = 9.2 cm/s, a
momentum dispersion of Sp = Hk/5, and a momentums ace densit
P
y a f a c t o r o f 4 - 5 ( = 6 X 75%) higher than in
a
"y °f the six original wave packets. Since Sp represents
an u
PP e r l i m it to the actual momentum dispersion [11],
the corresponding coherence length of the atoms is greater
than h/Sp = 5.4 /tm. The orientation of this atomic
beam is related only to the direction of the associated
laser wave and is thus arbitrary. Moreover, by choosing
the polarization of the additional laser beam, one can
prepare the atoms in any desired state of spin except for

transfer

time w m d o w at t h e

FIG. 3. VSCPT and adiabatic transfer in three dimensions using temporally overlapping laser beams, (a) Laser configuration used
for an ordinary 3D cooling experiment, (b)-(d) Observed position distributions within temporal windows 108 —• 112, 116 —• 120,
124 —> 128 ms for experimental parameters ft ~ 0.8F, S = + F , and 6 = 1 ms. (e) Orientation of the laser beam that induces
the transfer, (f)-(h) Position distributions after adiabatic transfer in the same temporal windows as (b)-(d) for T°" = 20 /AS and
r° ff = 15 /AS-
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one having a vanishing projection of angular momentum
along the propagation direction (the polarization of the
laser field is always transverse).
In Fig. 4 we show the result of transfer into two
wave packets. While slowly attenuating the six VSCPT
beams we progressively turn on two new laser beams
in the horizontal plane [Fig. 4(a)] for the purpose of
adiabatic transfer. Because of restrictions imposed by
the size of the entrance windows, we were limited to
angles within 24° between the two beams. The spatial
distribution of the atoms in the central time window after
adiabatic passage is shown in Fig. 4(b). The velocity
profile along a circle of radius hk/m of the atoms is given
in Fig. 4(c). The double peak structure indicates that
the atoms have been transferred into two different wave
packets. According to the isomorphic relation between
the atomic waves and the laser field, these wave packets
are expected to have the same phase relation as the two
laser beams that induce the transfer. This scheme thus
.,
. .
,.
,,
„ , _,
provides an atomic beam splitter capable of deflection
through a large angle by a single coherent momentum
transfer process. The internal state of the atoms in the
two final wave packets depends only on the polarization
of the two associated laser beams. In particular, if linear
polarizations perpendicular to the plane determined by
the two laser beams are used, the atoms in the two
outgoing wave packets have the same internal state and
can interfere. Moreover, the phase between the two wave
packets can be controlled. This should prove to be an
interesting tool for atom interferometry, especially since
the atoms are metastable, which allows detection with
very high efficiency and resolution.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated here that laser induced adiabatic passage is a practical means to efficiently
transfer atomic population between different momentum
states in any number of dimensions. The experiments
demonstrate the coherent nature of the initial state produced by VSCPT and lead to a significant increase in momentum space density. We have shown that it is possible
to "tailor" the one or multiple outgoing subrecoil atomic

FIG. 4. Three-dimensional VSCPT followed by adiabatic passage into two coherent atomic wave packets, (a) Orientation of
the two laser beams that induce the transfer, (b) Position distribution of the atoms in the central time window 116 — 120 ms
after the transfer, (c) Velocity distribution along a circle of radius Hk/m. The experimental parameters are similar to those
in Fig. 3.
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wave packets, being able to choose their directions and the
internal states of the atoms in these wave packets. Apart
from being interesting in its own right, this can serve as a
fruitful starting point for applications in atom optics,
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Paper 7.12
B. Saubamea, T. W. Hijmans, S. Kulin, E. Rasel, E. Peik, M. Leduc and C. CohenTannoudji, "Direct measurement of the spatial correlation function of ultracold atoms,"
Phys. Rev. Lett. 79, 3146 (1997).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
This paper presents a new method for measuring very narrow momentum distribution such
as those obtained in VSCPT subrecoil cooling experiments. This method is somewhat similar
to Fourier spectroscopy in optics where, instead of measuring a very narrow frequency distribution I{ui) of a light field, one more conveniently measures the time correlation function
G(t) of the optical electric field which is the Fourier transform of I(UJ). In the experiment
described in this paper, one measures, from the overlap of two atomic wave packets, the
spatial correlation function of the cooled atoms which is the Fourier transform of their
momentum distribution. It is possible in this way to measure with a high precision temperatures 800 times lower than the recoil temperature. The same method has been used later
on for comparing measured momentum distributions with theoretical predictions deduced
from approaches based on the use of Levy statistics (see paper 8.3).
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Direct Measurement of The Spatial Correlation Function of Ultracold Atoms
B. Saubamea, T.W. Hijmans,* S. Kulin, E. Rasel, E. Peik,f M. Leduc, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
College de France and Laboratoire Kastler Brossel, Ecole Normale Superieure, 24 rue Lhomond, F-75231 Paris Cedex 05, France
(Received 28 July 1997)
We demonstrate a new method to directly measure, from the overlap of two atomic wave packets, the
spatial correlation function of metastable helium atoms cooled by velocity selective coherent population
trapping. This approach allows us to determine precisely the effective temperature of the atoms and to
make quantitative comparison with theory. Temperatures as low as 1/800 of the recoil temperature are
found. Moreover, we extend this method to realize a temporal interferometer with de Broglie matter
waves in the subrecoil regime. [S0031-9007(97)04377-9]
PACS numbers: 32.8O.Pj, 42.50.Vk

Laser manipulation of atoms, sometimes combined with
evaporative cooling, provides ultracold atomic samples
and opens the way to many applications ranging from
ultrahigh resolution spectroscopy to atomic interferometry and quantum degenerate gases [1]. Among the purely
optical cooling methods, velocity selective coherent population trapping (VSCPT) [2] and Raman cooling [3] allow
the atomic momentum spread Sp to be reduced below
the value hk of the photon momentum (subrecoil cooling). The implementation of methods to measure such a
small momentum width or the associated large coherence
length of the atomic wave packets is therefore a main
issue. Two methods have been used to measure Sp in
subrecoil cooling experiments: time-of-flight techniques
(TOF) [4] for VSCPT and velocity selective Raman transitions [5] for Raman cooling. We present, in this Letter,
a new approach which is based on a direct measurement
of the atomic spatial correlation function and fits in the
current effort to investigate first and higher order correlation functions in ultracold atomic samples [6]. We apply
our method to metastable helium atoms cooled by onedimensional VSCPT. We deduce from our measurements
effective temperatures as low as 7^/800, where TR is the
recoil limit [7]. This is well below the lowest temperatures we can measure by TOF. The high resolution of
this method allows quantitative tests to be made of theoretical predictions based on Levy statistics. In addition,
we can recombine the atomic wave packets after they have
flown apart, achieving in this way a Mach-Zender type interferometer with subrecoil cooled atoms (for a review on
atomic interferometry see [8,9]; see also [10]).
The idea followed here is that the dispersion of a
variable, which is too narrow to be precisely measured,
can be inferred from the correlation function of the
conjugate variable. In classical optics, for example,
the width 8a> of a very narrow spectral line can be
more easily obtained from the time correlation function
G(T) = / dt E*(t + r)E(t) of the light field which is
the Fourier transform of the spectral intensity distribution
,/ \ u
. ,
_»• i . .u
I(a>). Here we measure a signal proportional to the
overlap integral G(a) = J dx <p (x + a)<p(x) between
two identical atomic wave packets separated by a distance

FIG. 1. (a) Three level A configuration on the 23Si-23/J1
transition of 4He. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are equal
f° ±l[^- . (•>) ^etch of the atomic wave packets at the
beginning of the dark period, (c) Moving ground state wave
^ w a v e p ^ s a t r e s t by ^
p a « k e t s * o u p , e d t 0 eJKd
probe pulse (VAL) at the end of the dark period. The temporal
sequence is shown on the right.
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a. This integral is the atomic spatial correlation function
and can also be written as / dp\<f>(p)\2e'ap/li where
<f>(p) is the Fourier transform of <p{x).
The principle of subrecoil cooling is to make the atoms
perform a random walk in momentum space with a jump
rate which vanishes for p = 0, so that atoms falling in
a small zone around p = 0 remain trapped there for a
long time and accumulate. Although VSCPT has also
been demonstrated in two and three dimensions [2], we
will restrict ourselves here to a simple ID configuration
[11]. A Jg = 1 —»/<, = 1 transition is driven by two
counterpropagating laser waves with the same complex
amplitude and orthogonal a± polarizations [Fig. l(a)].
The only nonzero matrix elements of the atom-laser
interaction Hamiltonian VAL are (eo, ? | V A L I ? ± . P — hk)
where |/', q) is the state of an atom in internal state
|/) with momentum q along the z axis. Since the two
transitions starting from \g±,p ± hk) have the same
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final state ko, £>)> the two absorption amplitudes can final states, i.e., the overlap integral G(a) = J dx <p*(x +
interfere destructively (or constructively) resulting in a
a/2)<p(x — a/2) between two identical atomic wave
packets [12].
decoupling (or enhanced coupling) between the atoms and
The previous discussion can be made more quantitative
the laser field. Taking into account the opposite values
by using the {\^c(p)), I^NCCP))} basis. After the free
of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, the corresponding
evolution of duration to, \9) is transformed into
noncoupled (or coupled) states are found to be
| ¥ * ( p ) > = 4=(I«+.P + *k) ± \g-,P - «*»• (1)
v^
The only eigenstate of the total Hamiltonian, including
the kinetic energy operator P 2 /2M, is |¥Nc(0)> which
is therefore completely stable (perfect trapping state). If
p ± 0, off-diagonal elements of P2/2M, proportional to
p, contaminate | ^ N C ( P ) ) by l^cfp))- The departure
rate from the noncoupled states therefore varies as p2,
rendering the random walk velocity selective. After an
interaction time 6, the atoms end up in a statistical
mixture of states | ^ ) , each state I"*) being of the form

/

dp <A(p)l1IfNc(p)>,

(2)

with p distributed about p = 0, over a narrow range SP
which decreases when 6 increases. This state corresponds
to a superposition of two wave packets with orthogonal
internal states \g±) and a momentum spread dp around
the mean values ±Rk. This is at the origin of the two
narrow peaks characteristic of the momentum distribution
created by 1D-VSCPT cooling.
To measure the spatial correlation function of the
atomic wave packets, we use the time sequence shown
in the right part of Fig. 1. After the cooling stage
of duration 0, we switch off the VSCPT beams for a
"dark period" of duration tp during which the two wave
packets fly apart freely. We then switch on a short
probe pulse of VSCPT light to measure their overlap
as explained now. At the beginning of the dark period
(t = 0), the atomic state is given by Eq. (2) which, in
position representation, is a linear superposition of two
wave packets <p{x)e±lkx\g±) [Fig. l(b)]. Just before the
probe pulse, at t = 0 + to, the atomic state ^ ( f o ) )
is described by a superposition of two wave packets
<p(x + a/2)e±lkx\g±)
whose centers are separated by
a distance a = 2hkta/M [Fig. l(c)]. As soon as the
light is turned on again, VAL couples \^(to)) to an
excited state corresponding to a linear superposition of
two wave packets ip{x + a/2) |«o) [Fig. l(c)]. The two
cr± absorption amplitudes lead therefore to two different
final states, having the same internal state |*?o) but two
different external states described by two wave packets
at rest separated by the distance a. The destructive
interference between the two absorption amplitudes can
be complete only if the two final states are identical. This
only occurs for a = 0, i.e., for to = 0. As soon as a #
0, the destructive interference can only take place partially
so that atoms can absorb light. More precisely, the
inhibition of the absorption process, maximum at to = 0,
decreases in proportion to the scalar product of the two

|¥(fD)> = (
J

dp<t>(p)e-io"°\Cos^-\VNC(p))
|_
M
_ . . kptD .
1
M ]*cKP>>]'
^>

with a> = (p2 + H2k2)/2MH. When the light is turned
on again, only the projection of \W(tD)) onto the subspace of states \"9c(p)) absorbs light, a principle also
used in [10]. The corresponding atoms have their momenta dispersed over a wide momentum range, and the
resulting background is easily distinguishable from
the sharp peaks associated with the atoms remaining in
the states | ^ N C ( P ) ) - This allows us to measure the probability II Nc(fo) for an atom to be found in a noncoupled
^
a t m e t j m e t£> F r o m E
( 3 ) a si
,e c a l c u l a t i o n
jves
(4)

1 1 / "
2
2kptp
n N C (r D ) = y + y J dp\<t>(p)\ cos — — . (4)
As expected, IINC('D) is related to the Fourier transform
the momentum distribution T(p) = \</>{p)\2. Theore tical treatments of VSCPT [13] predict P(p) to have
tails varying as \/p2. One can therefore approximate
J>(p) by a Lorentzian of HWHM Sp [14] which yields

of

(5)

„
. . _ 1_
1_ _,D/Tc
"NCCD/ - y + y e
,

(5)

where TQ = M/2kdp is the coherence time. The coherence length is thus given by f = 2(M/M)TC
= H/Sp.
Notice that IINC does not vanish but tends to 1/2 when
to » rc, or equivalently when a » f. This nonzero
asymptotic limit can be easily understood by inverting
Eq. (1) which shows that each component \g±,p ± frk)
of the two wave packets has a probability 1/2 to be projected onto a noncoupled state by the probe pulse,
Our experimental apparatus has been described previously [11]. We release about 105 metastable helium
atoms from a magneto-optical trap where they are precooled to —100 fiK by means of laser beams tuned to
the 235i-23/>2 transition. We then perform the VSCPT
cooling by turning on two horizontally counterpropagating laser beams tuned on the 2 3 5j-2 3 P] transition, with
the same Rabi frequency ft, orthogonal polarizations cr+,
and detuning 5 = 0. After a given interaction time 9,
we shut off the VSCPT laser beams for a dark period of
duration to and subsequently apply a very short pulse of
VSCPT light as discussed above. After a free flight the
atoms hit a detector located 6.8 cm below, which records
3147
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the time and position of arrival of each atom. As we do
in the usual TOF method, we infer from these coordinates
the characteristic double-peak momentum distribution of
the atoms. However, we no longer deduce the temperature from the width of these peaks but rather deduce ITNC
from their area after substracting the background.
In all experiments, the duration of the probe pulse is
— 10 fj,s, short enough to avoid any detectable further
cooling and sufficiently long to expel all the atoms in the
states \^c(p)) o u t of the two sharp peaks. Special care is
taken to control residual magnetic fields. Any magnetic
field perpendicular to the laser direction induces Larmor
oscillation between the states V&c(p)) and I^Ncf/7)) m
the absence of light. To avoid the resulting oscillation
of IINC, we compensate transverse magnetic fields within
0.5 mG, at the position of the atomic cloud, by means of
the mechanical Hanle effect [15]. Moreover, we apply a
comparatively strong (~8 mG) magnetic field along the
laser axis [16] to keep the spins aligned along their initial
orientation during the dark period.
A typical measurement of IINC a s a function of tD
is shown in Fig. 2. As expected from Eq. (5), IINC decreases from 1.0 to 0.5. Data are in good agreement with
an exponential fit (solid line) which directly confirms that
the momentum distribution of atoms cooled by VSCPT
is close to a Lorentzian. The time constant of this exponential is found to be rc = 19.0(8) /us which corresponds to Sp = hk/25(l) and to an effective temperature
T = 7^/625(50) [7]. The temperature directly inferred
from the width of the peaks of the momentum distribution in the reference VSCPT experiment is of the order
of TR/70 in this case. This indicates that the usual TOF
method is strongly limited by instrumental effects. From
Monte Carlo simulations, we found that the major limitation is due to the initial size of the atomic cloud (radius
~ 1 mm).

The possibility to determine the temperature with a
very high resolution opens the way to a quantitative comparison with theory based on Levy statistics and quanturn Monte Carlo simulations [13], which predicts that
TR/T = Adfl ~2(M2/4K2k4r),
where A is a numerical
prefactor of the order of unity. Note that TR/T does not
depend on S [17]. The experimental dependence of the
effective temperature versus 6 and fi is shown in Fig. 3.
The linear fit in Fig. 3(a) gives a prefactor A ~ 3 in good
agreement with theory, in view of the uncertainty in the
absolute value of £1 which can only be determined within
a factor of 2. The variation of TR/T versus fi is shown in
Fig. 3(b) and follows a power law of exponent -1.9(2),
in very good agreement with the expected value - 2 .
The above described measurement of the spatial correlation function is direct evidence of the coherence of the
two wave packets involved in a VSCPT state. A perhaps
even more convincing demonstration is provided by the
following experiment. Starting as before with a dark period of fixed duration to : » TC we now add a second dark
period of variable duration t'D ended by a second probe
pulse identical to the first one. If, after this last pulse,
we measure the total fraction II N C of atoms projected
onto noncoupled states in the same way as we did before, we observe an echo signal centered around t'D = tD
[Fig. 4]. In fact, we have realized a temporal interferometer (see also [18]) that can be described as follows (inset
of Fig. 4). After the first dark period, the two wave packets that we now simply denote <p+ and <p- are separated
by a distance a » £. The first pulse therefore projects
half of the atoms in coupled states, leaving the remaining half in superpositions of noncoupled states I^NC(/?))•
Hence, during the second dark period, <p+ splits into <p++
and ip+-, while <p_ splits into <p-+ and <p— The overlap between these wave packets is probed by the second
pulse. When \t'D — to\,t'D » TC, this pulse projects out
half of each wave packet which results in IINC = 1/4However, when t'c — to, the two wave packets tp- +

FIG. 2. Fraction of atoms left in noncoupled states after a
dark period of duration tD for Q, — 0.9V (F is the natural width
of the excited state) and 5 = 0. The exponential fit (solid
line) gives TC — 19 /xs, which corresponds to Sp — Hk/25,
T = T R /625, and f = 3.5 /xm.

FIG. 3. (a) Dependence of TR/T on the VSCPT interaction
time d for ft = 0.9 T and 5 = 0. The fit (solid line) confirms
the linear dependence on 6. (b) Dependence of TR/T on the
Rabi frequency ft for 5 = 0 and d == 100O ^ s in log-log
scale. The linear fit (solid line) gives a slope of -1.9(2).
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FIG. 4. Experiment with two dark periods for tD = 110 »s.
The temporal evolution of the wave packets is depicted in the
inset. n N C is the fraction of atoms left m noncoupled states
after the second dark period ot duration (D and the second
pulse. The solid line represents an analytical expression,
generalizing Eq. (5) for two dark periods.
and cp+- completely overlap and the destructive interference partially reappears. A simple calculation leads
•-,/ , /
^ 5/o u- u •
i
. .,
.
to n'NC(tD = tD) = 3/8, which is very close to the observed echo signal (-0.38).
In conclusion, we have used a method analogous to
Fourier spectroscopy in optics to measure the spatial
correlation function of ultracold atomic wave packets.
This method allowed us to determine the temperature of
atoms cooled by VSCPT with unprecedented accuracy.
We have thus been able to quantitatively verify the
predictions of a VSCPT model based on Levy statistics
and found a good agreement. Moreover, we extended this
method to realize an atomic interferometer with subrecoil
, ,
„
,
.,
.
cooled atoms. Our approach opens the way to new
quantitative studies of ultracold gases. In VSCPT, this
includes a generalization to more than one dimension
and a detailed analysis of the shape of the momentum
distribution. Finally, although the scheme is particularly
well adapted to VSCPT, which intrinsically leads to
multiple coherent wave packets, the use of coherent
beam splitters [9,19] allows the present method to be
generalized to a wider range of problems.
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Section 8
Levy Statistics and Laser Cooling
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The usual methods of quantum optics, such as those using optical Bloch equations, are not
easy to apply to subrecoil cooling. Except for a very small number of particular cases, it is
impossible to get analytical results. A numerical integration of optical Bloch equations is
also very difficult in the limit of long interaction times because the width of the momentum
distribution decreases indefinitely with the interaction time, which requires to discretize the
atomic momentum over a grid which has to be finer and finer as time grows. Furthermore,
calculation become more and more difficult at higher (2 and 3) dimensions.
A first theoretical progress in the analysis of subrecoil cooling has been achieved with
Monte Carlo simulation of the time evolution of the atomic momentum (see paper 7.8).
This approach, which describes the atomic evolution as a sequence of coherent evolution
periods separated by quantum jumps occuring at random times, leads to faster numerical
calculation. The important point is that the corresponding random walk of the atom along
the time axes looks quite anomalous in the sense that it is dominated by a few dark periods
which last for an appreciable fraction of the total interaction time. During a seminar given
at the Ecole Normale Superieure, similar anomalous random walks were presented by JeanPhilippe Bouchaud in a quite different context (polymer physics) and were analyzed in
terms of "Levy flights". It was soon realized that subrecoil laser cooling is another example
of a problem where Levy statistics can provide useful physical insights and powerful tools
for a quantitative analysis. This was the starting point of fruitful exchanges of ideas and
concepts between two apparently disconnected fields, laser manipulation of atoms on the
one hand, non-Gaussian statistics and anomalous diffusion processes on the other hand.
This section contains three papers describing how Levy statistics can provide analytical
predictions for the properties of atoms cooled below the recoil limit and how these predictions can be compared to experimental results. The interested reader can find a more
exhaustive presentation of this research field in the book: "Levy statistics and la^er cooling.
How rare events bring atoms to rest," by Frangois Bardou, Jean-Philippe Bouchaud, Alain
Aspect and Claude Cohen-Tannoudji (Cambridge University Press, 2002)-
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Paper 8.1
F. Bardou, J. P. Bouchaud, O. Emile, A. Aspect and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Subrecoil laser
cooling and Levy nights," Phys. Rev. Lett. 72, 203 (1994).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
This paper presents results of Monte Carlo simulations of VSCPT showing that the evolution
of the atomic momentum along the time axis is an anomalous random walk dominated by
a few rare events. This behaviour is related to the fact that the distribution of the time
r spent by the atom in a small zone of momentum space around p = 0 is a very broad
distribution with power-law tails which decrease so slowly with r that the mean value and
the variance of r diverge. An important consequence of this result is that Levy statistics can
be usefully applied to the analysis of subrecoil cooling. Analytical expressions are derived
in this way for the proportion of cooled atoms at long interaction times. These expressions
are in excellent agreement with the result of numerical calculations based on Monte Carlo
simulations.
This paper is the first one proposing new methods leading to analytical expressions for
the properties of atoms cooled below the recoil limit, a problem for which the usual methods
of quantum optics cannot be easily applied.
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Subrecoil Laser Cooling and Levy Flights
1

F. Bardou, J. P. Bouchaud,2 O. Emile, 1 * A. Aspect, l f and C. Cohen-Tannoudji'
'College de France et Laboratoire de Speciroscopie Hertzienne de I'Ecole Normale Superieure, 24 rue Lhomond,
F-752S1 Paris Cedex 05, France
2
TCM Group, Cavendish Laboratory. Madingley Road, Cambridge, CBS OHE, United Kingdom
and Service de Physique de I'Etat Condense, Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique de Saclay, Orme des Merisiers,
91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex. France
(Received 30 July 1993)
1

Anomalous diffusion processes, dominated by rare events, are shown to exist and to play a central role
in certain subrecoil laser cooling schemes. We present a new statistical analysis of these processes, in
terms of Levy flights, which provides a precise analytical description or the cooled atoms in the long time
limit, where the standard methods of quantum optics are inappropriate. These analytical predictions are
quantitatively checked by comparison with the results of quantum Monte Carlo simulations of the cooling process at intermediate times.
PACS numbers: 32.8O.Pj, 02.70.Lq, 05.40,+j, 42.50.Lc
Laser cooling [I] provides interesting examples of random walks. The atomic momentum p changes in a random way, as a result of coherent absorptions and stimulated emissions of laser photons between a ground state
manifold (g) and an excited one (e), interrupted at random times by spontaneous emission of fluorescence photons. In usual cooling schemes, the exchanges of momentum between atoms and laser photons give rise to a net
drift of the atomic momenta towards p ~ 0 . Competing
with such a friction mechanism, there is also a momenturn diffusion due to the randomness introduced by spontaneous emission, leading to a random walk in momenturn space, as in Brownian motion. The random recoil
hk due to fluorescence photons also gives rise to an important landmark in the temperature scale, the recoil
temperature 7^, given by ksTii/2~Eii~h2ki/2M.

turn distribution was available [5]. This is not surprising
in view of the complexity of the full quantum optical
Bloch equations (both internal and external degrees of
freedom must be treated quantum mechanically at these
subrecoil temperatures). Furthermore, in the problem
studied here, where no steady state exists, it seems quite
difficult to extract the asymptotic behavior from a numerical solution of optical Bloch equations,
In order to improve our understanding of VSCPT, we
have performed quantum Monte Carlo simulations [6],
using the "delay function" l7l. It clearly appears (see
Fig. 1) that the smaller the atomic momentum p, the
longer the delay xj between two successive spontaneous
emissions, which is the principle of VSCPT. There is
another striking feature of Fig. I which is the starting
point of the analysis presented here: The random se-

Up to now, two subrecoil cooling schemes have been
demonstrated [2,3]. We will focus here on the first one
[2], based on velocity selective coherent population trapping (VSCPT). Some of the ideas developed here could
possibly be extended to the other scheme and to other
proposals [4]. In VSCPT, there is no friction mechanism,
but a combination of two effects. First, there are quantum interference effects which prevent atoms from absorbing light if they are in certain linear superpositions of
ground state sublevels (dark states) and if they have a
very small momentum p—0. Second, for atoms with
p^0, which scatter photons in random directions, there is
a momentum diffusion in p space which allows some
atoms to be transferred from the p7*0 absorbing states
into the p—0 dark states where they remain trapped for
a long time, and where they pile up. An important question then arises concerning the ultimate efficiency of such
..
...
. .
„
.
a cooling process. Using simple arguments, we have argued [2] that the w.dth of the momentum distribution has
no lower limit and should decrease as 6
, when the
laser-atom interaction time 0 is increased. However, up
to now, no quantitative prediction concerning the proportion of cooled atoms and the exact shape of the momen-

quence of time intervals rj is clearly dominated by a sin-

.
r ,,cwi. E i .
I
FIG. I. Monte Carlo simulation of VSCPT. Each vertical
d i s c o n t i n u i t eamWfOBat
to
a spontaneous emission j u m p dur.
jng w h j c h t h e a t o m j c m o m e n t u m p c h a n g e s a b r u p t l y T h e d e .
two successive jumps can become very long if p gets
| a y 'tween
c | o s e t 0 z e r o. The longest time interval (out of 4000) takes
about 70% of the total time. The inset shows a zoomed part of
the sequence.
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gle term, the longest one, which is on the order of the total observation time. This uncommon domination of a
random sequence by rare events is a signature of "Levy
flights" and "broad" distributions [8,9]—in sharp contrast with the usual Brownian motion statistics encountered in other cooling schemes. This feature has led us
to develop a completely new quantitative analysis of
VSCPT, based purely on statistical arguments. The advantage of such an approach is to provide explicit analytical results for the cooling efficiency at long interaction
times.
The basic ingredient of our statistical analysis is the
dependence, with the atomic momentum p, of the fluorescence rate RF(p) from dark states (curve in solid line of
Fig. 2). The dip around p—0 and the null value of
RF(p) for p ™0 show that these states become darker and
darker when p—* 0 lRF(.p) ocp 2 when p—• 01. When \p{
increases, RFip) reaches a value F' equal to the absorption rate from g in the absence of quantum interference.
Finally, when \p\ >pe, the Doppler shift is so large that
the lasers get out of resonance with the atomic transition,
and RF(p) decreases. The widths pg and pe of the narrow and broad structures of Fig. 2 are such that
kpg/M-r' and kpelM - r / 2 , where T is the spontaneous
emission rate from e. Although this is not essential, we
suppose here that the laser intensities are low enough, so
that T ' « r , or equivalent^/>,«/>*.
It is now convenient to define in the neighborhood of
p - 0 a narrow trapping zone |p|</> t r a p (we choose
Plnf<hk,pg),
where atoms can remain trapped [10] for
a very long time xip) on the order of \/RFip)ccp
.
The temporal evolution of the atom then appears as a sequence of trapping periods where \p\ <p, r a p , with durations r , , T 2 , . . . . alternating with diffusion periods, with
durations x',,x'2,.... where the atom, with \p\ >/>lrap, is
diffusing out of the trap. The f,'s are actually "first re-
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FIG. 2. Variations with p of the fluorescence rate RF(p) (see

turn times" in the trap. Consider 2N successive alternating trapping and diffusion periods, with N»1, and let
T{N)wmi,fLixi
be the total trapping time, and T(N)
""X/^iT; the total escape time. We first try to understand how T{N) and T(N) grow with A'. Since the r,'s
are independent random variables, as well as the f,'s, we
need only to find their probability distributions P(x) and
P{x).
In order to calculate Pix), we first introduce the probability Tl(p), for an atom falling in the trap, to reach it
with a momentum p. Since we have chosen p t r a p < h k.
and since the momentum change after a spontaneous
emission process is on the order of hk, Tl(p) is nearly
uniform and equal to ?Ptrap- It >s then easy to calculate
the asymptotic form (for large r ) of Pix). Using tip)
ccp ~2 (since p l r a p < pg) and Tl(.p)dp m'P(x )dx, we find
that Pix) varies as n(p)dp/dx ocp 3 , i.e., as x ~3/2. More
precise calculations, which will be published elsewhere
[\\]^ g ; v e p(r)-Bx~V2
with B-My/ii/%kpi,apy/2x^
a n ( j T o - | / r ' . Unlike usual Gaussian or even Lorentzian
distributions, Pix) decreases very slowly at large x. The
distribution of trapping times is thus a broad one, so
b r o a ( j t h a t <T) j s infinite. Consequently, the standard
central limit theorem (CLT) does not apply to the sum
T(N)_
lt m u s t b e replaced by a generalized CLT, establishecl by Levy and Gnedenko (see, e.g., [9l for a concise
account), and dealing with normalized power law distributions Pix), behaving at large x as Bx~(l+"}
with
0 < / i < 2 (here, p.-j).
One can then show [9] that
/-(yy) i s a " L £ v y s u m » w n i c h, for 0< p < 1, does not
g r o w a s N f o r , a r g e ^ b u t r a t h e r a s Nifr ( h e r e a s yy2)
t h e t o t a ! s u m b e i n g dominated by the largest term. More
precisely, the probability to find the rescaled variable
U
ranging between x, and x2 is given by
X-T(N)/N "
frz*(x)dx,
is a "Levy distribution laww h ere £*{x)
(equa, t0 the inverse L a p l a c e t r a n s f o r m of e x p { - [jrS/
/jr(/i)sin(^)]s"!;seeRef. [9]).
We now switch to P(f) and we first consider possible
behaviors of Rpip) at large \p\ simpler than the solid line
of Fig. 2. If the atomic momentum is confined to \p\
Sp m ax (model I), for example, by a friction mechanism
operating at large p, there exists a mean value for the
first return times x,-, which is on the order of the diffusion
time from 0 to pmax- Therefore T(N) simply varies as N.
Another model consists of taking an unconstrained
momentum diffusion, with a constant rate F\ as soon as p
is out of the dip of Fig. 2 (model II, interrupted line of
Fig. 2). This is the case if, in the real situation, we have
v e r y l a r g e v a l u e s f o r pt ( o r r ) keeping pg (or D fixed.

!?o™J he -rI! arr0W d i p a r o u n d . p " ° : w i t h a 7 i l | t h » • i s d u e t 0
^
i ^f , t r a P P i n l " T >SK
• y l"! ti"T
?fee
different models are taken for the variations of RrKp) at large
p . Model 1: walls confining the atomic momentum to \P\
£Pma. Model H: constant fluorescence rate equal to r out of
the dip (interrupted line). Model HI (corresponding to actual
experiments, full line): decrease of the fluorescence rate for
\p\>p,, due to a Doppler detuning from the optical resonance.

We also take 9«0r where 0e-xo(pe/hk)\
so that the
atom has not yet reached the zone \p\ =/>, after the in.
.
„ _. - , , . . . I • , ., „
teraCt
! ° n t l m f e * ™ e T> S . t h e n comcde w.th the first ret u r n l mes o f u s u a l
l
Brownian motion and it is known [9]
that
^ ( T ) also decreases as Bnx
"' with, in one dimension, fi— f and Bn"hk/ptrap-j6j[r' [11]. T(N) has
thus the same N dependence as T(N), i.e., N2. We final-
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ly come back to the more realistic complete p dependence
of RF(P), which is probed by the atom for very long interaction times B> 9e (model III, full line of Fig. 2).
Pit) is then even broader than in the previous case, because of the \/p2 Doppler decrease of RFip) at large p .
In this case, as will be shown in [11], Pit) decreases as
Bnif ~ <l+jI) , where /I— j , B\u—pxo/29rl/*, P being a
number of order 1. For large N, we thus expect that
t(N) varies as N^^—N*.
From the previous results, one can now simply guess
how the cooling efficiency at large 9, or large TV [12], is
influenced by the boundary conditions. With confining
walls (model I), TiN)~-N2 predominates over fiN)
~/V, so that atoms will spend most of their time in
the trap and will be ultimately all trapped. Without
reflecting walls, and for 0<K0, (model II), TiN) and
fiN) both behave as TV2. The proportion of trapped
atoms will thus tend to a constant. Finally, for 9 > 6e
(model III), fiN)~N4
predominates over TiN)~N2,
so that atoms will spend most of their time out of the
trap.
Up to now, we have considered only ID problems.
Similar arguments can be used at higher dimensions. Assuming that Spocn 2 still holds, we have, in d dimensions,
Pix)~xfix ""(l+'1' with p —d/2; d"2 hence appears as a
marginal case, where <T> still diverges, although only logarithmically. For d>2, <r> is finite. On the contrary,
Pit) gets broader. In the absence of Doppler decrease at
large \p\, one finds that Pit) decays only as ( f l n 2 r ) "'
in d=-2, and is not well defined when d > 2 since a finite
fraction of the atoms will never come back to their starting point. In this case, both effects act in the same direction to reduce the cooling efficiency as d is increased:
Pir) narrows, and Pit) widens. Of course, as in ID,
confining walls at large p lead to a narrow distribution
Pit), dramatically improving the cooling efficiency.
The previous analysis shows that the competition between trapping and escape processes is controlled by the
exponents p. and fi characterizing Pir) and Pit). More
quantitative results can be derived 111]. We just give
here the outline of the calculations. Let / be the probability to find the atom in the trap at the end of the interaction time 9. We h a v e / ~ / o * ( 0 — x)%ix)dx, where
ni9 — x ) is the probability that the last entry of the atom
in the trap occurs at time 9— x (after an arbitrary number of trapping and escape periods), and where # ( r )
-STPix')dx'
is the probability that the atom has not
left the trap after a time x. One can show that, for models II and III, nit) can be expressed in terms of the convolution of two Levy laws with exponents p. and fi. If
i % . .
.
.
i ' i
Au u
.
p.-p, nit) .s also given by a Levy law and behaves at
large t as /" '. If p<p, the broader Levy law a
predomman^and nit) behaves asymptotically as t"
+ OU
* ).
The following results can then be derived for / . For
model I (confining walls), / tends to 1 at large 9. For
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model II [no Doppler decrease for Rp(p)], / t e n d s
asymptotically towards a constant value /o""5/(fl+/}|iX
or equivalently / o ~ f l +a(£*/ftr')] "' where a —16/
n-Ji [5]. Finally, for model III [Doppler decrease for
RFip)], and for 9>9e,
we have / " ' —Ai6/9e)>/A
+K(9), where Ki9) is a slowly (logarithmically) varying
function of 9. Exact expressions for the prefactor A and
for K(9) will be given in [11].
We have compared our predictions at ID for the proportion / of cooled atoms with the results of Monte Carlo
simulations using the delay function (Fig. 3). For large
9, it is more efficient numerically to use such an approach
than to integrate optical Bloch equations, as in Ref. [2].
We have checked that, for model I, / tends to 1. For
model II, the numerical experiment (squares) confirms
that / t e n d s to a constant which agrees quite well with
the predicted value (interrupted line). As for model III,
we check that the decrease of / that we predict here for
9>9, actually occurs. For numerical reasons, the time
range investigated cannot be extremely large compared to
9e, and the slowly varying function Ki9) cannot be tested. So, we have fitted our numerical data (circles) with
the two parameter_formula / " '
—Amm(9/9e)1/4+K,
where the constant K mimics all the subleading terms.
As can be seen in Fig. 3, this form (full line) fits our data
extremely well. The value found for Amm also has the
right order of magnitude.
The Levy flights analysis can also yield the momentum
distribution pip) of trapped atoms [11]. One finds that,
in agreement with the simple predictions of [2], the width
of pip) decreases in ID as 9~]/2, with no lower limit,
when 9 is increased. Such a result is extended to 2D and
3D. The wings of pip) are also found to decrease in the

FIG. 3. Variations with the interaction time 0 of the proportion / o f trapped atoms i\p\ <Plnp), calculated from /V Monte
Carl
° r u n s for t h e m o d e l s " a n d »» o f Fi 8- 2- Model II
(sc uares): / V 4 0 0
, '
- " ' ft-aSA* ^ - 0 . 0 8 * * ; tta interrupted
''ne represents the asymptotic theoretical prediction /—O.365
Model HI (circles): N
corres£ndi
t0 ^ - o ^ .
_ 1 6 0 0 0 Pt-0.5hk,
plnr-Q.Wkk, p.-9.4ft*; the full line
repr6se nts the best fit for the asymptotic theoretical prediction
(see text). Model II requires more computer time than model
m. This is why N is smaller and the statistical uncertainty
larger.
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trapping zone as \/p2, i.e., more slowly than for a
Maxwell distribution. Note that the momentum distribu-

tion explicitly depends on the interaction time 6. Such a
nonstationary behavior, which is typical of Levy processes, is a signature of "weak ergodicity breaking" [13]. Ergodicity requires the possibility to average the evolution
of a single atom over an interaction time 0 long compared
to any charactenstic t.me. But here, as ong as 0 can be,
there are always characteristic times (trapping times)
which can be longer than 0, provided that p is small
enough.
In conclusion, we have established fruitful connections
between two different fields: laser cooling of atoms to ultralow temperatures, on the one hand and statistical
description of anomalous diffusion processes, on the other
hand. Laser cooling can provide simple and realistic
models of random processes with unusual features. Re. . . . . .
..
., .
. . .
ciprocally in the laser cooling cfield, where one tnes to
push the hmits farther and farther, and where, correspondingly, detailed microscopic calculations become
more and more intricate, global approaches, such as purely statistical ones, seem to us very useful. For example,
we have established here for the first time that the proportion / of cooled atoms should, at ID, decrease as
9~y* at long interaction times 9. The shape of the full
momentum distribution p(p) can also be investigated. In
our new approach, the emphasis is shifted from optical
Bloch equations to the much simpler determination of the
..-Li.* L J- • -u »•
r.
• iasymptotic behavior of the distributions of trapping times
and first return times, which contain the relevant parameters controlling the cooling efficiency [14].
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Paper 8.2
J. Reichel, F. Bardou, M. Ben Dahan, E. Peik, S. Rand, C. Salomon and C. CohenTannoudji, "Raman cooling of cesium below 3 nK: New approach inspired by Levy flight
statistics," Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 4575 (1995).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
The fact that Levy statistics leads to analytical expressions for the various quantities characterizing the cooled atoms allows for an optimization of the cooling process. This idea is
applied in this paper to one-dimensional subrecoil Raman cooling. Two different shapes of
the laser pulses are compared: the Blackman pulses which have been the only ones used
up to now and the square pulses. One shows that the square pulses, which are simpler to
make than the Blackman pulses, are more efficient for one-dimensional cooling, since they
lead to a faster decrease of the momentum width with the interaction time. Experiments
performed on cesium atoms and leading to temperatures below 3 nK are described, which
confirm quantitatively all the theoretical predictions.
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Raman Cooling of Cesium below 3 nK: New Approach Inspired by Levy Flight Statistics
J. Reichel,1 F. Bardou,2 M. Ben Dahan,1 E. Peik,1 S. Rand, 1 * C. Salomon,1 and C. Cohen-Tannoudji1
'College de France et Laboratoire Kastler Brossel, Ecole Normale Superieure, 24 Rue Lhomond, 75231 Paris Cedex 05, France
2
IPCMS, Groupe Surfaces-Interfaces, 23 Rue du Loess, 67037 Strasbourg Cedex, France
(Received 28 July 1995)
We present a new approach to optimize subrecoil Raman cooling, based on Levy flight statistics. It
shows that simple time sequences using square pulses can lead to very efficient cooling. We tested
the method in a one-dimensional experiment with cesium atoms and obtained temperatures below 3 nK,
less than 1/70 of the single photon recoil temperature.
PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 05.40.+J, 42.50.Vk
In laser cooling of atoms, the natural velocity scale is
the recoil velocity vR = hk/M of an atom with mass
M absorbing or emitting a single photon with momenturn hk. Most laser cooling methods lead to velocity
spreads Sv of a few vR. Because of the random nature
of spontaneous emission which occurs during cooling, it
is not easy to achieve 8v < vR, i.e., to enter the subrecoil regime where the effective temperature Tta defined

by kBTef!/2 = M(Sv)2/2 is lower than the recoil temperature TR defined by kBTR/2 = (KkfllM.
To date,
two subrecoil cooling methods have been demonstrated on
free atoms: velocity selective coherent population trapping
(VSCPT) [1] and Raman cooling [2]. Both methods use
a combination of two effects: (i) a vanishing absorption
rate of light for atoms around v = 0, which protects them
from the random recoil induced by spontaneous emission,
and (ii) a drift and diffusion of atoms in velocity space
bringing the atoms from the v + 0 domain, where they
scatter light, into the v = 0 region, where they do not absorb light, remain trapped, and accumulate. VSCPT has
reached in ID TR/20 [3] then TR/40 [4], in 2D 7>/16 [5],
and very recently TR/22 in 3D [6], while Raman cooling
has reached TR/20 in ID [2] and 0.751* in 2D [7].
In subrecoil cooling, one expects the temperature Teff
to decrease with the interaction time ©. For the case of
VSCPT, theory predicts 7/eff « 0 " 1 [8], while for Raman
cooling no quantitative predictions have been given so
far. In an actual experiment, & is always limited for
practical reasons. The following question then arises:
Given ©, what is the best strategy for cooling a maximum
number of atoms to the lowest possible temperature? We
address this question in this paper for the case of Raman
cooling, using as a guide simple arguments provided by
Levy flights. In this way we have been able to cool
cesium atoms in one dimension below 3 nK (TR/70)
and to reach a quantitative understanding of the cooling
process, allowing one to derive analytical expressions for
the optimum cooling parameters.
In the Levy-flight approach [9], one defines a "trapping" zone around v = 0 by \v\ < u trap , where U t r a p <
vR. The time evolution of the atom appears as a sequence
of trapping periods (| v \ £ vtrap) with durations T\,TI,. ..
0031-9007/95/75(25)/4575(4)$06.00

alternating with "escape" periods {\v\ > u t r a p ) with durations T\,T2,... (also called first return times). The cooling efficiency is determined by a competition between
these two processes. Consider first the trapping periods,
Their statistical properties are essentially determined by
the v dependence of the absorption rate r ' ( u ) around
v = 0, which can be generally written as
j
v a

r'(u) - — —
.
(1)
° V°
The rate T
^ P r e s e n t s a d l P c e n t e r e d a r o u n d v = °<
with a
characteristic width v0 (we suppose here that
" « P < "<>>• O u t s i d e l , he d i P ' r <") h a s m o r d e r o f
magnitude given by l/r 0 , with r 0 « 0 (Fig. 1). As
s h o w n in
^ > t h e distribution P{r) of trapping times
is
controlled by the exponent a of Eq (1). For large r,
a n d ln o n e d
™en S ,on, one finds that P(r) - Br'^
'/«>,
w h e r e B is a c o n s t a n t
P r e f a c t o r depending on v0 r0,
and W
« P - S u c h a P o w e r l a w dependence of P(r) is a
clear s i n a t u r e of the a
§
P P e a r a n c e o f L ^ y statistics in
=
t% P r ° b l e m [ 4 ' 9 ' 1 0 L Tbs t0M t r a p p i " g t i m e T(N)
T w h e r e N l s t h e n u m b e r o f tra
in e v e n t s
dunn
I/-i "
PP S
S
®' o b e y s t h e generalized central limit theorem of Levy
and
Gnedenko [10]. In particular, if a > I, P(r) is a

^ v e l o d ( y d e p e n d e n t e x c i t a t i o n r a t e i s m o d e l e d by
y
the function T'(v) « ]v\a around v = 0 and assumed constant
for v > v0.
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"broad" distribution which, unlike common distributions,
illuminated by square pulses of two horizontal Raman
decays so slowly that (r) is infinite. In such a case, the
beams having a tunable frequency difference co\ — (o2
usual relation T(N) ~ N(T) (for N » 1) no longer holds
around O>HFS = 9.12 GHz (the cesium hyperfine splitand one can show that T(N) grows more rapidly, as N"
ting), a diameter at 1/Ve of 4 mm, a power of 70 mW (a
(or as N log N if a = 1). On the other hand, since Raman
factor 3 higher than in [13]), and a detuning of —34 GHz
cooling provides an effective friction mechanism [2],
between the virtual upper state and the 6py2 state. If the
atoms tend to return rapidly into the trap. The distribution
two Raman beams (iti, o>,, k2, a>2) are counterpropagating,
P(T) of first return times is thus a "narrow" distribution,
the excitation rate is velocity selective and atoms with
with a finite average value given by [4,11]
„ =/= o are transferred to Fg = 4 with a velocity change
(f) = roCvmax/vtrap).
(2)
of h(k\ - k2)/M = 2hk/M. The resonance condition is
where v max > vR is the typical atomic velocity during
8 = u>\ - a>2 - &>HFS = 2k(vR + v). The sign of the
an escape period (v max = 2vR). The total escape time frequency offset S is chosen such that the velocity change
for the
f(N) = S,=i Ti thus grows as N(f) for N » 1. The
resonant atoms is opposed to their velocity. After each R a m a n
power law dependence on N of T(N) and t(N) then gives
P u l s e ' a colinear, 30 fis long, resonant
a simple condition for the filling of the trapping zone: If
repumping pulse, tuned to Fg = 4 — Fe = 4, excites all
F
and only if a > 1, one has T(N) « Na » T(N) oc N.
s = 4 a t o m s and 8 i v e s t h e m a c h a n c e t 0 f a l 1 i n Fs = 3
with v
In such a case all atoms will accumulate in the trapping
= ° a f t e r spontaneous emission. A cooling seuence
zone when 0 - °°, ensuring an efficient cooling.
<J
typically takes 0 = 20 ms (limited by gravity
and b e a m size
Finally, the width 8v@ of the velocity distribution of
) ' a n d t h e v e l o c i t y distribution of atoms in
F
3 1S
r o b e d usln
cooled atoms after a time 0 can be derived from the L6vy
« =
P
S a l o w Power' 3 m s lon§ Black"
man
flight approach [4]:
P u l s e P r o v i d ing a velocity resolution of v«/20 or
, y/a
175 / i m / s .
Sv& ~ VQ( — 1 .
(3)
In order to investigate this new cooling strategy, we
^"'
start with the simplest scheme, consisting of a single
The smaller a, the faster Sv@ decreases. This result has
3 0 ^ s q u a r e R a m a n pulse> s h o r t e n o u g h t 0 c o v e r a l a r g e
been established heuristically in [8], by using Eq. (1) and
centered
fraction
o f t h e i n i t j a ) v d o c i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n mA
by writing T'(8v&) 0 = 1, which means that atoms with
ait!imatexy a t v = ±4VR r Fi g. 2 (a), dashed line], the sign
\v\ < 8v@ remain trapped dunng 0 [12].
c h a n g e b e i n g accomplished by exchanging the directions
In Raman cooling, as the excitation rate is given by the
o f t h e t w o R a m a n b e a m s T h e p e a k e x c i t a t i o n probability
power spectrum of the pulse intensity, a can be varied by
excitation-repumping
is « 0 A
T h e s e q u e n c e Raman
using an appropriate pulse shape. The first Raman coolpuhe
at v = + 4 V R > t h e n at „ = _4UR> is r e p e a t e d 1 3 6
ing experiments used Blackman pulses [2,13] with Raman
t i m e s > l e a d i n g t 0 a r e m a r k a b l e c o o l i n g efficiency: 70% of
detunings and pulse durations designed to minimize parasitic excitation around v = 0. We have measured the
excitation spectrum of a Blackman pulse and found that
the best power law fit from v = 0 up to half the maximum of r'(i>) corresponds to a » 4. Here, we alter the
exponent a in order to improve the cooling achievable by
pulses of a given area. In particular, we have investigated
the case a = 2, which is simply accomplished by using a
time square pulse. Its power spectrum is the square of the
sine function, which consists of a central peak and sidelobes, separated by zeros. Around the first zero, which we
make to coincide with the Raman resonance condition for
v = 0, the spectrum is parabolic. Such pulses are simpler
to implement than Blackman pulses. They lead to smaller
values of 8v@ according to Eq. (3), while still ensuring
atomic velocity [vR]
cooling time [ms]
efficient cooling since a a 1. Moreover, they allow a
„„ . . . ^ , , ,.
. ..
„. „ ,„
.
,

. ,

., , .

.

/-v

T-

.

better use of the available time 0 : For the same spectral width, they are a factor of 2 shorter than a Blackman
pulse, so that the pulse repetition rate is higher.
Our experimental setup is an improved version of our
all-diode-laser system described in detail in [13]. Briefly,
,.
, .
„ ,,XT>
cesium atoms are first captured in a vapor cell MOT
and released in free fall at ~6 ^ K (half-width Sv, =
5.5Hk) in the Fg = 3 ground state. They are subsequently
4576

rlO. 2.

(a) Dashed line: excitation profile of 30 us pulses

F
( T h i s p r o f i l e h a s b e e n m e a s u r e d independently
by using copropagating pulses.) Solid line: velocity distribution
after 136 repetitions of these pulses (total time 22 ms). The
velocity spread (half-width at 1/yi) is 0.34vfl, corresponding
t0 r
=« *T 2 5 " K , Thefluorescenceis in units of the maximum
signal obtained from the initial distribution, (b) Time depent u n e d t 0 ±4VR

dence of m e width of the coo]ed peak obtained with

puises

square

(squares) and Blackman pulses (circles). Straight lines
are fits by power laws &~il2 and @~1/4, respectively.
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the atoms are compressed in a peak 7.5 times higher than
the initial distribution [Fig. 2(a)]. The velocity spread
(half-width at l/^/e) is 0.34UR, much narrower than the
width (S5=4u«) of the hole in T'(v). This confirms that
Sv@ can be much smaller than i>o, as already indicated by
Eq. (3). The corresponding temperature Teff = 7 R / 8 =
25 nK is equivalent to our previous result using sequences
of eight Blackman pulses [13], but with a better fraction
of atoms in the cold peak and a considerably simpler
pulse sequence. Moreover, the time evolution of the
velocity spread obeys very well the 0 ~ ' / 2 law of Eq. (3)
[Fig. 2(b)]. When the square pulses are replaced by
Blackman pulses, centered at the same frequency and
twice as long as the square pulses to maintain the same
characteristic width, higher temperatures and lower peak
heights are obtained for all interaction times [Fig. 2(b)].
In this case, the evolution of the velocity spread is well
fitted by a ® " ' / 4 law, as predicted by Eq. (3).
In order to lower further the temperature, one would
like to decrease the width VQ of the hole in T'(v)
since this produces a colder final distribution [Eq. (3)].
However, when vo is decreased, the pulse is longer in
time, it interacts with a smaller fraction of the velocity
distribution, and it ultimately gives fewer chances for a
given atom to fall near v = 0 by spontaneous emission.
Furthermore, atoms can also accumulate in the outermost
zeros of the excitation profile as can be seen already
near ±8VR in Fig. 2(a). The immediate solution to this
problem is to use a cooling sequence made of two pulses:
a long pulse for good filtering (i»o small) and a short pulse
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covering a wide velocity range, in order to recycle those
atoms which do not interact with the narrow pulse. As
the recycling pulse is short in duration, its contribution
to the total cooling time is small. Raman cooling with
two square pulses is shown in Fig. 3(a). The sequence
consists of a 120 /is pulse centered at v = ±VR and a
30 /us pulse at v ~ ±4vR and is repeated 26 times. The
cold peak has a \/j~e velocity spread of (0.12 ± 0.01)v«,
corresponding to 7 ^ = 2.8 ± 0.5 nK (7>/73), nearly a
factor of 10 lower than in the one-pulse cooling scheme,
The peak is 10 times as high as the initial distribution and
contains 35% of the total number of atoms. Narrower
filtering pulses lead to still lower temperatures, but with
a reduced gain at v = 0. For instance, 7*eff = 0.8 nK =
TR/250 has been observed with a peak height increase of
6.4, using a filtering pulse of 400 /us duration.
In the search of an optimum square pulse cooling
configuration, a compromise must be made between the
fraction of cooled atoms and the width of the cooled
distribution. We present here a simplified derivation of
the width Sv@opl of the narrowest peak that can be filled
significantly in a given time 0 , i.e., that accumulates
=50% of the atoms. A rigorous calculation optimizing the
height of the peak at v = 0 gives the same results, within
prefactors of order 1 [14]. The single important parameter
of the pulse sequence is the duration do of the filtering
pulse (the narrowest pulse). The excitation at \v\ a vo
is realized efficiently by much shorter recycling pulses,
whose durations are neglected here. 6$ is related to the
width VQ of the dip in T'(v) by the condition of the first
zero of the sine function in v = 0 for T', which implies
T/OO = kvo- Adding pulses on both sides of v = 0 leads
to a sequence duration of TO = 20o and the excitation rate
becomes T'(v = 0) = (v/vo)2/20o and r'(|w| > v0) =
l/(20o)- The optimization is now done very simply: The
narrowest peak that can be filled is defined by a filling time
just equal to the total time. The filling time being on the
order of the first return time, one has
<T(l/trap = 5u 0 , o p t )> = 0 .

(4)

The problem is now fully characterized by the two
equations (3), (4), having two parameters ( 0 , v max ) and
two unknowns (uo,opt or equivalently #o,opt. Sv@opt).
Simple algebra gives the optimum values
"ftopt

FIG. 3. (a) Raman cooling with 30 /is pulses centered at
±4vR and 120 /j.s pulses centered at ±vR, 26 repetitions.
The central peak has a l/s/e half-width of 0 . 1 2 ^ (an 8%
contribution due to the probe linewidth has been subtracted by
decon volution). This corresponds to an effective temperature
of Tt{! = 2.8 nK. The dashed curve is the velocity distribution
without Raman cooling, corresponding to reff = 6.0/uK. (b)
The Raman pulses used for the above result (for clarity only
the pulses on the negative-velocity side are shown). As the
available power limits the peak excitation probability of the
30 ^ s pulse to about 0.4, it is repeated 3 times before the
120//s pulse is applied.

(2vmm\2'3(lTTR\'3

~ I
1 I ~~Z7T I
\ vR /
\ zu /
2M/hk2 is the recoil time, and
VR

where

=

Sv@opt
~
R

^ / 2 n m a x N1' ITTTR ~\ 2 ' 3
~ \~v
/ \ 2 0/

.

(5)

(6)

R

Note that Sv&opt
decreases as 0 ~ 2 / 3 , whereas Sv@
a s @-1/2 for a
fixed
w h i c h is n o t o p t i m i z e d
„
,
.
c --.
_
,
„
|_
f o r e a c h v a l u e o f 8 - F o r v™ = 2 "«> © = 10 ms =
1 3 0 T R (the effective total time of the cooling pulses in the
experiment) the result is vo,op! ~ 0.6i>* and Sv@iOpt ~

varjes Q m
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0.08VR, which is 40% narrower than our experimental
result. Considering the simplicity of our model and
the laser power limitation preventing us from realizing
extremely short recycling and repumping pulses with
unity transfer efficiency, the agreement is satisfactory.
We also performed numerical simulations assuming ideal
experimental conditions and @ = 20 ms = 2 6 0 T S . They
predict an optimum corresponding to T = T R / 4 0 0 =
0.5 nK and t,o.oP« =0.4,,*. For an initial half-width
Su, - 5.5i,R the predicted peak height increase is 75.
The Levy flight analysis can easily be extended to
higher dimension d. The distribution of trapping times
P(T) varies as P(T) ~ l/Tl+d/a and the first return time
is proportional to (vmax/vtmp)d.
The optimization of
Raman cooling can be done along the same lines as above.
This is important for the case d = 3 since subrecoil
Raman cooling has not yet been demonstrated in this
case. Preliminary calculations show that the square pulse

the exponent a and the interaction time & m subrecoil

cooling. Using Levy statistics, we have predicted and
demonstrated experimentally that in ID square pulses
( a = 2) are not only simpler to implement but also lead
to a faster cooling (8v® « 0 ~ ' / 2 ) than Blackman pulses
( a = 4 and 8v® « &~1^4). For cesium atoms we have
obtained effective temperatures below 3 nK or TR/70,
which are to our knowledge the lowest temperatures
achieved in ID laser cooling. Our analysis also provides
analytical expressions for the optimal cooling in a given
••
r» r- 11 • u- u J•
J
,.:.,.
time fc). Finally, in higher
dimension d, we predict that
e
,
,
1 • u
,
1
,
only if a > d all atoms accumulate in the subrecoil peak.
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Paper 8.3
B. Saubamea, M. Leduc and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Experimental investigation of nonergodic effects in subrecoil laser cooling," Phys. Rev. Lett. 83, 3796 (1999).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
The method described in paper 7.12 can provide a very precise measurement of the momentum distribution of atoms cooled below the recoil limit. We compare in this paper the shape
of the momentum distribution measured in this way with analytical predictions derived
from a Levy statistics approach. We check that this momentum distribution is neither
Gaussian nor Lorentzian. We check also fundamental features of subrecoil cooling, such as
self-similarity and nonergodicity, which are clearly interpreted in the framework of Levy
statistics.
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Experimental Investigation of Nonergodic Effects in Subrecoil Laser Cooling
B. Saubamea, M. Leduc, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji
College de France and Laboratoire Kastler Brossel, Ecole Normale Superieure, 24 rue Lhomond, F-75231 Paris Cedex 05, France
(Received 25 June 1999)
We present the first detailed investigation of the line shape of the momentum distribution of atoms
cooled far below the recoil limit. This distribution is deduced from a direct measurement of the atomic
spatial correlation function of metastable helium atoms cooled by velocity-selective coherent population
trapping. The measured line shape is then compared to the prediction of an analytical model of this
cooling based on Levy statistics. A very good agreement is found between experiment and theory and
fundamental features such as self-similarity and nonergodicity are identified.
PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk

Laser cooling techniques are commonly used to lower
the temperature of neutral atoms and ions, making their
momentum distribution as narrow as possible. Most
often, the details of the shape of this distribution do not
matter as much as its width, which gives the momentum
spread of the atoms. Nonetheless, there is a lot to
learn from this shape as it reflects the dynamics and
essential features of the evolution of the atoms during
the cooling. Using a matter wave interferometric method
described in a previous paper [1], we present in this Letter
a detailed experimental investigation of the momentum
distribution of metastable Helium atoms, cooled well
below the recoil limit in the nanokelvin range. As in
other physical problems like micelles or spin glasses
as well as in finances or geology, "broad distributions"
naturally occur in subrecoil cooling. By broad, we mean
a distribution with power-law tails decreasing too slowly
to have its mean and/or its variance defined. Levy
statistics are known to be the relevant tool to deal with
these distributions [2,3]. Here, we compare the measured
momentum distribution of the atoms with a theoretical
model based on Levy statistics and we show how our
measurements reveal some important features of the
cooling process such as self-similarity and nonergodicity.
In most cooling schemes, the ensemble of atoms
reaches a dynamical equilibrium resulting from a competition between the cooling process, a friction force which
damps the atomic momentum, and a heating process, the
momentum diffusion due to spontaneous emission. The
motion of an atom interacting with laser light is thus very
similar to a classical Brownian motion, and the resulting
momentum distribution is found to be Gaussian, as expected for a normal random walk.
The situation is quite different for subrecoil cooling. In
this case, the cooling mechanism is not based on a friction
force but on an inhomogeneous random walk. More precisely, the steps of the random walk in momentum space
have still the size hk, the photon momentum, but the jump
rate R(p) is now momentum dependent and vanishes when
the atomic momentum p tends to zero. If, after a spontaneous emission, the atom reaches a state with a very

low momentum p — 0, the mean time r(p) = [Rip)]'1
it remains there before undergoing the next jump can be
very long. The random walk in momentum space therefore slows down as | p | —• 0, leading to an accumulation of
atoms about p = 0, with a momentum distribution T(p)
whose width Sp can become much smaller than hk (subrecoil regime). Up to now, the vanishing of R(p) forp = 0
has been implemented by using two different methods: velocity selective coherent population trapping (VSCPT), using a velocity selective destructive quantum interference
between different transition amplitudes leading to the same
excited state [4] and velocity selective Raman cooling [5].
One of the most important features of subrecoil cooling
is the absence of steady state. Even for an arbitrarily
long interaction time 6, there are always atoms with a
small enough p that their characteristic evolution time
r{p) is longer than 9 and even approaches infinity as
\p\ —» 0. A first consequence of this situation is that
Tip) never stops to evolve when 0 increases, with a
width Sp decreasing as \/\fd (for VSCPT). This has
been experimentally checked with a great accuracy [1].
Nonergodic features also appear in the shape of T{p) and
their investigation is the subject of this Letter. Before
describing our experimental results, we briefly sketch the
main steps in the derivation of Tip). More details can
be found in [6,7].
We first introduce the probability distribution P(TS I p)
of the time TS spent in a state p before the next spontaneous jump. This distribution is nothing but the wellknown "delay function" or "waiting time distribution"
[8,9]. In the long time regime, P{TS I p) can be approximated by [10]:
, \ D\ = R( n)e-R{P)rs
(1)
\ s> if)
yyi
>
w
where the jump rate is given by
rx
_ , .. _ I Ta (T<) if M < Po,
(2)
P
1 i.
if|p|>p0-
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Here we neglect the slow decrease of Rip) at large p due
to the Doppler effect. This simplification is valid if the
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interaction time is short enough so that the momentum
diffusion during 6 does not allow p to reach large values.
We now introduce a value pa!lp such that all atoms
with | p | S p t r a p have a small enough jump rate to
be considered trapped in momentum space [11]. An
atom initially trapped will eventually emit a spontaneous
photon which, if we assume ptnp <C hk, will certainly
kick it out of the trap. Outside the trap, it will undergo
a series of spontaneous emissions, which will eventually
bring it back to the trap, and so on. The time evolution
of the atom therefore consists of a succession of trapping
and diffusing periods. We call T, the duration of the j'th
trapping period, and f, the duration of the ith diffusing
period (?, is a "first return time" in the trap).
It then can be shown from Eqs. (1) and (2), that
the two random variables r and f are distributed as
P(x) ~ 1/x3/2 for large x. We recognize here a typical
power law for the tails of a "broad distribution" with no
mean value or variance. Therefore, if we are interested,
for example, in the total time an atom has spent in the
trap, namely T = X; T,-, we can no longer use the central
limit theorem. Instead we must resort to the generalized
central limit theorem which states that T is distributed
not as a Gauss law but as a Levy law [3]. In fact, the
broad tails of P(T) and P(T) are one of the key points
of the cooling process since they reflect the fact that the
evolution of the system is mainly dominated by the very
long times.
Another important quantity for the calculation of T(p)
is the "sprinkling distribution" S(t): S(t)dt is the probability that an atom enters the trap between t and t + dt,
whatever the number of entries and exits it made before.
This function can be calculated from P{T) and P(f) and
one finds S(t) « t~1^2, which shows that the sprinkling
of the trap becomes weaker and weaker as t increases,
an indication of the "aging" of the system. Finally, one
can say that an atom with \p\ < p t r a p at time 8 entered
the trap for the last time at some time t £ 6 and did not
undergo a spontaneous jump between t and 0. The final
momentum distribution is therefore given by
re
T{p) « / S{t)n{p)-9(p,0 - t)dt,
(3)
0

where FI(p) is the probability that an atom entering the
trap has a momentum p with \p\ £ p tra p, and ^ ( p , 8 —
i) is the probability that its next spontaneous jump would
occur after a delay TS a 8 — t. With the assumption
Ptrap ^ tik, one can consider I l ( p ) as uniform and
equal to l/2p t r a p . In addition, one has ty(p,8 — t) =

f^-tP(js\p)drs

then gives

= e-Ripiio-'K A simple calculation

1
2 ^ fP2/p»
p/pi
0?) N J^r e~ 'J
x~]/2exdx,
(4)
°
where JST is a normalization constant and the parameter
pg is defined as
?

x
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, .
_ J_ RJ^ ft
R\Pe)Q - 1 =* Pe - — — j ^ X hk .

(5)

In this expression, HT is the natural width of the transition, Eg = B2k2/2M the recoil energy, D, = f J / F and
8 = 6T the dimensionless Rabi frequency and interaction time [12]. The expression above shows that T(p)
can always be transformed into the same law G(rj), independent of pg, by a simple rescaling rj = p/p$. The
momentum distribution thus displays a self-similar behavion it remains time invariant in the scale parameters used,
It is easy to prove from Eq. (4) that the tails of T(p)
decrease as 1/p 2 , and this can be given a simple physical
explanation. For a momentum | p | » pg, the mean time
r(p) = [R(p)]~l spent in the state p is, according to (5),
much shorter than 8. A trapping event with momentum
\p\ » pg can thus be sampled many times during the
observation time 8, and we expect time and ensemble
averages to be equivalent. The population of a state p is
therefore proportional to the mean time spent in this state
leading to T(p) a [i?(p)]~' oc 1/p 2 . However, this behavior in 1/p 2 cannot be extrapolated for \p\ < pg.
First, it would lead to a nonnormalizable distribution. A
second, more physical argument is that \p\ < pg implies
r ( p ) > d so that the corresponding trapping event has a
high probability not to be sampled many times during 8.
Time and ensemble averages can thus no longer coincide
and the deviations of T(p) from a 1/p 2 law at small p
reflect the resulting nonergodicity. However, in the presence of a weak loss process adding a nonzero jump rate
RQ varying slowly with p about p = 0, the distribution
of the delay T$ would be truncated beyond the value RQ1 .
In the regime 8 : » RQ\ all trapping events could then
be sampled many times during 0 and the system would
show ergodicity with a Lorentzian momentum distribution
T(p) <* [R(p)]~[ x l/(/?o + P 2 / r oPo)The theoretical line shape (4), valid for p > pe as
well as p < p$, results from an ensemble average. The
corresponding rescaled distribution G(r)) is represented
by the solid line of Fig. 1. For 77 < 1, it is much flatter
than the normalized Lorentzian L (rj) having the same
tails (dotted line of Fig. 1). This arises from the fact that,
whatever the interaction time 9, atomic states with \p\ <
pg have even longer trapping times and thus cannot be
discriminated by the experiment. This effect is even more
dramatic if we use, instead of the "probabilistic" form (1),
the "deterministic" form P{js\p) = S[TS ~ r ( p ) ] which
means that an atom trapped with momentum p remains
in the trap during a well-defined time r(p) = [R(p)]~l.

In this case, G(i]) displays a plateau for 0 < 77 < 1 and

then decreases with the same asymptotic behavior in I/172
as seen before (dashed line of Fig. 1). With the more
correct form (1) of P(r 5 |p), the plateau disappears but a
clear flattening remains present.
It is challenging to obtain an experimental evidence for
the nonergodicity of the cooling process by observing the
3797
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fraction of atoms therefore absorbs light and diffuses away
in momentum space. We measure the remaining fraction
IINC which is not coupled to the light. Since the overlap
is simply given by the Fourier transform of T(p), we derive [13]:

nNC(tD) = y + } / ^ ^P)

FIG. 1. Theoretical normalized momentum distribution as a
function of the dimensionless parameter 77 with the probabilistic
form of the delay function (solid line). Around 77 = 0, G(T))
is much flatter than the Lorentzian £(v) having the same
asymptotic behavior (dotted line) and this is related to the

nonergodicity of the VSCPT cooling. The effect is even
stronger with the deterministic model (dashed line).

predicted shape (4) of T(p). With long interaction times,
VSCPT reaches the nanokelvin range and it becomes hopeless to measure accurately T(p) with the usual time-offlight technique. We rather use a new method, described
in detail in [1], which gives the Fourier transform of T{p)
with a high degree of accuracy. After a VSCPT cooling
stage, an atom is left in a coherent superposition of two
completely overlapping wave packets with opposite mean
momenta ±hk. As soon as the VSCPT laser beams are
switched off, the two wave packets freely fly apart. After a "dark period" of duration to, they are separated by
£ = 2(hk/M)tD.
We then switch on the VSCPT light
again for a short pulse of duration TA = 8 /JLS. During the
dark period, the overlap of the two wave packets decreased
and so did the destructive interference which inhibits the
fluorescence for completely overlapping wave packets. A

cos

( ^ ) • <6>

Like T{p), the function I1NC(?D) is self-similar and can
be rescaled yielding the function T(g) where C = ^D/TO,
tD = tDT, and re = MT/(2kpe) = 0 1 / 2 ft~'.
The experiment was performed after a careful cancellation of the magnetic field to 0.3 mG using the Hanle effect
[14]. We measured ft with a high degree of accuracy at
the exact location of the atomic cloud, by use of the radiat i v e b r o a d e n i n g of the Hanle effect signal [15]. We took
1O

, ,

,u ri

n11

M

,j.

f f

,

f%

12 sets of data with ft = 0.72(2) and different values of 0
ranging between 2000 and_15 000. We then rescaled each
set according to ID —• tD6 '' = g/Q, and removed the
data points corresponding to ID6~^2 < 0.8 as explained
in [13]. For the raw data (Fig. 2a) the 12 measurements
do not have the same decay time since T(p) and thus
n N c(7o) depend upon 6. After rescaling (Fig. 2b), the
data collapse and lie very well on the theoretical curve corresponding to ft = 0.72, directly demonstrating the selfsimilarity of the process.
As explained above, a loss process could introduce ergodicity in the system and change T(p) into a Lorentzian.
It is thus interesting to see if the data are well fitted by the
expression (4) and if this fit is significantly better than
the one using a Lorentzian momentum distribution. Since
we measure the Fourier transform of ?{p), we thus seek
deviations of the measured JQDO^^1)
from an exponential. The average of the 12 sets of rescaled data is
presented in Fig. 3 along with afitby the calculated function J" with ft as the only adjustable parameter (solid

FIG. 2. Measured II NC (; 0 ) (data marks) before (a) and after (b) rescaling. These 12 data sets are obtained with the same Rabi
frequency ft = 0.72(2) but different values of the interaction time 9 ranging from 2000 to 15 000. Since the final temperature
depends upon 6, the 12 curves of raw data do not have the same decay time. After rescaling, all the data collapse on the theoretical
function (solid line).
3798
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very few experimental evidences of anomalous diffusion
processes [16] in laser cooling.
We thank F. Bardou, J. P. Bouchaud, A. Aspect,
K. Madison, C. Salomon, and J. Dalibard for fruitful
discussions. Laboratoire Kastler-Brossel is a Laboratoire
de TENS et de l'Universite Paris VI, associe au CNRS.

FIG. 3. Fit of the averaged data with the calculated function
J 7 (solid line) or a simple exponential (dashed line). Residues
are presented in the inset. The vertical bar on the left is the
largest error bar of the data. The data are well adjusted by the
theoretical function (x2 = 0.0049) and the fit gives ft = 0.70
in very good agreement with the measured value ft = 0.72(2).
The exponential fit leads to x1 = 0.0285.
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confirm the predictions of a theoretical analysis of VSCPT
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fundamental features of subrecoil cooling such as selfsimilarity and nonergodicity. This not only gives a new
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Section 9
Bose-Einstein Condensation

637
One of the most important applications of ultracold atoms is the possibility that they offer
to observe quantum degeneracy effects in dilute bosonic and fermionic gases. Bose-Einstein
condensation is one of these spectacular effects where a macroscopic number of bosonic
atoms gather in the same quantum state, forming a macroscopic matter wave. The first two
papers of this section deal with this subject. The interested reader could find lecture notes of
several courses at the College de Prance, given by the author of this book on various aspects
of Bose-Einstein condensation, at the following web site: www.phys.ens.fr/cours/college-defrance/
The third paper of this section describes a photoassociation experiment performed on
ultracold metastable helium atoms cooled just above the threshold of Bose-Einstein condensation. Evidence is obtained for the formation of giant helium dimers having spatial
extents which can reach values as large as 60 nm.

—
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Paper 9.1
C. Cohen-Tannoudji and C. Robilliard, "Wave functions, relative phase and interference for
atomic Bose-Einstein condensates," C.R. Acad. Sci. Paris, t.2, Serie IV (2001), pp. 445-477.
Reprinted with permission of Academie des Sciences.
This paper consists of lecture notes of a course given at an Euroschool on "Bose-Einstein
condensates and atom lasers" which was held in Cargese in July 2000. It contains a tutorial
presentation of the coherence properties of Bose-Einstein condensates, using a formulation
in terms of correlation functions, similar to the one used in quantum optics. It tries to answer
to a few important questions such as: What is the relative phase of two condensates? How
does it emerge as a result of detection processes? What are the "objects" which interfere in
an interference signal?
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CONDENSATS DE BOSE-EINSTEIN ET LASERS A ATOMES
BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATES AND ATOM LASERS

Wave functions, relative phase and interference
for atomic Bose-Einstein condensates
Claude COHEN-TANNOUDJP, Cedle ROBILLIARDb
* College de France and laboratoire Kastler-Brossel, departement de physique de l'Ecole normale superieure,
24, rue Lhomond, 75231 Paris cedex 05, France
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Laboratoire collisions, agregats, reactivite, IRSAMC, universite Paul-Sabatier, 118, route de Narbonne,
31062 Toulouse cedex 4, France
E-mail: cct@lkb.ens.fr
(Recu le 12 Janvier 2001, accepte le 13 mars 2001)

Abstract.

In this article, we present a tutorial discussion of the coherence properties of Bose-Einstein
condensates. We use a formalism which is similar to the one used in quantum optics.
We describe within the variational approximation the question of the relative phase of
two condensates. To evaluate the structure factors of a condensate, we briefly review the
Bogolubov approach and describe light scattering off a condensate using the linear response
formalism. Finally, we study the effect of atomic interactions on the condensate's dynamics.
© 2001 Academie des sciences/Editions scientifiques et medicales Elsevier SAS
Bose-Einstein condensates / matter waves / coherence properties / Gross-Pitaevskii
equation / Bogolubov theory / atomic interactions

Fonctions d'onde, phase relative et interferences pour des condensats de
Bose-Einstein atomiques
Resume.

Dans cet article, nous presentons une discussion pedagogique des proprietes de coherence
des condensats de Bose—Einstein, en utilisant un formalisme similaire a celui de Voptique
quantique. Dans le cadre de Vapproximation variationnelle, nous discutons le probleme
de la phase relative de deux condensats. Ensuite, afin d'evaluer les facteurs de structure
d'un condensat, nous presentons rapidement I'approche de Bogolubov et decrivons la
diffusion de lumiere par un condensat en utilisant la theorie de la reponse lineaire. Enfin,
nous etudions Veffet des interactions atomiques sur la dynamique du condensat. © 2001
Academie des sciences/Editions scientifiques et medicales Elsevier SAS
condensats de Bose-Einstein I ondes de matiere /proprietes de coherence I equation de
Gross-Pitaevskii 1 theorie de Bogolubov I interactions atomiques

1. Introduction
In quantum mechanics, the wave function ip (r) of a single particle lies in the 3D-space. If the particle is in
a linear superposition of two states described respectively by ipi (r) a n d ^ M * we have ip{r) — citpi(r) +
02^2(»")• Then the probability |i/'('")|2 tofindit in r contains crossed terms Cic%ipi(r)ip2(r) + c.c. leading
Note presentee par Guy LAVAL.
S1296-2147(01)01184-2/FLA
© 2001 Academie des sciences/Editions scientifiques et medicales Elsevier SAS. Tous droits reserve's
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to interference effects. The situation for a JV-particle system is more complicated as the general wave
function 4>(ri,..., rjv) is defined in a 3iV-D-space and is generally non-factorizable. This means that one
cannot generally associate 3D waves to a system of N particles because of their entanglement. Considering
the particular case of Bose-Einstein condensates, however, the description can be simplified by introducing
a macroscopic matter wave in the 3D-space, with which the question of the relative phase and of the
interference between two condensates can be investigated.
In the usual symmetry breaking approach, the 'macroscopic' matter wave is simply the mean value
ip(r) — (V»(r)) of the quantum field operator. To have ip(r) =/= 0, one needs the quantum state of the
system to be a linear superposition of states with different values of the total number N of bosons. In
other words, the density operator p has some off-diagonal elements, which violate the super-selection rules
(see Section 2.2.3).
In this article, we aim at presenting a tutorial discussion of coherence properties of Bose-Einstein
condensates by using more traditional approaches inspired by quantum optics. In particular, they involve
neither symmetry breaking nor coherences (N\p\N') with N ^ N'. In the first part (Section 2), we
introduce a formalism which is similar to second quantization in quantum optics and we recall a few results
about correlation functions.
In the second part (Section 3), we present the variational approach leading to a description of the
condensate in terms of a 'macroscopic' matter wave. We then focus on the question of the phase of a
macroscopic matter wave: can one introduce simple quantum states describing two condensates with a
well defined relative phase 61 Can one introduce two interfering 3D-matter waves? What is the variable
conjugate to 61
The following part (Section 4) consists of a brief introduction to Bogolubov theory where we study
the simple case of a homogeneous condensate. Section 5 is devoted to the analysis of the probing of a
condensate by light or particle scattering. In particular, we calculate the dynamic and static structure factors
of a condensate both in the variational and Bogolubov approaches. Wefinallydiscuss in Section 6 the major
difference between light and matter waves, namely the effect of atomic interactions.
A more detailed study of these questions has been given as a Cours du College de France. The lecture
notes (in French) are available [1].
2. A few basic results on correlation functions
2.1. Correlation functions for quantum optical fields
In this section, we recall some results concerning correlation functions in quantum optics. For the sake
of simplicity, we ignore the vector character of the field.
2.1.1. Quantum optical fields
Let us consider first a classical field S(r,i) = £+(r,t)
frequency component £+ can be written as:

+ £~(r,t)

£+(r,t) = J2£i(r)ai(t)

(with £~ = {S+)*). Its positive

(1)

i

where {£i(r)} is a complete set of mode functions and cti(t) is the normal variable associated with the
mode i. In the absence of sources, the normal variables undergo a decoupled evolution a, (t) = oti(0) e~lu>it.
In the quantum description of an optical field [2], at and a* become respectively the annihilation and
creation operators a; and af of a photon in the mode i. They obey the commutation rule:

[ai,af]=&ij
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Using these operators, the quantumfieldoperator E+(r) is written:
(3)

E+{r) = ^i{r)&i
i

Let us now consider a few useful examples of quantum radiation fields:
• A single mode field is a field with all the modes in the vacuum state (0 photon) except one mode
(labeled mode 1). Thefieldoperator then writes E+ (r) = £\ (r)oi. The most general state of the mode
is \ip) = J2Nl CAfj | Ni), \Ni) being the Fock state with Ni photons in the mode 1.
• A two-mode field contains two modes (1 and 2) which are not empty. The field operator is written
E+(r) = £i(r)ai + £2(r)a2 and any state \ip) can be written as a linear superposition of two-mode
| >> = E A ^
CNIN2\NUN2).
Fock states \NUN2): V
• A coherent state |QI) of a single-mode field is an eigenstate of the annihilation operator di with the
complex eigenvalue ati. Using Fock states \Ni), one can write [2]:

K)=e-l-l 2 / 2 f;^|M>

(4)

Ni =0 *

The probability P(Nj_) to have Nx photons in a coherent state jai) obeys a Poisson law V(Ni) =
e -l Q l | 2 |ai| 2 J V l /-^i ! with a mean value (Ni) = |o:i|2 and a variance AJVj2 = |ai| 2 = (7V\).
The coherent state |«i) of a single modefieldis the quantum state closest to the classical radiation field
£+(r) described by the normal variable «i. For example:
E+(r)\ai) = ^(rJailaO = a&Wai)

(5)

= £+(r)\ai)

• Coherent states of multimode fields \{ctj}) are simply tensorial products of coherent states \cti)
corresponding to individual modes of the field. Their properties are similar to those for single-mode
fields, and in particular E+(r)\{oti}) = £+{r)\{cti}).
• Let us consider a statistical mixture of coherent states of a single mode field, having the same (N{) =
\ot\ | 2 and a random phase equally distributed between 0 and 2ir.
P= ^^"d01||Ql|e*)(|a1|ei*'|

(6)

Calculating {N\p\N'), one gets:
1

CW)-±;l

r2*

, I-, \N+N'

-i

d«1(«||a,|,*){|o,ie'».|W),,-l~l--^-7=ijf

f2x

d,fa e""""'*
(7)

This shows that p appears equivalently as a statistical mixture p — E ^ = o 'PWW (N\ of Fock states
| JV) with the Poisson distribution V{N) for N.
2.1.2. Correlation functions
We now introduce the correlation functions of a lightfield.In fact, correlation functions are widely used
in statistical physics, for they allow to study the statistical properties of a field much deeper than with only
its mean value and variance.
Thefirstorder correlation function G' 1 ' (r, r') = (E~ (r)E+ (r')) describes spatial correlations between
the fields in two different points r and r'. Its classical analogue corresponds to the visibility of the
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interference fringes obtained with two fields originating from r and r'. Using the Heisenberg picture instead
of the Schrodinger picture, one can also introduce G ( 1 ' ( r t , r ' t ' ) = (E'(rt)E+(r't'))
which describes the
dynamics of the correlations. G^jrt, r't') is simply the quantum generalization of the classical correlation
function 9^ {r t, r't') = £- {rt)£+ {r't').
The second order correlation function is written G(2)(r,r') = (E~ (r)E~ (r')E+ {r')E+ (r)). It
corresponds to the probability of detecting one photon in r and another one in r'.
To the third order, G<3) (r, r',r") = {E~ {r)E~ (r')E~ (r")E+ (r")E+ (r')E+ (r)) is the probability to
detect one photon in r, a second one in r ' and a third one in r". All higher order correlation functions are
built similarly.
In some particular cases, the correlation functions have simple expressions:
• For a gaussian field (for instance a thermal field), all correlation functions can be expressed in
terms of products of a certain number^ of G^\ More precisely, they are sums of products of all
possible products of one E~ by one E+. For instance, G' 2 '(r,r') is the sum of the 2! = 2 terms

(E~(r)E+{r))(E-(r')E+{r')) and (E-{r)E+(r'))(E-(r')E+{r)),

while G^{r,r',r")

contains

3! = 6 terms.
• For a coherent state \{aii}), we have seen that E+(r)\{ai}) = £+(r)\{cti}) where £+{r)
^2jCtj£j(r) is the classical field described by the normal variables {a.,}. Similarly, ({ai}\E~(r)
£-{r)({ai}\ with {£+)*= £~. It follows that:
GW(r,r')

=
=
(8)

= £-(r)£+(r')

(2)

G (r, r') = £-(r)£-{r')£+(r')£+(r) = I(r)I(r')
G O) (T% r>t r " ) =

(9)
(10)

X(r)l(r')l{r")

G^(r,r')
is thus simply the correlation function of the intensity J ( r ) = | £ + ( r ) | 2 . Generally, all
correlation functions of a coherent state |{ai}) are equal to the average value of the products of the
corresponding classical fields £+ and £~.
It is sometimes useful to introduce normalized correlation functions. The first order normalized
correlation function is written as:
gdyy)=

,

G(1)

^'>

(ID

s/GW{r,r)GW{r',r')

One can see that g^ (r, r) = 1. Generally, |g(1Hf>i*')l decreases from 1 to 0 when |r — r'\ increases from
0 to +oo. The characteristic length over which the decrease occurs is the coherence length \c of the field.
Similarly, one can define the normalized second order correlation function as
^(rO9
{
' '

G(2)(ry)

GM(r,r)GM(r',r>)

(12)
'

(

For a gaussian field, g^2\r,r') is rewritten as g^ 2 '(r,r') = 1 + \g^(r,r')\2.
g^2\r,r') thus decreases
from 2 to 1 when \r - r'\ increases from 0 to oo. This bunching effect is called the Hanbury Brown-Twiss
effect [3] and was observed in the 1950's by Hanbury Brown and Twiss [4].
For a coherent state by contrast, g^2\r, r') = 1 whatever r and r', which means that a coherent state
exhibits no bunching effect.
The third order normalized correlation function is:
s (3) (r r'

r")

9 \r^ IT )
448

=

G(3)

(^>")

Gm(r,r)GW{r',r')GW{r",T")

K

'
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For a gaussian field, g^ (r, r, r) = 3! = 6. By contrast, gW (r, r',r") = 1 at all points for a coherent state.

2.2. Quantum description of a system of N identical bosons
2.2.1. Second quantization formalism
In the framework of first quantization, the way to describe a system of iV identical bosons consists of
writing a completely symmetrical wave function ij>{r i, r2, •. •, TAT) in a 3iV-D-space (we ignore the spin to
keep notation simple). The observables of the system are described by symmetric Hermitian operators, for
instance:
• the one-body density (or spatial density) pi(r) in r is written:
N

AM = £ ) «(**-»•)

(14)

»=i

• the two-body density pu(r, r') can be written:
N

(15)

• the interaction energy is then:
I N
i rr
d3rd3r'V(r-r')pu(r,r')
^nt = o E E y ( ^ - ^ ) = 9

(16)

However, it is more convenient to describe such a iV-boson system by using the second quantization
formalism, similarly to the usual approach in quantum optics. Given an orthonormal basis of single particle
states {\4>i)}, one can build a Fock space with a basis {\ni,n2, • • • ,«i,...)} characterized by the number
Hi of bosons in each individual state \ipi). The occupation numbers can take values from 0 to N and obey
One can then define the annihilation and creation operators en and af which respectively annihilate and
create a boson in the state \ipi):
&i\ni) = v / «7|ii - 1)
at\m) = Vni + l\ni + l)

Oj|0) = 0

(17)
(18)

(19)

where |0) is the vacuum state. Equation (18) implies that |n,) = ((at) n i /v / wJ)|0). The creation and
annihilation operators follow the commutation relations [Sj,fit]= 5y.
By analogy with quantum optics, one can also define field operators

$(r) = J2Mr)ai

(20)

i

$Hr) = J2i>:(r)&t
i

(21)

where ipi{r) = (r\ipi) is the projection of the single state particle onto \r).
To understand better the physical meaning of the field operators, we can evaluate the effect of %jj\r) on
the vacuum:
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£t(r)|0) = £>?(r)a,+ |0) = 5>i|r)hM = £ hfc)<tfc|r)
i

i

i

t?t(r)|0) = |r>

(22)

We see that ^ t ( r ) or xj)(r) creates or annihilates a boson in r, respectively. In other words, i/>(r) and
•0t(r) are, for the basis {\r)}, the equivalent of <i; and af for the basis {|^>i)}. Similarly, they obey the
commutation relations [ij}(r),xp^(r')] = 6{r — r').
In second quantization, all symmetric observables can be expressed as products of creation and
annihilation operators:
• one-particle observables such as F = Yli=i h become:
F = ^^(#|/|Va)a+aQ
a

(23)

P

F= fId3rd3r'(r\f\r')il\r)i!(r')

(24)

• two-particle observables such as G = | £ t = i E j / i 9(hj) become:
d

= \ E E E I>«(lW7(2)lfl(l. 2)|#(2)Va(l)>a+a+o/3oQ
Q

/3

7

(25)

«

G= i /"/"/Yd 3 rd 3 r'd 3 r"d 3 r'"(lr'",2r"|ff(l,2)|2r',lr)^ t (r'")^ t (r-")^(r')^(r)

(26)

For example, the one- and two-body density operators pi(r) and pn(r,r') are written, in the basis {]T")}:
pI(r) = ^ t (r)^(r)
(27)
t
Pn(r,r') =-0 (r-)^t(r')^(r')^(r)
(28)
The relation between pi(r) and pu(r,r') can be obtained by using the commutation relations
$(r),V»t(r')] = 6(r - r ' ) and [^(r),^(r')] =0:
/5n(r,r') = pi(r)pi(r') - 5(r - r')pi(r)

(29)

2.2.2. Correlation functions
The correlation functions of bosonic fields exhibit strong analogies with those of quantum optics.
Correlation functions are the average value of products of bosonic field operators:
• G^(r,r') = (ip*(r)ip(r')) accounts for the spatial coherence between r and r'. In particular,
G^(r,r) = (il>^(r)4j(r)) = (pi(r)) is the probability of finding a boson in r.
• G^iry)
= {ijji(r)ip^(r')il>(r')tp(r)) = (pu{r,r')) represents the probability of finding a boson in r
and another one in r'.
• All higher order correlation functions are deduced similarly. For instance, (p\(r',t')pi(r,t)) describes
the correlations between the densities of bosons in two different points at two different times.
We want to stress the importance of correlation functions: indeed, most experimental detection signals
can be expressed in terms of correlation functions. For instance, the 3-body collision rate is related to
Q(3) (r^ r j r ^ a n ( j ^ visibiiity of interference fringes is proportional to G' 1 ' (r, r ' ) . We will also see in
Section 5.1 that the spectrum and the total intensity of the light scattered in a given direction is described
by the dynamic and static structure factors which are derived from correlation functions.
Generally, correlation functions are connected with the linear response theory. The response of a system
of N bosons to a weak probe can indeed be described by a linear susceptibility which is connected to the
correlation function of the unperturbed system through thefluctuation-dissipationtheorem [5].
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2.2.3. Superselection rules
For a system of bosonic atoms, all physical observables contain an equal number of creation and
annihilation operators (see, for example, equations (23) and (25)), which means that they do not change the
total number N of bosons. Unlike photons, bosonic atoms cannot be created or destroyed in an interaction
process.
As a consequence, if one starts with a density operator p diagonal in TV ((N\p\N'} = 0 if N ^ N'), it
remains diagonal at all subsequent times.
Contrary to photons, a linear superposition \if>) = %2NCH\N) has no physical meaning. This is in
particular the case of coherent states. However, we have seen in Section 2.1.1 that a statistical mixture
of coherent states \a) with the same \a\ and a phase uniformly distributed over [0,2n[ is also a statistical
mixture of Fock states \N). Such a statistical mixture does have a physical meaning for bosonic atoms.
2.3. Calculation of correlation functions in a few simple cases
2.3.1. Perfect gas of bosons in a box
Let us consider a non-interacting gas of bosons of mass m in a box of size L. An orthonormal basis of
single particle states is made of plane waves with periodic boundary conditions:
i'k(r) = ~ e

i k r

with kx = ^nx

(nxe1)

(30)

The corresponding field operators are written:
(31)
k

k

In the absence of interaction, the Hamiltonian is simply:
with

H = 22eka£ak

?k = - ^

(32)

In the grand canonical ensemble [6], the equilibrium density operator is written peq = e~0^H~IJ/N^/Zc
where /? = l/faT) is the Boltzmann factor, fi is the chemical potential (fj, < 0 for bosons) and ZG is the
grand canonical partition function. The translational invariance of p e q implies that:
(a+a fc ) = Tr(peqa+a*) = (nk)6kv

(33)

where (nk) = (a^&k) is the mean number of particles in the state k.
One can then calculate thefirstorder correlation function G^1' (r, r') of the system:

G^(r,r') =Tr[p eq ^t {r) ^ (r ' ) ] = _L £ eik<r'^(a+ak)

(34)

k

In equation (34), one can replace the sum overfeby an integral, provided that one accounts separately
for the contribution of k — 0 which would otherwise be omitted (the density of states vanishes for k = 0).
Using
—Qek

\akak)--1_

°°

-pSk-2^z

e

1=1
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where z = e13^ is the fugacity, one gets

G«(r,r') = § + J L y d3fceife('-'-')f;z'e-^2fc2/2m
(35)

with iVo = (no) the population of the ground state and
/ 2nh2

the thermal de Broglie wavelength. Note that G' 1 ' (r, r') only depends on (r — r'), which is a consequence
of the translational invariance of p eq . In particular:

^V,r) = plW = § + ^ £ ^ = g

(36)

=93/2(2)

does not depend on r.
Let us now study the evolution of G' 1 ' (r — r') for increasing values of p = N/L3 atfixedT.
• / w a very dilute gas verifying pAij. -C 1, we have No<S^N and z<Cl. We can thus neglect NQ/L3 and
use 33/2 (z) ~ z (i.e. keep only the term I = 1 in the sum over /) in equation (36). This yields N/L3 ~
z/X\, i.e. z = NX^/L3. Making the same approximations in the expression of G' 1 ' (equation (35)), we
get:
G(D(r

-r')~~

e - f r - - ' ) ' / ^ ~ ^ e-^-r-')2/^

(37)

We recover the coherence length AT/V^ 7 of a classical Maxwell-Boltzmann gas (seefigureI).
• For larger values of p still remaining below the critical value, JVo can still be neglected but z is larger and
one has to take into account the contribution of terms with / > 1 in the sum over 1. G^(r — r') is then
a sum of gaussian curves with increasing widths XT/^/TT, X^^/^K,

ATV^S/V^. .. .The coherence

length thus increases.
• When one reaches the critical regime, one has 2 = 1 , which corresponds to pcritA^ = X)i=i l/' 3 ^ 2 =
2.612. At this point, one can still neglect NQ which has not yet started to increase. Inserting z = 1 in

Figure 1. First order correlation function for a very
dilute gas (pA| < 1).
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Figure 2. First order correlation function for a Bose
condensed gas (pA^ > 1).
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equation (35), one gets:
(38)

C?crit(r — r') only depends on AT and does not vary with a further increase of p at fixed T.
• For p > pcrit. No is no longer negligible and z remains equal to 1. We thus have:
G (i) (r , r ' ) =

^

+ G«(r-r')

and GM(r, r) = N0/L3 + pcrit, with p crit = (N-

(39)

N0)/L3.

Once the critical density is attained, any further increase of p increases only Ao, GcJIt remaining
unchanged. This corresponds to an increase of the flat background in figure 2, i.e. to an infinite coherence
length. A long range spatial order thus develops for increasing densities at constant temperature.
Let us now study the asymptotic behaviour of G ^ ' ( i — r') fors = \r — r'\ ~3> AT- Equation (34) clearly
shows that G^r>{s) is the Fourier transform of {nk). The behaviour of G(1^ (s) at large s is thus determined
by that of (nj.) at small k:
Z

Z

<rafe> = -p&Wm -ZkZ0l_z
2
c

1-z
Ph2/2m

+

Z

\

prfl£_ k% (3h?/2m k2 + kj

W"h

(40)

4TT(1 - z)

X2r

'

This yields:

C?(1)(s) CX(S>AT)

expl —s^—^

G ( 1 ) (s) OC ( S > A T ) 1/S

I

(Yukawa shape) for z < 1
s
(Coulomb shape) for z ~ 1

(41)

Normalized correlation functions are often convenient because they do not depend on N. For a dilute
gas, we have g^l\r — r') = exp(—n(r — r ' ) 2 / A T ) (see figure 3a). By contrast, in the case of a very dense
gas, the first order normalized correlation function decreases slowly with s towards the asymptotic value
1 — Pcrit/p (see figure 3b). This implies that when p—>oo, g ^ ' ( s ) —»1.
In this paragraph we have made all the calculations in the grand canonical ensemble, where the
mathematics is the simplest. However, in present experiments on Bose-Einstein condensates the total
number iV of bosons is fixed, the canonical ensemble would be more appropriate. Both ensembles lead

Figure 3. Normalized first order correlation function for a very dilute gas (a) and for a Bose condensed gas (b).
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to similar results concerning (n*.), hence G^K which justifies the preceding calculations. By contrast, the
fluctuations of the occupation numbers {rik} can be quite different in the canonical and the grand canonical
ensembles for a degenerate Bose gas [7], so that the grand canonical calculation of G^2\ G^,... is not
reliable outside the regime N -C iVcrit- In the following, we will rather use a Fock state to describe the
condensate and to calculate the correlation functions.
Let us now calculate G' 2 ', G^,... for N <g iVcrit, using the grand canonical description. We can
use Wick's theorem, which applies to a gaussian distribution, hence to a perfect gas in grand canonical
equilibrium [8]: all average values can be expressed as sums of products of average values involving only
two operators (one creation and one annihilation operator). The results obtained for g^2\ g^3\... are thus
the same as those found in quantum optics for a gaussianfield[3]:

gW(ry) = l + \g^(r,r')\2
g
g

(2)

(3) (P> r

(42)

(r,r) = l + l = 2
V

')

= 1 +

| s ( O ( r , r ' ) | 2 + \9(1)(r',r")\2

+ |9^(r",r-)|2

+ 2 Re[g(1) (r, r')gw (r', r")g(1) (r", r)]
9

(3)

(43)

(r,r,r) = 3! = 6

2.3.2. N non-interacting bosons in the ground state of a trap
Let us consider a basis of individual states {ipi(r)} including the ground state ipi(r) of the trap. The
state of the system can be described by the Fock state | JV) = \n\ = N, n, = 0 if i ^ 1). The field operators
are written:
^(r) = V'i(r)a1 + ^ ^ i ( r ) a ,

(44)

^ t (r) =tfi(r)a++ 2>;(r)a,+

(45)

Because &i with i / 1 commutes with a,\ and a\ and because &i\0i) = 0, we can use simplified
expressions of ip and ip ^ to calculate the average value of normally ordered field operators:
tp(r) = ip\{r)ax

and tj)\r) = ij}\{r)af

(46)

We can then write thefieldcorrelation functions:
• First order correlation function:
G (i)

( r , r ' ) = </,' (r)V>i (r')(N\af ax \N) = N4>* (r)^i {r')

(47)

• Second order correlation function:

GM(ry) = ft(rM(r')1>1(r')Mr)(N\atatwi\M\
=N(N-1)

2

2

(48)

GW(r)r') = N(N-l)\Mr)\ \Mr')\
The normalized second order correlation function is written:
9{2){ry)
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• Third order correlation function:

G<3>(r,r\r") =

tf(r^VW(r")^i(r")A(r')^i(r)

(N\&t&tg.t&i&^i\N).
=N(N-l)(N-2)

-1)(N -2)\Tp1(r)\2\Mr'f\Mr")\2

GW(ry,r")=N(N

(50)

This yields for the normalized third order correlation function:

~ 1 if JV » 1

(52)

• Similarly to what we have calculated in equations (47), (48) and (50), all correlation functions G'fc'
with k <C TV of a single mode Fock state |m = TV, n* = 0 if i ^ 1} are equal to a product of 2k
functions, namely k functions \ZNipi and k functions \fNip\. We thus recover the same factorization as
for a coherent state \a) of the 'mode' ipi with a = y/~N (see Section 2.1.2). Consequently, as shown in
equations (49) and (51), all normalized correlation functions gV°> with k <SC N are equal to 1.
3. 'Macroscopic' matter waves
In this section, we first introduce the 'macroscopic' matter wave concept in the framework of the
variational approximation. We then use it to study the coherence properties of a single Bose-Einstein
condensate and the question of the relative phase between two separate condensates.
3.1. Variational approximation
3.1.1. The Gross—Pitaevskii equation
Let us consider N identical bosons in a trap described by a potential \4xt- For T <C 7 c they all condense
in the ground state of the Hamiltonian:

*=£[!;+^ol + ^E£^«)
t=i

L

j

i=i jjti

<53>

where F ( r y ) = F(|fj — fj; |) is the interaction potential between pairs of bosons. At very low temperatures,
namely when the de Broglie wavelength AT becomes much larger than the range of V(fy), only s-wave
scattering between pairs of bosons remains significant, and we can approximate V(fij) by:
V(fij) = gS(\fi-fj\)

with S = ^ " «

(54)

where a is the scattering length.
Generally, the ground state of H cannot be determined exactly. In the absence of interactions however,
it is a product state: all the bosons are in the ground state of the single particle Hamiltonian h =
p2 /2m + VeKt (r). In the presence of weak interactions, one can still approximate the ground state of H by
a product state:

|V>g} = |V(l)>---k(i))---k(A0)

(55)
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where all the bosons are in the same state \ip). Obviously, \ipg) is completely symmetric. Contrary to the
non-interacting case, \ip) is no longer the ground state of h but has to be determined as the one minimizing:
(A\H\A)
Let us first calculate {4>g\H\ips):

{i>s\H|Vg) = N j d3rr(r) [ - ^ 4 + Ve*t] V(r)

+ N{N2~

l)

Jj d3r d3r'r(rW(r')V(\r - r'|)V(r')V(r)

(56)

We now look for the minimum of (tps\H\xpg) with (^>g|V>g) = 1 fixed. Because ip is a priori a complex
number, we can consider the variations &tp and btp* of ifi and ijj* respectively as independent. Using the
method of Lagrange multipliers, the approximate ground state |?/>g) has to satisfy:
6[^g|5|^g)]-A6(Vg|Vg>=0

(57)

where A is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint (ipg\ips) = 1.
Inserting the expression (56) of {ipg\H\ipg) in equation (57) and cancelling the coefficient of &ip* yields:

[ ~ £ 4 + V e x t H V>(r) + {N ~ 1} [I dVV^T " V'^ \^r>)f\ ^W = A^W (58)
We recover the Gross-Pitaevskii equation [9,10], which has a straightforward interpretation: each boson
evolves in the external potential 14xt and in the mean-field potential produced by the (N — 1) other bosons.
Let us now try and find an interpretation for the parameter A which was introduced formally as a Lagrange
multiplier. After multiplying equation (58) by i)*[r) and integrating over r, one gets:

X = J d3r^(r)^-~A

+ V^t(r)^(r)

+ (N - 1) /7"d 3 rdVi>*{r)rl>*(r')V(\r - r'\)4>{r')i>(r)

(59)

~N

(60)
=0

A = ^(V'gl^lV'g) thus represents the chemical potential which was previously noted fi.
We can simplify equation (58) by replacing V(r — r') by g&(r — r') (equation (54)). This gives

["£4

+

V**^]^

+

(N~ l)fl|V<M|2V>(r) = M{r)

(61)

This equation is analogous to the one found in non-linear optics for the light field. One can thus generalize
to matter waves some effects well known in non-linear optics such as four-wave mixing [11], solitons [12],
etc.
The ground state energy is generally the sum of three contributions:
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(i) the kinetic energy Ekin = N f d3r ip*(r)(-h?/(2m))Ail>(r),
(ii) the 'trapping energy' Eext = N f d3r\i/j(r)\2Vext(r),
(iii) the interaction energy Emt = ^N(N - \)g f d3r\ip(r)\4.
For a homogeneous condensate in a box of size L, the wave function ip = 1/L 3/2 is uniform and the only
remaining contribution comes from the mean-field interaction energy Eint ^ \gpN.
3.1.2. Macroscopic matter waves
We consider here a basis {| ipi)} of single particle states including the solution ^i of the Gross-Pitaevskii
equation, ipi is generally real (V>* = V"i). In the variational description of the condensate at T = 0, the
quantum state of the system is the Fock state \N) = \ni = N, m = 0 if i ^ 1).
We have seen in Section 2.3.2 that for a Fock state, all the correlation functions G ( 1 ) ,..., G^ with
k -C N are products of 2,4,...,2k functions y/Nipi. This is very similar to the situation of coherent
optical fields (also called quasi-classicalfields)for which the correlation functions are products of classical
fields (see Section 2.1.2).
In the following, we associate to the condensate a macroscopic (or 'giant') matter wave y/Nipi (r). Note
however that this macroscopic matter wave description fails when the variational approximation is no longer
valid.
3.2. Coherence properties of a Bose-Einstein condensate
3.2.1. Coherence length of a trapped condensate
The coherence length of the condensate is the characteristic length over which the first order correlation
function G^ {v, r') decreases. In the macroscopic matter wave description, we have:
GW(r,r') = NMr)i>i(r')

(62)

This shows that G^ (r, r') vanishes when |r — r'\ becomes larger than the spatial extent <r0 of ^i (r). For a
non-interacting condensate in a harmonic trap with frequency U>Q, the coherence length of the condensate is
equal to the width <ro = -\/h/mu>o of the ground state of the trap. In the presence of repulsive interactions,
which correspond to a positive scattering length a, the size of the condensate increases.
To have a better insight, we now compare the different length scales of the problem, namely the de
Broglie wavelength AT = y/2ith2 j(mk^T), the size of the thermal cloud Ar ~ ^/k^T/Jrm^) and the
size of the trap ground state <TO = y/hl{mwo). In the situation considered here, we have hu0 <K ksT,
which yields:
AT < o-o <S Ar

(63)

This equation shows that there is a long range order associated with the condensate. It also reminds us
that the spatial extension of the trap is finite, so that G'1) (r, r') depends on r and r' and not only on r — r'.
We thus have to define the coherence length Ac of the condensate more precisely than we have done with
equation (62).
The global spatial coherence G(a) is given by the sum of all spatial coherences between pairs of points
(r, r + a) separated by a:
G{a)= fd3rG^{r,r

+ a)

(64)

The coherence length is then defined as the characteristic decay length of G{a) when \a\ increases from
0 to +oo.
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In fact, there is a simple relationship between the global spatial coherence G(a) and the momentum
distribution V{p) of the gas:

G{a) = N J d3r <r^i)(^|r + a) = N Jjjd3rd3pd3p'

(r|p)<p|V>i}(T/>i|p')(p'|r + a)

(65)

Since (r\p) = e ipr / ft /(27rft) 3 / 2 , integrating over r yields:
I d 3 r(r \p) (p'lr + o> = ~^— e"'?'"1/'* f d 3 r e i(p - p '>- r/ft = e-[p'a/n6(p
j
(z-Kh)*
J

- p1)

(66)

Using equation (66), equation (65) transforms into:
G(a) = J d3p e-'»- a / ft JVWi)(V>i|p)

(67)

G(a) is thus simply the Fourier transform of V(p).
3.2.2. A few experimental tests of spatial coherence
In this paragraph, we present a few recent experimental measurements of the coherence length of a
condensate.
• Determination ofV(p) by Bragg spectroscopy [13]. This experiment, performed at MIT, is based on
a velocity-selective two-photon transition coupling two states with the same internal quantum numbers
but with different momenta. From the spectrum obtained by sweeping the frequency difference between
the two counter-propagating beams, one can derive the momentum distribution V{p) and in particular
its width Ap. The value of Ap measured by J. Stenger et al. is consistent with the Heisenberg limit
A p ~ h,/o~o, where cro is the spatial width of the solution ip\ of the Gross-Ktaevskii equation [13]. This
shows that the coherence length of the condensate is equal to its spatial extent and that there is a single
phase throughout the condensate.
• Direct measurement of G(a) [14]. The NIST experiment is a 'self-interference' experiment: a pair of
short pulses of stationary wave creates two copies of the condensate separated by a. An absorption
imaging technique allows one to measure the overlap integral of the two copies as they interfere. From
the decay time of the interference fringes, E. Hagley et al. also find that the phase of the condensate is
uniform [14], which amounts to saying that the coherence length of the condensate is equal to its spatial
extent.
• Interference of two matter waves extractedfromtwo different points of the condensate [15]. The method
used by the Munich group to extract a matter wave from their condensate consists of a position-selective
output-coupler using a continuous RF wave. Using two RF waves with different frequencies, one couples
out two matter waves from two different points r and r' = r + a of the condensate. The visibility of the
interference fringes between these matter waves is directly related to the first order correlation function
g(i) ( r j r ' ) i Bloch et al. have studied the evolution of G (1 ' (r, r') across the phase transition and have
found clear evidence that the coherence length of the gas changes from Ac = AT when T > Tc to Ac ^ 00
when T < Tc.
Higher order correlation functions have also been investigated experimentally.
• In particular, the measurement of the mean interaction energy (Vint) of the condensate [16,17] yields
some information about the second order correlation function g( 2 )(r,r) [18]. Indeed, the mean
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interaction energy is equal to:

(Vint) = ^ Jj d3rd3r'V{\r-r'\)G^{ry)

(68)

Replacing V(\r — r'\) by its approximate form 4irh2ab{r - r')/m (equation (54)) and using
equation (12), one gets:

(Knt) = ~ a jd3r[Pi(r)]2gW(r,r)

(69)

J

Tft

We have already calculated g^ (r, r) in the cases of a thermal field and of a Fock state (see Section 2.1.2
and equation (49), respectively):
g(2) ( r ; r ) =
g(2) ( r ) r )

2 for a thermal cloud

~ i f0r

a

(70)

pock state

(71)
2

The measured values of (Vint) are consistent with g^ (rt r) = 1 but exclude </ ' (r, r) = 2. This means
that the transition to Bose-Einstein condensation is associated with a strong suppression of density
fluctuations.
• The three-body collision loss rate is proportional to the probability to have three bosons very close to each
other and thus to the third order correlation function G^lr^r^r) = [pi(r)\3g^(r,r,r).
As seen in
Section 2.1.2 and in equation (51), respectively, p' 3 ^(r,r,r) is equal to 6 for a thermal cloud and to 1 for
a Fock state. The measurement of the three-body loss rate was performed by the JILA group [19]. After
an appropriate normalization to account for the variation of the one-body density from one experiment
to the other, the three-body loss rate is found to be 7.4 (2.6) times smaller for a condensate than for an
ultracold thermal cloud.
3.3. Relative phase between two Bose-Einstein condensates
In this section, we assume that we have two well separated condensates, i.e. two condensates in two
different traps centered in r i and r 2 , respectively. The solutions of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation for each
trap are denoted ipi and 1P2, respectively, and for the sake of simplicity we assume (ipi \ipi) = 0 as well as
^i(r2)='i/'2(ri)=0.

We take a basis {|^j)} of individual states including \i\>\) and \i^-i). In our case, the only relevant basis
states in the Fock space are \ni,ri2,ni = 0 for i ^ 1,2). In the following, we simplify the notation by
omitting n; for i ^ 1,2. Wefinallyimpose that the total number of bosons N = m + 712 is fixed.
3.3.1. Phase states
We now try to find a quantum state describing the two condensates with a well defined relative phase 9.
Such a state must exhibit a spatial coherence between two points situated one in each condensate, for
instance between r\ and V2'.
G (1) (n,» 1 2) = { > ? t ( r i W r 2 ) ) ^ 0
(72)
As all modes i ^ 1,2 are empty, we can, when computing normally ordered products offieldoperators,
replace i>(r) and V> f (r) by:
^(r)=i/) 1 (r)a 1 +?/'2(r)a2
^{r)=ijl{r)d+

+-4>l{r)a+

(73)
(74)

Because ^1(^2) = ^ ( r i ) = 0, we have
${ri) = i>i(ri)a1 and $(r2) = ^2(r2)a2

(75)
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The simplest idea would be to consider Fock states \n\ ,fi2). Let us calculate the first order correlation
function in (r!,r 2 ):
G ( 1 ) (r 1 ,r 2 ) = <ni,n2|^t(ri)^(r2)|ni,n2>='!/'i(ri)^2(»-2)(ni,ra2|a]l"a2|ni,«2)

= V i C n h M ^ v W 7 1 ! + l)("ii«2|ni + 1,«2 - 1)
G ( 1 ) (ri,r 2 ) = 0

(76)

The absence of any spatial coherence between two separated condensates in a state \n\, n 2 ) shows that two
condensates in Fock states do not possess a well defined relative phase.
Another idea consists of taking all JV bosons in the same linear combination of ip\ and i/>2:
\m,r]2,0} = Vi\i'i)+V2e-ie\ip2}

(77)

where TJI , rfe are real and verify rfi + 7j| = 1, and 9 is the relative phase between the two condensates.
We now study the properties of such states, called phase states. In the following, we use the simplified
expression \N,9) for the phase state \N,r)i,7)2,9) corresponding to N bosons in the state \r)\,r)2,9). To
find the expression of \N,6), we introduce the creation operator a* $ of a boson in the state |rji, 772,9):
< , 2 ( = 1i^+i2e-i«a+

(78)

We have:

^••g>«-^+ryrio),

= jm t
Ti2=JV—n\

=vni!v«2!|ni,n2)

lJV'fl>= E ^ P r S t f ^ e - ^ K ^ }

(79)

ri2=N—m

A phase state appears as a linear superposition of Fock states |ni,ri2) with ni +712 = N fixed. Equation
(79) shows that a phase state is not a product of one state of 'mode' 1 by one of 'mode' 2, but exhibits some
quantum correlations between the two condensates. Let us now study the distribution of n\ and n 2 :

^ = s i ^

with

{izV-L

(8o)

The distribution of n x is thus a binomial distribution, with the standard results:
(ni = Nr)j

and re2 = JVTJI = JV — ni

\ ( A n 1 ) 2 = i V ^ ( l - r ; 2 ) = iVr?f%2 = (An 2 ) 2

j

To characterize the phase state \N,6), it is also interesting to study the distribution of n = n\ — n 2 ,
which can take values from — N to JV by steps of 2. Its mean value is n = ri\ — n 2 , while its dispersion is
An = 2Ani = 2\TNT}\J}2. The dispersion of n in a phase state is thus large in absolute value, but remains
small compared to JV.
The entanglement of the two condensates in a phase state appears in the density matrix p=\N,9) (JV, 9\
as off-diagonal elements coupling states with different values of n = n\ — 112. The extent of this off-
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diagonality in n is of the order of \/N. By contrast, the reduced density matrix /5(1) of the condensate
1 contains only diagonal elements. Indeed:

pW =TV2 \N,e){N,0\ ="£{n2\N,e){N,6\n2) = £
pW=^^(n 1 )|n 1 )(n 1 | with P( m ) =
ni

™
ni.(i\

—~^pry^^-^lmXrcil

w^"1^"""0

(82)

n\).

Similarly, the condensate 2 considered individually is represented by a statistical mixture of Fock states
\U2) with a binomial distribution for n?,.
What do the correlation functions of a phase state look like? Let us calculate for instance G^2\r,r') =

{N,e\$^(r)$^(r')ii(r')ii(r)\N,9).
We first calculate:

^)\N^

= ^(r)KvJN\°)

= ^l^'K^N}\0)

(83)

where we have used ij){r) |0) = 0. The commutator of equation (83) can be expressed in a more convenient
form by using the properties of the creation and annihilation operators:

f W . K w / ] = [Mr)&i+i>2(r)a2,(viai + me-[9a+)N]

= JVfaiMr) + V2 e- i 9 ^(r)) (vi&+ + % e- i8 oj) W~1

fi(r),(a+ml>)N} =N(Vl^1(r)+V2e-ieMr))(&iV2()f~1

(84)

Inserting this expression into equation (83) leads to:

= y/N{r/1^{r)+me~ie^2(r)\\N-l,&)

(85)

Similar calculations give:

${r')4>{r)\N,0) = v ^ v / F ^ I ^ ^ i ^ ' ) + J?2e-iV2(r')] [viMr) + V2e-i9ip2(r)] \N-2,6)
Finally, using equation (86) with ^/N{N ~ 1) ~ x/iV^ = jv, one gets:
G<-2)(r,r') = tp*(r)^*(r')tp(r')ip(r)
ip{r)=rj1^/Nijj1{r)

r

ie

+ rj2y N e- tp2(r)

where

(87)
(88)

The generalization to all correlation functions G^ with k <C N is straightforward: they all factorize in
products of 2A; functions tp and V"*- We can thus conclude that two interfering macroscopic matter waves
\/niipi(r) and \/Wzi>2(r) e~'e can be associated with two condensates in a phase state.
Note that the phase states we have studied in this paragraph are a particular kind of quantum states
with a well defined relative phase between the two condensates. One can think of other quantum states
leading to similar results, for instance a statistical mixture of products of coherent states of the two
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modes | Q I = ^/W[eWl) ® \a2 = Vfhe192) with 92 = 0j-9
corresponding density operator is written [20]:

and #1 uniformly distributed in [0,2ir[. The

p=±- [^ de 1 |v^e ifl ')®|v^e i ^- 9 ))<v^7e^|®(v^e i C 1 - fl '|

(89)

with ni, n2 and 0 fixed. One can show that p is diagonal in N and can be rewritten as a statistical mixture
of phase states \N, 9) with 9fixedand N distributed in an interval of size vN around N.
We now want to address the question of the conjugate variable of the relative phase 9. We consider a
statistical mixture of phase states \N, 6) with N fixed and 9 distributed according to a distribution W(6):
,2*

p=

(90)

d9W(9)\N,9){N,9\

Jo

Developing p over the basis of the Fock states |ni, n2) (see equation (79)) yields:
N

N

I ATT / ivi

/

/ r r2lr

^S^tev^^^^^li

1

^^"H^M^I

(91)

Ifonenotices that ^ = ^1+^2 = ^1+^2 impliesra2—n2 = rai — " i and thusrc— n' — ni —ri2 — (n'1 —n'2)
= 2(n 2 —nz). the integral in equation (91) can be rewritten:
/•27T

1=

deW(9)e[{n'^n2)0=

Jo

i-2-IT

/
Jo

d9W{9)ei{n'n')9/2

(92)

Equation (92) shows that the integral 2 multiplying the off-diagonal elements of p between two states
with different values of n = n\ — n,2 is all the smaller as the phase distribution W(6) is broad. In particular,
if W(6) = \J1-K is flat, the integral over 6 gives a delta function 5nni and p is diagonal, not only in N, but
also in n = n\ — n2 which thus appears as the conjugate variable of the relative phase 9.
3.3.2. Emergence of a relative phase as a result of detection processes
Generally, two independent condensates do not find themselves in a state with a well-defined relative
phase, but rather in a product of Fock states \Ni,N2) = |JVi) ® \N2). Such a state corresponds to a zero
dispersion on n = n\ —n2, and thus to a totally undefined relative phase.
However, the detection processes induce a dispersion on n, so that the relative phase of the two
condensates becomes better and better known. Indeed, the first detected boson can come either from mode 1
or from mode 2. After this detection, the state vector becomes:
|^> = a|JV 1 -l, J (V 2 >+/3|JV 1 ,JV 2 -l)

(93)

where a and j3 are coefficients depending on the position of the first detected boson.
Similarly, the second detection process changes the state vector into:
\ip) = X\N1-2,N2)+n\N1

- 1, N2 - 1) + u\Ni,N2 - 2}

(94)

The off-diagonality of p = \ip) (ip\ in n = n\ — n2 increases with the number of detected bosons and a
relative phase 9 builds up. Note that 9 is an unpredictable random variable and takes different values from
one experimental realization to the other.
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More precisely, the emergence of a relative phase between two condensates has been studied analytically
by Y. Castin and J. Dalibard [21] and numerically by J. Javanainen and S.M. Yoo [22] as well as by the
groups of P. Zoller [20] and of D.F. Walls [23].
4. Beyond the variational approximation
In Section 3, we have described the condensate within the variational approximation. This approach gives
an approximate expression only for the ground state, but does not yield any information about the excited
states or the elementary excitations. Besides, one may wonder if the approximation of the ground state by
a product state is sufficient, and what the first corrections to this treatment are. Indeed, the interpretation of
some physical effects requires to go beyond the product state description, as we will see in Section 5 for
the total intensity of the light scattered by a condensate.
In this paragraph, we briefly review the Bogolubov treatment [24] for a homogeneous condensate, which
gives analytical results (see also [6], Chapter 19). This approach can be extended to a gas of bosons in a
trap [25].
The Bogolubov approach gives accurate results when T < T C and pa3 <C 1, with p the spatial density
and a the scattering length. Let us first write the second quantized Hamiltonian H, using the field operators
ip and ip t for a gas of bosons in a box of size L (see equation (31)):
H = J2£k&t&k

+ Vint with

(95)

fc

6k =

t2u2

^t

i

a d

"

r f

^jy/^WM^VMlr-r'lMr'Mr)

If one uses the approximate expression of the interaction potential V(\r — r'\) = gb{r — r') with g =
4nh2a/m, one can write:
^nt

=

2i3 S

^ik^+fcOfci-fe

(96)

fei,fc2)fc

We now use the fact that for T <^TC the bosons are essentially condensed in fc = 0, i.e. (ojao) 2>
^2k^o(^t <**)• O n e can transform the Hamiltonian H into an approximate Hamiltonian Heg by neglecting
all terms of H that contain more than two operators ak or a^ with fc ^ 0 and by replacing So and d j

by^/N.
A special treatment has to be applied to the term ajog ao&o in order to take into account first order terms
of the form n^ = &£ &fe (withfc^ 0):

a^a£a0a0 =a£(aoa% -l)ao = (a£a0) - a£ao= IN - ^ a ^ d f e ] - f N - ^ a^&k j
^N(N-l)-(2N-l)Y,&t&k
kjto

2

(97)

a+a+a0ao ~N -2N^a+ak
fc^O

Finally, using N/L3 = p, one gets:
#eff = -^gpN + Y2£k&tak

+ -gp ^2 [ofc ak + a±ka-k + a^atk + aka-k]

(98)

fc fe#O
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A rapid inspection of Heg shows that this Hamiltonian conserves the total momentum. It is a quadratic
function of aj£ and ak and can therefore be diagonalized by introducing normal modes.
To find these modes, let us write the Heisenberg equation for dk:
riff
ihak = [a*., HeS] = — ~ ,

iMfc = (ek + gp)ak + gpa±k

(99)

As the evolution of a*, is coupled to a+ fe , we also calculate o_ fc :
ih&_k = [&tk,Hee] = - g 7 - 2 - ,

ifr&-k = -(£k + gp)a±k-gpak

(100)

Equations (99) and (100) define a closed linear system of equations for a*, and ai f c . As a consequence,
there are two linear combinations of ak and a+fc which evolve independently from each other at frequencies
w(fc) given by the eigenvalues ±u(h) of the matrix:
Wtk + gp
ft V -9P

9P
\
-{sk + gp)J

(101)

One finds:
^(k)

= ^ek(ek + 2gp) = J ^ ( ^

+ 2gp)

(102)

Let us now write explicitly the eigenvectors bk and b~^h of the linear system of equations (99) and (100):
bk = Uk&k + Vk&tk

and

6+fc = Vk&h + UkO^k

(103)

where uk and vk (which are real and depend only onfc= |fe|) are normalized to ensure [bk, bk] = 1. This
condition yields u\ — v\ = 1, which allows one to write:
ujt =cosh#fc

and Ufc = sinhflfc

(104)

Diagonalizing the matrix (101), one gets:
tanh26> fc =

"
Sk + pg

(105)

The system of equation (103) can be inverted, which gives:
Sfc = cosh#jc6fe — sinh8kb'tk
a±k = -smh8kbk

+ cosh8kb±k

(106)
(107)

We now write and study the effective Hamiltonian Heg in terms of bk and bk. Inserting equations (106)
and (107) into (98) and using (105), one gets:

HeB = E0 + J2nu(k)i>t~bk
k
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• The operators 6 j and bk respectively create and annihilate an elementary excitation of the system with
an energyfiuj(fc).The dispersion relation (see equation (102)):
/ft2fc2 A 2 *: 2

*. ,,\

\

can be simplified by introducing a wave vector ko defined by
go —

47rfi2

yH

m

h2kl
ap
.
H =
2m

The wave vector ko = y/8nap is associated with a length £o called healing length:
(109)

$0 = — = - ^ =
k0

y/8-jrap

Equation (102) can then be written:
uj{k) = ^k*{k*

+ 2kl)

(110)

- Forfc<gi ko, equation (110) gives a phonon type spectrum oj(k) = cfc where:

i ftfco fgp

nr

C=—p
= «/
=\ —
y/2 m
\ m
\ m

(HI)

and fj, = gp is the chemical potential.
- For k 3> &o> the spectrum resembles a free particle spectrum but for a constant offset:
,,y\ _

ftfc2

, hk0 _ ^

2

, 9P

We show in figure 4 the dispersion relation for the elementary excitations in the Bogolubov theory.
• The ground state energy EQ of the system can be calculated as:
Eo = ^9pN + YJekV2k + ^2gp(vl-ukvk)

(112)

fc fc/o

Figure 4. Dispersion relation for the elementary excitations
in the Bogolubov approach. At low k the spectrum is linear
(w(k) = ck), while at large k it is similar to a free particle
spectrum with a constant correction gp/h.
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However, the approximation of the interaction potential Vint by a 5-function leads to a divergence of the
sum overfcin equation (112). A regularized expression of the approximate interaction potential has to
be used to overcome this difficulty (see [6], Chapter 13). One then gets ([6], Section 19.4):

w=Hi+^{pa3)1/2}

(ii3)

• It is also interesting to have a physical insight into the ground state \<f>0) of the system in the Bogolubov
theory. |</>o) must verify bk\4>o) = 0 for allfe^ 0. The expression for bk is given by equation (103).
However, one should pay attention to the fact that &£ and 6*. respectively create and annihilate an
elementary excitation, but should conserve the total number N of particles. By replacing &£ and a 0
by %/iV, we have lost the explicit conservation of N. To overcome this difficulty, we use an improved
expression for 6jf and bk, namely:
6+=cosh0 f c a£-^=+sinh0 f c -^=o_ f c
\/N
ViV

(114)

bk = cosh!?* - % a f e + sinh<?fc a+ fc -^L
yN
VN

(115)

Using the expression (115) for bk, the ground state \<j>0) has to verify:

bk\(f>o} = -j=[coshdka+ak

+ smheka±ka0]\<f>0}=0

Vfc^O

(116)

To go further, we assume a ground state |</>0) of the form:
|(/>o) = a\n0 = AT, 0,0,...) + ^ /3fc|n0 = iV - 2,rife = 1,n_fc = 1,0,...) + • • •
fe/o

(117)

In this expression, the terms \no = N — 2, nk = 1, i-fc = 1,0,...) correspond to the virtual excitation
of pairs of particles +k, -k when two particles with k = 0 interact, with conservation of the total
momentum. Note that the structure of the ground state written in equation (117) can be deduced from a
general expression, using the condition (116) (see [6], Section 19.4).
Inserting equation (117) into equation (116) and writing \/{N — \)/N ~ 1, one gets the relation between
the coefficients a and /3k'
/3fe = -atanh0 f c

(118)

After normalization, the ground state is totally determined by equation (118). Compared with the
approximate ground state considered in the variational approximation, the Bogolubov approach accounts
for the fact that pairs of atoms are transferred from the state with k = 0 to states k, ~k with k ^ 0 under
the effect of atomic interactions.
If one calculates the mean number of particles N — No out of thefc= 0 state, onefindsthe quantum
depletion (N - No)/N of the ground state:
(119)

Wefinallywant to stress that equations (113) and (119) explicitly give the lowest order term in the small
dimensionless parameter pa3.
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5. Probing a condensate
In this section, we study detection signals obtained from the scattering of a probe particle by the iV-boson
system. Generally, scattering experiments (neutron scattering for instance) are widely used to investigate
the properties of TV-body systems. Indeed, observing how a probe particle is scattered by a given system
yields some information about its spatial structure, its elementary excitation spectrum, etc.
In this paper we discuss only the linear regime, where the excitation due to the probe can be treated
perturbatively. This means that the system's response is entirely determined by its properties in the absence
of the probe. As usual in the weak perturbation regime, we neglect multiple scattering and we consider each
scattering process as independent from the other ones. In this regime the linear response theory applies, so
that we can define a dynamic structure factor S(q, u>) and a static structure factor S(q) [26] to describe the
response of the system.
Wefirstderive the dynamic and static structure factors within the Born approximation, similarly to what
was done in the context of superfluid helium [26]. We then discuss the origin of interference in detection
signals.
5.1. Probing the wave function of the condensate
Let us consider a probe particle with position R interacting with each boson i through an interaction
potential U(R — r,). Wefirstwrite the interaction Hamiltonian Hmt in thefirstquantization form:
N
.
ffint = ] T U ( R - f-i) = / d 3 r

N

U(R~r)^2&(r-ri)

HM = fd3rU(R-r)pi(r)

(120)

where pi{r) = Xw=i ^ ( r ~~ *"i) is the one-body spatial density. In second quantization, we can also write
Pi(r) = ipi(r)4>(r). Using the basis {|fc>} of single particle plane waves e i f e r /£ 3 / ' 2 in a box of size L
with periodic boundary conditions, the one-particle density pi(r) can be rewritten as:

A W ^ E E e i(fc - fe ' )r <^ = T3J:E
fete'

e-iJC-aiUa*

(121)

k K

In this expression, J2k®k+K®k appears as the Fourier transform p(K) = Jd3relKr
pi(r) of pi{r),
which is written as p(K) = J2i=i elKri infirstquantization. In second quantization, using equation (23)
with / = elK'T gives:

p{K) = £ e""' =EEi
i=i

k w

id.

[/dW-e^e'*-] &+&„
i

„

L36(fe'-if-fc)
N

p{K) = Y, eiK*' = £ a £nr a *
t=l

(122)

k

Inserting equation (121) into (120) and using equation (122) leads to:

Hint = E E e - ' ^ i U ^ p / d ^ U(R-r) e*<«-) = ± £ U{K) e"^« ^ &t+Kak
k

K

i

v

,

K

k

=U(K)
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£int = ^3 X>(K)e' iKR p(K)

(123)

K

In this expression, U{K) is the Fourier transform of U(r).
5.1.1. Scattering of a probe particle by the system of N bosons
Let us consider a scattering process where the probe particle is scattered from an initial state with
momentum p i = ftfc; and energy e, to a final state with momentum pj = hkf and energy £f. Meanwhile
the JV-boson system changes from an initial state 4n having an energy E, to a final state <j>f with an energy
EfIn order to evaluate the scattering amplitude associated with this process, we first calculate the matrix
element of Hint between the initial and final states |fcj,<fo) and \kj,<t>j) of the global system:

{kf,<t>f\Hint\ki,<t>i) =

{kf,<j>f\±J2UWe~iKRP(K)\ki'&)
K

= £«(iiO<<A/|/5(i<r)l<^(fc;
K

-kf-K)

(kf,4>f\Hint\ki,^i)=U(q)(4>f\p(.q)\<l>i)
with q =
fci-fe/
(124)
Let us now analyze the structure of equation (124), where the 6-function 6(fc, — kf — K) accounts for
the momentum conservation. The term U(q) describes the diffusion of the probe particle by a single boson,
independently from the quantum state of the N-boson system. By contrast, the last term (4>f\p{q)\<Pi),
which does not depend on the interaction potential, corresponds to the interference effects between the
contributions of the different bosons of the target.
Within the Born approximation, the transition rate rtf between the initial and the final state is given by
the Fermi golden rule:
rif =

'^\U(q)\2\(</>f\p(q)\4>i}\25(Ef~Ei-tu)

(125)

where tuo = e; — £/ is the energy transfer from the probe to the N-boson system.
The formalism that we have developed here to describe the scattering of a probe particle can be extended
to Bragg scattering, where the absorption of a photon of energy hwi is followed by the stimulated emission
of a photon of energy hwi- In this process, the energy and momentum transfers write hw = h(u>x — wa)
and q = k\ — &2, respectively. One can scan w by keeping for instance u»i fixed and scanning u>2- Strictly
speaking, one also modifies q. However, in the usual case where the energy transfer is small ( u C u j , UJ2),
the momentum transfer is essentially determined by the angle between k\ andfc2»and depends only weakly
on the change of \k2 \ • In the following, we will therefore neglect the dependence of q upon to.
5.1.2. Dynamic and static structure factors
The dynamic structure factor S(q, u>) corresponds to the terms in equation (125) that depend only on the
iV-boson system. More precisely, we have:

5(«?^) = ^|(^|p((z)|0 i )| 2 S(£ i -S / + M
/

(126)

In this expression, we sum over the final states of the bosonic system to account for the fact that we measure
only the final state of the scattered particle. Equation (126) can be easily generalized to the case when the
initial state is a statistical mixture of states tpi with weights 7r,:

S(q,u) = X > J2\^f^^f&^E'
468
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The variations of S(q, u>) with u are directly related to the dependence of the scattering cross-section on
LJ in the direction q. This gives access to the energy spectrum of the elementary excitations.
The static structure factor S(q) = Jd(fii>j) S(q,ui) represents the total scattered intensity for a given
momentum transfer q. S(q) can be rewritten:
S(q)=

= J2\(4>f\p(<lMi)\2,

[d(hw)S(q,u,)
J

S(q) = (<t>i\p\q)p(q)\fa)

(128)

f

This shows that S(q) depends only onfaand q. The static structure factor thus yields some information

on fa.

We now express the structure factors S(q,cj) and S(q) in terms of correlation functions. Indeed, one
can write the 6-function of equation (126) as &(Ei — E; +ftw)= ^ J_^ exp[—i(Ei — E; — hw)t/h] dt,
hence:

S(q,u)=~

Z7r

f+™

dte-^tY,{$i\p]i<iMl)(4>f\p{<l)\4>i)J{El-EMh

J-OO

j

'

v

'

(^ / |e i «'/« / 5( q ) e -iHt/«|0 j )

1

S(q,w) = —
2?r

f + aa

dte~^t{fa\p^q,t = O)p(q,t)\fa)

(129)

7-oo
In this expression, S(q,w) appears as the time Fourier transform of the average value infaof the product
of two Heisenberg operators p(q) taken at two different times. Noting that the product of Fourier transforms
p^(q,t = 0)p(q,t) can be expressed as the Fourier transform of the corresponding convolution product,
one can also consider S(q,u) as the spatio-temporal Fourier transform of Jd3r' {</>i\pi(r',t = 0) x
pi(r' + r,t)j^>.
Similarly, S(q) appears as the spatial Fourier transform of f d3r' (fa\pi(r')pi(r' + r)\fa). Let us now
write the one-body density operators in terms offieldoperators (27):

Pl(r')pi(r' + r)= ^ t (r')^(r')^ t (r + r')$(r + r') = i>\r') [$^(r + r')ip(r') + &{r)]$(r + r')
pi(r')pi{r' +r) = b(r):$\r'):$(r') + ^(r')4>t(r + r')$(r + r')i;(r')

(130)

Finally, one gets:

ydV(&|j5,(r')A(r' + r)|0i>=JV6(r) + J dV G<2)(r',r'+ r)

(131)

where the last term represents the total probability to find in the state \fa) two particles separated by r.
5.1.3. Static structure factor of a homogeneous condensate
We now calculate the static structure factor S(q) in the simple case of a homogeneous condensate, both
in the variational approximation and using the Bogolubov theory. We then compare these calculations to
experimental results.
• Within the variational approximation, the ground state of a homogeneous condensate is the solution of
the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (61). Because of the translational invariance of the system, the ground
state is the statefc= 0, so that the initial quantum state of the condensate is \fa) = |no = N, rn = 0 for
i 7^ 0). In order to evaluate S(q) = (4>i\p^(q)p(q)\fa), we calculate:
p(iMi) = Y,&Uq

&

k\4>i) = a+aolfa) = ^N\n0 = N-l,nq

= l)

(132)

if fcs^O
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This yields immediately:

(133)

S(q) = N

• We now calculate the static structure factor in the framework of the Bogolubov theory, which is valid for
r < T c and pa3 -C 1. Looking for an approximate expression for p(q), we can neglect in pi{q)p{q) all
terms containing less than two operators &o or &£, similarly to what we have done in Section 4. We can
also replace &o and OQ" by \/~N. Such a treatment amounts to neglecting in p(q) all terms containing less
than one operator a0 or a^ :
P(Q) = Yl°'k+q&k - &t&o + a£a-q ~ VN(&+ + a_,)

(134)

k

We now express p(q) in terms of the operators b^ and 6*. creating and annihilating an elementary
excitation with momentum k. Using equations (106) and (107), one gets from equation (134):
p{q) ~ VN[(cosh9q -smh0q)b+ + (cosh9q -sinh9q)b-q}

(135)

We have already seen that the calculation of S(q) involves that of p{q)\4n). If we assume the initial state
\4>i) of the condensate to be the Bogolubov ground state \4>o), which verifies 6^1 </>o) = 0 Vfc, then we get:
p(q)\<t>o) = VN{cosh6q - sinh6l,)6+|<^>

(136)

Hence:
S(q) = ^(coshe, - smh0q)2{<f>o\bqb+\<Po) = JV(cosh6>9 - sinhe,) 2 (^ 0 |l - b+bq\<j>0)
S(q) = N{cosh8q - sinhtf,)2

(137)

Using equation (105), we can write the explicit dependence of S(q) on q:

S(q) = N(cosh29q-amh20q) =
i

S(q)=N.

fc2

^

N

,

=(1 - tanh26>J = N J1

^l-tanh22e,

with e, = ~

2

V1

~tanh2^

+ tanh2

^
(138)

In the limit q —> oo, the condensate is in the free-particle regime where eq > pg = p, (fi being the
chemical potential). In this situation one finds S(q) —> N. We recover here the same result as with the
variational approach.
By contrast, the limit q —> 0 corresponds to the phonon-like regime (see Section 4). This corresponds to
eq < pg and therefore leads to:
S(q)~q^0N^^<xq

(139)

According to the Bogolubov approach, S(q) vanishes linearly with q when q —> 0. The discrepancy
between equations (133) and (139) gives evidence for the fact that the approximation of the condensate
wave-function by a product state is not sufficient to account properly for all physical effects.
• These theoretical predictions can be compared to the experimental results obtained by W. Ketterle and
coworkers [27]. The authors have used small angle stimulated Bragg scattering to probe excitations of a
condensate, and they explored both the free-particle and phonon regimes by changing the atomic density
for a fixed momentum transfer. The results show indeed a significant weakening of the line strength of
the Bragg resonance when one increases the density to enter the phonon regime.
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Finally, one can give a simple interpretation for the behaviour of the static structure factor of a condensate.
We have seen in Section 4, equation (117), that the ground state wave function \4>o) of a homogeneous
condensate in the Bogolubov theory is a linear superposition of |n.o = iV,0,0,...) and of Fock states of
the kind \n0 = N — 2, n*. = 1, n_fe = 1,0,0,...). Therefore, there are two different ways of imparting a
momentum q to the condensate: one can either start from \no =N,0,0,...} and promote a zero-momentum
particle to momentum q, or start with \no = N — 2, nq = 1, n _ , = 1,0,0,...) and transfer a particle from
momentum — q to zero-momentum. The resulting state for both paths is |no = N — 1, nq = 1,0,0,...), so
that one has to sum the corresponding transition amplitudes. For high momentum transfers q however, the
state |no = N - 2, nq = l,n-q = 1,0,0,...) has a negligible weight in \4>o) and the static structure factor
is simply equal to AT, as for a perfect gas. By contrast, for q —> 0 a destructive interference between the two
paths leads to a vanishing structure factor.
5.2. About interferences in detection signals
Following the discussion about the vanishing of the static structure factor of a condensate, we now wish
to clarify the general concept of quantum interference. Indeed, thinking about interference brings to the
mind the picture of interfering waves, although interference effects can as well be observed in cases where
a description in terms of classical light or matter waves cannot be implemented. What are the 'objects' that
interfere then?
For a N-boson system, when the ground state of the system is not a macroscopic matter wave, the
correlation functions cannot be written as products of matter waves. One can gain some physical insight
into the interference phenomenon by writing the correlation functions in a particular way. We consider
here for example the second order correlation function G^2) (r t, r' t'), which describes a double-detection
signal. If the initial state of the system is a statistical mixture of states |xi) with weights TT,, one has, {|u^)}
being an orthonormal basis of states:
GW(rt,rY) = <^t( r ,t)^t( r ' ) ^( r ' i ^( r ) t )) = ^ f f . { x 4 |^t( P ) ^t( r ' i t ')^( r ' ) t ')^( r > f )| x .)
i

t

= X>i<X# M)£V,0 hr>/)<u/|] $(r',t')t(r,t)\Xi)
i

^

}• f

=1

G<2>(rt,rY) = £>X>/Wr',t'Mr,t)IXi>| 2
i

(140)

f

The detection signal is thus obtained by averaging over the initial states \xt) and summing over the
final states \uf) the transition probabilities \Afi\2 = |{u/|V>(r',£')V>(r,£)|xi)|2. Let us now consider a
single transition amplitude Aji. Because i/)(r, t) is a linear superposition of operators corresponding to the
different 'modes' il>i(r), Afi is a sum of amplitudes associated to detections in different modes.
For a two-mode problem, for instance, i>(r,t) = &i(t)ipi(r) + a2(t)il>2(r), s o that Afi is the sum of 4
amplitudes, as shown infigure5.
The transition probability |^4/i| 2 contains crossed terms, i.e. terms of the kind V J 2( r )^i( r ") which
correspond to detections in different modes. Therefore, one can say that the 'objects' that interfere are
transition amplitudes, giving rise to fringes in the detection signal, provided that there exists at least two
possible paths between the initial state and a given final state.
In the simple case of a two-boson state \xt) = |fci,fc2) with one boson having momentumfciand another
one having a momentum k^, if the two detections are simultaneous (i = £'), then only two interfering paths
exist:
(1) the process where ki is detected in r and k2 in r' has an amplitude exp(ifci • r) exp(ifc2 • r')\
(2) the one with k\ detected in r' and k% in r has an amplitude exp(ifci • r ' ) exp(ifc2 • r ) .
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Figure 5. Schematic
representation of the four
amplitudes which interfere
in a double counting
experiment.

Figure 6. Schematic representation of
the two interfering paths for a
two-photon state with one photon in
each mode.
Both paths end in the vacuum state, and the total transition amplitude A is the sum of the two contributions,
namely A a exp(ifei • r ) exp(i&2 • r') + exp(i&i • r') exp(iA;2 • r). The transition probability then exhibits
interference fringes:
| A \ 2 oc 1 + 1 + 2Re[e i ( f e i- f e =H p - r ')] = 2[l + cos(fcx - fc2) • (r - r ' ) ]

(141)

One can easily see that the probability of detecting one boson in r does not depend on r , since it is
proportional to | exp(ifei • r) (2 +1 exp(iAi2 • >") | 2 = 2. Once a boson is detected in r, however, the probability
to detect the second one in r' is a sinusoidal function of r — r', as shown by equation (141).
Note that similar effects exist for photons [28] (see also [2], Comp. Am). Concerning two-photon states,
one clearly identifies the two interfering paths by introducing emitters E\ and Ei for the two photons in
modes 1 and 2, respectively, as well as two detectors D and D' (see figure 6).
6. Matter waves versus light waves: effect of atom-atom interactions
The approach we have adopted in this article makes it clear that bosonic quantum gases exhibit many
analogies with quantum optical fields. However, there are also some major differences, in particular those
related with the interactions between atoms. We study in this section the effect of atom-atom interactions
first on the relative phase of two condensates in different traps, and then on the behaviour of two condensates
in the same trap.
6.1. Relative phase of two condensates in different traps
We use here notations similar to the ones of Section 3.3: the condensates 1 and 2 situated in 1*1 and
T2 are associated with macroscopic matter waves i/>i(r) a n d ^ ( f ) , respectively. We now study the time
evolution of the spatial coherence between the two condensates under the effect of interactions within each
condensate (we neglect the interactions between the two condensates). Using the Heisenberg point of view,
one has:
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with

(142)

and a2(t) = eiS't/na2e-iS^'i

(143)

tf(ri)Mr2)(at(t)a2(t))

a+(t) = e i ^'/ f t a+e" i 5 l t / f t

In equation (143), Ht is the Hamiltonian of condensate i, including the interaction potential. Inserting a
closure relation in equations (143) yields:

a+(<) = ^ v W T I | n 1 + I>(n 1 |e i ^ ( " 1+1) - B (" l) " /S

(144)

tn

&2(t) = J2^\n*

- l){n2\SE^-^-E^^lh

(145)

We get:

{$f(r1,t)i>(r2}t)) = ^2 V)i(''i)V'2(^2)v^2V'ni + I(ni,n2\p\ni + l,n3 - 1)
711,712
x e i[B(n 1 +l,7i 2 -l)-£(ni,7 12 )](/fi

(146)

The spatial coherence between the two condensates appears as a sum of terms proportional to the
coherence between \n\, n2) and \n\ + 1,712 — 1) and oscillating at the corresponding Bohr frequencies.
Let us consider an initial state of the system with a well-defined spatial coherence, for instance a
phase state \N,6) (see Section 3.3.1). In the following, we label the states |ni,7i2) by n = «i — n2,
n\ + n,2 = N being fixed. One can write 711,2 = ^(N ± n) and n can take values from -JV to N in
steps of 2. The spatial coherence (ip^(ri,t)ip(r2,t)) between the condensates is then proportional to
£ „ v/(iV-n)(iV + n+l)"{n|p|n + 2)exp(i[.E(n + 2) - E{n)]t/h).
To go further in the discussion while keeping the calculations as simple as possible, we consider the
case of two homogeneous condensates in boxes of size L, with the same scattering length o; in this
case the Hamiltonian is reduced to the interaction Hamiltonian (see Section 3.1.1), namely H1 + H2 =
g(N? + iV|)/(2£ 3 ), with g = 4nh2a/m (54). This yields:
E{n) = ^ 3 [(N + nf + {N- nf] = -^

(iV2 + n 2 )

(147)

As shown infigure7, E{n) varies quadratically with n, so that the relevant quantity E(n + 2) — E(n) =
g(n + l ) / £ 3 is linear.
As a consequence of the atom-atom interactions within each condensate, the evolution frequencies of the
coherences (n|p|n + 2} form a comb of equally spaced frequencies gin + l)/(ftL 3 ), n varying from —N
to N. We have seen in Section 3.3.1 that the dispersion in n in a phase state is on the order of %/JV. Then
the frequency spreading Au of the spatial coherence {tp^(ri, t)ip(r2, t)) is Aw ~ V~Ng/(hL3), hence a

Figure 7. Energy E(n) of two interacting
homogeneous condensates as a function of
n = n\ —712.
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coherence time:
T

c

o

h

^

= ^

(148)

where /x = gN/L3 is the chemical potential.
Moreover, since the frequencies g(n + 1)/(HL3) are equally spaced by g/hL3,
the spatial coherence after a time:

T rev ~

one expects a revival of

hi3
hN
= — > Teh
9
M

(149)

6.2. Two condensates in the same trap
We now consider the situation where two ensembles of bosonic atoms 1 and 2, prepared in two different
hyperfine or Zeeman sublevels, are both present in the same trap. Such a configuration was obtained
experimentally with Rubidium atoms at JILA [29] and with Sodium atoms at MIT [30]. To describe the
interactions with the same approximation as in the rest of the course, three coupling constants gn = pi,
922 = 92, 921 = 912 and three scattering lengths oi, a.2, 021 = 012 are needed.
We first try to elucidate whether the two condensates are spatially separated or mixed. If 912 » gi,92,
one expects that the two condensates would rather separate in order to minimize the interactions 1-2. To go
further, we consider the simplified situation of a homogeneous system in a box of volume V, with N atoms
in the state |1) and N atoms in |2). This system can find itself in two states: either the two components
are mixed and occupy both the whole volume V, or they are separated, the component 1 or 2 occupying a
volume xV or (1- x)V, respectively. We denote the total energy of the system by E\ in the former case,
and by E\\ in the latter. The calculation of E\ is straightforward:
I N

I N

2

2

N2

N2

Ei = ^91 -y + 2 ^ 2 - ^ + 9i2-y- = 2^(91 + 92 + 2912)

(150)

To calculate En, we can neglect g^ since the two condensates are separated. We get:
1

N2

1

AT2

N2 r S i

g2 I

(151)

G(x)
The value of x can be determined by minimizing G(x), which yields x = ^/g~i/(y/9i + y/g~2~), hence:

G(x) = Vgl(Vgl + v^)+Vgl(Vgl + V&) = (Vg7 + Vgl)2

(152)

Finally, one gets:
jy2

£11 = ^y [91 + 92 + 2v/9l92~]

(153)

Comparing equations (150) and (153), one can conclude that:
(1) if 912 > \/9ig2, Ei > Eu and the two condensates separate;
(2) if (?i2 < y/gTgi, E\ < Eu so that both components are mixed.
We now study the role played by the mutual interactions between the two condensates concerning
the coherence time r co h calculated in Section 6.1. We have indeed seen that the scrambling of the
relative phase 9 between the two condensates is due to the fact that the Bohr frequencies u)(ni,ri2) =
\[E(ni + I,ri2 — 1) — E{ni,ri2)} appearing in the evolution of (oj(t)a,2{t)) (see equation (146)) are
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spread over an interval bu> ~ \/Ng/(hL3)
when ni and n 2 vary over an interval A n ~ %/JV around n\ and
n 2 . How are these results modified when one takes p 1 2 into account? We discuss here the homogeneous
case, which is the simplest. Note that a more general theoretical study of a binary mixture of condensates
has been performed by A. Sinatra and Y. Castin [31].
The relevant Bohr frequency u)(n\, n 2 ) can be written:
u(ni,ra 2 ) = -r [E(m + 1,712 - 1) - E{nun2)]
ft

= \ (-£- - ^
)£(wi,n 2 )
n \on\ on?,)

w(ni,n 2 ) = ^[/Ui(ni,n 2 )-/i2(ni,w 2 )]

(154)

When ni and n2 vary over an interval An around n\ and n 2 (with ni + n 2 = n\ 4- n 2 = JV imposed by
the super-selection rule), the Bohr frequency spreading Au is written:
Aw~a;(ni + A n , n 2 - A n ) -u)(n"i,rT2) ^ An(

\OTi

^—Mwi,w2)
O7l2)

ni=ni,nj=n2

(155)

In the present case of a homogeneous mixture of two condensates in a box of volume V = L3, the energy
E(711,712) is written:
S(ni,n2) = - f f i y + - f f 2 y + S i 2 ^

(156)

This gives, using equation (154):
A*i,2(wi,w2) = ^ — S(wi,w2) = S 1 , 2 ^ r +9n^y-

(157)

/
. 1 / ni
n2
no — ni \
w(r»i,n2) = - ( f l i - ^ - - f l 2 ^ + ^ 2 - ^ - 1 )

(158)

Finally, one gets:
Aa; ~ j^r(gi

+g2- 2g12)

(159)

Since Tco^ ~ 1/ALJ, one easily recovers the result of equation (148) by taking gi 2 = 0 and A n ~ y/N.
By contrast, if g i 2 j= 0 the Bohr frequency spread is decreased and the coherence time increases. In
particular, when g\2 - (ffi + 92)/2 one has ACJ = 0 and thus Tcoh -> 00.
Although this behaviour seems surprising, one can find a simple physical explanation for it. For a given
An, the relevant quantity is the variation of JJI - /x2 when ni increases by 1 and n 2 decreases by 1.
• If <?12 = 0, ni increases when m increases because there are then more atoms interacting in condensate 1.
Similarly, /i 2 decreases because n% decreases. As a result, Hi — Wi increases.
• If one takes into account the mutual interactions between the two condensates, then Hi increases with
ni as above. However, at the same time the interaction of the atoms of condensate 1 with the ones of
condensate 2 decreases because n 2 decreases (see equation (157)). Globally, the variation of fj-i c a n be
smaller than when gu = 0, and it can even vanish. A symmetric argument applies for the variation of /x2
when n 2 decreases.
Experimentally, the long coherence times observed at JILA with 87 Rb [32] possibly originate from the
phenomenon we have discussed here, since the interaction parameters are such that 2<ji2 ~ </i + <?2-
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7. Conclusion
In this article, we have shown that Bose-Einstein condensates can be described by quantum states
analogous to those used in quantum optics, with the advantage that they do not violate any super-selection
rule (see Section 2.2.3). Using a variational approximation, we have shown that it is possible to associate
to the condensate a 3D matter wave allowing one to study many coherence properties. In particular, we
have seen that a relative phase between two condensates can exist only if the state of the two condensates
is a linear superposition of states |ni, 712) with different values of ni —ni, n\ and n.2 being the number of
bosons in each condensate and n\ + 712 being fixed and equal to N.
Experimentally, the detection of a condensate is often achieved by particle or light scattering; we have
introduced dynamical and static structure factors describing this scattering in the framework of the linear
response theory. We have shown that some physical effects cannot be accounted for within the variational
approximation but require a more elaborate approach, such as the Bogolubov theory.
Finally, we have studied the effects of atom-atom interactions on the dynamics of the condensate, and in
particular on the scrambling of the relative phase of two condensates, either in two different traps or in the
same trap.
Concerning future studies, a great challenge would consist of preparing a system of two condensates in
states such as ci \n\ = N, 712 = 0) + C2 \ri\ = 0,712 = N). Such states could indeed be considered as linear
superpositions of two different macroscopic states (sometimes called 'SchrOdinger cats').
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Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
The originality of the condensate described in this paper is that atoms are condensed,
not in the electronic ground state, but in an excited state lying 20 eV above the ground
state. This excited state is a long-lived metastable state. At first sight, one expects Penning
collisions between two metastable atoms to reduce dramatically the number of atoms in
the metastable state and to prevent the density in phase space to reach the threshold
value for condensation. In fact, as first pointed out in reference 4 of this paper, total spin
selection rules produce a strong quenching of Penning collisions for spin polarized atoms in
a magnetic trap. The fact that the experiment described in this paper, and also a similar
experiment performed in Orsay (A. Robert et al., Science 292, 461 (2001)), have produced
a condensate of metastable helium, is a clear confirmation of the predicted quenching of
Penning collisions in our experimental conditions.
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Bose-Einstein Condensation of Metastable Helium
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We have observed a Bose-Einstein condensate in a dilute gas of 4He in the 235[ metastable state.
We find a critical temperature of (4.7 ± 0.5) fJ-K and a typical number of atoms at the threshold of
8 X 106. The maximum number of atoms in our condensate is about 5 X 105. An approximate value
for the scattering length a = (16 ± 8) nm is measured. The mean elastic collision rate at threshold is
then estimated to be about 2 X 104 s~', indicating that we are deeply in the hydrodynamic regime. The
typical decay time of the condensate is 2 s, which places an upper bound on the rate constants for twobody and three-body inelastic collisions.
DOI: \0.U03/PhysRevLett.86.3459

PACS numbers: 03.75.Fi, 05.30.Jp, 32.80.Pj

Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of dilute atomic
on a microchannel plate, whereas we use an optical abgases was first observed in alkali atoms in 1995 and then,
sorption imaging of the atomic cloud on a charge-coupled
a few years later, in atomic hydrogen. Since then, the field
device (CCD) camera. The two experiments therefore give
has developed in a spectacular way both experimentally
different and complementary information on the physics of
and theoretically [1]. So far only condensates with atoms
BEC in 4He*.
in their electronic ground state have been produced.
The first step of our experiment is the efficient loadSeveral laboratories are currently involved in the search
ing of a magneto-optical trap (MOT). The experimental
for BEC of atoms in an excited state, namely, noble gases
setup is described in detail in [7]. A discharge atomic
in an excited metastable state. Helium in its triplet metasource ensures a high flux of triplet metastable atoms of
stable 2 3 S| state (4He*) is of particular interest. The first 10' 4 atoms/s.sr, with a mean velocity of about 1000 m/s.
advantage of 4He* is its large internal energy (19.8 eV). It
The atomic beam is collimated [8] and Zeeman slowed
allows for very efficient detection of the atom by ionizaby laser light at 1083 nm (2 3 5|-2 3 f2 transition). A nartion after collision with another atom or a surface, which
row frequency band master oscillator (distributed Bragg recan be of interest for atomic lithography [2,3]. Second, flector diode laser) injects a Yb-doped fiber amplifier with
helium is a relatively simple atom which allows for quasian output power of 500 mW. Using this setup, it is posexact calculations that are useful in metrological applicasible to trap —8 X 108 atoms in the MOT at a temperature
tions. Third, mixtures of ?He and 4 He can be used to study
of 1 mK.
4
quantum degenerate mixtures of bosons and fermions. FiHe* atoms are confined at the center of a small (4 X
nally, Penning collisions are expected to be inhibited for
4 X 5 cm) quartz cell. All coils are external to the cell
spin polarized atoms due to spin selection rules. This ef(see Fig. 1). Coils Q{ and Q2 (144 turns and 7 cm diamefect, first pointed out in [4], was confirmed by subsequent
ter) combined with coil C3 (108 turns and 4 cm diameter)
calculations [5].
produce an anisotropic magnetic Ioffe-Pritchard trap. Two
The present Letter describes the observation of BEC of
additional Helmholtz coils reduce the bias field, in order
4
He* atoms. Similar results have also been obtained at
to increase the radial confinement of the trap. A current of
IOTA, Orsay [6]. The two experiments differ by their de45 A in all the coils produces a 4.2 G bias field, radial gratection methods. The IOTA group detects the atoms falling
dients of 280 G/cm, and an axial curvature of 200 G/cm 2 .
0031-9007/01/86(16)/3459(4)$15.00
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FIG. 1. Top view of the magnetic trap. Coils Qt and £>i
produce a quadrupole field used for the MOT. Combined with
a third coil Cj, they produce a magnetic Ioffe-Pritchard trap.
Helmholtz coils H\ and Hj compensate the bias field. The
probe beam used for optical detection is perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis of the trap.
These values correspond to trapping frequencies of 115 Hz
in the axial and 1090 Hz in the radial directions. The current in the coils can be switched off in 200 /as.
FIG. 2. (a) Time-of-flight absorption images (1.4 x 1.4 mm)
after an
The second step of the experiment is the loading of the
expansion time of 0.2, 2, and 8 ms: (b) ellipticity of
tne
..
f,
. r.
»/irvr c u tu
condensate tor increasing expansion times. The solid line
tc ,
magnettc trap. After switching off the MOT field, the
j s ( h e t h e o r e t i c a l p r e d i c t i o n * i t n £ u t a n y a d j u s t a b l e p a r a m e ters.
cloud is further cooled down to about 300 fiK during a
T h e i nvers ion of ellipticity is characteristic of the behavior of an
1 ms optical molasses phase. To increase the transfer effiexpanding condensate,
ciency from the molasses to the magnetic trap, the atoms
are optically pumped by a circularly polarized laser pulse.
mO nic trap in the Thomas-Fermi limit [10]. The function
3 X 108 atoms are loaded in the magnetic trap. The life- for the thermal cloud is a g2 function valid for a bosonic
time of the atomic cloud in the magnetic trap is about 35 s,
g a s close to the transition where the chemical potential /x
and its temperature is 1.2 mK after compression and bias
j s a n adjustable parameter [1]. From the fit, we extract the
compensation.
ratio between the number of atoms in the condensate, No,
The last step of the experiment consists of evaporative
a n d the total number of atoms, N. Plotting No/N versus
cooling performed by radio frequency (rf) induced spin
the temperature T (Fig. 3) gives the value of the critical
flips. The frequency is ramped down from 160 MHz to
temperature Tc = (4.7 ± 0.5) fj-K, which is confirmed by
around 12 MHz in 15 s. After evaporation, the trap is
a TOF measurement performed on a thermal cloud just
switched off and the cloud released from the trap is probed
above the transition,
by absorption imaging on a CCD camera whose quantum
efficiency is 1.5% at 1083 nm.
When the rf frequency of the evaporation is ramped
down to a final frequency below 13 MHz, a narrow structure appears on the absorption image which we identify as
a condensate. The strongest evidence for the presence of
the condensate is the evolution of the shape of this structure
when released from the trap in the time-of-flight (TOF)
measurement. Its ellipticity increases as the expansion
time is increased, and its anisotropy undergoes an inversion (see Fig. 2a). This observation is a consequence of
the mean-field interaction between atoms in the condensate
[9], The theoretical prediction containing no adjustable parameters agrees well with our measurements (see Fig. 2b).
The spatial distribution of the absorption pictures is fitted with the sum of two functions, one for the condensate and one for the thermal cloud (see inset in Fig. 3). m?- 3- j r o n ? e n s e ? fract.'°n.M)/Ar versus T. The inset shows
_,, .
. „ ,
,
.
.
,
.
a ID profile of an absorption image, displaying a bimodal strucThe function for the condensate 1S an integration along the
t u r e £ , m p o s e d o f a condensate and a thermal component, which
Z axis of a paraboloidal distribution. It describes the equij s characteristic of the bosonic gas below Tc. The thermal comlibrium density profile of the condensate within the harponent is fitted for clarity.
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The results presented until now are based only on measured sizes of the clouds and on relative numbers like
NQ/N which do not require absolute calibration of the opfical detection. The procedure described previously for the
measurement of ellipticity and critical temperature is not
suitable for absolute measurements of <V and Na. So, we
use a different procedure to calibrate the number of atoms
at threshold. The current is switched off in two steps: first,
in the Helmholtz coils, then, after a delay of 10 ms, in the
three coils Q\, {?:• and C.i, whereas the current in all five
coils was switched off simultaneously for the measurements above. Then, we take an absorption image with an
exposure time Tcxp = 200 fis after a TOF time of 5 ms.
This procedure minimizes the effects of eddy currents of
the Helmholtz coils which last several milliseconds, Zeeman shifting the atomic resonance with respect to the probe
beam frequency [11|. There are two other obvious sources
of sensitivity losses. First, the width of the absorption line
shape is measured to be twice the natural linewidth, which
we attribute to laser linewidth and power broadening. This
reduces the absorption cross section by a factor of 2. Second. the probe beam propagates perpendicularly to the
,v axis of the loffe-Pritchard trap (see Fig. I) along which
atoms are polarized. It would therefore be necessary to
take into account the populations of the different Zeeman sublevels. and the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the
various Zeeman optical transitions excited by the probe
beam. But any residual magnetic field redistributes the
populations among Zeeman sublevels. Assuming equally
populated sublevels increases the loss by a factor of 9/5.
Finally, there is another source of losses which is specific
to 4He when optically detected and particularly important at the high densities obtained in our experiment. The
metastable atoms have a huge Penning ionization cross section in the presence of resonant light, so that losses can
accumulate during the probe pulse at large densities. Unfortunately, probing at low intensity is no longer possible
if Tcx|, is made shorter because of the low efficiency of the
CCD camera. This long exposure time also increases the
acceleration of the atoms due to radiation pressure which
pushes them out of resonance [12]. In the present stage
of the experiment, it is difficult to give a quantitative description of the combined effect of these phenomena. So,
we prefer to wait an expansion time of 5 ms to sufficiently
reduce the atomic density. Indeed, we observe that the
measured number of atoms is an increasing function of
the expansion time reaching a plateau after 5-6 ms. After
the corrections mentioned above, the total number of atoms
/V, at the threshold is measured to be 5 X 106 atoms with
an accuracy of about 50%.
N, can also be estimated from Nc = 1.202(A'#T(//?di)"\
where Co is the geometrical average of the frequencies of
the trap (13). We deduce A',. = 8.2 X 106 atoms with an
uncertainty of about 30cA compatible with the previous
value. Because it is easier to trace down the error on Nr
when derived from T,. we arbitrarily choose this value of
iV,. to estimate the scattering length a. Also, assuming
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that the transition occurs at a phase space density equal to
n(0)A3dB = 2.612, where A ^ is the de Broglie wavelength,
we can also derive the density at the center of the trap
n(0) = (3.8 ± 0.7) X 1013 atoms/cm3 at the transition,
Within the Thomas-Fermi approximation, one can extract the chemical potential /J- from the size of the condensate [10]. As the optical detection around the transition has
been calibrated, we can now use our previous relative measurements to deduce the absolute number of condensed
atoms No below the transition. Typical values of /t =
1.4 X 10~29 J and No — (4 ± 1.5) x 105 are obtained
with condensates prepared at temperatures ranging from
1.2 to 3 /itK. Finally, an estimation of the scattering
length a can be given using a — a/lSN^ X (2/u,//5<u)5/'2,
where a — (R/m&)1'2 is the characteristic size of the
ground state of the trap. We find a = (16 it 8) nm which
is compatible with the value given by recent theoretical
works [5,14], The error is mostly due to the uncertainty
on the number of atoms. Knowing the scattering length a,
the density at the center of the trap «(0), and the critical
temperature Tt., we obtain a mean rate of elastic collisions
yC0[\ —2X 104 s~' near threshold, leading to &>/ycon =
0.17. We thus enter in the hydrodynamic regime, an interesting feature for a gas above Tc [15-18].
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the number of atoms in
the condensate versus the trapping time. The typical lifetime is about 2 s. In the present stage of the experiment,
it is not possible to discriminate between two-body and
three-body decay. However, assuming that only two-body
collisions lead to losses in the condensate, we can place
an upper bound on the collision rate constant G between
spin polarized 4 He ! atoms, which is predicted to be inhibited by a factor of 104 compared with the rate constant for
Penning ionization collisions between unpolarized atoms,
The evolution equation of the number of atoms N(t) =
-C f n2(r)d^/\ integrated on the whole condensate in
the Thomas-Fermi approximation, gives the evolution of
the number of atoms Nn in the condensate. A fit leads to
C =£ (4.2 ± 0.6) x 10" l4 cmVs. which corresponds to a

piG. 4. Decay of the condensate. This measurement was performed with an if shield at 12.3 MHz.
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reduction factor larger than 2 X 10 3 , much larger than the
previously measured ones [19,20], in agreement with theoretical calculations [4,5].
If one assumes now that three-body collisions are responsible
for the decay of JV0, one can as well give an
K
„
, „ , , ;,. .
upper bound for the rate constant L defined by N{t) =
-L J V ( r ) d 3 > \ Fitting our data gives L == (2.8 ± 0.2) X
10" 27 cm 6 /s. This value can be compared to theoretical
predictions [21,22]: for example, our upper limit is compatible with [21], which finds L = 3.9ha4/2m = 2 X
JQ-27 c m 6 / s
In conclusion, this Letter shows the evidence for the for-

mation of a BEC of helium atoms in the metastable state

^,-ir
„
,
, .
J
. • 1 ••
2 3 S,.
Our results concerning the losses due to inelastic
collisions show that the spin polarization does inhibit the
Penning ionization collisions between two metastable heHum atoms by more than 3 orders of magnitude, as theoreticaliy predicted. We find a large scattering length, which
results in very large rates of elastic collisions: the cold gas
at threshold is in the hydrodynamic regime, which we plan
to study in more detail. We also plan to exploit further
the original characteristics of this newborn condensate of
atoms in an excited state
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Paper 9.3
J. Leonard, M. Walhout, A. P. Mosk, T. Miiller, M. Leduc and Cohen-Tannoudji, "Giant
helium dimers produced by photoassociation of ultracold metastable atoms," Phys. Rev.
Lett. 91, 073203 (2003).
Reprinted with permission of the American Physical Society.
This paper describes photoassociation experiments performed on ultracold metastable
helium atoms cooled just above the threshold for Bose-Einstein condensation. The originality of this experiment is that the dimers which are formed by photoassociation are bound
in a purely long range potential, where not only the attractive part but also the repulsive
part are due to resonant dipole-dipole interactions. The bound states in this potential can
thus be exactly calculated and their energies compared with experiment. The distance between the two metastable atoms is very large, being always larger than 150 atomic units
and reaching values of the order of 1150 atomic units. These giant dimers are therefore
insensitive to Penning ionization because the two atoms are too far apart. A new detection
scheme, not based on ion detection, must be used. In this experiment the photoassociation
is detected by an increase of temperature of the cloud due to the atoms resulting from the
radiative decay of the dimers. An excellent agreement is found between theory and experiment provided one includes retardation effects in the dipole-dipole interaction due to the
very large distance between the two atoms.
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Giant Helium Dimers Produced by Photoassociation of Ultracold Metastable Atoms
J. Leonard,* M. Walhout,f A. P. Mosk,* T. Miiller,8 M. Leduc, and C. Cohen-Tan noudji
Ecole Normale Superieure and College de France, Laboratoire Kastler Brossel, 24 rue Lhomond, 75231 Paris CEDEX 05, France
(Received 18 April 2003; revised manuscript received 19 June 2003; published 15 August 2003)
We produce giant, purely long-range helium dimers by photoassociation of metastable helium atoms
in a magnetically trapped, ultracold cloud The photoassociation laser is detuned close to the atomic
235] - 23P0 line and produces strong heating of the sample when resonant with molecular bound states.
The temperature of the cloud serves as an indicator of the molecular spectrum. We report good
agreement between our spectroscopic measurements and our calculations of the five bound states
belonging to a 0^ purely long-range potential well. These previously unobserved states have classical
inner turning points of about 150a0 and outer turning points as large as 1150a0.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett91.073203

In the purely long-range molecules first proposed by
Stwalley et al [1], the binding potential, including the
repulsive inner wall, depends only on the long-range part
of the atom-atom interaction, and the internuclear distance is always large compared with ordinary chemical
bond lengths. Theoretical description of these molecules
involves the leading C-j/R3 terms of the electric dipoledipole interaction and the fine structure inside each atom.
These well-known interactions allow precise calculation
of potential wells and rovibrational energies. Previous
experimental studies of such spectra in alkali atoms
have utilized the technique of laser-induced photoassociation (PA) in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) [2]. In
addition to testing calculations of molecular structure,
that work has produced precise measurements of excitedstate lifetimes, and has led to accurate determinations
of 5-wave scattering lengths for alkali systems, which are
of interest for studies of Bose-Einstein condensates
(BECs) [3,4].
This Letter reports novel spectroscopic measurements
and calculations for purely long-range molecules that are
produced when two 4He atoms in the metastable 23Sl
(He*) state absorb laser light tuned close to the 23S\ —
2 3 P 0 (Do) atomic line at A = 1083 nm. The minimum
internuclear distance in these dimers is unprecedentedly
large, reaching values of 150a0 (^o = 0.053 nm), so retardation clearly influences the dipole-dipole interactions. Another unique feature is that each dimer is
formed from two highly excited atoms carrying a total
of 40 eV. Also, we have developed an original, "calorimetric" method for detecting the formation of these
molecules. Instead of monitoring ion production rates,
which are usually high for He*, we measure the temperature increase of the cloud due to the presence of molecules. This turns out to be a great advantage, since
Penning ionization, which would normally destabilize
such energetic molecules, is strongly reduced as a consequence of the large internuclear distance in these giant
dimers.
This is the first observation of purely long-range molecular states in He*. Previous PA experiments were per073203-1

0031-9007/03/91(7)/073203(4)$20.00

PACS numbers: 34.20.Cf, 32.80.Pj, 34.50.Gb

formed in a He* MOT [5], but with a PA laser tuned close
to the 2 3 S, - 23P2 atomic line (D2 ~ 32 GHz below £»0">
There is no purely long-range potential linked to the
23S1 + 23P2 asymptote. The Utrecht group has also tried
to observe the purely long-range states that we study here,
near the Do line, but without success [6]. We believe their
lack of a result is explained by the fact that they monitor
the ion production rate, which is strongly reduced for
these states, as explained above.
Our experimental conditions differ significantly from
the ones reported in [5]. The atoms are confined in a
magnetic trap and cooled nearly to the BEC transition
[7,8]. The phase space density is typically 6 orders of
magnitude higher than in a MOT, so the PA process is
much more efficient [9]. Also, the temperature is 2 - 3
orders of magnitude lower, so the Doppler broadening L
small compared with the atomic natural line width T,
which allows for improved spectroscopic precision. In
addition, our magnetically trapped atoms are spin polarized in a single Zeeman sublevel of the 23S] state, so the
initial quasimolecular state is 5 2 ^ . Therefore, only ungerade excited states are accessible.
Figure 1 shows the only two potentials that can be
excited in our experiment in the vicinity of the Do atomic
line. The photoassociation experiment consists in driving
the transition from free pairs of 23Sx atoms to bound
states in the purely long-range 0 j well connected to the
23Si + 23P0 asymptote. Measurements of the bound-state
spectrum proceed as follows. About 109 atoms are
trapped in a MOT before being transferred into an
Ioffe-Pritchard magnetostatic trap with a nonzero minimum Bo in the trapping magnetic field. An evaporative
cooling sequence that utilizes RF-induced spin flips cools
the atoms to 2-30 fiK. The critical temperature for BoseEinstein condensation is in the range 1 to 4 /U.K, depending on the density [7,11].
Figure 2 sketches the experimental setup and sequence
for a typical PA experiment. After cooling, the cloud is
illuminated for a few ms by light from a "PA laser" beam
containing all polarization components relative to the
magnetic-field axis. Just after this PA pulse, the cloud is
© 2003 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Molecular potentials involved in the electronic excitation of two 23S, spin-polarized 4He atoms. The % + potential is taken from [10]. Note the change in energy and length
scales between the 5X+ and the purely long-range 0+ potential
wells. The excited potentials are calculated as described in the
text and are the only experimentally accessible potentials
linked to the 23S, + 23/>0 asymptote. Five bound states (v =
0 to 4) are observed in the 0+ well. Their inner turning points
are around 150a0. their outer turning points range from 250a0
(v = 0) to 1150a0 (f = 4).

locked to the Do line. The PA beam is tuned with sub
MHz precision to the molecular lines by acousto-optic
modulators. With this technique, we can reach the four
highest (v = 1 to v = 4) lines in the 0* well. For the v =
0 line, the PA laser must be further detuned. In this case
we use a temperature-tuned diode laser with a 3-MHz
spectral width, as well as a Fabry-Perot cavity to measure
its frequency relative to that of a reference laser locked to
the D2 atomic line. The accuracy of the v = 0 measurement is of the order of 10 MHz. The PA laser intensity is
always set lower than or of the order of the atomic
saturation intensity / sat ~ 0.16 mW/cm 2 , and the exposure time between 0.1 and 10 ms. Figure 3 shows typical
experimental data for the line v = 4. Figures 3(a) and
3(b) demonstrate that the peak optical density drops
significantly when the PA beam is resonant with a molecular line, even if trap loss is weak. This situation is
explained by the strong heating indicated in Fig. 3(c). The
temperature increase provides a very sensitive diagnostic
for resonances that produce little loss. Assuming that the
heat deposited in the cloud is proportional to the number
of molecules produced, we fit the frequency dependence
o f the temperature to a Lorentzian curve. The FWHM of
t n e molecular lines is measured at low intensities to be
3 0 ( 3 ) M H Z > w i t h i n t h e e x p e c t e d range for the molecular
radiative width (T S 2F)
T h e h e a t i n g mechanism that produces our signals can

released and then detected by means of destructive absorption imaging after ballistic expansion. The number of
atoms, the peak optical density, and the temperature are
thereby measured as functions of the PA laser frequency.
Accurate spectroscopy is performed with a PA beam
derived from a cavity-stabilized laser (width 0.3 MHz)

be roughly understood as follows. After absorbing
photon near the outer turning point, the molecular system
can decay radiatively into two fast metastable atoms, each
with a nonzero probability of being in the trapped state,
Since the trap depth is 10 mK, fast atoms can remain
trapped and heat up the cold cloud. This reasoning is
supported by the fact that we can convert the heating

FIG. 2. Experimental setup. A detailed description has been
published in [11]. (1) Metastable helium atoms are trapped and
evaporated down to a few //.K and a peak density of the order of
1013 cm"3. (2) The cloud is illuminated inside the magnetic
trap by the PA laser for a few ms. (3) The cloud is released.
After ballistic expansion, it is imaged on a CCD camera with a
magnification of 1.

FIG. 3. Detection of the line v = 4 in the 0^ potential well,
(a) Peak optical density, (b) atom number, and (c) temperature
in /iK versus PA laser frequency. Each point represents a new
evaporated cloud after PA pulse illumination and ballistic
expansion. The curves in graphs (a) and (b) indicate the
averaging of data over five adjacent points. The curve in graph
(c) is a Lorentzian fit to the data
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into trap loss if, after the PA pulse, we apply an RF
anticrossings between attractive and repulsive curves,
"knife" for 40 ms, thereby removing fast atoms from
leading to purely long-range potential wells [17]. We
the trap. The simultaneous measurement of small trap loss
construct the fine-structure coupling phenomenologically
and significant temperature increase suggests that each
from measured 23P splittings [18,19]. If there is no rotamolecular excitation heats the sample considerably. This
tion, the projection £1 of the total electronic angular
is the reason why the temperature probe is so sensitive.
momentum on the molecular axis is a good quantum
Fits to our data give line centers 8V < 0 for the monumber. Our experiment probes the 0* purely long-range
lecular resonances, measured relative to the DQ atomic
well plotted in Fig. 1.
line. To obtain binding energies hbv < 0, we must correct
We also consider how the rotation of the molecule can
for shifts caused by the cloud's finite temperature and the
couple electronic states (An = 0 , ± l ) , an effect that
trap's magnetic field. Since we are interested in a freeleaves O = 0 and Oj" as only approximate labels. We add
bound transition, the shifts arise from terms that explicto the Hamiltonian the operator €2/(2/xR2) [20], where
itly represent the magnetic interaction and the relative
€ = J — L — Sis the angular momentum operator for the
motion of the initial 235j pair. (The corresponding enrotation of the molecule. As expected, the couplings with
ergies in the molecule are implicitly included in bv.) The
O T4 0 become important when two potential curves
magnetic contribution can be written as 2/J,B0 + 3kBT/2,
determined in the nonrotating approximation cross each
where the second term exploits the equipartition theorem
other. In the case of the 0,1" potential well, these crossings
to express the average inhomogeneous Zeeman shift for a
appear far enough in the classically forbidden region
pair. The relative kinetic energy of the pair adds another
that we can neglect the nondiagonal rotation-induced
shift of3kBT/2. The derivation of this term in the 5-wave
couplings.
limit, as well as consideration of line-broadening mechaIn the s-wave scattering regime, the initial (235j +
nisms, which we do not discuss here because we are
23S1) pair exists only in the 7 = 2 state. Elementary
mainly interested in the positions of the lines, will appear
group theory and Bose-Einstein statistics for the nuclei
in a forthcoming paper. Finally, the binding energies
[20] dictate that 7 in the excited state must be odd,
are found to be hbv = hSv + 2fiB0 + 3kBT. Additional
namely, 1 or 3. Moreover, the Condon radius at whic!
recoil and mean-field shifts of the order of 10 kHz are
the transition occurs is so large that the excited molecule
negligible on the scale of our experimental uncertainties.
is in almost the same quantum state as a noninteracting
We are not concerned with light shifts, since we use very
pair of atoms in the 235j + 2 3 P 0 state [Hund's case (c)].
low PA laser intensities; this is another advantage of the
Therefore 7 = 1 is dominant
calorimetric technique over trap-loss measurements.
The Hamiltonian including retarded dipole-dipole
Each line is probed in different conditions of T
interaction, fine structure, and molecular rotation is di(2-30 fiK), Bo (300 mG-10 G), and density (1012—5 X
agonalized numerically. Adiabatic potentials are calcu1013 cm" 3 ). Within the accuracy of our experiment we
lated with fixed internuclear distance, and an additional
find no density or magnetic-field dependence of the bind- first order (diagonal) correction is applied to take into
ing energies, and for each line we estimate an uncertainty
account the effect of the vibration of the nuclei on the
of ±0.5 MHz. Given this uncertainty and the range of
electronic interaction energy. The Oj" potential well depth
magnetic field explored, we can infer an upper limit for
calculated in this way for 7 = 1 is 2.002 GHz. The five
the 0% magnetic moment of —0.04 Bohr magnetons [12].
bound states measured in the well (see Fig. 1) have their
In order to interpret the experimental frequency specinner turning points around 150a0- The outer turning
trum theoretically, we calculate the coupling between the
point is as large as 1150a0 for the v = 4 vibrational state,
atomic orbitals of one atom in the 23S1 state and another
From the discussion above, it is clear that even the rein the 23PJ=0! 2 state, which involves 54 molecular populsive, inner part of the potential has purely long-range
tentials. This coupling is constructed as a perturbative
character. The large internuclear distance is also the
Hamiltonian in the basis of fine-structure-free atomic
reason why the next-order term in C^/R6 of the electrostates. At large internuclear distances R, the lowest-order
magnetic interaction is negligible [21]. More details about
term of the electromagnetic interaction is the retarded
the theoretical approach will be given in a forthcoming
dipole-dipole interaction [13,14], which is fully deterpaper [22].
mined by the coefficient C3 = (3/4)/ir/A:3, with F =
Measured and calculated binding energies in the 0£
2-TT X 1.6248 MHz [15], and k = 2n/\. This interaction
well are presented in Table I. The measured spectrum
includes no coupling between electronic orbital and spin
agrees very well with the predicted J = 1 progression
angular momenta (L and S) and is diagonal in the mofrom v = 1 to v = 4. We also find good agreement
lecular Hund's case (a) basis.
for v — 0, though with less experimental accuracy.
In the absence of L-S coupling, the potential curves
Although it is too weak to be observed, the 7 = 3 proresulting from dipole-dipole interaction are purely attracgression has been calculated using the same model to
tive or repulsive and share a single asymptote. When we
illustrate the expected rotational splitting. Finally, cominclude the atomic fine structure in the Hamiltonian [16],
parison with calculated results for a nonretarded dipolethe coupling gives rise to three distinct asymptotes and to
dipole interaction demonstrates the significant influence
073203-3
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TABLE I. Measured and calculated binding energies (in
MHz) in the 0* well. The first column gives the experimental
results. The two next columns give the results of the model
described in the text for J = 1 with and without including
retardation effects. The last column contains calculated J = 3
results with retardation.

=4
„= 3
v = 2
v=\
v

J= 1
-18.12
-19A1
—252.9
-648 3

J= 1
-16.51
-7679
—249 0
-643 1

»°°
-"30^10>
-1418
"""
"Calculated while neglecting retardation effects.

J=3
-3.791
-40.05
-172 3
-510 1
~™

of retardation. We note that our measurement confirms the
assumed value of C3 to within 0.2%.
In conclusion, we report the vibrational spectrum of a
previously unobserved, purely long-range helium dimer
produced in a very highly excited electronic state.
Although the huge internal energy would allow it, the
autoionization process is blocked by the extremely large
size of the dimers. As an alternative to ion detection, we
have developed a calorimetric detection scheme based on
the heating of the atomic cloud by the radiative decay of
the dimers. This technique merits further study. Finally,
this Letter provides a foundation for a two-color, stimulated Raman experiment that would prepare molecules in
the most weakly bound state of the 5 2 + potential shown
in Fig. 1, with the 0^, v = 0 state as an intermediate state.
The corresponding Franck-Condon factor of —0.1 suggests that the transition rate should be high. The lifetime
of these atypical dimers formed from two 235i metastable
atoms is unknown. Moreover, an accurate measurement of
the^-waveelasticscatteringlengthoflJS, helium should
follow directly from the measured binding energy [3].
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This section contains the Nobel lecture and two papers presented at two international
meetings and dedicated to the memory of George Series and Pieter Zeeman.
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Paper 10.1
C. Cohen-Tannoudji, "Manipulating atoms with photons," Les Prix Nobel 1997, Almquist
Sz. Wiksell International, Stockholm, Sweden.
Reprinted with permission of the Nobel Foundation.
This paper begins with a short biography of the author giving the main steps of his personal
itinerary. It continues with the Nobel lecture describing the basic physical mechanisms
allowing one to manipulate with light the various internal and external degrees of freedom
of an atom. Emphasis is put on the continuity between the recently developed laser cooling
and trapping methods and earlier studies dealing with the manipulation of internal degrees
of freedom such as optical pumping and light shifts.
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CLAUDE N. COHEN-TANNOUDJI

I was born on April 1, 1933 in Constantine, Algeria, which was then part of
France. My family, originally from Tangiers, settled in Tunisia and then in
Algeria in the 16th century after having fled Spain during the Inquisition. In
fact, our name, Cohen-Tannoudji, means simply the Cohen family from
Tangiers. The Algerian Jews obtained the French citizenship in 1870 after
Algeria became a French colony in 1830.
My parents lived a modest life and their main concern was the education of
their children. My father was a self-taught man but had a great intellectual curiosity, not only for biblical and talmudic texts, but also for philosophy, psychoanalysis and history. He passed on to me his taste for studies, for discussion, for debate, and he taught me what I regard as being the fundamental
features of the Jewish tradition-studying, learning and sharing knowledge
with others.
As a child, I was very lucky to escape the tragic events which marked this
century. The arrival of the Americans in Algeria, in November of 1942, saved
us from the nazi persecutions that were spreading throughout Europe at the
time. I completed my primary and secondary school education in Algiers.
And I was also lucky enough to finish high school in very good conditions
and to leave Algiers for Paris, in 1953, before the war in Algeria and the
stormy period that preceded the independence.
I came to Paris because I was admitted to the Ecole Normale Superieure.
This French "grande ecole", founded during the French Revolution about
200 years ago, selects the top high school students who do well in the selective
final examination. The four years at this school, from 1953 to 1957, were indeed a unique experience for me. During the first year, I attended a series of
fascinating lectures in mathematics given by Henri Cartan and Laurent
Schwartz, in physics by Alfred Kastler. Initially, I was more interested in
mathematics but Kastler's lectures were so stimulating, and his personality so
attractive, that I ended up changing to physics.
In 1955, when I joined Kastler's group to do my "diploma" work, the group
was very small. One of Kasder's first students, Jean Brossel, who had returned
four years before from M.I.T. where he had done research work with Francis
Bitter, was supervising the thesis work ofJacques Emile Blamont and Jacques
Michel Winter.
We were a small group, but the enthusiasm for research was exceptional
and we worked hard. Brossel and Kastler were in the lab nearly day and night,
even on weekends. We had endless discussions on how to interpret our experimental results. At the time, the equipment was rather poor and we did
99
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what we could without computers, recorders and signal averagers. We measured resonance curves point by point with a galvanometer, each curve five
times, and then averaged by hand. We were, somehow, able to get nice curves
and exciting results. I think that what I learned during that period was essential for my subsequent research work and key personalities such as Alfred
Kastler and Jean Brossel certainly had a significant role in it.
We were going together, once a week, to attend the new lectures given in
Saclay by Albert Messiah on quantum mechanics, by Anatole Abragam on
NMR and by Claude Bloch on nuclear physics. I can still remember the stimulating atmosphere of these lectures.
During the summer of 1955, I also spent two months at the famous Les
Houches summer school in the Alps. This school has contributed largely to
the development of theoretical physics in France. At that time, the school offered an intense training in modern physics with about six lectures a day, for
two months, and the lecturers were J. Schwinger, N. Ramsey, G. Uhlenbeck,
W. Pauli, A. Abragam, A. Messiah, C. Bloch... to mention a few.
After finishing my "diploma" studies, I still had to get through the final examination "Agregation" before leaving Ecole Normale as a student. The
"Agregation" is a competitive examination for teaching posts in high schools.
The preparation consists of theoretical and experimental courses as well as
some pedagogical training. You give a lecture attended by other students and
a professor and after, there is a moment of general debate and constructive
criticism in view of perfecting your lecture. Kastler, I remember, participated
in the pedagogical training and he taught us how to organize and present our
lecture.
Well, about this time I met Jacqueline who became my wife in 1958. She has
shared with me all the difficult and happy times of life. She has been able to
pursue her own career as a high school physics and chemistry teacher, to
raise our three children Alain, Joelle and Michel, to be part of the daily life of
a researcher which can sometimes be very difficult and demanding. We have
had, as many, our share of family tragedy and losing our oldest son Alain was
a great misfortune to us all. Alain died in 1993, of a long illness, at the age of
34.
After the "Agregation", I left the Ecole Normale and did my military service which was very long (28 months) because of the Algeria war. I was,
though, assigned part of the time to a scientific department supervised by
Jacques Emile Blamont. We were studying the upper atmosphere with rockets
releasing sodium clouds at the sunset. By looking at the fluorescence light reemitted by the sodium atoms excited by the sunlight, it was possible to measure the variations with the altitude of various parameters such as the wind
velocity or the temperature.
Then, in the beginning of 1960, I came back to the laboratory to do a
Ph.D. under the supervision of Alfred Kastler and Jean Brossel with a research post at the CNRS (French National Center for Scientific Research).
The lab had by then been expanded. Bernard Cagnac was finishing his thesis
on the optical pumping of the odd isotopes of mercury and I was trying, with
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Jean-Pierre Barrat, to derive a master equation for the optical pumping cycle
and to understand the physics of the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix (the so-called atomic "coherences"). Our calculations predicted the existence of "light shifts" for the various Zeeman sublevels, a curious phenomenon we did not expect at all. I decided to try to see this effect. Cagnac left me
his experimental set up during Christmas vacations and I remember getting
the first experimental evidence on Christmas Eve of 1960. I was very excited
and both Kastler and Brossel were very happy indeed. Kastler called the effect
the "Lamp shift", since it is produced by the light coming from a discharge
lamp. Nowadays, it is called light shift or a.c. Stark shift. I built a new experimental set up to check in detail several other predictions of our calculations,
especially the conservation of Zeeman coherences during the optical pumping cycle. I submitted my Ph.D. in December of 1962. The members of the
committee were Jean Brossel, Pierre Jacquinot, Alfred Kastler and Jacques
"Won.
Shortly after my Ph.D. Alfred Kastler urged me to accept a teaching position at the University of Paris. I followed his advice and started to teach at the
undergraduate level. At about this time, there was a new reform in the
University system : the so-called "troisieme cycle" that consisted of teaching a
graduate level with a flexible program. Jean Brossel asked me to teach quantum mechanics. He was teaching atomic physics, Alfred Kasder and Jacques
Won statistical physics, Pierre Aigrain and Pierre-Gilles de Gennes solid state
physics.
We had the best students of the Ecole Normale attending these lectures, so
I set up a small group where every year a new student would join in and do a
post-graduate thesis or a Ph.D. In 1967, I was asked to teach quantum mechanics at a lower level (second cycle). The book "Quantum Mechanics" originated from this teaching experience and was done in collaboration with
Franck Laloe and Bernard Diu.
Understanding atom-photon interactions in the high intensity limit where
perturbative treatments are no longer valid was one of the main goals of our
research group. This led us to develop a new approach to these problems
where one considers the "atom + photons" system as a global isolated system
described by a time-independent Hamiltonian having true energy levels. We
called such a system the "dressed atom". Although the quantum description
of the electromagnetic field used in such an approach is not essential to interpret most physical effects encountered in atomic physics, it turned out that
the dressed atom approach was very useful in providing new physical insights
into atom-photon interactions. New physical effects, which were difficult to
predict by standard semiclassical methods, were appearing clearly in the energy diagram of the dressed atom when examining how this energy diagram
changes when the number of photons increases. We first introduced the dressed atom approach in die radio-frequency range while Nicole Polonsky, Serge
Haroche, Jacques Dupont-Roc, Claire Landre, Gilbert Grynberg, Maryvonne
Ledourneuf, Claude Fabre were working on their thesis. One of the new effects which were predicted and observed was the modification, and even the
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cancellation of the Lande factor of an atomic level by interaction with an intense, high frequency radio-frequency field. This effect presents some analogy with the g-2 anomaly of the electron spin except that it has the opposite
sign: the ^factor of the atomic level is reduced by virtual absorption and reemission of RF photons whereas the g^factor of the electron spin is enhanced
by radiative corrections.
We devoted a lot of efforts to the interpretation of this change of sign and
this led us, years later (with Jacques Dupont-Roc and Jean Dalibard), to propose new physical pictures involving the respective contributions of vacuum
fluctuations and radiation reaction. And while this was going on, we had
some very stimulating discussions with Victor Weisskopf who has always been
interested in the physical interpretation of the g-2 anomaly.
The dressed atom approach has also been very useful in the optical domain. Spontaneous emission plays an important role as a damping mechanism and as a source of fluorescence photons. Serge Reynaud and I applied
this approach to the interpretation of resonance fluorescence in intense resonant laser beams. New physical pictures were given for the Mollow triplet
and for the absorption spectrum of a weak probe beam, with the prediction
and the observation of new Doppler free lines resulting from a compensation
of the Doppler effect by velocity dependent light shifts. The picture of the
dressed atom radiative cascade also provided new insights into photon correlations and photon antibunching. New types of time correlations between the
photons emitted in the two sidebands of the Mollow triplet were predicted in
this way and observed experimentally at the Institut d'Optique in Orsay, in
collaboration with Alain Aspect.
An important event in my scientific life has been my appointment as a
Professor at the College de France in 1973. The College de France is a very
special institution created in 1530, by King Francois I, to counterbalance the
influence of the Sorbonne which was, at that time, too scholastic and where
only latin and theology were taught. The first appointed by the King were 3
lecturers in Hebrew, 2 in Greek and 1 in Mathematics. This institution survived all revolutions and remains, to this day, reputed for its flexibility. Today
there are 52 professors in all subjects, and lectures are open to all, for there is
no registration and no degrees given. We professors are free to choose the
topics of our lectures. The only rule is that these lectures must change and
deal with different topics every year, which is very difficult and demanding. It
is, however, very stimulating because this urges one to broaden one's knowledge, to explore new fields and to challenge oneself. No doubt that without
such an effort I would not have started many of the research lines that have
been explored by my research group. I am very grateful to Anatole Abragam
who is at the origin of my appointment at the College de France. Part of this
teaching experience incited the two books on quantum electrodynamics and
quantum optics written with Jacques Dupont-Roc and Gilbert Grynberg.
In the early 1980s, I chose to lecture on radiative forces, a field which was
very new at that time. I was also trying with Serge Reynaud, Christian Tanguy
and Jean Dalibard to apply the dressed atom approach to the interpretation
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of atomic motion in a laser wave. New ideas were emerging from such an analysis related to, in particular, the interpretation of the mean value, the fluctuations and the velocity dependence of dipole forces in terms of spatial gradients of dressed state energies and of spontaneous transitions between these
dressed states.
When in 19841 was given the possibility to appoint someone to the position
of Associate Director for my laboratory, at the College de France, I offered
the post to Alain Aspect and then invited him to join me in forming, with
Jean Dalibard, a new experimental group on laser cooling and trapping. A
year later, Christophe Salomon who came back from a postdoctoral stay in
JILA with Jan Hall, decided to join our group. This was a new very exciting
scientific period for us. We began to investigate a new cooling mechanism
suggested by the dressed atom approach and that resulted from correlations
between the spatial modulations of the dressed state energies in a high intensity laser standing wave and the spatial modulations of the spontaneous
rates between the dressed states. As a result of these correlations, the moving
atom is running up potential hills more frequently than down. We first called
such a scheme "stimulated blue molasses" because it appears for a blue detuning of the cooling lasers, contrary to what happens for Doppler molasses
which require a red detuning. In fact, this new scheme was the first high intensity version of what is called now "Sisyphus cooling", a denomination that
we introduced in 1986. We also observed, shortly after, the channeling of
atoms at the nodes or antinodes of a standing wave. This was the first demonstration of laser confinement of neutral atoms in optical-wavelength-size
regions.
A few years later, in 1988, when sub-Doppler temperatures were observed
by Bill Phillips, who had been collaborating with us, we were prepared with
our background in optical pumping, light shifts and dressed atoms, to find
the explanation of such anomalous low temperatures. In fact, they were resulting from yet another (low intensity) version of Sisyphus cooling. Similar
conclusions were reached by Steve Chu and his colleagues. At the same time,
we were exploring, with Alain Aspect and Ennio Arimondo, the possibility of
applying coherent population trapping to laser cooling. By making such a
quantum interference effect velocity selective, we were able to demonstrate a
new cooling scheme with no lower limit, which can notably cool atoms below
the recoil limit corresponding to the recoil kinetic energy of an atom absorbing or emitting a single photon. These exciting developments opened the
microKelvin and even the nanoKelvin range to laser cooling, and they allowed several new applications to be explored with success.
These applications will not be described here since they are the subject of
the Nobel Lecture which follows this presentation. The purpose here was
merely to give an idea of my scientific itinerary and to express my gratitude to
all those who have helped me live such a great adventure: my family, my
teachers, my students and my fellow colleagues all over the world.
I dedicate my Nobel Lecture to the memory of my son Alain.
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MANIPULATING ATOMS WITH PHOTONS
Nobel Lecture, December 8, 1997
by
CLAUDE N. COHEN-TANNOUDJI

College de France et Laboratoire Kastler Brossel* de l'Ecole Normale
Superieure, 24 rue Lhomond, 75231 Paris Cedex 05, France

Electromagnetic interactions play a central role in low energy physics. They
are responsible for the cohesion of atoms and molecules and they are at the
origin of the emission and absorption of light by such systems. This light is
not only a source of information on the structure of atoms. It can also be
used to act on atoms, to manipulate them, to control their various degrees of
freedom. With the development of laser sources, this research field has considerably expanded during the last few years. Methods have been developed
to trap atoms and to cool them to very low temperatures. This has opened the
way to a wealth of new investigations and applications.
Two types of degrees of freedom can be considered for an atom: the internal degrees of freedom, such as the electronic configuration or the spin
polarization, in the center of mass system; the external degrees of freedom,
which are essentially the position and the momentum of the center of mass.
The manipulation of internal degrees of freedom goes back to optical pumping [1], which uses resonant exchanges of angular momentum between
atoms and circularly polarized light for polarizing the spins of these atoms.
These experiments predate the use of lasers in atomic physics. The manipulation of external degrees of freedom uses the concept of radiative forces resulting from the exchanges of linear momentum between atoms and light.
Radiative forces exerted by the light coming from the sun were already invoked by J. Kepler to explain the tails of the comets. Although they are very
small when one uses ordinary light sources, these forces were also investigated experimentally in the beginning of this century by P. Lebedev, E. F.
Nichols and G. F. Hull, R. Frisch. For a historical survey of this research field,
we refer the reader to review papers [2, 3, 4, 5] which also include a discussion of early theoretical work dealing with these problems by the groups of
A. P. Kazantsev, V. S. Letokhov, in Russia, A. Ashkin at Bell Labs, S. Stenholm
in Helsinki.
It turns out that there is a strong interplay between the dynamics of internal and external degrees of freedom. This is at the origin of efficient laser
cooling mechanisms, such as "Sisyphus cooling" or "Velocity Selective Cohe* Laboratoire Kastler Brossel is a Laboratoire associe au CNRS et a l'Universite Pierre et Marie
Curie.
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rent Population Trapping", which were discovered at the end of the 80's (for
a historical survey of these developments, see for example [6]). These mechanisms have allowed laser cooling to overcome important fundamental
limits, such as the Doppler limit and the single photon recoil limit, and to
reach the microKelvin, and even the nanoKelvin range. We devote a large
part of this paper (sections 2 and 3) to the discussion of these mechanisms
and to the description of a few applications investigated by our group in Paris
(section 4). There is a certain continuity between these recent developments
in the field of laser cooling and trapping and early theoretical and experimental work performed in the 60's and the 70's, dealing with internal degrees of freedom. We illustrate this continuity by presenting in section 1 a
brief survey of various physical processes, and by interpreting them in terms
of two parameters, the radiative broadening and the light shift of the atomic
ground state.
1. BRIEF REVIEW OF PHYSICAL PROCESSES
To classify the basic physical processes which are used for manipulating atoms
by light, it is useful to distinguish two large categories of effects: dissipative
(or absorptive) effects on the one hand, reactive (or dispersive) effects on the
other hand. This partition is relevant for both internal and external degrees
of freedom.
7.7 EXISTENCE OF TWO TYPES OF EFFECTS IN ATOM-PHOTON INTERACTIONS

Consider first a light beam with frequency Q)L propagating through a medium
consisting of atoms with resonance frequency coA. The index of refraction describing this propagation has an imaginary part and a real part which are associated with two types of physical processes. The incident photons can be absorbed, more precisely scattered in all directions. The corresponding
attenuation of the light beam is maximum at resonance. It is described by the
imaginary part of the index of refraction which varies with (QL—(QA as a Lorentz
absorption curve. We will call such an effect a dissipative (or absorptive) effect. The speed of propagation of light is also modified. The corresponding
dispersion is described by the real part n of the index of refraction whose difference from 1, w-1, varies with coL-COA as a Lorentz dispersion curve. We will
call such an effect a reactive (or dispersive) effect.
Dissipative effects and reactive effects also appear for the atoms, as a result
of their interaction with photons. They correspond to a broadening and to a
shift of the atomic energy levels, respectively. Such effects already appear
when the atom interacts with the quantized radiation field in the vacuum
state. It is well known that atomic excited states get a natural width T, which is
also the rate at which a photon is spontaneously emitted from such states.
Atomic energy levels are also shifted as a result of virtual emissions and reabsorptions of photons by the atom. Such a radiative correction is simply the
Lamb shift [7].
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Similar effects are associated with the interaction with an incident light
beam. Atomic ground states get a radiative broadening F', which is also the
rate at which photons are absorbed by the atom, or more precisely scattered
from the incident beam. Atomic energy levels are also shifted as a result of
virtual absorptions and reemissions of the incident photons by the atom.
Such energy displacements hA' are called light shifts, or ac Stark shifts [8, 9].
In view of their importance for the following discussions, we give now a
brief derivation of the expressions of T' and A', using the so-called dressedatom approach to atom-photon interactions (see for example [10], chapter
VI). In the absence of coupling, the two dressed states | g, N) (atom in the
ground state gin the presence of N photons) and I e, N-l) (atom in the excited state e in the presence of A?-7 photons) are separated by a splitting hS,
where 8 = 0)L-0}A is the detuning between the light frequency COL and the
atomic frequency (OA. The atom-light interaction Hamiltonian VAL couples
these two states because the atom in gcan absorb one photon and jump to e.
The corresponding matrix element of VAL can be written asfi.Q/2,where the
so-called Rabi frequency £2 is proportional to the transition dipole moment
and to \/N. Under the effect of such a coupling, the two states repel each
other, and the state I g, N) is shifted by an amount hA', which is the light shift
of g. The contamination of I g, N) by the unstable state I e, N-1) (having a
width r) also confers to the ground state a width F'. In the limit where Q « T
or 18\, a simple perturbative calculation gives:

r

-tf

Y4W

A' - fi2 whr>

(1)

(2)

Both r" and A' are proportional to Q2 °= JV, i.e. to the light intensity. They
vary with the detuning 8 = (0L-C0A as Lorentz absorption and dispersion curves, respectively, which justifies the denominations absorptive and dispersive
used for these two types of effects. For large detunings (\S\ » F), F' varies as
l/S2 and becomes negligible compared to A' which varies as 1/8. On the
other hand, for small detunings, (\S\ <SC F), F' is much larger than A'. In the
high intensity limit, when £2 is large compared to F and | 8\, the two dressed
states resulting from the coupling are the symmetric and antisymmetric linear combinations of \g, N) and I e, N-l). Their splitting is hQ. and they share
the instability F of e in equal parts, so that F' = 172. One can explain in this
way various physical effects such as the Rabi flopping or the Auder-Townes
splittings of the spectral lines connecting e or g to a third level [11].
1.2 MANIPULATION OF INTERNAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM
1.2.1 Optical pumping

Optical pumping is one of the first examples of manipulation of atoms by
light [1 ]. It uses resonant excitation of atoms by circularly polarized light for
transferring to the atoms part of the angular momentum carried by the light
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beam. It is based on the fact that different Zeeman sublevels in the atomic
ground state have in general different absorption rates for incoming polarized light. For example, for a.L= 1/2 <->Je = 1/2 transition, only atoms in the
sublevel M = - 1/2 can absorb O^-polarized light. They are excited in the sublevel Me = + 1/2 of e from which they can fall back in the sublevel M = + 1/2
by spontaneous emission of a ^-polarized photon. They then remain trapped
in this state because no further o^-transition can take place. It is possible in
this way to obtain high degrees of spin orientation in atomic ground states.

Figure 1. Experimental observation of light shifts (from reference [12]). For a / = 1/2 <-> ]= 1/2
transition (a), a o~'-polarized non-resonant excitation shifts only the sublevel g^ 2 (right part of
b), whereas a o~ "-polarized excitation shifts only the sublevel g+1/2 (left part of b). The detuning
8 is positive and very large compared to the Zeeman splittings in e and g. The Zeeman splitting
in the ground state is thus increased in the first case, decreased in the second one. (c) magnetic
resonance signal versus magnetic field, in units of the corresponding Larmor frequency. The
central curve (circles) is the resonance curve in the absence of light shift. When the non-resonant light beam is introduced, either <7+-polarized (crosses) or o" "-polarized (triangles) the magnetic resonance curve is light shifted in opposite directions.
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1.2.2 Light shifts

Optical pumping is a dissipative effect because it is associated with resonant
absorption of photons by the atom. Non-resonant optical excitation produces
light shifts of the ground state Zeeman sublevels. Because of the polarization
selection rules, light shifts depend on the polarization of the exciting light
and vary in general from one Zeeman sublevel to another. Consider for example a / = 1/2 <r->Je= 1/2 transition (Fig.la). A o"+-polarized excitation shifts
only the Zeeman sublevel M = - 1/2, whereas a o"~-polarized excitation shifts
only the sublevel M. = + 1/2 (Fig.lb). Magnetic resonance curves in
the ground state g which are very narrow because the relaxation time in g
can be very long, are thus light shifted by a polarized non-resonant excitation,
and the sign of this shift changes when one changes the polarization of the
light beam from & to <T . It is in this way that light shifts were first observed
[12]. Fig.lc gives an example of experimental results obtained by exciting the
transition 6 % F= 1/2 <-> 6 3 P p F= 1/2 of 199Hg atoms by the non-resonant
light coming from a lamp rilled with another isotope (201Hg).
Light shifts can be considered from different points of view. First, they can
be interpreted as a radiative correction, due to the interaction of the atom
with an incident field rather than with the vacuum field. This is why Alfred
Kastler called them "Lamp shifts". Secondly, they introduce perturbations to
high precision measurements using optical methods, which must be taken into account before extracting spectroscopic data from these measurements.
Finally, because of their variation from one sublevel to another, the effect of
light shifts can be described in terms of fictitious magnetic or electric fields
[13]. This explains why the light shifts produced by a non-resonant laser
standing wave are being more and more frequently used to produce spatial
modulations of the Zeeman splittings in the ground state on an optical wavelength scale. This would not be easily achieved with spatially varying real magnetic fields. We will see in section 2 interesting applications of such a situation.
1.3 MANIPULATION OF EXTERNAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM
1.3.1 The two types of radiative forces

There are two types of radiative forces, associated with dissipative and reactive effects respectively.
Dissipative forces, also called radiation pressure forces or scattering forces,
are associated with the transfer of linear momentum from the incident light
beam to the atom in resonant scattering processes. They are proportional to
the scattering rate F". Consider for example an atom in a laser plane wave
with wave vector k. Because photons are scattered with equal probabilities in
two opposite directions, the mean momentum transferred to the atom in an
absorption-spontaneous emission cycle is equal to the momentum fik of the
absorbed photon. The mean rate of momentum transfer, i.e. the mean force,
is thus equal to fikT'. Since T' saturates to 172 at high intensity (see section
1.1), the radiation pressure force saturates to hkT/2. The corresponding acceleration (or deceleration) which can be communicated to an atom with
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mass M, is equal to <zmax = hkT/2M= vR/2x, where vR = hk/Mis the recoil velocity of the atom absorbing or emitting a single photon, and T = 1/T is the radiative lifetime of the excited state. For sodium atoms, vR = 3 X 10~2 m/s and
T = 1.6 X 10"8 s, so that amax can reach values as large as 106 m/s 2 , i.e. \05g
where g is the acceleration due to gravity. With such a force, one can stop a
thermal atomic beam in a distance of the order of one meter, provided that
one compensates for the Doppler shift of the decelerating atom, by using for
example a spatially varying Zeeman shift [14, 15] or a chirped laser frequency[16].
Dispersive forces, also called dipole forces or gradient forces [2, 3, 17], can
be interpreted in terms of position dependent light shifts hA' (r) due to a spatially varying light intensity [18]. Consider for example a laser beam well detuned from resonance, so that one can neglect V (no scattering process).
The atom thus remains in the ground state and the light shift hA' (r) of this
state plays the role of a potential energy, giving rise to a force which is equal
and opposite to its gradient: F = - V[hA' (r)]. Such a force can also be interpreted as resulting from a redistribution of photons between the various
plane waves forming the laser wave in absorption-stimulated emission cycles.
If the detuning is not large enough to allow F' to be neglected, spontaneous
transitions occur between dressed states having opposite gradients, so that
the instantaneous force oscillates back and forth between two opposite values
in a random way. Such a dressed atom picture provides a simple interpretation of the mean value and of the fluctuations of dipole forces [19].
1.3.2 Applications of dissipative forces - Doppler cooling and
magneto-optical traps

We have already mentioned in the previous subsection the possibility of decelerating an atomic beam by the radiation pressure force of a laser plane
wave. Interesting effects can also be obtained by combining the effects of two
counterpropagating laser waves.
A first example is Doppler cooling, first suggested for neutral atoms by
T. W. Hansch and A.L. Schawlow [20] and, independently for trapped ions,
by D. Wineland and H. Dehmelt [21]. This cooling process results from a
Doppler induced imbalance between two opposite radiation pressure forces.
The two counterpropagating laser waves have the same (weak) intensity and
the same frequency and they are slightly detuned to the red of the atomic frequency (coL< C0A). For an atom at rest, the two radiation pressure forces exactly balance each other and the net force is equal to zero. For a moving atom,
the apparent frequencies of the two laser waves are Doppler shifted. The
counterpropagating wave gets closer to resonance and exerts a stronger
radiation pressure force than the copropagating wave which gets farther from
resonance. The net force is thus opposite to the atomic velocity v and can be
written for small v as F= - aw where a is a friction coefficient. By using three
pairs of counterpropagating laser waves along diree orthogonal directions,
one can damp the atomic velocity in a very short time, on the order of a few
microseconds, achieving what is called an "optical molasses" [22].
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The Doppler friction responsible for the cooling is necessarily accompanied by fluctuations due to the fluorescence photons which are spontaneously
emitted in random directions and at random times. These photons communicate to the atom a random recoil momentum hk, responsible for a momentum diffusion described by a diffusion coefficient D [3, 18, 25]. As in usual
Brownian motion, competition between friction and diffusion usually leads to
a steady-state, with an equilibrium temperature proportional to D/a. The
theory of Doppler cooling [23, 24, 25] predicts that the equilibrium temperature obtained with such a scheme is always larger than a certain limit TD,
called the Doppler limit, and given by kBTD = hT/2 where F is the natural
width of the excited state and kB the Boltzmann constant. This limit, which is
reached for 8= coL - coA = -172, is, for alkali atoms, on the order of 100 fiK. In
fact, when the measurements became precise enough, it appeared that the
temperature in optical molasses was much lower than expected [26]. This indicates that other laser cooling mechanisms, more powerful than Doppler
cooling, are operating. We will come back to this point in section 2.
The imbalance between two opposite radiation pressure forces can be also
made position dependent though a spatially dependent Zeeman shift produced by a magnetic field gradient. In a one-dimensional configuration, first
suggested by J. Dalibard in 1986, the two counterpropagating waves, which
are detuned to the red (coL < a>A) and which have opposite circular polarizations are in resonance with the atom at different places. This results in a restoring force towards the point where the magnetic field vanishes. Furthermore the non zero value of the detuning provides a Doppler cooling. In
fact, such a scheme can be extended to three dimensions and leads to a robust, large and deep trap called "magneto-optical trap" or "MOT" [27]. It
combines trapping and cooling, it has a large velocity capture range and it
can be used for trapping atoms in a small cell filled with a low pressure vapour [28].
1.3.3 Applications of dispersive forces : laser traps and atomic mirrors

When the detuning is negative (<x)L - (OA < 0), light shifts are negative. If the laser beam is focussed, the focal zone where the intensity is maximum appears
as a minimum of potential energy, forming a potential well where sufficiently
cold atoms can be trapped. This is a laser trap. Laser traps using a single focussed laser beam [29] or two crossed focussed laser beams [30, 31] have
been realized. Early proposals [32] were considering trapping atoms at the
antinodes or nodes of a non resonant laser standing wave. Channeling of
atoms in a laser standing wave has been observed experimentally [33].
If the detuning is positive, light shifts are positive and can thus be used to
produce potential barriers. For example an evanescent blue detuned wave at
the surface of a piece of glass can prevent slow atoms impinging on the glass
surface from touching the wall, making them bounce off a "carpet of light"
[34]. This is the principle of mirrors for atoms. Plane atomic mirrors [35, 36]
have been realized as well as concave mirrors [37].
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2. SUB-DOPPLER COOLING
In the previous section, we discussed separately the manipulation of internal
and external degrees of freedom, and we have described physical mechanisms involving only one type of physical effect, either dispersive or dissipative. In fact, there exist cooling mechanisms resulting from an interplay between spin and external degrees of freedom, and between dispersive and
dissipative effects. We discuss in this section one of them, the so-called
"Sisyphus cooling" or "polarization-gradient cooling" mechanism [38, 39]
(see also [19]), which leads to temperatures much lower than Doppler cooling. One can understand in this way the sub-Doppler temperatures observed
in optical molasses and mentioned above in section 1.3.2.
2.1 SISYPHUS EFFECT

Most atoms, in particular alkali atoms, have a Zeeman structure in the
ground state. Since the detuning used in laser cooling experiments is not too
large compared to T, both differential light shifts and optical pumping transitions exist for the various ground state Zeeman sublevels. Furthermore, the
laser polarization varies in general in space so that light shifts and optical
pumping rates are position-dependent. We show now, with a simple onedimensional example, how the combination of these various effects can lead
to a very efficient cooling mechanism.
Consider the laser configuration of Fig.2a, consisting of two counterpropagating plane waves along the z-axis, with orthogonal linear polarizations
and with the same frequency and the same intensity. Because the phase shift
between the two waves increases linearly with z, the polarization of the total
field changes from o"+ to o~~ and vice versa every A/4. In between, it is elliptical or linear.
Consider now the simple case where the atomic ground state has an angular momentum / = 1/2. As shown in subsection (1.2), the two Zeeman sublevels M = ±1/2 undergo different light shifts, depending on the laser polarization, so that the Zeeman degeneracy in zero magnetic field is removed.
This gives the energy diagram of Fig.2b showing spatial modulations of the
Zeeman splitting between the two sublevels with a period A/2.
If the detuning 8 is not too large compared to F, there are also real absorptions of photons by the atom followed by spontaneous emission, which
give rise to optical pumping transfers between the two sublevels, whose direction depends on the polarization: M = -1/2 —> M = +1/2 for a o~+ polarization, M = +1/2 —¥ M = -1/2 for a O~ polarization. Here also, the spatial
modulation of the laser polarization results in a spatial modulation of the optical pumping rates with a period A/2 (vertical arrows of Fig.2b).
The two spatial modulations of light shifts and optical pumping rates are of
course correlated because they are due to the same cause, the spatial modulation of the light polarization. These correlations clearly appear in Fig.2b.
With the proper sign of the detuning, optical pumping always transfers atoms
from the higher Zeeman sublevel to the lower one. Suppose now that the
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Figure 2. Sisyphus cooling. Laser configuration formed by two counterpropagating plane waves
along the z-axis with orthogonal linear polarizations (a). The polarization of the resulting electric
field is spatially modulated with a period A/2. Every A/4, it changes from o* to <3~ and vice versa. For an atom with two ground state Zeeman sublevels Mg= ± 1/2, the spatial modulation of the
laser polarization results in correlated spatial modulations of the light shifts of these two sublevels and of the optical pumping rates between them (b). Because of these correlations, a moving
atom runs up potential hills more frequently than down (double arrows of b).

atom is moving to the right, starting from the bottom of a valley, for example
in the state M = +1/2 at a place where the polarization is o+. Because of the
finite value of the optical pumping time, there is a time lag between internal
and external variables and the atom can climb up the potential hill before absorbing a photon and reach the top of the hill where it has the maximum probability to be optically pumped in the other sublevel, i.e. in the bottom of a
valley, and so on (double arrows of Fig.2b). Like Sisyphus in the Greek
mythology, who was always rolling a stone up the slope, the atom is running
up potential hills more frequently than down. When it climbs a potential hill,
its kinetic energy is transformed into potential energy. Dissipation then occurs by light, since the spontaneously emitted photon has an energy higher
than the absorbed laser photon (anti-Stokes Raman processes of Fig.2b).
After each Sisyphus cycle, the total energy E of the atom decreases by an
amount of the order of Uo, where UQ is the depth of the optical potential wells
of Fig.2b, until Ebecomes smaller than UQ, in which case the atom remains
trapped in the potential wells.
The previous discussion shows that Sisyphus cooling leads to temperatures
TSis such that kB TSis= UQ. According to Eq. (2), the light shift Uo is proportional to hQ2/ 8 when 41<5| > F. Such a dependence of TSis on the Rabi frequen112
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cy Q and on the detuning 5 has been checked experimentally with cesium
atoms [40]. Fig.3 presents the variations of the measured temperature Twith
the dimensionless parameter Q2/T|<5|. Measurements of Tversus intensity for
different values of 5 show that T depends linearly, for low enough intensities,
on a single parameter which is the light shift of the ground state Zeeman sublevels.

Figure 3. Temperature measurements in cesium optical molasses (from reference [40]). The left
part of the figure shows the fluorescence light emitted by the molasses observed through a
window of the vacuum chamber. The horizontal bright line is the fluorescence light emitted by
the atomic beam which feeds the molasses and which is slowed down by a frequency chirped
laser beam. Right part of the figure : temperature of the atoms measured by a time of flight technique versus the dimensionless parameter Q2/|<5|r proportional to the light shift (Q is the optical Rabi frequency, 8 the detuning and T the natural width of the excited state).

2.2 THE LIMITS OF SISYPHUS COOLING

At low intensity, the light shift UQ « hQ2/5is much smaller than fiT. This explains why Sisyphus cooling leads to temperatures much lower than those
achievable with Doppler cooling. One cannot however decrease indefinitely
the laser intensity. The previous discussion ignores the recoil due to the
spontaneously emitted photons which increases the kinetic energy of the
atom by an amount on the order of ER, where

ER = h2k2/2M

(3)

is the recoil energy of an atom absorbing or emitting a single photon. When
Uo becomes on the order or smaller than ER, the cooling due to Sisyphus
cooling becomes weaker than the heating due to the recoil, and Sisyphus
cooling no longer works. This shows that the lowest temperatures which can
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be achieved with such a scheme are on the order of a few ER/kB This result is
confirmed by a full quantum theory of Sisyphus cooling [41, 42] and is in
good agreement with experimental results. The minimum temperature in
Fig.3 is on the order of \0ER/kB.
2.3 OPTICAL LATTICES

For the optimal conditions of Sisyphus cooling, atoms become so cold that
they get trapped in the quantum vibrational levels of a potential well (see
Fig.3b). More precisely, one must consider energy bands in this perodic structure [43]. Experimental observation of such a quantization of atomic motion

Figure 4. Probe absorption spectrum of a 1-D optical lattice (from reference [44]). The upper
part of the figure shows the two counterpropagating laser beams with frequencyft)and orthogonal linear polarizations forming the ID-optical lattice, and the probe beam with frequency to
whose absorption is measured by a detector. The lower part of the figure shows the probe transmission versusft)-co. The two lateral resonances corresponding to amplification or absorption of
the probe are due to stimulated Raman processes between vibrational levels of the atoms trapped
in the light field (see the two insets). The central narrow structure is a Rayleigh line due to the
antiferromagnetic spatial order of the atoms.
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in an optical potential was first achieved in one dimension [44] [45]. Atoms
are trapped in a spatial periodic array of potential wells, called a "ID-optical
lattice", with an antiferromagnetic order, since two adjacent potential wells
correspond to opposite spin polarizations. 2D and 3D optical lattices
have been realized subsequently (see the review papers [46] [47]).
3. SUBRECOIL LASER COOLING
3.1 THE SINGLE PHOTON RECOIL LIMIT. HOW TO CIRCUMVENT IT

In most laser cooling schemes, fluorescence cycles never cease. Since the random recoil hk communicated to the atom by the spontaneously emitted photons cannot be controlled, it seems impossible to reduce the atomic momentum spread 8p below a value corresponding to the photon momentum hk.
Condition 5p=hk defines the "single photon recoil limit". It is usual in laser
cooling to define an effective temperature Tin terms of the half-width 8p (at
l/\/e) of the momentum distribution by kBT/2= 8f?/2M. In the temperature
scale, condition Sp=hk defines a "recoil temperature" TR by:
(4)

The value of TR ranges from a few hundred nanoKelvin for alkalis to a few
microKelvin for helium.

Figure 5. Subrecoil laser cooling. The random walk of the atom in velocity space is supposed to
be characterized by a jump rate R which vanishes for v = 0 (a). As a result of this inhomogeneous
random walk, atoms which fall in a small interval around v = 0 remain trapped there for a long
time, on the order of [R(v)Yl, and accumulate (b).

It is in fact possible to circumvent this limit and to reach temperatures T
lower than TR, a regime which is called "subrecoil" laser cooling. The basic
idea is to create a situation where the photon absorption rate T', which is
also the jump rate Rof the atomic random walk in velocity space, depends on
the atomic velocity v = p/M and vanishes for v = 0 (Fig.5a). Consider then an
atom with v = 0. For such an atom, the absorption of light is quenched.
Consequendy, there is no spontaneous reemission and no associated random
recoil. One protects in this way ultracold atoms (with v~0) from die "bad" effects of the light. On the other hand, atoms with v * 0 can absorb and reemit
light. In such absorption-spontaneous emission cycles, their velocities change
in a random way and the corresponding random walk in v-space can transfer
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atoms from the v ^ 0 absorbing states into the v ~ 0 dark states where they remain trapped and accumulate (see Fig. 5b). This reminds us of what happens in a Kundt's tube where sand grains vibrate in an acoustic standing
wave and accumulate at the nodes of this wave where they no longer move.
Note however that the random walk takes place in velocity space for the situation considered in Fig. 5b, whereas it takes place in position space in a
Kundt's tube.
Up to now, two subrecoil cooling schemes have been proposed and demonstrated. In the first one, called "Velocity Selective Coherent Population
Trapping" (VSCPT), the vanishing of R(v) for v = 0 is achieved by using
destructive quantum interference between different absorption amplitudes
[48]. The second one, called Raman cooling, uses appropriate sequences of
stimulated Raman and optical pumping pulses for tailoring the appropriate
shape of R(v) [49].
3.2 BRIEF SURVEY OF VSCPT

We first recall the principle of the quenching of absorption by "coherent population trapping", an effect which was discovered and studied in 1976 [50,
51]. Consider the 3-level system of Fig.6, with two ground state sublevels g1
and g2 and one excited sublevel eQ, driven by two laser fields with frequencies
a>Ll and O)/2, exciting the transitions gl <-» eQ and g2 <-> e0, respectively. Let hA
be the detuning from resonance for the stimulated Raman process consisting
of the absorption of one COLl photon and the stimulated emission of one ft>L2
photon, the atom going from gj to gr One observes that the fluorescence

Figure 6. Coherent population trapping. A three-level atom gt, g2, eQ is driven by two laser fields
with frequences a>L] and coL2 exciting the transitions g, <-» eQ and g2 <-> eQ, respectively. hA is the detuning from resonance for the stimulated Raman process induced between g^ and g2 by the two
laser fields coL] and (OL2. When A = 0, atoms are optically pumped in a linear superposition of g,
and g2 which no longer absorbs light because of a destructive interference between the two absorption amplitudes gt —> e0 and g2 —> e0.
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rate R vanishes for A = 0. Plotted versus A, the variations of R are similar to
those of Fig.5a with v replaced by A. The interpretation of this effect is that
atoms are optically pumped into a linear superposition of g1 and g2 which is
not coupled to eQ because of a destructive interference between the two absorption amplitudes g^ —» eQ and g^ —> eQ.
The basic idea of VSCPT is to use the Doppler effect for making the detuning
A of the stimulated Raman process of Fig. 6 proportional to the atomic velocity v. The quenching of absorption by coherent population trapping is thus
made velocity dependent and one achieves the situation of Fig. 5.a. This is obtained by taking the two laser waves con andft>L2counterpropagating along
the z-axis and by choosing their frequencies in such a way that A = 0 for an
atom at rest. Then, for an atom moving with a velocity v along the z-axis, the
opposite Doppler shifts of the two laser waves result in a Raman detuning A =
(kj + k2) v proportional to v.
A more quantitative analysis of the cooling process [52] shows that the dark
state, for which R = 0, is a linear superposition of two states which differ not
only by the internal state {gx or g2) but also by the momentum along the zaxis:

\fpD) = ci\gi,-hki)

+ C2\g2,+hk2)

(5)

This is due to the fact that gl and g2 must be associated with different momenta, -h\ and ^hh^, in order to be coupled to the same excited state
\eQ, p - 0) by absorption of photons with different momenta +hkx and -hk^.
Furthermore, when A = 0, the state (5) is a stationary state of the total atom +
laser photons system. As a result of the cooling by VSCPT, the atomic momentum distribution thus exhibits two sharp peaks, centered at -hkx and

Figure 7. One-dimensional VSCPT experiment. The left part of the figure shows the experimental scheme. The cloud of precooled trapped atoms is released while the two counterpropagating
VSCPT beams with orthogonal circular polarizations are applied during a time 9 = lms. The
atoms then fall freely and their positions are detected 6.5 cm below on a microchannel plate.
The double band pattern is a signature of the ID cooling process which accumulates the atoms
in a state which is a linear superposition of two different momenta. The right part of the figure
gives the velocity distribution of the atoms detected by the microchannel plate. The width Sv of
the two peaks is clearly smaller than their separation 2fft, where vK = 9.2 cm/s is the
recoil velocity. This is a clear signature of subrecoil cooling.
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+hk2, with a width 5p which tends to zero when the interaction time 0 tends
to infinity.
The first VSCPT experiment [48] was performed on the 23Sl metastable
state of helium atoms. The two lower states gx and g2 were the M = -1 and
M = +1 Zeeman sublevels of the 23Sj metastable state, e0 was the M = 0
Zeeman sublevel of the excited 23.P1 state. The two counterpropagating laser
waves had the same frequency 0)L1 = coL2 = a>L and opposite circular polarizations. The two peaks of the momentum distribution were centered at ±hk,
with a width corresponding to T - TR /2. The interaction time was then increased by starting from a cloud of trapped precooled helium atoms instead
of using an atomic beam as in the first experiment [53]. This led to much
lower temperatures (see Fig.7). Very recently, temperatures as low as TR/800
have been observed [54].

Figure 8. Measurement of the spatial correlation function of atoms cooled by VSCPT (from reference [54]). After a cooling period of duration 6, the two VSCPT beams are switched off during a dark period of duration tD. The two coherent wave packets into which atoms are pumped fly
apart with a relative velocity 2vR and get separated by a distance a = 2vRtD. Reapplying the two
VSCPT beams during a short probe pulse, one measures a signal S which can be shown to be
equal to [1 + G(a)]/2 where G(a) is the spatial overlap between the two identical wave packets separated by a. From G(a), which is the spatial correlation function of each wave packet, one determines the atomic momentum distribution which is the Fourier transform of G(a). The left
part of the figure gives S versus a. The right part of the figure gives TR/T versus the cooling time
6, where TR is the recoil temperature and T the temperature of the cooled atoms determined
from the width of G(a). The straight line is a linear fit in agreement with the theoretical predictions of Levy statistics. The lowest temperature, on the order of 7^/800, is equal to 5 nK.

In fact, it is not easy to measure such low temperatures by the usual time of
flight techniques, because die resolution is then limited by the spatial extent
of the initial atomic cloud. A new method has been developed [54] which
consists of measuring directly the spatial correlation function of the atoms
G(a) = / i o o d:z0*(z+ a)0(z), where </>(z) is the wave function of die atomic
wave packet. This correlation function, which describes the degree of spatial
coherence between two points separated by a distance a, is simply the Fourier
transform of the momentum distribution I <j)(p) 12. This method is analogous
to Fourier spectroscopy in optics, where a narrow spectral line /(ft)) is more
easily inferred from the correlation function of the emitted electric field G(T)
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= r+°°di£*(^+ t)E(t), which is the Fourier transform of /(ft)). Experimentally,
the measurement of G(a) is achieved by letting the two coherent VSCPT
wave packets fly apart with a relative velocity 2vR = 2hk/m during a dark period tD, during which the VSCPT beams are switched off. During this dark period, the two wave packets get separated by a distance a = 2vRtD, and one then
measures with a probe pulse a signal proportional to their overlap. Fig.8a
shows the variations with tD of such a signal 5 (which is in fact equal to [1 +
G(a)]/2). From such a curve, one deduces a temperature T ~ 7^/625, corresponding to 5p ~ hk/25. Fig.8b shows the variations of TR/Twith the VSCPT
interaction time 6. As predicted by theory (see next subsection), TR/Tvaries
linearly with 6 and can reach values as large as 800.

Figure 9. Two-dimensional VSCPT experiment (from reference [58]). The experimental scheme
is the same as in Fig. 7, but one uses now four VSCPT beams in a horizontal plane and atoms are
pumped into a linear superposition of four different momentum states giving rise to four peaks
in the two-dimensional velocity distribution (a). When three of the four VSCPT laser beams are
adiabatically switched off, the whole atomic population is transferred into a single wave packet
(b).

VSCPT has been extended to two [55] and three [56] dimensions. For a J =
1 *->Je = 1 transition, it has been shown [57] that there is a dark state which is
described by the same vector field as the laser field. More precisely, if the laser field is formed by a linear superposition of N plane waves with wave vectors k; (z= 1,2,...N) having the same modulus k, one finds that atoms are cooled in a coherent superposition of N wave packets with mean momenta h\ai
and with a momentum spread Sp which becomes smaller and smaller as the
interaction time 6 increases. Furthermore, because of the isomorphism
between the de Broglie dark state and the laser field, one can adiabatically
change the laser configuration and transfer the whole atomic population into a single wave packet or two coherent wave packets chosen at will [58]. Fig.
9 shows an example of such a coherent manipulation of atomic wave packets
in two dimensions. In Fig.9a, one sees the transverse velocity distribution
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associated with the four wave packets obtained with two pairs of counterpropagating laser waves along the x and y-axis in a horizontal plane; Fig.9b shows
the single wave packet into which the whole atomic population is transferred
by switching off adiabatically three of the four VSCPT beams. Similar results
have been obtained in three dimensions.
3.3 SUBEECOIL LASER COOLING AND LEVY STATISTICS

Quantum Monte Carlo simulations using the delay function [59, 60] have
provided new physical insight into subrecoil laser cooling [61]. Fig. 10 shows
for example the random evolution of the momentum p of an atom in a 1DVSCPT experiment. Each vertical discontinuity corresponds to a spontaneous
emission process during which p changes in a random way. Between two successive jumps, p remains constant. It clearly appears that the random walk of
the atom in velocity space is anomalous and dominated by a few rare events
whose duration is a significant fraction of the total interaction time. A simple
analysis shows that the distribution P(t) of the trapping times Tin a small
trapping zone near v = 0 is a broad distribution which falls as a power-law in
the wings. These wings decrease so slowly that the average value (T) of T (or
the variance) can diverge. In such cases, the central limit theorem (CLT) can
obviously no longer be used for studying the distribution of the total trapping
time after TV entries in the trapping zone separated by N exits.

Figure 10. Monte Carlo wave function simulation of one-dimensional VSCPT (from reference
[61 ]). Momentum p characterizing the cooled atoms versus time. Each vertical discontinuity corresponds to a spontaneous emission jump during which p changes in a random way. Between two
successive jumps, p remains constant. The inset shows a zoomed part of the sequence.
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It is possible to extend the CLT to broad distributions with power-law wings
[62, 63]. We have applied the corresponding statistics, called "Levy statistics",
to subrecoil cooling and shown that one can obtain in this way a better understanding of the physical processes as well as quantitative analytical predictions for the asymptotic properties of the cooled atoms in the limit when the
interaction time G tends to infinity [61, 64]. For example, one predicts in this
way that the temperature decreases as 1/0 when 6 —> °°, and that the wings
of the momentum distribution decrease as l/f?, which shows that the shape
of the momentum distribution is closer to a Lorentzian than a Gaussian. This
is in agreement with the experimental observations represented in Fig.8.
(The fit in Fig.8a is an exponential, which is the Fourier transform of a
Lorentzian).
One important feature revealed by this theoretical analysis is the non-ergodicity of the cooling process. Regardless of the interaction time 8, there are
always atomic evolution times (trapping times in the small zone of Fig.5a
around v = 0) which can be longer than 6. Another advantage of such a new
approach is that it allows the parameters of the cooling lasers to be optimized
for given experimental conditions. For example, by using different shapes for
the laser pulses used in one-dimensional subrecoil Raman cooling, it has
been possible to reach for Cesium atoms temperatures as low as 3 nK [65].
4. A FEW EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS
The possibility of trapping atoms and cooling them at very low temperatures,
where their velocity can be as low as a few mm/s, has opened the way to a
wealth of applications. Ultracold atoms can be observed during much longer
times, which is important for high resolution spectroscopy and frequency
standards. They also have very long de Broglie wavelengths, which has given
rise to new research fields, such as atom optics, atom interferometry and
Bose-Einstein condensation of dilute gases. It is impossible to discuss here all
these developments. We refer the reader to recent reviews such as [5]. We will
just describe in this section a few examples of applications which have been
recently investigated by our group in Paris.
4.1 CESIUM ATOMIC CLOCKS

Cesium atoms cooled by Sisyphus cooling have an effective temperature on
the order of 1 flK, corresponding to a r.m.s. velocity of 1 cm/s. This allows
them to spend a longer time T in an observation zone where a microwave
field induces resonant transitions between the two hyperfine levels g} and g2
of the ground state. Increasing T decreases the width Av~ 1/Xof the microwave resonance line whose frequency is used to define the unit of time. The
stability of atomic clocks can thus be considerably improved by using ultracold atoms [66. 67].
In usual atomic clocks, atoms from a thermal cesium beam cross two
microwave cavities fed by the same oscillator. The average velocity of the
atoms is several hundred m/s, the distance between the two cavities is on the
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order of 1 m. The microwave resonance between gl and g2 is monitored and
is used to lock the frequency of the oscillator to the center of the atomic line.
The narrower the resonance line, the more stable the atomic clock. In fact,
the microwave resonance line exhibits Ramsey interference fringes whose
width Avis determined by die time of flight T of the atoms from one cavity to
another. For the longest devices, T, which can be considered as die observation
time, can reach 10 ms, leading to values of Av ~ I/Ton the order of 100 Hz.
Much narrower Ramsey fringes, with sub-Hertz linewidths can be obtained
in the so-called "Zacharias atomic fountain" [68]. Atoms are captured in a
magneto-optical trap and laser cooled before being launched upwards by a laser pulse through a microwave cavity. Because of gravity they are decelerated,
they return and fall back, passing a second time through the cavity. Atoms
therefore experience two coherent microwave pulses, when they pass through
the cavity, the first time on their way up, the second time on their way down.
The time interval between the two pulses can now be on the order of 1 sec,
i.e. about two orders of magnitude longer than with usual clocks. Atomic
fountains have been realized for sodium [69] and cesium [70]. A short-term
relative frequency stability of 1.3 X 10"13T ~1/2, where Tis the integration time,
has been recendy measured for a one meter high Cesium fountain [71, 72].
For T= 1045, Av/v~ 1.3 x 10"15 and for T= 3 x 104s, Av/v~ 8 x 10~16 has been
measured. In fact such a stability is most likely limited by the Hydrogen maser
which is used as a reference source and the real stability, which could be
more precisely determined by beating the signals of two fountain clocks, is expected to reach Av/v ~ 10~16 for a one day integration time. In addition to the
stability, another very important property of a frequency standard is its accuracy. Because of the very low velocities in a fountain device, many systematic shifts are strongly reduced and can be evaluated with great precision.
With an accuracy of 2 x 10"15, the BNM-LPTF fountain is presently the most
accurate primary standard [73]. A factor 10 improvement in this accuracy is
expected in the near future.
To increase the observation time beyond one second, a possible solution
consists of building a clock for operation in a reduced gravity environment.
Such a microgravity clock has been recendy tested in a jet plane making
parabolic flights. A resonance signal with a width of 7 Hz has been recorded
in a lO"2^ environment. This width is twice narrower than that produced on
earth in the same apparatus. This clock prototype (see Fig.ll) is a compact
and transportable device which can be also used on earth for high precision
frequency comparison.
Atomic clocks working with ultracold atoms could not only provide an improvement of positioning systems such as the GPS. They could be also used
for fundamental studies. For example, one could build two fountains clocks,
one with cesium and one witii rubidium, in order to measure with a high accuracy the ratio between the hyperfine frequencies of these two atoms.
Because of relativistic corrections, the hyperfine splitting is a function of Za
where a is die fine structure constant and Zis the atomic number [74]. Since
Z is not die same for cesium and rubidium, the ratio of the two hyperfine
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Figure 11. The microgravity clock prototype. The left part is the 60 cm x 60 cm x 15 cm optical
bench containing the diode laser sources and the various optical components. The right part is
the clock itself (about one meter long) containing the optical molasses, the microwave cavitv and
the detection region.

structures depends on a. By making several measurements of this ratio over
long periods of time, one could check Dirac's suggestion concerning a possible variation of a with time. The present upper limit fora/a in laboratorytests [74] could be improved by two orders of magnitude.
Another interesting test would be to measure with a higher accuracy the
gravitational red shift and the gravitational delay of an electromagnetic wave
passing near a large mass (Shapiro effect [75]).
4.2 GRAVITATIONAL CAVITIES FOR NEUTRAL ATOMS

We have already mentioned in section 1.3 the possibility of making atomic
mirrors for atoms by using blue detuned evanescent waves at the surface of a
piece of glass. Concave mirrors (Fig. 12a) are particularly interesting because
the transverse atomic motion is then stable if atoms are released from a point
located below the focus of the mirror. It has been possible in this way to observe several successive bounces of the atoms (Fig. 12b) and such a system can
be considered as a "trampoline for atoms" [37]. In such an experiment, it is a
good approximation to consider atoms as classical particles bouncing off a
concave mirror. In a quantum mechanical description of the experiment, one
must consider the reflection of the atomic de Broglie waves by the mirror.
Standing de Broglie waves can then be introduced for such a "gravitational
cavity", which are quite analogous to the light standing waves for a FabryPerot cavity [76]. By modulating at frequency QJ2n the intensity of the evanescent wave which forms the atomic mirror, one can produce the equivalent
of a vibrating mirror for de Broglie waves. The reflected waves thus
have a modulated Doppler shift. The corresponding frequency modulation
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of these waves has been recently demonstrated [77] by measuring the energy
change AE of the bouncing atom, which is found to be equal to nhQ,, where n
= 0, ± 1,± 2, ... (Figs.l2c and d). The discrete nature of this energy spectrum
is a pure quantum effect. For classical particles bouncing off a vibrating mirror, AE would vary continuously in a certain range.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 12. Gravitational cavity for neutral atoms (from references [37] and [77]). Trampoline for
atoms (a) - Atoms released from a magneto-optical trap bounce off a concave mirror formed by
a blue detuned evanescent wave at the surface of a curved glass prism. Number of atoms at the
initial position of the trap versus time after the trap has been switched off (b). Ten successive
bounces are visible in the figure. Principle of the experiment demonstrating the frequency
modulation of de Broglie waves (c). The upper trace gives the atomic trajectories (vertical position z versus time). The lower trace gives the time dependence of the intensity/of the evanescent
wave. The first pulse is used for making a velocity selection. The second pulse is modulated in intensity. This produces a vibrating mirror giving rise to a frequency modulated reflected de
Broglie wave which consists in a carrier and sidebands at the modulation frequency. The energy
spectrum of the reflected particles is thus discrete so that the trajectories of the reflected particles form a discrete set. This effect is detected by looking at the time dependence of the absorption of a probe beam located above the prism (d).
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4.3 BLOCH OSCILLATIONS

In the subrecoil regime where dp becomes smaller than hk, the atomic coherence length h/5p becomes larger than the optical wavelength X = h/hk =
2iz /k of the lasers used to cool the atom. Consider then such an ultracold
atom in the periodic light shift potential produced by a non resonant laser
standing wave. The atomic de Broglie wave is delocalized over several periods
of the periodic potential, which means that one can prepare in this way
quasi-Bloch states. By chirping the frequency of the two counterpropagating
laser waves forming the standing wave, one can produce an accelerated standing wave. In the rest frame of this wave, atoms thus feel a constant inertial
force in addition to the periodic potential. They are accelerated and the de
Broglie wavelength AdB = h/M(v) decreases. When AdB = Aj^,., the de Broglie
wave is Bragg-reflected by the periodic optical potential. Instead of increasing
linearly with time, the mean velocity (v) of the atoms oscillates back and forth.
Such Bloch oscillations, which are a textbook effect of solid-state physics, are
more easily observed with ultracold atoms than with electrons in condensed
matter because the Bloch period can be much shorter than the relaxation
time for the coherence of de Broglie waves (in condensed matter, the relaxation processes due to collisions are very strong). Fig. 13 shows an example of
Bloch oscillations [78] observed on cesium atoms cooled by the improved
subrecoil Raman cooling technique described in [65].

Figure 13. Bloch oscillations of atoms in a periodic optical potential (from reference [78]. Mean
velocity (in units of the recoil velocity) versus time (in units of half the Bloch period) for ultracold cesium atoms moving in a periodic optical potential and submitted in addition to a constant
force.

5. CONCLUSION
We have described in this paper a few physical mechanisms allowing one to
manipulate neutral atoms with laser light. Several of these mechanisms can
be simply interpreted in terms of resonant exchanges of energy, angular and
linear momentum between atoms and photons. A few of them, among the
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most efficient ones, result from a new way of combining well known physical
effects such as optical pumping, light shifts, coherent population trapping.
We have given two examples of such cooling mechanisms, Sisyphus cooling
and subrecoil cooling, which allow atoms to be cooled in the microKelvin and
nanoKelvin ranges. A few possible applications of ultracold atoms have been
also reviewed. They take advantage of the long interaction times and long de
Broglie wavelengths which are now available with laser cooling and trapping
techniques.
One can reasonably expect that further progress in this field will be
made in the near future and that new applications will be found. Concerning
fundamental problems, two directions of research at least look promising.
First, a better control of "pure" situations involving a small number of atoms
in well-defined states exhibiting quantum features such as very long spatial
coherence lengths or entanglement. In that perspective, atomic, molecular
and optical physics will continue to play an important role by providing a
"testing bench" for improving our understanding of quantum phenomena. A
second interesting direction is the investigation of new systems, such as Bose
condensates involving a macroscopic number of atoms in the same quantum
state. One can reasonably hope that new types of coherent atomic sources
(sometimes called "atom lasers") will be realized, opening the way to interesting new possibilities.
It is clear finally that all the developments which have occurred in the field
of laser cooling and trapping are strengthening the connections which can be
established between atomic physics and other branches of physics, such as
condensed matter or statistical physics. The use of Levy statistics for analyzing
subrecoil cooling is an example of such a fruitful dialogue. The interdisciplinary character of the present researches on the properties of Bose condensates is also a clear sign of the increase of these exchanges.
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The content of this paper was first presented at the 12th International Conference in Laser
Spectroscopy held in Capri in June 1995. It was then published in a special issue of Physica
Scripta containing memorial essays for George Series. It contains a review of several quantum interference effects observed on the light emitted or absorbed by an atom in a linear
superposition of states, starting from level crossing resonances (Hanle effect), quantum beats
and ending with velocity dependent dark states and subrecoil laser cooling.
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Abstract

ha> = hck of the incident photon, within fir (F being the

When an atom, in a linear superposition of states, absorbs or emits light,
interference can occur between two different absorption or emission amplitudes, giving rise to observable physical effects, such as level crossing resonances, quantum beats, and dark states. Early experimental demonstrations
of effects of this kind, using an optical detection of the atomic internal state,
are briefly reviewed. In fact, such interference effects are still playing a fundamental role in modem developments, such as laser cooling and trapping.
We present in this paper a few examples of such applications, including the
mechanical Hanle effect, velocity selective resonances for an atom moving
in a standing wave and subrecoil laser cooling by Velocity Selective Coherent Population Trapping (VSCPT).

n a t u r a l widih

1. Introduction
One of the most fascinating features of quantum mechanics
is the fact that quantum amplitudes interfere. Several exampies of such interferences can be found in radiative processes. Consider for example a photon scattering process
* - *' by an atom in a magnetic field B, k and k being the
wave vectors of the incident and scattered photon, respeclively (Fig. la). We suppose that the atom has two Zeeman
sublevels e, and e 2 which cross for a certain value Bo of the
field (Fig. lb). Near resonance, there are two important
paths which contribute to the scattering amplitude and
which are represented by the two diagrams of Fig. 2. The
atom in g absorbs the incident photon and goes into ex (Fig.
2a) or e2 (Fig. 2b), and then emits the scattered photon *'
while returning to g. The two paths have the same initial
and final states, but different intermediate states. Therefore,
the two corresponding amplitudes interfere. The amplitude
of the process of Fig. 2a becomes large when the energy
splitting Eej - Eg between e, and g is equal to the energy

Fig. 1. (a) An incident photon, with wave vector k is scattered by an atom
put in a magnetic field B; k is the wave vector of the scattered photon, (b)
When the amplitude B of the magnetic field is scanned, two excited Zeeman
sublevels of the atom el and e2 cross for a certain value Bo of B. We
suppose here that the atom has a single ground state Zeeman sublevel g.

• Laboratoire assode au CNRS et a l'Universite Pierre et Marie Curie.

of t h e excited state
) - Similarly the amplitude
of the process of Fig. 2b becomes large when Ee2 — Eg = h(O
(within hT). It follows that the two amplitudes can both
become large only if Eei and Ee differ by less than hT, i.e.
n e a r t h e c r o s s i n g p o i n t B = Bo. It is then easy to underJ
. ,
, .
,
,
,
stand wh
y t h e interference term between the two scattering
amplitudes associated with the processes of Fig. 2 gives rise
to resonant variations of the scattered light when B is
scanned around B o , in an interval determined by \E
- £C2 K hT. Such a resonance, which is Doppler free, can
be observed around Bo = 0, since all Zeeman sublevels cross
in zero field. This is the well known Hanle effect [1]. Two
Zeeman sublevels belonging to two different hyperfine levels
c a n a l s o c r o s s for a n o n z e r o y a l u e rf B
The correspond.
^ a r o u n d BQ a r e
ing r e s o n a m variations of t h e scattered j
k n o w n a s t h e F r a n k e n effect

[2]

A n o t h e r w a y of i n t e r p r e t i n g t h e p r e v i o u s effects is t o c o n .
sider that

the absorption

the

in

atom

Zeeman

a

hnear

sublevels e

of the incident

superposition

and

In

of

hoton
the

tw0

other words> t h e

prepares
excited
densit

m a t r i x ff w h i c h d e s c r i b e s t h e e x d t e d a t o m i c g t a t e h a s

^ g ^ ,

not

| e > a n d a22 =
<e\a\e>>
w h i c h represent the populations of e, and e2,
^ ^ ^ 4
but
also
elements
= < [a]e2y
= c*
^ ^ s u c h « Z e e m a n c o h e r ences" exist, there is some anisotr o p y in t h e a t o m j c e x d t e d gtate m the plan£
e r p e ndicular
, 0 B d e s c r i b e d b y a t r a n s v e r s e orientation « J + > # 0, where
j being the a n g u k r m o m e n t u m a n d the
J+ = j + „
z _ a x i s b e i n g t a k e n a l o n g g)> o r a t r a n s v e r s e a l i g n m e n t
or <J 2 + >*0). The intensity of the light
(<jzj +> # 0
generally depends
e m i U e d b y t h e a t o m i n a g i y e n diKcXion
only

(a)

dements

ff

= < e ] f f

(b )

Fig. 2. Diagrammatic representation of the two scattering processes which
contribute to the resonant scattering amplitude. The absorption of the incident photon k excites the atom either to e1 (Fig. a) or to e2 (Fig. b). The
atom then returns to g by emission of the scattered photon *•.
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on such an anisotropy. In order to interpret the variations
of the fluorescence light when an external parameter, such
as B, is varied, one needs to determine the corresponding
variations of al2 (and also of c ^ and <r22). In several cases
[3, 4], it is possible to establish a rate equation for al2
having the following form.
B _ r
a12 = R — i —^—z—-ci2 — r<r12

(1)

and describing the various factors which determine the evolution of al2 '• optical excitation, which prepares <r12 at a rate
R; free evolution in the field B at the Larmor frequency
(Ey - E2)/H; damping with a rate T due to spontaneous
emission. Equation (1) allows a simple interpretation of
various interesting effects which can be observed on the
light emitted by an atom which has been prepared in a
linear superposition of excited Zeeman sublevels.
Suppose first that the intensity of the exciting light beam
is constant. R is then constant, and Equation (1) has a
steady-state solution.
,
(712 =
(2)
i(El — E2) +
fir
which clearly exhibits resonant variations around the crossing point £ t - E2 in an interval of width KT. This provides
a quantitative interpretation of the Hanle effect and of the
Franken effect.
One can also use a modulated excitation:
_ jnt
R — Ko e
(J)
Equation (1) then admits a solution of the form:
fiR

<x12(t) =

e"' n i

(4)
;(£, —E2— hii) + hT
which shows that <r12 contains modulations at the same frequency fi as the exciting light and which exhibit resonant
variations when E1 - E2 is scanned around fin. Such resonant modulations of the fluorescence light have been
observed by Corney and Series on cadmium atoms [5].
Another interesting situation is found when one uses a
percussional excitation:
0

f

'*
' '
d(t) being the delta fonction (more physically, one uses a
pulse of exciting light, with a duration much smaller than
fi/| £j — E2\ and 1/T). For T > 0, the solution of equation
(1) reads
r r t _ R e -.(£i-£2W« P -n
m
12 w
(
~ °
'
Such damped oscillations at the frequency (El — E2)/h are
nothing but the so-called " quantum beats" and they have
been first observed in 1964 on cadmium atoms [6].
Note finally that, even if it is not prepared directly by the
optical excitation (K = 0), a12 can build up from <rn — <r22
under the effect of a resonant radiofrequency field Bl e'ia>,
perpendicular to B. Modulations then appear in <r12 which
are resonant when the frequency fi of the RF field is close to
(El — E2)/h. The corresponding modulations at frequency O
of the fluorescence light have been called " light beats" [7].
All the previous considerations can be easily extended to
the case when there are several Zeeman sublevels g^ g2 ...
Physica Scripta T7D

in the atomic ground state g. Similar equations of motion
can be established [3, 4] for the atomic density matrix in g.
Zeeman (or hyperfine) coherences can be introduced in g,
either by the optical excitation itself, using for example a
transverse or modulated optical pumping, or by applying a
resonant radiofrequency (or microwave) field which drives a
transition connecting two ground state sublevels belonging
t0
the same hyperfine level (or to two different hyperfine
levels). Resonances similar to those described above can be
observed in atomic ground states by monitoring the
absorbed light or the reemitted light. Because relaxation
times are much longer in the ground state g than in the
excited state e, these resonances are much narrower.
In this paper, we review a few of these narrow resonances
associated with linear superpositions of atomic ground state
sublevels. They were first observed, using an optical detection of the atomic internal state. We also describe new
applications of these narrow resonances in the field of laser
cooling and trapping by showing how the motion of the
atomic center of mass can be influenced and controlled by
preparing the atom in a linear superposition of ground state
sublevels.
After a brief reminder on optical pumping and light shifts,
w e j}escritje in section 2 a few applications of level crossing
resonances in atomic ground states. We show how they can
be used to detect very weak magnetic fields (less than 10" 9
Gauss), or to change an atomic trajectory. We then consider
m
section 3 the case when Zeeman coherences in g are
introduced by a modulated transverse pumping or by a
resonant radiofrequency field. We also interpret in this way
t jj e so _ ca ii e( j "velocity selective resonances" for an atom
moving in a standing wave. Finally we discuss in section 4
the quenching of absorption of light by coherent population
trapping. After a brief description of the first observation of
t h i s e g- ect o n s o ( j j u r n a t o m s excited by a multimode laser
beam, we show how velocity selective coherent population
trapping can be used to cool atoms below the limit corresponding to the recoil kinetic energy of an atom absorbing
or emitting a single photon,
2. Level crossing resonances in atomic ground states
2 l

Qptical

pumping

and

{ight

Mfts

The principle of optical pumping is well known [8] and can
be simply explained for an atomic transition connecting a
ground state with an angular momentum Jg = 1/2 to an
excited state with angular momentum Je = 1/2 (Fig. 3).
Suppose that a right circularly polarized (<r+) light beam
propagating along the z - axis excites resonantly such a
transition for atoms contained in a cell (Fig. 3a). The frequency coL of the light is equal to the atomic frequency <oA.
Let [<7±1/2>z and | e ± i / 2 X be the eigenstates of Jz in g and e,
respectively. Because of the polarization selection rules, the
<7+ resonant light can excite only the Am = 1 transition
l9-i/2>z < - > l e +i/2>z- Atoms initially in |<?-1/2>z can thus be
excited in | e + 1/2 > z from where they can fall back, either in
\g~i/2yz by spontaneous emission of a a+ photon, in which
case the same cycle can be repeated, or in |<7 + i /2 > 2 by spontaneous emission of a n photon, in which case they remain
trapped in |3 + 1 / 2 > z because no o+ transition starts from
|<? + i/2X (Fig. 3b). Such optical pumping cycles
IS- 1/2 > z -> |e+i / 2 > z -> |9 + 1/2 > r are a simple and efficient
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Fig. 4. (a) Relative disposition of the a+ optical pumping beam and of the
static magneticfieldin a transverse optical pumping experiment, (b) Sketch
of the variations of the steady state fluorescence rate Rr versus Bo for a
Jt = 1/2 <-» J, = 1/2 transition.
Fig. 3. Principle of optical pumping, (a) A ir+-polarized resonant light
beam, propagating along the x - axis, excites atoms contained in a cell, (b)
Zeeman sublevels of the./, = 1/2 « - » / . - 1/2 atomic transition. The upward
arrow represents the transition which is excited by the a * light. The downward wavy arrow represents the subsequent spontaneous emission of n-

polarized light.

way to polarize the atomic sample, i.e. to prepare atoms in a
spin state oriented along the direction of the <r+ pumping
beam
If the light beam is detuned from resonance, i.e. if wL *
o)A, one can show that the non resonant optical excitation
produces an energy shift of the ground state sublevels [3, 4,
9] which are called light shifts or ac-Stark shifts. The magnitude of such light shifts is proportional to the light intensity
and inversely proportional to the detuning 8 = <oL-wA (in
the limit when the Rabi frequency fl, describing the lightatom interaction is small compared to | S |). Because of the
polarization selection rules, light shifts depend on the polarization of the exciting Ught and vary from one Zeeman sublevel to another. For example, in the case of Fig. 3, the o+
incident Ught shifts only the | g. 1/2 >, sublevel (if wL * coA).
In the absence of external static magnetic field, the two
Zeeman sublevels which are degenerate when the light beam
is off, become separated by an amount equal to the Ught
shift of level 10- 1 / 2 > 2 when the light beam is on. This shows
that a a+ non-resonant light beam produces in a Jg = 1/2
atomic ground state energy splittings which are equivalent
to those which would be produced by a fictitious magnetic
field Bf parallel to the direction of propagation of the Ught
beam [9]. Such a result will be useful for the interpretation
of a recent experiment described in a subsequent section
/c 2 2)
2.2. Transverse optical pumping
We suppose now that a static magnetic field Bo is appUed
along the z-axis and that the <r+ resonant pumping beam
propagates along the x-axis, i.e. in a direction transverse
with respect to the quantization axis defined by Bo (Fig. 4a).
We have then a competition between two processes with
different symmetries
(i) Optical pumping which tends to prepare atoms in a
spin state oriented along the direction of the a+ resonant
light beam, i.e. in the eigenstate | f f + 1 / 2 > x of Jx, which is a
linear superposition of the eigenstates |ff + i /2 >* and \g-1/2yz
ofj z .
|^

y

=

_L_[|9+
y/2

\ +\g_
'

2)

]
*

(7)

.... _
..
... ,
. . „ ., _
, • . •
,
<n) C o ^ S w l t h t h e ^ c field Bo. which introduces an
energy splitting HilL between \g + 1/2)z and I S - x ^ X , proportional to Bo, giving rise to a Larmor precession of the
spins around the z — axis at the Larmor frequency SlL.

I f B 0 = o, | g+ 1/2>z and | g. ,, 2 >, are degenerate as well as
their linear combinations 19+1/2)* and \g~u2yx- Atoms are
optically pumped by the <r+ resonant light beam into states
I d+1/2>* which are stationary and do not evolve by Larmor
P a s s i o n . Since no o-+ transition (with respect to the
x-axis) starts from | g+1,2yx (see Fig. 3b, where z is replaced
bv
*>' a n a t o m optically pumped in | g + 1/2>x cannot also
a b s o r b U ht F o r B
8 o = ° > t h e s t a t e lff+i/2>* l s t h u s a P erf ect
tra
P for a t o m s w h i c h c a n n o t leave tbis state' either b v
P h o t o n absorption, or by Larmor precession. Such states
are also called
" d a r k s t a t e s " • O n e understands in this way
whv the
steady-state fluorescence rate RF vanishes for Bo =
° ( s e e F l 8- 4 b ) : a f t e r a transient regime, lasting a time on the
o r d e r of the
° P t l c a l P i p i n g time xP, all atoms are optically
P u m P e d l n t o t h e d a r k s t a t e I »+!/*>*• I f relaxation processes
(charactenzed by a relaxation time T , ) are present, colUsl0nal
transfers can occur between \g+lt2}x
and |9_ 1 ( 2 > x ,
and R no lon er
"
8 vanishes for A = 0.
When

B

« » increased, the state | 9 + 1 / 2 > x into which
°P t l c a Uy pumped is coupled by the Zeeman
Hamiltonian describing the interaction with Bo to | f f . 1 / 2 > ,
In other words the Larm
>
o r precession in the plane perpendicular t0 B
o transforms \g + ll2)x into a linear superposition
of
l» + i/2>* and \g-ll2}x.
Since <r+ transitions (with respect
to the
*" a x i s ) c a n s t a r t f r o m l»-i/2>* ( s e e F i & 3 b ' w h e r e z
n o w is
replaced by x), an atom in such a linear superPosltlon can absorb ^
and this explains why the fluorescence
reappears when Bo is increased (see Fig. 4b). In fact,
the coherent Larmor precession is interrupted by optical
pumping and relaxation processes which occur at a rate
V 1 — T P ' + ' J ' ' where xg is the total damping time in the
8 r o u n d s t a t e - I f n * T » < *> t h e ^
rotates by a very small
an le durm
8
S t h e i m p i n g time t , , so that the steady-state
fluorescence rate RF remains very small. If on the other
hand n
^g>
h the rotation angle is very large and the spin
orientation is equally distributed in the plane perpendicular
to Bo leading to a plateau for RF. The critical value SB0 of
t h e field
8™°*? t h e w i d t h o f t h e n a r r o w d i P o f F i 8 - 4 b - c o r r e s onds
P
to a Larmor frequency <5QL = 75BO {y being the
gyromagnetic ratio) such that 6QLxg ~ 1. We thus have
\
8B
o~
—,
(8)
atoms

are

the optimal signal to noise ratio being obtained when xf
and xR are of the same order. Finally, when Bo is so large
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that the Zeeman shifts in the excited state e become larger
than the natural width T of e, the optical pumping process
itself is perturbed by the Larmor precession in e and this
explains the decrease of RF for large B which appears in Fig.
4b.
Level crossing resonances, analogous to the one of Fig.
4b, have been observed in the ground state of cadmium
atoms [10] and rubidium atoms [11]. The ground state
paramagnetism in the first case is due to the nuclear spin of
cadmium, and to the electron spin in the second case,
leading to higher values of ClL, of the order of 10 6 Hz per Fig 6 (a) s k e t c h of t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l K t u p for d e t e c t i n g t h e level CT0Ssing
Gauss. In paraffin coated cells, the damping time xg of resonance in the metastable state 2 3 S, of helium atoms by a modification
rubidium atoms in g can reach values of the order of 1 sec, of the atomic trajectories, (b) Signal S recorded by the detector D when Bo
SO that SB0 is, according to Eq. (8), very small, on the order is scanned. The narrow dip around Bo corresponds to the level crossing
resonance
of 10" 6 Gauss. Fig. 5a gives an example of level crossing
resonance observed in the ground state of 8 7 Rb [11]. A
modulation of the amplitude of 5 0 allows one to get disper- s j t i o n 2 3 S 1 - w 2 3 P 1 at 1.08 urn. The arguments presented
sion shaped curves more convenient than the absorption a b o v e f o r a Jg = 1/2 *-»./„ = 1/2 transition remain valid for
shaped curve of Fig. 4b for measuring the center of the reso- the J 9 = 1 +-> J e = 1 transition considered here. When Bo =
nance. The signal to noise ratio is very high, on the order of 0 ; a f t e r a t r a n s i e n t regime, all atoms are optically pumped in
104 so that very small variations of Bo can be easily t h e dark state \g+1)x and the absorption stops. The deflecdetected. Fig. 5b shows the response of the signal to applied t ion of the atomic trajectory is small. When Bo is increased,
square variations o f B o . with an amplitude of 2.10 9 Gauss. t h e L armor precession in the plane perpendicular to Bo
One sees that one can detect variations of the static field on c o u p i e s \g+l}x
to \goyx and l ^ - i ) * , which can absorb light,
the order of 5.10 10 Gauss. Such a magnetometer has been T h e corresponding increase of radiation pressure gives rise
used to detect the magnetostatic field produced at a macro- t o a i a r g e r deflection. By putting along the y-axis, and
scopic distance (~6cm) by a gaseous sample of 3 He atoms, slightly o ff a x j s j n the horizontal plane, a detector which
whose nuclei were oriented by optical pumping [12].
records the metastable helium atoms, one gets a signal
„ „ , . , . , ,
.
- - , , 1
.
2.3. Mechanical detection ofJ the level crossing resonance
"
The analysis of the previous section shows that the amount
of light absorbed by an atom in a transverse optical
pumping experiment varies in a resonant way when the
magnetic field B is scanned around 0. The momentum
absorbed by the atom, and consequently the radiation pressure force exerted by the pumping beam, should therefore
exhibit similar resonant variations. Level crossing resonances in atomic ground states can thus be also detected by
a modification of atomic trajectories.
An experiment of this type has been performed on metastable helium atoms [13]. Fig. 6a gives a sketch of the
experimental set up. A beam of helium atoms in the 2 ^
metastable state propagates along the y-axis. A <r+ resonant
laser beam, propagating along the x-axis excites the tran-

. , ,

.

.

Fig. 5. (a) Example of zero field level crossing resonance observed in the
ground state of °'Rb atoms, (b) Response of to signal S to applied square
variations of the static magnetic field. The signal to noise ratio allows one
to detect variations of Bo as small as 5 10" 10 Gauss.
Physica Scripta T70

which is sensitive to the deflection of the atoms and whose
. .
... D
. , . „. ,, __
variations with B
o are represented in Fig. 6b. The narrow
dip o f pjg, 6b provides a mechanical detection of the level
crossing resonance in the metastable state of helium. It has
b e e n v e r y u s e f u i f o r adjusting in situ the static magnetic field
t 0 z e r 0 m su brecoil laser cooling experiments. The number
o f m e tastable atoms in the beam is rather small and an
optical detection of the resonance by observation of the
fluorescenCe
light emitted on the 2 3P1->^ 2 3 S , transition is
difficult. On the other hand, detection of metastable atoms
which carry a large internal energy is very sensitive.
3

- Ground state Zeeman coherences induced by a modulated
transverse pumping or a resonant RF field
3.1. A few early experiments
We consider first transverse pumping experiments with
modulated light. The experiment scheme is the same as in
Fig. 4a. The static field Bo is now large and we have ClL zg P1, so that the spin orientation introduced along Ox is completely smeared out by the Larmor precession around Bo.
Suppose that the light intensity, instead of being constant, is
modulated at the frequency Cl and consider the simple case
where it consists of pulses equally spaced in time, with a
separation 2n/il between two successive pulses. Just after a
pulse, a spin is optically pumped along the x-axis. When the
next pulse arrives, such a spin has rotated by an angle 6 =
fi t 2K/CI If ClL = Q, 0 = 2n and the spin is again oriented
along the x — axis, so that it will not be perturbed by the
new pulse since it cannot absorb it. Furthermore, the new
pulse will optically pump new atoms whose spins are in

,
... .,
.
., ^ iV.
.„ ,
,
b e Cumula
Phase *>* the PreVl0US Ones' s0 that there ^
"
v e effect of optical p u m p i n g : one gets a net spin o n e n t a tion r o t a t i n g at frequency Q a n d w h o s e a m p l i t u d e a n d

ll
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signal is here proportional to the transverse spin orientation. But it is now an optical signal, much more sensitive
than a radio-frequency one. Figure 7 gives for example
detection signals of the nuclear magnetic resonance in the
ground state of 199 Hg, which has a purely nuclear paramagnetism. Such signals are obtained by monitoring the modulation of the absorption of a weak transverse beam.
Although there are only about 1012 oriented nuclei per cm3
in a cell of about 10 cm 3 , the signal to noise ratio is quite
good. With such a low density, an usual radio-frequency
detection of NMR would be rather difficult.
3.2. Velocity selective resonances
We describe now a recent laser cooling experiment [15] and
show how velocity selective resonances observed in this
experiment can be interpreted in terms of a modulated
transverse optical pumping.
Figure 8 gives a sketch of the experimental set up. A <r+polarized standing wave, Eo sin kx sin coLt, propagates
along the x-axis. It is crossed by an atomic beam propagating along the z-axis. Because of the non perfect collimation
of the atomic beam, there is a certain velocity spread along
the x-axis. A static magnetic field Bo is applied along the
z-axis. The measured signal is the number of atoms detected
by a hot wire put far away along the z-axis. Such a signal is
proportional to the velocity distribution of atoms along the
Fig. 7. Optical detection of NMR in the ground state of "»//» by the
modulation of the absorption of a weak transverse probe beam (from [4]).
In Fig (a), the RF field amplitude is constant and the field Bo is scanned
around the value corresponding to QL = Q. The two curves represent the
components of the modulation of the absorption signal in phase and in
quadrature with the RFfield(lock-in detection). The four next figures (b, c,
d, e) represent the modulations detected when the RF field amplitude is
pulsed) dL being equal to Q. b: >t/2pulse; c:u pulse; d: sequence of one n
and onerc/2pulses; e: sequence of two pulses. The decay of the signal of
Fig. 7b gives the l^-relaxation time. The decay of the signal from one pulse
to the next one in Figs 7d and 7e gives the X,-relaxation time.

x axls

'

-

Consider a n a t o m m o v i n g along the X-axis With a velocity
Vx. Because the intensity of t h e standing wave is spatially
m o d u l a t e d with a p e r i o d A/2 = n/k, such a n a t o m "sees" a
; s m o d u l a t e d in t i m e : l(t) = Io
ff+
u h , w h o s e i n t e n s i t y I(t)
Ot h
v / u
COS i W

wnere
v

Cl = In —2- = 2kvx
*/2
^
r» /*. i_
T

(9)
i

T

?

i •t

i

Let ClL = gnBB0/H be the Larmor frequency at which the
atoms precess in the static field B0(g is the ^-factor, \iB the
Bohr magneton). According to the results of the previous
section 3.1, the modulated transverse optical pumping experfenced by the moving atom gives rise to a modulated transmagnetization
MJt) = Mo cos (Sit - q>) whose
verse
amplitude M o and phase q> vary in a resonant way around
nL = Cl. If the laser frequency ClL is slightly different from

phase will vary in a resonant way when Cl is scanned around
ClL (or when, Cl being fixed, Bo is scanned around the value
corresponding to ClL = Cl). Such resonant modulations of
the spin orientation in g, which have been first observed on
sodium atoms [14], are the equivalent for atomic ground
states of the resonances described by equations (3) and (4)
for atomic excited states.
We describe now another experiment which can be considered as the extension to atomic ground states of the lightbeat experiment of George Series. A longitudinal o+
polarized beam (parallel to Bo) optically pumps the atoms in
the state |g+i/2> z (see Fig. 3). Under the effect of a resonant
RF field Bx cos fit, perpendicular to Bo, such a state is
transformed into a linear superposition of \g+1/2}2 and
IS-1/2X) which gives rise to a transverse spin orientation
rotating at frequency Cl in the plane perpendicular to Bo,
with an amplitude and a phase varying in a resonant way
around ClL = Cl. If now we apply a weak probe o+-polarized
beam along the x-axis, the absorption of such a probe beam
will be modulated at frequency il by the rotating spin orientation: the <r+ probe beam is not absorbed when the spins
are in the \g + il2}x state whereas it is absorbed when the
spins are in the |<?-i/2>x state. As in usual magnetic resonance experiments where one detects the voltage induced in Fig, g. s k e t c l l of the experimental up allowing the observation of velocity
a coil by the rotating magnetic moments, the detection selective resonances.
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Fig. 9. Variations with vx of the force Fx experienced by an atom moving
with velocity vx along the standing wave. Around the value vx = QJ2k,
these variations have a dispersion shape.

. , . , , . , .
t h e a t o m i c frequency coA, there are also light shifts. As
s h o w n a t the end of section 2.1, the effect of these light shifts
is equivalent to t h e effect of a fictitious magnetic field p a r a l -

lei to the direction of propagation of the a+-polarized beam
and proportional to the light intensity. It follows that the
moving atom not only experiences a modulated transverse
pumping but is also submitted to a modulated fictitious field
B/t) = Bj cos ilt parallel to the x-axis. Such a modulated
field can exchange energy with the modulated transverse
magnetization if MJt)dBj{t) ^ 0, the average being taken
over one oscillation period. Evaluation of such an energy
exchange gives some physical insight into the force Fx experienced by the atom moving with velocity vx along the
standing wave.
Suppose first that vx = ClJ2k, so that, according to (9),
£2t = fl. MJt) is then in phase with I{t) — Io cos Qt, as well
as Bf(t). It follows that MJj) and Bf(t) oscillate in phase, so
that Mx(t)dBf(t) = 0. There is no exchange of energy and
Fx = 0. If vx is slightly different from ClJ2k, Cl is no longer
equal to ClL. Mx(t) has now a component in quadrature with
I(t), whereas Bf(i) is still in phase with I(t). Mx(t) and Br(t)
are thus no longer in phase, so that MJt)dB/t) ^ 0. We
have now an exchange of energy between the atom and the
field and Fx is no longer equal to zero. All these results are
summarized in Fig. 9 which gives the variations with vx of
the force Fx experienced by the atom. These variations have
a dispersive shape around vx = UJ2k. For a certain sign of
the detuning 5 = coL — coA, the slope of the curve at vx =
CiJ2k is negative, which means that such an equilibrium
point is stable. Atomic velocities are locked at vx = HJ2k
and there is, in addition, a cooling around this value of vx.
One can understand in this way the narrow peaks which
can be observed in the transverse velocity profile of the
transmitted atomic beam, and which appear around non
zero values of vx, proportional to Bo [15].

Fig. 10. Spatial variations of the fluorescence light emitted by sodium
atoms excited by a multimode resonant laser beam. The cell containing the
s o d i u n i a t o m s ^ p u t m a magnetic field gradient parallel to the direction of
the laser beam. At certain positions along the laser beam, one observes
black lines corresponding to a quenching of absorption which occurs at
this

position (from Ref. 16}

appears, which gives rise to a narrow black line perpendicular to the direction of the laser beam (see Fig. 10).
A closer examination of the parameters which determine
the position of the black line reveals that the quenching of
the fluorescence occurs at the places where the frequency
splitting <5v between the laser modes equals the hyperfine
frequency splitting between two Zeeman sublevels | Ft, m,>
and \F2,m2} belonging to the two ground hyperfine levels
Fj and F2 of sodium atoms. Because of the magnetic field
gradient, the Zeeman shifts of \FU m^ and \Fz,m2}
are
position dependent and this explains why the resonance
condition is fulfilled only at certain positions. Consider the
simplified model of Fig. 11 where a three-level atom with
two Zeeman sublevels gl and g2 and a single excited sublevel e0 is excited by two laser fields with frequencies <oL1
and coL2, exciting the transitions !?!<-> e 0 a n c l 9i*~~*eo>
respectively. Let fiA be the detuning from resonance for the
stimulated Raman process consisting of the absorption of
one photon coL1 and the stimulated emission of one coL2
photon, the atom going from gx to g2 (Fig. 11). The experimental results of Ref. 16 show that the fluorescence disappears when A = 0.

4. Quenching of absorption by coherent population trapping
4.1. Black lines
In 1976, Adriano Gozzini and his colleagues observed a
very interesting effect which they called " black lines" [16].
Consider a multimode laser passing through a sodium cell
in a magnetic field gradient. When the laser frequency is
,

.

.?

a

r.i.

j-

•

close to resonance, the fluorescence of the sodium vapor is
excited and the path of the beam IS bright. However, at
certain positions along the laser beam, the fluorescence disPhysica Scripta T70
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'B-11- Three-level atom {gu g2, g0} excited by two laser fields with fre-

^ ^ ^ ^
^
^
^
^
^ fcM<b> «,„,,.
RA is the detuning from resonance for the stimulated Raman process
induced between gt and g2 by the two laserfieldsmLl and (BJJ.
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Soon after the discovery of black lines, a theoretical
analysis was performed [17] consisting in solving the optical
Bloch equations for the density matrix a of the simplified
three-level model of Fig. 11. For the variations with A of the
fluorescence rate RF = T<e01 a\ eo> (F being the spontaneous emission rate from e0), one finds the results sketched
in Fig. 12: RF strictly vanishes for A = 0. The narrow dip of
Fig. 12 has a width r determined by the damping rates of
the ground state which are much smaller than the damping
rate V of the excited state e0, responsible for the slow
decrease of RF appearing in Fig. 12 for large values of A.
Another important result of such a calculation is that the
vanishing of <e01 a \ eQ) for A = 0 is accompanied by the
appearance of a "hyperfine coherence" <</iM<72> whose
modulus is equal to 1 for A = 0. In other words, the black
line is associated with a trapping of atoms in a linear superposition of the ground state sublevels gt and g2, such that
the two absorption amplitudes from gl to e0 and from g2 to
e 0 interfere destructively.
The dressed-atom approach is also very useful for analyzing such an effect [18]. The uncoupled states of the
atom + laser photons system are grouped into well separated three-dimensional manifolds of closely spaced states.
n
»7 \r \ i
AT 1 \T \ i
\T \T , n w m i
{|e0, Nl3 JV2>, \gi,S1 + l, N2>, | g 2 , Nl, N2 + 1>} (10)
where N1 and N2 are the number of coLl photons and eoL2
photons, respectively. The energy splitting between | glt JV,
+ 1, N2y and | g2, AT,, N2 + 1> is nothing but

4 2

- - Subrecoil laser cooling by velocity selective coherent
population trapping (VSCPT)
The quenching of absorption by quantum interference
effects has recently found interesting applications in the field
of laser cooling. By introducing a velocity dependence in
coherent population trapping, it has been possible to cool
atoms below the so called recoil limit corresponding to the
kinetic energy of an atom initially at rest and absorbing or
emitting a single photon.
The basic idea consists in making the detuning A from
resonance for the stimulated Raman process of Fig. 11 proportional to the atomic velocity v. In a one-dimensional
laser cooling experiment along the z-axis, this is achieved by
taking the two laser beams counterpropagating along this
axis and by adjusting coL1 and coL2 so that
._ „ _
....
w
t(B
l
" ~ C°L2' ~ 9l ~ 9l
'
If the atomic velocity v along the z — axis is equal to zero,
^
_ no Dopp,er ^
_Jequation
_ ^
^
(n)
tQ
A = 0 [see eq. (11)]. If v / 0, the two Doppler shifts krv and
— k2v of the two counterpropagating waves are nearly
opposite since kl ~ k2 = k. It follows that coLl — coL2 has to
b e replaced by coL1 + kv — (coL2 — kv) = wL1 — coL2 + 2kv,
which s h o w s that we have n o w a detuning A = 2kv which is

which means that, for A = 0, the two uncoupled states | gly
Nt + 1, N2} and \g2, Nu N2 + 1) are degenerate. Because
the atom in \gt} can absorb one coLl photon and go to
|e o >, the two states \guNl + 1, N2) and \e0, Nu N2} are
coupled by the atom-laser interaction Hamiltonian VAL. A
similar result holds for \g2, Nlt N2 + iy and \e0, Nt, N2y.
There is therefore a linear superposition of | glt ATt + 1, N2y
and \g2, AT,, JV2 + 1> which is not coupled to the excited
state because of a destructive quantum interference between
the two amplitudes \gl,N1 + 1, iV2> -> |'e 0 , Nlt N2y and
| g2, N t , N2 + 1> - » | e0, Nlt N2y. Furthermore, this linear
superposition is also stationary when A = 0, because the
two states \gly Nl + 1, JV2> and \g2, N1, N2 + 1> are then
degenerate. This shows that there is a dark state when
A = 0, which becomes less and less dark when A increases,
The narrow dip of Fig. 12 can thus be interpreted as a level

proportional to v. The variations of the fluorescence rate RF
with the atomic velocity v axe thus similar to those of Fig.
12, since varying v is equivalent to varying the detuning A
from Raman resonance. Consider then an atom with v = 0.
For such an atom, A = 0 and the absorption of light is
quenched. Consequently, there is no spontaneous reemission
and no associated random recoil. One protects in this way
ultracold atoms (with v ~ 0) from the "bad" effects of the
light. On the other hand, atoms with c / 0 can absorb and
reemit light. In such an absorption-spontaneous emission
cycle, their velocities change in a random way and the corresponding random walk in u-space can transfer atoms from
the v / 0 absorbing states into the v ~ 0 dark states where
they remain trapped and accumulate (see Fig. 13). This
reminds us of what happens in a Kundt's tube where sand
grains vibrate in an acoustic standing wave and accumulate

Fig. 12. Sketch of the variations with the detuning A from Raman resonance of the calculated fluorescence rate RF for the three-level model of
Fig. 11. Rr strictly vanishes for A = 0. V and r are related to the damping
rates in the ground state and the excited state, respectively.

Fig. 13. Principle oflaser cooling by velocity selective coherent population
trapping. Atoms with v = 0 do not absorb light and do not recoil Atoms
with v ^ 0 absorb and reemit light. The corresponding random recoil can
lead them near v = 0 where they remain trapped and pile up.

2

. _ s,
L2) —

crossing resonance in the dressed atom energy diagram,
This establishes a connection between coherent population
trapping and the Hanle effect discussed in sections 1 and 2
and explains why the curves of Figures 4b and 12 are so
similar,

....

1
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at the nodes of this wave where they no longer move. Note
however that the random walk takes place in velocity space
for the situation considered in Fig. 13, whereas it takes place
in position space in a Kundt's tube.
Such a cooling mechanism has been demonstrated with
metastable helium atoms [19]. The two lower states g1 and
g2 are the M = — 1 and M = +1 Zeeman sublevels of the
2 3 S t metastable state, e 0 is the M = 0 Zeeman sublevel of
the excited 23Pl state. The two counterpropagating laser
waves have the same frequency eo tl = coL2 = coL and have
opposite circular polarizations. There is no external magnetic field so that Eg2 = Egt and condition (12) is fulfilled. A
more quantitative analysis of the cooling process [20]
shows that atoms are cooled into non-coupled states
I^NC> = Ci \9v P ~ »fc> + c2\g2, p + hk}

(13)
v \cm/s j

which are linear superpositions of two states which differ
not only by the internal state (g, or g2) but also by their
momentum along the z-axis (p — hk or p + Hk). The coefficients Cj and c2 depend on the amplitudes of the two laser
waves and on the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the two
transitions g,«- e0 and g2 « e0. After an interaction time 0 ,
the momentum p which characterizes the states (13) into
which atoms are cooled is distributed around p = 0 in an
interval dp which decreases indefinitely when © increases:

m e a s u r e d o n o n e of ^ six mbelobtained in a 3D-VSCPT experiment. The dotted line
gives the magnitude of the signal in the absence of VSCPT. The recoil
velocity vR = hk/M is equal to 9.2cm/sforhelium.
,. .
wl
" c h a t o m s are laser cooled are separated m this expenment h a
? ™*™»P* S t a n c e , on the order of 1 cm.

Fig
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5. Conclusion

one finds that dp varies as 0 " ^ . If one defines a tern- j h a y e r e v i e w e d i n ^
severa,
t u m interference
perature T by the relation kBT/2 = 8p*/2M, such a result e f f e c t s w h i c h c a n fee o b s e r y e d Qn t h e ^
absorbed of
shows that there is in principle no lower limit to the tern- e m i t t e d b m a t o f f l w M c h h a s b e e n
d in a ,inear
perature T which can be achieved by VSCPT
superposition of two ground state or two excited state
Two important theoretical developments have recently Z e e m M s u b l e y e l s S u c h e f f e c t s w e r e ^ 0 ^ ^ a n d s t u d i e d
extended the apphcabihty of VSCPT. First, it has been s e y e r a l d e c a d e s
b p h y s i d s t s w o r k i n g i n atO mic physics,
shown [21] that it is possible to extend VSCPT to two and o p t i c a , p u m p i n g B a n d hfghResolution spectroscopy. I would
three dimensions for a Jg = \~Je = 1 transition. One finds ^ t o d e d i c a t e ^
tQ t h r e e o f t h e s e h icistS; w h o
in such a case that the dark state into which atoms are h a y e , ^ fl d e c i s i y e nle ^ t h e d i s c o
and the j ^ ; .
cooled isdescnbed by the same vector fieldlas the laser field. i o n o f t h e s e e f f e c t s a n d w h o
.
ed
recentl
More precisely, if the laser field is formed by a linear super- w n h e l m H a n l e > A d r i a n o G o 2 z i n i a n d G e Q r g e S e r f e s j t h i n k
position of N plane waves with wave vectors k& = 1, 2, ... , h a t t h e b e s t t r f b u t e ^ 1 c o u ] d
^ tQ
tQ ^
memo
AO having the same modulus k, one finds that atoms are s h o w > a s j h a y e ^
tQ d o h e r e ; t h a , t h d r i d e a s aK stffl
pumped into a coherent superposition of N wave packets findi n e w { rtant a n d {mim
applications in recent
with mean momenta hk, and with a momentum spread dp
& r e s e a r c h fields s u c h a s t h e l a s e r m a n i p u i a t i o n o f
which becomes smaller and smaller when the interaction a t o m s
time 0 increases. Secondly, it has been shown [22-24] that
it is possible to improve VSCPT with a precooling associated with a friction force pushing atoms to p = 0 in />-space. Acknowledgements

This is important for the extension of VSCPT to two and
three dimensions since a pure random walk, such as in Fig.
13, would then be less and less efficient for bringing the
A

atoms n e a r ^ O ;
.
, u
.,
,.
Experimental demonstrations of subrecoil cooling at two
[25] and three [26] dimensions by VSCPT have been
recently obtained. For example, Fig. 14 shows the velocity
distribution of one of the six wave packets obtained in a
3D-VSCPT experiment performed with three pairs of
counterpropagating waves. The velocity spread 8v, defined
, .

, , „ . . , ,

, / /-

r i_-

j -

-u

•

•

1

as being the half width at 1/y/e of this distribution, is equal
to vR /4.8, where vR = hk/M is the recoil velocity. This corresponds to a temperature T 22 times lower than the recoil
limit TR, defined by kB TJ2 = H2k2/2M. Since 5p = Mdv =
fifc/4.8, the coherence length of the atomic wave packet
{ = h/6p, is about 5 times longer than the laser wavelength
XL = 2n/k, i.e. on the order of 5 microns. Note finally that
the six coherent wave packets forming the dark state into
Physica Scripta T70
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The content of this paper was presented at the 15th International Conference on Atomic
Physics, held in Amsterdam in July 1996, in a special session of this conference celebrating
the 100th anniversary of the discovery of the Zeeman effect. It reviews several experiments
using the Zeeman effect, in conjunction with other effects, for manipulating the various
internal and external degrees of freedom of an atom. Let us mention that one effect, which
was just starting to be considered in 1995, the possibility to control the collision process
between two atoms by varying an applied static magnetic field (Feshbach resonance), is now
playing a basic role in the experimental investigations of quantum degenerate bosonic and
fermionic gases. Physicists have now the possibility to manipulate atom-atom interactions,
both in magnitude and sign, by tuning with a magnetic field the position of a bound
molecular level coupled to the incoming scattering state of two atoms.
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The Zeeman Effect :
a Tool for Atom Manipulation
Claude Cohen-Tannoudji
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Abstract
We review in this paper experiments which have been carried out
during the last fifty years and which use the Zeeman effect, in conjunction with other effects, for manipulating the various degrees of
freedom of an atom. We consider first the internal degrees of freedom
and we show how the polarization selection rules of the Zeeman effect
have played an essential role in the development of optical methods,
such as double resonance or optical pumping, allowing one to control
and to detect the polarization of atomic states. The importance of
linear superpositions of Zeeman sublevels (Zeeman coherences) is emphasized as well as the possibility to change the Zeeman splittings by
non resonant optical or RF fields. The second part of the paper will
review more recent experiments where spatially dependent Zeeman
shifts are used to control the position and the velocity of a neutral
atom. Various schemes will be described, such as Zeeman slowers,
Sisyphus cooling, magneto-optical traps, magnetostatic traps, which
have been developed recently and which have just culminated with
the observation of Bose-Einstein condensation.
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1

Introduction

The initial purpose of this paper was to re-view the applications of the Zeeman
effect in modern atomic physics. In fact, the scope of such a paper would have
been too broad. There are practically no experiments in atomic physics where
Zeeman sublevels, Zeeman shifts or magnetic couplings are not involved! I
have thus thought that it would be more appropriate here to try to find a
simple guideline along which I could organize this paper and which would
allow me to put in perspective several important developments which have
occurred during the last fifty years. In this respect, atom manipulation is
a good guideline because the Zeeman effect turns out to play an essential
role in the different methods which have been developed for controlling the
various degrees of freedom of an atom.
Consider first the internal degrees of freedom of an atom, i.e. its angular momentum and its energy. By playing with the polarization selection
rules of the Zeeman effect, which result from the conservation of the total
angular momentum of the atom-photon system in absorption or emission
processes, it is possible to prepare an atom or to detect its presence in a
given Zeeman sublevel \M), or in a linear superposition of such sublevels
Y1MCM\M).
Thefirstpart of this paper will be devoted to a review of several developments based on these ideas, such as double resonance, optical
pumping, Hanle effect, quantum beats, etc. Another interesting topic is the
possibility to use non-resonant optical or RF fields for perturbing the energy
of Zeeman sublevels. Non-resonant light produces light shifts which can vary
from one Zeeman sublevel to another, and which thus change the Zeeman
splittings. A high frequency non-resonant RF field can modify, and even cancel the g-factor of an atomic state, giving rise to dressed magnetic moments.
All these developments, which have taken place from the early fifties to the
middle seventies, do not rely on the monochromaticity of the exciting light,
but only on its polarization. This explains why they predate the use of lasers
in atomic physics.
The second part of the paper will deal with the external degrees of freedom
of atoms, i.e. their position and their velocity. Then, the monochromaticity
of laser sources can be combined with spatially varying Zeeman shifts for
controlling the exchanges of linear momentum between atoms and photons.
A lot of new developments have occurred since the early eighties, concerning
the possibility to slow down, to cool and to trap atoms. A few of them

.
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Figure 1: Polarization of the various Zeeman components of an optical line
will be briefly reviewed, such as Zeeman slowers, Sisyphus cooling, optical
lattices, magneto-optical traps, magnetostatic traps. These developments
have culminated recently with the observation of Bose-Einstein condensation
on alkali atoms. Several contributions in this volume are devoted to these
problems. It is clear that a new research field is being opened by these new
states of matter, and that the Zeeman effect will continue to find applications
in this domain.

2
2.1

Internal degrees of freedom
Preparing or detecting an atom in a given Zeeman sublevel

Recall first the well known polarization selection rules for the various Zeeman components \g, Mg) *—• |e, Me) of an optical line connecting a ground
state g to an excited state e, Mg and Me being the magnetic quantum numbers labelling the eigenvalues of the total atomic angular momentum along
the quantization axis. For electric dipole transitions, AM = Me — Mg =
—1,0, or + 1. Fig. 1 gives the polarization corresponding to each value of
AM: a+ for AM = +1, TT for AM = 0, a" for AM = - 1 . These results
are a direct consequence of the conservation of the total angular momentum
[1]. Photons corresponding to a+-polarized light (resp. a~) have an angular
momentum along the axis of quantization equal to +ti (resp. —h),whereas
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Figure 2: Principle of the double resonance method for a transition Jg —
0 «—• Je = 1. Atoms are selectively prepared in the sublevel Me = 0 by
excitation with~7r-polarized light. During the time spent in the excited state,
resonant radiofrequency transitions transfer them from Me = 0 to Me = 4-1
and Me = — 1. Such transfers are detected by monitoring the a+ or o~
fluorescence light reemitted by the atom.
7r-polarized photons have an angular momentum equal to 0. This is precisely
the angular momentum which is gained by the atom when it absorbs such a
photon and is excited from Mg to Me.
Consider an atom with a transition Jg = 0 <—»• Je = 1. By exciting it
with resonant light having a well defined polarization, <r+ , a~ or TT, it is thus
possible to prepare it in a well defined excited Zeeman sublevel. Similarly,
by monitoring the fluorescence light reemitted by such an atom with a well
defined polarization, one can infer from what Zeeman sublevel the photon
has been emitted. This is the principle of the double resonance method
[2, 3], which is recalled in Fig. 2 and which is an optical method for studying
magnetic resonance in atomic excited states.
Optical methods also apply to atomic ground states having several Zeeman sublevels. Angular momentum can be transferred from polarized photons to atoms in absorption-spontaneous emission cycles. The principle of
such a method, called optical pumping [4], is recalled in Fig. 3 for a transition Jg = 1/2 <—• Je = 1/2. It allows one to achieve high degrees of spin
polarization in the ground state. Since the amount of absorbed light depends
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Figure 3: Principle of the optical pumping method for a transition Jg =
1/2 <—*• Je = 1/2. Atoms are selectively excited from Mg = —1/2 to
Me = +1/2 by excitation with o^-polarized light. Prom there, they fall
back in the ground state by spontaneous emission of a photon which can
be, either cr+-polarized, in which case the same cycle can be repeated, or
7r-polarized, in which case the atom remains trapped in Mg — +1/2. After
such an optical pumping cycle, the ground state becomes fully polarized in
the Mg — +1/2 sublevel. Note that the absorption of the incoming a+
light is directly proportional to the population of the Mg = —1/2 sublevel,
which provides an optical detection signal for monitoring the variations of
this population.
on the relative populations of the ground state Zeeman sublevels, it is also
possible to detect optically any variation of these populations due to resonant
radiofrequency transitions or to relaxation processes.

2.2

Linear superpositions of Zeeman sublevels-Zeeman
coherences

When the polarization of the exciting light (or of the detected fluorescence
light) is a linear superposition of the basic polarizations a+, a~ and TT, the
atom is prepared (or detected) in a linear superposition of excited Zeeman
sublevels. The atomic density matrix a has then off-diagonal elements on —
(1 |<r|2) (where 1 and 2 are shorter notations for Me and M'e), which are called
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"Zeeman coherences" [5]. They are at the origin of several interesting effects
which can be observed using the fluorescence light which is emitted by the
atom and which depends not only on the populations an and 022 of the two
sublevels |1) and |2), but also on the Zeeman coherences a 12 and <T2\- These
effects result from quantum interferences between two emission amplitudes
starting from the two sublevels |1) and |2) and ending into the same ground
state sublevel. We review now a few of them.
It is convenient for that to start from the equation of motion of <r12) which
may be shown to have, in several important cases [5, 6], the following form
&12 = R — i

r

cr12 — IV12

(1)

The various factors which determine the rate of variation of o\2 are: the
optical excitation, which prepares o\2 at a rate R\ the free evolution in the
magnetic field B at the Larmor frequency (Ei — E2) /h ; the damping with
a rate F due to spontaneous emission. We can now look for the solution of
equation (1) in a certain number of cases.
Suppose first that the intensity of the exciting light beam is constant. R
is then constant, and equation (1) has a steady-state solution,
hR
ai2 =

i(El-E2)

+ hr

<2>

which clearly exhibits resonant variations when the magnetic field B is scanned
around zero, in an interval determined by | E\ — E2 |< hT. This provides a
quantitative interpretation of the zerofieldlevel crossing resonance, which is
called also the Hanle effect [7]. The same equation (1) also explains why level
crossing resonances can be observed near values of the magnetic field where
two Zeeman sublevels |1) and |2) belonging to two different hyperfine levels
cross. This is the Pranken effect[8] and (I|oj2) is then a hyperfine coherence.
Suppose now that one uses a modulated excitation :
R=R*e-iat

(3)

Equation (1) then admits a solution of the form :
(4)
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which shows that a 12 is modulated at the same frequency Q as the exciting
light and exhibits resonant variations when Ei — E^ is scanned around hQ.
Such resonant modulations of thefluorescencelight have been first observed
on cadmium atoms [9].
Another interesting situation is found when one uses a percussional excitation :
R = Ro6(t)
(5)
6(t) being the delta fonction (more physically, one uses a pulse of exciting
light, with a duration much smaller than %/ \Ei — E2I and 1/F). For t > 0,
the solution of equation (1) reads

a12(t) = ^ e - m - W V ™

(6)

Such damped oscillations at the frequency (E\ — E2) /h are nothing but the
so-called "quantum beats" and they have been first observed in 1964 on
cadmium atoms [10].
Note also that, even if it is not prepared directly by the optical excitation (R = 0), an can build up from an — 022 under the effect of a resonant
radiofrequency field Bie~*nt, perpendicular to B. Modulations then appear
in <7i2 which are resonant when the frequency O of the RF field is close to
(Ei — E%) /h. The corresponding modulations at frequency fi of the fluorescence light have been called "light beats" [11]. In fact, one of the first
demonstrations of the importance of Zeeman coherences was the observation
of a narrowing of the double resonance curves in the excited state of mercury
atoms when the density of the atomic vapour increases [12]. The Zeeman
coherence induced in the excited state by the RF field is partially transferred
from this atom to another one by multiple scattering of resonance radiation
and this explains why the effective lifetime of Zeeman coherences becomes
longer at higher vapour pressures leading to more efficient imprisonment of
resonance radiation.
All the previous considerations can be easily extended to atomic ground
states. Zeeman coherences are associated with the existence of an anisotropy
of the atomic orientation or alignment in the plane perpendicular to B. Such
a transverse orientation or alignment can be prepared in the ground state
by a transverse optical pumping, perpendicular to B, or by applying a resonant RF (or microwave) field to a longitudinally oriented or aligned vapour.
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Equations similar to (1) can be established [5], allowing one to interpret resonances similar to those described above. Because relaxation tunes are much
longer in the ground state g than in the excited state e, these resonances are
much narrower. For example, zero field level crossing resonances have been
observed in the ground state of rubidium atoms, which are so narrow that
they can be used to detect very weak magnetic fields, on the order of 3.10"10
Gauss [13, 14].

2.3

A few important features of optical methods

The various schemes described in the previous subsections are called "optical
methods" because they use light for both the preparation and the detection
of the atomic state. We summarize here a few important features of these
methods.
First, they provide very large polarizations at room temperature and in
low magnetic fields. This is due to the fact that they do not rely on the
Boltzmann factor exp(-HZeeman/kBT). For the same reason, they can be
applied to states having a purely nuclear paramagnetism (J = 0 and 7 ^ 0 ) .
Optical pumping methods are thus very efficient for polarizing nuclear spins,
which can lead to interesting applications, such as the magnetic resonance
imaging of human organs (see for example the contribution of E. Otten in
this volume and the references therein).
Optical methods have also a very high sensitivity. The magnetic resonance is detected, not by measuring the absorption of the RF or microwave
power, but by monitoring a modification of the light absorbed or emitted by
the atoms. One can thus study very dilute media, such as atomic vapours.
Finally, optical methods are not sensitive to the optical Doppler effect.
Zeeman splittings, fine or hyperfine structures are not determined from a
difference between two optical frequencies. They are measured directly from
the frequency of the resonant RF or microwave field, or from the evolution
frequency of a Zeeman or hyperfine coherence. This explains why it has
been possible to develop a high resolution spectroscopy before the advent of
monochromatic laser sources.
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2.4

Perturbing Zeeman splittings with nonresonant
optical or RF fields

If the exciting light is detuned from resonance, one can show [5, 6] that
it produces energy shifts of the ground state Zeeman sublevels, called "light
shifts" or "ac Stark shifts". The magnitude of such light shifts is proportional
to the light intensity and inversely proportional to the detuning 6 = UL —
UA between the laser frequency UJL and the atomic frequency U>A (in the
limit when the Rabi frequency Qi describing the light-atom interaction is
small compared to \8\). Because of the polarization selection rules, light shifts
depend on the polarization of the exciting light and vary from one Zeeman
sublevel to another.
For example, in the case of the transition Jg — 1/2 <—• Je — 1/2 of
Fig. 3, a <r+-polarized exciting light shifts only the sublevel Mg = —1/2 (if
WL 7^ WA), whereas a cr~-polarized light shifts only the sublevel Mg = +1/2.
The Zeeman splitting between the two sublevels can thus be changed by
a nonresonant light (see Fig. 4), which produces a shift of the magnetic
resonance curve in the ground state. The sign of this shift changes when the
polarization of the exciting light changes from c+ to a~. Because magnetic
resonance curves are very narrow in the ground state, it is possible in this
way to detect very small light shifts, on the order of one Hertz, produced
by the light emitted by a discharge lamp [15]. Now, with laser sources, light
shifts on the order of one Gigahertz can be easily produced.
In the absence of external magnetic fields, light shifts can remove the
Zeeman degeneracy and their effect is equivalent with the one which would
be produced by dc "fictitious " magnetic or electric fields [16, 17].
Light shifts can be considered from different points of view. First, they axe
"stimulated" radiative corrections, which can be interpreted as resulting from
virtual absorptions and reemissions of photons by the atom. In this respect,
they are the equivalent, for the absorption-stimulated emission process, of the
Lamb shift for spontaneous emission. Secondly, they introduce perturbations
to high precision measurements using optical methods, which must be taken
into account before extracting from these measurements spectroscopic data.
Finally, they are now more and more frequently used for manipulating the
energy of Zeeman sublevels. For example, it is easy to produce a light field
whose polarization changes from a+ to cr~ every quarter of wavelength (see
Fig. 6). From Fig. 4, we then deduce that one can produce in this way spatial
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Figure 4: Light shifts of the ground state Zeeman sublevels for the transition
Jg = 1/2 <—• Je = 1/2 of Fig. 3. The Zeeman degeneracy is removed by
a static magnetic field. The light beam exciting the transition is slightly
detuned from resonance. The detuning 6 is positive, so that light shifts are
positive. Depending whether the light polarization is cr+ or a~, only Zeeman
sublevel Mg = - 1 / 2 or Mg - +1/2 is light-shifted.
modulations of the Zeeman splittings on an optical wavelength scale, which
would not be easily achieved with real magnetic fields. We will see in the
next section interesting applications of such a situation.
Zeeman splittings can be also modified by nonresonant RF fields. In
particular, it can be shown that the g-factor of an atomic state can be
reduced, and even cancelled by a high frequency nonresonant RF irradiation
[18, 19]. Such an effect has been calculated in a nonperturbative way with
the dressed atom approach. One can also interpret semiclassically why the
effective magnetic moment of the atom is reduced by the interaction with
the RF field. The motion of the magnetic moment in the RF field consists of
an angular vibration of the direction of this magnetic moment which keeps
a constant length. Averaging over one period of the RF field can only lead
to a decrease of the static component of the magnetic moment.
It is then tempting to consider that such a "stimulated" radiative correction is analogous to the electron spin anomaly g — 2. However, applying
the same picture to the motion of the electron spin in vacuum fluctuations
would predict a decrease of g from the value 2 (in the absence of radiative
corrections), whereas it is well known that g - 2 is positive. The answer to
this paradox is that g is defined from both the Larmor frequency €lL of the
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spin and the cyclotron frequency fie of the charge by the relation
g/2

= nL/nc

(7)

It is not enough to consider the radiative corrections to the Larmor frequency
of the spin. One must also consider the modifications of the cyclotron motion.
One then finds [20] that bothfl^and Qc are reduced, Oc being more reduced
than Qi, so that g becomes larger than 2 according to equation (7). The
physical interpretation of such a result, in the nonrelativistic domain, is that
a charge is more coupled to its self field than a magnetic moment, which
results in a more efficient slowing down of the cyclotron motion. A full
relativistic calculation, to all orders in 1/c, but to order 1 in the fine structure
constant a, confirms this interpretation [21]. Similar conclusions have been
obtained from a different approach [22]. Finally, such a discussion shows
that, for understanding g ~ 2, it is necessary to consider the modification of
the motion of both the charge and the spin of the electron. There is here a
certain analogy with the situation encountered when one tries to interpret
the "anomalous" Zeeman effect. Such an effect cannot be understood by
considering only the motion of the charge in the applied magneticfield.One
must also take into account the magnetic coupling of the spin.

3
3.1

External degrees of freedom
Zeeman slowers

We review now a few mechanisms using spatially dependent Zeeman shifts
for controlling the position and the velocity of a neutral atom, and we begin
by describing the so-called "Zeeman slowers" which are used for decelerating
and stopping an atomic beam [23, 24].
Consider an atomic beam which is irradiated by a counterpropagating
resonant laser beam (see Fig. 5). Photons are absorbed from the laser beam
and spontaneously reemitted in all possible directions. In an elementary
absorption-spontaneous emission cycle (fluorescence cycle), the average momentum transferred to the atom is equal to the momentum hk of a laser
photon, because spontaneously emitted photons have equal probabilities to
be emitted in opposite directions and their mean momentum is equal to zero.
When the atomic transition is saturated, the mean number of fluorescence
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Figure 5: Principle of a Zeeman slower. The radiation pressure force exerted
on an atomic beam by a counterpropagating resonant laser beam decelerates
the atoms. The Doppler shift due to such a deceleration is compensated for
by a spatially dependent Zeeman shift associated with an inhomogeneous
magneticfieldproduced by a tapered solenoid. This allows the laser beam to
remain in resonance with the atoms during the whole deceleration process.
cycles per unit time is equal to F/2, where F is the spontaneous emission
rate (the atom spends half of its time in the upper state). It follows that the
mean radiation pressure force experienced by the atom is equal to ftkF/2,
leading to a mean acceleration (or deceleration) given by
a M a x =

ftkr
M2

= V

r
*2

<8>

where vR = Kk/M is the recoil velocity of an atom absorbing a laser photon.
Such a recoil veloity is usually very small, on the order of 10~2 m.s" 1 . But F
can be very large, on the order of 10 8 s- x , so that aMax can reach values on
the order of 106m.s~2, i.e. 105 times the acceleration of gravity.
There is however a difficulty due to the Doppler shift associated with the
deceleration. Such an effect shifts the atoms out of resonance and the mean
radiation pressure force decreases. This is precisely where Zeeman shifts
can be useful. The Doppler shift due to the deceleration process can be
compensated for by a spatially dependent Zeeman shift associated with the
inhomogeneous magnetic field produced by a tapered solenoid (see Fig. 5).
Such a scheme, now called Zeeman slower, has been first demonstrated with
sodium atoms [23, 24]. It is quite general and it allows the deceleration to
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Figure 6: a-Laser configuration formed by two counterpropagating plane
waves along the z-axis, with orthogonal linear polarizations. The polarization
of the resulting total field is spatially modulated with a period A/2. Every
A/4, it changes from a+ to a~. In between, it is elliptical or linear, b—Light
shifts and optical pumping transfers (vertical arrows) for an atom having
two Zeeman sublevels Mg = ±1/2 in the ground state and put in such a
laser configuration. The spatial modulation of the laser polarization results
in correlated spatial modulations of the light shifts of the two sublevels and
of the optical pumping rates between them. Because of these correlations, a
moving atom can run up potential hills more frequently than down (double
arrows).
remain at its maximum value during the whole deceleration process. Continuous beams of slow atoms can be easily obtained in this way. Atomic beams
can even be completely stopped over distances of the order of one meter.

3.2

Spatially modulated Zeeman splittings. Sisyphus
cooling and optical lattices.

We describe now a laser cooling mechanism using spatially modulated Zeeman splittings due to light shifts produced by a laser light whose polarization is spatially modulated. Consider for example the laser configuration of

_ ^ _
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Fig. 6.a, consisting of two counterpropagating plane waves along the z-axis,
with orthogonal linear polarizations and with the same frequency and the
same intensity. At a certain position ZQ along the 2-axis, the phase difference
between the electric fields of the two waves is equal to 7r/2, so that the total
field is <r+-polarized. A distance A/4 farther, at z = ZQ + A/4, the phase
difference between the two fields has increased by -K and becomes equal to
3TT/2, SO that the total field is <r~-polarized, and so on. Every A/4, the light
polarization changes from <r+ to a~ and vice versa. In between, it is elliptical
or linear.
Consider now the simple case where the atomic ground state has an angular momentum Jg = 1/2. As shown in subsection (2.4), the two Zeeman
sublevels Mg = ±1/2 undergo different light shifts, depending on the laser
polarization, so that the Zeeman degeneracy in zero magnetic field is removed. One can always choose the detuning 6 between the laser frequency
and the atomic frequency so that, in the places where the polarization is a+
(resp. a~), the sublevel Mg = —1/2 (resp. Mg = +1/2) is above the sublevel
Mg = +1/2 (resp. Mg = —1/2). We get in this way the energy diagram
of Fig. 6.b showing spatial modulations of the Zeeman splitting between the
two sublevels with a period A/2.
If the detuning 8 is not too large, there are also real absorptions of photons by the atom followed by spontaneous emission, which give rise to optical pumping transfers between the two sublevels, whose direction depends
on the polarization: Mg = - 1 / 2 —• Mg == +1/2 for a a+ polarization,
Mg = +1/2 —> Mg = —1/2 for a a~ polarization. Here also, the spatial
modulation of the laser polarization results in a spatial modulation of the
optical pumping rates with a period A/2 (vertical arrows of Fig. 6.b).
The two spatial modulations of light shifts and optical pumping rates
are of course correlated because they are due to the same cause, the spatial
modulation of the light polarization. These correlations clearly appear in
Fig. 6.b. With the sign chosen for the detuning, optical pumping always
transfers atoms from the higher Zeeman sublevel to the lower one. This
can lead to a very efficient cooling mechanism, called "Sisyphus cooling"
or "polarization gradient cooling" [26, 27] (see also [25]). Consider an atom
moving to the right and starting from the bottom of a valley, for example
in the state Mg — +1/2 at a place where the polarization is a+. The atom
can climb up the potential hill and reach the top of the hill where it has the
maximum probability to be optically pumped in the other sublevel, i.e. in

.
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the bottom of a valley, and so on (double arrows of Fig. 6.b). Like Sisyphus in
the Greek mythology, the atom is running up potential hills more frequently
than down. When it climbs a potential hill, its kinetic energy is transformed
into potential one which is then dissipated by light, since the spontaneously
emitted photon has an energy higher than the absorbed laser photon (antiStokes Raman processes of Fig. 6.b). Such a cooling mechanism is very
efficient and can lead to temperatures T on the order of a few microkelvins,
given by fcgT cz Uo, where UQ is the depth of the optical potential wells
of Fig. 6.b, i.e. the maximum differential light shift. Equation k^T ~ Uo
cannot remain valid when Uo tends to zero, because we have neglected the
recoil due to the spontaneously emitted photons. There is a threshold for Uo,
on the order of a few recoil energies ER = h2k2/2M, below which Sisyphus
cooling can no longer work.
Note finally that, for the optimal conditions of Sisyphus cooling, atoms
become so cold that they get trapped in the quantum vibrational levels of
the potential wells of Fig. 6.b. More precisely, one must consider energy
bands in this periodic structure [28]. Experimental observation of such a
quantization of atomic motion in an optical potential has been first achieved
at one dimension [29, 30]. Atoms then form a spatial periodic array, called
"ID-optical lattice", with an antiferromagnetic order, since two adjacent
potential wells correspond to opposite spin polarizations. 2D and 3D optical
lattices have been achieved subsequently (see the review papers [31, 32]; see
also the contribution of A.Hemmerich in this volume).

3.3

The magneto-optical trap (MOT)

We describe now an example of a trap for neutral atoms which uses the
radiation pressure force F already mentioned in subsection (3.1) and resulting from the exchanges of linear momentum between atoms and photons in
resonant absorption-spontaneous emission cycles. Other types of radiative
forces can be used for trapping atoms, the so-called dipole or gradient forces
which result from position dependent light shifts or dressed-state energies
[25, 33]. But they require in general higher intensities. Using radiation pressure, which is a resonant process, one can hope to build deeper and larger
traps.
In most cases, the radiation pressure force F is simply proportional to the
Poynting vector G of the laser field. This is the case when the induced dipole
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Figure 7: Principle of a one-dimensional magneto-optical trap. An atom
with a transition Jg = 0 —• J e = 1 is put in a magnetic field gradient along
the z-axis and is irradiated with two couterpropagating waves, with a red
detuning {uL < uA) and with opposite circular polarizations <r+ and <J~.
The two waves are resonant in different places z = z\ and z = z2, so that
the two radiation pressure forces are not balanced, giving rise to a restoring
force.
moment d is proportional to the laser electric field E^. Condition V.G = 0
then results in V.F = 0 : the radiation pressure force is divergence-free. This
means that F cannot be a restoring force in all directions and that stable
traps cannot be achieved with radiation pressure forces. Such a result is
known as the optical Earnshaw theorem [34].
In fact, it is possible to overcome such a limitation. Suggestions have
been made to change the proportionality between d and E L in a positiondependent way using external fields or optical pumping, so that V.F no
longer vanishes [35].
It is here that position dependent Zeeman shifts can be very useful, as
suggested first by Jean Dalibard in 1986 with the following one-dimensional
scheme (see Fig. 7). Consider an atom with a transition Jg = 0 —• J c = 1,
put in a magnetic field gradient along the jz-axis and irradiated with two
couterpropagating waves, with a red detuning (vL < uA) and with opposite
circular polarizations c+ and cr~. Because of the polarization selection rules,
the a+ wave excites only the transition Mg = 0 —• M e = +1, whereas the
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a~ wave excites only the transition Mg — 0 —• Me = —1. The spatial
variation of the energy of the sublevels Mg = ±1 and the non zero value
of the detuning (u>£, ^ U>A) result in the fact that the two waves cannot be
resonant at the same place : the <T+ wave is resonant with the transition
Mg = 0 —> Me — -f-1 at z = zi, whereas the a~ wave is resonant with the
transition Mg — 0 —• Me = — 1 at z = z% (see Fig. 7). It follows that the
radiation pressure forces of the two waves are not balanced. The radiation
pressure force of the a+ wave predominates at z = zx, whereas the radiation
pressure force of the cr~ wave predominates at z — z-}.. This results in a
restoring force towards the point z = 0 where the two sublevels Me = ± 1
cross. Atomic motion is thus confined in a zone Z\ < z < z-^ whose width
Z2 — Z\ can be adjusted by varying the detuning 6 = OJL — OJA- Furthermore,
the non zero value of the detuning provides a Doppler cooling [36, 37].
In fact, such a scheme can be extended to three dimensions and leads to
robust, large and deep traps [38]. It combines trapping and cooling, it has a
large velocity capture range and it can be used for trapping atoms in a cell
[39]. With all these advantages, the MOT has become the "workhorse" trap
in laser cooling.

3.4

Magnetostatic traps

Magnetostatic traps use purely magnetic forces for trapping neutral atoms.
These magnetic forces are those which are responsible for the Stern-Gerlach
effect. They are due to spatially dependent shifts EM(*) of the ground state
Zeeman sublevels, giving rise to M-dependent forces F ^ r ) = —VEM{*)Using these forces for controlling the motion of neutral particles has been
suggested and used by several authors [40, 41, 42, 43].
To make a trap with purely magnetic forces, one must achieve a magnetic
field configuration exhibiting a local extremum of the modulus [ B [ of the
magnetic field B. In fact, it can be shown that a local maximum of | B | in
a source-free region cannot exist [44]. Only local minima can be achieved,
giving rise to trapping of "low field seekers" atoms.
The depth of magnetostatic traps is rather small. For a magnetic moment
of one Bohr magneton fiB, and for a field depth B of 200 Gauss, equation
HBB = ksT gives T=13 mK. This is why magnetostatic traps can work only
with precooled atoms. The first magnetostatic trap for atoms to be demonstrated was for laser precooled sodium atoms [45]. Magnetostatic trapping
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Examples of magnetostatic traps : the quadrupole trap (Fig.a) and
the Iofie-Pritchard trap (Fig.b).
has been also achieved for polarized hydrogen atoms precooled by cryogenic
techniques [46, 47] (for a review of atom traps, see [48]).
Fig. 8 gives two examples of magnetostatic traps. The quadrupole trap
(Fig.8a) consists of two identical coils with the same axis and with opposite
currents. The magnetic field B vanishes at the center of symmetry r = 0
and its modulus increases linearly with the distance from this point along the
three principal axes. Near r = 0, the moving spin cannot follow adiabatically
the spatial changes of B and there are leaks due to Majorana transitions to
non trapping spin states. Two methods have been used for overcoming this
difficulty. In the first one, a rotating RF field is added so that the "hole"
of the trap is rotating sufficiently rapidly for preventing atoms from moving
into it [49]. In the second method, the hole of the trap is plugged by a
detuned focussed laser beam introducing a repulsive potential [50]. The
Ioffe-Pritchard trap (Fig. 8b) consists of a four parallel wire configuration
producing a confining transverse quadrupole field in the plane perpendicular
to the wires, and of two identical coils with the same axis parallel to the wires
and with identical currents. These two coils provide a confining longitudinal
field, parallel to the wires, near the center of the trap r = 0 [43]. The
modulus of the field no longer vanishes. It increases quadratically with the
distance from the center of symmetry along the three principal axes and the
losses are reduced.
Spectacular developments have occurred recently when magnetostatic
trapping of laser precooled alkali atoms was combined with evaporative cool-
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ing, leading to the observation of Bose-Einstein condensation [51, 50] and
quantum degeneracy effects [52]. We refer the reader to the contributions
of C.Wieman and W.Ketterle in this volume for a review of the most recent
developments in this field. With the MOT used for capturing first the alkali
atoms and for precooling them, with the magnetostatic trap then replacing
the MOT, the Zeeman effect plays an essential role in these achievements.
One can hope that magnetic couplings will continue to find new applications
in this domain. For example, it has been suggested that the scattering length
for alkali atoms in the lower hyperfine state could be tuned by an external
magnetic field around a Feshbach resonance [53, 54]. In view of the importance for BEC of the scattering length, and in particular of its sign, such a
possibility would be very attractive.

4

Conclusion

From the various examples discussed in this paper, one can try to point out
a few general trends in the evolution of the modern researches using the
Zeeman effect.
Rather than being considered only as a source of informations on the
structure of atoms, the Zeeman effect has now become a very useful tool for
manipulating them. Extensive studies have been first devoted to the control of the internal degrees of freedom : spin polarization and energy of the
Zeeman sublevels. More and more attention is paid now to the evolution of
the translational degrees of freedom. In fact, there is a certain continuity
between these two types of studies, since many effects dealing with internal
variables, such as optical pumping and light shifts, turn out to play an important role in new cooling and trapping schemes, such as Sisyphus cooling.
With the recent observation of BEC and the production of condensates of
atoms, a new research field is being opened, where magnetic couplings will
certainly play an important role.
Wefinallymention a few important spectroscopic applications of the Zeeman effect which are discussed in other contributions in this volume : the
investigation of the energy diagram of Rydberg states in high magnetic fields,
when the magnetic energy becomes on the order of the Coulomb energy or
larger (contribution of J.Delos); the magnetic resonance imaging using optically pumped nuclei in magnetic field gradients (contribution of E.Otten).
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